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ࢀࡿゝㄒ⾜ື࡜ࡋ࡚ࠊ࠶࠸࡙ࡕ(Ỉ㇂ 1983, 1988, 1993, 2001; ᇼෆ 1988; ࣓࢖ࢼ࣮ࢻ 1993
➼)ࡸゝ࠸ࡉࡋ(Ⲷཎ 2002, 2015; ୕∾ 2015; Ọ⏣ 2015)࡞࡝ࡀᣲࡆࡽࢀࡿࠋ 
୍᪉ࠊࣟࢩ࢔ㄒࡣࠊSVO ࡢㄒ㡰ࢆᣢࡕᒅᢡㄒ࡛࠶ࡿࡓࡵࠊ᪥ᮏㄒ࡜ẚ࡭ࡿ࡜ࠊᙧែⓗ࡟
ࡶ⤫ㄒⓗ࡟ࡶⱥㄒࡸࣇࣛࣥࢫㄒ࡞࡝࡟ࡼࡾ㏆࠸ࠋࡋ࠿ࡋࠊࣟࢩ࢔ㄒ࡟࠾ࡅࡿゝㄒ⾜ືࡣࠊⱥ
ㄒ࡜ࡣ኱ࡁࡃ␗࡞ࡿ࡜࠸࠺ᣦ᦬ࡀࡳࡽࢀࡿ(Вежбицка 2002; Ларина 2009)ࠋࣟࢩ࢔ㄒẕㄒ
ヰ⪅ࡣࠊヰࡋᡭࠊ࠶ࡿ࠸ࡣ⪺ࡁᡭࡢ⚾ⓗ㡿ᇦࡼࡾ࿘ᅖ࡜ࡢ⧅ࡀࡾࢆ㔜どࡍࡿࡇ࡜ࡀᣦ᦬ࡉࢀ
࡚࠾ࡾ(Бердяев 1990; Сергеева 2006; Прохоров и Стернин 2007; Ларина 2009)ࠊ(1)࠾
ࡼࡧ(2)ࡢࡼ࠺࡟ࠊࣟࢩ࢔ㄒࡣⱥㄒ࡟ẚ࡭ࠊಶேࢆᙉㄪࡍࡿ͆ya 㸦͇ࠕ⚾ 㸧ࠖࡼࡾ͆my` 㸦͇ࠕ⚾
ࡓࡕ 㸧ࠖࡢ౑⏝ࡢ࡯࠺ࡀዲࡲࢀࡿࡢ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ 
 
(1) a. My friend and I. 
  b. My`  s  drugom. 
  ZH  ZLWK IULHQG
   ཭ே࡜୍⥴࡟ࠋ 
(2) a. Do I know you? 
 b. My`  znakomy`? 
   ZH  EHBDFTXDLQWHG 
  ࠾఍࠸ࡋࡓࡇ࡜ࡀ࠶ࡾࡲࡋࡓࡗࡅ? 



















 ➨ 2 ❶࡛ࡣࠊᮏ◊✲࡛ྲྀࡾୖࡆࡿศᯒ㡯┠࡟㛵ࡍࡿඛ⾜◊✲ࢆᴫほࡋࠊࡑࡢၥ㢟Ⅼ࠾ࡼ
ࡧṧࡉࢀࡓㄢ㢟࡟ࡘ࠸࡚㏙࡭ࡿࠋ2.1࡛ࡣࠊSacks, Schegloff and Jefferson(1974)࡟ࡼࡿヰ
⪅஺᭰ࢩࢫࢸ࣒(turn-taking system)࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ㄝ᫂ࡋࡓୖ࡛ࠊ᪥ᮏㄒ࠾ࡼࡧࣟࢩ࢔ㄒ࡟㛵ࡍ








































































































 ࡇࢀࡲ࡛࡟࡞ࡉࢀ࡚ࡁࡓ᪥㟢ᑐ↷◊✲࡛ࡣࠊ࿧ࡧ࠿ࡅ⾲⌧ࡢᑐ↷(Дыбовский 1994; 
Кронгауз и Такахаси 2002)ࠊᶆ‽ㄒࡢኚ㑄ࡢᑐ↷(Алпатов 1995)ࠊࢸࣥࢫ࠾ࡼࡧ࢔ࢫ࣌
ࢡࢺࡢᑐ↷(Канэко и Петрухина 2004; Kaneko 2014; ᰗ⏫ 2004)ࠊ᥋㎡ࡢព࿡ࡢᑐ↷
(Накао 2003; ୰ᑿ 2003)ࠊ័⏝⾲⌧ࡸᴫᛕࡢㄆ▱ࡢᑐ↷(⏣୰࣭ࢣ࢟ࢮ 2005; Kekidze࣭⏣






























































ࡋᡭ 1ே࡟ᑐࡋ࡚⪺ࡁᡭࡀ 2ேࠖ2࡜࠸࠺ᙺ๭㓄ศ࡟࡞ࡿࠋ 
 ఏ(2013)ࡀᣦ᦬ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡼ࠺࡟ࠊ୕⪅㛫఍ヰ࡛ࡣ⪺ࡁᡭྠኈࡢ❧ሙࡀᚲࡎࡋࡶᑐ➼࡛ࡣ࡞
ࡃࠊࡑࢀࡒࢀࡀ⮬ศࡢ❧ሙ3ࢆព㆑ࡋࠊࡑࢀ࡟ᛂࡌࡓ཯ᛂࢆ♧ࡍࠋClark(1996)ࡣࠊࠕ఍ヰࢆ










                                                   
1 ᮏ◊✲࡛ࡣࠕ⮬⏤఍ヰࠖࢆᣦࡍࠋ 













 ࡇࡢ㐪࠸ࢆඹྠసᴗࡢሙ㠃࡟ᙜ࡚ࡣࡵࡿ࡜ࠊཧຍ⪅ேᩘࡀ 3 ே࡛࠶ࡿ࡜࠸࠺ࡇ࡜࡟ࡣḟ
ࡢࡼ࠺࡞࣓ࣜࢵࢺࡀ⪃࠼ࡽࢀࡿࠋసᴗࡢཧຍ⪅ࡀ 2 ேࡢሙྜࡣࠊ1 ேࡣ⌧ᅾࡢヰࡋᡭ࡜࡞












ࡢヰࡋᡭࡢ㑅ᢥ࠾ࡼࡧ⪺ࡁᡭࡢᙺ๭(ఏ 2007, 2009, 2013)ࠊⓎヰᚿྥែᗘ(ᚨỌ࣭Ṋᕝ࣭ᑎ
஭࣭‮ὸ 2010)ࠊ㠃᥋ㄪᰝ࡟࠾ࡅࡿ 2ேࡢᅇ⟅⪅㛫ࡢ┦஫⾜Ⅽ࠾ࡼࡧᑐே⾜ື(⇃㇂࣭ᮌ㇂ 








































ᅗ 1 ㄢ㢟ゎỴ࡟ྥࡅࡓඹྠసᴗ࡟࠾ࡅࡿ୕⪅㛫఍ヰࢆᵓᡂࡍࡿゝㄒ⾜ືࡢḟඖ 
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࡛ࡢ㒊ศࢆࠕࢱ࣮ࣥࠖ࡜࠸࠺ࠋSacks, Schegloff and Jefferson(1974)ࡣヰ⪅஺᭰ࢆࠊ↓⛛ᗎ
࡟⾜ࢃࢀࡿࡶࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃࠊయ⣔ⓗ࡟⤌⧊ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡶࡢ࡜ࡋ࡚ᤊ࠼ࠊࡑࡢ௙⤌ࡳࢆ᭱ࡶໟᣓ
ⓗ࡟グ㏙ࡋࡓࠋ 
 Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson(1974)ࡣ࠶ࡽࡺࡿ఍ヰ࡛ほᐹࡉࢀࡿ஦ᐇ࡜ࡋ࡚௨ୗࡢ 14
Ⅼࢆᣲࡆ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ 
 
 ձ ヰ⪅஺᭰ࡣ⧞ࡾ㏉ࡉࢀࡿࠋᑡ࡞ࡃ࡜ࡶ㸯ᗘࡣ㉳ࡁࡿࠋ 
 ղ ୍ᗘ࡟ヰࡍࡢࡣ 1ே࡛࠶ࡿ࡜࠸࠺ࡇ࡜ࡀᅽಽⓗ࡟ከ࠸ࠋ 
 ճ 」ᩘࡢ఍ヰཧຍ⪅ࡀྠ᫬࡟ヰࡍࡇ࡜ࡀࡼࡃ࠶ࡿࡀࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡶࡈࡃ▷᫬㛫࡛࠶ࡿࠋ 
 մ ㏻ᖖࢱ࣮ࣥ⛣⾜ࡢ㝿࡟࡜ࡂࢀࡸ㔜࡞ࡾࡀ⏕ࡌ࡞࠸ࠋ࠶ࡿ࡜ࡋ࡚ࡶࠊࢃࡎ࠿࡞࡜ࡂࢀࡸ
㔜࡞ࡾ࡛࠶ࡿࡇ࡜ࡀከ࠸ࠋ 
 յ ࢱ࣮ࣥࡢ㡰ᗎࡣỴࡲࡗ࡚࠾ࡽࡎࠊᵝࠎ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ 
 ն ࢱ࣮ࣥࡢ㛗ࡉࡣỴࡲࡗ࡚࠾ࡽࡎࠊᵝࠎ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ 
 շ ఍ヰࡢ㛗ࡉࡣ࠶ࡽ࠿ࡌࡵ≉ᐃࡉࢀ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࠋ 
 ո ヰࡍෆᐜࡣ࠶ࡽ࠿ࡌࡵ≉ᐃࡉࢀ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࠋ 
 չ ࢱ࣮ࣥࡢ┦ᑐⓗ࡞ศᕸࡣ࠶ࡽ࠿ࡌࡵ≉ᐃࡉࢀ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࠋ 
 պ ఍ヰཧຍ⪅ࡢேᩘࡣኚࢃࡾ࠺ࡿࠋ 





 ս ᵝࠎ࡞ࠕࢱ࣮ࣥᵓᡂ༢఩(turn-constructional unit, TCU)ࠖࡀ⏝࠸ࡽࢀࡿࠋ 
 վ ࢱ࣮ࣥྲྀࡾࡢㄗࡾ࠾ࡼࡧ㐪཯࡟ᑐฎࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢಟ᚟࣓࢝ࢽࢬ࣒ࡀᏑᅾࡍࡿࠋ 
(Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson 1974, pp.700-701/ 
















ᅗ 3 ࢱ࣮ࣥ⛣⾜㐺ษ⟠ᡤ(Clayman 2013, p.151; ➹⪅ヂ) 
 
 Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson(1974)ࡀグ㏙ࡋࡓձ㹼վࡢ஦ᐇࡀᗈࡃὀ┠ࡉࢀࠊࡑࡢᚋࠊ
ⱥㄒࡢ఍ヰࢹ࣮ࢱࢆ⏝࠸ࡓ◊✲࡛ࡣࠕ๭ࡾ㎸ࡳ(interruption) ࠖ(West and Zimmerman 
1983; Tannen 1990; Coates 2004➼)࠾ࡼࡧࠕⓎヰࡢ㔜࡞ࡾ(overlap, simultaneous talk)  ࠖ
(Tannen 1983, 1984; Lerner 1989; Schegloff 2000)ࠊࠕඹྠࢱ࣮ࣥ(collaborative turn)ࠖ 
(Lerner 1991, 2004; Bolden 2003)ࠊḟࡢヰࡋᡭࡢᣦྡ᪉ἲ(Lerner 2003)ࠊࡑࡋ࡚ࢱ࣮ࣥࡢ
ᵓ㐀(Ford and Thompson 1996; Selting 2000)➼ࡀศᯒࡉࢀ࡚ࡁࡓࠋ 
ヰ⪅ Aࡢ 1ࡘ┠ࡢ TCU  
TRP 
ヰ⪅ Aࡢ 2ࡘ┠ࡢ TCU  
TRP 








 Tanaka(1999) ࡣ ࠊ Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson(1974) ࠾ ࡼ ࡧ Ford and 







(3) 5 (M72) 
C: They never drink/ without it/.> 
 㣧ࡴ࡜ࡁࡣ࠸ࡘࡶࡇࢀࢆ㣗࡭࡚࠸ࡿࠋ 
D: Yeah/ you never have liquor/ without (1.0) fried meat/.> 
 ࡑ࠺ࡔࡡࠊ㣧ࡴ࡜ࡁࡣ࠸ࡘࡶ↝࠸ࡓ⫗ࢆ㣗࡭ࡿࡼࡡࠋ 
(Ford and Thompson 1996, p.157; ➹⪅ヂ) 
 
 Ford and Thompson(1996)ࡣࠊ3✀㢮ࡢ⤊஢Ⅼ࡜ヰ⪅஺᭰ࡢ㛵ಀࢆศᯒࡋࠊⱥㄒࡢ఍ヰ࡟
࠾ࡅࡿヰ⪅஺᭰ࡣࠊ⤫ㄒⓗࠊ࢖ࣥࢺࢿ࣮ࢩࣙࣥⓗࠊㄒ⏝ⓗ⤊஢Ⅼࡀᥞ࠺ CTRP ࡛㉳ࡁࡿࡇ
࡜ࡀከ࠸࡜㏙࡭࡚࠸ࡿࠋ 





                                                   
5 ᩥᏐ໬グྕࡣ Ford and Thompson(1996)࡟ࡼࡿࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ 
 (ᩘᏐ)  ỿ㯲ࡢ⛊ᩘ 




(4) 6   1 G: … sensei ga dareka sukina hito ga 
  2 dekita[ra dekitatte yo[katta jyanai ka to:.> 
         [             [ 
     3  ( ):    [͂N./> 
     4  ( ):                    [͂N::./> 
  5  ( ):  ͂N::./> 
     6  G: Dakara… 
(Tanaka 1999, p.75) 
 
 (4)ࡢࣛ࢖ࣥ 1~2 ࡛ࡣࠊࠕඛ⏕ࡀㄡ࠿ዲࡁ࡞ேࡀ࡛ࡁࡓࡽ࡛ࡁࡓࡗ࡚ࡼ࠿ࡗࡓࡌࡷ࡞࠸࠿
࡜࣮ ࡣࠖ⤫ㄒⓗ࡟᏶ᡂࡋ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࡓࡵ⤫ㄒⓗ⤊஢Ⅼ࡜ࡣ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ࠋࡋ࠿ࡋࠊⓎヰࡢពᅗ࡜࠸
࠺ほⅬ࠿ࡽࡣ TCUࡣ᏶⤖ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡉࡽ࡟ࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 6࡛ࡣࠊGࡀ᪂ࡋ࠸ TCUࢆ㛤ጞࡋ࡚
࠸ࡿࡓࡵࠊࠕ࡜࣮ࠖࡢᚋࡣㄒ⏝ⓗ⤊஢Ⅼ࡜࡞ࡿࠋ 







(5)  S:  Dakara… kigen no (  ) anzen o (hakatta) hō  ga ii na 
   ͆So… how much better it would be (to aim to) meet the deadline͇ 




                                                   
6 ࣮࣐ࣟᏐ࡟ࡼࡿ⾲グ࠾ࡼࡧⱥヂࡣ Tanaka(1999)࡟ࡼࡿࠋ᪥ᮏㄒࡢࢢࣟࢫ࠾ࡼࡧⱥㄒࡣ㆟
ㄽ࡟㛵ಀࡋ࡞࠸ࡓࡵࠊ๐㝖ࠋࡲࡓࠊᩥᏐ໬グྕࡣࠊTanaka(1999)࡟࠾ࡅࡿཎ๎࡟ࡼࡿࠋ 
 (  )  グධࡀ࡞࠸ሙྜࡣࠊ⪺ࡁྲྀࡾ୙⬟࡞㒊ศࢆᣦࡍࠋグධࡀ࠶ࡿሙྜࡣࠊෆ
  ᐜࡀ୙☜࠿࡛࠶ࡿࡇ࡜ࢆᣦࡍࠋ 
 (( ))  ࢺࣛࣥࢫࢡࣜࣉࢺࡢసᡂ⪅࡟ࡼࡿࢥ࣓ࣥࢺࠋ 
 ᩥᏐ  ኱ࡁ࠸ኌ࡛ࠊ࡞࠸ࡋᙉㄪࡋ࡚Ⓨヰࡉࢀࡓ㒊ศ 
 :  㛗㡢 







(6) Y:  Dewa: ano- nomisugi nai yō ni yuttoite kudasai 
   ͆Okay, uhm please tell ((him)) not to drink too much͇ 









(7)  a. K: Mō netsu ga mō- sagatta* 
   ͆already the temperature had already fallen͇ 
 
b.  K: Mō netsu ga mō- sagatta* to 
   ͆that already the temperature had already fallen͇ 
 
c.  K: Mō netsu ga mō- sagatta* to   omot 
   ͆((I)) thougt that already the temperature had already fallen͇ 
 
d.  K: Mō netsu ga mō- sagatta* to  omot  tara 
   ͆When ((I)) thougt that already the temperature had already fallen͇ 
















Schegloff and Jefferson 1974, p.701)ࠋ 
 ⱥㄒࡢ఍ヰࢆᢅ࠺ඛ⾜◊✲࡛ࡣࠊⓎヰࡢ㔜࡞ࡾࡣ୺࡟ࠕ๭ࡾ㎸ࡳ ࡜ࠖࡢ㛵㐃࡛ࢪ࢙ࣥࢲ࣮
ࡢほⅬ࠿ࡽศᯒࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿ(West and Zimmerman 1983; Tannen 1990; Coates 2004➼)ࡀࠊ
Ⓨヰࡢ㔜࡞ࡾࡣᚲࡎࡋࡶࠕ๭ࡾ㎸ࡳࠖࢆࡶࡓࡽࡉ࡞࠸ࡇ࡜ࡶᣦ᦬ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿ(West and 





ヰࡢ㔜࡞ࡾࡀከ࠸ࡇ࡜ࡀሗ࿌ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿ(Hayashi 1988; Kajikawa, Amano and Kondo 






ࡀᣦ᦬ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡲࡓࠊYuan, Liberman and Cieri(2007)ࡣࠊⱥㄒࠊ࢔ࣛࣅ࢔ㄒࠊࢻ࢖ࢶ
ㄒࠊ୰ᅜㄒ࠾ࡼࡧࢫ࣌࢖ࣥㄒ࡟ẚ࡭࡚ࡶ᪥ᮏㄒࡣⓎヰࡢ㔜࡞ࡾࡀከࡃࠊヰ⪅஺᭰ࡀ㢖⦾࡟㉳
ࡁࡿ࡜ሗ࿌ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡋ࠿ࡶࠊほᐹࡉࢀࡓⓎヰࡢ㔜࡞ࡾࡣ࠶࠸࡙ࡕ࡟ࡼࡿࡶࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃࠊࢱ







ࢫ࢘ࣛࢺࢨ(ࠖ)noitcurtsnoc ecnarettu tnioj( ヰⓎྠඹࠕࡧࡼ࠾)3991 ,8891 ㇂Ỉ(ࠖヰඹࠕ
⌧࠺࠸࡜ࡾ࡞㔜ࡢヰⓎࡶ࡚࠸࠾࡟ື⾜ㄒゝ࠺࠸࡜)6002 ⨾బᏱ ;3002 ihsayaH ;0002 ࣮࢟
 ࠋࡿࢀࡽࡳࡃከࡀ㇟








 ࠚ࣮࡞ࡓ࠼ࡳ࠙ 7 )8(
 ࠞᚋࡓ࠸࡚ぢࢆࣅࣞࢸ࡚ࡗ㯲ࡃࡽࡤࡋࠝ
 ࣮࡚ᚅ࣮ࡻࡕࡣࡗࡣࡗࡣࡗ  ࣮࠶࠶࡞ࡓ࠼ぢ ࡢ࠸㯮௒࣮࡚ᚅ࣮ࡻࡕ ࡗ࠶  :B  1Ѝ
 ࡗࡻࡕࢀ࣮ࡇ ࡓ࠼ぢࡶࢀ࠾  ࣮࡞ࡓ࠼ぢ                                :F  2Ѝ
 ࢀ࠾ࢃࡓ࠺ᛮ࡜࣮ࡐ࠸ࡎࡲ࡜      3  
 )5.0(      4  
 ࠿ࢇࡸࣇ࣮ࣜࣈࡢ㯮ࢀ࠶ࡶ࡛࠶  :B  5  
 )862-762.pp ,7991 ⏣୵(
  





ࡣ)3991 ,8891(㇂Ỉࠋࡿ࠸࡚ࡋධᑟࢆᛕᴫ࠺࠸࡜ࠖヰඹࠕࡍᣦࢆ࡜ࡇ)6.p ,3991 ㇂Ỉ(ࠖࡿࡍ
 ࠋࡿ࠸࡚ࡋ♧࡟࠺ࡼࡢ5 ᅗࡧࡼ࠾4 ᅗࢆ࠸㐪ࡢࠖヰඹࠕ࡜ࠖヰᑐࠕ
                                                   
 ࠋࡿ࠶࡛ࡢࡶࡿࡼ࡟๎ཎࡿࡅ࠾࡟)7991(⏣୵ࠊࡣྕグ໬Ꮠᩥ 7
 ࠋࡍ♧ࢆ࡜ࡇࡓࢀࡉヰ࡟᫬ྠࡀヰⓎ   [ 

















  㸫ࡋࡼ࠺࡜⪃࠼࡚࠸ࡽࡗࡋࡷࡿࢃࡅ࡛͐ 




















































(10) 8 ᩿∦ 6 
1  I1:  a  mozhno  vsyo-taki::  tochny`e  danny`e::  prosto  ↑skol`ko 
  DQG PD\   QHYHUWKHOHVV H[DFW  GDWD   MXVW  KRZBPDQ\
   vashej  mame  let? 
  \RXU  PRWKHU \HDUV
  ࡛ࡁࢀࡤࠊ࠾ẕᵝࡢᖺ㱋ࢆṇ☜࡟ᩍ࠼࡚࠸ࡓࡔࡅࡲࡏࢇ࠿? 
2  R:  shesyat  ↓pyat` 
  VL[W\  ILYH
  65࡛ࡍ 
3  I1:  shesyat  ↓pyat`,  a  ↑vam? 
  VL[W\  ILYH  DQG \RX
  65࡛ࡍࡡࠊ࠶࡞ࡓࡣ? 
4  R:  dvadczat`  ↓devyat` 
  WZHQW\ QLQH
  29࡛ࡍ 
5 I1:  ↓tak 
  VR
  ࡛ࡣ 
6  I2:  [a  obrazovanie  kakoe? хххх] 
  DQG HGXFDWLRQ  ZKDW
  ᩍ⫱ࡣ? 
 
 
                                                   
8 ࢟ࣜࣝᩥᏐࡢ⩻Ꮠࠊࢢࣟࢫ࠾ࡼࡧ࿴ヂࡣ➹⪅࡟ࡼࡿࠋᩥᏐ໬グྕࡣࠊ(Турчик 2010)࡟
࠾ࡅࡿᩥᏐ໬ཎ๎࡟ࡼࡿࠋ 
 Ќ  ୖ᪼࢖ࣥࢺࢿ࣮ࢩࣙࣥ 
 Ў  ୗ㝆࢖ࣥࢺࢿ࣮ࢩࣙࣥ 
 .  ᩥᮎ࢖ࣥࢺࢿ࣮ࢩࣙࣥ 
 ,  ิᣲᩥ࢖ࣥࢺࢿ࣮ࢩࣙࣥ(перечисляющая интонация) 
 ?  ␲ၥ࢖ࣥࢺࢿ࣮ࢩࣙࣥ 
 :  㛗㡢 
 [  ]  Ⓨヰࡢ㔜࡞ࡾ 




7  I1: [a  si  a   sistre? хххх] ↓xorosho 
  DQG  DQG  VLVWHU  ZHOO
  ࠾ጜᵝࡣ? ࡛ࡣ 
8 R:  sistre? 
  VLVWHU
  ጜ࡛ࡍ࠿? 
(Турчик 2010, p.112; ➹⪅ヂ) 
 
 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 1ࠊ3ࡢⓎヰ࡛ࡣࠊ㉁ၥ⪅ࡢ I1ࡣᛂ⟅⪅ࡢ Rࡢẕぶ࡜ᛂ⟅⪅ᮏேࡢᖺ㱋࡟ࡘ࠸࡚























(11) 9 YuKOSࡢಽ⏘(27.06.2006; V.Gerashhenko࡜ A.Venediktov) 
1 VG I  Iosif  skazal 
  DQG-RVHSK VDLG
  ࡑࡋ࡚ࠊࣚࢩࣇࡀゝࡗࡓ 
2  pozhalujsta,  vot  plan Marshalla  Ukraine  i   Belorussii 
  SOHDVH   KHUH 0DUVKDOOB3ODQ   IRUB8NUDLQH DQG IRUB%HODUXV
  ࡝࠺ࡒࠊ࢘ࢡࣛ࢖ࢼ࡜࣮࣋ࣛࣝࢩ࡬ࡢ࣐࣮ࢩ࣭ࣕࣝࣉ࡛ࣛࣥࡍ 
3  oni  strany`, to est`    respubliki,  gde,  v osnovnom,  shla 
  WKH\ FRXQWULHV LQBRWKHUBZRUGV UHSXEOLFV  ZKHUH LQBJHQHUDO   ZDV)6*120
  ࡇࢀࡽࡣ୺࡟ [ᡓதࡀ] ⾜ࢃࢀࡓᅜࠎࠊࡘࡲࡾඹ࿴ᅜ࡛ࡍ 
4 AVЍ vojna. 
  ZDU)6*120
  ᡓதࠋ 
5 VG vojnaЎ.  i   agressiya. 
  ZDU DQG DJJUHVVLRQ
  ᡓதࠋࡑࡋ࡚ᨷᧁ [ࢆཷࡅࡓ]ࠋ 
(Grenoble 2013, p.25; ➹⪅ヂ) 
  
 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 3ࡢ⤊ࢃࡾ࡟࠶ࡿືモ͉shla 㸦͇ࠕ⾜ࢃࢀ࡚࠸ࡓ 㸧ࠖࡢᙧࡣࠊࡑࡢᚋ࡟༢ᩘ୺᱁ࡢᙧࢆ
࡜ࡿዪᛶྡモࢆᢞᑕࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋヰ⪅ AV ࡀ͉shla͇ࡢᙧᘧ㸦ዪᛶᙧ༢ᩘ㸧࠾ࡼࡧព࿡ࢆᡭ᥃






                                                   
9 ࢟ࣜࣝᩥᏐࡢ⩻Ꮠࡣࠊᮏㄽᩥ࡛᥇⏝ࡋࡓᇶ‽࡟ᚑ࠸➹⪅ࡀኚ᭦ࡋࡓࠋࡲࡓࠊࢢࣟࢫ࠾ࡼ
ࡧ࿴ヂࡣ➹⪅࡟ࡼࡿࠋᩥᏐ໬グྕࡣࠊ(Grenoble 2013)࡟࠾ࡅࡿᩥᏐ໬ཎ๎࡟ࡼࡿࠋ 
 .  ᩥᮎࡢୗ㝆࢖ࣥࢺࢿ࣮ࢩࣙࣥ 
 ,  ⥅⥆࢖ࣥࢺࢿ࣮ࢩࣙࣥ 
   ୖ᪼࢖ࣥࢺࢿ࣮ࢩࣙࣥ
 Ў  ࣆࢵࢳୗ㝆 
 (.)  0.1⛊๓ᚋࡢ㛫 
25 
 
(12)  ᘏ㛗ࠊࣈࣛ࢖ࢺࣥࣅ࣮ࢳࡼࡾࠊAlla࡜ Irina(1:13㸫1:18) 
1 A Moj  otecz  by`l  ranen 
  P\  IDWKHU ZDV ZRXQGHG
  ∗ࡀ㈇യࡋ࡚ 
2  i   ego  e`vakuirovali  kak  ranenogo 
  DQG KLP  HYDFXDWHG   DV  ZRXQGHGBSHUVRQ
  ㈇യ⪅࡜ࡋ࡚㑊㞴ࡋ࡚ 
3  i   on   nas  zabral  s   sobojЎ(.) 
  DQG KH  XV  WRRN  ZLWK KLP
  ⚾ࡓࡕࢆ୍⥴࡟㐃ࢀ࡚⾜ࡗࡓ 
4 IЍ na  paroxode 
  RQ  VWHDPHU
  Ỷ⯪࡛ 
(Grenoble 2013, p.21; ➹⪅ヂ) 
 
 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 1~3࡟ࢃࡓࡿⓎヰࡣ୍ࡘࡢ᏶⤖ࡋࡓ TCUࢆᡂࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡀࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 4࡛ࡣヰ⪅ I


































































 ࠕⓎヰ⾜Ⅽࠖ(speech act)11ࡢᴫᛕࡣ Austin(1975 [1962])࡟ࡼࡗ࡚ึࡵ࡚ᑟධࡉࢀࡓࠋࡑ
ࢀࡲ࡛ဴࠊ Ꮫ⪅ࡢከࡃࡣᩥࠊ ࢆ≀஦ࡢ㝞㏙࡜ࡋᩥࠊ ࡢព࿡ࢆ┿ഇࡢほⅬ࠿ࡽุ᩿ࡋ࡚࠸ࡓࠋ





 A. Ⓨㄒ⾜Ⅽ (locutionary act) 
࠶ࡿࡇ࡜ࡤࢆⓎࡍࡿ⾜Ⅽ 
 B. Ⓨㄒෆ⾜Ⅽ (illocutionary act)12 
Ⓨࡍࡿࡇ࡜ࡤ࡛㐙⾜ࡉࢀࡿ⾜Ⅽ 




                                                   






 Austin(1975 [1962])ࡣࠊ͉You can’t do that 㸦͇ࠕྩࡣࡑࢀࢆࡍࡿࡇ࡜ࡀ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ 㸧ࠖ࡜࠸࠺
Ⓨヰࢆ౛࡟ᣲࡆࠊࡇࢀࡽࡢ 3ࡘࡢᴫᛕࢆḟࡢࡼ࠺࡟ㄝ᫂ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ 
 
(13)  A. Ⓨㄒ⾜Ⅽ 
   He said to me, ͉You can’t do that͇. 
      ᙼࡣࠕྩࡣࡑࢀࢆࡍࡿࡇ࡜ࡀ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ࠖ࡜⚾࡟ゝࡗࡓࠋ 
   B. Ⓨㄒෆ⾜Ⅽ 
      He protested against my doing it. 
      ᙼࡣࠊ⚾ࡀࡑࢀࢆࡍࡿࡇ࡜࡟ᢠ㆟ࡋࡓࠋ 
   C. Ⓨㄒ፹௓⾜Ⅽ 
      a. He pulled me up, checked me 
        ᙼࡣ⚾ࢆไṆࡋࡓࠋ 
      b. He stopped me, he brought me to my senses, &c. 
        ᙼࡣ⚾ࢆṆࡵࡿࠊṇẼ࡟ᡠࡍࠊ࡞࡝ࢆࡋࡓࠋ 
        He annoyed me. 
        ᙼࡣ⚾ࢆ࠸ࡽࡔࡓࡏࡓࠋ 
Austin(1975 [1962], p.102; ➹⪅ヂ) 
 





 Austin(1975 [1962])࡛ࡣࠊࡇࡢ 3 ࡘࡢᴫᛕࡢ୰࡛Ⓨㄒෆ⾜Ⅽࡀ㛵ᚰࡢᑐ㇟࡜࡞ࡾࠊⓎㄒ
⾜Ⅽ࠾ࡼࡧⓎㄒ፹௓⾜Ⅽ࡜ࡢᑐẚ࡛㆟ㄽࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ 
 Searle(1975, 1976, 1979)ࡣ Austinࡢ⪃࠼᪉ࢆᘬࡁ⥅ࡂࠊⓎㄒෆ⾜Ⅽࢆḟࡢ 5ࡘ࡟ศ㢮
ࡋࡓࠋ 
 
ձ ᩿ᐃᆺ (assertives) 
  ヰࡋᡭࡀ≀஦ࡢᐇែࢆ㏙࡭ࡿࡇ࡜㸦᩿ᐃࠊሗ࿌➼㸧 
ղ ᣦ♧ᆺ (directives) 
29 
 
  ヰࡋᡭࡀ⪺ࡁᡭ࡟࠶ࡿ⾜Ⅽࢆࡉࡏࡼ࠺࡜ヨࡳࡿࡇ࡜㸦౫㢗ࠊ࿨௧➼㸧 
ճ ᣊ᮰ᆺ (commisives) 
  ヰࡋᡭࡀ࠶ࡿ⾜Ⅽࢆᐇ⾜ࡍࡿࡇ࡜ࢆ⾲᫂ࡍࡿࡇ࡜㸦⣙᮰ࠊ㆙࿌➼㸧 
մ ែᗘ⾲᫂ᆺ (expressives) 
  ヰࡋᡭࡢᚰⓗ≧ែࢆ⾲᫂ࡍࡿࡇ࡜㸦ឤㅰࠊㅰ⨥➼㸧 
յ ᐉゝᆺ (declarations) 
  ⤌⧊ⓗ≧ែࢆᘬࡁ㉳ࡇࡍࡇ࡜㸦Ὑ♩ࠊᡓதᐉゝ➼㸧 
 
 ࡲࡓࠊᒣ᲍(1986)ࡣ Austin(1975 [1962])࠾ࡼࡧ Searle(1975, 1976, 1979)ࡢ⌮ㄽࢆ᪥ᮏ
ㄒ࡟㐺⏝ࡋࠊ᪥ᮏㄒ࡟࠾ࡅࡿⓎヰ⾜Ⅽࢆグ㏙ࡋࡓࠋ 
 Ⓨヰ⾜Ⅽㄽࡣㄒ⏝ㄽ࡟࠾࠸࡚ከࡃࡢ◊✲⪅ࡢ㛵ᚰࢆ㞟ࡵࠊⓎヰ⾜Ⅽ࡟࠾ࡅࡿㄯヰᵓ㐀ࢆ
ศᯒࡋࡓࡶࡢ(Pomerantz 1984; ࢨࢺࣛ࢘ࢫ࣮࢟ 1993 ➼)ࡸࠊ」ᩘࡢゝㄒࢆẚ㍑ࡋࡓᑐ↷
◊✲(LoCastro 1986; Blum-Kulka, House and Kasper 1989; Tanaka, Spencer-Oatey and 
Cray 2000; Kozlova 2004; Ларина 2009; Pishghadam and Sharafadini 2011)ࡀ┒ࢇ࡟⾜
ࢃࢀ࡚ࡁࡓࠋⓎヰ⾜Ⅽࡣᬑ㐢ⓗ࡞ᴫᛕ࡜ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡀᩥࠊ ໬࠾ࡼࡧ♫఍ࡢ㐪࠸࡟ࡼࡿゝㄒⓗ
⾲⌧ࡢ㐪࠸ࡶከࡃࡢ◊✲࡛♧၀ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿ(LoCastro 1986; Blum-Kulka, House and 
Kasper 1989; Tanaka, Spencer-Oatey and Cray 2000; Kozlova 2004; Ларина 2009; Flöck 
2011; Pishghadam and Sharafadini 2011➼)ࠋ 
 ᮏ◊✲࡛ྲྀࡾୖࡆࡿⓎヰ⾜Ⅽࠕᥦ᱌ࠖ࡟㛵ࡍࡿඛ⾜◊✲ࡣࠕ౫㢗ࠖࡸࠕㅰ⨥ࠖ࡟ẚ࡭ࡿ࡜
ᑡ࡞࠸ࡀࠊ➨஧ゝㄒᩍ⫱࡟࠾ࡅࡿ◊✲࡛ࡣ Koike(1994)ࠊMartínez-Flor(2005)ࠊJiang(2006)ࠊ
Suzuki(2009)ࠊLi(2010)ࠊBu(2011)ࠊPishghadam and Sharafadini(2011)ࠊFarniaࠊSohrabie 
and Abdul Sattar(2014)ࡀᣲࡆࡽࢀࡿࠋࡇࢀࡽࡢ◊✲ࡣ୺࡟ᥦ᱌ࡢゝㄒᙧᘧ࡟↔Ⅼࢆᙜ࡚࡚
࠸ࡿࠋ 




(14)  Have you thought about reading this book? 
 ࡇࡢᮏࢆㄞࢇࡔࡽ? 




(15) No has pensado en leer este libro? 
     ͆Haven’t you thought about reading this book͇ 
      ࡇࡢᮏࢆㄞࢇࡔࡽ? 
(Koike 1994, p.518; ➹⪅ヂ) 
 
(16) 㸡Has pensado en leer este libro?13 
   ͆Have you thought about reading this book͇  
      ࡇࡢᮏࢆㄞࢇࡔࡽ? 


















࡟ㄯヰ᏶ᡂࢸࢫࢺ(Discourse Completion Tests14, DCT)࡟ࡼࡿㄪᰝࢆ⾜࠸ࠊẕㄒヰ⪅ࡀᥦ᱌
ࢆ⾲ࡍࡓࡵ࡟⏝࠸ࡿ⾲⌧࠾ࡼࡧゝㄒⓗࢫࢺࣛࢸࢪ࣮ࢆグ㏙ࡋࡓࠋࡑࡋ࡚ࠊPishghadam and 
Sharafadini(2011)ࡣࠊJiang(2006)࡟ࡼࡿᥦ᱌⾲⌧ࡢศ㢮ࢆࡶ࡜࡟ࠊ࣌ࣝࢩ࢔ㄒ࡜ⱥㄒࡢᑐ
                                                   
13 Koike(1994)࡛ࡣࠊࠕ㸡ࠖ࡜࠸࠺グྕࡣㄒ⏝ㄽࡢほⅬ࠿ࡽ㠀ᩥࢆ♧ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ 
























ᅗ 6 ࠕᥦ᱌ࠖ࡟࠾ࡅࡿ఍ヰࡢὶࢀ(᯽ᓮ࣭㊊❧࣭⚟ᒸ 1997, p.63) 
 







(㸯, 2 ͐͐) 
ᥦ᱌ᛂ⟅࣭୙ྠព 







ࠕᥦ᱌せồ ࠖࠊࠕᥦ᱌ ࠖࠊࠕᥦ᱌ᛂ⟅ ࠖࠊࠕỴᐃࢆಁࡍ ࠖࠊࠕỴᐃࠖ࡜࠸࠺ヰẁ࠿ࡽ࡞ࡿ࡜ᣦ᦬ࡋ࡚
࠸ࡿࠋࡑࡋ࡚ࠊࠕᥦ᱌ࠖࡢⓎヰ࡟㛵ࡋ࡚ࡣࠊࠕᥦ᱌ࢆ᫂ゝ໬ࡍࡿࠖࡶࡢ࠾ࡼࡧࠕᥦ᱌ࢆ఍ヰࡢ
ྵព࡛᥎ㄽࡍࡿࠖࡶࡢࡢ 2ࡘࢆ༊ูࡋࠊࠕᥦ᱌ࢆ᫂ゝ໬ࡍࡿࠖ⾲⌧࡜ࡋ࡚ࠕ㹼ࡼࡾࡶ㹼ࡓ᪉






ࡀ࠸࠸ ࠖࠊࠕ㹼࡯࠺ࡀ͐ ࠖࠊࠕ㹼ࡓࡽ࠸࠸ ࠖࠊࠕ㹼ࡓࡽ࡝࠺࠿ ࠖࠊࠕ㹼ࡓࡽ͐ ࠖࠊࠕ㹼࡛࠸࠸ࢇࡌࡷ࡞
࠸࡛ࡍ࠿? ࠖࠊࠕ㹼ࡣᚲせࡔ 㸧ࠖࠊղྍ⬟ࡢ⾲⌧㸦ࠕ㹼ࡣ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸࡛ࡍ࠿ 㸧ࠖࠊճാࡁ࠿ࡅࡢ⾲⌧㸦ࠕ㹼
ࡋࢁ ࠖࠊࠕ㹼࡚ ࠖࠊࠕ㹼࡚࠸ࡃ ࠖࠊࠕ㹼ࡍࡿ 㸧ࠖࠊմㄏ࠸࠿ࡅࡢ⾲⌧㸦ࠕ㹼ࡋࡼ࠺ 㸧ࠖࠊյチྍࡢ⾲⌧















(17)  #A11 Discover new Eclipse gum!! 




(18)  #J29 ࢖ࣖ࡞⹸࡟ࡣ࢟ࣥࢳ࣮ࣙࣝࠋ 















࢕ࣥࢫ࢝ࣖ(Гловинская 1993)ࠊࣛࣜࢼ(Ларина 2009)ࠊࣉࣟࣈࢫࢺ(Пробст 2014)ࡀᣲࡆ
ࡽࢀࡿࠋ 






  ࡇࡢࢱ࢖ࣉࡢࠕᥦ᱌ࠖࡣࠊ᪥ᮏㄒ࡛ࡣࠕ⏦ࡋฟࠖࡸࠕ່ࡵࠖ࡟┦ᙜࡍࡿࠋ 
 
(19)  Mal`chik  predlozhil  otnesti  nashi  chemodany`  naverx. 
  ER\ RIIHUHG  FDUU\ RXU VXLWFDVHV  XSVWDLUV
    ᑡᖺࡀ⚾ࡓࡕࡢⲴ≀ࢆୖ㝵࡟㐠ࡧୖࡆࡿࡇ࡜ࢆ⏦ࡋฟࡓࠋ 




(20)  Xozyajka  predlozhila  gostyam  chayu /  otdoxnut`  posle  obeda. 
  KRVWHVV RIIHUHG WRBJXHVWV WHD WDNHBDBUHVW DIWHU OXQFK
  ዪᑗࡣᐈ࡟࠾Ⲕ㸭㣗ᚋ࡟ఇࡴࡇ࡜ࢆ່ࡵࡓࠋ 




(21)  Predlagayu  (nam)  posle  zavtraka  pojti  v  kino. 
 VXJJHVW  XV DIWHU EUHDNIDVW  JR WR FLQHPD
 ᮅ㣗ᚋ࡟ᫎ⏬ࢆぢ࡟࠸ࡃࡇ࡜ࢆᥦ᱌ࡍࡿࠋ 
 (Гловинская 1993, p.184; ➹⪅ヂ) 
 
ճ ᥦ᱌ࡉࢀࡿ⾜Ⅽࡣ⿕ᥦ᱌⪅ࡢࡳᐇ⾜ࡍࡿࠋ 
  ࢢࣦࣟ࢕ࣥࢫ࢝ࣖ(Гловинская 1993)ࡣࠊࡇࡢࢱ࢖ࣉࡢࠕᥦ᱌ࠖࡣព࿡ⓗ࡟ࠕ࢔ࢻࣂ
࢖ࢫࠖ࡟㏆࠸࡜㏙࡭࡚࠸ࡿࠋ 
 
(22)  Esli  vy`  ne  znaete,  chem  vam  zanyat`sya,   
  LI \RX QRW NQRZ ZKDW WRB\RX WDNHBXS
  predlagayu  vam  poigrat`  v  tennis. 
  VXJJHVW  \RX SOD\  LQ WHQQLV
    ᬤ࡞ࡽࠊࢸࢽࢫࡍࡿࡇ࡜ࢆ࠾່ࡵࡋࡲࡍࠋ 




















(23)   Pojdyom  k  tebe? –   predlozhila  ya. 
  OHW
VBJR WR \RXUBSODFH VXJJHVWHG  ,
  ࠕྩࡢ࠺ࡕ࡟⾜ࡃ?ࠖ࡜⚾ࡀᥦ᱌ࡋࡓࠋ 
(Пробст 2014, p.81; В. Васильев, С. Лукьяненко “Дневной Дозор”ࡼࡾ; ➹⪅ヂ) 
 
 
(24)   Mozhet by`t`,  tebya  provodit`,  franczuz? 
  PD\EH  \RX OHDG  )UHQFK
 ࣇࣛࣥࢫேࡼࠊ᱌ෆࡋ࡚࠶ࡆࡼ࠺࠿? 
(Пробст 2014, pp.85-86; Вс. Остен “Рассказы узника Маутхаузена”ࡼࡾ; ➹⪅ヂ) 
 
(25)   Poderyomsya? –  pochti  veselo  sprosil  Kostya. 
 ILJKW  DOPRVW PHUULO\ DVNHG .RVW\D
  ࠕࡸࡿ࠿?ࠖ࡜ࢥࢫࢳࣕࡀࡕࡻࡗ࡜Ꮀࡋࡑ࠺࡟⪺࠸ࡓࠋ 





























 Leech(1983, p.131ࡼࡾ➹⪅ヂ)ࡣࠊࠕ⮬ᕫ࡜௚⪅࡜࿧ࡪ 2ேࡢཧ୚⪅ࡢ㛵ಀࠖ࡟↔Ⅼࢆᙜ
࡚ࠊḟࡢ 6ࡘࡢ࣏ࣛ࢖ࢺࢿࢫཎ๎ࢆᥦၐࡋࡓࠋ 
 
ձ Ẽ㓄ࡾࡢཎ๎ (Tact Maxim) 
┦ᡭ࡟࡜ࡗ࡚㈇ᢸ࡜࡞ࡿࡇ࡜ࡣ᭱ᑠ㝈࡟ࠊ฼┈࡜࡞ࡿࡇ࡜ࡣ᭱኱㝈࡟⾲⌧ࡏࡼࠋ 
ղ ᐶ኱ᛶࡢཎ๎ (Generosity Maxim) 
⮬ศ࡟࡜ࡗ࡚฼┈࡜࡞ࡿࡇ࡜ࡣ᭱ᑠ㝈࡟ࠊ㈇ᢸ࡜࡞ࡿࡇ࡜ࡣ᭱኱㝈࡟⾲⌧ࡏࡼࠋ 
ճ ᫝ㄆࡢཎ๎ (Approbation Maxim) 
┦ᡭ࡬ࡢ㠀㞴ࡣ᭱ᑠ㝈࡟ࠊ㈹㈶ࡣ᭱኱㝈࡟⾲⌧ࡏࡼࠋ 
մ ㅬ㐯ࡢཎ๎ (Modesty Maxim) 
⮬ศ࡬ࡢ㈹㈶ࡣ᭱ᑠ㝈࡟ࠊ㠀㞴ࡣ᭱኱㝈࡟⾲⌧ࡏࡼࠋ 




ն ඹឤࡢཎ๎ (Sympathy Maxim) 
   ⮬ศ࡜┦ᡭ࡜ࡢ཯ឤࡣ᭱ᑠ㝈࡟ࠊඹឤࡣ᭱኱㝈࡟⾲⌧ࡏࡼࠋ 
 
 ୍᪉ࠊBrown and Levinson(1987 [1978])ࡣࠊ࣏ࣛ࢖ࢺࢿࢫࢆ࣮ࣝࣝࡸཎ๎࡜ࡋ࡚࡛ࡣ࡞
ࡃࠊᑐேࢥ࣑ࣗࢽࢣ࣮ࢩࣙࣥ࡟࠾ࡅࡿಶேࡢ♫఍ⓗḧồࢆ‶ࡓࡍࡓࡵࡢࢫࢺࣛࢸࢪ࣮࡜ࡋ
࡚ᤊ࠼┤ࡋࡓࠋ࣏ࣛ࢖ࢺࢿࢫ⌮ㄽࡢᇶ┙࡟࠶ࡿࡢࡣࠊGoffman(1967)ࡀᥦၐࡋࡓࠕࣇ࢙࢖ࢫࠖ




  Brown and Levinson(1987 [1978])࡟ࡼࡿ࡜ࠊⓎㄒෆ⾜Ⅽ࡟ࡣ┦ᡭࡢࣇ࢙࢖ࢫࢆ౵ᐖࡍ





















࣏ࣛ࢖ࢺࢿࢫࢆ♫఍ⓗつ⠊(Watts 1989; Ide 1989)ࡸࠕ఍ヰࡢዎ⣙ࠖ࡜ࡋ࡚ᤊ࠼ࡿࡶࡢ
(Fraser 1990)ࠊࣇ࢙࢖ࢫࡢᴫᛕࢆᤊ࠼┤ࡋࠊࣇ࢙࢖ࢫ⟶⌮ࢆ࣏ࣛ࢖ࢺࢿࢫࡢ୍㒊࡜ࡍࡿࡶ
ࡢ(Spencer-Oatey 2000, 2002)ࠊBrown and Levinson(1987 [1978])ࡢ⪃࠼᪉ࢆᘬࡁ⥅ࡂࠊ




 ᪥ᮏㄒࡣ࣮ࣚࣟࢵࣃㅖゝㄒ࡜␗࡞ࡾゝࠊ ㄒᵓ㐀࡟⤌ࡳ㎸ࡲࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࠕᩗㄒ ࡜ࠖ࠸࠺య⣔ࢆ
ᣢࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࡢ࡛ࠊ᪥ᮏㄒ࡟࠾ࡅࡿ࣏ࣛ࢖ࢺࢿࢫ㛵㐃ࡢ◊✲ࡣࠊᅜㄒᏛ࡟࠾ࡅࡿᩗㄒ◊✲(㎷
ᮧ 1967; ᯘ࣭༡ 1973➼)࠿ࡽጞࡲࡿࠋ 
 ゝㄒ౑⏝࡟࠾࠸࡚ヰࡋᡭ࡜⪺ࡁᡭࡢᑐே㛵ಀ➼ࡢせ⣲ࡀὀ┠ࡉࢀ࡚࠿ࡽࠊࠕᩗព⾲⌧ (ࠖ஭
ฟ 2001; ᆏᮏ 2001, 2002; ᮡᡞ 2001; ୕Ꮿ▱ᏹ 2004➼)ࠊࠕᚅ㐝⾲⌧ (ࠖᮡᡞ 1983; ⳥ụ 
1997 [1994]; ⵦ㇂࣭ ᕝཱྀ࣭ ᆏᮏ 1998; ᕝཱྀ࣭ ⵦ㇂࣭ ᆏᮏ 2002; ᆏᮏ 2005; ⵦ㇂ 2015➼)ࠊ































 ࡉࡽ࡟ࠊᩥ࡛ࣞ࣋ࣝࡣᤊ࠼ࡁࢀ࡞࠸ࢫࣆ࣮ࢳ࣭࣭ࣞ࣋ࣝࢩࣇࢺ16(⏕⏣࣭஭ฟ 1983; Ᏹబ
⨾ 1995; Usami 2002; ୕∾ 1993, 2002, 2013; ኱ὠ 2007 ➼)ࡸ࠶࠸࡙ࡕ(Ỉ㇂ 1988, 









 ࣊ࢵࢪ࡜ࡣࠊࠕ≀஦ࢆࡼࡾ᭕᫕࡟ࠊ࠶ࡿ࠸ࡣࡼࡾṇ☜࡟♧ࡍࠖ (G.Lakoff 1973, p.471ࡼ




(Itani 1995; 㝕ෆ 2006; Lauwereyns 2002; Kekidze 2003; Nittono 2003; ᮤ 2008; Itakura 
2013➼)ࠊ࣊ࢵࢪࡣࠕࡸࢃࡽࡆ⾲⌧ ࠖࠊࠕࡰ࠿ࡋ⾲⌧ ࠖࠊࠕ⦆࿴⾲⌧ࠖ࡜ࡶ࿧ࡤࢀࡿࠋ 
                                                   
16ࠕࢫࣆ࣮ࢳ࣭ࣞ࣋ࣝࠖ࡜࠸࠺⏝ㄒࢆ᥇⏝ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ◊✲ࡀ᭱ࡶከ࠸ࡀࠊ⏕⏣࣭஭ฟ(1983)








Nittono 2003; ụ⏣ 2008)ࠋ 






































ㄒᮏ᪥ࠊࡣ࡛✲◊⾜ඛࠋࡿ࠶࡛࡜ࡇࡢ)85.p ,3991 ࢻ࣮ࢼ࢖࣓(ࠖ ⌧⾲࠸▷ࡿ㏦ࡀᡭࡁ⪺࡟㛫
ࡢࡕ࡙࠸࠶࡭ẚ࡟⪅ヰㄒẕㄒⱥࠊ)3891 ㇂Ỉ(ࡕᡴࢆࡕ࡙࠸࠶࡟࡜ࡈ⠇㡢02~41 ࡣ⪅ヰㄒẕ




 ࠋ)8891 ㇂Ỉ ;6791 arbeL(ࡿ࠸࡚ࢀ

















(26)  Ya s toboj ne soglasen. 
 I disagree. 
 ⚾ࡣ࠶࡞ࡓ࡟㈶ᡂࡋ࡞࠸ࠋ 
(27)  Ty` ne prav. 
  You are wrong. 
 ࠶࡞ࡓࡣ㛫㐪ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ 






1985)ࠊࢮ࣒ࢫ࢝ࣖ(Земская 1997)ࠊ࣏ࣦࣜ࢓ࣀࣦ࢓(Поливанова 2002)ࠊBenacchio(2002) ࠊ
୰ᑿ(Накао 2003; ୰ᑿ2003)➼࡛ࡣ୎ᑀࡉ(вежливость)ࢆ⾲ࡍ⾲⌧ࡀྲྀࡾୖࡆࡽࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ 
 ࣟࢩ࢔ㄒࡢᩗព⾲⌧࡜ࡋ࡚ࡼࡃᣲࡆࡽࢀࡿࡢࡣ 2ே⛠௦ྡモ」ᩘࡢ͆vy`͇࡛࠶ࡿ(Popov 
1985; Земская 1997; Ларина 2009➼)ࠋPopov(1985)࡛ࡣࠊࣟࢩ࢔ㄒࡢ͆vy`͇ࡣᨵࡲࡾࠊ
ᩗព࠾ࡼࡧ୎ᑀࡉࢆ⾲ࡍࡢ࡟ᑐࡋ࡚ࠊ2 ே⛠௦ྡモ༢ᩘࡢ͆ty`͇ࡣࡃࡔࡅࡓሙ㠃࡛⏝࠸ࡽ
ࢀࠊぶᐦᛶࢆ⾲ࡍ࡜ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡓࡔࡋࠊ⌧௦ࡢࣟࢩ࢔ㄒ࡛ࡣࠊⱝ⪅ࡸປാ⪅➼ࡀ⏝࠸ࡿ͆ ty`͇







 ௚࡟ࠊⓎㄒෆຠຊࢆ࿴ࡽࡆࡿ୍✀ࡢ࣊ࢵࢪ⾲⌧࡜ࡋ࡚ࠊᣦᑠ᥋ᑿ㎡㸦͆ -k- ➼͇㸧(Золотова 







(28)  Kolbas-k-i  ne xotite  li? 
VDXVDJH',0*(16* QRW ZDQW ,17
ࢯ࣮ࢭ࣮ࢪࡣ࠸࠿ࡀ࡛ࡍ࠿ࠋ 
(Поливанова 2002, p.21; ➹⪅ヂ) 
 













(29)  a. Po-my`t`  poly`. 
 35)FOHDQ  IORRU
 ᗋࢆ㍍ࡃὙ࠺ࠋ 
b. Vy`-my`t`  poly`. 
 35)FOHDQ  IORRU
     ᗋࢆὙ࠸ࡁࡿࠋ 
(Поливанова 2002, p.24; ➹⪅ヂ) 
 
࣏ࣦࣜ࢓ࣀࣦ࢓(Поливанова 2002; p.25)࡟ࡼࡿ࡜ࠊ(29)-a࡛ࡣࠊ᥋㢌㎡ࡢ͆po-͇࡟ࡼࡗ









ࡽࡃ ࠖ͆ࠊ navernoe ͇ࠕ࠾ࡑࡽࡃ ࠖ͆ࠊ kak by` ͇ࠕ࠶ࡓ࠿ࡶ~ࡢࡼ࠺࡟ࠖ➼㸧ࢆ᭱ࡶከࡃ⏝࠸ࡿࠋ
௚࡟୺ほᛶࢆ⾲ࡍ⾲⌧㸦͆ na moj vzglyad͇/͆s moej tochki zreniya ͇ࠕ⚾ࡢほⅬ࡛ࡣࠖ➼㸧






































   ᪥ᮏㄒࡢⓎヰ⾜Ⅽࠕᥦ᱌࡛ࠖ ⏝࠸ࡽࢀࡿゝㄒᙧᘧ࡟㛵ࡋ࡚ࡣࠊⱥㄒ࡜ࡢᑐ↷◊✲࡛ࡣࠊ
ືモࡢ┬␎ࡸ␲ၥ⾲⌧ࡢከ⏝ࡀ♧၀ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡀࠊࣟࢩ࢔ㄒࡢሙྜࡣࠊⓎヰ⾜Ⅽࠕᥦ᱌ࠖ
ࡢゝㄒᙧᘧ࡟ゝཬࡍࡿ◊✲ࡣᑡ࡞࠸ࠋ 















































࣡ᕷ࠾ࡼࡧࣔࢫࢡ࣡ᕞᅾఫࡢࣟࢩ࢔ㄒẕㄒヰ⪅㸦⏨ 15ྡࠊዪ 21ྡ㸧ࡢィ 72ྡ࡛࠶ࡿࠋㄪ
ᰝᑐ㇟⪅ࡢᖺ㱋ࡣ 20~29ṓ࡛࠶ࡿ(⾲ 1)20ࠋ 
 
⾲ 1 ㄪᰝᑐ㇟⪅ࡢ᝟ሗ 
ẕㄒ ᖺ㱋 ᅾఫᆅᇦ ᛶู ேᩘ ఍ヰࢢ࣮ࣝࣉᩘ 
᪥ᮏㄒ 20௦ ᮾி㒔࣭㤳㒔ᅪ 
⏨ 15 5 
ዪ 21 7 
    ྜィ㸸36 12 
ࣟࢩ࢔ㄒ 20௦ ࣔࢫࢡ࣡ᕷ࣭ࣔࢫࢡ࣡ᕞ 
⏨ 15 5 
ዪ 21 7 


































На столе в помещении, куда Вы сейчас 
зайдете, разложены 12 картинок.  
Переставьте картинки в таком 
порядке, чтобы получилась связная 
история.  
Вы должны выполнить задание 
совместно с двумя другими 
участниками. 
Для выполнения задания Вам будет 
дано 15 минут. 
Вы можете занять любое из трех 
предложенных Вам мест вокруг стола. 
 
 సᴗᐊ࡟ࡣ㛗᪉ᙧࡢᮘࢆ㓄⨨ࡋࠊࡑࡢୖ࡟ 12ᯛࡢ⤮࣮࢝ࢻ࠾ࡼࡧ㘓㡢ᶵࢆ⨨࠸ࡓࠋࡑࡋ



















 ᮏㄪᰝ࡛ࡣࠊ᪥ᮏㄒ࠾ࡼࡧࣟࢩ࢔ㄒྛ 12఍ヰࡢࢹ࣮ࢱࢆ཰㞟ࡋࡓ㸦᪥=124.57ศ, 3095
Ⓨヰᩥ24; M25(᪥)=10.38 ศ, 266.82 Ⓨヰᩥ; 㟢=110.05 ศ, 2886 Ⓨヰᩥ; M(㟢)=9.17 ศ, 
240.5 Ⓨヰᩥ㸧ࠋ᪥ᮏㄒࠊࣟࢩ࢔ㄒ࡜ࡶ࡟ࠊ12 ఍ヰࡢ࠺ࡕ 5 ఍ヰࡣ⏨ᛶྠኈࡢࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡾࠊ
7఍ヰࡣዪᛶྠኈࡢࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿ(⾲ 3)ࠋ 
 
                                                   
23 ࣇ࢛࣮ࣟ࢔ࢵࣉ࣭࢔ࣥࢣ࣮ࢺࡢヲ⣽࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣ௜㘓ࡢ㈨ᩱࢆཧ↷ࠋ 
24 Ⓨヰࢆᵓᡂࡍࡿᩥࡢࡇ࡜࡛࠶ࡿࠋヲࡋࡃࡣ 3.2.1.1ࠕⓎヰᩥ࡛ࠖㄝ᫂ࡍࡿࠋ 
25 ᖹᆒ್(Mean)ࡢࡇ࡜࡛࠶ࡿࠋ 




ᖍ 3 4 
7 
6 5 








ᅗ 8 ࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜసࡾ⏝ࡢ⤮࣮࢝ࢻ 
 
⾲ 3 ྛ఍ヰࢹ࣮ࢱࡢ᝟ሗ 
᪥ᮏㄒ ࣟࢩ࢔ㄒ 
఍ヰ␒ྕ ᫬㛫(ศ) Ⓨヰᩥᩘ ఍ヰ␒ྕ ᫬㛫(ศ) Ⓨヰᩥᩘ 
JM01 15.22  380 RM01 8.93  204 
JM02 9.38  322 RM02 7.13  166 
JM03 5.57  148 RM03 13.23  380 
JM04 15.28  304 RM04 13.93  301 
JM05 13.83  309 RM05 11.30  323 
JF06 15.23  482 RF06 11.00  346 
JF07 6.03  134 RF07 12.63  244 
JF08 11.53  293 RF08 7.70  234 
JF09 6.18  147 RF09 6.42  218 
JF10 6.00  175 RF10 5.53  176 
JF11 7.12  160 RF11 4.15  132 
JF12 13.18  241 RF12 8.08  162 
      
ྜィ 124.57 3095  110.05 2886 
JM(Japanese Male): ᪥ᮏㄒẕㄒヰ⪅⏨ᛶྠኈࡢ఍ヰ; JF(Japanese Female): ᪥ᮏㄒẕㄒヰ⪅ዪᛶྠኈࡢ఍ヰ; 





 ཰㞟ࡋࡓ㡢ኌࢹ࣮ࢱࡣࠊᏱబ⨾ (2011, 2013)࡟ࡼࡿࠕᇶᮏⓗ࡞ᩥᏐ໬ࡢཎ๎ (Basic 
















ࢆ௜ࡅࠊ ࡑࡢᚋ࡟Ⓨヰᩥࡢ⤊஢ࢆ♧ࡍࠕ.ࠖࢆ௜ࡅࡿ((30)ࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 105)ࠋ 
 
                                                   
26 BTSJ࡛ࡣࠊ➗࠸ࡢࡳࡢⓎヰࡶࠕⓎヰᩥࠖ࡜ࡋ࡚ᢅࢃࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡀࠊ➗࠸ࡣ㠀ゝㄒ⾜ື࡛࠶
ࡾࠊ࠸ࢃࡺࡿࠕᩥࠖࢆ࡞ࡉ࡞࠸ࡓࡵࠊᮏ◊✲࡛ࡣࠕⓎヰᩥࠖ࡜ࡋ࡚ᤊ࠼࡞࠸ࠋ 











 ]80FJ[  )03(
 .?ࡡ࠿ࡍ࡛ ]ᚋࡢ11 ࢻ࣮࢝[ ࡕࡗࡇࡣ ]1 ࢻ࣮࢝[ ࢀࡇ 31C ⪅ヰ 501
 .࠸࡞ࢀࡆ࠶࡚ࡗఏᡭ ,ࢇ࠺ 31A ⪅ヰ 601






 ]10MJ[  )13(
 ,,࠿ࢇ࡞ ,࡝ࡅࡍ࡛࠸࡞࡚ฟ࠿ࡋே1 ࡔࡲ࣮ࢱࢡࣛࣕ࢟ 10A ⪅ヰ 22
 .࠸ࡣ 10C ⪅ヰ 32
 .࡞࠺ࡑᝏࡀ᎘ᶵ 10A ⪅ヰ 42
 
  ,࡝ࡅࡍ࡛࠸࡞࡚ฟ࠿ࡋே1 ࡔࡲ࣮ࢱࢡࣛࣕ࢟ࠕࡣヰⓎࡢ42ࠊ22 ࣥ࢖ࣛࠊࡣ࡛)13(ࡢグୖ 
࠸࠶ࡿࡼ࡟10C ⪅ヰ࡟୰㏵ࡢࡑࠋࡿ࠸࡚ࡋ࡞ࢆᩥヰⓎ1 ࠺࠸࡜ࠖ.࡞࠺ࡑᝏࡀ᎘ᶵ ,࠿ࢇ࡞
 ࠋࡿࡍ⾜ᨵࠊࡅ௜ࢆࠖ,,ࠕ࡟ᚋࡢࠖ࠿ࢇ࡞ࠕࡢ22 ࣥ࢖ࣛࠊࡵࡓࡓࡗධࡀࠖ࠸ࡣࠕࡢࡕ࡙




 .?࠿ࡍ࡛ࡾࡓ࠶ࡢ࡝ࠊࡓ࠶ࡢ࡝ B 4  )23(
 )ࢇ࠺(ࡢ㛗ᖺ)ࢇ࠺(ࡢᅬ⛶ᗂ࣮࡛ ,)࠸ࡣ࠸ࡣ(࡛༊ிᩥࡀࡢࡓࢀࡲ⏕࡜࣮࠼ A 5   
 ,,࡟ᖹᓥ㧗༊ᶫᯈ࡟ࡁ࡜           
 )5.p ,1102(⨾బᏱ
 









(33)  [JF07] 
75 ヰ⪅ B12 ͆ࡶ࠺᎘࡞ࢇࡔࡅ࡝͇ࡳࡓ࠸࡞,, 
76 ヰ⪅ C12 <➗࠸> 
77 ヰ⪅ A12 <➗࠸> 






(34)  [JM03] 
48 ヰ⪅ A03 ࡇࡢᏊࡓࡕࡀ::ࠓỿ㯲 1.19⛊ࠔྲྀࡿࡢࡀ᭱ᚋࡔ࠿ࡽ::, ࠓỿ㯲 1.27ࠔࡇࡇ
  ࡜ࠓỿ㯲 1.04⛊ࠔࡇࡇࡲ࡛ࡢヰࡀࡘ࡞ࡀࡽ࡞࠸. 
49 ࠓỿ㯲 1.60⛊ࠔ 






.  Ⓨヰᩥࡀ⤊஢ࡋࡓࡇ࡜ࢆ♧ࡍࠋ1Ⓨヰᩥࡢ⤊ࢃࡾ࡟௜ࡅࡿࠋ* 
,, ㏵୰࡟┦ᡭࡢⓎヰࡀධࡗࡓሙྜࠊⓎヰᩥࡀ⤊஢ࡋ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࡇ࡜ࢆ♧
 ࡍࠋ 
,  ័౛㏻ࡾ࡟௜ࡅࡿㄞⅬ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ᪥ᮏㄒ࡛ࡣࠕࠖࠊ ࡟┦ᙜࡍࡿࠋࣟࢩ
 ࢔ㄒࡢ⾲グ࡜ࡢ⤫୍ࡢࡓࡵ࡟ࠕ,ࠖࢆ⏝࠸ࡿࠋ* 























ࡃ࡛}<{>  <ࡣศ㒊ࡢࡾ࡞㔜ࡿࡅ࠾࡟ヰⓎ⾜ඛࠋࡍ⾲ࢆࡾ࡞㔜ࡢヰⓎ }<{>Ꮠᩥ<
࠾࡟ヰⓎ⾜ᚋࠋࡿࡅ௜ࢆࠖ,,ࠕࡣࡓࡲࠖ.ࠕ࡟ᚋ᭱ࡢࣥ࢖ࣛࡢࡑࠊࡾࡃ }>{>Ꮠᩥ<
 ࠋࡿࡃࡃ࡛}>{>  <ࡣศ㒊ࡢࡾ࡞㔜ࡿࡅ 
  ࡓࡗධࡀヰⓎࡢ⪅ヰ⾜ᚋ࡟୰㏵ࠊ࡟๓ࡿࡍ⤖᏶ࡀᩥヰⓎࡢ⪅ヰ⾜ඛ   ࠙࠙
ࠋࡍ⾲ࢆ࡜ࡇࡓࡋ஢⤊࡛ᙧࡢࡲࡲ࠸࡞ࡋ⤖᏶ࡀヰⓎࡢ⪅ヰ⾜ඛࠊᯝ⤖  ࠚࠚ 
ࢆ ࠙  ࠙࡟๓ࡢࠖ .ࠕࠊࡣ࡟ࡾࢃ⤊ࡢᩥヰⓎࡢ⪅ヰ⾜ඛࡓࡋ஢⤊࡟ⓗᯝ⤖ 
 ࠋࡿࡅ௜ࢆ ࠚࠚ ࡣ࡟㢌ෑࡢᩥヰⓎࡢ⪅ヰ⾜ᚋࠊࡅ௜ 
ࠊ㸧ࡉ㏿ࠊᑠ኱ࠊࡉ㧗ࡢኌࠊࢺࣥࢭࢡ࢔㸦ᚩ≉ࡢୖኌ㡢ࡢヰⓎࠋሗ᝟⬦ᩥ  㹛Ꮠᩥ㹙
ධ࡟]  [ࢆ࡝࡞ࡢࡶࡿ࠶ࡀせᚲࡢグ≉ࠊ➼࣮ࣕࢳࢫ࢙ࢪ࠺కࢆヰⓎ 
 ࠋࡍグ࡚ࢀ 













࡟ࣟࢩ࢔ᅜᐙᶆ‽つ᱁ࡢ GOST 7.79-200029ࢆ⏝࠸ࡿ(⾲ 4)ࠋㄯヰ౛௨እࡢࡶࡢ㸦ᩥ⊩ྡࠊ
ᑓ㛛⏝ㄒ➼㸧ࡣ࢟ࣜࣝᩥᏐ࡛⾲グࡍࡿࠋ 




௜ࡅࡎ((35)ࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 397)ࠊⓎヰᩥࡀ⤊஢ࡋࡓࣛ࢖ࣥ࡟ࡲ࡜ࡵ࡚ᥦ♧ࡍࡿ((35)ࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 399)ࠋ 
 
(35)  [RM05] 
397 ヰ⪅ C25 = Oni  zh  vmeste  idut,, 
    WKH\ EXW WRJHWKHU JR
398 ヰ⪅ B25 Nu  <da>{<}. 
  ZHOO  \HV
  ࡲ࠶ࠊࡑ࠺ࡔࡡࠋ 
399 ヰ⪅ C25 <k   de>{>}revu. 
   WR  WUHH
  ࡛ࡶᙼࡽࡣ୍⥴࡟ᮌࡢ࡯࠺࡟Ṍ࠸࡚࠸ࡿࡼࠋ 
 
 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 397ࠊ399 ࡢⓎヰࡣ 1 Ⓨヰᩥࢆ࡞ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡀࠊࡑࡢ㏵୰࡟ࣛ࢖ࣥ 398 ࡢⓎヰࡀධ
ࡗࡓࡓࡵࠊ㸯Ⓨヰᩥࡀ 2ࡘ࡟ศ᩿ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡑࢀࡒࢀࡢ㒊ศ࡟ヂࢆ௜ࡅࡿ࡜ࠊㄒ㡰ࡀ୙⮬
                                                   
29 Всероссийский институт научной и технической информации Российской 
Академии наук и Министерства науки и технологий Российской Федерации 
(2002)ࢆཧ↷ࠋ 








⾲ 4  GOST 7.79-2000࡟࠾ࡅࡿ࢟ࣜࣝᩥᏐ࠾ࡼࡧࣛࢸࣥᩥᏐࡢᑐᛂ⾲ 
࢟ࣜࣝᩥᏐ ࣛࢸࣥᩥᏐ ࢟ࣜࣝᩥᏐ ࣛࢸࣥᩥᏐ 
а a р r 
б b с s 
в v т t 
г g у u 
д d ф f 
е e х x 
ё yo ц cz, c31 
ж zh ч ch 
з z ш sh 
и i щ shh 
й j ъ ``32 
к k ы y` 
л l ь `33 
м m э e` 
н n ю yu 
о o я ya 







                                                   
31 IࠊEࠊYࠊJࡢ๓࡟ࡣ Cࠊࡑࢀ௨እࡢሙྜࡣ CZࢆ⏝࠸ࡿࠋ 
32 ࢢࣞ࢖ࣦ࢔ࢡࢭࣥࢺグྕࡀ 2ࡘ 
































(36)  [JM04] 
 36 ヰ⪅ B04 ࡇࢀఱࡔࢁ࠺?. 
58 
 
  37 ヰ⪅ B04 ࢟ࣕࣛࢡࢱ࣮, ༸[Ќ]?. 
Ѝ38 ヰ⪅ C04 [ᑠࡉ࠸ኌ࡛] ࡬::, ࡇࢀࡣ… . 
 39 ヰ⪅ A04 ࡇࢀࡀ[Ќ], ࡇࢀ[Ќ]?. 
 40 ヰ⪅ B04 ࠺ࢇ. 
 41 ࠓỿ㯲 2.83⛊ࠔ 
 42 ヰ⪅ A04 ࡇࢀ 1ಶ㣗࡭࡚ࡿࡢࡣ[Ќ]..ࡇࡗ࠿ࡽᣠࡗ࡚[Ќ]?,, 
 43 ヰ⪅ C04 ࠶::, ࡑࢇ࡞ឤ::<ࡌ࡛ࡍ>{<},, 
 
 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 38ࡢⓎヰࡣࠊヰ⪅ C04ࡀࠕ࡬::, ࡇࢀࡣ…ࠖ࡜ゝ࠸ࡼ࡝ࢇ࡛࠸ࡿࡓࡵࠊࠕᩥࠖ࡜ࡋ
࡚᏶⤖ࡋ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࠋヰ⪅ C04ࡀḟ࡟ࡋࡓⓎヰࡣࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 43ࡢࠕ࠶::, ࡑࢇ࡞ឤ::ࡌ࡛ࡍ࡛ࠖ
࠶ࡿࠋࡇࢀࡣࣛ࢖ࣥ 42ࡢࠕࡇࢀ 1ಶ㣗࡭࡚ࡿࡢࡣ[Ќ]..ࡇࡗ࠿ࡽᣠࡗ࡚[Ќ]? ࡜ࠖ࠸࠺Ⓨヰ࡟
ᑐࡍࡿᛂ⟅࡛࠶ࡾࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 38 ࡢ⥆ࡁ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࡇ࡜ࡀศ࠿ࡿࠋࡇࡢࡇ࡜࠿ࡽࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 38 ࡢ
Ⓨヰࡣࠊࠕ1Ⓨヰᩥࠖ࡜ࡍࡿࠋ 
 
(37)  [RM03] 
Ѝ215 ヰ⪅ B23 A::,, 
  DQG
 216 ヰ⪅ A23 Ugu. 
  XKBKXK
  ࠺ࢇࠋ 
Ѝ217 ヰ⪅ B23 esli,  naprimer… . 
  LI  IRUBH[DPSOH
  ࡓ࡜࠼ࡤ͐ࠋ 
 218 ヰ⪅ A23 A::  net  takoj  my`sli,  chto  oni  xotyat kamen`  
  DQG QR  VXFK  LGHD  WKDW  WKH\  ZDQW  VWRQH
  pododvinut`,, 
  PRYHBXSBFORVHU
 219 ヰ⪅ B23 Da,  kstati. 
  \HV E\BWKHBZD\




 .?enolbay   k     itatsk 32A ⪅ヰ 022 
HHUWBHOSSD  RW   \DZBHKWB\E  
 ࠸࡚ࡋ࡜࠺ࡇ࠸࡚ࡗᣢ࡟ࢁࡇ࡜ࡢᮌࡢࡈࢇࡾࢆ▼ࡣࡽᙼࠊࡤ࠼࠸࠺ࡑ  
 ?࠸࡞ࡷࡌࢇࡿ  
    
㸧ࠖ ͐ࡤ࠼࡜ࡓࠕ㸦͇ …remirpan ,ilse ::A ࡣ͆ 32B ⪅ヰࠊࡣ࡛ヰⓎࡿࡓࢃ࡟712ࠊ512 ࣥ࢖ࣛ 
 ,aD ͆ࡓࡋ࡟ḟࡀ32B ⪅ヰࠊ࡚ࡋࡑࠋࡿ࠸࡛ࢇ࡝ࡼ࠸ゝࡎࡽษ࠸ゝ࡛ࡲᚋ ᭱ࠊࡀࡿࡅ࠿࠸ゝ࡜





 ]60FJ[  )83(
 ࢆᒾ< ,࡝ࡅࡍ࡛ࢇࡓࡗࡲỴ࡚ࡗ࣮ࣝࢫ}>{>ࡣ࡛ࡲࡇࡇ࠺ࡇࡗࡅ ,࡛< 11B ⪅ヰ 261Ѝ
 ,,}<{>࡟ࡇ࡝  
 .}>{>ࡡࡼࡍ࡛࠺ࡑ< 11C ⪅ヰ 361 
 .>࠸➗<ࡀࡢ࠺࠸࡚ࡗ࠿ࡴ㎸ࡳ⤌ 11B ⪅ヰ 461Ѝ
 ,,}<{>ࡇ࡝< ,]Ќ[࡬ 11C ⪅ヰ 561 
 








 ]20MJ[  )93(
 ,,}<{>ࢀࡇ< ,?]Ў[ࡿࡍ࠺࡝ࢀࡇ..ࡇ>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗< = ࠚࠚ 20A ⪅ヰ 031Ѝ
 ,,}>{>ࡗ࠶< 20C ⪅ヰ 131 
 ,,}<{>ࢀࡇ<,?]Ў[ࡿࡍ࠺࡝ 20A ⪅ヰ 231Ѝ
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 133 ヰ⪅ B02 <<➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ>ࡇࢀ>{>}. 
Ѝ134 ヰ⪅ A02 ࡝࠺ࡍࡿ[Ў]? [ヰ⪅ C02࡟࣮࢝ࢻ 6ࢆΏࡍ]. 
   




(40)  [RM04] 
 24 ヰ⪅ C24 <potom  idyot  shestoe>{<}.  
   WKHQ   JRHV  VL[WK
  ḟ࡟ 6␒ࡀ᮶ࡿࠋ 
Ѝ25 ヰ⪅ A24 <N..n.. ya  ne  sporyu>{>},  ya  ne  sporyu. 
     ,  QRW DUJXH   ,  QRW DUJXH
  ྰᐃࡣࡋ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࡼࠊྰᐃࡣࡋ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࡼࠋ 
      






(41)  [RM05] 
Ѝ198 ヰ⪅ C25 Vot  on  uxo::dit[Ќ],  oni  v  e`to  vremya  tam  po..  
  KHUH KH  OHDYHV   WKH\ DW WKLV WLPH  WKHUH     
  py`tayutsya  e`tu  skalu::[Ќ],  i   on  ix  naxodit. 
  WU\    WKLV URFN    DQG KH  WKHP ILQGV
   ᙼࡀ❧ࡕཤࡗ࡚ࠊࡑࡢ᫬ᙼࡽࡣᒾࢆ [ື࠿ࡋ࡚] ࡳ࡚ࠊࡑࡋ࡚ᙼࡣᙼࡽ 
  ࡟ฟ఍࠺ࠋ 
  199 ヰ⪅ B25 A::,  vot,  da,  e`to. 
  DK  KHUH \HV LW
  ࠶࣮ࠊࡑ࠺ࡔࡡࠊࡇࢀࡔࠋ 
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 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 198࡛ࡣ͆ࠊ Vot on uxo::dit[Ќ] 㸦͇ࠕᙼࡀ❧ࡕཤࡿ 㸧ࠖ࠾ࡼࡧ ͆oni v e`to vremya 
tam po.. py`tayutsya e`tu skalu::[Ќ] , i on ix naxodit 㸦͇ࠕࡑࡢ᫬ᙼࡽࡣᒾࢆ[ື࠿ࡋ࡚]ࡳ
࡚ࠊࡑࡋ࡚ᙼࡣᙼࡽ࡟ฟ఍࠺ 㸧ࠖࡣᵓ㐀ⓗ࡟ࠕᩥࠖ࡜࡞ࡗ࡚࠾ࡾࠊ㛫࡟➼఩᥋⥆モࡀ࡞࠸ࡓ
ࡵࠊࡑࢀࡒࢀࡀ⊂❧ࡋࡓࠕ1Ⓨヰᩥࠖ࡜࡞ࡾ࠺ࡿࠋࡋ࠿ࡋ͆ࠊ uxo::dit[Ќ] 㸦͇ࠕ❧ࡕཤࡿ 㸧ࠖࡣ









࠸ࡿࠋࡲࡓࠊFord and Thompson(1996, p.152)ࡣࠊࢱ࣮࡛ࣥࡣࠊヰࡋᡭࡢᙺ๭ࢆᢸ࠺ヰ⪅
















 ఍ヰ࡟࠾ࡅࡿཧຍ⪅ࡢࡸࡾ࡜ࡾࡢศᯒ༢఩࡜ࡋ ࡚ࠕ㞄᥋࣌࢔ ࡜ࠖ࠸࠺ᴫᛕࢆ⏝࠸ࡿࠋ㞄᥋
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1 A: ࡇࢀ㈙ࡗ࡚ࡶ࠸࠸? 
2 B: 890෇ࡡࠋᣢࡗ࡚ࡁࡓ࠾㔠࡛㊊ࡾࡿࡢ? 
3 A: ࠺ࢇࠋ 






















TRP࡛࣮ࣝࣝ ii. ࡀ㐺⏝ࡉࢀࠊඛ࡟ヰࡋጞࡵࡓ఍ヰཧຍ⪅ࡀࠕ⮬ᕫ㑅ᢥ ࡟ࠖࡼࡗ࡚ࢱ࣮ࣥࢆ
ྲྀࡿࡇ࡜࡟࡞ࡿࠋ 








(sequential identity)ࢆ฼⏝ࡍࡿࠊࠕⓎヰࡢ┦ᡭࢆ≉ᐃࡢ 1 ே࡟⤠ࡾ㎸ࡴࠖ(limit eligible 
responders to a single participant)ࡇ࡜ࡀᣲࡆࡽࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ 
 ࠕ㐃㙐࡟࠾ࡅࡿ୍⮴ࠖࢆ฼⏝ࡍࡿࢸࢡࢽࢵࢡ࡛ࡣࠊSacks, Schegloff and Jefferson(1974)
64 
 
ࡀグ㏙ࡋࡓࠕಟ᚟ࢸࢡࢽࢵࢡ (ࠖrepair techniques)ࡀ⏝࠸ࡽࢀࡿࠋࠕಟ᚟ࢸࢡࢽࢵࢡ ࡜ࠖࡣࠊ





ࡿࠋSacks, Schegloff and Jefferson(1974)࡟ࡼࡿ࡜ࠊࠕಟ᚟ࢸࢡࢽࢵࢡࠖࡀ㐺⏝ࡉࢀࡿࡢሙ
ྜࡣࠊᚲ↛ⓗ࡟ḟࡢヰࡋᡭ࡜ࡋ࡚ඛ⾜ヰ⪅ࡀ㑅ᢥࡉࢀࡿ(43)ࠋ 
 
(43) 34 Ben:  They gotta- a garage sale. 
        ࠶ࡑࡇ࡛࣮࢞ࣞࢪ࣭ࢭ࣮ࣝࢆࡸࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ 
   ЍLory:  Where. 
        ࡝ࡇ࡛? 
    Ben:  On Third Avenue 
        ୕␒⾤࡛ࠋ 












                                                   
34 ᩥᏐ໬グྕࡣࠊSacks, Schegloff and Jefferson(1974)࡟ࡼࡿࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ 
 ᩥᏐ  ኱ࡁ࠸ኌ࡛ࠊ࡞࠸ࡋᙉㄪࡋ࡚Ⓨヰࡉࢀࡓ㒊ศ 




(44) 35  [Virginia] 
1 Mom:   Is everybody going to have ice crea:m ’n sherbet or whatever. 
   ࡳࢇ࡞ࠊ࢔࢖ࢫࢡ࣮࣒࣭ࣜ࢔ࣥࢻ࣭ࢩ࣮ࣕ࣋ࢵࢺ࡜࠿㣗࡭ࡿ? 
2 Virginia:  I jus’ want a liddle bit. 
   ࡍࡇࡋࡔࡅ㣗࡭ࡿࠋ 
3               (0.6) 
4  Ѝ Mom:     And you want sherbet and (.) ice crea:m? 
   ࢩ࣮ࣕ࣋ࢵࢺ࡜࢔࢖ࢫࢡ࣮࣒࡛ࣜ࠸࠸? 
5 Virginia:  Mm Hm 
   ࢇ࣮ࠋ 
6               (0.2) 
7 Mom:     Everybody want that? 
   ࡳࢇ࡞ࠊࡑࢀ࡛࠸࠸? 




࢛࣮ࣟ࢔ࢵࣉ࣭ࢡ࢚ࢫࢳࣙࣥࠖࢆࡍࡿࠋࡇࡇ࡛ࠊ᭱ึࡢ㉁ၥ(͆Is everybody going to have 
ice crea:m ’n sherbet or whatever ͇ࠕࡳࢇ࡞ࠊ࢔࢖ࢫࢡ࣮࣒࣭ࣜ࢔ࣥࢻ࣭ࢩ࣮ࣕ࣋ࢵࢺ࡜࠿
㣗࡭ࡿ? )ࠖࡢᛂ⟅⪅ࡣ Virginia࡛࠶ࡿࡓࡵࠊ᫂♧ⓗ࡟┦ᡭࢆᣦྡࡋ࡞ࡃ࡚ࡶࠕࣇ࢛࣮ࣟ࢔ࢵ
ࣉ࣭ࢡ࢚ࢫࢳࣙࣥ ࠖࡀ Virginia࡟ᐄ࡚ࡽࢀࡿࠋࡉࡽ࡟ࠊLerner(2003)ࡀ㏙࡭࡚࠸ࡿࡼ࠺࡟ࠊ
Ⓨヰࡢ┦ᡭࡀᣦྡࡉࢀ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࣛ࢖ࣥ 1࠾ࡼࡧࣛ࢖ࣥ 7ࡢ㉁ၥ࡜␗࡞ࡾࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 4 ࡢࠕࣇ
࢛࣮ࣟ࢔ࢵࣉ࣭ࢡ࢚ࢫࢳ࡛ࣙࣥࠖࡣࠊࠕཷࡅᡭᶆ㆑ࠖ(recipient indicator)ࡢ͆you͇ࡀ⏝࠸
                                                   
35 ᩥᏐ໬グྕࡣࠊLerner(2003)࡟ࡼࡿࡶࡢ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ 
 ᩥᏐ ኱ࡁ࠸ኌ࡛ࠊ࡞࠸ࡋᙉㄪࡋ࡚Ⓨヰࡉࢀࡓ㒊ศ 
 -  ㏵ษࢀ 
 :  㛗㡢 
 (ᩘᏐ)  ỿ㯲ࡢ⛊ᩘ 
 (.)  0.1⛊๓ᚋࡢ㛫 
 (( ))  ࢺࣛࣥࢫࢡࣜࣉࢺࡢసᡂ⪅࡟ࡼࡿࢥ࣓ࣥࢺࠋ 
 [ ]  Ⓨヰࡢ㔜࡞ࡾ 



















(45)  [㌴ࡢヰ] 
Ѝ1 Curt: Wul how wz the races las’ night. 
  ᫖ኪࡢ࣮ࣞࢫࡣ࡝࠺ࡔࡗࡓ? 
  2  (0.8) ((Mikeࡀ 2ᅇ࠺࡞ࡎࡃ)) 
  3 Curt: Who w’n [th’ feature.] 
  ㄡࡀඃ຾ࡋࡓ? 
  4 Mike:     [A l  w o n,] 
   ࢔ࣝࡀඃ຾ࡋࡓ 
  5  (0.3) 
  6 Curt: [(Who)]= 
  ㄡ 
  7 Mike: [Al.]= 
  ࢔ࣝ 
                                                   




  8 Curt: =Al did? 
  ࢔ࣝࡀඃ຾ࡋࡓࡢ? 










                                       
3.2.2.2 Ⓨヰࡢ㔜࡞ࡾ 
 





 ᮏ◊✲࡛ࡣࠊඛ⾜Ⓨヰࡢ㔜࡞ࡾࡢ㒊ศࡣࠕ< >{<} ࠖࠊᚋ⾜Ⓨヰࡢ㔜࡞ࡾࡢ㒊ศࡣࠕ< >{>}ࠖ
࡛ࡃࡃࡿࠋ 
 
(46)  [JF07] 
44 ヰ⪅ A12 ࡞ࢇ࠿, ᒾࢆ<㏥ࡅ࡚ࡿ>{<}. 
45 ヰ⪅ B12 <ື࠿ࡍ>{>}ࡔࢁ࠺ࡡ. 
 
 (46)࡛ࡣࠊ⌧ᅾࡢヰࡋᡭࡢヰ⪅ A12ࡀࢱ࣮ࣥࢆ⤊஢ࡍࡿ๓࡟ヰ⪅ B12ࡶヰࡋጞࡵࠊࢱ࣮





(47)  [RF12] 
21 ヰ⪅ B37 Mozhet by`t`,  on  vstretil  <vot  ix?>{<}. 
   PD\EH    KH  PHW  KHUH WKHP
   ࡇࡇ࡛ᙼࡽ࡟ฟ఍ࡗࡓࢇࡌࡷ࡞࠸? 
22 ヰ⪅ C37 <Uvidel..>{>}  yablonyu,  ne  smog  dostat`,  predpolozhim. 
    VDZ    DSSOHBWUHH  QRW FRXOG  JHW  VXSSRVH
   [ヰ⪅ A37ࡀ࣮࢝ࢻ 2ࡢᚋ࡟࣮࢝ࢻ 9ࢆ⨨ࡃ] 
   ࡓ࡜࠼ࡤࠊࡾࢇࡈࡢᮌࢆぢ࡚ࠊ[ࡾࢇࡈࡀ] ྲྀࢀ࡞࠿ࡗࡓࠋ 
 
 (47)࡛ࡣࠊ⌧ᅾࡢヰࡋᡭࡢヰ⪅ B37ࡀࢱ࣮ࣥࢆ⤊஢ࡍࡿ๓࡟ヰ⪅ C37ࡶヰࡋጞࡵࠊࢱ࣮





(48)  [JF06] 
140 ヰ⪅ C11 ࠼ࡗ, ᝎࡳࡲࡍࡡ. 
141 ヰ⪅ A11 ᝎࡳࡲࡍ=. 
142 ヰ⪅ A11 =⤖ᒁ, ᒾ, ఱ࡜ࡶ࡞ࡗ࡚࡞࠸ࡋ<➗࠸>. 
143 ヰ⪅ C11 <ࡑ࠺::, ᒾࡌࡷ㥏┠ࡔࡗࡓࢇ࡛ࡍࡼࡡ>{<}. 
144 ヰ⪅ B11 <࠺::ࢇ, ᒾࢆ࡝ࡇ࡟ධࢀࡿ࠿[Ў]?>{>}. 
 
 (48)࡛ࡣࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 142ࡢヰ⪅ A11ࡢࢱ࣮ࣥࡀ⤊஢ࡋࡓᚋ࡟ࠊヰ⪅ C11࠾ࡼࡧヰ⪅ B11ࡀ
ྠ᫬࡟ヰࡋጞࡵࡓࡓࡵࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 143ࡢⓎヰࠕࡑ࠺::, ᒾࡌࡷ㥏┠ࡔࡗࡓࢇ࡛ࡍࡼࡡࠖ࡜ࣛ࢖









(49)  [RF12] 
122 ヰ⪅ B37 vot  zdes`  on  uzhe  py`taetsya  ego,  vidimo,   podvinut`   
  KHUH KHUH  KH  QRZ  WULHV   LW  DSSDUHQWO\ PRYH
  k  yablone. 
  WR DSSOHBWUHH
  ࡇࡇࡣࠊᙼࡣࡑࢀࢆࡾࢇࡈࡢᮌࡢ࡯࠺࡬ື࠿ࡑ࠺࡜ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡼ࠺ࡔࠋ 
123 ࠓỿ㯲 0.75⛊ࠔ 
124 ヰ⪅ A37 <Vot  on>{<}. 
  KHUH KH
  ᙼࡣࡇࡇ࡟࠸ࡿࠋ 
125 ヰ⪅ C37 <Net>{>}. 
   QR
  㐪࠺ࠋ 
 
 (49)࡛ࡣࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 122ࡢヰ⪅ B37ࡢࢱ࣮ࣥࡀ⤊஢ࡋࡓᚋ࡟ࠊヰ⪅ A37࠾ࡼࡧヰ⪅ C37ࡀ
ྠ᫬࡟ヰࡋጞࡵ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡑࡢࡓࡵࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 124ࡢⓎヰ͆vot on 㸦͇ࠕᙼࡣࡇࡇ࡟࠸ࡿ 㸧ࠖ࡜ࣛ























 2.2࡛㏙࡭ࡓࡼ࠺࡟ࠊSearle(1975, 1976, 1979)ࡣⓎㄒෆ⾜Ⅽࢆࠕᣦ♧ᆺ ࠖࠊࠕ᩿ᐃᆺ ࠖࠊࠕᣊ
᮰ᆺ ࠖࠊࠕᐉゝᆺ ࠖࠊࠕែᗘ⾲᫂ᆺࠖࡢ 5ࡘ࡟ศ㢮ࡋࡓࠋ 
 ࠕᣦ♧ᆺࠖࡢⓎヰ⾜Ⅽ࡜ࡣࠊࠕヰࡋᡭࡀ⪺ࡁᡭ࡟࠶ࡿ⾜Ⅽࢆࡉࡏࡼ࠺࡜ヨࡳࡿⓎヰ⾜Ⅽࠖ






ウࡍࡿ౯್ࡀ࠶ࡿ࡜㸦⪺ࡁᡭ࡟㸧ㄆ㆑ࡋ࡚ࡶࡽ࠺ࡓࡵࡢヨࡳࠖ(Fraser 1974, p.150; ヂ࡜ୗ
⥺࠾ࡼࡧ( )ෆࡢ⿵㊊ࡣ➹⪅࡟ࡼࡿ)࡜ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡘࡲࡾࠊFraser(1974)ࡢᐃ⩏࡛ࡣࠊⓎヰ⾜
Ⅽࠕᥦ᱌ࠖ࡟ࡣࠕ┦ᡭ࡟⾜Ⅽࢆࡉࡏࡿࠖ࡜࠸࠺せ⣲ࡣྵࡲࢀ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࡢ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ 
























































(50)  [JM02] 
Ѝ36 ヰ⪅ A02 ࠺::ࢇ, ࡔ࠿ࡽ, ࡔ࠿ࡽ൅ࡽࡣ▼ࢆྲྀࡿࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜ࡞ࡢ࠿ࡾࢇࡈ࡟⤡ 
  ࡲࡏࡿࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜ࡞ࡢ࠿, ࡑࢀ<࡜ࡶ::>{<},, 
37 ヰ⪅ C02 <࠶ࡗ>{>}, ࡑࡇ࠿ࡽ࡛ࡍ࠿[Ў]?. 
Ѝ38 ヰ⪅ A02 ࠺.. <ḷ࡟>{<},, 
39 ヰ⪅ B02 <࠺::ࢇ>{>}. 
Ѝ40 ヰ⪅ A02 㛵ࡍࡿࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜ࡞ࡢ࠿::, ࡑࢀࢆ::,, 
41 ヰ⪅ C02 ࠶ࡗ,, 
Ѝ42 ヰ⪅ A02 ࡜ࡾ࠶࠼ࡎ⪃࠼ࡿࡗ࡚࠸࠺ࡇ࡜<ࡔ࠿ࡽ>{<}. 
43 ヰ⪅ C02 <࡞ࡿ࡯࡝>{>}. 
44 ヰ⪅ B02 ࡳࡓ࠸࡛ࡍࡡ::. 
45 ࠓỿ㯲 1.73⛊ࠔ 
46 ヰ⪅ A02 <➗࠸><ࡑࢁࡑࢁࡁ>{<}࠙࠙ . 
47 ヰ⪅ C02 ࠚࠚ <ࡌࡷ, ࡝..>{>}ࢀ࠿[Ў]. 
48 ヰ⪅ C02 ࡝..࡝࠺ࡋࡲࡍ࠿?. 
Ѝ49 ヰ⪅ A02 ࡞ࢇ࠿, ࡾࢇࡈࡢ᪉ࡀ᫆ࡋ࠸ࡼ࠺࡞Ẽࡀࡍࡿ<➗࠸>.     
50 ヰ⪅ B02 <➗࠸> 
51 ヰ⪅ C02 ࡌࡷ, ࡾࢇࡈ࡟ࡋࡲࡋࡻ࠺<➗࠸>. 
52 ヰ⪅ A02 <➗࠸> 
53 ヰ⪅ B02 ࡾࢇࡈࢆ୰ᚰ࡟. 
  





ࣛ㸦ࠖ ࠿ࡍ࡛ࡽ࠿ࡇࡑ ,ࡗ࠶ࠕࡣ20C ⪅ヰࠊࡋ♧ࢆពྠ࡜ࠖࡡࡍ࡛࠸ࡓࡳࠕࡣ20B ⪅ヰࠊࡣ




ࠊ࡚ࡵᨵࢆ᱌ᥦࡣ20A ⪅ヰࠊࡣ࡛94 ࣥ࢖ࣛࠊ࡚ࡋࡑࠋࡿࡵồࢆ᱌ᥦ࡟20A ⪅ヰ࡟ࡽࡉࠊ࡜
ࢆ࡜ࡇࡿࡍ࡟࣮࣮ࣜࢺࢫࡿࡍ㛵࡟ࡈࢇࡾ࡜ࠖ ࡿࡍࡀẼ࡞࠺ࡼ࠸ࡋ᫆ࡀ᪉ࡢࡈࢇࡾ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ࠕ
ࣥ࢖ࣛ㸦ࠖ ࠺ࡻࡋࡲࡋ࡟ࡈࢇࡾ ,ࡷࡌࠕࡣ20B ⪅ヰࡧࡼ࠾20C ⪅ヰࠊ࡚ࡋ࡜ᯝ⤖ࠋࡿࡍ᱌ᥦ
⾜ᐇࡢⅭ⾜ࡓࢀࡉ᱌ᥦࠊࡋㅙཷࢆ᱌ᥦࡢ20A ⪅ヰ࡜㸧25 ࣥ࢖ࣛ㸦ࠖ ࡟ᚰ୰ࢆࡈࢇࡾࠕࠊ㸧15
 ࠋࡓࡗ⛣࡟
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Ѝ61 ヰ⪅ C36 Vot  on  shyol,  e`::  uvidel  ͆ aga::,  <kakoe  vkusnoe   
  KHUH KH  ZDONHG HU  VDZ  DKD  ZKDW  WDVW\
  ya::bloko[Ў]͇>{<}. 
  DSSOH
  ᙼࡀṌ࠸࡚࠸࡚ࠊࠕ࣮࣡࢖ࠊ⨾࿡ࡋࡑ࠺࡞ࡾࢇࡈࡔࠖ࡜ 
   [ࡾࢇࡈࢆ] ぢࡘࡅࡓࠋ 
62 ヰ⪅ B36 <[Ќ]Yabloko,  s``el[Ў]>{>}. 
  DSSOH  DWH
  ࡾࢇࡈࢆ [ぢࡘࡅ࡚] ࠊ㣗࡭ࡓࠋ 
63 ヰ⪅ A36 Da,  da,  naverno  <tak    by`lo[Ў]>{<}. 
  \HV \HV SUREDEO\  OLNHBWKLV ZDV
  ࡑ࠺ࡔࡡࠊࡑ࠺ࡔࡡࠊࡑ࠺ࡔࡗࡓ࠿ࡶࡋࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ 
64 ヰ⪅ C36 <Potom::>{>},  i  vot  on  ego..  est. 
  WKHQ     DQGKHUH KH  LW   HDWV
  ࡑࡋ࡚ࠊࡇࡇ࡛ࡑࢀ>ࡾࢇࡈ@ࢆ㣗࡭࡚࠸ࡿࠋ 
65 ࠓỿ㯲 1.18⛊ࠔ 
66 ヰ⪅ B36 Tak,  e`to  pervaya  kartinka. 
  VR  WKLV ILUVW   SLFWXUH
  ࡌࡷࠊࡇࢀࡣ୍␒┠ࡢ⤮ࡔࠋ
   
ࣛ࢖ࣥ 60~61ࡢⓎヰࡣヰ⪅ C36ࡢᥦ᱌࡛࠶ࡿࠋࡲࡎࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 60࡛ヰ⪅ C36 ࡣ͆ mozhet 
by`t` nachnyom s e`togo? 㸦͇ࠕጞࡵࡣࡇࡢ࣮࢝ࢻ࡟ࡋ࡞࠸? 㸧ࠖ࡜ࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜࡢጞࡲࡾ᪉࡟ࡘ
࠸࡚ᥦ᱌ࡋࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 61࡛ࡑࡢෆᐜࢆヲࡋࡃㄝ᫂ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ 
(51)ࡢ⥆ࡁࢆぢࡿ࡜ࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 62࡛ࡣࠊヰ⪅ B36 ͆Yabloko,  s``el  ͇㸦ࠕࡾࢇࡈࢆ[ぢࡘࡅ
࡚]ࠊ㣗࡭ࡓ 㸧ࠖ࡜⿵㊊ࡍࡿࡇ࡜࡟ࡼࡗ࡚ࠊiii. ᥦ᱌⪅ࡢⓎヰ࡟ᑐࡋ࡚ఱࡽ࠿ࡢゝㄒⓗ཯ᛂࢆ
♧ࡍࠋࡑࡋ࡚ࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 63࡛ヰ⪅ A36ࡣ͆Da, da, naverno tak by`lo[Ў] 㸦͇ࠕࡑ࠺ࡔࡡࠊࡑ
࠺ࡔࡡࠋࡑ࠺ࡔࡗࡓ࠿ࡶࡋࢀ࡞࠸ 㸧ࠖ࡜ᥦ᱌ࢆཷㅙࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡉࡽ࡟ࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 66࡛ヰ⪅ B36
ࡶ͆Tak, e`to pervaya kartinka 㸦͇ࠕࡌࡷࠊࡇࢀࡣ୍␒┠ࡢ⤮ࡔ 㸧ࠖ࡜ࡲ࡜ࡵࠊヰ⪅ C36ࡢᥦ
᱌ࢆཷㅙࡋࠊᐇ⾜ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡘࡲࡾࠊ(51)࡟࠾ࡅࡿ㞄᥋࣌࢔ࡢ㛵ಀࢆศᯒࡍࡿ࡜ࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ
60~61ࡢⓎヰ͆mozhet by`t` nachnyom s e`togo?  ͇㸦ࠕጞࡵࡣࡇࡢ࣮࢝ࢻ࡟ࡋ࡞࠸? 㸧ࠖ࠾ࡼ




࢖ࣥ 63 ࡢ͆ Da, da, naverno tak by`lo 㸦͇ࠕࡑ࠺ࡔࡡࠊࡑ࠺ࡔࡡࠋࡑ࠺ࡔࡗࡓ࠿ࡶࡋࢀ࡞࠸ 㸧ࠖ
࠾ࡼࡧࣛ࢖ࣥ 66ࡢ͆Tak, e`to pervaya kartinka 㸦͇ࠕࡌࡷࠊࡇࢀࡣ୍␒┠ࡢ⤮ࡔ 㸧ࠖࡣ➨஧
ᡂศࡢࠕཷㅙ࡛ࠖ࠶ࡿࠋ 


































 ࣊ࢵࢪ࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊG.Lakoff(1973, p.471 ࡼࡾ➹⪅ヂ)ࡣࠕ≀஦ࢆࡼࡾ᭕᫕࡟ࠊ࠶ࡿ࠸ࡣ
ࡼࡾṇ☜࡟♧ࡍࠖゝ ㄒ⾜ື࡜ㄝ᫂ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋᚑ᮶ࠊ࣊ࢵࢪࡣ࿨㢟ෆᐜ࡟࠾ࡅࡿ┿ഇࡢᗘྜ࠸
ࢆㄪ⠇ࡍࡿ⾲⌧࡜ࡋ࡚ᢅࢃࢀ࡚ࡁࡓࡀࠊ࣏ࣛ࢖ࢺࢿࢫ◊✲࡟࠾࠸࡚ࡣ࣊ࢵࢪࡢᑐேⓗᶵ⬟
ࡶᣦ᦬ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿ(R.Lakoff 1973; Brown and Levinson 1987 [1978]➼)ࠋ 
 
(52)  I sort of feel I must tell you this. 
   ࠶࡞ࡓ࡟ࡇࢀࢆヰࡉ࡞࠸࡜࠸ࡅ࡞࠸ࡼ࠺࡞Ẽࡀࡍࡿࠋ 
(Brown and Levinson 1987 [1978], p.272; ➹⪅ヂ) 
 
 (52)࡛ࡣࠊヰࡋᡭࡀ⪺ࡁᡭ࡜ࡢ⾪✺ࠊࡲࡓࡣ୙ྠពࢆࡶࡓࡽࡍࡼ࠺࡞ࡇ࡜ࢆヰࡑ࠺࡜ࡋ
࡚࠸ࡿࠋBrown and Levinson(1987 [1978])࡟ࡼࡿ࡜ࠊ(52)ࡢⓎヰ࡛ࡣ͆ࠊ sort of 㸦͇ࠕ㹼ࡼ
࠺࡞ 㸧ࠖ࡜࠸࠺࣊ࢵࢪࡣࠊ┦ᡭ࡜ࡢ⾪✺࡬ࡢ୙ᮏពࢆ♧ࡍࠊ࠶ࡿ࠸ࡣࠊ୙ྠពࢆ㑊ࡅࡿᙺ
๭ࢆᯝࡓࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ 
 Prince, Frader and Bosk (1982)ࡣ G.Lakoff(1973)ࡢᐃ⩏࡟ᇶ࡙ࡁࠊ࣊ࢵࢪࢆࠕ㏆ఝ⾲⌧ࠖ
(approximators)((53)~(54))࠾ࡼࡧࠕಖㆤ⾲⌧ (ࠖshields)((55)~(56))ࡢ 2ࡘ࡟ศ㢮ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ 
 ࠕ㏆ఝ⾲⌧ ࡜ࠖࡣࠊ࿨㢟ෆᐜࡢ┿ഇࢆᕥྑࡍࡿ⾲⌧ࡢࡇ࡜࡛࠶ࡿ 㸦͆ somehow ͇͆ࠊsort of ͇ࠊ
͆a little bit͇➼㸧( Prince, Frader and Bosk 1982; p.86)ࠋ௨㝆ࠊ࣊ࢵࢪࡣୗ⥺࡛♧ࡍࠋ 
 





(54)  On  kak by`  podobral  i  nachal  est`.  
 KH DVBLI SLFNHG  DQG EHJDQ HDW




 (53)࡜ྠᵝ࡟ࠊ(54)࡟࠾࠸࡚ࡶ͆On podobral i nachal est` 㸦͇ࠕᙼࡣᣠࡗ࡚㣗࡭ጞࡵࡓ 㸧ࠖ
࡜࠸࠺࿨㢟ෆᐜࡢ┿ഇࡀ࣊ࢵࢪࡢ͆ kak by`㸦͇ࠕ㹼࠿ࡢࡼ࠺࡟ 㸧ࠖ࡟ࡼࡗ࡚᭕᫕࡟ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ 
 ࠕಖㆤ⾲⌧ࠖ࡜ࡣࠊ࿨㢟࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ヰࡋᡭࡢ☜ಙࡢᗘྜ࠸ࢆ♧ࡍ⾲⌧ࡢࡇ࡜࡛࠶ࡿ
㸦͆ probably ͇͆ࠊ I think͇➼㸧(Prince, Frader and Bosk 1982; p.89)ࠋ 
 





(56)  Mne  kazhetsya,  e`to  budet  poslednee. 
WRBPH VHHPV  LW EH ODVW
  ࡇࢀࡣ᭱ᚋࡢࡼ࠺࡞Ẽࡀࡍࡿࠋ 
 
 (55)ࡢࠕẼࡀࡍࡿࠖ࡜ྠᵝ࡟ࠊ(56)ࡢ͆mne kazhetsya 㸦͇ࠕ⚾ࡣ㹼ࡢࡼ࠺࡞Ẽࡀࡍࡿ 㸧ࠖ








ᮏ❶࡛ࡣࠊヰ⪅஺᭰ࢩࢫࢸ࣒(Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson 1974)࡟࠾ࡅࡿࢱ࣮ࣥࡢྲྀ
ࡾ᪉࡟╔┠ࡋࠊඹྠసᴗ࡟࠾ࡅࡿ᪥ᮏㄒ࡜ࣟࢩ࢔ㄒࡢゝㄒ⾜ືࡢඹ㏻Ⅼ࠾ࡼࡧ┦㐪Ⅼ࡟ࡘ
࠸࡚㏙࡭ࡿࠋ 




















                                                   




























39 Ford and Thompson(1996)ࡣࠊࢱ࣮࡛ࣥࡣࠊヰࡋᡭࡢᙺ๭ࢆᢸ࠺ヰ⪅࡟ࡼࡿࢱ࣮ࣥ(full 
turn)࠾ࡼࡧࠊ⪺ࡁᡭࡢᙺ๭ࢆᢸ࠺ヰ⪅࡟ࡼࡿࢱ࣮ࣥ(back channel turn)࠾ࡼࡧ➗࠸ࡢࢱ
࣮ࣥ(laughter)ࡢ 3✀㢮ࢆ༊ูࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ◊✲⪅࡟ࡼࡗ࡚ࠊback channel turn ࡣ non-
floor-taking turnࠊacknowledgementࠊminimal turn࡜ࡶ࿧ࡤࢀࡿࠋᮏ◊✲࡛ࡣࠊඹ
ྠసᴗ࡟࠾࠸࡚ㄢ㢟ゎỴ࡟㛵ࡍࡿ᝟ሗᥦ౪࠾ࡼࡧせồ࡞࡝ࢆྵࡴⓎヰࢆศᯒᑐ㇟࡜ࡍࡿ
ࡓࡵࠊヰ⪅ࡀヰࡋᡭࡢᙺ๭ࢆᢸ࠺ full turnࡢࡳࢱ࣮ࣥ࡜ࡋ࡚ᤊ࠼ࡿࠋ 
40 Yngve(1970, p.574)ࡣࠊ⪺ࡁᡭࡀヰࡋᡭ࡟ᑐࡋ࡚Ⓨࡍࡿ▷࠸Ⓨヰ㸦͆ uh-huh ͇ࠊ
͆O.K. ͇➼㸧ࠊ▷࠸ࢥ࣓ࣥࢺ㸦͆ Oh, I can’t believe it͇➼㸧ࡸ㉁ၥ㸦͆ You’ve started 
writing it then – your dissertation? 㸧͇ࢆ back channel࡜࿧ࢇ࡛࠸ࡿࠋࡲࡓࠊඛ⾜Ⓨ
ヰࡢ⧞ࡾ㏉ࡋ(Clancy, Thompson, Suzuki and Tao 1996; Fujii 2012)ࡸゝⴥ᥈ࡋࡢ⿵ຓ
ⓗⓎヰ(Ford and Thompson 1996)ࡶ back channel࡜ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ 





























JM01 228 15.22  14.98 RM01 145 8.93  16.24 
JM02 183 9.38  19.51 RM02 121 7.13  16.97 
JM03 92 5.57  16.52 RM03 254 13.23  19.20 
JM04 183 15.28  11.98 RM04 192 13.93  13.78 
JM05 245 13.83  17.72 RM05 254 11.30  22.48 
JF06 335 15.23  22.00 RF06 274 11.00  24.91 
JF07 77 6.03  12.77 RF07 139 12.63  11.01 
JF08 185 11.53  16.05 RF08 161 7.70  20.91 
JF09 77 6.18  12.46 RF09 183 6.42  28.50 
JF10 125 6.00  20.83 RF10 137 5.53  24.77 
JF11 82 7.12  11.52 RF11 98 4.15  17.72 
JF12 130 13.18  9.86 RF12 116 8.08  14.36 
 






⾲ 7 ヰ⪅஺᭰᪉ἲࡢẚ㍑ 
 ࠕ⌧ᅾࡢヰࡋᡭࡀḟࡢヰࡋᡭࢆ㑅ᢥࠖ(%) ࠕ⮬ᕫ㑅ᢥࠖ(%) 
᪥ᮏㄒ 92  (4.74) 1850  (95.26) 
ࣟࢩ࢔ㄒ 55  (2.65) 2019  (97.35) 






































⾲ 8 ᫂♧ⓗ࠾ࡼࡧ㠀᫂♧ⓗ࡞ヰ⪅ᣦྡ᪉ἲࡢẚ⋡ 
 ᫂♧ⓗ࡞ヰ⪅ᣦྡ(%) 㠀᫂♧ⓗ࡞ヰ⪅ᣦྡ(%) ⌧ᅾࡢヰࡋᡭࡀ 
ḟࡢヰࡋᡭࢆ㑅ᢥࡋࡓ
⥲ᅇᩘ(%) 
᪥ᮏㄒ 29 (31.52) 63 (68.48) 92 (100.00) 
ࣟࢩ࢔ㄒ 11 (20.00) 44 (80.00) 55 (100.00) 










(57)  [JF07] 
18 ヰ⪅ B12 ࢇ::, ศ࠿ࢇ࡞࠸, ᭱ึ࡟᮶ࡿࡢ࡝ࢀࡔࢁ࠺?. 
Ѝ19 ヰ⪅ A12 ࠺ࢇ, ࡇࢀ::ࣁࢵࣆ࣮࢚ࣥࢻ[Ќ]? [ヰ⪅ B12ࢆぢࡿ]. 




࡟ࡼࡗ࡚ヰ⪅ B12 ࡟Ⓨヰࢆᐄ࡚࡚࠸ࡿࠋヰ⪅ A12 ࠿ࡽ࢔࢖ࢥࣥࢱࢡࢺࢆཷࡅࡓヰ⪅ B12
ࡣࠊḟࡢヰࡋᡭ࡜ࡋ࡚㑅ᢥࡉࢀࡓ࡜ㄆ㆑ࡋࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 20࡛ࢱ࣮ࣥࢆྲྀࡿࠋ 
 
(58)  [RF07] 
Ѝ205 ヰ⪅ A32 A pochemu on  im ne nesyot e`to yabloko,  





  a    sam      ego   est? <➗࠸> [ヰ⪅ B32ࢆぢࡿ]. 
  EXW KLPVHOI LW HDWV
  ࡞ࢇ࡛ᙼࡽ࡟ࡾࢇࡈࢆ࠶ࡆ࡞࠸࡛⮬ศ 1ே࡛㣗࡭࡚࠸ࡿࡢ? 
206 ヰ⪅ B32 Potomu chto  on pecha::l`ny`j <➗࠸>. 
  EHFDXVH KH VDG
  ᝒࡋࢇ࡛࠸ࡿ࠿ࡽࠋ 
 
 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 205࠾ࡼࡧࣛ࢖ࣥ 206ࡢⓎヰࡣ㞄᥋࣌࢔ࠕ㉁ၥ̿㏉⟅ࠖࢆ࡞ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋヰ⪅ A32
ࡣ➨୍ᡂศ࡛࠶ࡿࠕ㉁ၥ ࢆࠖὀど࡟ࡼࡗ࡚ヰ⪅ B32࡟ᐄ࡚࡚࠸ࡿࠋ(57)࡜ྠᵝ࡟ࠊ࢔࢖ࢥࣥ














఩⨨㛵ಀ࡛≉ᐃࡉࢀࡿࢸࢡࢽࢵࢡࡢࡇ࡜࡛࠶ࡿࠋࡑࢀ࡟ࡣࠊSacks, Schegloff and 









ḟࡢ(59)ࡣࠊ఍ヰཧຍ⪅ࡢ 3 ேࡀ⤮࣮࢝ࢻࡢ㡰␒࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ヰࡋྜࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࢩ࣮࡛ࣥ࠶ࡿࠋ 
 
(59)  [JF08] 
65 ヰ⪅ A13 ࡞ࢇ࠿, ࡇࡗࡕ࠿ࡶ [ヰ⪅ B13ࢆぢࡿ]=. 
66 ヰ⪅ A13 =<ࡔࡗ࡚, ࡇࢀᒾࡌࡷ࡞࠸ [ヰ⪅ B13࡟࣮࢝ࢻ 6ࢆぢࡏࡿ] >{<},, 
67 ヰ⪅ C13 <࠶::, ࡞ࡿ࡯࡝>{>}. 
68 ヰ⪅ A13 <࠿ࡶ>{<}. 
69 ヰ⪅ B13 <ఱ>{>}, ࠼ࡗ[Ќ], ࡝ࢀ࡝ࢀ[Ќ]?. 
70 ヰ⪅ A13 ࡇࢀࡇࢀ, ࡇࡢヰࡀ. 
 
ࣛ࢖ࣥ 65ࡢⓎヰ࡛ࡣࠊヰ⪅ A13ࡣヰ⪅ B13࡟ྥ࠿ࡗ࡚ࠕ࡞ࢇ࠿, ࡇࡗࡕ࠿ࡶ.ࠖ࡜⤮࢝
࣮ࢻࡢ㡰␒ࢆኚ࠼ࡿࡇ࡜ࢆᥦ᱌ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡋ࠿ࡋࠊヰ⪅ B13ࡣ㐪࠺᪉ྥࢆྥ࠸࡚࠸ࡿࡓࡵࠊ
ヰ⪅ A13 ࡀ࡝ࡢ࣮࢝ࢻ࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ヰࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ࠿ぢ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࠋࡑࡇ࡛ࠊヰ⪅ A13 ࡣࠕࡔࡗ࡚ࠊ









(60)  [RF07] 
158 ヰ⪅ B32 Vot  e`ta [࣮࢝ࢻ 6] tozhe  kak-to  ne  vpisy`vaetsya. 
  KHUH WKLV    WRR  VRPHKRZ QRW EHBSURSHU
  ࡇࢀࡶఱ࡜࡞ࡃྜࢃ࡞࠸ࠋ 
159 ࠓỿ㯲 1.00⛊ࠔ 
Ѝ160 ヰ⪅ A32 Ko..kotoraya  imenno?.  
  ZKLFK    H[DFWO\




161 ヰ⪅ B32 Shestaya. 
  VL[WK
  6␒ࠋ 
 
ࣛ࢖ࣥ 158ࡢⓎヰ࡛ࡣࠊヰ⪅ B32ࡣ͆e`ta tozhe kak-to ne vpisy`vaetsya 㸦͇ࠕࡇࢀࡶఱ
࡜࡞ࡃྜࢃ࡞࠸ 㸧ࠖ࡜࣮࢝ࢻ 6ࡢ఩⨨ࢆ᳨ウࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡑࡋ࡚ࠊヰ⪅ A32ࡣࠕ࡝ࡢ࣮࢝ࢻ࡟












࡚࠸ࡿࠋヰ⪅ A01࡜ヰ⪅ B01 ࡣぶࡋ࠸㛵ಀࡢ཭ேྠኈ࡛࠶ࡾࠊヰ⪅ C01 ࡣ 2 ே࡜ࡣึᑐ
㠃࡛࠶ࡿࠋᩥᮎᩥయࡢษࡾ᭰࠼࡟㛵ࢃࡿ㒊ศࡣୗ⥺࡛♧ࡍࠋ 
 
(61)  [JM01] 
Ѝ155 ヰ⪅ B01 ࡇࡢᒾ࡜..ࡡ::, ࡇࡢᮌ, ࡝ࡗࡕࡀࡉࡗࡁ࡞ࡢ࠿ࡡ? [ᜥࢆྤࡃ㡢]. 
156 ࠓỿ㯲 1.05⛊ࠔ 
Ѝ157 ヰ⪅ A01 ᒾࡀ, ⤊ࢃࡗࡓᚋࡗ࡚, ࡝࠺࡞ࡗ࡚ࡓ[Ў]?. 
Ѝ158 ヰ⪅ B01 ࡝࠺࡞ࡗ࡚ࡿ[Ў]?. 
159 ࠓỿ㯲 2.43⛊ࠔ 
Ѝ160 ヰ⪅ A01 ࡇࢀ, ࡇࢀ, ᒾࡀ࠶ࡿࡢࡇࢀ࡜ࡇࢀࡗ..࡜ࡇࢀࡗࡍ࠿[Ќ]?. 
161 ࠓỿ㯲 2.25⛊ࠔ 






࠿ࡋࠊⓎヰࡢᩥᮎࡀࠕᬑ㏻యࠖࡢࠕ࡞ࡢ࠿ࡡ 㸦ࠖࣛ࢖ࣥ 155㸧࡛࠶ࡿࡇ࡜࠿ࡽࠊヰ⪅ B01ࡣ
཭ேࡢ┦ᡭ࡟Ⓨヰࢆྥࡅ࡚࠸ࡿࡇ࡜ࡀศ࠿ࡿࠋヰ⪅ A01 ࡣḟࡢヰࡋᡭ࡜ࡋ࡚ᣦྡࡉࢀࡓࡇ
࡜ࢆㄆ㆑ࡋࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 157࡛ࢱ࣮ࣥࢆྲྀࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠋヰ⪅ A01ࡣࠊヰ⪅ B01ࡢ␲ၥ࡟⟅࠼ࡿࡓ
ࡵ࡟ࠊࠕᬑ㏻య࡛ࠖࠕ࡝࠺࡞ࡗ࡚ࡓ? 㸦ࠖࣛ࢖ࣥ 157㸧࡜ヰ⪅ B01 ࡟㉁ၥࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡋ࠿ࡋࠊ
ヰ⪅ B01 ࡣᅇ⟅࡛ࡁࡎࠊࡑࡢࡲࡲヰ⪅ A01 ࡢ㉁ၥࢆ⧞ࡾ㏉ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ㸦ࣛ࢖ࣥ 158㸧ࠋࡑࡋ
࡚ࠊ2.43⛊ࡢỿ㯲ࡢᚋ࡟ࠊ཭ேྠኈ࡛ࡣ⟅࠼ࡀฟ࡞࠿ࡗࡓࡓࡵࠊヰ⪅ A01ࡣࠕࡇࢀࡗࡍ࠿ࠖ







⛠༢ᩘ͆ty` 㸦͇ࠕྩ 㸧ࠖࡢ௚࡟ືモࡢ 2ே⛠༢ᩘᙧࡢ౑⏝ࡶࡳࡽࢀࡓࠋ 
ḟࡢ(62)ࡣヰ⪅ B31ࡢᥦ᱌࡟ᑐࡋ࡚ヰ⪅ C31ࡀ཯ㄽࡍࡿࢩ࣮࡛ࣥ࠶ࡿࠋ 
 
(62)  [RF06] 
91 ヰ⪅ B31 On xochet yabloko.. d.. vzyat`. 
  KH ZDQWV DSSOH  WDNH
  ᙼࡀࡾࢇࡈࢆྲྀࡾࡓ࠸ࠋ 
92 ヰ⪅ B31 On dostat` yabloko  <ne    mo::zhet[↑]>{<}࠙࠙ . 
  KH JHW DSSOH QRW FDQ
  ᙼࡣࡾࢇࡈࢆྲྀࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ 
93 ヰ⪅ C31 ࠚࠚ <No   uzhe>{>}  grustny`j. 
  EXW DOUHDG\ VDG
  ࡛ࡶࠊࡍ࡛࡟ᝒࡋࢇ࡛࠸ࡿࡼࠋ 
94 ヰ⪅ C31 Smotri,  chyo͂chto̓ zhe on grustny`j idyot,  




  m..  v   samom <nachale>{<}?.  
      LQ WKHBYHU\  EHJLQQLQJ
  ぢ࡚ࠊࡔࡗࡓࡽࠊ࡞ࡐᙼࡀ᭱ึᝒࡋࢇ࡛Ṍ࠸࡚࠸ࡿࡢ? 
95 ヰ⪅ B31 <A u nas netu>{>} kartinki, gde on idyot negrustny`j. 
   EXW ZHBKDYHQRW SLFWXUH ZKHUH KH ZDONV QRWBVDG
  ᝒࡋࢇ࡛࠸࡞࠸⤮ࡣ࡞࠸࠿ࡽ. 
 
 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 91~92࡛ࡣࠊヰ⪅ B31ࡣ୺ேබࡀࠕࡾࢇࡈࢆྲྀࡾࡓ࠸ࡅ࡝ࠊᒆ࠿࡞࠸ࠖ࡜ࢫࢺ࣮
࣮ࣜࡢෆᐜ࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ᥦ᱌ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡑࢀ࡟ᑐࡋ࡚ࣛ࢖ࣥ 93࡛ࡣࠊヰ⪅ C31ࡣⓎヰࡢཷࡅᡭ
ࢆ᫂☜࡟ࡏࡎ͆No uzhe grustny`j 㸦͇ࠕ࡛ࡶࠊࡍ࡛࡟ᝒࡋࢇ࡛࠸ࡿࡼ 㸧ࠖ࡜཯ㄽࢆࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ
ࡑࡋ࡚ࠊḟࡢⓎヰ࡛ࡣࠊືモࡢ͆Smotri 㸦͇ࠕぢ࡚ 㸧ࠖࡢ 2ே⛠༢ᩘᙧ࡟ࡼࡗ࡚ᐄඛࢆ 1ேࡢ
ࡳ࡟㝈ᐃࡋ͆ࠊ chyo zhe on grustny`j idyot 㸦͇ࠕࡔࡗࡓࡽࠊ࡞ࡐᝒࡋࢇ࡛Ṍ࠸࡚࠸ࡿࡢ 㸧ࠖ࡜
㉁ၥࢆࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡇࡇ࡛ࠊヰ⪅ C31 ࡣືモࡢ 2 ே⛠༢ᩘᙧࢆ⏝࠸ࡿࡇ࡜࡟ࡼࡗ࡚͆ࠊ chyo 










ࠕⓎヰࡢ㔜࡞ࡾ ࡜ࠖࡣࠊࠕ2ே௨ୖࡢヰ⪅ࡀྠ᫬࡟ヰࡍ (ࠖSchegloff 2000, p. 7ࡼࡾ➹⪅ヂ)














Hayashi 1988; ⏕㥖 1996; Fujii 2012)࡛࠶ࡿࠋ୍᪉ࠊྰᐃⓗ࡞ഃ㠃࡜ࡋ࡚ࠊ┦ᡭࡢⓎヰᶒ









ヰ⪅ B02 ࡣ཭ேྠኈ࡛࠶ࡾࠊヰ⪅ C02ࡣᙼࡽ࡜ึᑐ㠃ࡢ⪅࡛࠶ࡿࠋ 
 
(63)  [JM02] 
136 ヰ⪅ C02 ࠚࠚ =2ே࡛<┦ㄯࡋ࡚>{<},, 
137 ヰ⪅ B02 <┦ㄯࡋ࡚>{>}. 
138 ヰ⪅ C02 ͆ྲྀࢁ࠺ࡐ͇ࡳࡓ࠸࡞<ឤࡌ࡟࡞ࡗ>{<},, 
139 ヰ⪅ A02 <࠺ࢇ࠺ࢇ࠺ࢇ࠺ࢇ>{>}. 
140 ヰ⪅ C02 <࡚::[Ќ]>{<},, 
141 ヰ⪅ B02 <࡞ࡗ࡚>{>}. 
142 ࠓỿ㯲 0.82⛊ࠔ 
143 ヰ⪅ C02 㡹ᙇࡿࢇࡔࡅ࡝[Ќ]=,, 
144 ヰ⪅ B02 =ྲྀࢀ࡞࠸ࡳࡓ࠸࡞[Ў]=. 
145 ヰ⪅ B02 =<ࡑ࠺࡛ࡍࡡ>{<}[ᑠࡉ࠸ኌ࡛]. 
146 ヰ⪅ C02 <ྲྀࢀ࡞࠸[Ў]>{>}ࠓỿ㯲 2.27⛊ࠔࢇ. 
Ѝ147 ヰ⪅ A02 ࡛::, ࡇࢀ࡜ࡗ..ྲྀࡿឤࡌࡌࡷ࡞࠸࡛ࡍ<࠿[Ў]?>{<}. 
Ѝ148 ヰ⪅ C02 <ࡑ࠺>{>}ࡍࡡ, ᙼࡀຓࡅ࡟᮶ࡿ࡜[Ў]. 






ࡑࢀ࡟㛵㐃ࡋ࡚ࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 147࡛ヰ⪅ A02ࡣ␲ၥᙧᘧ࡛ࠕ࡛::, ࡇࢀ࡜ࡗ..ྲྀࡿឤࡌࡌࡷ࡞࠸
࡛ࡍ࠿[Ў]?ࠖ࡜⿵㊊ࡍࡿᙧ࡛ࡉࡽ࡟ᥦ᱌ࢆࡍࡿࠋࡇࡇ࡛ࡣࠊヰ⪅ A02ࡣ┦ᡭ࡜ࡢぶ␯㛵ಀ
࡟ࡼࡿࠕ♫఍ⓗ࢔࢖ࢹࣥࢸ࢕ࢸ࢕ࠖࢆ฼⏝ࡋࠊࠕ୎ᑀయࠖࢆ⏝࠸ࡿࡇ࡜࡟ࡼࡗ࡚ḟࡢヰࡋᡭ





(64)  [RM01] 
 255 ヰ⪅ A21 Tipa,  yabloko  samo[Ќ]  upalo?  [ヰ⪅ B21ࢆぢࡿ] . 
  NLQGBRI DSSOH   LWVHOI  IHOOBRII
  ຾ᡭ࡟ⴠࡕ࡚࠸ࡓ࡜࠸࠺ࡇ࡜㸽
Ѝ256 ヰ⪅ A21 Prosto <tak      vzyalo>{<},, 
  IRUBQRBSDUWLFXODUBUHDVRQ  WRRN MXVW
Ѝ257 ヰ⪅ B21 <Nu  da,  da>{>} . 
   ZHOO \HV \HV
  ࡲ࠶ࠊࡑ࠺ࡔࡼࠋ
258 ヰ⪅ A21 i   upalo[Ќ]? . 
  DQG IHOOBRII
  ༢࡟ࠊⴠࡕ࡚࠸ࡓࡔࡅ㸽
259 ヰ⪅ B21 Nu  chyo::͂chto̓?, vzyalo   i   upalo . 
  ZHOO ZKDW     WRRN MXVW DQG IHHOBRII
  ู࡟࠸࠸ࡌࡷ࡞࠸㸽ⴠࡕ࡚࠸ࡓࡼࠋ
 
ࣛ࢖ࣥ 255ࠊ256ࠊ258࡟ࢃࡓࡿⓎヰ࡛ࡣࠊヰ⪅ A21ࡢᥦ᱌࡟⣡ᚓࡏࡎ࡟͆Tipa, yabloko 
samo[Ќ] upalo? Prosto tak vzyalo i upalo[Ќ]? 㸦͇ࠕ຾ᡭ࡟ⴠࡕ࡚࠸ࡓ࡜࠸࠺ࡇ࡜㸽༢࡟ࠊ
ⴠࡕ࡚࠸ࡓࡔࡅ㸽 㸧ࠖ࡜☜ㄆࡢ㉁ၥࢆࡋࠊ࢔࢖ࢥࣥࢱࢡࢺ࡟ࡼࡗ࡚ḟࡢヰࡋᡭ࡜ࡋ࡚ヰ⪅B21
ࢆ᫂♧ⓗ࡟㑅ᢥࡍࡿࠋࡑࡋ࡚ࠊヰ⪅ A21 ࡢⓎヰࡀ⤊ࢃࡿ๓࡟ヰ⪅ B21 ࡶヰࡋጞࡵࡓࡓࡵࠊ





 (65)ࡣࠊヰ⪅ A16ࡀࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜࡢὶࢀ࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ᥦ᱌ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࢩ࣮࡛ࣥ࠶ࡿࠋ 
 
(65)  [JF11] 
60 ヰ⪅ A16 ࡌࡷ, ࠾ࡗ..▼ࡣ::ࡑࢀ<ࡒࢀ>{<},, 
61 ヰ⪅ C16 <࠺ࢇ>{>}. 
62 ヰ⪅ A16 <ྛࠎ>{<},, 
63 ヰ⪅ B16 <࠺ࢇ>{>}. 
Ѝ64 ヰ⪅ A16 ࡀࡸࡗ࡚::, ࡛ࡁ࡞࠿ࡗࡓࢇࡔࡅ࡝::, ࡾࢇࡈࡣ::୍⥴࡟ࡸࡗࡓ::,  
  ྲྀࢀࡓ<࡜࠿[Ќ]?>{<}. 
Ѝ65 ヰ⪅ B16 <࡛͆ࡁࡓ>{>}ࡼ͇ࡳࡓ࠸࡞. 
 
 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 60ࠊ62ࠊ64࡟ࢃࡓࡿⓎヰ࡛ࡣࠊヰ⪅ A16ࡣࠕࡌࡷ, ࠾ࡗ..▼ࡣ::ࡑࢀࡒࢀྛࠎࡀࡸ
ࡗ࡚::, ࡛ࡁ࡞࠿ࡗࡓࢇࡔࡅ࡝::, ࡾࢇࡈࡣ::୍⥴࡟ࡸࡗࡓ::, ྲྀࢀࡓ࡜࠿[Ќ]? ࡜ࠖᥦ᱌ࡍࡿࡀࠊ
ḟࡢヰࡋᡭࢆ㑅ᢥࡋ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࠋࡑࡋ࡚ࠊヰ⪅ B16 ࡀࠕ⮬ᕫ㑅ᢥࠖ࡟ࡼࡾࢱ࣮ࣥࢆྲྀࡿࠋヰ
⪅ A16 ࡢⓎヰࡀ⤊ࢃࡿ๓࡟ヰ⪅ B16 ࡶヰࡋጞࡵࡓࡓࡵࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 64 ࡜ࣛ࢖ࣥ 65 ࡢⓎヰࡢ
୍㒊ࡀ㔜࡞ࡿࠋ 
 (66)ࡣࠊヰ⪅ B35࡜ヰ⪅ A35ࡀࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜࡢὶࢀ࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ᥦ᱌ࢆฟࡋྜࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࢩ࣮ࣥ
࡛࠶ࡿࠋ 
 
(66)  [RF10] 
Ѝ143 ヰ⪅ B35 Mozhet on ix  poslal,  “idite sxodite za  
  PD\EH KH WKHPVHQG JR JRBWRBIHWFK IRU
  kam<nem”? <➗࠸> >{<}. 
  VWRQH
  ᙼࡣࠕ▼ࢆྲྀࡾ࡟⾜ࡗ࡚ࡁ࡚ࠖ࡜ᙼࡽࢆ⾜࠿ࡏࡓࡌࡷ࡞࠸?
Ѝ144 ヰ⪅ A35 <Smo>{>}tri,  vot mozhet by`t` <posle>{<},, 
  ORRN  KHUHPD\EH DIWHU   









 ࡲࡎࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 143࡛ヰ⪅ B35ࡀ͆Mozhet on ix poslal, “idite sxodite za kamnem”?” 
㸦ࠕᙼࡣࠕ▼ࢆྲྀࡾ࡟⾜ࡗ࡚ࡁ࡚ࠖ࡜ᙼࡽࢆ⾜࠿ࡏࡓࡌࡷ࡞࠸? 㸧ࠖ࡜ᥦ᱌ࡍࡿࡀࠊḟࡢヰࡋ
ᡭࢆ㑅ᢥࡋ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࡓࡵࠊヰ⪅ A35 ࡣࠕ⮬ᕫ㑅ᢥࠖ࡟ࡼࡗ࡚᪩ࡵ࡟ࢱ࣮ࣥࢆྲྀࡾࠊูࡢᥦ










⾲ 9 ࠕ⌧ᅾࡢヰࡋᡭ࡟ࡼࡿḟࡢヰࡋᡭࡢ㑅ᢥࠖ࡟࠾ࡅࡿⓎヰࡢ㔜࡞ࡾࡢ᭷↓ 
 Ⓨヰࡢ㔜࡞ࡾ᭷ࡾ(%) Ⓨヰࡢ㔜࡞ࡾ↓ࡋ(%) ࠕ⌧ᅾࡢヰࡋᡭ࡟ࡼࡿḟ
ࡢヰࡋᡭࡢ㑅ᢥࠖ࡟࠾ࡅࡿ
ࢱ࣮ࣥྲྀࡾࡢ⥲ᅇᩘ(%) 
᪥ᮏㄒ 15 (16.30) 77 (83.70) 92 (100.00) 
ࣟࢩ࢔ㄒ 17 (30.91) 38 (69.09) 55 (100.00) 
  p<.05 
 
⾲ 10 ࠕ⮬ᕫ㑅ᢥࠖ࡟࠾ࡅࡿⓎヰࡢ㔜࡞ࡾࡢ᭷↓ 
 Ⓨヰࡢ㔜࡞ࡾ᭷ࡾ(%) Ⓨヰࡢ㔜࡞ࡾ↓ࡋ(%) ࠕ⮬ᕫ㑅ᢥࠖ࡟ࡼࡿ 
ࢱ࣮ࣥྲྀࡾࡢ⥲ᅇᩘ(%) 
᪥ᮏㄒ 519 (28.05) 1331 (71.95) 1850 (100.00) 
ࣟࢩ࢔ㄒ 809 (40.07) 1210 (59.93) 2019 (100.00) 









4.3.1 TRP ࡟࠾ࡅࡿⓎヰࡢ㔜࡞ࡾ 
 
 3.2.1࡛㏙࡭ࡓࡼ࠺࡟ࠊࢱ࣮ࣥࡣ TCU(turn-constructional unit)࠿ࡽᵓᡂࡉࢀࠊTCUࡢ
⤊஢㒊ศ࡟ࡣ TRP(transition-relevance place)ࠊࡍ࡞ࢃࡕࠊヰ⪅஺᭰ࡀྍ⬟࡞ሙᡤࡀタࡅࡽ
ࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ 











ᅗ 10 TRP࡟࠾ࡅࡿⓎヰࡢ㔜࡞ࡾ 
 
ḟࡢ(67)~(69)ࠊࡣ TRP࡟࠾ࡅࡿⓎヰࡢ㔜࡞ࡾ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ 
ヰ⪅ Aࡢ 1ࡘ┠ࡢ TCU  
TRP 
ヰ⪅ Aࡢ 2ࡘ┠ࡢ TCU  
TRP 
ヰ⪅ Bࡢ TCU  ヰ⪅ Bࡢ‽ഛ 
ヰ⪅ Aࡢ TCU  
TRP 
ヰ⪅ Bࡢ TCU  
93 
 
(67) =(65) [JF11] 
60 ヰ⪅ A16 ࡌࡷ, ࠾ࡗ..▼ࡣ::ࡑࢀ<ࡒࢀ>{<},, 
61 ヰ⪅ C16 <࠺ࢇ>{>}. 
62 ヰ⪅ A16 <ྛࠎ>{<},, 
63 ヰ⪅ B16 <࠺ࢇ>{>}. 
Ѝ64 ヰ⪅ A16 ࡀࡸࡗ࡚::, ࡛ࡁ࡞࠿ࡗࡓࢇࡔࡅ࡝::, ࡾࢇࡈࡣ::୍⥴࡟ࡸࡗࡓ::,  
  ྲྀࢀࡓ<࡜࠿[Ќ]?>{<}. 
Ѝ65 ヰ⪅ B16 <࡛͆ࡁࡓ>{>}ࡼ͇ࡳࡓ࠸࡞. 
  
 (67)࡛ࡣࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 60ࠊ62ࠊ64࡟ࢃࡓࡿⓎヰࡣࠊヰ⪅ A16ࡢ 1ࡘࡢࢱ࣮ࣥࢆ࡞ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ










(68) =(66) [RF10] 
Ѝ143 ヰ⪅ B35 Mozhet on ix  poslal,  “idite sxodite za  
  PD\EH KH WKHPVHQG JR JRBWRBIHWFK IRU
  kam<nem”? <➗࠸> >{<}. 
  VWRQH
  ᙼࡣࠕ▼ࢆྲྀࡾ࡟⾜ࡗ࡚ࡁ࡚ࠖ࡜ᙼࡽࢆ⾜࠿ࡏࡓࡌࡷ࡞࠸?










Ѝ144 ヰ⪅ A35 <Smo>{>}tri,  vot mozhet by`t` <posle>{<},, 
  ORRN  KHUHPD\EH DIWHU   
145 ヰ⪅ C35 <Ugu>{>}. 
  XKBKXK
࠺ࢇࠋ




 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 143~144࡛ࡣ͆ࠊ kamnem 㸦͇ࠕ▼ 㸧ࠖ࡜͆Smotri 㸦͇ࠕぢ࡚ 㸧ࠖࡢ୍㒊ࡀ㔜࡞ࡗ࡚࠾
ࡾࠊ㔜࡞ࡾࡢ┤๓ࡢ㒊ศࡣࠕ㏙ㄒ(V)͆idite sxodite͇+⿵ㄒ(X)͆za kamnem͇ࠖ㸦ࠕ▼ࢆྲྀ
ࡾ࡟⾜ࡗ࡚ࡁ࡚ 㸧ࠖࡢㄒ㡰࡛࠶ࡿࠋSVXࡢㄒ㡰࡟ᇶ࡙ࡃ࡜ࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 143ࡢⓎヰࡣ͆ kamnem͇
࡛᏶⤖ࡍࡿࠋࡘࡲࡾࠊ⿵ㄒ(X)͆ za kamnem͇ࡢ㒊ศࡣヰ⪅஺᭰ࡀྍ⬟࡞ TRP࡜ࡳ࡞ࡉࢀ
ࡿࠋ 
   
(69)  [RM05] 
350 ヰ⪅ A25 Vot, znachit, poluchaetsya, on idyo.. on, on  nashyol   
  KHUH PHDQV WXUQVBRXW KH JRHVKH KH IRXQG
  yabloko. 
  DSSOH
  ࡑ࠺ࡍࡿ࡜ࠊᙼࡣṌ࠸࡚ࠊࡾࢇࡈࢆぢࡘࡅࡓࠋ 
Ѝ351 ヰ⪅ B25 S``el  ego,  <oni uvideli [Ў]>{<}. 
  DWH LW WKH\ VDZ
  ࡑࢀࢆ㣗࡭࡚ࠊᙼࡽࡀぢࡓࠋ 
352 ヰ⪅ A25 <Est  ego>{>}. 
  HDWV LW
  ࡑࢀࢆ㣗࡭࡚࠸ࡿࠋ 
353 ヰ⪅ A25  Оni  uvideli ,  kak  on  est   yabloko,  
   WKH\ VDZ WKDWKH HDWV DSSOH 




  tozhe  zaxoteli  yabloko. 
  WRR ZDQWHG DSSOH 
  ᙼࡽࡣࡾࢇࡈࢆ㣗࡭࡚࠸ࡿࡢࢆぢ࡚ࠊࡾࢇࡈࡀ࡯ࡋࡃ࡞ࡗࡓࠋ 
 




ࡣࡶ࠺୍ࡘࡢ⠇͆oni uvideli 㸦͇ࠕᙼࡽࡀぢࡓ 㸧ࠖࢆ㏣ຍࡍࡿࠋࡑࡢࡓࡵࠊヰ⪅ B25ࡢⓎヰ࡟





ㄒ㸦͆ sxodite za kamnem ͇ࠕ▼ࢆᣢࡗ࡚ࡁ࡚ 㸧ࠖࡸᚑᒓ⠇㸦͆ uvideli , kak on est yabloko͇
ࠕᙼࡀࡾࢇࡈࢆ㣗࡭࡚࠸ࡿࡢࢆぢࡓ 㸧ࠖࡀࡃࡿࡇ࡜ࡀከ࠸ࡓࡵືࠊ モࡢ┤ᚋࡣᚲࡎࡋࡶ TRP
࡜ࡣࡳ࡞ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ 
 






 ḟࡢ(70)ࡣࠊヰ⪅ A11ࡀࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜࡢὶࢀ࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ᥦ᱌ࢆࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࢩ࣮࡛ࣥ࠶ࡿࠋ 
 
(70)  [JF06] 
271 ヰ⪅ A11 ࠼ࡗ࡜, ࡇࡇ<࡛::㹙࣮࢝ࢻ 5㹛>{<},, 
272 ヰ⪅ C11 <࠶::>{>}. 
273 ヰ⪅ A11 ͆ྲྀࢀ࡞࠸ࡡ::͇ࡗ࡚ヰࡋ࡚ࡓࡽ::,, 
274 ヰ⪅ C11 ᒾ<౑ࡗࡓࡽ>{<}. 
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275 ヰ⪅ A11 <͆ᒾࡇࡗࡕ࡟࠶ࡿࡼ::͇>{>}ࡗ࡚ゝࡗ࡚ࡡ::<➗࠸>. 
276 ヰ⪅ C11 <➗࠸> 
277 ヰ⪅ B11 <➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ>ఱࡑࡢ, ఱࡑࡢ, ࡞ࢇ࠿, ᅇࡾࡃ࡝࠸ឤࡌ::. 
Ѝ278 ヰ⪅ C11 ☜࠿࡟, ࡋ࠿ࡶ <⮬ศࡢ࡯࠺ࡀ⫼ࡀ㧗࠿ࡗࡓ>{<}. 
Ѝ279 ヰ⪅ A11 <࡛::, ᐇ㝿ᒾྲྀࡾ࡟⾜ࡗࡓࡅ࡝::>{>}, ͆࠶ࡗ, ࡸࡗࡥ::ᒾ↓⌮ࡔ::͇ 
  ࡗ࡚ࡳࡓ࠸<➗࠸>. 
 
 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 271ࠊ273ࠊ275࡛ࡣࠊヰ⪅ A11ࡣࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜᒎ㛤࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ࠕ࠼ࡗ࡜, ࡇࡇ࡛::͆ ྲྀ
ࢀ࡞࠸ࡡ::͇ࡗ࡚ヰࡋ࡚ࡓࡽ::, ͆ᒾࡇࡗࡕ࡟࠶ࡿࡼ::͇ࡗ࡚ゝࡗ࡚ࡡ::ࠖ࡜ᥦ᱌ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡀࠊ
ࣛ࢖ࣥ 277࡛ࡣヰ⪅ B11ࡣࠕᅇࡾࡃ࡝࠸ࠖ࡜ࡑࢀ࡟ᑐࡋ࡚୙ྠពࢆ♧ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡑࡋ࡚ࠊ
ヰ⪅ C11ࡣࣛ࢖ࣥ 278࡛ࠊヰ⪅ B11࡟ྠពࢆ♧ࡋࠊࠕࡋ࠿ࡶ, ⮬ศࡢ᪉ࡀ⫼ࡀ㧗࠿ࡗࡓ ࡜ࠖ







(71)  [RF09] 
43 ヰ⪅ A34 Smotrite, vot e`t ‘e`to’ naverno tozhe blizhe  
  ORRN KHUH WKLV SUREDEO\ WRR FORVHU
  k konczu[↑],, 
  WR HQG
44 ヰ⪅ B34 Da. 
  \HV
  ࡑ࠺ࡔࡡࠋ 
Ѝ45 ヰ⪅ A34 i vot e`to  <tozhe k konczu>{<},, 
  DQG KHUH WKLV WRR WR HQG 
Ѝ46 ヰ⪅ B34 <Snachala gde vot>{>} est` kartinka,  gde  on=࠙࠙ . 
  ILUVW ZKHUHKHUH EH SLFWXUH ZKHUHKH
  ࡲࡎࡣࠊᙼࡀ [Ⓨヰࢆ୰᩿] ⤮࣮࢝ࢻࡀ࠶ࡿࠋ 
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47 ヰ⪅ A34 ࠚࠚ = i vot e`to bli=. 
   DQG KHUHWKLV FORVHU
   ぢ࡚ࠊࡇࢀࡶ⤊ࢃࡾ࡟㏆࠸࠿ࡶࡋࢀ࡞࠸ࠊࡇࢀࡶ⤊ࢃࡾ࡟㏆࠸ࠊ 
ࡇࢀࡶ㏆࠸ [ࠕ㏆࠸ࠖ࡜ゝ࠺㏵୰࡛Ⓨヰࢆ୰᩿]ࠋ 
Ѝ48 ヰ⪅ A34 =Podozhdite, smotrite,  <k nemu prishyol>{<},, 
  ZDLW ORRN WR KLP FDPH   
Ѝ49 ヰ⪅ B34 <Smotri,  vot>{>}. 
   ORRN KHUH
  ぢ࡚ [Ⓨヰࢆ୰᩿]ࠋ 
50 ヰ⪅ A34 bol`shoj. 
  ELJ
  ᚅࡗ࡚ࠊぢ࡚ࠊᙼࡢ࡜ࡇࢁ࡟ࠊ኱ࡁ࠸ࡢࡀࡸࡗ࡚ࡁࡓࠋ 
  
 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 43ࠊ45ࠊ47࡟ࢃࡓࡿⓎヰ࡛ࡣヰ⪅ A34ࡣ࣮࢝ࢻࡢ㡰␒࡟ࡘ࠸࡚͆vot e`t  
naverno tozhe blizhe, i vot e`to tozhe k konczu, i vot e`to bli 㸦͇ࠕࡇࢀࡶ⤊ࢃࡾ࡟㏆࠸࠿ࡶ
ࡋࢀ࡞࠸ࠊࡇࢀࡶ⤊ࢃࡾ࡟㏆࠸ࠊࡇࢀࡶ㏆࠸ 㸧ࠖ࡜ᥦ᱌ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࣛ࢖ࣥ 45ࡢ㒊ศࡢ㏵୰
࡛ヰ⪅ B34ࡶヰࡋጞࡵ͆ࠊ Snachala gde vot”㸦ࠕࡲࡎࡣ 㸧ࠖ࡜Ⓨヰࢆ㔜ࡡ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ㔜࡞ࡾࡢ




ヰ⪅ A34ࡣࢱ࣮ࣥࢆྲྀࡾᡠࡍࡼ࠺ࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 47࡛ࣛࢵࢳࣥࢢ43ࡋࠊヰ⪅ B34ࡢⓎヰࡢ㏵୰



























᪥ᮏㄒ 203 (42.74) 272 (57.26) 475 (100.00) 
ࣟࢩ࢔ㄒ 292 (38.47) 467 (61.53) 759 (100.00) 
   p<.01 
 








᪥ᮏㄒ  91 (33.46)   181    (66.54) 272 (100.00) 
ࣟࢩ࢔ㄒ 139  (29.76) 328  (70.24) 467 (100.00) 
n.s. 
 










᪥ᮏㄒ  76 (41.99) 105 (58.01) 181  (100.00) 
ࣟࢩ࢔ㄒ   142  (43.29) 186 (56.71) 328  (100.00) 













 ࠋࡿ࠸࡚ࡋ᱌ᥦ࡚࠸ࡘ࡟㛤ᒎࡢ࣮࣮ࣜࢺࢫࡀ50B ⪅ヰࠊࡣ࡛)27(ࡢḟ 
 
 ]50MJ[  )27(
 ࠸࠸ࡶ࡚ࢀධ]21 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࢀࡇ࡟ᚋ::ࡢ ]9 ࢻ࣮࢝[ ࢀࡇ ,::࡜ ]5 ࢻ࣮࢝[ ࢀࡇ 50B ⪅ヰ 691
 .]ࡿぢࢆ50A ⪅ヰ࡚ぢࢆ50C ⪅ヰ[ >࠸➗㰯< ]3 ,7 ,21 ࢻ࣮࢝[ 㒊඲ࢀࡇ ,ࡶ࠿  
 ,,}<{> ]9 ࢻ࣮࢝[ ::࡛ࢀࡇ< ]5 ࢻ࣮࢝[ ࡜ࢀࡇ 50B ⪅ヰ 791Ѝ
 .}>{>ࢀࡇ< 50A ⪅ヰ 891
 ,,}<{>࠸ࡓ<ࡳ͇࠺ࡼࡇ࡚ࡗᣢᒾࡷࡌ ,࠸࡞ࢀྲྀ࠸࡞ࢀྲྀ ,ࢀ࠶͆  50B ⪅ヰ 991Ѝ
 .}>{>ࡗ࡞< 50C ⪅ヰ 002
  ,࡛ ,>࠸➗< ]7 ࢻ࣮࢝[ ࡝ࡅࡔࢇ࡞ㅦࡣࢀࡇࠔ⛊38.0 㯲ỿࠓ ,::࡚ࡗ࡞࡞ 50B ⪅ヰ 102Ѝ
 ,,}<{>ࡥࡗࡸ<ࡶᒾ ,ࡶ࡛ᒾ  
 ,,}>{>࠸Ṍ< 50A ⪅ヰ 202
 ࡞࠸ࡓࡳ͇࠺ࡼࡋ㌴⫪ࡷࡌ͆ ,]Ќ[࡚ࡗ࡞࡚ࡗ࠸::࡞࡭㐠..ࡤ㐠 50B ⪅ヰ 302
 .]ࡿぢࢆ50A ⪅ヰ[  
 .::࡚ࡗྜࡾ▱࡚࠸Ṍ ]ࡃ㢔[ 50A ⪅ヰ 402
 .ᚋ᭱␒୍ ]4 ࢻ࣮࢝[ ࢀࡇ ,::ࢇ 50B ⪅ヰ 502
 
::ࡢ ]9 ࢻ࣮࢝[ ࢀࡇ ,::࡜ ]5 ࢻ࣮࢝[ ࢀࡇࠕࡿࡓࢃ࡟302ࠊ102ࠊ991ࠊ791ࠊ691 ࣥ࢖ࣛ
50C ⪅ヰ[ >࠸➗㰯< ]3 ,7 ,21 ࢻ࣮࢝[ 㒊඲ࢀࡇ ,ࡶ࠿࠸࠸ࡶ࡚ࢀධ ]21 ࢻ࣮࢝[ ࢀࡇ࡟ᚋ
͇࠺ࡼࡇ࡚ࡗᣢᒾࡷࡌ ,࠸࡞ࢀྲྀ࠸࡞ࢀྲྀ ,ࢀ࠶  ͆::࡛ࢀࡇ࡜ࢀࡇ .]ࡿぢࢆ50A⪅ヰ࡚ぢࢆ
















(73)  [RM04] 
266 ヰ⪅ A24 To est`     vot tak?=. 
  LQBRWKHUBZRUGV  OLNHBWKLV
  ࡘࡲࡾࠊࡇ࠺㸽 
Ѝ267 ヰ⪅ A24 =To est` s..   poprobovali  pritashhit`[Ќ],  i   on  takoj   
  LQBRWKHUBZRUGV WULHG    EULQJ     DQG KH  DBNLQGBRI
  < tipa>{<},, 
  NLQGBRI   
268 ヰ⪅ B24 <[⯉࠺ࡕࡢ㡢] Smotri>{>},, 
  ORRN   
Ѝ269 ヰ⪅ A24 ͆chem  vy`  tut  maetes`  <voobshhe͇>{<},, 
  ZKDW \RX KHUH WRLOBDW  JHQHUDOO\     
270 ヰ⪅ B24 <stoj>{>},, 
  VWRS   
271 ヰ⪅ A24 ͆rebyata͇. 
  JX\V
  ࡘࡲࡾࠊᣢࡗ࡚ࡁ࡚ࡳ࡚ࠊᙼࡣࠕ2ேࡣࡇࡇ୍࡛యఱࢆࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡢ㸽ࠖ 





272 ヰ⪅ B24 a   chto,  esli  zde::s`  voobshhe  bez   nix?=. 
  EXW ZKDW  LI  KHUH   DWBDOO  ZLWKRXW WKHP
   ぢ࡚ࠊᚅࡗ࡚ࠊࡑࡶࡑࡶࡇࡇࡣᙼࡽ࡞ࡋ࡛ࡸࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࢇࡌࡷ࡞࠸㸽 
 
ࣛ࢖ࣥ 267ࠊ269ࠊ271࡟ࢃࡓࡿ͉To est` s.. poprobovali pritashhit`[Ќ], i on takoj tipa
͆chem vy` tut maetes` voobshhe, rebyata͇͇㸦ࠕࡘࡲࡾࠊᣢࡗ࡚ࡁ࡚ࡳ࡚ࠊᙼࡣࠕ2ேࡣࡇ
ࡇ࡛ఱࢆࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡢ㸽ࠖࡗ࡚ 㸧ࠖ࡜࠸࠺Ⓨヰࡣヰ⪅ A24ࡢ 1ࡘࡢࢱ࣮ࣥࢆ࡞ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡑࡢ
ࢱ࣮ࣥ୰ࠊヰ⪅ B24ࡀ 2ᅇ TRP࡛ࡣ࡞࠸⟠ᡤ࡛Ⓨヰࢆ㔜ࡡ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡲࡎࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 268࡛ࠊ
ヰ⪅ B24ࡣ͆Smotri 㸦͇ࠕぢ࡚ 㸧ࠖ࡜ヰ⪅ A24ࡢὀ┠ࢆせồࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡋ࠿ࡋࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 269
࡛ヰ⪅ A24ࡣࡑࡢࡲࡲⓎヰࢆ⥆ࡅ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡑࡇ࡛ࠊヰ⪅ B24ࡣࡉࡽ࡟͆ stoj 㸦͇ࠕṆࡲࡗ࡚ 㸧ࠖ
࡜Ⓨヰࢆ㔜ࡡ㸦ࣛ࢖ࣥ 270㸧ࠊᙉࡃࢱ࣮ࣥࢆせồࡍࡿࠋࡑࡋ࡚ࠊヰ⪅ A24ࡀⓎヰࢆ⤊஢ࡋ㸦ࣛ
࢖ࣥ 271㸧ࠊヰ⪅ B24࡜஺᭰ࡍࡿࠋ 
  
4.4 ➨ 4 ❶ࡢࡲ࡜ࡵ 
 


































࡛Ⓨヰࢆ㔜ࡡࡿୖࠊ┦ᡭࢆᢚไࡍࡿࡼ࠺࡞⾲⌧㸦͆ smotri ͇ࠕぢ࡚ ࠖ͆ࠊ stoj ͇ࠕṆࡲࡗ࡚ ࠖࠊ 












































(75)  a.ࢻ࢔ࡀ㛤࠸࡚࠸ࡿࡼࠋ 
b.ࢻ࢔ࢆ㛢ࡵ࡚ࡃࢀࡲࡍ࠿ࠋ 






⌧ࡢ┦㐪ࡀ♧၀ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿ(LoCastro 1986; Blum-Kulka, House and Kasper 1989; Tanaka, 
Spencer-Oatey and Cray 2000; Kozlova 2004; Ларина 2009; Flöck 2011; Pishghadam 





































(76)  [JM01] 
 
 






212 ヰ⪅ C01 ࠚࠚ <1ே࡛, ࠾࠾ࡗࡁ࠸͂኱ࡁ࠸̓ࡢ 1ேࡔࡵࡔࡋ,  
  2ே>{>}࡛ࡶ㥏┠ࡔࡗࡓ..࠿ࡽ::, ͆ࡌࡷ, 3ே࡛㡹ᙇࢁ࠺͇ 
  ࡗ࡚࠸࠺ឤࡌ࡛ࡍ࠿[Ў]?. 
213 ヰ⪅ C01 ࡛::, ࠼::࡜, ࡁࡗ࠿ࡅࡣࡇࢀ [࣮࢝ࢻ 6] ࡛ࡍ࠿[Ў]?. 
214 ヰ⪅ C01 <➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ> <͆ぢࡘ<ࡅࡓ͇>{<}. 
215 ヰ⪅ B01 <࠺ࢇ࠺ࢇ>{>}࠺ࢇ, ࡑ࠺, ࡑ࠺࡛ࡍࡡ. 
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(77)  [RM04] 
 
 
 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 442~443ࡢⓎヰࡣࠊヰ⪅ A24࡟ࡼࡿࠕᥦ᱌࡛ࠖ࠶ࡾࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 444ࡣࠊࡑࢀ࡟ᑐࡍ
ࡿヰ⪅ C24ࡢࠕཷㅙ࡛ࠖ࠶ࡿࠋ 
 (78)࠾ࡼࡧ(79)ࡣࠊ㞄᥋࣌࢔ࠕᥦ᱌ࠖ̿ࠕᣄྰࠖ࠿ࡽᵓᡂࡉࢀࡿㄯヰ౛࡛࠶ࡿࠋ 
   
(78)  [JF10] 
  
 
 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 179ࡢⓎヰࡣࠊヰ⪅ C15ࡢࠕᥦ᱌࡛ࠖ࠶ࡾࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 181ࠊ183࡟ࢃࡓࡿⓎヰࡣࠊ
ᥦ᱌ 
ཷㅙ 
442 ヰ⪅ A24 <A  on [onࢆᙉㄪࡍࡿ]>{>}  k  nim podo..  on     
   DQG KH         WR WKHP   KH 
  zhe  k  nim  mozhet  podojti. 
  EXW WR WKHP FDQ   JR
  ࡛ࡶᙼࡣᙼࡽࡢ࡜ࡇࢁ࡟⾜ࡃࡇ࡜ࡶྍ⬟ࡔࡼࠋ 
443 ヰ⪅ A24 To est`    on  poproboval  dostat`  odin,    
  LQBRWKHUBZRUGV KH  WULHG   JHW  DORQH  
  ne  poluchaetsya,  <podoshyol  k  nim[Ў]>{<}. 
  QRW  PDQDJHG    FRPH   WR WKHP
  ࡘࡲࡾࠊ୍ே࡛ࡸࡗ࡚ࡳ࡚ࠊ࡛ࡁ࡞ࡃ࡚ࠊᙼࡽࡢ࡜ࡇࢁ 
  ࡟ࡸࡗ࡚ࡁࡓࠋ 
444 ヰ⪅ C24 <A::,  da::,>{>}  on  k  nim  podoshyol. 
  DK \HV   KH WR WKHP  FRPH
  ࠶࣮ࠊࡑ࠺ࡔࡡࠊᙼࡽࡢ࡜ࡇࢁ࡟ࡸࡗ࡚ࡁࡓࠋ 
ᥦ᱌ 
ᣄྰ 
179 ヰ⪅ C15 <࠶ࡗ>{>}, ࡑࢀ࡛ࡇࡇ࡛ྲྀࢁ࠺࡜ࡋࡓࡅ࡝ྲྀࢀ࡞ࡃ࡚,  
  ࡛ࡶⴠࡕ࡚ࡁࡓ࠿ࡽ㣗࡭ࢀࡓ [࣮࢝ࢻ 9,11ࢆᣦࡍ,ヰ⪅ A15࡜ 
  ヰ⪅ B15ࢆぢࡿ]. 
180 ࠓỿ㯲 0.85⛊ࠔ 
181 ヰ⪅ A15 ࡛ࡶࡾࢇ<ࡈࡀ::>{<},,  
182 ヰ⪅ B15 <࠶, ࡛ࡶࡾࢇࡈ>{>}ࡀ::࡛ࡶྲྀࢀ<ࢇࡗ>{<}࠙࠙ . 





(79)  [RM03] 
 
 











110 ヰ⪅ A23 <Smotri>{>},  no  on  snachala  tyanetsya    
   ORRN    EXW KH DWBILUVW  WULHVBWRBUHDFK  
     za  nim. 
  IRU  LW
  ぢ࡚ࠊ᭱ึࡣᡭࢆఙࡤࡋ࡚ྲྀࢁ࠺࡜ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ 
111 ヰ⪅ A23 Vot  kak budto  poluchaetsya, <e`to  on[Ѝ]>{<}࠙࠙ . 
  KHUH DVBLI   UHVXOWV    WKLV KH
  ᙼࡣ [Ⓨヰࢆ୰᩿]ࠋ 
112 ヰ⪅ C23 ࠚࠚ <Net,  smotri>{>},  on s.. o..  <odno  on   
      QR  ORRN   QH     RQH  KH  
  nashyol,  on   prosto>{<},, 
  IRXQG   KH  MXVW
113 ヰ⪅ A23 <Ugu,  vsyo,  vsyo,  ponyal>{>}. 
   XKBKXK HQRXJK HQRXJK XQGHUVWRRG
  ࠺ࢇࠊࡣ࠸ࠊࡣ࠸ࠊศ࠿ࡗࡓࠋ
114 ヰ⪅ C23 nasyol  ego. 
  IRXQG  LW
  ࠸ࡸࠊ㐪࠺ࠊぢ࡚ࠊ1ಶࡣࡓࡔᣠࡗࡓࡔࡅࡔࡼࠋ 
99 ヰ⪅ C11 <ᚋ࠿ࡽ᮶>{>}ࡓࢇ࡛ࡍ࠿ࡡ?=. 
100 ヰ⪅ C11 =ࡇࡢᏊࡀ::ඛ࡟ 1 ே࡛::ࡾࢇࡈྲྀࡗ࡚<࡚::, 㣗࡭࡚࡚::,






 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 99~100ࡢⓎヰࡣࠊヰ⪅ C11࡟ࡼࡿࠕᥦ᱌-1࡛ࠖ࠶ࡿࠋࡑࡢᚋ࡟㞄᥋࣌࢔ࡢ➨஧ᡂ
ศ࡜࡞ࡿࠕཷㅙ㸭ᣄྰ ࡢࠖⓎヰࡀࡳࡽࢀ࡞࠸ࡀࠊヰ⪅ A11ࡣ͆ࠕ ࠶ࡗ, ࠸࠸࡞:: ͇ࡗ࡚࡚::, ࡾ









101 ヰ⪅ A11 <͆࠶ࡗ, ࠸࠸࡞::͇ࡗ࡚࡚::, ࡾࢇࡈྲྀࢁ࠺࡜ࡋ࡚::>{>},, 
102 ヰ⪅ B11 ࠺::ࢇ.  
103 ࠓỿ㯲 1.44⛊ࠔ 
104 ヰ⪅ C11 ࠿࡞::[Ў]?. 
105 ヰ⪅ A11 ྲྀࢀ࡞࠸࠿ࡽ, ຓࡅ࡚࠶ࡆࡓ::<➗࠸>. 
ᥦ᱌-2 
106 ヰ⪅ C11 ࠶::, ࠶ࡾࡑ࠺࡛ࡍࡡ.  
107 ヰ⪅ A11 <➗࠸> 





220 ヰ⪅ B24 No::  vot  e`ti,  mne  kazhetsya,  nuzhno     
  EXW KHUH WKHVH WRBPH VHHPV    VKRXOG
  kak-to  pomenyat`  mestami. 
  VRPHKRZ FKDQJH  SODFHV
  ࡛ࡶࡇࢀࡣኚ࠼ࡓ࡯࠺ࡀ࠸࠸ࡼ࠺࡞Ẽࡀࡍࡿࠋ 
221 ヰ⪅ C24 To est`    ty`   dumaesh`,  chto  oni… . 
  LQBRWKHUBZRUGV \RX  WKLQN   WKDW WKH\
  ࡘࡲࡾࠊྩࡢ⪃࠼࡛ࡣࠊᙼࡽࡣ͐ࠋ 
222 ࠓỿ㯲 1.45⛊ࠔ 
223 ヰ⪅ C24 Nu  v principe,  v  lyubom  sluchae  oni  bez  
  ZHOO LQ SULQFLSOH LQ DQ\  FDVH  WKH\ ZLWKRXW
  nego  i   odno  i   drugoe,  da[Ќ]?,  py`talis`   
  KLP DQG RQH DQG RWKHU  \HV  WULHG
  sdelat`. 
  GR
  ࡲ࠶ࠊ࡝ࡕࡽ࡟ࡏࡼ୧᪉ᙼ↓ࡋ࡛ࡸࡗ࡚ࡳࡓ࡜࠸࠺ࡇ࡜ 
  ࡔࡼࡡࠋ 
224 ヰ⪅ B24 Da::,  da,  da. 
  \HV \HV \HV





 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 220ࡢⓎヰࡣࠊヰ⪅ B24࡟ࡼࡿࠕᥦ᱌-1࡛ࠖ࠶ࡿࠋࡑࡢᚋ࡟㞄᥋࣌࢔ࢆᵓᡂࡍࡿ
ࠕཷㅙ㸭ᣄྰࠖࡢⓎヰࡀ࡞ࡃࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 221ࠊ223࡛ࡣࠊヰ⪅ C24ࡣ͆To est` ty` dumaesh`, 
chto oni… . ࠓỿ㯲 1.45⛊ࠔNu v principe, v lyubom sluchae oni bez nego i odno i drugoe, 








(82)  [JF09] 
 
 
 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 219ࠊ222࡟ࢃࡓࡿࠕࡑࡇ࡟::᮶࡚::, ఱࡔࢁ࠺?, ࡇࢀ, ͆ࡌࡷ, ൅ࡀྲྀࡗ࡚<➗࠸࡞
ࡀࡽ> ࠶ࡆࡿࡼ ͇ྲྀࠊ ࡿ ࡜ࠖ࠸࠺Ⓨヰࡣࠊヰ⪅ B14࡟ࡼࡿࠕᥦ᱌-1࡛ࠖ ࠶ࡿࠋࡑࢀ࡟ᑐࡋ࡚ࠊ
ヰ⪅ A14ࡣ➗ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࡢࡳ㸦ࣛ࢖ࣥ 220㸧࡛࠶ࡾࠊヰ⪅ C14ࡣࠕ࠶::, ࠶::, ࠶:: 㸦ࠖࣛ࢖ࣥ
221ࠊ223㸧࡜࠶࠸࡙ࡕࢆᡴࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡘࡲࡾࠊࠕᥦ᱌ࠖ࡟ᑐࡍࡿࠕཷㅙ㸭ᣄྰࠖࡶࠊࠕ⿵㊊ࠖ
225 ࠓỿ㯲 1.00⛊ࠔ 
226 ヰ⪅ A24 Rebyata,  mozhet by`t  naoborot  vot  e`ti? . 
  guys   maybe    vice_versa  here these 





219 ヰ⪅ B14 ࡑࡇ࡟::᮶࡚::, ఱࡔࢁ࠺?, ࡇࢀ, ͆ࡌࡷ, ൅ࡀྲྀࡗ࡚ 
  <➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ> ࠶ࡆࡿࡼ͇,, 
220 ヰ⪅ A14 <➗࠸> 
221 ヰ⪅ C14 ࠶::, <࠶:: [ヰ⪅ B14ࢆぢࡿ]>{<},, 
222 ヰ⪅ B14 <ྲྀࡿ>{>}. 
223 ヰ⪅ C14 <࠶::>{<}. 
224 ヰ⪅ B14 <࡛ࡶ, ࡞ࢇ࡛>{>}ࡇࢇ࡞㢦ࡋ࡚ࡿࢇࡔࢁ࠺?. 
225 ヰ⪅ C14 <➗࠸>͆ఱࡔࡼ͇ࡳࡓ࠸࡞. 
226 ヰ⪅ B14 ࠺ࢇ࠺ࢇ. 
227 ࠓỿ㯲 0.89⛊ࠔ 
228 ヰ⪅ B14 ͆ࡶ࠺㣗࡭ࡓࡌࡷࢇ ࡳ͇ࡓ࠸࡞..ឤࡌ<࡞ࡢ࠿࡞[Ќ]?>{<}.
110
 
ࡶ࡞ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ࠋࡑࡋ࡚ࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 228࡛ࡣࠊヰ⪅ B14ࡣ᪂ࡓ࡞ࠕᥦ᱌-2ࠖࢆࡍࡿࠋ 
 
(83)  [RF08] 
 
 
 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 48࡛ࡣࠊヰ⪅ B33ࡀ࣮࢝ࢻ 10࡟㛵ࡍࡿࠕᥦ᱌-1ࠖࢆࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡑࡢᚋ࡟ࠊࣛ࢖
ࣥ 49࡛ࠊヰ⪅ B33ࡣ⮬ศࡢࠕᥦ᱌-1 ࢆ᳨ࠖウࡍࡿࡀࠊ௚ࡢ఍ヰཧຍ⪅࠿ࡽࡣࠕཷㅙ㸭ᣄྰࠖ













48 ヰ⪅ B33 ࠚࠚ  <Mozhet by`t`>{>}  vot  e`to  moment   
      PD\EH     KHUH WKLV  PRPHQW
  vstrechi?. 
  HQFRXQWHU
  ࡇࢀࡣฟ఍ࡗࡓ࡜ࡁࡌࡷ࡞࠸㸽 [࣮࢝ࢻ 10ࢆྲྀࡿ]  
49 ヰ⪅ B33 Ili  vsyo-taki,  ili  vot  s::  kamnem,  s  e`tim?.  
  RU  EXWBVWLOO  RU  KHUH ZLWK VWRQH   ZLWK WKLV
  ࡛ࡶࡸࡣࡾࡇࡢ▼࠿࡞㸽[࣮࢝ࢻ 7ࢆᣦࡍ] 
50 ࠓỿ㯲 1.28⛊ࠔ 
51 ヰ⪅ C33 Nu,  ne  vot   e`to  tochno,  mne  kazhetsya, 
  ZHOO  QR  KHUH  WKLV  H[DFWO\  WRBPH VHHPV
  final  uzhe. 
  HQG  QRZ
  ࡜࠸࠺࠿ࠊࡇࢀࡣ⤯ᑐ᭱ᚋࡢࡼ࠺࡞Ẽࡀࡍࡿࠋ[࣮࢝ࢻ 4ࢆᣦࡍ] 
52 ヰ⪅ B33 Da,  mne   tozhe  kazhetsya=. 
  \HV  WRBPH  WRR  VHHPV


















(84)  [JF10] 
Ѝ170 ヰ⪅ B15 ࡯ࡽ, <᭱ึࡣࡕࡻࡗ࡜>{<},, 
171 ヰ⪅ C15 <ࡑࡇ࡛ࡡ::>{>}. 
Ѝ172 ヰ⪅ B15 ௰ᝏ࠸ࢇࡔࡼ, ከศ. 
173ࠓỿ㯲 0.71⛊ࠔ 
Ѝ174 ヰ⪅ B15 ࡇ࠺࡞ࡗ࡚:: [࣮࢝ࢻ୪ࡧࢆᩚ࠼ࡿ]. 
Ѝ175 ヰ⪅ A15 ࡛, ͆ࣛࢵ࣮࢟ࡾࢇࡈ㣗࡭ࢀ<ࡿ::͇>{<},, 
176 ヰ⪅ B15 <࠺ࢇ>{>}. 
Ѝ177 ヰ⪅ A15 ࡳࡓ࠸࡞. 
178 ヰ⪅ B15 ࡑ࠺ࡑ࠺ࡑ࠺<ࡑ࠺>{<}. 
 
                                                   










ࡻࡗ࡜௰ᝏ࠸ࢇࡔࡼ, ከศࠖ࠾ࡼࡧࣛ࢖ࣥ 174ࡢࠕࡇ࠺࡞ࡗ࡚:: ࠖࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 175ࠊ177ࡢࠕ࡛, 
͆ࣛࢵ࣮࢟ࡾࢇࡈ㣗࡭ࢀࡿ::͇ࡳࡓ࠸࡞ࠖ࡜࠸࠺Ⓨヰ࡛࠶ࡿࠋࡇࢀࡽࡢⓎヰࡣ㝞㏙ࢆ⾲ࡋ࡚
࠸ࡿࡓࡵࠊࠕᖹླྀᆺࠖࡢⓎヰ࡜ࡍࡿࠋ 
 (85)ࡣࠊヰ⪅ C33ࡀࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜᒎ㛤ࢆᛮ࠸ࡘࡁࠊᥦ᱌ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࢩ࣮࡛ࣥ࠶ࡿࠋ 
  
(85)  [RF08] 
72 ヰ⪅ C33 A,  slushajte,  ya  ponyala,  smotrite. 
  DK OLVWHQ , XQGHUVWRRG ORRN
  ࠶࣮ࠊศ࠿ࡗࡓࡼࠊ࡯ࡽࠊ⪺࠸࡚ࠋ 
Ѝ73 ヰ⪅ C33 E`::  vot  on  shyo::l,  <nashyol>{<},, 
  HU KHUH KH ZDONHG IRXQG   
74 ヰ⪅ B33 <Ugu>{>}. 
   XKBKXK
  ࠺ࢇࠋ 
Ѝ75 ヰ⪅ C33 ya::bloko[↑],  ego e:: u..  nachal  est`,  e`ti  uvideli 
  DSSOH LW  EHJDQ HDW WKHVH VDZ
  i      stali,  nu::  tozhe  zaxoteli  yabloko. 
  DQGEHJDQ ZHOO WRR ZDQWHG  DSSOH
  ࡇ࠺Ṍ࠸࡚࠸࡚ࠊࡾࢇࡈࢆぢࡘࡅ࡚ࠊ㣗࡭ጞࡵࡓࠋᙼࡽࡀぢ࡚ࠊࡾࢇࡈ 
  ࡀḧࡋࡃ࡞ࡗࡓࠋ 
76 ヰ⪅ B33 Da. 
  \HV
  ࡑ࠺ࡔࡡࠋ 
 
 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 73ࠊ75 ࡟ࢃࡓࡿⓎヰࡣヰ⪅ C33 ࡢᥦ᱌࡛࠶ࡿࠋヰ⪅ C33 ࡣ͆ࠊ vot on shyo::l, 
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 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 73ࠊ75ࠊ77࡟ࢃࡓࡿࠕᥦ᱌ࠖⓎヰࡢࠕ࡛, ᣢࡕୖࡆࡼ࠺࡜ࡋ࡚࡚::, ࡞ࢇ࠿, 㧗ࡉ
ࡀ࡞࠸࠿ࡽ::,ࡇࡢᒾ࡛::ேࡢྎࢆࡋࡼ࠺࡜ࡋ࡚ࡿࠓỿ㯲 0.97⛊ࠔࡗ࡚࠸࠺ឤࡌࡌࡷ࡞࠸࡛ࡍ
࠿?ࠖࡣྰᐃ␲ၥᩥ࡟ࡼࡗ࡚ᵓᡂࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡓࡵࠊࠕ␲ၥᆺࠖ࡜ࡍࡿࠋ 
 (87)ࡣࠊヰ⪅ C24ࡀࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜᒎ㛤࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ヰࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࢩ࣮࡛ࣥ࠶ࡿࠋ 
 
(87)  [RM04] 
Ѝ149 ヰ⪅ C24 Mozhet by`t`,  v  kakoj-to moment <oni py`talis`>{<},, 
  PD\EH  DW VRPH PRPHQW WKH\ WULHG   
150 ヰ⪅ A24 <Mozhet by`t,  oni[Ѝ]>{>}. 
  PD\EH  WKH\
  ከศᙼࡽࡣ [Ⓨヰࢆ୰᩿]ࠋ 
Ѝ151 ヰ⪅ C24 peredvinut`   <[Ќ]kamen`>{<}?. 
  PRYH VWRQH 
  ከศ࠶ࡿ᫬Ⅼ࡛ᙼࡽࡀ▼ࢆື࠿ࡑ࠺࡜㡹ᙇࡗࡓࢇࡌࡷ࡞࠸㸽 
152 ヰ⪅ A24 <Da::,  da,  da>{>},  da,  da,  oni  py`talis`ࠓỿ㯲 1.36⛊ࠔ 
  \HV \HV \HV \HV \HV WKH\ WULHG 
  e`:: . 
  HU
  ࡑ࠺ࡑ࠺ࡑ࠺ࡑ࠺ࡑ࠺ࠊᙼࡽࡀ㡹ᙇࡗࡓࠊ࠼࣮࡜ࠋ 
 
 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 149ࠊ151࡟ࢃࡓࡿࠕᥦ᱌ Ⓨࠖヰࡣ͆ Mozhet by`t`, v kakoj-to moment oni py`talis` 
peredvinut` [Ќ]kamen?㸦͇ࠕከศ࠶ࡿ᫬Ⅼ࡛ᙼࡽࡀ▼ࢆື࠿ࡑ࠺࡜㡹ᙇࡗࡓࢇࡌࡷ࡞࠸㸽 㸧ࠖ











 ḟࡢ(88)ࡣࠊ⤮࣮࢝ࢻࡢ㡰␒ࢆ⪃࠼ጞࡵࡓヰ⪅ B11࡜ヰ⪅ C11࡟ࠊヰ⪅ A11ࡀ㢮ఝࡋ࡚
࠸ࡿࡶࡢࢆࡲ࡜ࡵࡿࡇ࡜ࢆᥦ᱌ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࢩ࣮࡛ࣥ࠶ࡿࠋࠕ࿨௧ᆺࠖࡢⓎヰࡣࠕЍ࡛ࠖ♧ࡍࠋ 
 
(88)  [JF06] 
54 ヰ⪅ B11 ࠶ࡗ, ࡛ࡶࡇࢀ [࣮࢝ࢻ 2] ࡛::ࡇ࠺࠿[Ў] [࣮࢝ࢻ 7] ?. 
55 ヰ⪅ C11 ࡛ࡶ<ࢃࡾ࡜᭱ึࡢ>{<},, 
56 ヰ⪅ A11 <ࡇࡇᒾࡀ࠶ࡿ>{>}. 
57 ヰ⪅ C11 ࡯࠺<ࡳࡓ࠸࡛ࡍࡼࡡ>{<}. 
Ѝ58 ヰ⪅ A11 <ࡕࡻࡗ࡜ᒾ࡜ᒾ>{>}, ᒾࡔࡅ<ࡲ࡜ࡵ࡚>{<},, 
59 ヰ⪅ C11 <࠶ࡗ, ࡌࡷᒾ>{>}<➗࠸>. 
Ѝ60 ヰ⪅ A11 ࡳࡲ<ࡋࡻ࠺>{<}. 
 





(89)  [RM02] 
31 ヰ⪅ C22 Nu  to est`  u nas  est`  poka::    kak by`   
  ZHOO LQBRWKHUBZRUGV ZHBKDYH EH DWBWKLVBSRLQW  DVBLI
  dve  zacepki, yabloko  i::  i  ne  yabloko,  da[Ќ]?. 
  WZR KLQW DSSOHDQG DQG DQG QRW DSSOH \HV
  ௒ࡢ࡜ࡇࢁࡣࠊࡾࢇࡈ࡜ࡾࢇࡈࡌࡷ࡞࠸ࡢ࡜ࠊ஧ࡘࡢᡭ᥃࠿ࡾࡀ 
  ࠶ࡿ࡛ࡋࡻ㸽 
→32 ヰ⪅ C22 <Davaj>{<},, 
  OHWBXV
33 ヰ⪅ B22 <Da>{>}. 
  \HV
  ࡑ࠺ࡔࡡࠋ 
→34 ヰ⪅ C22 te,  davajte  posmotrim  na  te  kartinki,  na  kotory`x  
   OHWBXV ORRN DW WKRVH SLFWXUHV RQ ZKLFK
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  yabloki,  i  posmotrim  uzhe  kakuyu  istoriyu mozhno  
  DSSOHV  DQG ORRN DIWHUBWKDW ZKDW VWRU\ FDQ
  iz  nix  slozhit`. 
  IURP WKHP PDNH
  ࡾࢇࡈࡀᥥ࠿ࢀ࡚࠸ࡿ⤮ࢆぢ࡚ࠊ࡝ࡢࡼ࠺࡞ࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜࡀ࡛ࡁࡑ࠺࠿
  ぢࡼ࠺ࠋ
35 ヰ⪅ A22 Mne  kazhetsya,  lyubaya  istoriya  mozhet  nachat`sya  vot  
  WRBPH VHHPV DQ\ VWRU\ FDQ EHJLQ KHUH
  s  e`togo [࣮࢝ࢻ 2ࢆぢࡏࡿࠊヰ⪅ B22ࢆぢࡿ]. 
  IURP WKLV
  ࡇࢀࡀ࡝ࡢࢫࢺ࣮࣮࡛ࣜࡶጞࡵ࡟ฟ࡚ࡁࡑ࠺࡞Ẽࡀࡍࡿࠋ 
36 ヰ⪅ C22 <➗࠸> Da, soglasen. 
    \HV DJUHH
  ࡑ࠺ࡔࡡࠊ㈶ᡂࡍࡿࠋ 
  
ࣛ࢖ࣥ 32ࠊ34࡟ࢃࡓࡿⓎヰ͆Davajte, davajte posmotrim na te kartinki, na kotory`x 

















⾲ 14 ᪥ᮏㄒ࠾ࡼࡧࣟࢩ࢔ㄒࡢࢹ࣮ࢱ࡟࠾ࡅࡿࠕᥦ᱌ࠖⓎヰࡢ๭ྜ 
 ࠕᥦ᱌ࠖⓎヰࡢⓎヰᩥᩘ(㸣) ⥲Ⓨヰᩥᩘ
᪥ᮏㄒ 558  (18.03) 3095  (100.00) 








 ௨ୗࡢ(90)࠾ࡼࡧ(91)ࡣࠊ࣮࢝ࢻ 5ࠊ8ࠊ9࠾ࡼࡧ 10࡟ᥥ࠿ࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜᒎ㛤࡟ࡘ
࠸࡚ࡢࠕᥦ᱌ࠖㄯヰ࡛࠶ࡾࠊࠕᥦ᱌ 㸫 ཷㅙࠖ࡜࠸࠺ࣃࢱ࣮ࣥ࡜࡞ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ 
 














231 ヰ⪅ A05 ࠚࠚ =ࡌࡷ, ᭱ึࡇࡗࡕࡀ[࣮࢝ࢻ 8]ࡉࡁ࠿ࡶࡡ,
  ࡶࡋ࠿ࡋࡓࡽ. 
232 ヰ⪅ A05 ࡉࡗࡁ࡟::ࡇࡢࡩ..2ேࡀ::,, 
233 ヰ⪅ B05 ࠶::, ࡾࢇ<ࡈ>{<},, 
234 ヰ⪅ A05 <ྲྀࡾࡓ>{>},, 
235 ヰ⪅ C05 <࠶::>{>}. 
236 ヰ⪅ A05 <ࡓ࠿ࡗࡓࡅ࡝::>{<},, 
237 ヰ⪅ B05 <ྲྀࢁ࠺࡜ࡋ࡚, ࠺ࢇ>{>}. 
238 ヰ⪅ A05 അ↛ࡇࢇ..,, 
239 ヰ⪅ C05 ⴠࡕ<࡚ࡿࡢࢆ㣗࡭࡚ࡋࡲࡗ࡚::>{<}. 
240 ヰ⪅ A05 <ࡇ࠸ࡘࡀ㣗࡭࡚ࡿࡢࢆぢ࡚::>{>},, 
241 ヰ⪅ B05 ࠺ࢇ. 
242 ヰ⪅ A05 ࡞ࢇ࠿, ͆ఱࡔࡼ, ࡇ࠸ࡘ͇ࡳࡓ࠸. 
243 ヰ⪅ C05 <➗࠸>ࡇ࠸ࡘ. 
244 ヰ⪅ A05 <➗࠸> 
245 ヰ⪅ C05 ࠶, ࡑࢀࡣ<ࡅࡗࡇ࠺⾜ࡅࡿ, ⾜ࡅࡿ>{<},, 
246 ヰ⪅ B05 <<➗࠸>࠶::࠸࠸࠿ࡶ, ࠸࠸࠿ࡶ>{>},, 
247 ヰ⪅ C05 ⾜ࡅࡲࡍ. 
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 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 231ࠊ232ࠊ234ࠊ236ࠊ238ࠊ240ࠊ242࡛ࡣࠊヰ⪅ A05ࡣࠕࡌࡷ, ᭱ึࡇࡗࡕࡀ
[࣮࢝ࢻ 8]ࡉࡁ࠿ࡶࡡ, ࡶࡋ࠿ࡋࡓࡽ. ࡉࡗࡁ࡟::ࡇࡢࡩ..2 ேࡀ:: ྲྀࡾࡓ࠿ࡗࡓࡅ࡝::, അ↛
ࡇࢇ.. ࡇ࠸ࡘࡀ㣗࡭࡚ࡿࡢࢆぢ࡚::, ࡞ࢇ࠿, ͆ఱࡔࡼ, ࡇ࠸ࡘ͇ࡳࡓ࠸. ࡜ࠖࠕᖹླྀᆺ ࡢࠖⓎ
ヰ࡟ࡼࡗ࡚ࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜࡢෆᐜࢆㄒࡿᙧ࡛ᥦ᱌ࢆࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ㏵୰࡛ࠊࡑࢀ࡟ᑐࡋ࡚ヰ⪅ B05
࡜ヰ⪅ C05ࡣ㏵୰࡛࠶࠸࡙ࡕࢆᡴࡗࡓࡾࠊࠕྲྀࢁ࠺࡜ࡋ࡚, ࠺ࢇ 㸦ࠖࣛ࢖ࣥ 237㸧ࠊࠕⴠࡕ࡚ࡿ
ࡢࢆ㣗࡭࡚ࡋࡲࡗ࡚:: 㸦ࠖࣛ࢖ࣥ 239㸧࡜ࠕ⿵㊊ࠖࢆࡋࡘࡘࠊヰ⪅ A05ࡢヰࡢὶࢀࢆ㏣࠺ࠋ













30 ヰ⪅ B21 On uvidel e`:: yabloki, no odin  do nix 
  KH  VDZ   HU  DSSOHV  EXW DORQH  WR WKHP
  <ne  smog  dotyanut`sya[Ў]>{<}. 
   QRW FRXOG  WRBUHDFK
  ᙼࡣࡾࢇࡈࢆぢࡓࡀࠊ୍ே࡛ࡣᒆ࠿࡞࠿ࡗࡓࠋ
31 ヰ⪅ C21 <N::e  smog>{>}. 
   QRW FRXOG
  ࡛ࡁ࡞࠿ࡗࡓࠋ
32 ヰ⪅ C21 I  e`ti  rebyata  tozhe  <oni>{<},,  
  DQGWKHVH JX\V   WRR   WKH\
33 ヰ⪅ B21 <E`::>{>},, 
  HU
34 ヰ⪅ C21 oni  ne  smogli  dostat`. 
  WKH\ QRW FRXOG  UHDFK
  ࡇࡢᏊࡓࡕࡶᒆ࠿࡞࠿ࡗࡓࠋ 
35 ヰ⪅ B21 da,  i  oni  ne..  odni  nikak  ne  smogli  
  \HV DQGWKH\ QRW DORQH LQBQRBZD\ QRW FRXOG
  dostat`. 
  WRBUHDFK
  ࡑ࠺ࡔࡡࠊᙼࡽࡶ 2ே࡛ࡣ࡝࠺ࡸࡗ࡚ࡶ 
  ᒆ࠿࡞࠿ࡗࡓࠋ 
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 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 30࡛ヰ⪅ B21ࡀ͆On uvidel e`:: yabloki, no odin do nix ne smog dotyanut`sya͇
㸦ࠕᙼࡣࡾࢇࡈࢆぢࡓࡀࠊ୍ே࡛ࡣᒆ࠿࡞࠿ࡗࡓ 㸧ࠖ࡜ࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜࢆㄒࡾࠊࠕᖹླྀᆺࠖࡢⓎヰ
࡟ࡼࡗ࡚ᥦ᱌ࡍࡿࡀࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 31࡛ヰ⪅ C21ࡀ๭ࡾ㎸ࡳ͆ࠊ I e`ti rebyata tozhe oni oni ne 



























254 ヰ⪅ A04 ࡛::, [࣮࢝ࢻࢆື࠿ࡍ]ࠓỿ㯲 11㸬82⛊ࠔ࡞ࢇ࠿, ࡇ.. 
  ࡇࢇ࡞ឤࡌ[Ќ]?. 
255 ヰ⪅ B04 ࠶::. 
256 ヰ⪅ A04 ࡇ࠺[Ќ], ࡝࠺࡞ࢇࡔࢁ࠺?. 
257 ヰ⪅ A04 ࡇࢀࡀ::ࠓỿ㯲 1.16⛊ࠔ<ࡇࡗ[࣮࢝ࢻ 7ࢆᣦࡍ]>{<},, 
258 ヰ⪅ B04 <࠺ࢇ>{>}. 
259 ヰ⪅ A04 ࠿ࡽࡇ࠺[࣮࢝ࢻ 3]࡞ࡿ࠿[Ў]?. 
260 ヰ⪅ B04 ࡑࡗ࠿::,, 
261 ヰ⪅ C04 ࡩ::ࢇ. 
262 ヰ⪅ B04 ࠶::, ͆ࡉࡗࡁࡸࡗࡓࡅ࡝, ↓⌮ࡔࡗࡓࡼ͇ࡳࡓ࠸࡞ 
  㢦ࡋ࡚ࡿࡡ<➗࠸>. 
263 ヰ⪅ A04 <➗࠸> 
264 ヰ⪅ C04 <➗࠸> 
265 ヰ⪅ A04 ࡑࡗ࠿, ࡛::, ͆ࡌࡷ⮬ຊ࡛ࡸࡗ࡚ࡳࡿ࠿͇࡜ᛮࡗࡓ 
  ࡅ࡝, ࡔࡵ࡛࡫ࢇ࡫ࢇࡋ࡚ࢇࡢ࠿[Ќ]? <㍍ࡃ➗࠸>. 
266 ヰ⪅ A04 <࡛::>{<},, 
267 ヰ⪅ B04 <࠶::>{>}. 
268 ヰ⪅ A04 ࡇ࠺[Ќ]?. 





 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 254ࠊ256ࠊ257ࠊ259ࠊ265ࠊ266ࠊ268࡛ࡣࠊヰ⪅ A04ࡀ㐃⥆࡛ࠕ␲ၥᆺࠖࡢⓎ
ヰ࡟ࡼࡗ࡚ࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜࡢᒎ㛤࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ᥦ᱌ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡑࢀ࡟ᑐࡋ࡚ࠊヰ⪅ B04࡜ヰ⪅ C04
ࡣ࠶࠸࡙ࡕࢆᡴࡗࡓࡾࠊᥦ᱌࡟ࡘ࠸ ࡚ࠕ࠶::, ͆ࡉࡗࡁࡸࡗࡓࡅ࡝, ↓⌮ࡔࡗࡓࡼ ࡳ͇ࡓ࠸࡞
㢦ࡋ࡚ࡿࡡࠖ࡜ࠕ⿵㊊ 㸦ࠖࣛ࢖ࣥ 260ࠊ262㸧ࢆࡍࡿ࡞࡝ࡋࠊᥦ᱌ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜࡢὶ
ࢀࢆ㏣࠺ࠋࡑࡋ࡚ࠊヰ⪅ A04ࡢᥦ᱌ࡀࡲ࡜ࡲࡿ࡜ࠊ5.15⛊ࡢỿ㯲ࡢᚋ࡟ヰ⪅ B04ࡀࠕ࠺ࢇ, 
ࡑ..ࡑࢀࡗࡱ࠸ 㸦ࠖࣛ࢖ࣥ 270㸧࡜ヰ⪅ A04ࡢᥦ᱌ࢆཷㅙࡍࡿࠋࡉࡽ࡟ࠊヰ⪅ A04ࡀࠕ࡝࠺








⾲ 15 ࠕᥦ᱌ࠖⓎヰ࡟࠾ࡅࡿᙧᘧࡢẚ㍑ 
 ᖹླྀᆺ(㸣) ␲ၥᆺ(㸣) ࿨௧ᆺ(㸣) ࠕᥦ᱌ࠖⓎヰࡢ⥲ᩘ
᪥ᮏㄒ 313  (56.09) 243  (43.55)  2  (0.36) 558  (100.00) 
ࣟࢩ࢔ㄒ 772  (84.93) 108  (11.88) 29  (3.19) 909  (100.00) 











270 ヰ⪅ B04 ࢇ[Ќ]ࠓỿ㯲 5.15⛊ࠔ࠼::࡜, ࠺ࢇ, ࡑ..ࡑࢀࡗࡱ࠸ 
  <㍍ࡃ➗࠸>. 
271 ヰ⪅ A04 ࡝࠺࡛ࡍ࠿ࡡ?. 























 ]11FJ[  )39(
  ,ࡡࡼࡍ࡛ࡌឤ<࡞ⓗࢻ࢚࣮ࣥࣆࢵࣁ..ࡢᚋ᭱ࡣࡢࡿࢀྲྀࡀࡈࢇࡾ 61C ⪅ヰ 23
 .}<{>࡜ࡗࡁ  
 ,,}>{>ࡡࡍ࡛࠸ࡱࡗ ,::࠶< 61B ⪅ヰ 33Ѝ
 .}>{>࠸ࡱࡗᚋ᭱ ,ࡡࡍ࡛࠸ࡱࡗ ,::࠶< 61A ⪅ヰ 43Ѝ
 .ࢇ࠺ 61B ⪅ヰ 53
 
ࡋᑐ࡟ࢀࡑࠋࡿ࠸࡚ࡋࢆ᱌ᥦ࡚࠸ࡘ࡟᪉ࡾࢃ⤊ࡢ࣮࣮ࣜࢺࢫࡣ61C ⪅ヰࠊࡣ࡛23 ࣥ࢖ࣛ





(94)  [RF12] 
204 ヰ⪅ C37 On  nachal  ego  e::st`[Ќ],  oni  na  nego  obi::delis`[Ќ],  on   
  KH EHJDQ LW  HDW  WKH\ E\ KLP IHOWBKXUW  KH
  poproboval  dostat`  sam,   ne  poluchilos`[Ќ], on  na  
  WULHG  JHW  E\BKLPVHOI QRW PDQDJHG   KH RQ
  nego  zalez[Ќ],  i  oni  vse  kushayut  yabloki 
  KLP  FOLPEHG   DQG WKH\ DOO HDW   DSSOHV
  [ヰ⪅ B37ࢆぢࡿ]. 
  ᙼࡀࡑࢀ [ࡾࢇࡈ] ࢆ㣗࡭࡚ጞࡵ࡚ࠊᙼࡽ࡟ᛣࡽࢀ࡚ࠊ⮬ศ࡛ [ࡾࢇࡈࢆ] 
  ྲྀࡗ࡚ࡳ࡚ࠊ࡛ࡁ࡞ࡃ࡚ࠊᙼ [ᑠࡉ࠸࢟ࣕࣛࢡࢱ࣮] ࡀᙼࡢୖ࡟஌ࡗ࡚ࠊࡑ
  ࡋ࡚ⓙ࡛ࡾࢇࡈࢆ㣗࡭࡚࠸ࡿࠋ 
Ѝ205 ヰ⪅ B37 Da,  <da,  vo::t>{<},, 
  \HV  \HV KHUH   
Ѝ206 ヰ⪅ A37 <Aga::,  da::>{>}. 
  XKBKXK \HV
  ࠺ࢇࠊࡑ࠺ࡔࡡࠋ 
Ѝ207 ヰ⪅ B37 tochno. 
  LQGHHG
  ࡑ࠺ࡔࡡࠊࡑ࠺ࡔࡡࠊࡑࡢ㏻ࡾࡔࠋ 
 
ࣛ࢖ࣥ 204࡛ࡣࠊヰ⪅ C37ࡣࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜᒎ㛤࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ᥦ᱌ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡑࢀ࡟ᑐࡋ࡚ヰ⪅
B37࡜ヰ⪅ A37ࡣ࡯ࡰྠ᫬࡟͆ Da, da, vo::t tochno 㸦͇ࠕࡑ࠺ࡔࡡࠊࡑ࠺ࡔࡡࠊࡑࡢ㏻ࡾࡔ 㸧ࠖ





࡞ឤࡌࡣ࠶ࡾࡲࡍ ࡢࠖ౑⏝ࡶከᑡࡳࡽࢀࡓ୍ࠋ ᪉ࠊࣟࢩ࢔ㄒ࡛ࡣࠊࠕཷㅙ ࢆࠖ⾲ࡍ⾲⌧͆ da͇
㸦ࠕࡑ࠺ࡔࡡ 㸧ࠖ࡜࡜ࡶ࡟ᥦ᱌࡟ᑐࡍࡿヰ⪅ࡢែᗘ࠾ࡼࡧホ౯ࢆ⾲ࡍ⾲⌧͆ soglasen 㸦͇ࠕ㈶ᡂ
ࡔ 㸧ࠖ͆ࠊ pravil`no / verno 㸦͇ࠕṇ☜ࡔ 㸧ࠖ͆ࠊ tochno 㸦͇ࠕࡑࡢ㏻ࡾࡔ 㸧ࠖ͆ࠊ tak logichnee 㸦͇ࠕࡇ









 ]01FJ[  )59(
 ࡁ࡚ࡕⴠࡶ࡛ ,࡚ࡃ࡞ࢀྲྀ࡝ࡅࡓࡋ࡜࠺ࢁྲྀ࡛ࡇࡇ࡛ࢀࡑ ,}>{>ࡗ࠶< 51C ⪅ヰ 971
 .]ࡿぢࢆ51B ⪅ヰ࡜51A ⪅ヰ,ࡍᣦࢆ11,9 ࢻ࣮࢝[ ࡓࢀ࡭㣗ࡽ࠿ࡓ  
 ࠔ⛊58.0 㯲ỿࠓ 081
 ,,}<{>::ࡀࡈ<ࢇࡾࡶ࡛ 51A ⪅ヰ 181Ѝ
 . ࠙࠙}<{>ࡗࢇ<ࢀྲྀࡶ࡛::ࡀ}>{>ࡈࢇࡾࡶ࡛ ,࠶< 51B ⪅ヰ 281
 .࠸࡞::࡟}>{>]ࡍᣦࢆ9 ࢻ࣮࢝[ ࡇࡇ< ࠚࠚ 51A ⪅ヰ 381Ѝ
 ࠔ⛊70.1 㯲ỿࠓ 481
 ,,}<{>ࡿྲྀ< ,ࡗ࠶ 51B ⪅ヰ 581
 ,,}>{>]Ќ[ࢇ< 51C ⪅ヰ 681
 ࠋ࡞࠸ࡓࡳ>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗<ࡿ࡚ࢀࡉ␎┬ࡀࢁࡇ࡜ 51B ⪅ヰ 781
 ,,}<{>࡜ࡇ࡚ࡗࡿ࡚ࡕⴠ࠿࡚ࡗ< ,࠿ 51C ⪅ヰ 881
 ,,}>{>ࡗࡳ ,ࡽ࡯ ,࡚ࡗࡔ< 51A ⪅ヰ 981Ѝ
 .࡚ࡗ࡞࠿ 51C ⪅ヰ 091
 ,,}<{>ࡘ3< 51A ⪅ヰ 191Ѝ
 .}>{>::࠶< 51C ⪅ヰ 291
 .::ࡽ࠿ࡔࡘ3 ࡶࡕࡗࡇ ,࡚ࡗ࠶ 51A ⪅ヰ 391Ѝ
 .::࠿ࡗࡑ ,ࡗ࠶ 51C ⪅ヰ 491
 
ࡕⴠࡶ࡛ ,࡚ࡃ࡞ࢀྲྀ࡝ࡅࡓࡋ࡜࠺ࢁྲྀ࡛ࡇࡇ࡛ࢀࡑࠕࠊࡣ51C ⪅ヰ࡛971 ࣥ࢖ࣛࠊࡎࡲ
ࠊࡋ࠿ࡋࠋࡿ࠸࡚ࡋ᱌ᥦࢆ࡜ࡇࡿࢀධࢆ 11 ࢻ࣮࢝࡟ᚋࡢ 9 ࢻ࣮࢝࡜ࠖࡓࢀ࡭㣗ࡽ࠿ࡓࡁ࡚
ࠊࡋ♧ࢆពྠ୙࡜ࠖ ࠸࡞::࡟ࡇࡇ::ࡀࡈࢇࡾࡶ࡛ࠕࡣ51A ⪅ヰࠊࡣ࡛ヰⓎࡢ381ࠊ181 ࣥ࢖ࣛ
ࡇ࡚ࡗࡿ࡚ࡕⴠࠕࡀࡈࢇࡾࠊࡣ51C ⪅ヰࠊ࡚ࡋᑐ࡟ࢀࡑࠋࡿ࠸࡚ࡋྰᣄࢆ᱌ᥦࡢ51C ⪅ヰ
 ,ࡗࡳ ,ࡽ࡯ ,࡚ࡗࡔࠕࡣ 51A ⪅ヰࠊࡀࡿ࠸࡚ࡋࢆ᱌ᥦ࡜㸧091ࠊ881 ࣥ࢖ࣛ㸦ࠖ ࡚ࡗ࡞࠿࡜







(96)  [JM04] 
300 ヰ⪅ B04 ࢇ::, ࡣࡇࡗ..㐠࡭࡞ࡃ࡚::,, 
301 ヰ⪅ A04 㐠࡭࡞ࡃ࡚[Ќ]. 
302 ヰ⪅ B04 ࠸ࡽࡘ࠸࡚::. 
303 ࠓỿ㯲 3.63⛊ࠔ 
Ѝ304 ヰ⪅ A04 [ᜥࢆ྾࠺㡢] ࡛, ࡲࡓᒾࢇ࡜ࡇࢁ࡟ᡠࡗ࡚ࡃࡿ. 
305 ヰ⪅ B04 [ᜥࢆ྾࠺㡢] ࢇ::<➗࠸>, ࠶ࡗ, ࡑࡗ࠿, ࠾࠿ࡋ࠸࠿[Ў]. 
 
 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 300ࠊ302࡟ࢃࡓࡿⓎヰ࡛ࡣヰ⪅ B04ࡣࠕ[▼ࢆ] 㐠࡭࡞ࡃ࡚, ࠸ࡽࡘ࠸࡚::ࠖ࡜࠸
࠺ࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜᒎ㛤ࢆᥦ᱌ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡑࢀ࡟ᑐࡋ࡚ࠊヰ⪅ A04ࡣ 3.63⛊ࡢỿ㯲ࡢᚋ࡟ࠕࡲࡓ





(97)  [RF10] 
130 ヰ⪅ A35 Tak,  vidish`,  s   kamnem  bol`she  nichyo͂nichego̓  net. 
  VR  VHH  ZLWK VWRQH  DQ\PRUH QRWKLQJ     QRW
  ࡯ࡽࠊ௚࡟▼࡟㛵㐃ࡍࡿࡶࡢࡣ࡞࠸ࡼࠋ 
131 ヰ⪅ A35 E`to  otdel`naya  <➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ>  istoriya. 
  WKLV VHSDUDWH       VWRU\
  ࡇࢀࡣูࡢࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜࡔࠋ 
Ѝ132 ヰ⪅ B35 A   ona  otdel`no  ne  mozhet  by`t`. 
  EXW LW  VHSDUDWHO\ QRW FDQ  EH
  ࡛ࡶࠊࡇࢀ [ࡇࡢࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜ] ࡣูࠎ࡟࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ࡼࠋ 
 




ࡿࠋࡑࢀ࡟ᑐࡋ࡚ࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 132࡛ࡣࠊヰ⪅ B35ࡣྰᐃ⾲⌧㸦ୗ⥺㒊㸧࡛ ͆otdel`no ne mozhet 







(98)  [JM03] 
127 ヰ⪅ A03 ࡇࢀ [࣮࢝ࢻ 3,7,12] ࡜࠿࡝࠺࡞ࢇࡔࢁ࠺࡞[Ў]?. 
128 ヰ⪅ C03 ᒾࢆ, <࡞ࢇ࠿, ᣢࡕୖࡆࡼ࠺࡜ࡍࡿ>{<},, 
Ѝ129 ヰ⪅ B03 <࠶ࡗ, ࡑࡢࡲࡲᒆ࠿࡞࠸..࠿ࡽ>{>}. 
130 ヰ⪅ C03 ࡅ࡝, ࡔࡵ࡛::=. 
Ѝ131 ヰ⪅ A03 =͆ఱࡸࡗ࡚ࢇࡔ͇<࡜࠿>{<}. 
132 ヰ⪅ C03 <࠺ࢇ>{>}. 
 
 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 128ࠊ130࡟ࢃࡓࡿⓎヰ࡛ࡣࠊヰ⪅ C03ࡣࠕᒾࢆ, ࡞ࢇ࠿, ᣢࡕୖࡆࡼ࠺࡜ࡍࡿࡅ
࡝, ࡔࡵ࡛::ࠖ࡜ࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜᒎ㛤࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ᥦ᱌ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡑࡢⓎヰࡢ㏵୰࡛ヰ⪅ B03ࡣࠕࡑ
ࡢࡲࡲᒆ࠿࡞࠸࠿ࡽ[ᒾࢆᣢࡕୖࡆࡼ࠺࡜ࡍࡿ] ࡜ࠖヰ⪅ C03ࡢᥦ᱌ࢆලయ໬ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ㸦ࣛ࢖
ࣥ 129㸧ࠋࡲࡓࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 131࡛ࡣࠊヰ⪅ A03ࡣヰ⪅ C03ࡢᥦ᱌ࢆⓎᒎࡉࡏࠊ࢟ࣕࣛࢡࢱ࣮
ࡢࢭࣜࣇ࡜ࡋ࡚͆ࠕ ఱࡸࡗ࡚ࢇࡔ͇ࠖ ࡜ࠕ⿵㊊ࠖࡢᙧ࡛཯ᛂࢆ♧ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ 
 
(99)  [RM01]  
38 ヰ⪅ B21 <Da::,  no  oni>{>}  s::  e`..  no  oni  malen`kie, slaby`e,  
  \HV  EXW WKH\  ZLWK HU  EXW WKH\ VPDOO   ZHDN
  <i  oni>{<},, 
  DQG WKH\   
39 ヰ⪅ C21 <Da>{>}. 
  \HV
  ࡑ࠺ࡔࡡࠋ 
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40 ヰ⪅ B21 i  oni  ne  mogut  podni.. podnyat`  <[Ќ]kamen`>{<},, 
  DQGWKH\ QRW FDQ  OLIW       VWRQH   
Ѝ41 ヰ⪅ A21 <A::,  i   potom>{>}  on  ix  nashyol. 
  DK DQG WKHQ   KH  WKHP IRXQG
  ࠶࣮ࠊࡑࡋ࡚ᙼࡀᙼࡽࢆぢࡘࡅࡓࠋ 
42 ヰ⪅ B21 a   potom  oni  vstrechayut  e`togo::  kartofel`..<➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ>  
  DQG WKHQ  WKH\ PHHW    WKLV  SRWDWR
  kartofelya. 
  SRWDWR
  ࡑ࠺ࡔࡡࠊ࡛ࡶᙼࡽࡀᑠࡉࡃ࡚ᙅ࠸࠿ࡽࠊ▼ࢆᣢࡕୖࡆࡽࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ 
  ࡑࡋ࡚ࠊࡇࡢࢪࣕ࢞࢖ࣔ࡟ฟ఍ࡗࡓࠋ 
     
ࣛ࢖ࣥ 38ࠊ40ࠊ42࡟ࢃࡓࡿⓎヰࡣヰ⪅ B21ࡢ͆Da::, no oni s:: e`.. no oni malen`kie, 
slaby`e, i oni i oni ne mogut podni.. podnyat` [Ќ]kamen`, a potom oni vstrechayut e`togo:: 
kartofel`.. <➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ> kartofelya 㸦͇ࠕࡑ࠺ࡔࡡࠊ࡛ࡶᙼࡽࡀᑠࡉࡃ࡚ᙅ࠸࠿ࡽࠊ▼ࢆᣢࡕ
ୖࡆࡽࢀ࡞࠸ࠋࡑࡋ࡚ࠊࡇࡢࢪࣕ࢞࢖ࣔ࡟ฟ఍ࡗࡓ 㸧ࠖ࡜࠸࠺ᥦ᱌࡛࠶ࡿࠋࣛ࢖ࣥ 40ࡢ㒊ศ
͆oni ne mogut podnyat` [Ќ]kamen` 㸦͇ࠕᙼࡽࡀ▼ࢆᣢࡕୖࡆࡽࢀ࡞࠸ 㸧࡛ࠖࡣࠊヰ⪅ A21









(100)  [JM01] 
26 ヰ⪅ B01 ఱࡔࢁ࠺ࡡ?, <Ṍ࠸࡚ࡿ[Ѝ]>{<}࠙࠙ . 
27 ヰ⪅ A01 ࠚࠚ <ࡇࡗࡕጞࡵࡢ>{>}ጞ..ጞࡵࡢ࡯࠺ࡗࡍࡼࡡ, ࡇࢀከศ, ࡁࡗ࡜. 
28 ࠓỿ㯲 0.89⛊ࠔ 
Ѝ29 ヰ⪅ C01 ᫬㛫ィࡗ࡜࠸ࡓ࡯࠺ࡀ࠸࠸ࢇ࡛ࡍ࠿[Ў]?. 
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30 ヰ⪅ A01 ࠶ࡗ, ࡑ࠺ࡍ. 
31 ヰ⪅ B01 [ᑠࡉ࠸ኌ࡛] ࡑ࠺࡛ࡍࡡ. 
32 ヰ⪅ A01 ࠶, ࠾㢪࠸ࡋࡲࡍ. 
 
 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 27࡛ࡣࠊヰ⪅ A01ࡣ⤮࣮࢝ࢻࡢ㡰␒࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ࠕ[ࡇࡢ࣮࢝ࢻࡣ]ጞࡵࡢ࡯࠺ࡗࡍࡼ
ࡡࠖ࡜ᥦ᱌ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡑࡋ࡚ 0.89 ⛊ࡢỿ㯲ࡢᚋ࡟ヰ⪅ C01ࡣヰ㢟ࢆኚ࠼ࠊࠕ᫬㛫ィࡗ࡜࠸
ࡓ࡯࠺ࡀ࠸࠸ࢇ࡛ࡍ࠿[Ў]? ࡜ࠖヰ⪅ A01ࡢᥦ᱌࡟㛵㐃ࡋ࡞࠸Ⓨヰࢆࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ㸦ࣛ࢖ࣥ 29㸧ࠋ
ࡇࡢࡼ࠺࡟ヰ⪅ B01ࡶヰ⪅ C01ࡶヰ⪅ A01ࡢᥦ᱌ࢆࠕಖ␃ࠖ࡟ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ 
 
(101)  [RF11] 
1 ヰ⪅ C36 Mozhet by`t`  nachat`  s  e`toj?. 
  PD\EH    EHJLQ  IURP WKLV
  ࡇࡢ࣮࢝ࢻ࠿ࡽጞࡵࡓࡽ࠸࠸ࢇࡌࡷ࡞࠸㸽
2 ࠓỿ㯲 3.61⛊ࠔ 
Ѝ3 ヰ⪅ A36 Tak,  nu  koroche,  delo v tom, chto  im  nuzhny`  yabloki,  
  VR  ZHOO VKRUWHU  SRLQWBLVBWKDW   WKH\ QHHG  DSSOHV
  pravil`no[Ќ]?. 
  ULJKW
  ࡌࡷࠊ⡆༢࡟ゝ࠺࡜ࠊᙼࡽࡣࡾࢇࡈࡀḧࡋ࠸࡜࠸࠺ࡇ࡜ࡔࡼࡡ㸽 
4 ヰ⪅ B36 Da,  vot  on <[Ќ]kushaet>{<}࠙࠙ . 
  \HV KHUH KH  HDW
  ࡑ࠺ࡔࡡࠊࡇࡇ࡛ᙼࡀ㣗࡭࡚࠸ࡿࠋ 
 
 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 1࡛ࡣࠊヰ⪅ C36ࡣ͆Mozhet by`t` nachat` s e`toj? 㸦͇ࠕࡇࡢ࣮࢝ࢻ࠿ࡽጞࡵࡓࡽ
࠸࠸ࢇࡌࡷ࡞࠸㸽 㸧ࠖ࡜ᥦ᱌ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡑࡋ࡚ࠊ3.61⛊ࡢỿ㯲ࡢᚋ࡟ヰ⪅ A36 ࡣ͆ im nuzhny` 
yabloki㸦͇ࠕᙼࡽࡣࡾࢇࡈࡀḧࡋ࠸ 㸧ࠖ࡜ヰ⪅ C36ࡢᥦ᱌࡟㛵㐃ࡋ࡞࠸ูࡢᥦ᱌ࢆࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ








 ;%59.43=᪥㸦ࠖ ㅙཷࠕࡾࡼㄒᮏ᪥ࡣㄒ࢔ࢩࣟࠊ᪉ ୍ࠋࡓࡗ࠿ከࡀ㸧%03.81=㟢 ;%17.52=᪥㸦
 ࠋ)61 ⾲(ࡓࡗ࠿ከࡀ㸧%68.71=㟢 ;%77.01=᪥㸦ࠖ ྰᣄࠕࡧࡼ࠾)%62.24=㟢
 






 )%( ␃ಖ )%( ㊊⿵ )%( ྰᣄ )%( ㅙཷ
 )00.001( 554 )17.52( 711 )75.82( 031 )77.01( 94  )59.43( 951 ㄒᮏ᪥
 )00.001( 376 )03.81( 321 )85.12( 541 )68.71( 021 )62.24( 482 ㄒ࢔ࢩࣟ









࠺ࡇࡣ␒㡰ࡢࡇࠖࠕ ࠺ᛮ࡜ࡔ࠺ࡇࡣࢀࡇ࡜ࡗࡁࠕࡣ51A ⪅ヰࡣ࡛402ࠊ202 ࣥ࢖ࣛࠊࡎࡲ
⪅ヰࡣ࡛602 ࣥ࢖ࣛࠊࡾ࠶ࡀ㯲ỿࡢ⛊57.0 ࡟ᚋࡢࡑࠊࡋ࠿ࡋࠋࡿ࠸࡚ࡋࢆ᱌ᥦ࡜ࠖ?ࡻࡋ࡛
ࡍㄆ☜ࢆ␒㡰ࡓࡋ♧ᥦࡀ51A ⪅ヰࠊ࡟ࡎࡉ♧ࢆྰ㈶࡟☜᫂࡜ࠖ ?]Ќ[ࢆࡇࡇ ,]Ќ[ࢇࠕࡣ51B
ࠋ㸧212ࠊ012~802 ࣥ࢖ࣛ㸦ࡍ♧ࢆᛂ཯ࡢࠖ㊊⿵ࠕࠊ࡚ࡗࡼ࡟࡜ࡇࡍヰࢆ࣮࣮ࣜࢺࢫ࡟࠺ࡼࡿ
ࠖᆺၥ␲ࠕࡣ51A ⪅ヰࡣ࡛112 ࣥ࢖ࣛࠊࡵࡓ࠸࡞ࡁุ࡛᩿ࡀྰ㈶ࡢ51B ⪅ヰࡽ࠿ᛂ཯ࡢࡇ
ࡢ⛊ 26.1ࠊࡃ࡞ࡀᛂ཯࡞☜᫂ࡶᚋࡢࡑࠊࡋ࠿ࡋࠋࡿࡍ᱌ᥦ࡛ࠖ?]Ќ[࠸࡞ࡷࡌ࠺ࡇࠕヰⓎࡢ
ࠊࡋ㏉ࡾ⧞ࢆࠖ ?]Ќ[࠸࡞ࡷࡌࠕၥ␲ᐃྰࡣ51A ⪅ヰࠊࡣ࡛412 ࣥ࢖ࣛࠊࡵࡓࡓࡋ⏕Ⓨࡀ㯲ỿ







ࠖࠊ ࡡࡔ࠺ࡑࠊࢇ࠺ࠕ࡟᫬ྠࡰ࡯ࡣ 51C ⪅ヰࡧࡼ࠾ 51B ⪅ヰࠊ࡚ࡗࡼ࡟ࢀࡑࠋࡍಁࢆ⟅㏉
 ࠋࡿ࡞࡟࡜ࡇࡿࡍㅙཷࢆ᱌ᥦࡢ51A ⪅ヰ࡜ࠖࢇ࠺ࢇ࠺ࠕ
 





























 ࡢ࠺ᛮ<࡜ࡔ࠺ࡇࡣࢀࡇ࡜ࡗࡁ ,࡛ ,ྎࡳ㋃ 51A ⪅ヰ 202
 .}<{>]Ќ[ࡡ  
 .}>{>ࢇ࠺ࢇ࠺ࢇ࠺< 51C ⪅ヰ 302
 
 .?]Ќ[ࡻࡋ࡛࠺ࡇࡣ␒㡰ࡢࡇ 51A ⪅ヰ 402
 ࠔ⛊57.0 㯲ỿࠓ 502
 .?]Ќ[ࢆࡇࡇ ,]Ќ[ࢇ 51B ⪅ヰ 602
 ࠔ⛊79.0 㯲ỿࠓ 702
 ͇ࡼࢀྲྀ࠸::࠾͆ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ ,ࡷࡌ ,]Ќ[ࢇ 51B ⪅ヰ 802
 .࡞࠸ࡓࡳ  
 .࡚ࡗ͇ࡼ::ࡡࢀྲྀ ,ࡼࡔ࡛ఱ͆>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗< 51B ⪅ヰ 902
 ,,}<{>ࡗ࠶ ,ࡗ࠶< 51B ⪅ヰ 012
 
 .}>{>?]Ќ[࠸࡞ࡷࡌ࠺ࡇ< 51A ⪅ヰ 112
 
  ,͇ࡼࢀྲྀ͆ ,࡚࡚ࡗ͇࠸࡞ࢀྲྀ::࠼͆ ,ࡔ࠺ࡑ 51B ⪅ヰ 212
 .͇ࡼ࠸࡞ࢀྲྀ͆  
 ࠔ⛊26.1 㯲ỿࠓ 312
 
 .?]Ќ[࠸࡞ࡷࡌ 51A ⪅ヰ 412
 
 
 .}<{>ࡡࡔ࠺ࡑ< ,ࢇ࠺ 51B ⪅ヰ 512






















































































































࡞ࡾࠕពぢせồ 㸦ࠖ᪥=25.27%; 㟢=7.27%㸧ࡢⓎヰࡀᑡ࡞ࡃࠊࠕ⿵㊊ㄝ᫂ࡢせồ 㸦ࠖ᪥=3.30%; 
㟢=40.00%㸧ࡢⓎヰࡀከ࠿ࡗࡓ(⾲ 17)ࠋ 
 
⾲ 17 ᪥ᮏㄒ࠾ࡼࡧࣟࢩ࢔ㄒࡢࢹ࣮ࢱ࡟࠾ࡅࡿⓎヰࡢෆᐜ 
Ⓨヰࡢෆᐜ ௳ᩘ(㸣) 
᪥ᮏㄒ ࣟࢩ࢔ㄒ 
సᴗ࡟࠾ࡅࡿ☜ㄆ 47 (51.65) 25 (45.45) 
ពぢせồ 23 (25.27) 4 (7.27) 
ྠពせồ 14 (15.38) 0 (0.00) 
⿵㊊ㄝ᫂ࡢせồ 3  (3.30) 22 (40.00) 
ㄢ㢟࡟㛵ࡍࡿᣦ♧ 2 (2.20) 0 (0.00) 
チྍࢆồࡵࡿ 1 (1.10) 0 (0.00) 
⏦ࡋฟ 1 (1.10) 1 (1.82) 
┦ᡭࡢᡤᒓࡢ☜ㄆ 0 (0.00) 2 (3.64) 
ࡑࡢ௚ (ヰࡋᡭࡢⓎヰࡀṇ☜࡟⪺ࡁྲྀࡾ୙⬟࡞ࡶࡢ) 0 (0.00) 1 (1.82) 
     






(103)  [JF08] 
318 ヰ⪅ A13 ࡞ࢇ࠿, ࡇࢀࡀ [࣮࢝ࢻ 6࡜ 2] ୍␒⧅ࡀࡿ࠿<࡞::ࡗ࡚ᛮࡗࡓ>{<},, 
319 ヰ⪅ B13 <࠺::ࢇ>{>}. 
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320 ヰ⪅ A13 <ࡸࡗࡥ>{<}. 
Ѝ321 ヰ⪅ B13 <࠼, ࡇ࠺[Ќ]ࡗ࡚>{>}ࡇ࡜[Ќ]?. 
322ࠓỿ㯲 1.13⛊ࠔ 
323 ヰ⪅ A13 ࠺ࢇ, ࡑ࠺ࡑ࠺ࡑ࠺, 6࡛ 2࡛<⾜ࡗ࡚>{<}. 
 
ࣛ࢖ࣥ 318ࠊ320 ࡛ࡣࠊヰ⪅ A13ࡣࠕ࡞ࢇ࠿, ࡇࢀࡀ୍␒⧅ࡀࡿ࠿࡞::ࡗ࡚ᛮࡗࡓ, ࡸࡗ
ࡥࠖ࡜ᥦ᱌ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡑࢀ࡟ᑐࡋ࡚ࠊヰ⪅ B13ࡣࠕ࠼, ࡇ࠺[Ќ]ࡗ࡚ࡇ࡜[Ќ]?ࠖ࡜☜ㄆࡢ㉁
ၥࢆࡋ㸦ࣛ࢖ࣥ 321㸧ࠊ㠀᫂♧ⓗ࡟ḟࡢヰࡋᡭ࡜ࡋ࡚ヰ⪅ A13ࢆ㑅ᢥࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ 
 
(104)  [RM05] 
409 ヰ⪅ B25 A   mozhno  sdelat` ,  prosto pomenyat`  mestami  <vot  
  DQG PD\   GR    MXVW FKDQJH  SODFHV  KHUH
  s::>{<},, 
  ZLWK   
410 ヰ⪅ A25 <e`to  doroga>{>}  k  kamnyu. 
  WKLV  ZD\    WR VWRQH
  ࡇࢀࡣ▼࡬ࡢ㐨ࡔ [࣮࢝ࢻ 2]ࠋ 
411 ヰ⪅ B25 vot  s   toj,  vot  samaya  levaya. 
  KHUH ZLWK WKDW KHUH WKHBPRVW  OHIW
  ࡇ࠺ࡋ࡚ࡶ࠸࠸࠿ࡶࠊ༢࡟ࡑࢀࢆࠊ୍␒ᕥࡢࢆ⨨ࡁ᥮࠼࡚ࡶ࠸࠸࠿ࡶࠋ 
412ࠓỿ㯲 1.07⛊ࠔ 
Ѝ413 ヰ⪅ A25 Vot tak?. 
  OLNHBWKLV
  ࡇ࠺࠿㸽 
414 ヰ⪅ B25 Nu  da,  a  chyo͂chto̓?. 
  ZHOO \HV VR ZKDW
  ࡲ࠶ࠊࡑ࠺ࡔࡼࠊఱ࠿㸽 
 
ࣛ࢖ࣥ 409 ࠊ411ࡢⓎヰ࡛ࡣࠊヰ⪅ B25ࡣ͆pomenyat` mestami vot vot s toj 㸦͇ࠕࡑࢀ
ࢆ⨨ࡁ᥮࠼ࡿ 㸧ࠖ࡜⤮࣮࢝ࢻࡢ఩⨨ࢆኚ࠼ࡿࡇ࡜ࢆᥦ᱌ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡑࢀ࡟ᑐࡋ࡚ࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 413












(105)  [JM02] 
Ѝ195 ヰ⪅ A02 ࡇࢀࠕヰ⪅ C02ጣࠖࡉࢇⓗ࡟, ࡞ࢇ࠿, ࠓỿ㯲 0.69⛊ࠔࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜ 
  ᛮ࠸ࡘ࠿ࢀࡲࡍ[Ќ]?=. 
196 ヰ⪅ C02 =࠸ࡸࡗ, ࡇࢀ↓⌮࡞ࢇࡌࡷ࡞࠸ࡍ࠿[Ў]?. 
 






(106)  [JF06] 
169 ヰ⪅ C11 <ࡇࢀࡣ::>{>}10ࡢᚋ࡟::6ࡀ᮶ࡿࢇ࡛ࡍ࠿ࡡ?. 
Ѝ170 ヰ⪅ A11 ၈..✺࡛ࡍࡼࡡ, [ヰ⪅ B11ࢆぢࡿ] ⊂ࡾ༨ࡵࡋ<࡚࠸ࡓࡾ࡛>{<}. 
171 ヰ⪅ B11 <࠺::ࢇ>{>}. 
 
 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 169࡛ࡣࠊヰ⪅ C11ࡣ⤮࣮࢝ࢻࡢ㡰␒࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ࠕ6ࡀ᮶ࡿࢇ࡛ࡍ࠿ࡡ?ࠖ࡜ᥦ᱌ࡋ
࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡑࡢᥦ᱌ࢆヰ⪅ A11ࡣࠕ၈..✺ࠖ࡜ᣄྰࡋࠊᩥᮎ⾲⌧ࡢࠕ㹼ࡼࡡࠖࡢ౑⏝࡜࢔࢖ࢥ
ࣥࢱࢡࢺࡢ⤌ࡳྜࢃࡏ࡛ヰ⪅ B11࡟ྠពࢆồࡵ࡚࠸ࡿ㸦ࣛ࢖ࣥ 170㸧ࠋ 
 
(107)  [JF10] 
 155 ヰ⪅ B15 ࡵࡗࡕࡷ᭱ึࡉ, ௰ᝏ࠿ࡗࡓࢇࡔࡼ. 
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 156 ࠓỿ㯲 1.13⛊ࠔ 
 157 ヰ⪅ A15 <➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ>࡞ࢇ࠿,, 
 158 ヰ⪅ C15 <➗࠸> 
 159 ヰ⪅ A15 <➗࠸>࡞ࢇ࡛ࡔࡼ::?. 
 160 ヰ⪅ B15 ࠼, ࡛, ௰ᝏࡃ࡚, ͆ⓙ෭ࡓ࠸࡞::, ࠶, ࡾࢇࡈࡔ͇, 㣗࡭࡚ࡿ,  
  ͆࠶, ࠶࠸ࡘ㣗࡭࡚ࢇࡌࡷࢇ͇, ͆࠾࠸, ࡡ, ྲྀࢁ࠺ࡐྲྀࢁ࠺ࡐ͇,  
  ͆ྲྀࢀࡡ::͇ࡳࡓ࠸࡞. 
 161 ࠓỿ㯲 0.87⛊ࠔ 
Ѝ162 ヰ⪅ B15 <㐪࠸ࡲࡍ࠿?>{<} [ヰ⪅ C15ࢆぢࡿ]. 
 163 ヰ⪅ C15 <࠶::>{>}<➗࠸>. 
 164 ヰ⪅ A15 ࠶::<➗࠸>, ࡍࡈ࠸, <㈼࠸>{<}. 
 
 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 155࡛ࡣࠊヰ⪅ B15ࡣࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜࡢ࢟ࣕࣛࢡࢱ࣮ࡀࠕ௰ᝏ࠿ࡗࡓࠖ࡜ᥦ᱌ࡋ࡚࠸
ࡿࡀࠊヰ⪅ A15ࡣࠕ࡞ࢇ࡛ࡔࡼ::? 㸦ࠖࣛ࢖ࣥ 159㸧࡜୙ྠពࢆ♧ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡑࡇ࡛ヰ⪅ B15
ࡣࠊࠕ࠼, ࡛, ௰ᝏࡃ࡚, ͆ⓙ෭ࡓ࠸࡞::, ࠶, ࡾࢇࡈࡔ ,͇ 㣗࡭࡚ࡿ, ͆࠶, ࠶࠸ࡘ㣗࡭࡚ࢇࡌ
ࡷࢇ͇, ͆࠾࠸, ࡡ, ྲྀࢁ࠺ࡐྲྀࢁ࠺ࡐ͇, ͆ྲྀࢀࡡ::͇ࡳࡓ࠸࡞ࠖ࡜ࡼࡾヲࡋࡃᥦ᱌ࢆㄝ᫂








 (108)ࡣࠊヰ⪅ A22ࡀࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜᒎ㛤࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ᥦ᱌ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࢩ࣮࡛ࣥ࠶ࡿࠋ 
 
(108)  [RM02] 
129 ヰ⪅ A22 ࠚࠚ <u  nego>{>} [ヰ⪅ C22࠿ࡽ࣮࢝ࢻ 11ࢆྲྀࡾୖࡆࡿ],  
   DW KLP
  u ne..  u  nego  ne  poluchilos`,  vot. 
  DW  DW KLP QRW PDQDJHG   KHUH
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  ᙼࡣࠊᙼࡣ [ࡾࢇࡈࢆྲྀࡿࡇ࡜ࡀ] ࡛ࡁ࡞࠿ࡗࡓࠋ 
Ѝ130 ヰ⪅ C22 Pochemu  ne  poluchilos`?. 
  ZK\   QRW PDQDJHG 
  ࡞ࡐ࡛ࡁ࡞࠿ࡗࡓࡢ㸽 
131 ヰ⪅ A22 Nu  ne  znayu,  ne po..,  nu  vidish` ,  on  ne  takoj  
  ZHOO QRW NQRZ   QRW   ZHOO VHH   KH QRW VR
  bol`shoj. 
  ELJ
  ࡲ࠶ࠊศ࠿ࡽ࡞࠸ࡼࠊ࡯ࡽࠊᙼࡣࡑࢇ࡞࡟኱ࡁࡃ࡞࠸ࠋ 
 
 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 129࡛ࡣࠊヰ⪅ A22ࡣࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜᒎ㛤࡟ࡘ࠸࡚͆u nego ne poluchilos` 㸦͇ࠕᙼࡣ
[ࡾࢇࡈࢆྲྀࡿࡇ࡜ࡀ]࡛ࡁ࡞࠿ࡗࡓ 㸧ࠖ࡜ᥦ᱌ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡑࢀ࡟ᑐࡋ࡚ࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 130 ࡛ヰ⪅
C22ࡣ͆Pochemu ne poluchilos`? 㸦͇ࠕ࡞ࡐ࡛ࡁ࡞࠿ࡗࡓࡢ? 㸧ࠖ࡜ࡉࡽ࡟ㄝ᫂ࢆồࡵࠊヰ⪅
A22 ࡟ࢱ࣮ࣥࢆΏࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࣛ࢖ࣥ 131 ࡛ࡣࠊヰ⪅ A22 ࡣࡲࡎ͆ne znayu 㸦͇ࠕศ࠿ࡽ࡞




(109)  [RF06] 
146 ヰ⪅ C31 Slushajte,  a  ya  schitayu,  e`to,  naverno,  voobshe  odno  
  OLVWHQ   EXW ,  WKLQN   WKLV  SUREDEO\ DWBDOO  RQH
  iz  pervy`x. 
  RI ILUVW
  ࡡࠊࡇࢀ [࣮࢝ࢻ 6] ࡣከศ᭱ึࡢ࡯࠺ࡢ୍ࡘࡔ࡜ᛮ࠺ࠋ 
Ѝ147 ヰ⪅ A31 V  <smy`sle?>{<}. 
  LQ PHDQLQJ
  ࡝࠺࠸࠺ࡇ࡜㸽 
148 ヰ⪅ C31 <E`:: potomu chto>{>},  pochemu e`::  oni  dejstvuyut  
  HU EHFDXVH     ZK\   HU WKH\  DFW




  porozn`,  a   ne  s   samogo  nachala?. 




ࣛ࢖ࣥ 146࡛ࡣヰ⪅ C31ࡣ͆e`to, naverno, voobshe odno iz pervy`x 㸦͇ࠕከศࡇࢀࡣ᭱
ึࡢ࡯࠺ࡢ୍ࡘ 㸧ࠖ࡜ゝ࠸ࠊ࣮࢝ࢻ 6ࢆࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜࡢጞࡵࡢ㒊ศ࡟ධࢀࡿࡇ࡜ࢆᥦ᱌ࡋ࡚࠸
ࡿࠋࡑࢀ࡟ᑐࡋ࡚ࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 147࡛ヰ⪅ A31ࡣ͆V smy`sle? 㸦͇ࠕ࡝࠺࠸࠺ࡇ࡜㸽 㸧ࠖ࡜ࡼࡾヲ






(110)  [JF08] 
195 ヰ⪅ B13 ࡇࡢ, ࡇࡢ 2ே࡛ྲྀࢁ࠺࡜<ࡋࡓࢇ>{<},, 
196 ヰ⪅ C13 <࠶::>{>},, 
197 ヰ⪅ B13 ࡔࡅ࡝, ྲྀࢀ࡞ࡃ࡚::. 
198 ヰ⪅ A13 <࠺ࢇ>{<}. 
199 ヰ⪅ C13 <ࡗࡑ࠺>{>}࠿ࡶࡋࢀ<࡞࠸࡛ࡍࡡ>{<}. 
Ѝ200 ヰ⪅ A13 <࡛ࡶ>{>}, ࡛ࡶࡇࡢேࡣఱࡗ࡚ࡺࡗ࡚ࡿ͂ゝࡗ࡚࠸ࡿ̓[Ќ]?. 
201 ࠓỿ㯲 1.19⛊ࠔ 
Ѝ202 ヰ⪅ B13 ࠼ࡗ[Ќ], <ࢇ::>{<}. 
 
ࣛ࢖ࣥ 195ࠊ197ࡢⓎヰ࡛ࡣࠊヰ⪅ B13ࡣࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜࡢᒎ㛤࡟ࡘ࠸ ࡚ࠕ2ே࡛ྲྀࢁ࠺࡜ࡋ
ࡓࢇࡔࡅ࡝, ྲྀࢀ࡞ࡃ࡚::ࠖ࡜ᥦ᱌ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡑࢀ࡟ᑐࡋ࡚ࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 200 ࡛ࡣヰ⪅ A13 ࡣ
ࠕ࡛ࡶ, ࡇࡢேࡣఱࡗ࡚ࡺࡗ࡚ࡿ?ࠖ࡜⿵㊊ㄝ᫂ࢆồࡵࠊヰ⪅ B13 ࡟ࢱ࣮ࣥࢆΏࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ







































࠸ࡿࢩ࣮࡛ࣥ࠶ࡿࠋ࠙ࠕ࠙ ࡢࠖグྕࡣࠊ୰᩿ࡉࢀࡓⓎヰࠊࠕࠚࠚ ࡣࠖ୰᩿ࢆࡶࡓࡽࡋࡓⓎヰࢆ♧ࡍࠋ 
 
(111) [JM03] 
 88 ヰ⪅ C03 ࡇࢀࡣࡾࢇࡈⴠࡕ࡚ࡿࢇࡔࡼ࡞[Ќ]. 
89 ヰ⪅ B03 ࠺ࢇ. 
90 ࠓỿ㯲 3.02⛊ࠔ 
Ѝ91 ヰ⪅ B03 ⴠࡕ࡚ࡿ<ࡢࢆ>{<}࠙࠙ . 
Ѝ92 ヰ⪅ C03 ࠚࠚ <ࡇࢀ [࣮࢝ࢻ 11] >{>} ୍␒᭱ึࡌࡷ࡞࠸[Ќ]?. 
93 ヰ⪅ B03 ࠶::. 
  
ࣛ࢖ࣥ 91࡛ࡣࠊヰ⪅ B03ࡣ 3.02⛊ࡢỿ㯲ࡢᚋ࡟ࠕ⮬ᕫ㑅ᢥࠖ࡟ࡼࡗ࡚ࢱ࣮ࣥࢆྲྀࡾࠊ
⤮࣮࢝ࢻࡢෆᐜ࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ᥦ᱌ࢆࡋࡼ࠺࡜ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡋ࠿ࡋࠊࡑࡢ㏵୰࡛ヰ⪅ C03 ࡀ⤮࣮࢝
ࢻࡢ㡰␒࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ᥦ᱌ࢆ㏙࡭ጞࡵࠊヰ⪅ B03ࡢⓎヰࡢ୍㒊ࠕࡢࢆࠖ࡟ࠕࡇࢀࠖࢆ㔜ࡡࡿ㸦ࣛ




(112)  [RM02] 
Ѝ100 ヰ⪅ B22 =Mozhet < by`t`,  e`ti>{<}࠙࠙ . 
  PD\EH     WKHVH
  ከศࡇࡢ [Ⓨヰࢆ୰᩿]ࠋ 
Ѝ101 ヰ⪅ C22 ࠚࠚ <A  e`to  ix>{>},  e`to  ix,  ix  istoriya. 
  EXW LW  WKHLU  LW WKHLU WKHLU VWRU\
  ࡇࢀࡣᙼࡽࡢࠊࡇࢀࡣᙼࡽࡢࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜࡔࡼࠋ 
102 ヰ⪅ C22 Oni  rasskazy`vayut  tipa,  chto  by`lo  vchera,   
  WKH\ WHOO     NLQGBRI WKDW ZDV  \HVWHUGD\
  na<primer>{<},, 
  IRUBH[DPSOH   
103 ヰ⪅ B22 <A::>{>}. 
  DK
  ࠶࣮ࠋ 
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104 ヰ⪅ C22 dopus<tim>{<}. 
  DVVXPH
    ᙼࡽࡀ᫖᪥ࡢࡇ࡜ࢆヰࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ࡜࠿ࠋ 
 
ࣛ࢖ࣥ 100 ࡛ヰ⪅ B22 ࡣࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜࡢᒎ㛤࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ᥦ᱌ࢆヰࡋጞࡵࡿࡀࠊヰ⪅ C22 ࡣ
͆by`t` e`ti 㸦͇ࠕ[ከ]ศࡇࡢ 㸧ࠖࡢ㒊ศ࡟͆ A e`to ix 㸦͇ࠕࡇࢀࡣᙼࡽࡢ 㸧ࠖ࡜Ⓨヰࢆ㔜ࡡ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ
㔜࡞ࡾࢆཷࡅࡓヰ⪅ B22ࡣⓎヰࢆ୰᩿ࡋࠊヰ⪅ C22࡟ࢱ࣮ࣥࢆㆡࡗࡓᚋࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 103࡛⪺








 (113)ࡣ఍ヰཧຍ⪅ࡢ 2ேࡀ⤮࣮࢝ࢻࡢෆᐜ࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ヰࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࢩ࣮࡛ࣥ࠶ࡿࠋ 
 
(113)  [JM01] 
241 ヰ⪅ A01 ࠶, ࡛, <஦᝟ࡣ>{<},, 
Ѝ242 ヰ⪅ C01 <࠶, ぢࡘࡅ࡚[Ѝ]>{>}. 
243 ヰ⪅ A01 ஦᝟ヰࡋࡓࡳࡓ࠸࡞ឤࡌ࡛ࡍ࠿?. 
 
ࣛ࢖ࣥ 241 ࡛ࡣࠊヰ⪅ A01 ࡣࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜ࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ᥦ᱌ࢆヰࡋጞࡵࢱ࣮ࣥࢆྲྀࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ
ࡑࡋ࡚ࠊヰ⪅ C01ࡣ㐜ࢀ࡚ヰࡋጞࡵࡓࡓࡵࠊヰ⪅ A01ࡢⓎヰࡢ୍㒊ࠕ஦᝟ࡣࠖ࡜ࠕ࠶ࠊぢ





(114)  [RF07] 
170 ヰ⪅ C32 <tut  oni>{>}  zlyatsya,  chto  oni  ne  mogut   podnyat`  
  KHUH WKH\  EHBDQJU\  WKDW WKH\ QRW FDQ   OLIW
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  <kamen`  i   prosyat>{<},, 
  VWRQH  DQG DVN
Ѝ171 ヰ⪅ B32 <A  mozhet  oni>{>}. 
  DQG PD\EH  WKH\
  ከศᙼࡽࡣ [Ⓨヰࢆ୰᩿]ࠋ 
172 ヰ⪅ C32 ego?. 
  KLP
  ࡇࡇ࡛ᙼࡽࡀ▼ࢆᣢࡕୖࡆࡽࢀ࡞࠸࠿ࡽᛣࡗ࡚ࠊᙼ࡟㢗ࡴ࠿㸽 
173 ヰ⪅ C32 I   togda  e`to  vot..  kuda-to  tuda  <➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ>  
  DQG WKHQ  WKLV KHUH VRPHZKHUH  WKHUH
  vpisy`vaetsya. 
  ILWBLQ
  ࡑ࠺ࡋࡓࡽࠊࡇࢀࡣࡑࡢ㎶࡟ධࡿࠋ 
174 ࠓỿ㯲 1.54⛊ࠔ 
Ѝ175 ヰ⪅ B32 A   mozhet,  oni  poruga::lis`,, 
  DQG PD\EH   WKH\ TXDUUHOHG
176 ヰ⪅ A32 <➗࠸> 
177 ヰ⪅ B32 i   on  ot  e`togo  idyot  takoj  pechal`ny`j. 
  DQG KH  IURP WKLV  JRHV  VXFK  VDG
    ᙼࡽ࡜႖ვࡋࡓ࠿ࡽࠊᙼࡣᝒࡋࢇ࡛Ṍ࠸࡚࠸ࡿࡢ࠿ࡶࡋࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ 
 
ࣛ࢖ࣥ 170࡛ヰ⪅ C32ࡣ͆oni zlyatsya, chto oni ne mogut podnyat` 㸦͇ࠕᙼࡽࡀ[▼ࢆ]ᣢ
ࡕୖࡆࡽࢀ࡞࠸࠿ࡽᛣࡗ࡚࠸ࡿ 㸧ࠖ࡜ࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜࡢᒎ㛤࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ᥦ᱌ࢆ㏙࡭ጞࡵ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡑ
ࡢ㏵୰࡛ヰ⪅ B32ࡣ␗࡞ࡿᥦ᱌ࢆᛮ࠸ࡘ࠸࡚๭ࡾ㎸ࢇ࡛ࡋࡲ࠺㸦ࣛ࢖ࣥ 171㸧ࠋヰ⪅ B32ࡢ
๭ࡾ㎸ࡳ࡟ࡼࡗ࡚ࠊヰ⪅ C32ࡢⓎヰࡢ୍㒊͆kamen` i prosyat 㸦͇ࠕ▼ࠊࡑࡋ࡚㢗ࡴ 㸧ࠖ࡜ヰ
⪅ B32ࡢⓎヰ͆A mozhet oni 㸦͇ࠕከศᙼࡽࡣ 㸧ࠖࡀ㔜࡞ࡿࠋࡋ࠿ࡋࠊヰ⪅஺᭰ࢩࢫࢸ࣒࡛ࡣ
ඛ࡟ヰࡋጞࡵࡓࡶࡢࡀⓎヰᶒࢆᣢࡘࡓࡵࠊヰ⪅ B32 ࡣⓎヰࢆ୰᩿ࡋࢱ࣮ࣥࢆ᧔ᅇࡍࡿࠋࡑ
ࡋ࡚ࠊヰ⪅ C32ࡣࣛ࢖ࣥ 173࡛ࢱ࣮ࣥࢆ⤊஢ࡋࡓᚋࠊヰ⪅ B32ࡣ୰᩿ࡋࡓⓎヰ͆ A mozhet 























 ]80FJ[  )511(
 .}<{>]Ў[࡛ࡈ<ࢇࡾ࡜ᒾ ,ࡷࡌ ,࡜..ᒾ 31A ⪅ヰ 03
 .]ࡍ࠿ືࢆ01 ࢻ࣮࢝[ ࡔࡈࢇࡾࡶࢀࡇ}>{>::ࢀࡇ< 31C ⪅ヰ 13Ѝ
 ,,ࡈࢇࡾࡶࢀࡇ 31A ⪅ヰ 23
 .}<{> ]2 ࢻ࣮࢝[ ?]Ќ[ᒾ<ࡣࢀࡇ 31B ⪅ヰ 33
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⪅ C13ࡣヰ⪅ A13ࡢⓎヰᶒ࡟㓄៖ࡋゝࠊ ࠸ࡼ࡝ࡳ࡟ࡼࡗ࡚⮬ศࡢⓎヰࡢ㐍⾜ࢆ㐜ࡽࡏ࡚࠸
ࡿࠋ 
 ᪥ᮏㄒࡢࢹ࣮ࢱ࡛ࡳࡽࢀࡓࠕᘏఙࠖࡢゝ࠸ࡼ࡝ࡳ㸦ࠕࡇࢀ:: ࠖࠊࠕぢࡓ:: ࠖࠊࠕࡓࡪࢇ:: ࠖࠊࠕࡑ





(116)  [RF06] 
416 ヰ⪅ C31 <A  mozhet>{>}  eshhyo  chego-nibud`  poprobuem?. 
  DQGPD\EH    HOVH  VRPHWKLQJ   WU\
  ௚࡟ࡶఱ࠿ࡸࡗ࡚ࡳ࡞࠸㸽 
417 ヰ⪅ A31 Nu  shha ‘sejchas’,  vot  ya  <dumayu[Ў]>{<}. 
  ZHOO QRZ     KHUH ,   WKLQN
  ࡲ࠶ࠊࡕࡻࡗ࡜ᚅࡗ࡚ࠋ࡝࠺ࡋࡼ࠺࠿࡜⪃࠼࡚࠸ࡿࠋ 
Ѝ418 ヰ⪅ C31 <N::am>{>}  dolgo    prosto  eshhyo  varit`sya   zdes`. 
  WRBXV   IRUBDBORQJBWLPH MXVW  VWLOO   VWHZVSHQGBWLPH KHUH
 ࡲࡔ㛗࠸᫬㛫ࡇࡇ࡟࠸࡞࠸࡜࠸ࡅ࡞࠸ࡅ࡝ࠋ 
 
 (116)࡛ࡣࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 417ࡢ͆dumayu[Ў] 㸦͇ࠕ⪃࠼࡚࠸ࡿ 㸧ࠖ࡜ࣛ࢖ࣥ 418 ࡢ͆ N::am 㸦͇ࠕ⚾













(117)  [JM01] 
 273 ヰ⪅ B01 ࡞ࢇ࠿, <㏵୰>{<},, 
Ѝ274 ヰ⪅ A01 <ࡕࡻࡗ..ࡕࡻࡗ..ࡕࡻࡗ>{>},, 
 275 ヰ⪅ B01 ᙉᘬ࡞. 
 276 ヰ⪅ A01 ࢇ<➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ>ࡕࡻࡗ࡜ᙉᘬ࡞ゎ㔘ࡀ. 
 






(118)  [JF09] 
 95 ヰ⪅ C14 ࡛, ࠓỿ㯲 2.06⛊ࠔ࡛, ࡝ࡗ࠿࡟ࡇ࠺࠸࠺ࡢ [࣮࢝ࢻ 3] ࡀ<ධࡿ࡜࠿>{<},, 
Ѝ96 ヰ⪅ A14 <ࡇ..ࡇࢀࡣ[Ќ]?>{>}. 
 97 ヰ⪅ C14 ࡛ࡍ࠿ࡡ?. 
 98 ヰ⪅ A14 ▼[Ќ]?. 
 
 ᪥ᮏㄒࡢࢹ࣮ࢱ࡟ࡳࡽࢀࡓࠕ࡜ࡂࢀ ࢱࠖ࢖ࣉࡢゝ࠸ࡼ࡝ࡳࡣࠊ୺࡟ㄒࡢ᭱ึࡢ㸯ᢿ࡟ฟ⌧





(119)  [RF08] 
77 ヰ⪅ B33 Pobezhali  za  e`tim  <yablokom[Ќ]>{<},, 
  UDQ    IRU WKLV DSSOH   
Ѝ78 ヰ⪅ C33 <Po..pobezhali>{>},  naverno,  vot  tak  vot   i::  ne  smogli  
  UDQ      SUREDEO\ OLNHBWKLV KHUH  DQG QRW FRXOG
  ego  dostat`. 
  LW  JHW
147 
 
  ከศࠊࡇ࠺㉮ࡗ࡚ࠊྲྀࢀ࡞࠿ࡗࡓࠋ 
79 ヰ⪅ B33 potom  podumali  ka::men`[Ќ],  navernoe,  pritashhit`  tut[Ѝ]. 




 ヰ⪅ B33 ࡣࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 77 ࡛ඛ࡟ᥦ᱌ࢆ㏙࡭ጞࡵ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡑࡢ㏵୰࡛ヰ⪅ C33 ࡣ
͆yablokom[Ќ] 㸦͇ࠕࡾࢇࡈ 㸧ࠖ࡟͆Po..pobezhali 㸦͇ࠕ㉮ࡗࡓ 㸧ࠖ࡜㔜ࡡࠊヰ⪅ B33ࡢᥦ᱌ෆ




㸦͆ po..potom ͇ࠕࡑࡋ࡚ ࠖ͆ࠊ u..u ͇ࠕᡤ᭷ࢆ⾲ࡍ๓⨨モ ࠖ͆ࠊ lo..logichnej ͇ࠕࡼࡾㄽ⌮ⓗ࡟ ࠖࠊ 
͆vo..vot ͇ࠕᣦ♧ຓモ ࠖ͆ࠊ ya..yajcza ͇ࠕ༸ ࠖ͆ࠊ pe..pered ͇ࠕ๓ 㸧ࠖࡢࡳ࡞ࡽࡎࠊ༢⊂ࡢᏊ㡢ࡢ
ᚋ㸦͆ sm..smotrite ͇ࠕぢ࡚ࡃࢀ ࠖ͆ࠊ p..podsadi ͇ࠕ஌ࡏ࡚ࡃࢀ ࠖ͆ࠊ n..ne  ͇ࠕྰᐃຓモ 㸧ࠖࡶࡳ
ࡽࢀࡿࠋ 





(120)  [JF07] 
40 ヰ⪅ B12 ࢇ, ࡇࢀ.. [࣮࢝ࢻ 6] <➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ> ศ࠿ࢇ࡞࠸=. 
41 ヰ⪅ B12 =ఱࡢ <➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ> <ࢩ࣮ࣥ[Ў]?>{<}.  
Ѝ42 ヰ⪅ A12 <࡞ࢇ࠿>{>}, ࡇࢀࢆ[Ќ] [࣮࢝ࢻ 3],, 
43 ヰ⪅ B12 ࠺ࢇ. 
44 ヰ⪅ A12 ࡞ࢇ࠿, ᒾࢆ<㏥ࡅ࡚ࡿ>{<}. 
 
 ヰ⪅ B12ࡣࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 40࡛⤮࣮࢝ࢻ࡟ᥥ࠿ࢀ࡚࠸ࡿෆᐜ࡟ࡘ࠸࡚␲ၥࢆ㏙࡭࡚࠸ࡿࠋヰ⪅









(121)  [RM05] 
208 ヰ⪅ A25 Vot  on  kogda  poshyol[↑]. 
  KHUH KH ZKHQ  ZHQW
  ࡇࢀࡣᙼࡀṌ࠸࡚࠸ࡿ᫬ࡔࠋ 
209 ヰ⪅ A25 Gde?. 
  ZKHUH
  ࡝ࡇࡔ㸽 
210 ヰ⪅ A25 А::,  pochemu  syuda,ࠓỿ㯲 1.63⛊ࠔ pochemu  on  
  DK  ZK\   KHUH      ZK\   KH 
  syuda?. 
  KHUH
  ࠶࣮ࠊ࡞ࡐࡇࡇ࡟ࠊ࡞ࡐᙼࡣࡇࡇ࡟ [᮶ࡓ]㸽 
211 ࠓỿ㯲 0.87⛊ࠔ 
212 ヰ⪅ C25 A   on  v  e`to  vremya  <idyot[↓]>{<}. 
  DQG KH DW WKLV WLPH  JRHV
  ᙼࡣࡑࡢ᫬Ṍ࠸࡚࠸ࡿࡼࠋ 
Ѝ213 ヰ⪅ B25 <Nu>{>} ࠓỿ㯲 0.80⛊ࠔ  nu,  <kstati,  da,  mozhno   
  ZHOO      ZHOO  E\BWKHBZD\ \HV LWBLVBSRVVLEOH
  tak   sdelat`[↓]>{<}. 
  OLNHBWKLV GR
    ࡲ࠶ࠊࡲ࠶ࠊࡑ࠺ゝ࠼ࡤࡑ࠺ࡔࡡࠊࡑࢀ࡛࠸ࡅࡿࠋ 
  
 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 208࡛ࡣࠊヰ⪅ A25ࡣࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜᒎ㛤࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ᥦ᱌ࢆ㏙࡭ጞࡵ࡚࠸ࡿࡀࠊࢫࢺ࣮
࣮ࣜసࡾ࡟⾜ࡁワࡲࡾࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 210 ࡛͆ pochemu on syuda? 㸦͇ࠕ࡞ࡐᙼࡣࡇࡇ࡟[᮶ࡓ]㸽 㸧ࠖ
࡜␲ၥࢆ㏙࡭࡚࠸ࡿࠋ0.87⛊ࡢỿ㯲ࡢᚋ࡟ヰ⪅ C25ࡣࠕ⮬ᕫ㑅ᢥ ࠖࡋ͆ࠊ A on v e`to vremya 
idyot[Ў]㸦͇ࠕᙼࡣࡑࡢ᫬Ṍ࠸࡚࠸ࡿࡼ 㸧ࠖ࡜ヰ⪅ A25ࡢ␲ၥ࡟⟅࠼࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡑࡋ࡚ࠊヰ⪅ B25
149 
 
ࡣヰ⪅ C25ࡢⓎヰࡢ୍㒊͆idyot[Ў] 㸦͇ࠕṌ࠸࡚࠸ࡿ 㸧ࠖ࡟ࣇ࢕࣮ࣛࡢ͆nu 㸦͇ࠕࡲ࠶ 㸧ࠖࢆ㔜





Ⓨヰࢆጞࡵ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡉࡽ࡟ࠊヰ⪅ B25 ࡣ 0.80 ⛊ࡢ㛫ࢆྲྀࡾࠊヰ⪅ C25 ࡢⓎヰࡀ⤊஢ࡋࡓ
ࡇ࡜ࢆ☜ㄆࡋ࡚࠿ࡽࣇ࢕࣮ࣛࢆ⧞ࡾ㏉ࡋࠊⓎヰࢆ⥆ࡅࡿࠋ 












⾲ 18 Ⓨヰࡢ㔜࡞ࡾ࡟࠾ࡅࡿゝ࠸ࡼ࡝ࡳࡢẚ㍑ 
 ᘏఙ(㸣) ࡜ࡂࢀ(㸣) ࣇ࢕࣮ࣛࡢᤄධ(㸣) ゝ࠸ᾷࡳࡢ⥲ᩘ 
᪥ᮏㄒ 5 (16.67) 15 (50.00) 10  (33.33) 30 (100.00) 
ࣟࢩ࢔ㄒ 8 (18.18) 15 (34.09) 21  (47.73) 44 (100.00) 
    n.s. 
 



















ࠊ㝆௨ࠋࡿ࠸࡚ࡗ࡞㔜࡛ᡤ⟠࠸࡞ࡣ࡛PRT ࡀヰⓎࡢ511 ࣥ࢖ࣛࡧࡼ࠾411 ࣥ࢖ࣛࠋࡿ࠶࡛
 ࠋࡍ♧࡛ࠖЍࠕࢆࡢࡶࡍ࡞ࢆࠖヰⓎྠඹࠕ
 
 ]30MJ[  )221(
 .ࡡࡍ࡛ࢇࡿ࡞࠺ࡇࡣࡇࡇ ,ࡷࡌ 30B ⪅ヰ 311
 .}<{>͇࠸::ࡋḧࡀࡈࢇࡾ<ࡶࡕࡓ൅͆ ,࡛ 30C ⪅ヰ 411Ѝ
 .}>{>࡞࠸ࡓࡳ͇࠸ࡓࡾྲྀࢆࡈࢇࡾ͆< 30A ⪅ヰ 511Ѝ
 .ࢇ࠺ 30B ⪅ヰ 611
 ࠔ⛊23.3 㯲ỿࠓ 711
 .ࡣே2 ,::࡚ࡗࡃ࡞ࢀྲྀ ,࡝ࡅࡿྲྀ࡚ࡃࡓࡾྲྀ 30A ⪅ヰ 811
 
࠸࡚ࡵጞࡋヰࢆࣇࣜࢭࡢ࣮ࢱࢡࣛࣕ࢟࡜ ͇ࠖࡶࡕࡓ൅ ͆ࠊ࡛ࠕࡣ30C ⪅ヰࠊࡣ࡛411 ࣥ࢖ࣛ 
ヰࡘࡘࡡ㔜࡜ ͇ࠖ࠸ࡓࡾྲྀࢆࡈࢇࡾ ͆ࠕࠊࡋ ணࢆࡁ⥆ࡢࡑࡣ30A ⪅ヰࠊࡣ࡛511 ࣥ࢖ࣛࠋࡿ
࡙࠸࠶࡜ࠖࢇ࠺ࠕ࡚ࡋ࡜ᡭࡁ⪺ࡣ30B ⪅ヰࠊ࡚ࡋᑐ࡟ࢀࡑࠋࡿ࠸࡚ࡋᡂ᏶ࢆヰⓎࡢ30C ⪅







(123)  [RF10] 
Ѝ51 ヰ⪅ C35 ࠚࠚ =Vot  snachala,  vot  e`ti,  navernoe,  <idut  k  derevu>{<}. 
  KHUH ILUVW   KHUH WKHVH SUREDEO\  JR WR WUHH
  ᭱ึࡣከศࡇࡢᏊࡓࡕࡀᮌࡢ࡜ࡇࢁ࡟⾜ࡃࠋ 
Ѝ52 ヰ⪅ A35 <Razgovarivayut,  da[↓],  potom>{>}  vot  e`::tot. 
  WDON     \HV  WKHQ   KHUH WKLV
  ヰࡋ࡚࠸࡚ࠊࡑ࠺ࡔࡡࠊࡑࡋ࡚ࡇࡢᏊࡀ [ࡸࡗ࡚ࡃࡿ]ࠋ 
 
 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 51࡛ࡣࠊヰ⪅ C35ࡣ͆Vot snachala, vot e`ti, navernoe 㸦͇ࠕ᭱ึࡇࡢᏊࡓࡕࡀከ
ศ 㸧ࠖ࡜ࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜ࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ヰࡋጞࡵ࡚࠸ࡿࡀ͆ࠊ navernoe 㸦͇ࠕከศ 㸧ࠖࡢᚋ࡟ヰ⪅ A35 ࡣ





⾲ 19 Ⓨヰࡢ㔜࡞ࡾ࡟࠾ࡅࡿࠕඹྠⓎヰࠖ 
 ࠕඹྠⓎヰࠖ(㸣) TRP࡛ࡣ࡞࠸⟠ᡤ࡟࠾ࡅࡿ 
Ⓨヰࡢ㔜࡞ࡾࡢ⥲ᩘ 
᪥ᮏㄒ 38 (13.97) 272 (100.00) 
ࣟࢩ࢔ㄒ 29  (6.21) 467 (100.00) 
  p<.001 
 
 ࠕඹྠⓎヰࠖࡢ㔞ⓗศᯒࡢ⤖ᯝ࠿ࡽࡶࠊࠕゝ࠸ࡼ࡝ࡳࠖ࡟㛵ࡍࡿ⤖ᯝ࠿ࡽ♧၀ࡉࢀࡓࡼ࠺














ࢪࢆྲྀࡾୖࡆࠊPrince, Frader and Bosk (1982)࡟ࡼࡿ࣊ࢵࢪࡢศ㢮࡟ᇶ࡙࠸ࡓศᯒ⤖ᯝࢆ
♧ࡍࠋ 
 3.2.4.2࡛㏙࡭ࡓࡼ࠺࡟ࠊPrince, Frader and Bosk (1982)ࡣࠊ࣊ࢵࢪࢆࠕ㏆ఝ⾲⌧ࠖ࠾ࡼ
ࡧࠕಖㆤ⾲⌧ࠖࡢ 2ࡘ࡟ศ㢮ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࠕ㏆ఝ⾲⌧ࠖ࡜ࡣࠊ࿨㢟ෆᐜࡢ┿ഇࢆᕥྑࡍࡿ⾲⌧
ࡢࡇ࡜࡛࠶ࡿ㸦͆ somehow ͇͆ࠊ sort of ͇͆ࠊ a little bit͇➼㸧( Prince, Frader and Bosk 1982, 
p.86)ࠋ୍᪉ࠊࠕಖㆤ⾲⌧ࠖ࡜ࡣࠊ࿨㢟࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ヰࡋᡭࡢ☜ಙࡢᗘྜ࠸ࢆ⾲ࡍ⾲⌧ࡢࡇ࡜࡛࠶














᪥ᮏㄒ 223 (39.96) 335 (60.04) 558  (100.00) 





⾲ 21 ࠕᥦ᱌ࠖ࡟࠾ࡅࡿ࣊ࢵࢪࡢẚ㍑ 
 ಖㆤ⾲⌧(㸣) ㏆ఝ⾲⌧(㸣) ྜィ 
᪥ᮏㄒ 307 (53.58) 266 (46.42) 573  (100.00) 




















⾲ 22 ࠕᖹླྀᆺࠖࡢⓎヰ࡟࠾ࡅࡿ࣊ࢵࢪࡢ᭷↓ 
 ࣊ࢵࢪࢆྵࡴⓎヰᩥ(㸣) ࣊ࢵࢪࢆྵࡲ࡞࠸Ⓨヰᩥ(㸣) ࠕᖹླྀᆺࠖⓎヰࡢ
⥲Ⓨヰᩥᩘ
᪥ᮏㄒ 164 (52.40) 149 (47.60) 313  (100.00) 





⾲ 23 ࠕᖹླྀᆺࠖࡢⓎヰ࡟࠾ࡅࡿ࣊ࢵࢪࡢẚ㍑ 
 ಖㆤ⾲⌧(㸣) ㏆ఝ⾲⌧(㸣) ྜィ 
᪥ᮏㄒ 119 (41.90) 165 (58.10) 289  (100.00) 









                                                   







 ࠋ)42 ⾲(ࡓࡗ࠿ከࡀࠖศከࠕࡧࡼ࠾ࠖ࠸࡞ࢀࡋࡶ࠿㹼ࠕࡍ⾲ࢆᛶ⬟ྍࠖࠊ ࡿࡍࡀࡌឤ
 
 05ࢪࢵ࣊ࡿࡅ࠾࡟ヰⓎࡢࠖᆺླྀᖹࠕࡢㄒᮏ᪥ 42 ⾲
 )㸣(ᩘᅇ ⌧⾲ఝ㏆ )㸣(ᩘᅇ ⌧⾲ㆤಖ










   )79.51(91 ศከ
   )67.11(41 ࠸࡞ࢀࡋࡶ࠿㹼
    
 76 ௚ࡢࡑ 32 ௚ࡢࡑ
    




 ]60FJ[  )421(
 ࠸࠸::࠶͆ ,::࡚࡚࡭㣗 ,::࡚<࡚ࡗྲྀࡈࢇࡾ::࡛ே1 ࡟ඛ::ࡀᏊࡢࡇ= 11C ⪅ヰ 001Ѝ
 .}<{>࡞࠸ࡓࡳ͇::࡞  
 .}>{>::࡚ࡋ࡜࠺ࢁྲྀࡈࢇࡾ ,::࡚࡚ࡗ͇::࡞࠸࠸ ,ࡗ࠶͆< 11A ⪅ヰ 101
 .ࢇ::࠺ 11B ⪅ヰ 201
 ࠔ⛊44.1 㯲ỿࠓ 301
 .?]Ў[ ::࡞࠿ 11C ⪅ヰ 401
 .>࠸➗<::ࡓࡆ࠶࡚ࡅຓ ,ࡽ࠿࠸࡞ࢀྲྀ 11A ⪅ヰ 501
 .ࡡࡍ࡛࠺ࡑࡾ࠶ ,::࠶ 11C ⪅ヰ 601
 >࠸➗< 11A ⪅ヰ 701
 .]4 ࢻ࣮࢝[ ࡞࠸ࡓࡳࡓࡗ࡞࠺ࡇ ,ࡽࡓࡋ࠺ࡑ 11C ⪅ヰ 801Ѝ







 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 100 ࠾ࡼࡧࣛ࢖ࣥ 108 ࡢⓎヰࡣヰ⪅ C11 ࡢᥦ᱌࡛࠶ࡿࠋヰ⪅ C11 ࡣ୧᪉ࡢⓎヰ
࡛࣊ࢵࢪࡢࠕ㹼ࡳࡓ࠸࡞ࠖ࡟ࡼࡗ࡚᩿ᐃࢆ㑊ࡅࠊᥦ᱌ࡢ࿨㢟ෆᐜࢆ᭕᫕࡟ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࣛ࢖ࣥ




☜࡟ࡍࡿ͆␲ၥモ㸩-to / -nibud` 㸦͇ࠕ࠶ࡿ㹼㸭㹼࠿ 㸧ࠖࡀ᭱ࡶከ࠿ࡗࡓࠋ௚࡟ࠊᵝែࡢ⾲⌧
͆tipa /͇͆ kak by` 㸦͇ࠕ㹼ࡳࡓ࠸㸦࡞㸭࡟㸧ࠖ㸧࠾ࡼࡧゝ࠸࠿࠼ࡢ⾲⌧͆ to est` 㸦͇ࠕࡍ࡞ࢃࡕ 㸧ࠖ
ࡀከࡃࡳࡽࢀࡓࠋࠕಖㆤ⾲⌧࡛ࠖࡣࠊヰࡋᡭࡢ୺ほⓗ࡞ぢゎ࡛࠶ࡿࡇ࡜ࢆ♧ࡍ͆(mne) 
kazhetsya 㸦͇ࠕ㸦⚾ࡣ㸧㹼ࡼ࠺࡞Ẽࡀࡍࡿ 㸧ࠖ͆ࠊ (ya) dumayu 㸦͇ࠕ㸦⚾ࡣ㸧㹼࡜ᛮ࠺ 㸧ࠖࠊྍ⬟ᛶ
ࢆ⾲ࡍ͆mozhet (by`t`) 㸦͇ࠕ㹼࠿ࡶࡋࢀ࡞࠸ 㸧ࠖ࠾ࡼࡧ͆naverno(e) 㸦͇ࠕከศ 㸧ࠖࡀከ࠿ࡗࡓ
(⾲ 25㸧ࠋ 
 
⾲ 25 ࣟࢩ࢔ㄒࡢࠕᖹླྀᆺࠖࡢⓎヰ࡟࠾ࡅࡿ࣊ࢵࢪ 
ಖㆤ⾲⌧ ᅇᩘ(㸣) ㏆ఝ⾲⌧ ᅇᩘ(㸣) 
(mne) kazhetsya ࠕ㹼ࡼ࠺࡞Ẽࡀࡍࡿ  ࠖ
(ya) dumayu ࠕ㹼࡜ᛮ࠺ࠖ 
(ya) predpolagayu/ 
(ya) podozrevayuࠕ㹼࡜᥎ ࡍࡿࠖ 
(ya) schitayu ࠕ㹼࡜⪃࠼ࡿࠖ 
ya tak ponimayu ࠕ㹼࡜⌮ゎࡍࡿࠖ 
78(36.79) ␲ၥモ㸩-to / -nibud` 
ࠕ࠶ࡿ㹼㸭㹼࠿ࠖ 
47(21.46) 
mozhet (by`t`) / vozmozhno 
ࠕ㹼࠿ࡶࡋࢀ࡞࠸ࠖ 
41(19.34) tipa ࠕ~ࡳࡓ࠸(࡞㸭࡟)ࠖ 37(16.89) 
naverno(e) ࠕከศࠖ 40(18.87) to est` / to bish` ࠕࡍ࡞ࢃࡕ  ࠖ 25(11.42) 
  kak by` ࠕ㹼࠿ࡢࡼ࠺࡟ࠖ 23(10.50) 
    
ࡑࡢ௚ 53 ࡑࡢ௚ 87 
    







(125)  [RM04]  
80 ヰ⪅ C24 Nado,  mne  kazhetsya,  po  kakim-to  vzaimosvyazyam  
  LWBLVBQHFHVVDU\WRBPH VHHPV E\ VRPH LQWHUUHODWLRQV
  logicheskim  ix  vy`straivat`  po-tixonechku  nachinat`. 
  ORJLFDO WKHP OLQHBXS JUDGXDOO\ WRBEHJLQ
  ఱࡽ࠿ࡢㄽ⌮ⓗ࡞㛵㐃ᛶ࡛ᑡࡋࡎࡘࡇࢀ [⤮࣮࢝ࢻ] ࢆ୪࡭ጞࡵ࡞࠸࡜࠸ 
  ࡅ࡞࠸ ࡼ࠺࡞Ẽࡀࡍࡿࠋ 
81 ࠓỿ㯲 0.82⛊ࠔ 
82 ヰ⪅ C24 <Vot  e`ti  vot[Ѝ]>{<}࠙࠙ . 
  KHUH WKHVH KHUH
  ࡇࢀࢆࠋ 
 
 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 80ࡢⓎヰࡣヰ⪅ C24ࡢᥦ᱌࡛࠶ࡿࠋࡇࡢⓎヰ࡛ࡣࠊ2✀㢮ࡢ࣊ࢵࢪࡀࡳࡽࢀࡿࠋ
ࠕಖㆤ⾲⌧࡛ࠖ ᭱ࡶከ࠿ࡗ͆ࡓ (mne) kazhetsya 㸦͇ࠕ㸦⚾ࡣ㸧㹼ࡼ࠺࡞Ẽࡀࡍࡿ 㸧ࠖ࠾ࡼࡧࠕ㏆
ఝ⾲⌧࡛ࠖ᭱ࡶከ࠿ࡗࡓ͆␲ၥモ㸩-to / -nibud` 㸦͇ࠕ࠶ࡿ㹼㸭㹼࠿ 㸧࡛ࠖ࠶ࡿࠋ 
ࣛ࢖ࣥ 80 ࡢ࿨㢟ෆᐜࡣࠕㄽ⌮ⓗ࡞㛵ಀࢆᡭ᥃࠿ࡾ࡟ࡋ࡚[⤮࣮࢝ࢻࢆ]୪࡭ࡿࠖ࡜࠸࠺ࡇ
࡜࡛࠶ࡿࡀࠊヰ⪅ C24 ࡣࠊᥦ᱌ࡢⓎヰ⾜Ⅽࡀࡶࡓࡽࡍ㈇ᢸᗘࢆ㍍ῶࡍࡿࡓࡵ࡟ࠊࡲࡎࠊ␲
ၥᙧᐜモࡢ͆kakim-to 㸦͇ࠕఱ࠿ࡢ 㸧ࠖ࡟ࡼࡗ࡚ಟ㣭ࡢᑐ㇟࡜࡞ࡿ͆vzaimosvyazyam 㸦͇ࠕ㛵
ಀ 㸧ࠖࢆ୙᫂☜࡟ࡍࡿࠋࡉࡽ࡟ࠊᥦ᱌ࡢෆᐜࡣࠕヰࡋᡭࡢ୺ほⓗ࡞ぢゎ࡛࠶ࡿࠖࡇ࡜ࢆ♧ࡍ
͆(mne) kazhetsya 㸦͇ࠕ㸦⚾ࡣ㸧㹼ࡼ࠺࡞Ẽࡀࡍࡿ 㸧ࠖ࡟ࡼࡗ࡚࿨㢟ෆᐜ࡟ᑐࡍࡿ☜ಙᗘࢆୗ
ࡆࡿࠋࡇࡢ౛࡛≉࡟ὀពࡋ࡚࠾ࡁࡓ࠸ࡢࡣ͆ kakim-to 㸦͇ࠕఱ࠿ࡢ 㸧ࠖ࡜͆ vzaimosvyazyam͇
㸦ࠕ㛵ಀ 㸧ࠖࡢಟ㣭㛵ಀ࡛࠶ࡿࠋࣛ࢖ࣥ 80ࡢⓎヰ࡛ࡣ͆ࠊ vzaimosvyazyam 㸦͇ࠕ㛵ಀ 㸧ࠖࡢᚋ


































᪥ᮏㄒ 169 (69.55)  74 (30.45) 243  (100.00) 





















⾲ 27 ࠕ␲ၥᆺࠖࡢⓎヰ࡟࠾ࡅࡿ࣊ࢵࢪࡢẚ㍑ 
 ಖㆤ⾲⌧(㸣) ㏆ఝ⾲⌧(㸣) ྜィ 
᪥ᮏㄒ 187  (65.61) 98 (34.39) 285 (100.00) 






ྰᐃ⾲⌧ྠࠊ ពせồࢆ♧ࡍ⤊ຓモࡢࠕ㹼ࡡ ࠖ࡞࡝ࡢࡼ࠺࡞ࠕಖㆤ⾲⌧ ࠖࡀከࡃࡳࡽࢀࡓࠋࠕ㏆
ఝ⾲⌧࡛ࠖࡣࠊఏ⪺࣭ᘬ⏝ࡢ⾲⌧ࡢࠕ㹼ࡗ࡚ࠊ㹼࡜ࠊ 㹼ࡗ࡚࠸࠺ࠊ 㹼ࡗ࡚࠸࠺ࡩ࠺ࠊ 㹼
ࡗ࡚ࡇ࡜ࠊ㹼࡜࠸࠺ࡇ࡜ ࠖࠊᵝែࢆ⾲ࡍࠕ㹼ࡳࡓ࠸㸦࡞㸭࡟㸧ࠊ㹼ࡼ࠺㸦࡞㸭࡟㸧ࠖ ࠾ࡼࡧࠕ㹼
ឤࡌ ࠖࠊิᣲࢆ⾲ࡍࠕ㹼࡜࠿ࠖࡀ᭱ࡶከ࠿ࡗࡓ(⾲ 28)ࠋ 
 
⾲ 28 ᪥ᮏㄒࡢࠕ␲ၥᆺࠖⓎヰ࡟࠾ࡅࡿ࣊ࢵࢪ 
ಖㆤ⾲⌧ ᅇᩘ(㸣) ㏆ఝ⾲⌧ ᅇᩘ(㸣) 
㹼࠿࡞ 54(28.88) 㹼ࡗ࡚ࠊ㹼࡜ࠊ㹼ࡗ࡚࠸࠺ࠊ 
㹼ࡗ࡚ࡇ࡜ 
23(23.47) 
ྰᐃ⾲⌧ 48(25.57) 㹼ឤࡌ 21(21.43) 
㹼ࡡ 28(14.97) 㹼ࡳࡓ࠸(࡞㸭࡟)ࠊ㹼ࡼ࠺(࡞㸭࡟) 19(19.39) 
  㹼࡜࠿ 10(10.20) 
    
ࡑࡢ௚ 57 ࡑࡢ௚ 25 
    




 (126)ࡣࠊヰ⪅ B16ࡀࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜࡢᒎ㛤࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ࠕᥦ᱌ࠖࢆࡋ࡚࠸ࡿሙ㠃࡛࠶ࡿࠋ 
 
(126)  [JF11] 
169 ヰ⪅ C16 =࡛ࡶࡑ࠺ࡍࡿ࡜, ࡇࡢ<2␒ࡗ࡚ఱ࡞ࢇࡔࢁ࠺?>{<},, 
170 ヰ⪅ B16 <ࡑ࠺ࡍࡿ࡜>{>},, 
 951
 
 .}>{>>࠸➗<ࢇ::࠺< 61A ⪅ヰ 171
 .࡞࠸ࡓࡳ 61C ⪅ヰ 271
 ,,}<{>࡞࠸ࡓࡳ<>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗<࠸࡞ࡏ࠿ື࡚ࡗࡸ࠺ࡇ 61B ⪅ヰ  371
 .}>{>>࠸➗<::࠶< 61A ⪅ヰ 471
 .}<{>࠺ࡷࡕࡗ࡞<࡟ࡌឤ 61B ⪅ヰ 571
 .࠿ࡗࡑ ,::࠶}>{> ,::࠶::࠶< 61C ⪅ヰ 671
 ]ࡢ࠸ᡶတ[ 61A ⪅ヰ 771
 ࠔ⛊74.3 㯲ỿࠓ 871
 ,,]Ќ[ࡃ⾜࡟ࡕࡗࡇ࡛ࢀࡑ ,࡛ 61B ⪅ヰ 971Ѝ
 .ࢇ::࠺ 61A ⪅ヰ 081
 .}<{>?]Ў[ ::࡞࠿<ࡢ 61B ⪅ヰ 181Ѝ
 .}>{>ࢇ࠺< 61C ⪅ヰ 281  
 
ヰⓎࡢࠖᆺၥ␲ࠕࡧࡼ࠾㸧571ࠊ371ࠊ071 ࣥ࢖ࣛ㸦ヰⓎࡢࠖᆺླྀᖹࠕࡣ᱌ᥦࡢ61B ⪅ヰ  
ヰࠊࡣ࡛ヰⓎࡢࠖᆺླྀᖹࠕࡿࡓࢃ࡟571ࠊ371ࠊ071 ࣥ࢖ࣛࠋࡿ࡞ࡽ࠿㸧181ࠊ971 ࣥ࢖ࣛ㸦













/ 㸧ࠖ ?ࡻࡋ࡛࠺ࡑࠕ㸦͇ ?ad͆ࡢၥ␲ຍ௜ࡍ♧ࢆồせពྠࠊࡓࡲࠋࡓࡗ࠿ከࡶ᭱ࡀ㸧ࠖ ࠸࡞ࢀࡋ





୙᫂☜࡟ࡍࡿ͆␲ၥモ㸩-to / -nibud` 㸦͇ࠕ࠶ࡿ㹼ࠊ㹼࠿ 㸧ࠖࡸゝ࠸࠿࠼ࡢ⾲⌧͆to est` 㸦͇ࠕࡍ
࡞ࢃࡕ 㸧ࠖࡀከ࠿ࡗࡓࠋ 
 
⾲ 29 ࣟࢩ࢔ㄒࡢࠕ␲ၥᆺࠖࡢⓎヰ࡟࠾ࡅࡿ࣊ࢵࢪ 
ಖㆤ⾲⌧ ᅇᩘ(㸣) ㏆ఝ⾲⌧ ᅇᩘ(㸣) 
mozhet (by`t`) ࠕ㹼࠿ࡶࡋࢀ࡞࠸ࠖ 66(60.55) ␲ၥモ㸩-to / -nibud` 
ࠕ࠶ࡿ㹼ࠊ㹼࠿ࠖ 
14(41.18) 
da? / net? / pravil`no? ࠕ௜ຍ␲ၥࠖ 22(20.18) to est`  ࠕࡍ࡞ࢃࡕࠖ 4(11.76) 
    
ࡑࡢ௚ 21 ࡑࡢ௚ 16 
    
ྜィ 109  34 
  
⾲ 29 ࡟♧ࡋࡓࡼ࠺࡟ࠊࣟࢩ࢔ㄒࡢࢹ࣮ࢱ࡛ࡣಶูࡢᙧᘧ࡜ࡋ࡚ྍ⬟ᛶࢆ⾲ࡍ⾲⌧
͆mozhet (by`t`) 㸦͇ࠕ㹼࠿ࡶࡋࢀ࡞࠸ 㸧ࠖࡀ᭱ࡶከ࠿ࡗࡓࠋ 
 
(127)  [RM04] 
Ѝ35 ヰ⪅ C24 Mozhet by`t`,  vot..  vot  [Ќ]e`ti  vot  dve  snachala[Ў]?, 
  PD\EH KHUH KHUH   WKHVH KHUH WZR ILUVW
  vtoroe  i  shestoe. 
  VHFRQG DQG VL[WK
  ࡇࡢ 2ᯛࡣ᭱ึࡌࡷ࡞࠸㸽 2␒࡜ 6␒ࠋ 
36 ヰ⪅ A24 Da. 
  \HV
  ࡑ࠺ࡔࡡࠋ 
37 ヰ⪅ B24 Ugu. 
  XKBKXK
  ࠺ࢇࠋ 
 
 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 35ࡣヰ⪅ C24ࡢᥦ᱌࡛࠶ࡿࠋࡇࡢⓎヰࡣࠕ␲ၥᆺ࡛ࠖ࠶ࡾࠊⓎヰࡢ᭱ึ࡟ྍ⬟ᛶ
161 
 


















࠿ࡗࡓ(⾲ 30ࠊ⾲ 31)ࠋ 
 
⾲ 30 ࠕ࿨௧ᆺࠖࡢⓎヰ࡟࠾ࡅࡿ࣊ࢵࢪࡢ᭷↓ 
 ࣊ࢵࢪࢆྵࡴⓎヰᩥ(㸣) ࣊ࢵࢪࢆྵࡲ࡞࠸Ⓨヰᩥ(㸣) ࠕ࿨௧ᆺࠖⓎヰࡢ
⥲Ⓨヰᩥᩘ
᪥ᮏㄒ   2 (100.00)  0 (0.00) 2  (100.00) 
ࣟࢩ࢔ㄒ 17 (58.62)  12 (41.38) 29  (100.00) 
 
⾲ 31 ࠕ࿨௧ᆺࠖࡢⓎヰ࡟࠾ࡅࡿ࣊ࢵࢪࡢẚ㍑ 
 ಖㆤ⾲⌧(㸣) ㏆ఝ⾲⌧(㸣) ྜィ 
᪥ᮏㄒ 1  (25.00) 3 (75.00) 4  (100.00) 







⾲ 32 ᪥ᮏㄒࡢࠕ࿨௧ᆺࠖࡢⓎヰ࡟࠾ࡅࡿ࣊ࢵࢪ 
ಖㆤ⾲⌧ ᅇᩘ(㸣) ㏆ఝ⾲⌧ ᅇᩘ(㸣) 
㹼ࡼ 1(100.00) 㹼࡚ࡳࡿ 1(33.33) 
  ࡜ࡾ࠶࠼ࡎ 1(33.33) 
  ࡕࡻࡗ࡜ 1(33.33) 
    
ྜィ 1  3 
 
(128)  =(88) [JF06] 
54 ヰ⪅ B11 ࠶ࡗ, ࡛ࡶࡇࢀ [࣮࢝ࢻ 2] ࡛::ࡇ࠺࠿[Ў] [࣮࢝ࢻ 7] ?. 
55 ヰ⪅ C11 ࡛ࡶ<ࢃࡾ࡜᭱ึࡢ>{<},, 
56 ヰ⪅ A11 <ࡇࡇᒾࡀ࠶ࡿ>{>}. 
57 ヰ⪅ C11 ࡯࠺<ࡳࡓ࠸࡛ࡍࡼࡡ>{<}. 
Ѝ58 ヰ⪅ A11 <ࡕࡻࡗ࡜ᒾ࡜ᒾ>{>}, ᒾࡔࡅ<ࡲ࡜ࡵ࡚>{<},, 
59 ヰ⪅ C11 <࠶ࡗ, ࡌࡷᒾ>{>}<➗࠸>. 
Ѝ60 ヰ⪅ A11 ࡳࡲ<ࡋࡻ࠺>{<}. 
 




ࡓࠋࡲࡓࠊ㛵ಀࡍࡿㄒࢆ୙᫂☜࡟ࡍࡿ͆␲ၥモ㸩-to / -nibud` 㸦͇ࠕ࠶ࡿ㹼ࠊ㹼࠿ 㸧ࠖࠊ௬ᐃࢆ
⾲͆ࡍ poka 㸦͇ࠕ࡜ࡾ࠶࠼ࡎ 㸧ࠖࡶ౑⏝ࡉࢀࡓࠋࡑࡢ௚࡟ࠊ⛬ᗘࢆ⾲ࡍ⾲⌧͆ prosto 㸦͇ࠕ༢࡟ 㸧ࠖ
ࡶ࣊ࢵࢪ࡜ࡋ࡚ฟ⌧ࡋࡓ୍ࠋ ᪉ࠊࠕಖㆤ⾲⌧ ࡢࠖ౑⏝ࡣ㠀ᖖ࡟ᑡ࡞ࡃྍࠊ ⬟ᛶࢆ⾲͆ࡍ mozhet 







⾲ 33 ࣟࢩ࢔ㄒࡢࠕ࿨௧ᆺࠖࡢⓎヰ࡟࠾ࡅࡿ࣊ࢵࢪ 
ಖㆤ⾲⌧ ᅇᩘ(㸣) ㏆ఝ⾲⌧ ᅇᩘ(㸣) 
mozhet (by`t`)  
ࠕ㹼࠿ࡶࡋࢀ࡞࠸ࠖ 
3(60.00) poprobovat` ࠕ㹼࡚ࡳࡿࠖ 5(23.81) 
dopustim ࠕ㹼࡜௬ᐃࡍࡿࠖ 1(40.00) ␲ၥモ㸩-to / -nibud` ࠕ࠶ࡿ㹼ࠊ㹼࠿  ࠖ 3(14.29) 
  poka ࠕ࡜ࡾ࠶࠼ࡎࠖ 3(14.29) 
  prosto ࠕ༢࡟ࠖ 3(14.29) 
    
  ࡑࡢ௚ 7 
    
ྜィ 4  21 
 
(129)  [RF07] 
23 ヰ⪅ A32 ࠚࠚ <On  uzhe  po>{>}<mo::g [Ќ]>{<}. 
  KH DOUHDG\ KHOSHG
  ᙼࡣࡍ࡛࡟ᡭఏࡗ࡚࠶ࡆࡓࠋ 
24 ヰ⪅ B32 <Da>{>}. 
   \HV
  ࡑ࠺ࡔࡡࠋ 
25 ヰ⪅ A32 Davajte  poprobuem  peredvinut`. 
  OHWBXV WU\ PRYH
  [࣮࢝ࢻࢆ] ື࠿ࡋ࡚ࡳࡼ࠺ࠋ 
  







































127 ヰ⪅ A03 ࡇࢀ [࣮࢝ࢻ 3, 7, 12] ࡜࠿࡝࠺࡞ࢇࡔࢁ࠺࡞[Ў]?. 
128 ヰ⪅ C03 ᒾࢆ, <࡞ࢇ࠿, ᣢࡕୖࡆࡼ࠺࡜ࡍࡿ>{<},, 
 561
 
 .}>{>ࡽ࠿..࠸࡞࠿ᒆࡲࡲࡢࡑ ,ࡗ࠶< 30B ⪅ヰ 921Ѝ
 .=::࡛ࡵࡔ ,࡝ࡅ 30C ⪅ヰ 031
 .}<{>࠿࡜<͇ࡔࢇ࡚ࡗࡸఱ͆= 30A ⪅ヰ 131Ѝ
 .}>{>ࢇ࠺< 30C ⪅ヰ 231
 
ࢺࢫ࡜ࠖ::࡛ࡵࡔ ,࡝ࡅࡿࡍ࡜࠺ࡼࡆୖࡕᣢ ,࠿ࢇ࡞,ࢆᒾࠕࡣ30C ⪅ヰࠊࡣ࡛821 ࣥ࢖ࣛ
ྠ࡟☜᫂ࡣ30A ⪅ヰࡧࡼ࠾30B ⪅ヰ࡚ࡋᑐ࡟ࢀࡑࠋࡿ࠸࡚ࡋࢆ᱌ᥦ࡚࠸ࡘ࡟ᐜෆࡢ࣮࣮ࣜ








 ]21FJ[  )131(
 .࠺ᛮ࡜࡞࠿ࡢࡓ࡚ࡡࡍ ,::࡚ࡃ࡞࡚ᣢࡾࡥࡗࡸ 71B ⪅ヰ 472 
 .}<{>::<࠶ 71C ⪅ヰ 572Ѝ
 .࡝࡯ࡿ࡞ ,}>{>::࠶< 71A ⪅ヰ 672Ѝ
 ࠔ⛊69.3 㯲ỿࠓ 772 
 .ࡀឤ࠸࡞࡚ࡗࡁࡾࡀ⧅࠿ࢇ࡞ࠔ⛊66.1 㯲ỿࠓ ,::ࢇ 71B ⪅ヰ 872 
 .ࢇ࠺ 71A ⪅ヰ 972 
 .ࡍ࡛࠸࡞ 71C ⪅ヰ 082 
 
ࡋ᱌ᥦ࡜ࠖ࠺ᛮ࡜࡞࠿ࡢࡓ࡚ࡡࡍ ,::࡚ࡃ࡞࡚ᣢࡾࡥࡗࡸࠕࡣ71B ⪅ヰࠊࡣ࡛472 ࣥ࢖ࣛ 
ࣥ࢖ࣛ㸦ࠖ ࡝࡯ࡿ࡞ ,::࠶ࠕࠊ㸧572 ࣥ࢖ࣛ㸦ࠖ ::࠶ࠕࠊࡣ 71A ⪅ヰࡧࡼ࠾ 71C ⪅ヰࠊࡀࡿ࠸࡚
⛊69.3ࠊ࡟ࡽࡉࠋ࠸࡞ࡉ♧ࢆྰ㈶ࡿࡍᑐ࡟᱌ᥦࠊࡾ࠶࡛ࡳࡢࡿ࠸࡚ࡗᡴࢆࡕ࡙࠸࠶࡜㸧672
ࡀ⧅࠿ࢇ࡞ࠕࡣ 71B ⪅ヰࠊ࡚ࡋࡑࠋࡿ࠿ศࡀ࡜ࡇࡓࢀࡉ࡟ࠖ␃ಖࠕࡀ᱌ᥦࠊࡁ⥆ࡀ㯲ỿࡢ
ࢀࡑࡣ 71C ࡧࡼ࠾ 71A ⪅ヰࠊ࡜ࡿࡍᅇ᧔ࢆ᱌ᥦࡽ⮬࡜㸧872 ࣥ࢖ࣛ㸦ࠖ ࡀឤ࠸࡞࡚ࡗࡁࡾ
࡟᱌ᥦࠊࡾࡲࡘࠋࡍ♧ࢆពྠ࡜㸧082 ࣥ࢖ࣛ㸦ࠖ ࡍ࡛࠸࡞ࠕࠊ㸧972 ࣥ࢖ࣛ㸦ࠖ ࢇ࠺ࠕ࡚ࡋᑐ࡟













(132)  [RF09] 
241 ヰ⪅ B34 Nu..  o..oni  py`tayutsya, ࠓỿ㯲 1.45⛊ࠔ oni  ne   
  ZHOO WKH\  WU\         WKH\ QRW 
  dostayut[↑],, 
  UHDFK   
→242 ヰ⪅ C34 Da::,  <da,  da,  prinesti[↓]>{<}. 
  \HV \HV \HV EULQJ
  ࡑ࠺ࡑ࠺ࡑ࠺ࠊᣢࡗ࡚ࡇࡼ࠺࡜ࠋ 
243 ヰ⪅ B34 <oni  py`tayutsya  prinesti>{>} <kameshek[↑]>{<},, 
  WKH\ WU\    EULQJ    VWRQH   
→244 ヰ⪅ A34 <Da>{>}. 
  \HV
  ࡑ࠺ࡔࡡࠋ 
245 ヰ⪅ C34 <Potom  on  prixodit>{>}  i  sprashivaet, chyo ‘chto’  oni  
  WKHQ   KH  FRPHV    DQG DVNV  ZKDW WKH\
  [↑]delayut. 
  GR
  ࡑࡋ࡚ࠊᙼࡀ᮶࡚ఱࢆࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ࠿࡜⪺ࡃࠋ 
→246 ヰ⪅ B34 da,  chyo ‘chto’ delayut[↑],  on  im  pomogaet  
  \HV ZKDW   GR    KH  WKHP KHOSV
  <nesti[↑]>{<},, 
  EULQJ 
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247 ヰ⪅ C34 <Ugu>{>}. 
  XKBKXK
  ࠺ࢇࠋ 
248 ヰ⪅ B34 e`::m. 
  KHP
  ࡲ࠶ࠊᙼࡽࡀ㡹ᙇࡗ࡚࠸࡚ࠊᒆ࠿ࡎࠊ▼ࢆᣢࡗ࡚ࡇࡼ࠺࡜ࡋ࡚ࠊ 
  ࡑ࠺ࡔࡡࠊఱࢆࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ࠿ [࡜⪺࠸࡚]ࠊᣢࡗ࡚ࡃࡿࡢࢆᡭఏࡗ࡚ࠊ 
  ࠼࣮࡜ࠋ 
  
ࣛ࢖ࣥ 241ࠊ243ࠊ246ࠊ248 ࡟ࢃࡓࡿⓎヰ࡛ࡣࠊヰ⪅ B34 ࡣ͆oni py`tayutsya,ࠓỿ㯲
1.45 ⛊ࠔoni ne dostayut[Ќ], oni py`tayutsya prinesti kameshek[Ќ], ࠝ୰␎ࠞon im 
pomogaet nesti[Ќ] 㸦͇ࠕᙼࡽࡀ㡹ᙇࡗ࡚࠸࡚ࠊᒆ࠿ࡎࠊ▼ࢆᣢࡗ࡚ࡇࡼ࠺࡜ࡋ࡚ࠊᙼࡀᣢࡗ
࡚ࡃࡿࡢࢆᡭఏࡗ࡚ 㸧ࠖ࡜ࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜᒎ㛤࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ᥦ᱌ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡑࡢ㏵୰࡛ࠊヰ⪅ C34㸦ࣛ
࢖ࣥ 242㸧࠾ࡼࡧヰ⪅ A34㸦ࣛ࢖ࣥ 244㸧ࡣ͆da 㸦͇ࠕࡑ࠺ࡔࡡ 㸧ࠖ࡜ゝࡗ࡚ヰ⪅ B34ࡢᥦ᱌
ࢆཷㅙࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡑࡋ࡚ࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 245࡛ࡣࠊヰ⪅ C34 ࡣ๭ࡾ㎸ࡳ͆ࠊ Potom on prixodit i 
sprashivaet chyo oni delayut 㸦͇ࠕࡑࡋ࡚ࠊᙼࡀ᮶࡚ఱࢆࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ࠿࡜⪺ࡃ 㸧ࠖ࡜ࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜ
ࡢ⥆ࡁࢆ㏙࡭ࡿࠋࡑࢀ࡟ᑐࡋ࡚ࠊࡲࡔᥦ᱌ࢆ⤊࠼࡚࠸࡞࠸ヰ⪅ B34ࡣࠊヰ⪅ C34ࡢᥦ᱌ࢆ
͆da, chyo delayut 㸦͇ࠕࡑ࠺ࡔࡡࠊఱࢆࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ࠿ [࡜⪺࠸࡚] 㸧ࠖ࡜ཷㅙࡋࡓୖ࡛ࠊࡉࡽ࡟ᥦ
᱌ࢆ⥆ࡅࡿ㸦ࣛ࢖ࣥ 246㸧ࠋ 
 ḟࡢ(133)ࡣࠊヰ⪅ A24ࡢᥦ᱌࡟ᑐࡋ࡚ヰ⪅ B24ࡀࠕᣄྰ ࡢࠖ཯ᛂࢆ♧ࡍㄯヰ౛࡛࠶ࡿࠋ 
 
(133)  [RM04] 
235 ヰ⪅ A24 To est`   oni,  naverno,  dumayut  tipa  “xa,  
  LQBRWKHUBZRUGV WKH\  SUREDEO\  WKLQN  NLQGBRI KDK 
  shhas ‘sejchas’  my`  zaberyomsya”. 
  QRZ     ZH  FOLPE
  ࡘࡲࡾࠊᙼࡽࡣࠕ࡯࠺ࠊ஌ࡿࡼࠖ࡜࠿⪃࠼ࡓ࠿ࡶࡋࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ 
236 ࠓỿ㯲 1.06⛊ࠔ 
Ѝ237 ヰ⪅ B24 Ne::t,  ne  “shhas ‘sejchas’ my` zaberyomsya”,  a  tipa  
  QR  QRW QRZ    ZH FOLPE   EXW NLQGBRI
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  “sejchas  my` podvinem ka::men`”,, 
  QRZ  ZH  PRYH VWRQH
  ࠸ࡸࠊࠕ஌ࡿࡼࠖࡌࡷ࡞ࡃ࡚ࠕ▼ࢆື࠿ࡍࡼࠖ࡜࠿ࠋ 
 
 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 235࡛ࡣࠊヰ⪅ A24ࡣ࢟ࣕࣛࢡࢱ࣮ࡀヰࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࢭࣜࣇ͆ my` zaberyomsya 㸦͇ࠕ⚾
ࡓࡕࡀ஌ࡿ 㸧ࠖࢆᥦ᱌ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡑࡋ࡚ࠊ1.06⛊ࡢỿ㯲ࡢᚋ࡟ヰ⪅ B24 ࡣ͆ Ne::t, ne “shhas  
my` zaberyomsya͇͇㸦ࠕ࠸ࡸ͆ࠊ ⚾ࡓࡕࡀ஌ࡿ͇ࡌࡷ࡞ࡃ࡚ 㸧ࠖ࡜ྰᐃ⾲⌧ࢆ⏝࠸ࠊ᫂♧ⓗ࡟




(134)  [JF12] 
311 ヰ⪅ B17 ࡛::, ࡇࢀྲྀࢁ࠺࡜ᛮࡗࡓࡅ࡝͆ᣢ࡚࡞࠸ࢇࡔ͇ࡗ࡚ゝࡗ࡚,  
  ͆ྲྀࡗ࡚࠶ࡆࡿࡼ͇ࡗ࡚ࡺࡗࡓࡅ࡝, ྲྀࢀ࡞࠸࠿ࡽ, 㐠ࡧ࡟⾜ࡗ࡚::,, 
312 ヰ⪅ A17 ࡚. 
313 ヰ⪅ B17 ͆ࢇ:: ͇ࡗ࡚ゝࡗࡓ<➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ>ࡅ࡝, 2ேࡔ࡜ࡑࢀ࡛ྲྀࢀࡲࡋࡓ[Ќ].. 
  ࠿࡞[Ў]?. 
Ѝ314 ヰ⪅ A17 ࡇࡇ㹙࣮࢝ࢻ 2࡜࣮࢝ࢻ 1㹛, ࡞ࢇ࠿, ᛴ࡟㣕ࢇࡔࡼࡡ. 
315 ヰ⪅ B17 ☜࠿࡟. 
 
 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 311ࠊ313 ࡢⓎヰ࡛ࡣࠊヰ⪅ B17 ࡣࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜᒎ㛤࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ᥦ᱌ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡑࢀ
࡟ᑐࡋ࡚ࠊヰ⪅ A17ࡣࠕࡇࡇ, ࡞ࢇ࠿, ᛴ࡟㣕ࢇࡔࡼࡡ 㸦ࠖࣛ࢖ࣥ 314㸧࡜ၥ㢟Ⅼࢆᣦ᦬ࡋࠊ
㛫᥋ⓗ࡟ᥦ᱌ࢆᣄྰࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ 
 
(135) =(96) [JM04] 
300 ヰ⪅ B04 ࢇ::, ࡣࡇࡗ..㐠࡭࡞ࡃ࡚::,, 
301 ヰ⪅ A04 㐠࡭࡞ࡃ࡚[Ќ]. 
302 ヰ⪅ B04 ࠸ࡽࡘ࠸࡚::. 
303 ࠓỿ㯲 3.63⛊ࠔ 
Ѝ304 ヰ⪅ A04 [ᜥࢆ྾࠺㡢] ࡛, ࡲࡓᒾࢇ࡜ࡇࢁ࡟ᡠࡗ࡚ࡃࡿ. 
305 ヰ⪅ B04 [ᜥࢆ྾࠺㡢] ࢇ::<➗࠸>, ࠶ࡗ, ࡑࡗ࠿, ࠾࠿ࡋ࠸࠿[Ў]. 
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 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 304࡛ࡣࠊヰ⪅ A04ࡣ 3.63⛊ࡢỿ㯲ࡢᚋ࡟ࠕࡲࡓᒾࢇ࡜ࡇࢁ࡟ᡠࡗ࡚ࡃࡿࠖ࡜ヰ
⪅ B04ࡀᥦ᱌ࡋࡓᒎ㛤ࣃࢱ࣮ࣥࡀ▩┪ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡇ࡜ࢆᣦ᦬ࡋࠊ㛫᥋ⓗ࡟ヰ⪅ B04ࡢᥦ᱌ࢆ
ᣄྰࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ(134)ࠊ(135)ࠊ࠸ࡎࢀࡢሙྜ࡟࠾࠸࡚ࡶࠊᥦ᱌⪅ࡀࠕ☜࠿࡟ 㸦ࠖ(134), ࣛ࢖ࣥ






(136)  [RF06] 
336 ヰ⪅ B31 <On  im  pomogaet,  oni>{>}   dostayut  yabloko. 
  KH WKHP KHOSV   WKH\   JHW   DSSOH
  ᙼࡀᡭఏࡗ࡚࠶ࡆ࡚ࠊᙼࡽࡀࡾࢇࡈࢆྲྀࡿࠋ 
Ѝ337 ヰ⪅ C31 [ᜥࢆ㣧ࡴ㡢]  Naverno,  nu  mne  vsyo  <nravitsya,  no>{<},, 
      SUREDEO\  ZHOO PH  DOO OLNH   EXW   
338 ヰ⪅ A31 <Ya..yajcza>{>}. 
  HJJV
  ༸ࡓࡕࠋ 
Ѝ339 ヰ⪅ C31 zdes`,  naverno,  vsyo  ne  tak <➗࠸>. 
  KHUH SUREDEO\ DOO QRW VR
    ࡁࡗ࡜ࠊࡲ࠶ࠊ㠃ⓑ࠸࡜ࡣᛮ࠺ࡅ࡝ࠊࡁࡗ࡜ࠊ඲㒊㐪࠺ࡔࢁ࠺ࠋ 
 
 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 336࡛ࡣࠊヰ⪅ B31ࡣ͆On im pomogaet, oni dostayut yabloko 㸦͇ࠕᙼࡀᡭఏࡗ
࡚࠶ࡆ࡚ࠊᙼࡽࡀࡾࢇࡈࢆྲྀࡿ 㸧ࠖ࡜ࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜᒎ㛤࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ᥦ᱌ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡑࢀ࡟ᑐࡋ࡚ࠊ
ࣛ࢖ࣥ 337࡛ࡣࠊヰ⪅ C31ࡣ͆mne vsyo nravitsya 㸦͇ࠕ㠃ⓑ࠸࡜ᛮ࠺ 㸧ࠖ࡜ࠕぢࡏ࠿ࡅࡢྠ
ពࠖࢆࡋ࡚࠿ࡽ͆ࠊ naverno, vsyo ne tak 㸦͇ࠕࡁࡗ࡜඲㒊ࡇ࠺࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ 㸧ࠖ࡜᫂♧ⓗ࡞ྰᐃ⾲
⌧࡟ࡼࡗ࡚ᥦ᱌ࢆᣄྰࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ 
 
(137)  [RF07] 
134 ヰ⪅ B32 <A..  podozhdite>{>},  a  mozhet by`t`,, 
  DQG ZDLW     DQG PD\EH   
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135 ヰ⪅ A32 Ugu. 
  XKBKXK
  ࠺ࢇࠋ 
136 ヰ⪅ B32 vot  syuda [࣮࢝ࢻ 7ࡢᚋ]  vot  e`tu [࣮࢝ࢻ 12]  vot,  chto   
  KHUH  KHUH     KHUH WKLV    KHUH  WKDW 
  on  tozhe  py`taetsya  e`tot  kamen  podnyat`?. 
  KH WRR  WULHV  WKLV  VWRQH OLIW
  ࡕࡻࡗ࡜ᚅࡗ࡚ࠊᙼࡶ▼ࢆᣢࡕୖࡆࡼ࠺࡜ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ࡜࠸࠺ࡇ࡜࡛ࠊ 
  ࡇࢀ [࣮࢝ࢻ 12] ࢆࡇࡇ [࣮࢝ࢻ 7ࡢᚋ] ࡟ධࢀࡓࡽ࠸࠸ࢇࡌࡷ࡞࠸㸽 
137 ࠓỿ㯲 1.52⛊ࠔ 
138 ヰ⪅ A32 A  pochemu?=. 
  EXW ZK\
  ࡞ࡐ㸽 
Ѝ139 ヰ⪅ A32 =Net,  ya  ponimayu,  da,  prosto  smotri,  poluchaetsya, 
   QR  , XQGHUVWDQG \HV MXVW  ORRN   WXUQVBRXW 
  chto  nelogichno=. 
  WKDW QRWBORJLFDOO\
  ࠸ࡸࠊࡑ࠺ࡔࡡࠊศ࠿ࡿࡅ࡝ࠊࡓࡔㄽ⌮ⓗࡌࡷ࡞ࡃ࡞ࡿࠋ 
140 ヰ⪅ A32  =Pochemu  on  py`taetsya  sdelat`  bez   nix?. 
   ZK\   KH WULHV   GR  ZLWKRXW WKHP 
  ࡞ࡐᙼࡀᙼࡽ࡞ࡋ࡛ࡸࢁ࠺࡜ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡢ࠿ࠋ 
141 ヰ⪅ A32 Vot e`to  stranno  nemnogo. 
  KHUH WKLV  RGGO\  DBOLWWOH
  ࡇࢀࡣࡕࡻࡗ࡜࠾࠿ࡋ࠸ࠋ 
    
 ࣛ࢖ࣥ 134ࠊ136 ࡟ࢃࡓࡿⓎヰ࡛ࡣࠊヰ⪅ B32 ࡣ⤮࣮࢝ࢻࡢ㡰␒࠾ࡼࡧࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜᒎ㛤
࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ᥦ᱌ࢆࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡑࡋ࡚ࠊࣛ࢖ࣥ 139࡛ࡣヰ⪅ A32ࡣ͆ya ponimayu, da 㸦͇ࠕࡑ







ࠕᣄྰ ࡟ࠖࡼࡿ㈇ᢸᗘࢆ㍍ῶࡍࡿ㓄៖ゝㄒ⾜ື࡜ࡋ ࡚ࠕぢࡏ࠿ࡅࡢྠព ࢆࠖ♧ࡍࡇ࡜ࡶࡳࡽ
ࢀࡓࠋ 
 

































































































































































7.1.1 ㄢ㢟ゎỴ࡟ྥࡅࡓ୕⪅㛫ඹྠసᴗ࡟࠾ࡅࡿ᪥ᮏㄒࡢゝㄒ⾜ືࡢ≉ᚩ  
 
































 ࣟࢩ࢔ㄒࡢࢹ࣮ࢱ࡛ࡣࠊḟࡢࡼ࠺࡞≉ᚩࡀࡳࡽࢀࡓ(ᅗ 13)ࠋ 
   







































モࡢ 2 ே⛠༢ᩘᙧࢆ⏝࠸ࡿࡇ࡜࡟ࡼࡗ࡚ࠊⓎヰࡢᐄ࡚ඛࢆ 1 ேࡢࡳ࡟㝈ᐃࡍࡿࠋࡑࡋ࡚ࠊ
ࠕ⮬ᕫ㑅ᢥࠖࡢ㝿࡟㔜࡞ࡾࡀ⏕ࡌࡓⓎヰ࡛ࡣࠊ⮬ᕫ㑅ᢥ⪅ࡀ┦ᡭࢆᢚไࡍࡿࡼ࠺࡞⾲⌧






































ᅗ 13 ࣟࢩ࢔ㄒࡢࢹ࣮ࢱ࡟ࡳࡽࢀࡓゝㄒ⾜ືࡢ≉ᚩ 
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 ࡇࢀࡲ࡛࡟ࡳ࡚ࡁࡓࡼ࠺࡟ࠊヰ⪅஺᭰࡟࠾࠸ ࡚ࠕ⮬ᕫ㑅ᢥ ࡢࠖ㝿࡟⏕ࡌࡓⓎヰࡢ㔜࡞ࡾ࡛
ࡣࠊ᪥ᮏㄒẕㄒヰ⪅ࡣࠊࠕᶓ࡟࠸ࡿேࢆ⫝࡛ࡘࡘࡃࠖࡼ࠺࡟ࠊ▷࠸㔜࡞ࡾࢆ⧞ࡾ㏉ࡋࠊࢱ࣮
ࣥせồࡢྜᅗࢆ㏦ࡿ୍ࠋ ᪉ࠊࣟࢩ࢔ㄒẕㄒヰ⪅ࡣࠊ௚ࡢཧຍ⪅࡟ᑐࡋ࡚┿ṇ㠃࠿ࡽྥ࠿࠸ࠊ
┦ᡭࢆᢚไࡍࡿࡼ࠺࡞⾲⌧㸦͆ podozhdi(te㸧͇ࠕᚅࡗ 㸦࡚༢ᩘᙧ㸭」ᩘᙧ㸧ࠖ͆ࠊ smotri(te) ͇ࠕぢ
࡚㸦༢ᩘᙧ㸭」ᩘᙧ㸧ࠖ͆ࠊ stoj(te) ͇ࠕṆࡲࡗ࡚㸦༢ᩘᙧ㸭」ᩘᙧ㸧ࠖ ➼)࡟ࡼࡗ࡚ࢱ࣮ࣥࢆせồ
ࡍࡿࠋ 
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ࢹ࣮ࢱྡ ヰ⪅ ᖺ㱋 ฟ㌟ᆅ 㤳㒔ᅪᅾఫᮇ㛫 ᖺ㛫
JM01 ヰ⪅ A01 28 ⚄ዉᕝ┴ 28 
 ヰ⪅ B01 28 ༓ⴥ┴ 28 
 ヰ⪅ C01 27 ி㒔ᗓ 4 
JM02 ヰ⪅ A02 26 ᮾி㒔 22 
 ヰ⪅ B02 26 ᮾி㒔 26 
 ヰ⪅ C02 26 ᮾி㒔 26 
JM03 ヰ⪅ A03 23 ᇸ⋢┴ 23 
 ヰ⪅ B03 22 ᇸ⋢ᕷ 22 
 ヰ⪅ C03 24 ᮾி㒔 24 
JM04 ヰ⪅ A04 24 ⚟ᓥ┴ 5 
 ヰ⪅ B04 23 ᰣᮌ┴ 5 
 ヰ⪅ C04 22 㮵ඣᓥ┴ 4 
JM05 ヰ⪅ A05 21 ᐩᒣ┴ 2 
 ヰ⪅ B05 22 ⚟஭┴ 2 
 ヰ⪅ C05 20 ᗈᓥ┴ 2 
JF06 ヰ⪅ A06 21 ᚨᓥ┴ 3 
 ヰ⪅ B06 21 ኱ศ┴ 3 
 ヰ⪅ C06 23 ᮾி㒔 23 
JF07 ヰ⪅ A07 23 ᮾி㒔 23 
 ヰ⪅ B07 22 ᒸᒣ┴ 4 
 ヰ⪅ C07 22 㟼ᒸ┴ 3 
JF08 ヰ⪅ A08 22 㟼ᒸ┴ 4 
 ヰ⪅ B08 23 ⁠㈡┴ 4 
 ヰ⪅ C08 22 ⚄ዉᕝ┴ 22 
JF09 ヰ⪅ A09 20 ᒱ㜧┴ 2 
 ヰ⪅ B09 20 Ⲉᇛ┴ 2 
 ヰ⪅ C09 22 㛗㔝┴ 3 
JF10 ヰ⪅ A10 21 ᗈᓥ┴ 2 
 ヰ⪅ B10 20 ᮾி㒔 20 
 ヰ⪅ C10 21 ᮾி㒔 18 
JF11 ヰ⪅ A11 21 ᮾி㒔 21 
 ヰ⪅ B11 23 㟼ᒸ┴ 4 
 ヰ⪅ C11 24 ᮾி㒔 24 
JF12 ヰ⪅ A12 21 ༓ⴥ┴ 21 
 ヰ⪅ B12 22 ᮾி㒔 22 





䝕䞊䝍ྡ㻌 ヰ⪅㻌 ᖺ㱋㻌 ฟ㌟ᆅ㻌 䝰䝇䜽䝽ᅾఫᮇ㛫㻌 㻔ᖺ㛫㻕㻌
RM01 ヰ⪅ A21 20 ࣔࢫࢡ࣡ᕷ (ࣟࢩ࢔) 20 
 ヰ⪅ B21 20 ࢡࣝࢳࣕࢺࣦᕷ (ࣟࢩ࢔) 2 
 ヰ⪅ C21 22 ࣔࢫࢡ࣡ᕷ (ࣟࢩ࢔) 22 
RM02 ヰ⪅ A22 22 ࢟ࣝࢪࣕࢳᕷ (ࣟࢩ࢔) 12 
 ヰ⪅ B22 20 ࣔࢫࢡ࣡ᕷ (ࣟࢩ࢔) 20 
 ヰ⪅ C22 27 ࣔࢫࢡ࣡ᕷ (ࣟࢩ࢔) 27 
RM03 ヰ⪅ A23 20 ࣔࢫࢡ࣡ᕷ (ࣟࢩ࢔) 20 
 ヰ⪅ B23 20 ࣔࢫࢡ࣡ᕷ (ࣟࢩ࢔) 20 
 ヰ⪅ C23 23 ࣔࢫࢡ࣡ᕷ (ࣟࢩ࢔) 23 
RM04 ヰ⪅ A24 21 ࣔࢫࢡ࣡ᕷ (ࣟࢩ࢔) 21 
 ヰ⪅ B24 21 ࣔࢫࢡ࣡ᕷ (ࣟࢩ࢔) 21 
 ヰ⪅ C24 20 ࣔࢫࢡ࣡ᕷ (ࣟࢩ࢔) 20 
RM05 ヰ⪅ A25 23 ࢫࣇ࣒ᕷ (ࣟࢩ࢔) 20 
 ヰ⪅ B25 20 ࣔࢫࢡ࣡ᕷ (ࣟࢩ࢔) 20 
 ヰ⪅ C25 22 ࣔࢫࢡ࣡ᕷ (ࣟࢩ࢔) 17 
RF06 ヰ⪅ A31 20 ࢠ࣒ࣗࣜᕷ (࢔࣓ࣝࢽ࢔) 16 
 ヰ⪅ B31 20 ࣈࣜࣕࣥࢫࢡᕷ (ࣟࢩ࢔) 4 
 ヰ⪅ C31 21 ࣔࢫࢡ࣡ᕷ (ࣟࢩ࢔) 20 
RF07 ヰ⪅ A32 21 ࣔࢫࢡ࣡ᕷ (ࣟࢩ࢔) 21 
 ヰ⪅ B32 22 ࢳ࢙ࣜࣕࣅࣥࢫࢡᕷ (ࣟࢩ࢔) 5 
 ヰ⪅ C32 21 ࣔࢫࢡ࣡ᕷ (ࣟࢩ࢔) 21 
RF08 ヰ⪅ A33 20 ࣔࢫࢡ࣡ᕷ (ࣟࢩ࢔) 20 
 ヰ⪅ B33 21 ࣔࢫࢡ࣡ᕷ (ࣟࢩ࢔) 21 
 ヰ⪅ C33 20 ࣔࢫࢡ࣡ᕷ (ࣟࢩ࢔) 20 
RF09 ヰ⪅ A34 21 ࣔࢫࢡ࣡ᕷ (ࣟࢩ࢔) 21 
 ヰ⪅ B34 21 ࣔࢫࢡ࣡ᕷ (ࣟࢩ࢔) 21 
 ヰ⪅ C34 20 ࣦࣔࢭࢫᮧ (࢔࣓ࣝࢽ࢔) 17 
RF10 ヰ⪅ A35 21 ࣔࢫࢡ࣡ᕷ (ࣟࢩ࢔) 21 
 ヰ⪅ B35 22 ࣀࣦ࢛ࢩࣅࣝࢫࢡᕷ (ࣟࢩ࢔) 5 
 ヰ⪅ C35 21 ࣔࢫࢡ࣡ᕷ (ࣟࢩ࢔) 21 
RF11 ヰ⪅ A36 20 ࣒࣐ࣝࣥࢫࢡᕷ (ࣟࢩ࢔) 3 
 ヰ⪅ B36 20 ࣔࢫࢡ࣡ᕷ (ࣟࢩ࢔) 20 
 ヰ⪅ C36 25 ࣔࢫࢡ࣡ᕷ (ࣟࢩ࢔) 25 
RF12 ヰ⪅ A37 21 ࣔࢫࢡ࣡ᕷ (ࣟࢩ࢔) 21 
 ヰ⪅ B37 20 ࢱࢩࢣࣥࢺᕷ (࢘ࢬ࣋࢟ࢫࢱࣥ) 8 








Ⓨヰࡢᙧᘧ ಖㆤ⾲⌧ ᅇᩘ ㏆ఝ⾲⌧ ᅇᩘ
ࠕᖹླྀᆺࠖⓎヰ 
㹼ࡼࡡ 20 㹼ࡳࡓ࠸ 58 
ከศ 19 㹼ࡗ࡚ 21 
㹼࠿ࡶࡋࢀ࡞࠸ 14 㹼ឤࡌ 19 
㹼ࡡ 12 ࡜ࡾ࠶࠼ࡎ 9 
Ẽࡀࡍࡿ 9 ࡕࡻࡗ࡜ 8 
ࡁࡗ࡜ 9 㹼ࡗ࡚࠸࠺ 8 
㹼ࡅ࡝ࠋ 7 㹼࡜࠿ 8 
ࡸࡣࡾ 7 ࡓ࡜࠼ࡤ 3 
㹼ࡑ࠺ 4 㹼ࡓࡾ 3 
㹼࡜ᛮ࠺ 3 㹼ࡗ࡚ࡇ࡜ 3 
ఱࡔࢁ࠺ 2 㹼ࡗࡱ࠸ 3 
ࡶࡋ࠿ࡋࡓࡽ 2 㹼ࡢ᪉ 3 
㹼ࡼ 2 ู࡟ 3 
ពእ࡜ 1 㹼ࡼ࠺ 3 
ឤࡌࡀࡍࡿ 1 㹼ⓗ 2 
☜࠿ 1 㹼࡜ 2 
㹼ࡔࢁ࠺ 1 㹼࡜࠸࠺ࡇ࡜ 2 
࡞ࢇ࡜࡞ࡃ 1 㹼㎶ 2 
ྰᐃ⾲⌧ 1 㹼ᙜࡓࡾ 1 
ࡴࡋࢁ 1 ୍ᛂ 1 
ศ࠿ࡽ࡞࠸ 1 㹼ࡗ࡚࠸࠺ࡩ࠺ 1 
࡝࠺ࡋࡼ࠺㸦ࡡ㸧 1 ࡑࡶࡑࡶㄽ࡛ 1 
ࠕ␲ၥᆺࠖⓎヰ 
 
㹼࡞ 54 㹼ឤࡌ 21 
ྰᐃ⾲⌧ 48 㹼ࡳࡓ࠸ 18 
㹼ࡡ 28 㹼࡜࠿ 10 
ࡸࡣࡾ 13 㹼ࡗ࡚ 9 
㹼࡜ᛮ࠺ 10 㹼ࡗ࡚࠸࠺ 9 
㹼ከศ 7 㹼࡚ࡳࡿ 5 
㹼ࡑ࠺ 5 㹼ࡕࡻࡗ࡜ 5 
㹼࡛ࡋࡻ࠺ 4 㹼ࡗ࡚࠸࠺࠿ 3 
㹼ࡅ࡝ࠋ 4 㹼࡜ 3 
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ఱࡔࢁ࠺ 3 㹼ࡗ࡚ࡇ࡜ 2 
ឤࡌࡀࡍࡿ 2 ࡗࡱ࠸ 2 
㹼ࡔࢁ࠺ 1 㹼㎶ 2 
ពእ࡜ 1 ࠸ࢁ࠸ࢁ 1 
㹼࠿ࡶࡋࢀ࡞࠸ 1 ⱝᖸ 1 
ࡁࡗ࡜ 1 ከᑡ 1 
⮬ศࡢពぢ࡜ࡋ࡚ࡣ 1 ࡓ࡜࠼ࡤ 1 
⤯ᑐ 1 㹼࡜࠸࠺࠿ 1 
ࡦࡻࡗ࡜ࡋ࡚ 1 ࡜ࡾ࠶࠼ࡎ 1 
ࡴࡋࢁ 1 㹼ࡼ࠺ 1 
ࡼࡃ⪃࠼ࡿ࡜ 1   
ࠕ࿨௧ᆺࠖⓎヰ 
㹼ࡼ 1 㹼࡚ࡳࡿ 1 
  ࡜ࡾ࠶࠼ࡎ 1 




Ⓨヰࡢᙧᘧ ಖㆤ⾲⌧ ᅇᩘ ㏆ఝ⾲⌧ ᅇᩘ 
ࠕᖹླྀᆺࠖⓎヰ 
(mne) kazhetsya  
ࠕ㹼ࡼ࠺࡞Ẽࡀࡍࡿࠖ 
64 tipaࠕ㹼ࡳࡓ࠸(࡞/࡟)ࠖ 37 
naverno(e)ࠕከศࠖ 40 to est`ࠕࡍ࡞ࢃࡕࠖ 24 
mozhet (by`t`) 
ࠕ㹼࠿ࡶࡋࢀ࡞࠸ࠖ 
36 kak by`ࠕ㹼࠿ࡢࡼ࠺࡟ࠖ 23 
vidimoࠕࡁࡗ࡜ࠖ 11 takojࠕ㹼ࡳࡓ࠸(࡞/࡟)ࠖ 18 
(ya) dumayuࠕ㹼࡜ᛮ࠺ࠖ 10 kak-toࠕఱࡔ࠿ࠊఱ࡜࡞ࡃࠖ 18 
skoree vsego 
ࠕ㹼ྍ⬟ᛶࡀ㧗࠸ࠖ 
7 prostoࠕ༢࡟ࠖ 14 
tochnoࠕ⤯ᑐࠖ 5 chto-toࠕఱ࠿ࠊఱ࡜࡞ࡃࠖ 6 
vozmozhno 
ࠕ㹼࠿ࡶࡋࢀ࡞࠸ࠖ 
5 naprimerࠕࡓ࡜࠼ࡤࠖ 9 
yavnoࠕ᫂ࡽ࠿࡟ࠖ 4 kakoj-toࠕఱࡽ࠿ࡢࠖ 8 
predpolozhim 
ࠕ㹼࡜௬ᐃࡍࡿࠖ 
4 voobshheࠕ඲ࡃࠊ඲య࡟ࠖ 8 
dopustimࠕ㹼࡜௬ᐃࡍࡿࠖ 4 gde-toࠕ࡝ࡇ࠿࡛ࠖ 6 
po-moemuࠕ⚾ࡢពぢ࡛ࡣࠖ 3 v obshhemࠕᴫࡋ࡚ࠖ 6 
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Ⓨヰࡢᙧᘧ ಖㆤ⾲⌧ ᅇᩘ ㏆ఝ⾲⌧ ᅇᩘ 
ࠕᖹླྀᆺࠖⓎヰ 
vsyo-takiࠕࡸࡣࡾࠖ 3 korocheࠕ୍ཱྀ࡟ゝ࠼ࡤࠖ 5 
by`ࠕ௬ᐃࢆ⾲ࡍຓモࠖ 3 kuda-toࠕ࡝ࡇ࠿࡬ࠖ 3 
ne znayuࠕศ࠿ࡽ࡞࠸ࡅ࡝ࠖ 2 kak budtoࠕ㹼࠿ࡢࡼ࠺࡟ࠖ 3 
ya tak ponimayu 
ࠕ㹼࡜⌮ゎࡍࡿࠖ 
1 sobstvennoࠕᮏ㉁ⓗ࡟ࠖ 3 
ya predpolagayu 
ࠕ㹼࡜᥎ ࡍࡿࠖ 
1 kuda-nibud`ࠕ࡝ࡇ࠿࡬ࠖ 3 
sudya po vsemu 
ࠕぢࡓ࡜ࡇࢁࠖ 
1 kak-nibud`ࠕఱࡔ࠿ࠖ 2 
poxoduࠕࡁࡗ࡜ࠖ 1 pokaࠕ࡜ࡾ࠶࠼ࡎࠖ 2 
poprobovat`ࠕ㹼࡚ࡳࡿࠖ 1 molࠕࡗ࡚ࠖ 2 
my` dumali 
ࠕ㹼࡜⚾ࡓࡕࡣᛮࡗࡓࠖ 
1 v principeࠕཎ๎࡜ࡋ࡚ࠖ 2 





vsyo ravnoࠕࡸࡣࡾࠖ 1 chut` liࠕ࡯࡜ࢇ࡝ࠖ 1 
(ya) schitayuࠕ㹼࡜⪃࠼ࡿ  ࠖ 1 tochneeࠕṇ☜࡟ゝ࠼ࡤࠖ 1 
(ya) podozrevayu ࠕ㹼࡜᥎
 ࡍࡿࠖ 





  pryamoࠕࡕࡻ࠺࡝ࠖ 1 
  pochemu-toࠕఱࡔ࠿ࠖ 1 
  poxozhe naࠕ㹼ࡢࡼ࠺ࠖ 1 
  po-tixonechkuࠕᚎࠎ࡟ࠖ 1 
  po logikeࠕㄽ⌮ୖࠖ 1 
  po ideeࠕᴫࡋ࡚ࠖ 1 
  nemnogoࠕࡕࡻࡗ࡜ࠖ 1 
  ne ochen`ࠕ࠶ࡲࡾࠖ 1 
  vpolneࠕ༑ศ࡟ࠖ 1 
  absolyutnoࠕ᏶඲࡟ࠖ 1 
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66 kak-toࠕఱࡔ࠿ࠊఱ࡜࡞ࡃࠖ 5 
da?  
ࠕࡑ࠺࡛ࡋࡻ? (௜ຍ␲ၥ)ࠖ 
15 tipaࠕ㹼ࡳࡓ࠸(࡞/࡟)ࠖ 4 
ྰᐃ⾲⌧ 7 to est`ࠕࡍ࡞ࢃࡕࠖ 4 
naverno(e) ࠕከศࠖ 5 korocheࠕ୍ཱྀ࡟ゝ࠼ࡤࠖ 3 
net? ࠕࡌࡷ࡞࠸? (௜ຍ␲ၥ)  ࠖ 4 kak-nibud`ࠕఱࡔ࠿ࠖ 3 
(mne) kazhetsya 
ࠕ㹼ࡼ࠺࡞Ẽࡀࡍࡿࠖ 
3 kak by`ࠕ㹼࠿ࡢࡼ࠺࡟ࠖ 3 
pravil`no? 
ࠕṇࡋ࠸? (௜ຍ␲ၥ)ࠖ 
3 voobshheࠕ඲ࡃࠊ඲య࡟ࠖ 3 
vidimoࠕࡁࡗ࡜ࠖ 2 kakoj-toࠕఱࡽ࠿ࡢࠖ 2 
vsyo-takiࠕࡸࡣࡾࠖ 1 takojࠕ㹼ࡳࡓ࠸(࡞/࡟)ࠖ 1 
sudya po vsemu 
ࠕぢࡓ࡜ࡇࢁࠖ 
1 prostoࠕ༢࡟ࠖ 1 
dopustimࠕ㹼࡜௬ᐃࡍࡿࠖ 1 poprobovat`ࠕ㹼࡚ࡳࡿࠖ 1 
(ya) dumayuࠕ㹼࡜ᛮ࠺ࠖ 1 kuda-nibud`ࠕ࡝ࡇ࠿࡬ࠖ 1 
  gde-toࠕ࡝ࡇ࠿࡛ࠖ 1 
  gde-nibud`ࠕ࡝ࡇ࠿࡛ࠖ 1 




3 poprobovat`ࠕ㹼࡚ࡳࡿࠖ 5 
dopustimࠕ㹼࡜௬ᐃࡍࡿࠖ 1 prostoࠕࡓࡔࠖ 3 
  pokaࠕ࡜ࡾ࠶࠼ࡎࠖ 3 
  korocheࠕ୍ཱྀ࡟ゝ࠼ࡤࠖ 2 
  nemnogoࠕࡕࡻࡗ࡜ࠖ 1 
  naprimerࠕࡓ࡜࠼ࡤࠖ 1 
  kak-toࠕఱࡔ࠿ࠊఱ࡜࡞ࡃࠖ 1 
  kakoj-toࠕఱࡽ࠿ࡢࠖ 1 
  kak-nibud` 
ࠕఱࡔ࠿ࠊఱ࡜࡞ࡃࠖ 
1 
  voobshheࠕ඲ࡃࠊ඲య࡟ࠖ 1 
  v principeࠕཎ๎࡜ࡋ࡚ࠖ 1 
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38 31 ヰ⪅A01 =࠶ࡗࡑࡗ࠿, 㘓㡢࡜, ࡣ࠸, 㘓㡢<ࡋ࡚ࡿ࠿[↓]>{<}.   
39 32 ヰ⪅B01 <࠶ࡗ, 㘓>{>}㡢<ࡋ࡚ࡿ, 㘓㡢>{<}.   
40 33 ヰ⪅A01 <ࡋ࡚ࡿ>{>}[ᜥࢆ྾࠺㡢].   
41     ࠓỿ㯲 10.16⛊ࠔ[ヰ⪅ A01࡜ヰ⪅ B01ࡣヰ⪅ C01ࡀࢱ࢖࣐࣮
ࡢタᐃࢆ⤊ࢃࡿࡢࢆᚅࡘ] 
  
42 34 ヰ⪅B01 ࡝࠺ࡋࡼ࠺ࡡ?, ࡜ࡾ࠶࠼<ࡎ 1ಶࡎࡘぢ࡚࠸ࡗ࡚[↓]>{<}. ヰ⪅ C01 ࡣࢱ࢖࣐࣮
ࢆᮘࡢୖ࡟⨨ࡃ 
43 35-1 ヰ⪅A01 <࡛, ࡉ..3, ࡉ..3>{>}࠶, ࡌࡷ, 3 ␒ࡀ, 2 ேࡀ, ࡞ࢇ࠿, ▼ࢆ㐠ࢇ
࡛,, 
3ࢆྲྀࡿ 
44 36 ヰ⪅B01 ࠺ࢇ.   
45 35-2 ヰ⪅A01 ࠸ࡿ.   
46 37 ヰ⪅A01 ࡲ, ࡇࢀࡶ, ࡶࡋ<ࡲ::>{<}࠙࠙ .   
47 38 ヰ⪅C01 ࠚࠚ <2ே࠸ࡿ>{>}.   
48 39 ヰ⪅A01 2ே.. 2ேࡗࡍࡡ.   
49 40-1 ヰ⪅A01 ࡛, 4␒ࡀ, ࡞ࢇ࠿, ࡇࢀ<3ே>{<},,   
50 41 ヰ⪅C01 <3ே>{>}. ヰ⪅ A01 ࠿ࡽ 4 ࢆཷ
ࡅྲྀࡿ 
51 40-2 ヰ⪅A01 3ே࡟ቑ࠼࡚[↑]ࠊ[ᜥࢆ྾࠺㡢]<࡛, 5␒ࡀ::>{<},,   
52 42 ヰ⪅C01 <5␒ࡀ>{>}2ே<࡛[↓]>{<}.   
53 40-3 ヰ⪅A01 <ᮌ>{>}..ᮌࡀฟ࡚ࡁ࡚[↓]=.   
54 43 ヰ⪅A01 =ࢇ, ከศ 1ࡼࡾ, ࡞ࢇ࠿, ࡕࡻࡗ࡜ࡶ࠺๓ࡳࡓ࠸࡞ឤࡌࡀ, ࡞ࢇ
࠿, ࡋࡲࡍ. 
1ࡢ๓࡟ 5ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
55 44 ヰ⪅A01 ከศ, ࡁࡗ࡜, ࡇࢀ[→]=࠙࠙ . 5ࢆᣦࡍ 
56 45 ヰ⪅B01 ࠚࠚ =࡞ࢇ࠿, ࡇࡢ.. ᒾࡗࡱ࠸ࡢࡀ 3ᯛ. 7ࢆΏࡍ 
57 46 ヰ⪅A01 ࠶, 6[↑]?.   
58 47 ヰ⪅A01 [࿓ࡃ]6, <࠶, ᒾ࠿[↓]>{<}. ࣮࢝ࢻࢆື࠿ࡍ 
59 48 ヰ⪅B01 <3>{>}࡜ 7࡜ 12. ᮘࡢ཯ᑐഃࡲ࡛ᡭࢆఙ
ࡤࡍ 
60 49 ヰ⪅C01 7࡜ 12. ࣮࢝ࢻࢆࡲ࡜ࡵࡿ 
61     ࠓỿ㯲 3.06⛊ࠔ   
62 50-1 ヰ⪅B01 ࡛, ࡇ࠺, ࡞ࢇ࠿, <ᮌ, ᮌ, >{<},,   
63 51 ヰ⪅A01 <5, 6>{>}[࿓ࡃ].   
64 50-2 ヰ⪅B01 ᮌࢩ࣮ࣜࢬࡀ. ࣮࢝ࢻࢆື࠿ࡍ 
65 52 ヰ⪅A01 ᮌࢩ࣮ࣜࢬ.   
66     ࠓỿ㯲 1.74⛊ࠔ   
67 53 ヰ⪅A01 ࠶ࡢ, ⤮, ⤮࡛, ⤮࡛, ఝ࡚ࡿࡸࡘ୪࣋ࡕࡷ࠸ࡲࡍ[↑]?.   
68 54 ヰ⪅A01 [ᜥࢆ྾࠺㡢]ᮌ, ᮌ, ᮌ.   
69   ヰ⪅B01 <➗࠸>   
70 55 ヰ⪅C01 ࡇࢀ, ࡾࢇࡈ࡛ࡍ࠿[↓]?<➗࠸>. 4ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
71   ヰ⪅B01 <➗࠸>   
72 56 ヰ⪅A01 ࡉ.. 3ேฟ࡚ࡿ⤮ࡀࡇࢀ࡜ࡇࢀ࡜ࡇࢀ࡛ࡍ[↓], ࢇ, ࢇ. 6ࠊ7ࠊ10ࢆࡲ࡜ࡵࡿ 
73 57 ヰ⪅B01 ఱࡔࢁ࠺?, ࡇࢀ୍␒᭱ึ[↑]?. 2ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
74 58 ヰ⪅A01 ୍␒᭱ࡗ=.   
75 59 ヰ⪅A01 =ࢇ, ࡲࡔ 1ேࡋ࠿Ⓩሙࡋ࡚࡞࠸ࡢࡣࡇࢀࡔࡅ. ࣮࢝ࢻࢆᢲࡉ࠼ࡿ 
76     Ӑỿ㯲 1.16⛊ӑ   
77 60 ヰ⪅A01 ࡛::=࠙࠙ .   
78 61-1 ヰ⪅C01 ࠚࠚ =ࡇࢀ [࣮࢝ࢻ 1] ࡜ࡇࢀࡣ [࣮࢝ࢻ 4], ࡞ࢇ࠿,, 10࡜ 4ࢆᣦࡍ 
79 62-1 ヰ⪅A01 ࡞ࢇ࠿, <࠶ࢀࡍࡡ>{<},,   
80 61-2 ヰ⪅C01 <୍⥴>{>}=.   
81 63 ヰ⪅C01 =ࡑ࠺࡛ࡍ.   
82 62-2 ヰ⪅A01 ࡾࢇࡈࢆࢤࢵࢺࡋ࡚, ࡞ࢇ࠿, ႐ࢇ࡛ࡿࡳࡓ࠸.   
83 64 ヰ⪅C01 ࠶, ࡣ࠸.   
84 65 ヰ⪅B01 ࡝࠺ࡋࡼ࠺?, ྠࡌࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ࡛࡜ࡾ࠶࠼ࡎ[↓].   
85 66 ヰ⪅C01 ࡌࡷ, ࡾࢇࡈ࠿ࡽ୪࡭࡚⾜ࡁࡲࡍ࠿[↓]?.   
86 67 ヰ⪅A01 ࡣ࠸.   
87     ࠓỿ㯲 1.43ࠔ   
88 68 ヰ⪅A01 ࡾ.. ࡾࢇࡈ::. 10 
89 69 ヰ⪅B01 ࡾࢇ<ࡈࢆྲྀࢁ࠺࡜>{<}. 9 
90 70 ヰ⪅C01 <ࡣ 2ே>{>}. 5ࠊ8 
91 71-1 ヰ⪅A01 <࠶, ࡛>{<},,   
92 72 ヰ⪅B01 <2ே>{>}࡛::.   
93 71-2 ヰ⪅A01 ࠼, ࡞ࢇ࠿, ࡾࢇࡈࡀ[→]ࠓỿ㯲 1.92⛊ࠔ<ࡇࢀࡣ࡞ࡗ>{<}࠙࠙ . 11 ࢆᢲࡉ࠼࡞ࡀࡽᣦ
࡛ᣦࡍ 
94 73 ヰ⪅B01 ࠚࠚ<ࡇࢀ [࣮࢝ࢻ 9] ࡣྲྀ>{>}ࢁ࠺࡜ࡋ࡚ࡿࡡ[↑], ᒆ࠿࡞࠸࡜, ྲྀ
ࢁ࠺࡜ࡋ࡚ࡿࡅ࡝[↑]=࠙࠙ . 
9ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
95 74 ヰ⪅A01 ࠚࠚ =<ᒆ࠿࡞ࡃ࡚>{<}.   
96 75 ヰ⪅C01 <ぢࡘࡅ࡚>{>}, <ྲྀࢁ࠺࡜ࡋ࡚[→]>{<}࠙࠙ . 11ࠊ9ࢆᣦࡍ 
97 76 ヰ⪅A01 ࠚࠚ <࠶ࡗ, ࠶ࡗ>{>}=࠙࠙ . 9ࠊ11ࢆື࠿ࡍ 
98 77 ヰ⪅B01 ࠚࠚ =ぢࡘࡅ࡚, ྲྀࢁ࠺<࡜ࡋ࡚>{<}. 9ࠊ11ࢆື࠿ࡍ 
99 78 ヰ⪅A01 <࡜ࡋ࡚[↑]>{>}, [ᜥࢆ྾࠺㡢]ᒆ࠿࡞ࡃ࡚[↓]=.   
100 79 ヰ⪅B01 =࡛[↑]?.   
 902
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   .ᘬᙉ 10B⪅ヰ 481 852
   . ࠙࠙}<{>ࢀࡇ<ࡥࡗࡸ 10B⪅ヰ 581 952
ࡕⴠ ,ࡡࡍࡲࢀษ ]11 ࢻ࣮࢝[ ࡇࡗࡇ ,ࢀ࠶ ,::࡛}>{>࡛ ,࡛< ࠚࠚ 10A⪅ヰ 681 062
 .>࠸➗<]↓[࡚࡚
 ࡍᣦࢆ11
   >࠸➗< 10C⪅ヰ   162
   >࠸➗< 10B⪅ヰ   262
   .ࢀࡇ ,࠸࡞࡚ࡗࡀ⧅ᑐ⤯ 10B⪅ヰ 781 362
   ,,]↑[ࢇ 10C⪅ヰ 1-881 462
   .ࡡ࠺ࡑ ,࠶ 10B⪅ヰ 981 562
 ࡍᣦࢆ01ࠊ11 .?]↑[࠸࡞ࡷࡌࢇࡿ࡚ࡗ㣗࡚࡚ࡕⴠ 10C⪅ヰ 2-881 662
   .ࢆࡈࢇࡾࡎ࠼࠶ࡾ࡜ ,࡛ࢺࢵࢤ࡜ேࡿࡁ࡛ࢺࢵࢤ ,࠶ 10A⪅ヰ 091 762
   >࠸➗< 10B⪅ヰ   862
   .}<{>࠺࠸࡚ࡗ”ࢇࡷࡌ࠸Ⰻ<ࡈࢇࡾ ,࠶“ ,࡛ 10C⪅ヰ 191 962
 ,ࡷࡌ  ,࡛ ,࡚ࡁ࡛ࢺࢵࢤ ]01 ࢻ࣮࢝[ ࢀࡇ ,࠶}>{>ࡗ࠶ࡗ࠶< 10A⪅ヰ 1-291 072
࢝[ ࢀࡇࡘ2 ࡘ2 ,࡛ ,࡚ࡗ”ࡼࡿྲྀ..࡜“ ,ࡽࡓࡗ⾜࡛ே2 ᗘ௒..ࡇ
ࢺࢵࢤࡘ2 ,࡛ ,]1 ࢻ࣮࢝[ ::ࢀࡇ::࡜]01 ࢻ࣮࢝[ ࢀࡇ ,࡛ ]4 ࢻ࣮
 ,,}<{>ࡢ࡞ࡓࡗ࠿Ⰻ<࡚ࡁ࡛
 ࡍᣦࢆ1ࠊ4ࠊ01
   .}>{>࡝࡯ࡿ࡞< 10C⪅ヰ 391 172
   .]↑[ࡡࡍ࡛࠸࡞ࢀࡋࡶ࠿ 10A⪅ヰ 2-291 272
   ,,}<{>୰㏵< ,࠿ࢇ࡞ 10B⪅ヰ 1-491 372
   ,,}>{>ࡗࡻࡕ ..ࡗࡻࡕ ..ࡗࡻࡕ< 10A⪅ヰ 1-591 472
   .࡞ᘬᙉ 10B⪅ヰ 2-491 572
   .ࡀ㔘ゎ࡞ᘬᙉ࡜ࡗࡻࡕ>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗<ࢇ 10A⪅ヰ 2-591 672
࣮࣐࢖ࢱࡀ 10C ⪅ヰ ࠔ⛊17.2 㯲ỿࠓ     772
 ࡿࡍㄆ☜ࢆ
   .?]↑[࠸ࡽࡃศ01 ࡔࡲ ,::ࡔࡲ 10A⪅ヰ 691 872
   .࠸ࡻࡕ࠺ࡶ 10C⪅ヰ 791 972
   .?]↓[࡞࠿࠸࡞࡚ࡗ㐪㛫ࡣ᪉ࡢึ᭱ ,ࠔ⛊29.1 㯲ỿࠓࡡ࠿ࢇ࡞ ,ࡶ࡛ 10B⪅ヰ 891 082
   .ࢇ::࠺ 10A⪅ヰ 991 182
   ࠔ⛊71.1 㯲ỿࠓ     282
ࡑ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ ,࠸ࡋ᛹࡜ࡗࡻࡕ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ ,ࡀ ]2,21 ࢻ࣮࢝[ ㎶ࢇࡑ 10B⪅ヰ 1-002 382
 ,,}<{>࠿ࢇ࡞< ,࠺
 ࡍᣦࢆ2ࠊ21
 ࡍᣦࢆ2ࠊ21 .>࠸➗<}>{>ࡇࡇ< 10A⪅ヰ 102 482
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 ࡍᣦࢆ2 .>࠸➗<ᚋ᭱ 10B⪅ヰ 2-002 582
   .]㡢࠺྾ࢆᜥ[࠿ࢇ࡞ ,࠿࡜␒2 10B⪅ヰ 202 682
ࡌࡌឤ࡞࠸ࡓࡳᛕṧ ,࡜ࡗࡻࡕ ,::࡚ࡃ࡞࡭㐠 ,࠿ࢇ࡞ ,࡜ࡗࡻࡕ 10A⪅ヰ 302 782
 .?]↑[࡞࠿ࡢࡿ࠶ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ ,ࡷ
 ࡍᣦࢆ2ࠊ21
   . ࠙࠙}<{>࠿ࢇ࡞< ,::࡟::๓ࡢ6 ,࠺ࡇ 10B⪅ヰ 402 882
 ࡿぢࢆ2 .ࡿ࡚ࡋࡣ㢦ࡿ࡛ࢇࡋ}>{>ᝒ࡟࠿☜< ࠚࠚ 10C⪅ヰ 502 982
 ࡍᣦࢆ9 .ࡿ࡛ࢇࡋᝒ ,࡚ࡃ࡞ࢀྲྀ ,ࡲ ,ࡽࡓࡗゝ࡚ࡗࡿ࡛ࢇࡋᝒ 10C⪅ヰ 602 092
   ࠔ⛊5.1 㯲ỿࠓ     192
 ࡍᣦࢆ11 .}<{>ࡍࡲ࡚ࡕⴠࢀࡇ< ,࠿ࢇ࡞ ,ࡶ࡛ 10A⪅ヰ 702 292
   .}>{>ࡡࡍ࠺ࡑ࠸ࡣ ,࠶< 10C⪅ヰ 802 392
   .ࡡࡼࡍ࡛ࢇࡿ࡚ࡗ㣗࡚ࡕⴠ ..ࡕⴠ 10A⪅ヰ 902 492
 ࡍᣦࢆ01 .]↓[::ࡋࡿ࡚ࢀྲྀ ,ࡶ࠿ࡋ ,࡛ 10A⪅ヰ 012 592
ࡗ࠿࡞ࡷࡌ”ࣥࢡ࢞ “,࡚ࡃ࡞࡭㐠▼ศከࡀ㠃ሙ::ࡴࡋᝒ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ 10A⪅ヰ 112 692
 .࡜࡞࠿ࡢࡓ
  
   .?]↑[࠸࡞ࡷࡌ2 ࡟..๓ࡢ6 10B⪅ヰ 212 792
   .]↓[࠸࡞ࡷࡌ 10B⪅ヰ 312 892
 ࡿ࡭୪ࢆ2 ࡟๓ࡢ6 .2 10C⪅ヰ 412 992
   ࠔ⛊45.1 㯲ỿࠓ     003
   ,,࠸Ṍ ,ࡔࡓ 10B⪅ヰ 1-512 103
   .}<{>?’࠸ࡋᝒ‘]↑[࠸ࡋ࡞::࠿..࠿ ,࠸ࡋᝒ<ࢀࡇࡶ࡛ ,࠼ 10A⪅ヰ 612 203
   .ࡼࡔࢇ࠸࡞ࡷࡌࡅࢃ}>{>ࡿ࡚࠸Ṍ࡟㏻ᬑ ,࡛< 10B⪅ヰ 2-512 303
   .}<{>ࡿ࡛ࢇࡋᝒ< 10B⪅ヰ 712 403
   .࡚ࡗࡔ ,]↓[ࡻࡋ࡛࠸࡞࠿Ṍ࡚ࡋ㢦}>{>࠸ࡋᝒ ,࠿< 10A⪅ヰ 812 503
   .?]↑[ࡿ࡛ࢇࡋᝒ ,࡛ࢇ࡞ 10B⪅ヰ 912 603
 ࡍᣦࢆ21 .?]↑[࠸࡞ࡷࡌࢀࡇ ,ࡥࡗࡸ ,ࡗ࠼ 10A⪅ヰ 022 703
 ࡍᣦࢆ2ࠊ21 ,,࡚ࡗࡘ”ࡼ::ࡡ࡭㐠ࡀ▼“ ,ࡢࡇ 10A⪅ヰ 1-122 803
   .ࢇ::࠺ 10B⪅ヰ 222 903
   .>࠸➗㰯<ࡣನ ,࡝ࡅࡔࢇࡓࡗᛮ࡜ 10A⪅ヰ 2-122 013
   ࠔ⛊83.2 㯲ỿࠓ     113
 ࡿࡍ࡜࠺ࢁྲྀࢆ2 .::ࢇ ,࠿࠺ࡑ ,::ࡷࡌ 10B⪅ヰ 322 213
 ,࡚ࡗ⾜ ,࡚ࡳ࡚ࡗ⾜㝿ᐇ ,ࡷࡌ ,ࡷࡌ ,࡚ࡗ࡞”::ࡡ࡭㐠▼“ ,::࡛ 10A⪅ヰ 422 313
 ,]↑[::࠿ࡢ”ࡓࡕⴠಶ1 ࡶ࡛ ,࠶ ,࡝ࡅ࠸࡞࠿ᒆ“ ,࡚࡚࠸Ṍࡇࡇ ,࡛
 .࠸࡞ࡽ࠿ศ࠿ࡢ࡞࠺ࡇࡣࢀࡇ ,ࢀࡇ ,࠸ࡉ࡞ࢇࡵࡈ
11 ࡜9ࠊࡿࡆ࠶ࢆᡭࠊ9
 ࡿ࠼᭰ࢀධࢆ
 ࡍᣦࢆ11 .ࡍࡲࡋࡀẼ࡞㏫ ,ࢀࡇ 10C⪅ヰ 522 413
   .?]↑[࡜ࡇ࠺࠸࠺ࡇ..ࡇ ,ࡗ࠶ 10A⪅ヰ 622 513
 ࡍᣦࢆ11 .ࡽ࠿ࡿ࡞࡟ಶ1 ୗ>࠸➗<ࡘ3 ୖࡀᩘࡢࡈࢇࡾ ,ࡢ::࠶ 10C⪅ヰ 722 613
   .ࡡࡍ࠺ࡑ ,ࡡࡍ࠺ࡑ ,࠶>࠸➗< 10A⪅ヰ 822 713
 ࡿ࠼᭰ࢀධࢆ11 ࡜9 .]↓[::࡚ࡗᛮ࡜࠺ࢁྲྀಶ1 ࠺ࡶ ,::࡚ࡗ㣗࡚ࡅࡘぢ 10C⪅ヰ 922 813
   .]↓[࠿࡜ࡇ࠺࠸࠺ࡑ ,ࡗ࠶ ,࡝࡯ࡿ࡞ ,::࠶ 10A⪅ヰ 032 913
   .࡝࡯ࡿ࡞ ,࡝࡯ࡿ࡞ ,࡝࡯ࡿ࡞ ,࠺ࡑ ,ࡗ࠶ 10A⪅ヰ 132 023
 ࡃࡎ࡞࠺ .ࢇ::࠺ 10B⪅ヰ 232 123
   .ࡡࡍࡲࡅ⾜ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ ,ࡽࡓࡗࡔࢀࡇ ,࠺ࡑ 10A⪅ヰ 332 223
..ࡢࡿ࡛ࢇ႐ ,࡛ࡢࡓࢀྲྀಶ2 ,ࡣࡇࡇ ,::ࡲ ,࡛ ,࠶ ,ಶ1࠺ࡶ ,࡛ 10A⪅ヰ 432 323
 .=࡝ࡅࡍ࠸࡞ࢀࡋࡶ࠿
  
   ,,࡝ࡅࡍ࡛࠸࡞ࡣ⤮ࡢࡇ ,ࡲ ,࡛ࡇࡇ= 10A⪅ヰ 1-532 423
   .࠸ࡣ 10C⪅ヰ 632 523
 ࡍᣦࢆ4ࠊ1 .]↓[࡚ࢀࡽࡅศࡶ࡟ே2 ,ࡘ2 ,࡚ࡗྲྀಶ1 ࠺ࡶ ,࡚ࡗྲྀಶ1 10A⪅ヰ 2-532 623
   ࠔ⛊77.1 㯲ỿࠓ     723
ࡲࡋ..ࢇࡿࡍࡶࡌឤ࡞࠺ࡼ࠸Ⰻࡌឤ࡞ࢇࡇ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ ,ࡣ༙ᚋ ,࠶ 10A⪅ヰ 732 823
 .ࡡࡍ
  
10C ⪅ヰࠊ࡚ࡗྲྀࢆ 2 .::ࡡࡷࡌ ,ࡡ࠺㐪ࡇࡇ 10B⪅ヰ 832 923
 ࡍΏ࡟
   .?]↑[࠸࡞ࡷࡌᚋࡢ▼ ,]↑[࠸࡞ࡷࡌ▼ ,ࡥࡗࡸ ,ࢀࡇ 10A⪅ヰ 932 033
ཷࢆ 2 ࡽ࠿ 10B ⪅ヰ .?]↓[࠿ࡍ࠺ࡇ 10C⪅ヰ 042 133
఩ࡢᚋࡢ21ࠊ࡚ࡗྲྀࡅ
 ࡍᡠ࡟⨨
   .ࡣ࡚ࡋ࡜ぢព ,?࠿ࡍ࠺࡝..࡝ ,࡝ࡅࡍ࡛ࢇࡿ࡚ࡗᛮ࡜ 10A⪅ヰ 142 233
   ,,}<{>࡝ࡅࡍ࡛<ࢇࡿ࡚ࡗᛮ࠺ࡑࡣศ⮬ 10A⪅ヰ 1-242 333
   .}>{>ࢇ::࠺ ,ࢇ::࠺< 10B⪅ヰ 342 433
   .]㡢࠺྾ࢆᜥ[]↑[࡛ࡢࢇࡽ㝈࡜ࡿ࡚ࡗྜࡀศ⮬ ,ࡸ࠸ 10A⪅ヰ 2-242 533
   ࠔ⛊48.8 㯲ỿࠓ     633
 ࡍᣦࢆ8 .”ࡐ࠺࠾㣗ࡈࢇࡾ“ 10C⪅ヰ 442 733
   ,,}<{>”ࡶ࡛ ,࡞<࠸ࡋḧࡈࢇࡾ“ 10A⪅ヰ 1-542 833
 ࡍᣦࢆ5 .}>{>”࠸࡞࠿ᒆࡈࢇࡾ“< 10C⪅ヰ 642 933
   ,,}<{>”࠺ࡇ࡚ࡗᣢࢆ▼ ,ࡷࡌ< ,࠸࡞࠿ᒆ“ 10A⪅ヰ 2-542 043
ே࠸࠿࡛࡟ࢁࡇ࡜࠸࠸ ,::࠾“ ,࡚ࡗ}>{>”࠺ࡼ᮶࡚ࡗᣢ▼ ,ࡷࡌ“< 10C⪅ヰ 1-742 143
 ,,࡚ࡗ”ࡼ࡛ࢇ㐠ࢆࢀࡇ ,ࡀ
 ࡍᣦࢆ7ࠊ6ࠊ3
   . ࠙࠙}<{>ࡗࡣ ,࡛< ..ࡗࡣ ,࡚࡚ࡗゝ࡚ࡗ 10A⪅ヰ 3-542 243
 ࡍᣦࢆ2ࠊ21 .”ࡓࡗࡔ┠㥏 ,ࡗ࠶}>{>ࢆ▼ ,ࡻࡋ࠸ࡼ“< ࠚࠚ 10C⪅ヰ 2-742 343
   .=࠼ ,”::ࡷࡌ“ ,”ࡓࡗࡔ┠㥏“ 10A⪅ヰ 842 443
 ࡍᣦࢆ11 ,,”ࡗ࠶“= 10B⪅ヰ 1-942 543
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 ࡍᣦࢆ11 .”ࡓ࡚ࡕⴠ>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗< ࡝ࡅ ,࠶“ 10C⪅ヰ 052 643
   .࡚ࡕⴠ#### 10B⪅ヰ 2-942 743
   .>࠸➗<”࠿ࡢࡓ࡚ࡕⴠ“]࡛ኌ࠸㧗[ 10C⪅ヰ 152 843
 ࡍᣦࢆ01 .”::ࢺࢵࢤ ,࣮࢟ࢵࣛ ,>࠸➗<࣮࢟ࢵ::ࣛ“ 10A⪅ヰ 252 943
   ,,}<{>”ಶ1<࠺ࡶ ,࠺ࡶ ,ࡷࡌ ,࠶“ 10B⪅ヰ 1-352 053
 ࡍᣦࢆ9 .=࠺ࢁྲྀ࡛}>{>ே1 ,࠼< 10C⪅ヰ 452 153
   .࠸࡞ࢀྲྀ= 10B⪅ヰ 2-352 253
 ࡍᣦࢆ1 .”::ࡽྩ ,ࡷࡌ ,ࡽ࠿࠸࡞ࢀྲྀ“ 10C⪅ヰ 552 353
 ࡍᣦࢆ4 .]㡢࠺྾ࢆᜥ[࡚ࡗྲྀ 10A⪅ヰ 652 453
   .ࢇ::࠺ 10B⪅ヰ 752 553
   .::ࢇ 10A⪅ヰ 852 653
   ࠔ⛊32.2 㯲ỿࠓ     753
   .}<{>࠸ࡋ࠿࠾<࠿ࢇ࡞]࡛ኌ࠸ࡉᑠ[ 10B⪅ヰ 952 853
 ࡍᣦࢆ11ࠊ5 .ࡼࡍ࡛ࡌឤࡿ࡚ࡋ┪▩ࡀ␒11 ,ࡷࡌ ,࡜␒5}>{>,࠿ࢇ࡞ ,ࡶ࡛< 10C⪅ヰ 062 953
   ࠔ⛊43.1 㯲ỿࠓ     063
   .?]↓[࠿ࡍ࡛࡜ࡇ࡚ࡗࡽ࠿࠸࡞࡚ࡕⴠࡈࢇࡾ ,࠸::ࡣ 10A⪅ヰ 162 163
   .ࢇ࠺ 10C⪅ヰ 262 263
   ࠔ⛊12.3 㯲ỿࠓ     363
   ,,ࡡ࡛࠿࡜㢼 ,ࡡࡢ࠶ 10B⪅ヰ 1-362 463
   .ࡓࡗࡷࡕࡕⴠ 10A⪅ヰ 462 563
   ,,}<{>ࡼࡍࡲ<ࡕⴠ 10B⪅ヰ 2-362 663
   .}>{>ࡡࡍ࠺ࡑ< 10C⪅ヰ 562 763
   .ࡷࡾࡑ 10B⪅ヰ 3-362 863
   .]㡢ࡃྤࢆᜥ[]→[௚ 10B⪅ヰ 662 963
   ࠔ⛊86.1 㯲ỿࠓ     073
ࡾࡀ࠸ࡲࡕⴠࡀ࠺ࡼࡕⴠ࡟ู࡟ⓗ⤮ ,ࡣ⤮ ,ᩘࡢࡈࢇࡾ ,ࡲ ,࡛ 10A⪅ヰ 1-762 173
 ,,ࡗࢃኚ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ ,ࡣᩘࡢࡈࢇ
  
   .ࢇ࠺ 10C⪅ヰ 862 273
   .࡟ୖࡢᮌ ,ಶ3..ࡉ..ࡉ 10A⪅ヰ 2-762 373
   .}<{>ࡘ3< 10C⪅ヰ 962 473
   ,,>࠸➗<࡚ࡗ⤮ ,࡞࠺ࡑ᮶࡛ࢺ࣮ࢱࢫ}>{>::௚< 10B⪅ヰ 1-072 573
   .ࢇ::࠺ 10A⪅ヰ 172 673
   .}<{>?]↓[࡞࠿ࡢࢇ࠶< 10B⪅ヰ 2-072 773
࣮࢝[ ࢀࡇࠔ⛊41.1 㯲ỿࠓ ::࠿ ]6 ࢻ࣮࢝[ ࢀࡇ ,::ࡲ ,}>{>::ࢇ< 10A⪅ヰ 272 873
 .ࡡࡼࡔ ]8 ࢻ࣮࢝[ ࢀࡇ࠿ ]6 ࢻ࣮࢝[ ࢀࡇ..ࡇ ,]6 ࢻ
 ࡍᣦࢆ8ࠊ6
   ࠔ⛊11.1 㯲ỿࠓ     973
 ࡍᣦࢆ11 .]↓[࡚ࡗᛮ࡜::࡞࠿ࡾ࠶ࡶ␒11 ൅ 10C⪅ヰ 372 083
   .࡟ࡁࡉ ,::࠶ 10A⪅ヰ 472 183
 ,࡛ ,ࠔ⛊ 23.2 㯲ỿࠓ::࡚ࡅࡘぢࡀே࠸࠿࡛ ,࠺ࡑ ,࡟ࡁࡉ ,ࡢ࠶ 10C⪅ヰ 572 283
 .ࡓࡗࡔ┠㥏ࠔ⛊15.1 㯲ỿࠓ ,࡝ࡅࡓࡗᛮ࡜࠺ࢁྲྀ ,࡚࡚ࡗ㣗
 ࡍᣦࢆ9ࠊ01ࠊ11
   ࠔ⛊37.2 㯲ỿࠓ     383
   ,,࠸ࡷࡕࡗࡕࡢࡇ ,ࡢ࠶ ,࡛ࡌឤࠔ⛊09.0 㯲ỿࠓ ,࡞࠺ࡼࡌྠ ,࡛ 10C⪅ヰ 1-672 483
   .ࢇ࠺ 10A⪅ヰ 772 583
 ࡍᣦࢆ5ࠊ8 ,,}<{>࠺ࢁྲྀ<ࡶࡕࡓே 10C⪅ヰ 2-672 683
   .}>{>࠸ࡣ< 10A⪅ヰ 872 783
   ,,࡚ࡗࡓࡗࡔ┠㥏 ,࡚ࡗᙇ㡹 ,࡚ࡋ࡜ 10C⪅ヰ 3-672 883
   .ࢇ࠺ 10A⪅ヰ 972 983
 ࡍᣦࢆ7ࠊ6 ,,>࠸➗<࡚ࡗ”ࢇࡷࡌࢇࡷࡕࡗ࠾ࡢࡁࡗࡉ ,ࡗ࠶“ 10C⪅ヰ 4-672 093
   >࠸➗< 10A⪅ヰ   193
 ࡍᣦࢆ21 ,,࡚ࡗ”ࡔ⌮↓ ,ࢇࡵࡈ“ ,࡚ࡗ”ࡼ࡚ࡗఏᡭ“ 10C⪅ヰ 5-672 293
   .࠶]྾࿧῝[ 10A⪅ヰ 082 393
 ࡍᣦࢆ1 .࠺࠸࡚ࡗ”࡛ࡕࡗࡇ::ࡷࡌ“ 10C⪅ヰ 6-672 493
4 ,1 ࡚ࡗ⾜࡛ࡲ2 ,࡜ࡗ࠼ ,ࡽ࠿8 ࡢୖ ,9 ,01 ,11 ,࠺ࡇ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ 10C⪅ヰ 1-182 593
 ,,ࢆࡢ࠺࠸࡚ࡗ
  
   .ࢇ::࠺ 10A⪅ヰ 282 693
   .ࡓࡋࡲ࠼⪃..࡜ࡗࡻࡕ 10C⪅ヰ 2-182 793
   ࠔ⛊87.3 㯲ỿࠓ     893
   .࠸ࡻࡕศ5 ᚋ 10B⪅ヰ 382 993
   .ࡡࡍ࡛࠺ࡑ 10C⪅ヰ 482 004
   ࠔ⛊37.1 㯲ỿࠓ     104
   .ࡡࡍ࡛ࢇࡿసࢆ࣮࣮ࣜࢺࢫ 10C⪅ヰ 582 204
   ࠔ⛊52.7 㯲ỿࠓ     304
   ,,}<{>࡝ࡅࡍ࡛<ࢇ࠺ᛮ࡜”࡞࠿ࡾ࠶ࡶ11“ࡣ൅ ,ࡣࢺ࣮ࢱࢫ 10C⪅ヰ 1-682 404
   .}>{>ࢇ::࠺< 10A⪅ヰ 782 504
   .]ࡍヰ࡚࠸ྥࢆ10B ⪅ヰ[?]↓[࠿ࡍ࡛࠸Ⰻ..ࡀ᪉ࡢ8 10C⪅ヰ 2-682 604
   ࠔ⛊30.1 㯲ỿࠓ     704
   ,,}<{>࠿ࢇ࡞< ,::ࡣ࡚ࡋ࡜ぢពࡢศ⮬ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ 10A⪅ヰ 1-882 804
   .}>{>࠸ࡣ< 10C⪅ヰ 982 904
࠸ࡀ࠺࡯ࡓࡆ⧅ࢆ⛬㐣ࡢ࡛ࡲࡿࢀධ࡟ᡭ::ࢆ..ࡈࢇࡾ ,ࡾࡥࡗࡸ 10A⪅ヰ 2-882 014
 .::࡚࡚ࡗᛮ࡜࡞࠿ࡢ࠸
  
   .ࢇ࠺ 10C⪅ヰ 092 114
 412
 
ࡗࡓࡁ࡛ࢺࢵࢤ࡟✺၈ ,࡚ࡁ࡚ฟࡀࡈࢇࡾࡾ࡞ࡁ࠸␒11 ,࠿ࢇ࡞ 10A⪅ヰ 192 214
 ,ࡾࡲ࠶ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ ,ࡀ࣮࣮ࣜࢺࢫࡢ๓ࡢࡇࡇ ,ࡽࡓࡗࡔࢇ࠺࠸࡚
 .ࢇ::࠺
  
   ࠔ⛊97.2 㯲ỿࠓ     314
   ,,}<{>࡛ே2<ࡶ࡚ࡃ࡞ࡤ㐠ࢆ▼ࡊࢃࡊࢃ 10A⪅ヰ 1-292 414
   .}>{>ࢇ࠺< 10C⪅ヰ 392 514
   ࠔ⛊01.1 㯲ỿࠓ     614
ࢇࡾ<࡛࠸ᢸ..ࡗࡻࡕேࡓࡗ࠶࡟ࡇࡇ ,ே1 ࠿ㄡ ,ே2 ,ࡢ࠶ ,ࡸ࠸ 10A⪅ヰ 2-292 714
 ,,}<{>ࡈ
 ࡍᣦࢆ4ࠊ1ࠊ6
   .}>{>ࢇ࠺< 10C⪅ヰ 492 814
ࡽせ࡟ู ,࠿ࢇ࡞ ,ࡀ⛬㐣ࡪ㐠ࢆ▼ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ ,࡚ࡁ࡛ࢺࢵࢤ ,ࢇ 10A⪅ヰ 3-292 914
 .=࡝ࡅࡍ࡛ࢇࡿࡍࡀẼ࡞࠺ࡼ࠸࡞
  
࠿ᒆ..ࡗࡋ ,::ࡷࡌே 2“ ,::࡚ࡁ࡚ฟࡀே2 ึ᭱ ,ࡥࡗࡸ ,࠿ࢇ࡞= 10A⪅ヰ 1-592 024
 ,,”ࡼ࠸࡞
 ࡍᣦࢆ5ࠊ8
   .ࢇ࠺ 10C⪅ヰ 692 124
᥈ࡢࡶࡿࡏࡤఙࢆࡉ㧗ࡢศ⮬ ,࡜ࡗࡻࡕ ,▼ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ ,ࡷࡌ“ ,࡛ 10A⪅ヰ 2-592 224
࠸➗< ,࡛ࠔ⛊28.0 㯲ỿࠓ,::࡛▼ࡀ࠼⟅ࡓࡋฟ ,࡚ࡗゝ࡚ࡗ”࠺ࡑ
ࢇ㐠ࢀࡇ“ ,࡚ࢀ⾲ࡀே࠸㧗࡟ࡕ࠺ࡿ࡚ࡗࡸࢆ࡜ࡇ࡞ࢇࡑ>ࡽࡀ࡞
ࡋࢺࢵࢤ ,࡛ ,ࡽࡓࡗ⾜ ,::࡚ࡋࡾ࠿ࡗࡀ ,࡚ࡃ࡞࡭㐠 ,”]↑[࡛
 .=࠸࡞࠿ᒆ࡛ே1 ࡥࡗࡸ ,࡛ࠔ⛊64.1 㯲ỿࠓ ,::࡚
ࢆ9ࠊ01ࠊ2ࠊ21ࠊ7ࠊ3
 ࡍᣦ
 ࡍᣦࢆ1ࠊ9 .ࡡ࡝ࡅࡍ࡛ࢇࡿ࡞࡟Ẽࡣ ]1,9 ࢻ࣮࢝[ ࡇࡇ ,࡟࠿☜ ,ࢇ࠺= 10A⪅ヰ 792 324
ࢆ㰯[ࡲ ,࡝ࡅࡍ࡛ࢇ࡞ࡘࡸࡓࡗ࡞࡟Ẽ࡜ࡗࡻࡕ ,ࡣࡇࡇ ,ࡣࡇࡇ 10A⪅ヰ 892 424
 .]㡢࠺྾
  
   ࠔ⛊08.3 㯲ỿࠓ     524
   ,,}<{>እព<::ࡣබே୺ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ 10A⪅ヰ 1-992 624
   .}>{>࠸ࡣ< 10C⪅ヰ 003 724
   ,,}<{>࠿ࢇ࡞< ,࡝ࡅࡍ࡛ࢇࡿ࡚ฟ࠸ࡥࡗ࠸ࡀேࡢࡇ ,ࡢࡑ࡜ 10A⪅ヰ 2-992 824
   .}>{>ࢇ࠺< 10C⪅ヰ 103 924
   .]↓[࡚࡚ࡋࡣศ⮬ࡀࡌឤ࠺࠸࠺ࡑ ,࡚ࡗ࡞࠿ࡢ࡞ே2 ࡢࡇ࡜እព 10A⪅ヰ 3-992 034
   ࠔ⛊23.2 㯲ỿࠓ     134
ᜥ[ࡥࡗࡸ ,]↑[࡞࠿ࡽ࠿ ]5,8 ࢻ࣮࢝[ ࡗࡇ ..ࡗࡇ ,ࡥࡗࡸ ,ࢇ::࠺ 10B⪅ヰ 203 234
 .]㡢ࡴ㣧ࢆ
 ࡍᣦࢆ5ࠊ8
   ࠔ⛊29.3 㯲ỿࠓ     334
 ࡍᣦࢆ2 .>࠸➗<?]↑[࡞࠿2 ࡣ൅ ,ࢺ࣮ࢱࢫ ,࡜ࡿ࠼⪃ࡃⰋ 10C⪅ヰ 303 434
   .::࠶ 10A⪅ヰ 403 534
 ࡍᣦࢆ11 ,,>࠸➗<ࡀ11 ࠿ࢇ࡞ࠔ⛊11.1 㯲ỿࠓ ,::ࡢ࠶ 10C⪅ヰ 1-503 634
   .ࢇ࠺ 10A⪅ヰ 603 734
   .ࡡࡼࡍ࡛࡜ࡇ࠺࠸࡚ࡗ”ࢇࡷࡌࡿ࡚ࡕⴠࡣᐇ“ ,࠼ 10C⪅ヰ 2-503 834
   .ࢇ࠺ 10A⪅ヰ 703 934
   ࠔ⛊70.3 㯲ỿࠓ     044
   ,,ࡀ࣮࣮ࣜࢺࢫࡢࡇ ,ࡽࡓ࠼⪃࡜ࡔබே୺ࡀே2 ,࡝ࡅ ,ࢇ࠺ 10C⪅ヰ 1-803 144
   .࠸ࡣ 10A⪅ヰ 903 244
   ,,}<{>ࡀࡌឤ<࡞㯇⥡␒୍ 10C⪅ヰ 2-803 344
   .}>{>࠸ࡣ< 10A⪅ヰ 013 444
   .ࡍࡲࡋ 10C⪅ヰ 3-803 544
3< ,ࡀ㛫᫬ࡿࡸ>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗<ࡗࡸ࣮ࣥࢱࣃ 1 ࠺ࡶ ,?࠺ࡼࡋ࠺࡝ 10B⪅ヰ 113 644
 .}<{>]↓[࠿ศ
  
࣍ ,ࢺ࢖࣡࣍ ,?࡞࠿ࡢ࠸࠸࡚ࡗ౑}>{>ࢻ࣮࣎ࢺ࢖࣡࣍࡜ࡗࡻࡕ< 10A⪅ヰ 213 744
 .>࠸➗㰯<࡚ࡗ౑ࢻ࣮࣎ࢺ࢖࣡࣍࢖࣡
  
   .ࢇࡷࡌࢇ࠸࠸ ,::࠶ 10B⪅ヰ 313 844
   ,,}<{>↛඲< 10B⪅ヰ 1-413 944
   .}>{>࣓ࣔ..࣓< 10A⪅ヰ 513 054
   .࡝ࡅࡓࡗ࠿࡞࡚ࡗ౑ 10B⪅ヰ 2-413 154
   ,,}<{>࣓ࣔ..࣓< 10B⪅ヰ 1-613 254
 ࡃྥࢆࢁᚋ .}>{>?]↓[࡞࠿࠸࠸< 10A⪅ヰ 713 354
   .>࠸➗<]↓[࡚ࡋ 10B⪅ヰ 2-613 454
   .}<{>3< ,5 ,8 10B⪅ヰ 813 554
 ࡿࡀୖࡕ❧ .>࠸➗<}>{>ࡢ8< 10A⪅ヰ 913 654
   .=ࡢ1 10B⪅ヰ 023 754
 ࡿぢࢆ࣮࣐࢖ࢱ .ࡡࡼ࠸࡞࠿ࡋศ3 ᚋࡶ࡛ ,࠶ ,ࡉࡀ㛫᫬ࡔࡲ..ࡲ= 10A⪅ヰ 123 854
   .ࡲ ,ࡲ ,::ࡲ ,::ࡲ ,ศ3 ,3 10B⪅ヰ 223 954
   .}<{>࠸࠸ࡲ ,::ࡲ< 10A⪅ヰ 323 064
   ,,::8 ,␒}>{>㡰 ,ࡷࡌ< 10C⪅ヰ 1-423 164
Ꮠᩘ࡟ࢻ࣮࣎ࢺ࢖࣡࣍ .8 10A⪅ヰ 523 264
 ࡃ᭩ࢆ
   ,,3 ,5 10C⪅ヰ 2-423 364
   .}<{>ࡡࡍ࡛ࢇࡓࡗ࠿࡞࡚ࡗ౑ࢆࢻ࣮࣎<ࢺ࢖࣡࣍ ,ࡸ࠸ 10B⪅ヰ 623 464
   ,,}<{>7< ,}>{>6< 10C⪅ヰ 3-423 564
   .}>{>7< 10B⪅ヰ 723 664




468 324-4 ヰ⪅C01 12.   
469 329 ヰ⪅A01 7ࡢᚋ 11࡛ࡍ࠿. ࣍࣡࢖ࢺ࣮࣎ࢻ࡟ᩘᏐ
ࢆ᭩ࡃ 
470 330 ヰ⪅C01 ࠶, <12>{<}.   
471 331 ヰ⪅B01 <12>{>}.   
472 332 ヰ⪅A01 12. ࣍࣡࢖ࢺ࣮࣎ࢻ࡟ᩘᏐ
ࢆ᭩ࡃ 
473 333 ヰ⪅C01 2.   
474 334 ヰ⪅A01 12, 2. ࣍࣡࢖ࢺ࣮࣎ࢻ࡟ᩘᏐ
ࢆ᭩ࡃ 
475 335-1 ヰ⪅B01 11,,   
476 336 ヰ⪅A01 11. ࣍࣡࢖ࢺ࣮࣎ࢻ࡟ᩘᏐ
ࢆ᭩ࡃ 
477 335-2 ヰ⪅B01 10,,   
478 337 ヰ⪅A01 10. ࣍࣡࢖ࢺ࣮࣎ࢻ࡟ᩘᏐ
ࢆ᭩ࡃ 
479 335-3 ヰ⪅B01 9,,   
480 338 ヰ⪅A01 10, 9. ࣍࣡࢖ࢺ࣮࣎ࢻ࡟ᩘᏐ
ࢆ᭩ࡃ 
481 335-4 ヰ⪅B01 1,,   
482 339 ヰ⪅A01 9,  1. ࣍࣡࢖ࢺ࣮࣎ࢻ࡟ᩘᏐ
ࢆ᭩ࡃ 
483 335-5 ヰ⪅B01 4.   
484 340-1 ヰ⪅A01 9,, ࣍࣡࢖ࢺ࣮࣎ࢻ࡟ᩘᏐ
ࢆ᭩ࡃ 
485 341 ヰ⪅B01 ࡣ࠸.   
486 340-2 ヰ⪅A01 1, 4.   
487 342 ヰ⪅C01 ࡣ࠸.   
488 343 ヰ⪅B01 ࡇࢀ [࣮࢝ࢻ 11] ᭱ึ࡛ࡋࡓࡗࡅ[↑]?. 11ࢆΏࡍ 
489     ࠓỿ㯲 3.49⛊ࠔ   
490 344 ヰ⪅C01 ࢇ[↑], ࠶, ูࡢࢫࢺ࣮࣮࡛ࣜࡍ࠿[↑]?. 11ࢆཷࡅྲྀࡗ࡚ࠊぢࡿ 
491 345 ヰ⪅B01 ࡣ࠸ࡣ࠸.   
492     ࠓỿ㯲 0.70ࠔ   
493 346-1 ヰ⪅C01 ࡀ::, ࠼::<➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ>࡜, ࠓỿ㯲 1.22⛊ࠔ11, ࡌࡹ࠺::‘10’=,, ❧ࡕୖࡀࡿࠊ࣮࢝ࢻࢆ
୪࡭᭰࠼ࡿ 
494 347 ヰ⪅B01 =ࡌࡹ࠺::‘10’, ࡁࡹ<࠺::‘9’>{<}. 10ࠊ9࡜୪࡭ࡿ 
495 346-2 ヰ⪅C01 <ࡁࡹ࠺::‘9’>{>}, ࡛, ࠓỿ㯲 4.75⛊ࠔ2, ࠓỿ㯲 0.87⛊ࠔ12. 2ࠊ12࡜୪࡭ࡿ 
496     ࠓỿ㯲 3.67⛊ࠔ   
497 348 ヰ⪅C01 ࠶::, ࡅ࡝, ࡇࡢ㎶ [࣮࢝ࢻ 7,6] ࡀࡕࡻࡗ࡜, ᭕᫕࡞[↓]. 7ࠊ6ࢆᖹ⾜࡟୪࡭ࡿ 
498     ࠓỿ㯲 1.28⛊ࠔ   
499 349 ヰ⪅C01 ᭱ᚋࡣࡇࢀ [࣮࢝ࢻ 1,4] ࡛Ⰻ࠸ࢇ࡛ࡍࡅ࡝. 1ࠊ4࡜୪࡭ࡿ 
500     ࠓỿ㯲 1.11⛊ࠔ   
501 350 ヰ⪅B01 ᭱ᚋࡣࡑࢀ=.   
502 351 ヰ⪅C01 =㐠ࢇ࡛࡚::….   
503     ࠓỿ㯲 2.91⛊ࠔ   
504 352 ヰ⪅B01 㐠ࢇ࡛࡚::.   
505     ࠓỿ㯲 4.97⛊ࠔ   
506 353 ヰ⪅C01 “ྩࡽᡭఏࡗ࡚ࡼ”. 6ࢆྲྀࡿ 
507 354 ヰ⪅C01 ࠶, 㐪࠺࠿[↓]. 6ࢆඖ࡟ᡠࡍ 
508     ࠓỿ㯲 1.47⛊ࠔ   
509 355 ヰ⪅B01 “ࡑࢇ࡞ࢇࡌࡷ, 㐠࡭࡞࠸ࡼ”ࡗ࡚. 7ࢆྲྀࡿ 
510 356 ヰ⪅B01 [ᜥࢆ㣧ࡴ㡢]࡬, 㐪࠺࡞[↑]<➗࠸>. 㤳ࢆ࠿ࡋࡆࡿ 
511     ࠓỿ㯲 1.14⛊ࠔ   
512 357-1 ヰ⪅A01 ⤖ᒁ▼ࡣ౑ࡗ࡚࡞࠸࡛ࡍ࠿ࡽࡡ,,   
513 358 ヰ⪅C01 ࠺ࢇ.   
514 357-2 ヰ⪅A01 ࡣ࠸, ࡾࢇࡈࢆྲྀࡿ᫬.   
515 359-1 ヰ⪅C01 ㅉࡵࡿ<࡜࠸࠺>{<},,   
516 360 ヰ⪅A01 <ࡣ࠸>{>}.   
517 359-2 ヰ⪅C01 ࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜࡀᚲせ࡛ࡍ࠿[↓]?.   
518     ࠓỿ㯲 1.96⛊ࠔ   
519 361 ヰ⪅B01 ࠺::ࢇ, ࡔ࡜, ⾜ࡁワࡗࡕࡷ࠺࡞.   
520     ࠓỿ㯲 2.41⛊ࠔ   
521 362-1 ヰ⪅C01 “ྩࡓࡕ, 㐠ࢇ࡛ࡃࢀ࡞࠸?”ࡗ࡚, “ࡇࢀ<ࡇࢀࡇࢀ”>{<},, 12ࡢᚋ࡟ 6ࠊ7ࠊ3࡜୪
࡭ࡿ 
522 363 ヰ⪅A01 <࠶::, ࡲ::, ࡣ࠸>{>}.   
523 362-2 ヰ⪅C01 “ࡼ࠸ࡋࡻࡼ࠸ࡋࡻ”, 㥏┠<ࡔࡗࡓ>{<}.   
524 364 ヰ⪅A01 <࠺ࢇ>{>}.   
525 365 ヰ⪅A01 ࡓࡔ, ࡞ࢇ࠿, ࡣࡇ..ᡭఏࡗ࡚࡯ࡋ࠸ࢇࡔࡗࡓࡽ, ࡞ࢇ࠿, 3 ே࡛
࠸ࡍ‘▼’ᘬࡗᙇࡾࡑ࠺ࡍࡅ࡝ࡡ. 
3ࢆᣦࡍ 
526 366 ヰ⪅C01 ࡑ࠺࡛ࡍࡡ.   
527     ࠓỿ㯲 2.29⛊ࠔ   
 612
 
 ࡍᣦࢆ5ࠊ8 .ࡡࡍ࡛ࢇࡿ࠶ࡀ⏺㝈࡜ࡗࡻࡕࡣ࣮࣮ࣜࢺࢫࢀࡇ ,ࡥࡗࡸ 10C⪅ヰ 763 825
   .ࢇ::࠺ 10A⪅ヰ 863 925
 ࡍᣦࢆ4ࠊ1 .]↓[࡜࠸࠸࡛ࢀࡇ ,࠺ࡶࡣᚋ᭱ 10C⪅ヰ 963 035
   ࠔ⛊61.1 㯲ỿࠓ     135
   .ࡡࡍ࠺ࡑ ,࠸ࡣ 10A⪅ヰ 073 235
 ࡿྲྀࢆ5ࠊ8 .࠸ࡃ࡟ࡾࡀ⧅࠿࡞࠿࡞ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ ,ࡶࡾᙇ㡹::ࡢே2 ࡢࡇ 10B⪅ヰ 173 335
   >࠸➗< 10A⪅ヰ   435
 ࡍΏࢆ3 .ࡡࡼࡍ࡛࠿࡜ ]3 ࢻ࣮࢝[ ࢀࡇ 10C⪅ヰ 273 535
   .::࠺ࡑ 10B⪅ヰ 373 635
   .࠺ࡑ࠺ࡑ࠺ࡑ 10A⪅ヰ 473 735
   ࠔ⛊64.4 㯲ỿࠓ     835
   .ࡸศ1 ᚋ ,ࡗ࠶ 10B⪅ヰ 573 935
   .ࡷࡌ 10B⪅ヰ 673 045
   .࠺ࡻࡋࡲࡁ⾜࡛3 ,5 ,8 ,ࡷࡌ 10C⪅ヰ 773 145
   .࠸ࡣ>࠸➗< 10A⪅ヰ 873 245
   .?]↑[ࡌឤ࡞࠺ࡼࡢᡂ᏶࡚࠼᭰࡭୪ࢀࡇ 10B⪅ヰ 973 345
   .ࡡࡍ࡛࠺ࡑ 10C⪅ヰ 083 445
 
 20MJ .2
 ⏨  :ูᛶ⪅ヰ  





 ⪃ഛ ᐜ       ෆ       ヰ       Ⓨ ⪅ヰ ྕ␒
 ࡿࡀୖࡕ❧ ,,ࡎ࠼࠶ࡾ࡜>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗< ,ࡷࡌࠔ⛊30.1 㯲ỿࠓ]㡢࠺྾ࢆᜥ[ 20A⪅ヰ 1-1 1
 ࡿࡀୖࡕ❧ >࠸➗< 20C⪅ヰ   2
   >࠸➗< 20B⪅ヰ   3
   ,,}<{>㐍࡟ࡵࡌࡲ..ࡲ..ࡗࡍ ,ࡄࡍ>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗<< 20A⪅ヰ 2-1 4
 ࡿࡀୖࡕ❧ .}>{>ࡡࡍࡲࡁ࠸࡟ࡵࡌࡲ..ࡲ< 20B⪅ヰ 2 5
   .࠺ࡻࡋࡲࡁ࠸࡚ࡵ 20A⪅ヰ 3-1 6
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   ,,}<{>⏤⮬⏤⮬<}>{>⏤⮬< 20A⪅ヰ 1-042 223
   .}>{>⏤⮬඲᏶࠺ࡶ ,ࡗ࠶< 20C⪅ヰ 142 323
   .}<{>⏤⮬⏤⮬< 20A⪅ヰ 2-042 423
   .ࡼࡍ࡛࠸ࡓࡳ}>{>⏤⮬࡟ᙜᮏ< 20B⪅ヰ 242 523
   ࠔ⛊50.1 㯲ỿࠓ     623
   .’࡛ࡢ࡞‘::࡛ࢇ࡞ 20B⪅ヰ 342 723
   .>࠸➗<࡞࠺ࡼ࠸࡞ࡽせ ,ࡷࡌ 20C⪅ヰ 442 823
   >࠸➗< 20A⪅ヰ   923
   >࠸➗< 20B⪅ヰ   033
   .}<{>ࡿࡍࡣẼࡿ࡚ࡋ<ࡾࡁࡗࡍࡲࡲࡢࡇ࠺ࡶࡣࢀࡇ 20C⪅ヰ 542 133
   .]ࡃࡎ࡞࠺[>࠸➗<}>{>ࡡࡍࡗࡾࡁࡗࡍ< 20B⪅ヰ 642 233
   .>࠸➗<ࡿ࡚ࡋ}>{>ࡾࡁࡗࡍ< 20A⪅ヰ 742 333
㞟ࡏᐤࢆ21ࠊ7ࠊ3ࠊ2 .࠸࡞ࡽせࢀࡇ..ࡇ 20A⪅ヰ 842 433
 ࡿࡵ
   .?]↑[ࡡࡼࡍ࡛ࢇࡿࡍࡀẼࡿ࡚ࡋ⤖᏶ 20B⪅ヰ 942 533
   ࠔ⛊04.2 㯲ỿࠓ     633
 ࡿぢࢆィ᫬ .ࡡࡼࡔ⿱వࡔࡲ࡟ⓗ㛫᫬ 20A⪅ヰ 052 733
   .]ࡿぢࢆ20B ⪅ヰ[]↑[?ศ8㹼7 ᚋ 20A⪅ヰ 152 833
 ࡿぢࢆィ᫬ .?]↓[࡞࠿࠸ࡽࡃศ5 ,࠸ࡽࡃศ༙ࡢࡑ ,ࢇ࠺ 20B⪅ヰ 252 933
   ࠔ⛊21.1 㯲ỿࠓ     043
ヰࠕ ,?࠺ࡼࡋ࠺࡝]࠺྾ࢆᜥ[ ,ࡷࡌ ,::࡝ࡅࡿࡍㄆ☜ᅇ1 ࠺ࡶ ,࠼ 20A⪅ヰ 352 143
 ,?]↑[ࡿࡳ࡚ࡋ᫂ㄝ ,ࡷࡌ ,]࠺ゝࢆ๓ྡ࡚࠼㐪㛫[ࢇࡉࠖጣ 20C ⪅
 .ࢀࡇ
  
   >࠸➗< 20B⪅ヰ   243
   .?]↑[ࡗ࠼ ,..ࢫࡢఱ>࠸➗<ࠊ]↑[ࡗ࠼ 20C⪅ヰ 452 343
   .ࢆ࣮࣮ࣜࢺࢫࡢࡇ ,ࡢࡇ 20A⪅ヰ 552 443
 ,ࡿ࡚ࡗ⏕ࡀࡈࢇࡾ ,::ࡡࡍ࡛ࡈࢇࡾ..ࡗ࡞ࡀࡈࢇࡾ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ ,::࠶ 20C⪅ヰ 652 543
 .ࡓࡁ࡚ࡕⴠ ,]↑[::ࡽࡓࡗᛮ࡜࠸࡞࠿ᒆ ,࡝ࡅ࠸ࡓࡾྲྀ
 ࡍᣦࢆ11ࠊ9
   .ࢇ࠺ 20B⪅ヰ 752 643
   .ࢇ࠺ 20A⪅ヰ 852 743
ࡅࡘぢ ,::࡚࡚ࡕⴠࡽ࠿ึ᭱ࠔ⛊ 28.0 㯲ỿࠓ ,ࡣ࠸ࡿ࠶ ,]↑[ࢇ࠺ 20C⪅ヰ 952 843
 .=࡚
  
   ,,}<{>ࡶ࡛ ,ࡗ࠶< ,ࡗ࠶= 20C⪅ヰ 1-062 943
   .}>{>::࠶< 20A⪅ヰ 162 053
   .࡝ࡅࡍࡗ࠸࡞ࢇ࠿ศ࡟ูࡶ࡛ ,ࡸ࠸ ,::࠶ 20C⪅ヰ 2-062 153
   >࠸➗ࡃ㍍< 20B⪅ヰ   253
   .::࠶ 20A⪅ヰ 262 353
   .ࡍࡲࡋࡀẼ࠸࠸ࡶ࡛ࡕࡗ࡝ ,ࡸ࠸ 20C⪅ヰ 362 453
   >࠸➗< 20B⪅ヰ   553
   . ࠙࠙}<{>ヰ<࡞せ㔜࡟࡞ࢇࡑ 20C⪅ヰ 462 653
࡟ᡭ< ,ࡽ࠿ࡿ࡚ࡗᣢࢆ ]01 ࢻ࣮࢝[ ࢀࡇ]࡛ኌ࠸㧗[}>{>ࡔࡓ< ࠚࠚ 20A⪅ヰ 1-562 753
 ,,}<{>
 ࡍᣦࢆ01
   .}>{>::࠶< 20B⪅ヰ 662 853
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   .ࡡࡼࡔࢇࡿ࠸ࡣ࡚ࢀධ 20A⪅ヰ 2-562 953
   .࠿ࡗ࠺ࡑ 20C⪅ヰ 762 063
   .࡟࠿☜ 20B⪅ヰ 862 163
   .࠿ࡗ࠺ࡑ࠿ࡗ࠺ࡑ 20C⪅ヰ 962 263
   .ࢇ࠺ 20A⪅ヰ 072 363
   .]↑[ࡡࡍ࡛࠺ࡑ ,ࡾࡥࡗࡸ ,ࡷࡌ 20C⪅ヰ 172 463
   .ࢇ࠺ 20B⪅ヰ 272 563
 ࡍᣦࢆ9 ,,}<{>࡜࠺ࢁ<ྲྀ  20C⪅ヰ 1-372 663
   .}>{>::ࡲ< 20A⪅ヰ 472 763
ࡕⴠࡲࡓࡲࡓ ,࡝ࡅ࠸࡞ࢇ▱ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ ,::ࡲ ,ࡽࡓࡋ࠺ࡑ ,::࡚ࡋ 20C⪅ヰ 2-372 863
 ,,}<{>ࡿ࡚ࡁ<࡚
 ࡍᣦࢆ11
   .}>{>࡚ࡕⴠ< 20B⪅ヰ 572 963
   .ࡓ࡚ࡕⴠ ,࠿ 20C⪅ヰ 3-372 073
   .ࢇ࠺ 20B⪅ヰ 672 173
   .࡚࡚ࡕⴠ 20A⪅ヰ 772 273
   ,,=::ࡲ ,ࢆࢀࡑ ,࡛ 20C⪅ヰ 1-872 373
   .࡚࡚࡭㣗= 20A⪅ヰ 972 473
 ࡍᣦࢆ01 ,,::࡚࡚ぢࡀ౪Ꮚࡢே2 ,::࡚࡭㣗 20C⪅ヰ 2-872 573
   .ࢇ࠺ 20A⪅ヰ 082 673
 ࡍᣦࢆ8 ,,}<{>ࡶ<..ࡣ౪Ꮚࡢே2 ,࡛]㡢࠺྾ࢆᜥ[ 20C⪅ヰ 3-872 773
   ,,}>{>ࡾྲྀ< 20A⪅ヰ 1-182 873
   ,,”࠸ࡓࡾྲྀ“ 20C⪅ヰ 4-872 973
   .”::ࡼ࠸ࡓࡾྲྀ“ 20A⪅ヰ 2-182 083
   .}<{>]↓[࡜ࡿ࡚<ࡋㄯ┦ 20C⪅ヰ 5-872 183
   .}>{>ࢇ::࠺< 20B⪅ヰ 282 283
 ࡍᣦࢆ5 .}<{>]↓[࡜::ࡡ࠿<ᒆ ,࡝ࡅࡔࢇࡿࡍ࡜࠺ࢁࡸ࡚ࡗ஌࡛ே2 ,࡛ 20C⪅ヰ 382 383
   .}>{>ࢇ࠺< 20A⪅ヰ 482 483
 ࡍᣦࢆ6 ,,}<{>::ࡀ<ࡘࡸ’࠸ࡁ኱‘࠸ࡁࡗ࠾ࡓࡡ࠿ぢࢆࢀࡑ ,࡛ 20C⪅ヰ 1-582 583
   .}>{>ࢇ࠺< 20A⪅ヰ 682 683
   ,,::࡚ࡡ࠿ぢࢆே2 ࡿ࡚ࡗ࡞࡟‶୙࡜ࡗࡻࡕ 20C⪅ヰ 2-582 783
   .࠸ࡣ 20B⪅ヰ 782 883
   ,,࡜”࠺ࢁࡸ࡚ࡗఏᡭ ,ࡷࡌ“ 20C⪅ヰ 3-582 983
   .ࢇ࠺ 20A⪅ヰ 882 093
   .}<{>࠸ࡣ< 20B⪅ヰ 982 193
 ࡍᣦࢆ1 .]↓[࡜ࡿࡆ࠶࡚ࡗྲྀ࡚ࡋࢆ㌴}>{>⫪< 20C⪅ヰ 4-582 293
   ࠔ⛊27.0 㯲ỿࠓ     393
   ,,}<{>࡭㣗..ࡗ࡜<ⓙ ,࡚ࡋ࠺ࡑ ,࡛ 20C⪅ヰ 1-092 493
   .}>{>࠸ࡣ< 20B⪅ヰ 192 593
 ࡍᣦࢆ4 .࡜࣮ࣆࢵࣁ ,࡚ࢀࡽ 20C⪅ヰ 2-092 693
   .}<{>࠺࠸࡜࣮ࣆ<ࢵࣁ 20A⪅ヰ 292 793
   .}>{>::࠶< 20B⪅ヰ 392 893
   .::ࡍࡗࢢࣥ࢕ࢹ࢚࣮ࣥࣆࢵࣁ 20C⪅ヰ 492 993
 ࡃࡓࡓࢆᡭ .}<{>ࢢࣥ࢕ࢹ<࢚࣮ࣥࣆࢵࣁ 20A⪅ヰ 592 004
 ࡃࡓࡓࢆᡭ .࡞࠸ࡈࡍ ,}>{>࠸ࡈࡍ< 20B⪅ヰ 692 104
   .>࠸➗<?]↑[࠸࡞ࡃࡋࡽ࣮࣮ࣜࢺࢫ 20A⪅ヰ 792 204
   .ࡡࡍ࡛࠸࡞ୖ௨ࢀࡇ ,>࠸➗<ࢀࡇ 20B⪅ヰ 892 304
   .>࠸➗<࣮࣮ࣜࢺࢫ࠸࡞ୖ௨ࢀࡇ 20A⪅ヰ 992 404
   .}<{>ࡍࡲ࠸ᛮ<࡜࠸࡞ 20C⪅ヰ 003 504
   .>࠸➗<࠸࡞ࡣୖ}>{>௨ࢀࡇ< 20A⪅ヰ 103 604
   .}<{>ࡍࡲ࠸ᛮ࡜<࠸࠸࡛ࢀࡇ 20C⪅ヰ 203 704
   .}>{>::࡛ࢀࡇ< 20B⪅ヰ 303 804
   .ࡼࡔࢇ࠸࠸࡛ࢀࡇ>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗< ,>࠸➗<}>{>࠸࠸࡛ࢀࡇ< 20A⪅ヰ 403 904
   .}<{>::ࡡࡼࡍࡲ࡚ࡗ࡞࡟࣮࣮ࣜࢺࢫ<࡞⎍᏶ 20B⪅ヰ 503 014
   .}>{>ࡍࡲࡋࡀẼ࡞࠺ࡼ࠸࠸࡛ࢀࡇ< 20C⪅ヰ 603 114
   .࠸ࡣ 20A⪅ヰ 703 214
ࠊ6ࠊ5ࠊ8ࠊ01ࠊ11ࠊ9 .ࡡࡼࡔࢀࡇ 20B⪅ヰ 803 314
 4ࠊ1
   .࠸ࡣ 20C⪅ヰ 903 414
   .ࢇ::࠺ 20A⪅ヰ 013 514
   ࠔ⛊38.1 㯲ỿࠓ     614
   .::ࡡࡍ࠸࠸ 20A⪅ヰ 113 714
   .࡜࡞࠿ࡢ࠸࡞ࡽせࢀࡇ࠺ࡶ↛඲ 20B⪅ヰ 213 814
࠸➗<ࡽࡀ࡞ࡋ᥈>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗<ࢆᆅవ࠺␲ ,ࡡࡔ࠺ࡑ ,ࢇ࠺ࢇ࠺ 20A⪅ヰ 313 914
 .࠿࡜ே࠺␲ࢆࢀࡇ..ࡗࡓ࠺>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗< ,>
  
   >࠸➗< 20B⪅ヰ   024
   .ࡡ࠺ࡻࡋ࡛࠸࡞..࡞ࡣࡢࡶ࠺࠸࡚ࡗゎṇ ,ᒁ⤖ ,ࡲ 20B⪅ヰ 413 124
   .}<{>::࠼ ,?]↑[ࡡ< 20B⪅ヰ 513 224
   .ࢇࡏࡲࢀࡋࡶ࠿࠺ࡑ ,}>{>::ࡲ< 20C⪅ヰ 613 324
ࡿࡍ࡟࠺ࡩࡓࡗᣢࢆᛶ࣮࣮ࣜࢺࢫ ,::࠿ࢇ࡞ ,࡟࠿࠸ ,ࡲ ,ࢇ::࠺ 20A⪅ヰ 1-713 424
 ,,}<{>ࡀࡢ࠺࠸࡚ࡗ<࠿
  
   .}>{>ࡡࡍ࡛࠺ࡑ< 20B⪅ヰ 813 524
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   .࡞࠸ࡓࡳ࠿ࡿࡁ࡛᫂ㄝ࡟ⓗ⌮ㄽ࡟࠿࠸ࢆࢀࡑ ,::࡛ᶆ┠ 20A⪅ヰ 2-713 624
   .ࢇ::࠺ 20C⪅ヰ 913 724
<࡜࠸࡞ࡣࡢࡶ࡞ⓗ⌮ㄽୖ௨ࢀࡇ ,࠶ ,ࡡࡼࡔ࠺ࡑ ,::ࢇ ,ࢇ::࠺ 20A⪅ヰ 023 824
 .>࠸➗
  
   .࠺ࡑ>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗< 20B⪅ヰ 123 924
   .ࢇ࠺ 20C⪅ヰ 223 034
 
 30MJ .3
 ⏨ :ูᛶ⪅ヰ  





 ⪃ഛ ᐜ       ෆ       ヰ       Ⓨ ⪅ヰ ྕ␒
   .ࡡࡼࡍ࡛ࢇࡿసࢆ࣮࣮ࣜࢺࢫ 30A⪅ヰ 1 1
   .::ࡡࡍ࡛࠺ࡑ 30C⪅ヰ 2 2
   ࠔ⛊02.2 㯲ỿࠓ     3
   .>࠸➗㰯<…࠺ࡇࡗࡅ 30A⪅ヰ 3 4
   .ࢇ࠺ 30B⪅ヰ 4 5
   ࠔ⛊82.3 㯲ỿࠓ     6
   .}<{>?]↓[::࠿..ࡍࡲ<ࡳ࡚ࡗࡸ 30C⪅ヰ 5 7
   ,,::࡜}>{>ࡢࡿ࠶ࡀࡈࢇࡾ< 30A⪅ヰ 1-6 8
   .ࢇ࠺ 30C⪅ヰ 7 9
   .]㡢࠺྾ࢆᜥ[]→[࡜ࡢࡿ࠶ࡀᒾ 30A⪅ヰ 2-6 01
 ࡍᣦࢆ1ࠊ8ࠊ9ࠊ5 ,,?]↑[࡞࠿࠺ࡑࢀࡽࡵ࡜ࡲ..࡛ᮌ 30C⪅ヰ 1-8 11
 ࡍᣦࢆ9ࠊ8ࠊ1 .}<{>࡛ᮌࡢࡇ< ,::࠾ 30B⪅ヰ 9 21
   .}>{>࡝ࡅࡍ࡛ࡋᑡ< 30C⪅ヰ 2-8 31
   .ࢇ࠺ 30C⪅ヰ 01 41
   .ᒾ..࡜ᮌ 30B⪅ヰ 11 51
   .ᒾ࡜ᮌ 30C⪅ヰ 21 61
   .ࢇ࠺ 30B⪅ヰ 31 71
   ࠔ09.1 㯲ỿࠓ     81
ࡕ❧ࠊࡍ࠿ືࢆࢻ࣮࢝ .?]↑[ࡍࡲ࠸ࡷࡕࡅศ࡛ࣉ࣮ࣝࢢ 30C⪅ヰ 41 91
 ࡿࡀୖ
 ࡍ࠿ືࢆࢻ࣮࢝ .}<{>]↓[࠿࠺ࡻࡋࡲࡋ<࠺ࡑ 30B⪅ヰ 51 02
   .ࡀⅬ}>{>㏻ඹ࠿ࢇ࡞< 30C⪅ヰ 61 12
   .࡚࠸Ṍ ]࡟࠺ࡼࡢゝࡾ⊂[ 30C⪅ヰ 71 22
   ࠔ⛊02.2 㯲ỿࠓ     32
   .࠸ࡣ 30C⪅ヰ 81 42
   ࠔ⛊75.7 㯲ỿࠓ     52
 ࡍᣦࢆ2 .ࡍࡲࡋࡀẼ࠸ࡱࡗึ᭱ࡣࢀࡇࡃ࡞࡜ఱ 30B⪅ヰ 91 62
   .ࢇ࠺ 30C⪅ヰ 02 72
   .ࢇ࠺ 30A⪅ヰ 12 82
   .ࡌឤࡿ࡚ࡗᅔ࡜ࡗࡻࡕ 30C⪅ヰ 22 92
 ࡿࡀୖࡕ❧ .ࢇ࠺ 30B⪅ヰ 32 03
   ࠔ⛊23.8 㯲ỿࠓ     13
   .࠺ࡇࡗࡅ ,࡞࠸ࡋ㞴 ,ࡗ࠼ 30A⪅ヰ 42 23
   .ࢇ࠺ 30B⪅ヰ 52 33
   ࠔ⛊19.2 㯲ỿࠓ     43
   ,,?]↑[ࡡࡼࡍ࡛ヰ࠺࠸࡚ࡗࡿྲྀࢆࡈࢇࡾ ,ࡲ 30A⪅ヰ 1-62 53
   .}<{>ࢇ::<࠺ 30C⪅ヰ 72 63
   .}<{>ࡤ࠼ゝࡾࡃ<}>{>ࡗࡊ< 30A⪅ヰ 2-62 73
   .}>{>ࡡࡍ࡛࠺ࡑ< 30B⪅ヰ 82 83
 ࡍᣦࢆ4 .ࡡࡍ࡛ࢇࡿ࡞࡟..]↑[ࢺࢫࣛࡣࢀࡇ ,࡜ࡿࡍ࠺ࡑ 30B⪅ヰ 92 93
   .}<{>࠸ࡱ<ࡗ࠸ࡱࡗ ,ࡗ࠶ 30C⪅ヰ 03 04
   .}>{>ࢇ::࠺< 30B⪅ヰ 13 14
   .::࡞ࡔ࠺ࡑ 30C⪅ヰ 23 24
 ࡍ࠿ືࢆ4 .ࡡࡍࡲࡋ࡟ࢺࢫࣛࢆࢀࡇࡎ࠼࠶ࡾ࡜ ,ࡷࡌ 30C⪅ヰ 33 34
   .ࡡࡍ࡛࠺ࡑ ,ࢇ࠺ 30B⪅ヰ 43 44
   ,,::ࡣ࡜ࡇ࡚ࡗࠔ28.1 㯲ỿࠓ ,::࡛ 30A⪅ヰ 1-53 54
ࡢࢻ࣮࢝ࡢᮌࡢࡈࢇࡾ .}<{>?]↑[ࡡࡼ<ࡍ࡛ࡌឤࡿࡀ⧅࡟ᚋ᭱ࡶ::ࢀࡇ ,࡛ 30C⪅ヰ 63 64
 ࡍᣦࢆࡾࡵ࡜ࡲ
   .ࡡࡍ࡛࠺ࡑ}>{>࠺ࡑ< 30B⪅ヰ 73 74
ࠔ72.1 㯲ỿࠓ ,::ࡽ࠿ࡔᚋ᭱ࡀࡢࡿ ྲྀࠔ⛊91.1 㯲ỿࠓ::ࡀࡕࡓᏊࡢࡇ 30A⪅ヰ 2-53 84
 .࠸࡞ࡽࡀ࡞ࡘࡀヰࡢ࡛ࡲࡇࡇࠔ⛊40.1 㯲ỿࠓ࡜ࡇࡇ
 ࡍᣦࢆ1
   ࠔ⛊06.1 㯲ỿࠓ     94
   .ࢇ࠺ 30B⪅ヰ 83 05
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   .>࠸➗ࡃ㍍<ࡀᒾ࠿࡚ࡗ 30A⪅ヰ 93 15
   .?…࠺࡝ࡀᒾ 30B⪅ヰ 04 25
   ,,>࠸➗<ࡗ࠸ 30A⪅ヰ 1-14 35
   >࠸➗< 30B⪅ヰ   45
 ࡍᣦࢆ5ࠊ8ࠊ9ࠊ1 .::࡞ࡼࡔࢇ࠸࡞࡚ࡗ౑..ࡗ౑ࢆᒾ 30A⪅ヰ 2-14 55
   ࠔ⛊84.5 㯲ỿࠓ     65
   .?]↓[࠺ࡻࡋ࡛ࢇࡿࡀ⧅..࠺࡝ࡀᮌ࡜ᒾ 30B⪅ヰ 24 75
   ࠔ⛊38.1 㯲ỿࠓ     85
 ࡍᣦࢆ7 ,,]7 ࢻ࣮࢝[]→[::࡚ࡗ஌࡟ࡇࡇ 30A⪅ヰ 1-34 95
   .ࢇ࠺ 30B⪅ヰ 44 06
   ࠔ⛊09.0 㯲ỿࠓ     16
30B ⪅ヰ[>➗ࡃ㍍<ࡢࡇࠔ⛊ 28.0 㯲ỿࠓ ,]1 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࡓࡗ࡞࠺ࡇ 30A⪅ヰ 2-34 26
 .]ࡿぢࢆ
 ࡍᣦࢆ1
   .]↑[::ࢇ 30B⪅ヰ 54 36
   .࡝࡯ࡿ࡞ ,::࠶ 30C⪅ヰ 64 46
   >࠸➗< 30A⪅ヰ   56
   >࠸➗< 30C⪅ヰ   66
   .࠸࡞࠿ࡘ࠸ᛮ࠿ࡋࢀࡑ>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗< 30A⪅ヰ 74 76
   ࠔ⛊13.1 㯲ỿࠓ     86
 ࡍᣦࢆ3 .::࡚࡚ࡋ࡜࠺ࡑ࠿ືࢆᒾ ,࠿ࡗࡑࡗ࠶..ᒾ ,ࡗ࠶ 30C⪅ヰ 84 96
   .ࢇ࠺ 30B⪅ヰ 94 07
   .}<{>ࢇ࠺< 30A⪅ヰ 05 17
 ࡍᣦࢆ3 .=ࡡࡼࡍ࡛ࢇ࡚ࡋ࡜࠺ࡑ࠿ືࢆ}>{>ࢀࡇ< 30C⪅ヰ 15 27
 ࡍᣦࢆ21 ,,::ࡽ࠿࠸࡞ࡀࡉ㧗 ,࠿ࢇ࡞ ,::࡚࡚ࡋ࡜࠺ࡼࡆୖࡕᣢ ,࡛= 30C⪅ヰ 1-25 37
   .ࢇ࠺ 30B⪅ヰ 35 47
ឤ<࠺࠸࡚ࡗࠔ⛊ 79.0 㯲ỿࠓࡿ࡚ࡋ࡜࠺ࡼࡋࢆྎࡢே::࡛ᒾࡢࡇ 30C⪅ヰ 2-25 57
 ,,}<{>࠸࡞ࡷࡌࡌ
 ࡍᣦࢆ7
   .}>{>ࢇ࠺< 30B⪅ヰ 45 67
   .?]↓[࠿ࡍ࡛ 30C⪅ヰ 3-25 77
   .]ࡽࡀ࡞ࡁࡎ࡞࠺[ ࢇ::࠺ 30A⪅ヰ 55 87
   .::࠶ 30B⪅ヰ 65 97
 ࡍᣦࢆ21ࠊ7ࠊ3 .࡝ࡅ࠸࡞ࢇ࠿ศ࠿ࡿධ࡟ࡇ࡝࡛୰ࡢᯛ3 ࡢࡇ ,࡜ࡗࡻࡕ ,ࡀࢀࡇ 30C⪅ヰ 75 08
   .ࢇ࠺ 30B⪅ヰ 85 18
   ࠔ⛊99.8 㯲ỿࠓ     28
   .ࡷࡌ ,ࡣึ᭱ࠔ15.3 㯲ỿࠓ ,࡜ࡗ࠼ 30A⪅ヰ 95 38
   ࠔ⛊93.2 㯲ỿࠓ     48
 ࡿ࡭୪࡜4ࠊ01 .ࡋࡿ࡚ࡗᣢࡈࢇࡾࠔ⛊10.1 㯲ỿࠓ ,?]↑[࡞࠿ࡢ࡞࠺ࡇࡣࢀࡇ 30C⪅ヰ 06 58
   .ࢇ::࠺ 30B⪅ヰ 16 68
   ࠔ⛊13.2 㯲ỿࠓ     78
 ࡍᣦࢆ11 .]↑[࡞ࡼࡔࢇࡿ࡚ࡕⴠࡈࢇࡾࡣࢀࡇ 30C⪅ヰ 26 88
   .ࢇ࠺ 30B⪅ヰ 36 98
   ࠔ⛊20.3 㯲ỿࠓ     09
 ࡍᣦࢆ11 . ࠙࠙}<{>ࢆࡢ<ࡿ࡚ࡕⴠ 30B⪅ヰ 46 19
 ࡍΏࢆ11 ࡟30B ⪅ヰ .?]↑[࠸࡞ࡷࡌึ᭱␒୍}>{>]11 ࢻ࣮࢝[ ࢀࡇ< ࠚࠚ 30C⪅ヰ 56 29
ཷࢆ11 ࡽ࠿30C ⪅ヰ .::࠶ 30B⪅ヰ 66 39
 ࡃ⨨࡟୰ࢇ┿ࠊࡿྲྀࡅ
   ࠔ⛊20.1 㯲ỿࠓ     49
   ,,}<{>::ࡣ<࡜ࡇ࡚ࡗ 30A⪅ヰ 1-76 59
   .>࠸➗<࠸࡞࡜ࡇ}>{>࡞ࢇࡑ< 30C⪅ヰ 86 69
   . ࠙࠙}<{>ࡿ࡚<ࡕⴠ ]࡛ኌ࠸ࡉᑠ[ 30B⪅ヰ 96 79
   .}<{>࡝ࡅ࠺ᛮ࡜࠸࡞ࡣ࠼⟅<}>{>ࡶ࡛< ࠚࠚ 30C⪅ヰ 07 89
 ࡍᣦࢆ11 ,,::࡚}>{>ࡗᣠ࡟↛അ< 30A⪅ヰ 2-76 99
   .ࢇ࠺ 30C⪅ヰ 17 001
 ࡍᣦࢆ11 ,,}<{>::࡚ࡗ㣗<࡛ே1 30B⪅ヰ 1-27 101
 ࡍ࠿ືࢆ01 .::࡚ࡗࡷࡕ}>{>࡭㣗࡛ே1< 30A⪅ヰ 3-76 201
   .࡝࡯ࡿ࡞ ,࠶ 30C⪅ヰ 37 301
 ࡍᣦࢆ6 .࡜”࠸ࡿࡎ“ 30B⪅ヰ 2-27 401
   .࠸ࡿࡎ ,::࠶ 30C⪅ヰ 47 501
   .ࢇ࠺ 30B⪅ヰ 57 601
   .ࢇ࠺ 30C⪅ヰ 67 701
   .࡜”࠸ࡋḧ“ 30B⪅ヰ 77 801
 ࡍ࠿ືࢆ6 .࡞࠸ࡓࡳ࠺ࡷࡕࡗᛣ ,࡛ ,࠶ 30C⪅ヰ 87 901
 ࡍ࠿ືࢆ6ࠊ01ࠊ11 .}<{>࡚ࡗ࡞<࡚ࡗ”::࡞࠸ࡿࡎ“ 30A⪅ヰ 97 011
   .࠸ࡋ㞴}>{>࡜ࡗࡻࡕࡶ␒2< 30C⪅ヰ 08 111
   .ࡡࡍ࡛࠺ࡑ 30B⪅ヰ 18 211
 ࡿ࠼ᩚࢆ6ࠊ01ࠊ11 .ࡡࡍ࡛ࢇࡿ࡞࠺ࡇࡣࡇࡇ ,ࡷࡌ 30B⪅ヰ 28 311
 ࡍᣦࢆ6 ࡛ᣦ .}<{>”࠸::ࡋḧࡀࡈࢇࡾ<ࡶࡕࡓ൅“ ,࡛ 30C⪅ヰ 38 411
 ࡿ࠼ࡉᢲࢆࢻ࣮࡛࢝ᣦ .}>{>࡞࠸ࡓࡳ”࠸ࡓࡾྲྀࢆࡈࢇࡾ“< 30A⪅ヰ 48 511
   .ࢇ࠺ 30B⪅ヰ 58 611
   ࠔ⛊23.3 㯲ỿࠓ     711
 522
 
   .ࡣே2 ,::࡚ࡗࡃ࡞ࢀྲྀ ,࡝ࡅࡿྲྀ࡚ࡃࡓࡾྲྀ 30A⪅ヰ 68 811
   .?]↓[࠿ࡍࡗࡌឤࡿ࡚ࡋ..ㄯ┦ࢀࡇ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ ,ࢇ࠺ 30C⪅ヰ 78 911
   .::ࡡࡍ࡛࠺ࡑ 30B⪅ヰ 88 021
   ࠔ⛊77.3 㯲ỿࠓ     121
 ࡿ࡭୪ࢆ5ࠊ8 ࡟ᚋࡢ6 .]↓[::࡚ࡗ࡞࠺ࡇ::࡛ࢀࡇ 30C⪅ヰ 98 221
   ࠔ⛊70.4 㯲ỿࠓ     321
   .}<{>ࢀࡇ ,ࡡࡼ<ࡍ࡛ࢇ࠸࠸࡚ࡵᇙ࡟ᡭ຾ࡣ㛫⾜ࡶ࡛ ,࠶ 30A⪅ヰ 09 421
   .}>{>ࢇ࠺ࢇ࠺< 30C⪅ヰ 19 521
   ࠔ72㸬1 㯲ỿࠓ     621
   .?]↓[࡞࠺ࢁࡔࢇ࡞࠺࡝࠿࡜ ]21,7,3 ࢻ࣮࢝[ ࢀࡇ 30A⪅ヰ 29 721
 ࡍᣦࢆ3 ,,}<{>ࡿࡍ࡜࠺ࡼࡆୖࡕᣢ ,࠿ࢇ࡞< ,ࢆᒾ 30C⪅ヰ 1-39 821
 ࡿࢀゐ࡟3 .}>{>ࡽ࠿..࠸࡞࠿ᒆࡲࡲࡢࡑ ,ࡗ࠶< 30B⪅ヰ 49 921
   .=::࡛ࡵࡔ ,࡝ࡅ 30C⪅ヰ 2-39 031
 ࡍᣦࢆ7 .}<{>࠿࡜<”ࡔࢇ࡚ࡗࡸఱ“= 30A⪅ヰ 59 131
   .}>{>ࢇ࠺< 30C⪅ヰ 69 231
 ࡍ࠿ື࡚ࡋᣦࢆ21 .=࠺ࡽࡶ࡚ࡋຊ༠ ,࡛ 30C⪅ヰ 79 331
   ,,?]↑[␒㡰ࡢࡇ= 30C⪅ヰ 1-89 431
   .}<{>ࡡࡍ࡛࠺ࡑ< ,::࠶ 30B⪅ヰ 99 531
   .}>{>ࡽࡓࡋ࠺ࡑ< 30C⪅ヰ 2-89 631
   .…ࡗࡅࡶ࡛ 30A⪅ヰ 001 731
   ࠔ⛊57.1 㯲ỿࠓ     831
 ࡍᣦࢆ4ࠊ1ࠊ9 .?]↑[࠿࡜࠺ࡇ࡛ ,”⌮↓ࡷࡌே1“ࠔ⛊46.1 㯲ỿࠓ::࡛ᚋ᭱ 30C⪅ヰ 101 931
   .ࢇ::࠺ 30B⪅ヰ 201 041
   ࠔ09.0 㯲ỿࠓ     141
ࡏぢ࡚ࡆୖࡕᣢࢆ 2 ࢻ࣮࢝[ ࢀࡇ࡜ࡗࡻࡕ ,ࡡࡍ࡛࠺ࡑ ,ࡗ࠶ 30B⪅ヰ 301 241
 .]ࡿ
 ࡿࡏぢ࡚ࡆ࠶ࡕᣢࢆ2
   .}<{>♩ኻ<]㡢ࡢࡳࡷࡋࡃ[ 30A⪅ヰ 401 341
   ,,࡜ࡗࡻࡕ␒2 ,}>{>ࢇ::࠺< 30C⪅ヰ 1-501 441
   ]㡢ࡢࡳࡷࡋࡃ[ 30A⪅ヰ   541
   ࠔ78.1 㯲ỿࠓ     641
   .࠸ࡋ㞴 30C⪅ヰ 2-501 741
 ࡍᣦࢆ2 .࡚ࡋ࡜ࡗࡻࡦ ,?]↓[࠿ࡍ࡛ࢺࢫࣛࢀࡇ>࠸➗ࡃ㍍< 30B⪅ヰ 601 841
   .ࡡࡼ࠺㐪 30B⪅ヰ 701 941
   .}<{>::ࢇ<..ࢺࢫࣛ 30A⪅ヰ 801 051
   .ࡿ࡚ࡋ࡜}>{>ࢇ::ࡰࡻࡋ ,࠿࠺㐪 ,ࡗ࠶< 30B⪅ヰ 901 151
   .>࠸➗<ࡡ࠸ࡓࡾࢃ⤊࡛ࢻ࢚࣮ࣥࣆࢵࣁࡣࢺࢫࣛ 30C⪅ヰ 011 251
   >࠸➗< 30A⪅ヰ   351
   .ࡡࡍ࡛࠺ࡑ 30B⪅ヰ 111 451
   >࠸➗< 30A⪅ヰ   551
   ,,ࡗ࠶ 30B⪅ヰ 1-211 651
   . ࠙࠙}<{>ࡗ࠶< 30A⪅ヰ 311 751
Ṍ࡚ࡗࡘ”࡞࠿::ࡡ࡜ࡇ࠸࠸“ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ ,࠺ࡇ ,ࡥࡗࡸ}>{>ࡷࡌ< ࠚࠚ 30B⪅ヰ 2-211 851
 .}<{>࠺࠸<࡚ࡗ ]ࡿぢࢆ30C ⪅ヰ[ ”ࡔࡈࢇࡾ ,ࡗ࠶“ ,ࡽࡓ࡚࠸
ࡏぢ࡚ࡆ࠶ࡕᣢࢆ 2
 ࡍᣦ࡛ᣦࢆ11ࠊࡿ
   ,,}<{>࠸࡞ࢀࡋࡶ࠿<..࠺ࡑ ,ࢇ࠺ ,}>{>ࡗ࠶< 30C⪅ヰ 1-411 951
   .}>{>ࡡࡍ࡛࠺ࡑ< 30B⪅ヰ 511 061
   .]↑[ࡡࡍ࡛ 30C⪅ヰ 2-411 161
   .ࢇ࠺ 30B⪅ヰ 611 261
   ࠔ⛊01.3 㯲ỿࠓ     361
   .>࠸➗<?]↓[࠿ࡍ࡛࠸࡞ࡷࡌࢇ࠸࠸ ,ࢇ࠺ 30C⪅ヰ 711 461
   .ࡡࡍ࡛࠺ࡑ 30B⪅ヰ 811 561
   .?]→[ࡣㄽ␗࠿ఱ 30C⪅ヰ 911 661
   .࠿࡜ࡤࢀࡍ࠺ࡇ࡜ࡗࡶ 30C⪅ヰ 021 761
࡝ ,࠺ࡇ࠺ࡇ ,ࡇࡇ ]ࡽࡀ࡞ࡋᣦࢆࢻ࣮࢝࡟࠺ࡼࡃ᭩ࢆ⥺┤୍[ 30A⪅ヰ 121 861
 .?]↑[ࡍࡲࡾࡀ⧅࡚ࡗࡸ࠺࡝㎶ࡽ..::ࡇ::ࡇ..ࡗ࡞ࡘ࡟ࡇ
  
   .?]↓[࠿ࡍ࡛࠺ࡇ ,ࡗ࠶ ]ࡽࡀ࡞ࡋᣦࢆ┠ิ2 ┠ิ1[ 30A⪅ヰ 221 961
ᕥ ,ࡡࡍ࡛࠺ࡇࡽ࠿::ࡕࡗࡇ ,ࢇ࠺ ]ࡽࡀ࡞ࡋᣦࢆ␒㡰ࡢࢻ࣮࢝[ 30C⪅ヰ 321 071
 .}<{>࡟ྑ<ࡽ࠿
  
   .}<{>࡜ࡃ⾜<࡟ࡇࡇ ]ࡍᣦࢆ┠ิ2[ }>{>,࡛< 30A⪅ヰ 421 171
   .}>{>ࢇ࠺ࢇ࠺< 30C⪅ヰ 521 271
   .}>{>ࢇ࠺ࢇ࠺< 30B⪅ヰ 621 371
 ࡍᣦࢆ4ࠊ1 .ᚋ᭱ࡀࢀࡇ ,࡛ 30C⪅ヰ 721 471
   ࠔ⛊89.1 㯲ỿࠓ     571
   ,,࡜ࡿࡵ࡜ࡲ ,::ࡷࡌ 30A⪅ヰ 1-821 671
   >࠸➗ࡃ㍍< 30C⪅ヰ   771
   .࠸ࡣ 30B⪅ヰ 921 871
<ⴠࡀࡈࢇࡾ ,ࡽࡓ࡚࠸Ṍ࡚ࡗ”࡞࠿࠸࡞࡜ࡇ>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗<࠸࠸“ 30A⪅ヰ 2-821 971
 ,,}<{>::࡚࡚ࡕ
 ࡍᣦࢆ11ࠊ2
   .}>{>ࢇ::࠺< 30C⪅ヰ 031 081
 ࡍᣦࢆ01 ,,}<{>”⩎“<ࡽࡓ࡚࡭㣗࡛ே1 30A⪅ヰ 3-821 181
   .}>{>ࢇ࠺< 30C⪅ヰ 131 281
 ࡍᣦࢆ6 ,,::࡚ࢀࢃゝ࡚ࡗ”࠸ࡋࡲ“ 30A⪅ヰ 4-821 381
226 
 
184 132 ヰ⪅B03 ࠺ࢇ.   
185 128-5 ヰ⪅A03 “⮬ศࡓࡕࡶྲྀࢁ࠺ࡼ”,, 8ࢆᣦࡍ 
186 133 ヰ⪅C03 ࠺ࢇ࠺ࢇ.   
187 128-6 ヰ⪅A03 ࡗ࡚ゝࡗ࡚::,, 5ࢆᣦࡍ 
188 134 ヰ⪅C03 ༠ຊࡍࡿࡅ࡝::, ྲྀࢀࡎ.   
189 128-7 ヰ⪅A03 ྲྀࢀࡎ::,,   
190 135 ヰ⪅B03 [ᑠࡉ࠸ኌ࡛]ྲྀࢀࡎ.   
191 128-8 ヰ⪅A03 ௒ᗘᒾࢆ౑<࠾࠺>{<},, 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
192 136 ヰ⪅C03 <࠺ࢇ>{>}.   
193 128-9 ヰ⪅A03 ࡜[↓].   
194     ࠓỿ㯲 1.90⛊ࠔ   
195 137-1 ヰ⪅A03 ࡛, ࡇࡇ࡛఍ࡗ࡚::,, 7ࢆᣦࡍ 
196     ࠓỿ㯲 1.19⛊ࠔ   
197 138 ヰ⪅B03 ࠺ࢇ.   
198 137-2 ヰ⪅A03 ࡇࡢᏊࡶື࠿ࡑ࠺࡜ࡍࡿࡅ࡝, <࡛ࡁ>{<},, 12ࢆᣦࡍ 
199 139 ヰ⪅C03 <࠺ࢇ>{>}.   
200 137-3 ヰ⪅A03 ࡞࠸=. 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
201 140-1 ヰ⪅A03 =࡛::, ௒ᗘࡣᡭࢆఙࡤࡋ࡚ྲྀࡗ࡚ࡳࡿࡅ࡝, <ྲྀࢀ>{<},,   
202 141 ヰ⪅C03 <࠺ࢇ>{>}.   
203 140-2 ヰ⪅A03 ࡞࠸ࡢ࡛::,,   
204 142 ヰ⪅C03 ࠺ࢇ.   
205 140-3 ヰ⪅A03 2ே࡛༠ຊࡋࡓࡽ, ྲྀࢀࡓ<࡜>{<}. 1ࠊ4ࢆᣦࡍ 
206 143 ヰ⪅C03 <࠺ࢇ>{>}.   
207 144 ヰ⪅B03 ࡞ࡿ࡯࡝.   
208 145 ヰ⪅C03 ࠸࠸ࡌࡷ࡞࠸࡛ࡍ࠿[↑]?<➗࠸>.   
209   ヰ⪅A03 <➗࠸>   
210 146 ヰ⪅C03 ࡡ, ⥡㯇࡞<➗࠸>.   
211 147 ヰ⪅A03 ࡅࡗࡇ࠺⥡㯇࡞<࠾ヰࡀ>{<}.   
212 148 ヰ⪅B03 <ࡲ࡜ࡲࡾࡲࡋࡓࡡ>{>}, ࡣ::࠸.   
 
4. JM04 
  ヰ⪅ᛶู: ⏨ 





␒ྕ ヰ⪅ Ⓨ       ヰ       ෆ       ᐜ ഛ⪃ 
1 1 ヰ⪅A04 ࡌࡷ, ࡸࡾࡲࡍ࠿[↓]?<➗࠸>. ᮘ࡟⛣ື 
2 2 ヰ⪅B04 ࡑ࠺࡛ࡍ<➗࠸>. ᮘ࡟⛣ື 
3     ࠓỿ㯲 7.47⛊ࠔ   
4 3 ヰ⪅B04 ࡅࡗࡇ࠺㞴ࡋ࠸<ࡒ>{<}.   
5 4 ヰ⪅A04 <ࡅࡗ>{>}ࡇ࠺ࡴࡎ࠸࡞::<➗࠸>.   
6   ヰ⪅C04 <➗࠸>   
7 5 ヰ⪅B04 ఱࡔࢁ࠺?, ࣟࢩ࢔ⓗ࡞ࡶࡢࢆឤࡌࡿ<➗࠸>. ヰ⪅ A04 ࡢ㏆ࡃ࡟⛣
ື 
8     ࠓỿ㯲 5.37⛊ࠔ   
9   ヰ⪅B04 <㰯➗࠸>   
10     ࠓỿ㯲 2.32⛊ࠔ   
11 6 ヰ⪅B04 [ᑠࡉ࠸ኌ࡛]1, 2, ࢇ::.   
12     ࠓỿ㯲 4.57⛊ࠔ   
13 7 ヰ⪅B04 ࡸࡗࡥ, 12ᯛከ࠸ࡼࡡ.   
14 8 ヰ⪅A04 ࡅࡗࡇ࠺ࡴࡎ࠸࡞.   
15 9 ヰ⪅B04 ࠺ࢇ.   
16     ࠓỿ㯲 5.73⛊ࠔ   
17 10 ヰ⪅B04 [ᑠࡉ࠸ኌ࡛]ᒾ<ᒾࡀ>{<}࠙࠙ .   
18 11 ヰ⪅A04 ࠚࠚ<ࡇࢀ[࣮࢝ࢻ 7]>{>}࡜ࡇࢀ[࣮࢝ࢻ 3]࡜ࡇࢀ[࣮࢝ࢻ 12]ࡀ[↑]㏆
࠸[↑]?. 
7ࠊ3ࠊ12ࢆᣦ࡛ᣦࡍ 
19 12 ヰ⪅B04 ࠺ࢇ.   
20 13 ヰ⪅C04 ࡛ࡍ::ࡡ, ከศ.   
21 14 ヰ⪅A04 ࡛ࡍࡼࡡ.   
22 15 ヰ⪅B04 ࡑ࠺࡛ࡍࡡ.   
23 16 ヰ⪅C04 [ᜥࢆ྾࠺㡢] <ᚋࡣ>{<}࠙࠙ .   
24 17 ヰ⪅B04 ࠚࠚ <ࡌࡷ>{>}, ㏆࠸ࡶࡢ࡛=. 7ࢆྲྀࡗ࡚ヰ⪅A04࡟
Ώࡍ 
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   >࠸➗< 40B⪅ヰ   591
 ࡿ࠼ᩚࢆࢻ࣮࢝ .?]↓[࠿࠺ࡇ 40A⪅ヰ 131 691
   ࠔ⛊21.3 㯲ỿࠓ     791
 ࡿࡏぢ࡚ࡆ࠶ࡕᣢࢆ2 .]ࡿࡏぢ࡟40A ⪅ヰ࡚ࡆୖࡕᣢࢆ2 ࢻ࣮࢝[?࠺ࢁࡔఱࡣࢀࡇ ,࡛ 40B⪅ヰ 231 891
 ࡿྲྀࡅཷࢆ2 .>࠸➗<?]↓[ࡇ࡝]2 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࢀ::ࡇ>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗< 40A⪅ヰ 331 991
࢝ࡢᯛ2 ࡟୰ࢇ┿ࡢᮘ .?]↓[::࠿ࡿධ࡟ࡇ࡝ࡀࢀࡇ ,࡜ࡗ 40A⪅ヰ 431 002
 ࡃ⨨ࢆࢻ࣮
   ࠔ⛊36.8 㯲ỿࠓ     102
   .::࡬ 40B⪅ヰ 531 202
 ࡍ࠿ືࢆ3ࠊ7 .?]↑[࠺ࡇ ,::࠿ࢀࡑ 40A⪅ヰ 631 302
   .ࢇ࠺ 40B⪅ヰ 731 402
   .=::࡛ 40A⪅ヰ 831 502
   .࡞࠺㐪 ,ࡗ࠶= 40A⪅ヰ 931 602
 ࡍᡠ࡜7ࠊ3 .?]↓[࠿࠺ࡇ ,ࡥࡗࡸ 40A⪅ヰ 041 702
   ࠔ⛊18.01 㯲ỿࠓ     802
   .]࡛ኌ࠸ࡉᑠ[࠸ࡋ㞴 40B⪅ヰ 141 902
   .}<{>::ࢇ< 40C⪅ヰ 241 012
 ࡍ࠿ື࡜3ࠊ7 .?]↑[࠿࠺ࡇ}>{>ࡶ࡛ ,࠶< 40A⪅ヰ 341 112
   .?࠺ࢁࡔࡕࡗ࡝ 40A⪅ヰ 441 212
   ࠔ⛊09.2 㯲ỿࠓ     312
 ࡍᣦࢆ01 ,,::࡚ぢࢆࡢࡿ࡚࡭㣗::ࢀࡇ 40A⪅ヰ 1-541 412
   .ࢇ࠺ 40B⪅ヰ 641 512
 ࡍᣦࢆ8 .::࡚᮶ 40A⪅ヰ 2-541 612
   .ࢇ࠺ 40B⪅ヰ 741 712
   ࠔ⛊07.3 㯲ỿࠓ     812
➗<]2 ࢻ࣮࢝[::ࡣࢀࡇ ,ࡽࡓࡗࡔ࡜ࡇ࠺࠸࡜”࡚ぢࢆࡢࡿ࡚࡭㣗“ 40B⪅ヰ 841 912
 .>࠸
 ࡍᣦࢆ2
 ࡍᣦࢆ2 .]2 ࢻ࣮࢝[::ࢀ::ࡇ>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗< 40A⪅ヰ 941 022
   .?࠺ࢁࡔఱࢀࡇ]࡛ኌ࠸ࡉᑠ[ 40C⪅ヰ 051 122
   .?]↓[࠺ࢁࡔࢇ࡞ఱ>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗<ࡣࢀࡇ 40B⪅ヰ 151 222
 032
 
 ࡿ࡭୪࡜2ࠊ21 .?]↑[࠺ࡇ 40A⪅ヰ 251 322
   ࠔ⛊81㸬2 㯲ỿࠓ     422
   ,,࠿ࢇ࡞ ,::࠶ 40C⪅ヰ 1-351 522
   .::࠶ 40B⪅ヰ 451 622
   .࡞࠸ࡓࡳࠔ⛊78.0 㯲ỿࠓ࡚ࡃ࡞ࡏ࠿ື 40C⪅ヰ 2-351 722
   ࠔ⛊55.3 㯲ỿࠓ     822
   ,,࠿ࡗࡑ ,࠶ 40B⪅ヰ 1-551 922
࡛ᣦࢆୖࢆࢻ࣮࡛࢝ᣦ . ࠙࠙=ࡽࡓࡗࡔ]࡛ኌ࠸ࡉᑠ[ 40C⪅ヰ 651 032
 ࡍᣦ
 ࡿྲྀࢆ9 ,,}<{>ࡷࡌ< ,ࡗ࠶= ࠚࠚ 40B⪅ヰ 2-551 132
   .}>{>ࢇ࠺< 40C⪅ヰ 751 232
ࢆᒾ ,ࡽ࠿࠸࡞࠿ᒆ ,࡛ࠔ⛊00.2 㯲ỿࠓ::࡛ึ᭱]9 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࡀࢀࡇ 40B⪅ヰ 3-551 332
➗<࡚ࡁ࡚ࡕⴠ< ,࠿ࢇ࡞ ,࡛ ,࡛⌮↓ ,࡝ࡅࡓࡋ࡜࠺ࡇ⾜࡚ࡗᣢ
 .}<{>>࠸
  
   .}<{>࠿ࡢࡓࡕⴠ<..࠾ }>{>..ࡗࡅ ,ࢀ࠶< 40A⪅ヰ 851 432
   .}>{>::࠶< 40C⪅ヰ 951 532
 ࡍᣦࢆ2ࠊ21ࠊ9 .࠿࠺ࡑ࠿࠺ࡑ 40A⪅ヰ 061 632
   .࡝࡯ࡿ࡞ ,::࠶ 40C⪅ヰ 161 732
   .}<{>ࡓࡗࡔ࠺ࡑ< 40A⪅ヰ 261 832
   .}>{>”::࠾“< 40B⪅ヰ 361 932
   .”࠾࠾࠾::࠾::࠾::࠾::࠾“ 40A⪅ヰ 461 042
   >࠸➗< 40C⪅ヰ   142
 ࡃ⨨࡟ᚋࡢ2 ࢆ11 .?]↑[ඛࡀࡢ..ࡓ࡚ࡗࡇ࠾ ,࡛ 40A⪅ヰ 561 242
   .ࢇ࠺ 40B⪅ヰ 661 342
 ࡍࡽࡎࡋᑡࢆࢻ࣮࢝ .ࡡ࠿ࡍ࡛ࢇࡿ࡞ 40C⪅ヰ 761 442
   ࠔ⛊74.2 㯲ỿࠓ     542
   ,,::࡛ ,࠿࠺ࡑ 40B⪅ヰ 1-861 642
   ,,::࡛ 40A⪅ヰ 1-961 742
   .?]↑[࡚࡭㣗 40B⪅ヰ 2-861 842
 ࡃ⨨ࢆ01 ࡟ᚋࡢ]11 .?]↑[࠺ࡇ 40A⪅ヰ 2-961 942
 ࡍ࠿ືࢆࢻ࣮࢝ .?>࠸➗<࡟ୗୖ ,]↑[ࡍࡲࡅศ࡜ࡗࡻࡕ࠺ࡶ 40A⪅ヰ 071 052
   >࠸➗< 40B⪅ヰ   152
 ࡍ࠿ືࢆࢻ࣮࢝ .ࡡࡍ࡛࠺ࡑ 40C⪅ヰ 171 252
   ࠔ⛊21.3 㯲ỿࠓ     352
ࡌឤ࡞ࢇࡇ..ࡇ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ࠔ⛊28㸬11 㯲ỿࠓ]ࡍ࠿ືࢆࢻ࣮࢝[ ,::࡛ 40A⪅ヰ 271 452
 .?]↑[
 ࡍ࠿ືࢆࢻ࣮࢝
   .::࠶ 40B⪅ヰ 371 552
   .?࠺ࢁࡔࢇ࡞࠺࡝ ,]↑[࠺ࡇ 40A⪅ヰ 471 652
 ࡍᣦࢆ8 ,,}<{>]ࡍᣦࢆ7 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࡗࡇ<ࠔ⛊61.1 㯲ỿࠓ::ࡀࢀࡇ 40A⪅ヰ 1-571 752
   .}>{>ࢇ࠺< 40B⪅ヰ 671 852
 ࡍᣦࢆ3ࠊ7 .?]↓[࠿ࡿ࡞]3 ࢻ࣮࢝[࠺ࡇࡽ࠿ 40A⪅ヰ 2-571 952
   ,,::࠿ࡗࡑ 40B⪅ヰ 1-771 062
   .ࢇ::ࡩ 40C⪅ヰ 871 162
➗<ࡡࡿ࡚ࡋ㢦࡞࠸ࡓࡳ”ࡼࡓࡗࡔ⌮↓ ,࡝ࡅࡓࡗࡸࡁࡗࡉ“ ,::࠶ 40B⪅ヰ 2-771 262
 .>࠸
 ࡍᣦ࡛ᣦࢆࢻ࣮࢝
   >࠸➗< 40A⪅ヰ   362
 ࡿぢࢆ40B ⪅ヰ >࠸➗< 40C⪅ヰ   462
࡫࡛ࡵࡔ ,࡝ࡅࡓࡗᛮ࡜”࠿ࡿࡳ࡚ࡗࡸ࡛ຊ⮬ࡷࡌ“ ,::࡛ ,࠿ࡗࡑ 40A⪅ヰ 971 562
 .>࠸➗ࡃ㍍<?]↑[࠿ࡢࢇ࡚ࡋࢇ࡫ࢇ
 ࡍᣦࢆ6ࠊ5
   ,,}<{>::࡛< 40A⪅ヰ 1-081 662
   .}>{>::࠶< 40B⪅ヰ 181 762
 ࡍᣦࢆ4ࠊ1 .?]↑[࠺ࡇ 40A⪅ヰ 2-081 862
   ࠔ⛊64.2 㯲ỿࠓ     962
   .>࠸➗ࡃ㍍<࠸ࡱࡗࢀࡑ..ࡑ ,ࢇ࠺ ,࡜::࠼ࠔ⛊51.5 㯲ỿࠓ]↑[ࢇ 40B⪅ヰ 281 072
   .?ࡡ࠿ࡍ࡛࠺࡝ 40A⪅ヰ 381 172
   .࡝ࡅࡍ࡛ࢇ࠺ᛮ࡜..ࡿ࡚..ࡗࡀ⧅]㡢࠺྾ࢆᜥ[ 40C⪅ヰ 481 272
   .ࢇ࠺ 40B⪅ヰ 581 372
   .ࢀࡇ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ ,࡬]࡛ኌ࠸ࡉᑠ[ 40C⪅ヰ 681 472
 ࡍᣦࢆ㛫ࡢ5 ࡜3 .?]↓[࠿ࡍ࡛࠸࡞ࡷࡌ㛫ࡢࡇ..ࡗࡇศከ]6 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࡣ::ࢀࡇ 40B⪅ヰ 781 572
   ࠔ⛊06.1 㯲ỿࠓ     672
   ,,::࡚ࡃ࡞࡭㐠 40B⪅ヰ 1-881 772
   .}<{>::࠶::࠶::࠶::࠶< 40C⪅ヰ 981 872
 ࡍ࠿ືࢆࢻ࣮࢝ .}>{>࠿࡚ࡃ࡞࡭㐠 ,࡝࡯ࡿ࡞< 40A⪅ヰ 091 972
   .࡚ࡗゝ࠿࡜”ࡢࡓࡋ࠺࡝“࡟ࢁࡇ࡜ࡓ࡚࠸ࡘࡽ࠸ 40B⪅ヰ 2-881 082
   .}<{>࠿࠺ࡑ<࠿࠺ࡑ 40A⪅ヰ 191 182
>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗<࠿ࢇ࡞ࡶ࡛ࢀࡇ࡟࠿☜ ,࠶ ,࠶ ,࠶ ,::࠶ ,}>{>::࡬< 40C⪅ヰ 291 282
 .ࡿࡀ⧅
 ࡍࡽࡎࢆࢻ࣮࢝
 ࡍᣦࢆ7 .?]↓[࠿>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗<ࡢࡿ࡚ࡗ஌࡟ୖࡊࢃࡊࢃ࡛ࢇ࡞ࡶ࡛ 40B⪅ヰ 391 382
   .?ࡡ࠿ࡍ࡛ࢇࡓࡗ஌࡛ࢇ࡞ ,ࡡࡍ࡛࠺ࡑ 40C⪅ヰ 491 482
   ࠔ⛊90.1 㯲ỿࠓ     582
 ࡍ࠿ື࡜6ࠊ5 .?]↑[࠺ࡇ ,ࡗ࠶ 40A⪅ヰ 591 682
 132
 
   ,,ࡗ࠶ 40B⪅ヰ 1-691 782
   .]↑[ࢇ ,ࡗ࠶ 40C⪅ヰ 791 882
   .]↑[࡬ 40B⪅ヰ 2-691 982
   .?]↑[࠺㐪 ,]↑[ࢀ࠶ 40A⪅ヰ 891 092
   >࠸➗< 40B⪅ヰ   192
   . ࠙࠙}<{>࡝ࡅࡔ< ,ࡗ࠶ 40B⪅ヰ 991 292
 ࡍᣦࢆ3 .::࡚ࡃ}>{>࡞࡭㐠< ࠚࠚ 40A⪅ヰ 002 392
   .࠿࠺㐪 ,::࠶ 40A⪅ヰ 102 492
 ࡍᣦࢆ6 .>࠸➗<ࡿ࡚ࡋࣛ࢖ࣛ࢖ 40B⪅ヰ 202 592
   >࠸➗< 40A⪅ヰ   692
   ࠔ⛊45.2 㯲ỿࠓ     792
 ࡍᣦࢆ6 .?]↓[::࡞࠿㏫ࡾࡥࡗࡸ]㡢࠺྾ࢆᜥ[ 40B⪅ヰ 302 892
 ࡿぢࢆィ᫬⭎ ࠔ⛊44.5 㯲ỿࠓ     992
   ,,::࡚ࡃ࡞࡭㐠..ࡗࡇࡣ ,::ࢇ 40B⪅ヰ 1-402 003
   .]↑[࡚ࡃ࡞࡭㐠 40A⪅ヰ 502 103
   .::࡚࠸ࡘࡽ࠸ 40B⪅ヰ 2-402 203
   ࠔ⛊36.3 㯲ỿࠓ     303
 ࡍᣦࢆ7 .ࡿࡃ࡚ࡗᡠ࡟ࢁࡇ࡜ࢇᒾࡓࡲ ,࡛]㡢࠺྾ࢆᜥ[ 40A⪅ヰ 602 403
   .]↓[࠿࠸ࡋ࠿࠾ ,࠿ࡗࡑ ,ࡗ࠶ ,>࠸➗<::ࢇ]㡢࠺྾ࢆᜥ[ 40B⪅ヰ 702 503
   .ࢇ::࠺ 40C⪅ヰ 802 603
   .ࢇ࠺>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗< 40A⪅ヰ 902 703
࠺྾ࢆᜥ[ࠔ⛊ 96.7 㯲ỿࠓ ,?]↓[ࡷࡾ>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗<ࡇࡔఱ࡟ᙜᮏ 40B⪅ヰ 012 803
 .::ࢇ::ࢇ]㡢
  
   ࠔ⛊76.51 㯲ỿࠓ     903
 ࡍᣦࢆ6ࠊ5ࠊ7ࠊ3 .?]ࡃ⨨࡟ᚋࡢ5 ࢆ6 ࢻ࣮࢝[]↑[࠺ࡇࡾࡥࡗࡸ ,࠿ࢀࡑ 40A⪅ヰ 112 013
   .::࠶ 40B⪅ヰ 212 113
   ࠔ⛊60.4 㯲ỿࠓ     213
௙ ,::࡚ࢀࢃゝ࡚ࡗ”࠺ࡻࡋ࡛⌮↓ ,ࡸ࠸“ ,::࡝ࡅࡓࡗᛮ࡜࠺ࡰ㐠 40A⪅ヰ 1-312 313
 ,,]↑[ࡃ࡞᪉
 ࡍᣦࢆ7ࠊ3
   .࠿ࡗࡑ::࠶ 40B⪅ヰ 412 413
 ࡍᣦࢆ5 ,,]↑[༉2 40A⪅ヰ 2-312 513
   .ࢇ::࠺ 40C⪅ヰ 512 613
 ࡍᣦࢆ1ࠊ6 ,,”ࡸ࠸“ ,࡚࡚ࡗᛣ ,࡜”ࡼࡓࡗࡔ⌮↓“ ,::࡚ࡗࡸ࡛]↑[ே2 ࡽ࠿ࡔ 40A⪅ヰ 3-312 713
   .࠿ࡗࡑ 40B⪅ヰ 612 813
 ࡍᣦࢆ1 .࡜”?]↑[࠸࡞ࡷࡌࢇࡅ࠸ࡤࢀࡍ࠺ࡇ“ 40A⪅ヰ 4-312 913
   .ࢇ࠺ 40B⪅ヰ 712 023
   ࠔ⛊07.3 㯲ỿࠓ     123
࡚ࡗ”ࡼࡔ⌮↓“ ,”ࡓࡗࡔ⌮↓“ ,ࡶ࡜ࢀࡑࠔ⛊06.1 㯲ỿࠓ::࠿ࡗࡑ 40B⪅ヰ 812 223
ゝ࡚ࡗ”ࡼࡔ⌮↓“ ,::࡛ࡵࡔᒁ⤖ ,࡝ࡅࡔࢇࡓࡗᙇ㡹 ,::࡚ࢀࢃゝ
 .>࠸➗<࡚ࡗ”ࡘ࠸ࡇࡔࢇ࡞“ ,࡚᮶ࡀேሗㅁ ,࡚ࡗ
 ࡍᣦࢆ1ࠊ6ࠊ5ࠊ7
   >࠸➗< 40A⪅ヰ   323
   >࠸➗< 40C⪅ヰ   423
   .>࠸➗<ያ࡞᎘ 40A⪅ヰ 912 523
 ࡍᣦࢆ1 .]↓[ࡃ࡞᪉௙>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗<::ࡽ࠿࠸ࡓ࡭㣗 ,ࡲ ,࡝ࡅࡔ 40B⪅ヰ 022 623
 ࡍᣦࢆ6 .]6 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࢀࡑ ,ࡡࡍ࡛࠸࡞ࡏᾘࡀ᝟⾲ ,࡜ࡗࡻࡕ 40B⪅ヰ 122 723
   >࠸➗< 40A⪅ヰ   823
   >࠸➗< 40B⪅ヰ   923
 ࡍᣦࢆ9 .>࠸➗<ࡋ࠸࡞࡚ࡗῶᩘࡢࡈࢇࡾ 40A⪅ヰ 222 033
࡚ࡗ஌࡟ୖ ,::࡚ࡗᛮ࡜࠸࡞࡭㐠ࠔ⛊ 68.4 㯲ỿࠓ::࠿ࡗࡑ>࠸➗< 40B⪅ヰ 322 133
 .]↓[ࡡࡀࡢࡿ
 ࡍᣦࢆ7ࠊ3
 ࡍ࠾࡞࡭୪࡜3ࠊ7 .]ࡿ࡭୪ࢆ3 ࢻ࣮࢝࡟ᚋࡢ7 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࡡࡼࡍ࡛࠸࡞ࡷࡌ࠺ࡇ 40A⪅ヰ 422 233
   ࠔ⛊60.4 㯲ỿࠓ     333
 ࡍᣦࢆ8 .>࠸➗<?]↑[ࢇࡏࡲࡂࡍ↛✺ 40B⪅ヰ 522 433
 ࡍᡠࢆࢻ࣮࢝ >࠸➗< 40A⪅ヰ   533
   ࠔ⛊39.9 㯲ỿࠓ     633
ࢆࢻ࣮࡛࢝ࢇࡀ࠿࡟๓ .}<{>?࠺ࢁࡔ<ఱ]㡢࠺྾ࢆᜥ[ 40B⪅ヰ 622 733
 ࡿぢ
 ࡍࡤఙࢆ୰⫼ .}>{>::ࢇ< 40C⪅ヰ 722 833
ࢆࢻ࣮࢝ࡀ 40A ⪅ヰ ࠔ⛊68.9 㯲ỿࠓ     933
 ࡿࡏᐤ
   .::ࢇ::ࢇ::ࢇ 40B⪅ヰ 822 043
   ࠔ⛊60.81 㯲ỿࠓ     143
   .>࠸➗ࡃ㍍<ࢇ::ࡩ 40A⪅ヰ 922 243
   ࠔ⛊61.6 㯲ỿࠓ     343
   .ࢇ࠺>࠸➗ࡃ㍍< 40B⪅ヰ 032 443
ࠊ8ࠊ01ࠊ11ࠊ2ࠊ21ࠊ9 .>࠸➗ࡃ㍍<࡝ࡅࡍ࡛ࢇ࠺ᛮ࡜::࡞࠿ࢀࡇࢁࡇ࡜ࡢ௒ 40A⪅ヰ 132 543
 4ࠊ1ࠊ6ࠊ5ࠊ7ࠊ3
   .}<{>::ࡡࡍ࡛<࠺ࡑ 40C⪅ヰ 232 643
   .ࡡࡍ࡛࠺ࡑࠔ⛊25.1 㯲ỿࠓ}>{>ࢇ࠺< 40B⪅ヰ 332 743
 ࡿ࠿࠿ࡾᐤ࡟ᮘ ,,࡜ࡍᔂࡽ࠿ࡗࡇ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ 40C⪅ヰ 1-432 843
   .::ࡡࡼࡔ࠺ࡑ 40B⪅ヰ 532 943
 232
 
   .>࠸➗<ࠎⰍ 40C⪅ヰ 2-432 053
   >࠸➗< 40A⪅ヰ   153
࠸➗<::࡛ࡘࡸ࠸ᝏࡢᆅពࡀ]࣮ࢱࢡࣛࣕ࢟࠸ࡁ኱ ,7 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࢀࡇ 40B⪅ヰ 1-632 253
 ,,>
 ࡍᣦࢆ7
   .ࡘࡸ࠸ᝏࡢᆅព>࠸➗< 40C⪅ヰ 732 353
   .::ࡘࡸ࠸ᝏࡢᆅព>࠸➗< 40A⪅ヰ 832 453
࡜”࡞࠿࠸࡞ࡷࡌࢇ࠸࠸ࡤ࡭㐠ࢆᒾ“..]ࡿ࠼㐪㛫࠸ゝ[ࡤࡅࡣࢆ▼ 40B⪅ヰ 2-632 553
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   ,,}>{>࡜ࡔ< 50C⪅ヰ 1-212 333
   .::࡚ 50B⪅ヰ 4-902 433
 ࡍ࠿ືࢆ7 .ࡽࡓࡋ࠺ࡑ ,?࠿ࡍ࡛࠸࡞ࡷࡌ]ᚋࡢ3 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࡇࡇ]7 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࢀࡇ 50C⪅ヰ 2-212 533
   ]ࡿぢࢆ50B ⪅ヰࡣ50C ⪅ヰ[ࠔ⛊56.3 㯲ỿࠓ     633
   ,,=ࡶ࡛ ,࠼ 50A⪅ヰ 1-312 733
   .]↑[ࢇ..ࡗࡑ ,ࡗ࠶= 50B⪅ヰ 412 833
 ࡍᣦࢆ01 .=]01 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࡽ࠿ࡔࡅࢃࡿ࡚ࡗ఍ฟศከ࡚ࡵึ࡛ࡇࡇ ,ࡶ࡛ ,࠶ 50A⪅ヰ 2-312 933
   .ࡶನ ,::࡝ࡅࡓࡗᛮ࡜ ,ࢇ࠺= 50B⪅ヰ 512 043
 ࡍᣦࢆ7ࠊࡿࡀ࠶ࡕ❧ .ࡡ࡝ࡅ࠸࡞㢟ၥ࡟ู ,ࡶ࡚ࡗ఍ฟ࡛]7 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࡇࡇ ,ࡶ࡛ ,ࡲ 50B⪅ヰ 612 143
   ࠔ⛊18.0 㯲ỿࠓ     243
]7 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࡇࡇࡽ࠿]3 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࡗࡇࠔ⛊88.0 㯲ỿࠓ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ ,ࡶ࡛ 50C⪅ヰ 712 343
 .}<{>࠺ࡇࡗࡅ< ,?]↓[࠿ࡍ࡛࠸࡞ࡷࡌࡂࡍࡧ㣕
 ࡍᣦࢆ7ࠊ3
 ,::࡛]7 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࡇࡇ ,࡛]3 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࡇࡇ ,࡜ࡗ࠼ ,}>{>ࡽࡓࡗࡔ< 50B⪅ヰ 812 443
 .ࡿࡍ࠺ࡇࢆ]2 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࢀࡇࠔ⛊33.1 㯲ỿࠓ
 ࡿྲྀࢆ2ࠊࡍᣦࢆ7ࠊ3
 ࡿྲྀࢆ7 .࡟ᙜᮏ ,]7 ࢻ࣮࢝[?]↓[ఱࢀࡇ 50A⪅ヰ 912 543
 ࡍࡽࡎࢆࢻ࣮࢝ .?]↑[࠸࡞ࡷࡌࢇ࠸࠸ࡤࢀࡍே3 ࡣࢀࡇ 50B⪅ヰ 022 643
   ࠔ⛊13.1 㯲ỿࠓ     743
ࡇ ,ࡢࢇ࡚ࡋఱ“࡛ࡇࡑ ,::ࡉ࡟ᚋࡢ]3 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࢀࡇ ,࡚ࡗࡔ ,::ࡡ 50B⪅ヰ 122 843
࠿ศࡃⰋࡣ㢦࡞᎘ᶵ୙࡜ࡗࡻࡕࡢࡇ ,ࡲ ,::࡛ࡌឤ࡞࠸ࡓࡳ”ࡘ࠸
㣗 ,::࡚ࡅࡘぢࢆࡢࡿ࡚ࡕⴠࡈࢇࡾ ,::ࡽࡓ࡚࠸Ṍ ,::࡝ࡅ࠸࡞ࢇ




   .}>{>ࢇ࠺ࢇ࠺< 50C⪅ヰ 222 943
   ࠔ⛊59.0 㯲ỿࠓ     053
   .?ࡵࡔ 50B⪅ヰ 322 153
 ࡍᣦࢆ7 ,,}<{>㐝㐼<࡛]7 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࡇࡇ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ 50B⪅ヰ 1-422 253
   .}>{>ࢇ࠺< 50C⪅ヰ 522 353
   ,,}<{>::࡚ࡋ࡟<࡜ࡇ࡚ࡗࡓࡋ 50B⪅ヰ 2-422 453
   ,,::࡚}>{>ࡗ఍ฟ࡜ࢀ࠶< 50C⪅ヰ 1-622 553
ᛮ࡚ࡗ”?࠺ࢁࡔࢇ࡚ࡋఱ“ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ ,ࡲ ,ࢇ࡞ࠔ⛊68.0 㯲ỿࠓ ,::࡛ 50B⪅ヰ 3-422 653
 .>࠸➗㰯<࡜ࡿ࡚࠸Ṍ࡚ࡗ
 ࡍᣦࢆ2
 ࡃ⨨ࢆ2 ࡟ᚋࡢ7 .࡚࠸Ṍ 50C⪅ヰ 2-622 753
 ࡿྲྀࢆ6 ,,::ࢆ]6 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࢀࡇ ,ࡷࡌ ,ࡗ࠼ 50A⪅ヰ 1-722 853
   .]↓[࠿ࡢࡓࡗ࠶ࡢࡶ࡞ࢇࡑ ,࠶ࠔ⛊87.0 㯲ỿࠓ ,]↑[ࡗࢀ࠶ 50B⪅ヰ 822 953
   . ࠙࠙}<{>::ࡽࡓࡗࡔ ,࠺ࡑ< ,࠶ 50C⪅ヰ 922 063
 ࡿゐࢆ7 .=?]↑[ࡿࡍ࡟]ᚋࡢ7 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࡇࡇ ,}>{>ࡇ..ࡇ..ࡗࢀࡇ ,ࡶ࡛< ࠚࠚ 50A⪅ヰ 2-722 163
   .ࡡ࠸࡞ࡽ࠿ศࡃࡼࡀࢀὶࡢࡇ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ ,ࡶ࡛= 50A⪅ヰ 032 263
   ࠔ⛊97.0 㯲ỿࠓ     363
࡭㣗ࢆࡈࢇࡾ ,࡚ࡗࡔࡣ]6 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࢀࡑ ,࠺㐪࠺㐪࠺㐪 ,ࡶ࡛ ,࠶ 50B⪅ヰ 132 463
 .}<{>?]↑[ࡻࡋ࡛࠸࠸<࡛ᚋࡓ
 ࡍᣦࢆ6
 ࡍΏ࡟50B ⪅ヰࢆ6 ,,}<{>࡭㣗< ,ࡍ࡛}>{>ᚋࡓ࡭㣗< 50C⪅ヰ 1-232 563
   .}>{>ࢇ࠺< 50B⪅ヰ 332 663
   .ࡡࡍ࡛ᚋࡓࡗࢃ⤊ 50C⪅ヰ 2-232 763
 ࡍᣦࢆ01 ,,}<{>࡛]01 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࢀࡇ<::ࡽ࠿ࡔ 50B⪅ヰ 1-432 863
   ,,}<{>ᚋࡓ<}>{>ࡗࢃ⤊࡭㣗ࡢࡇ< 50C⪅ヰ 1-532 963
 ࡍᣦࢆ2ࠊ7 ,,}>{>::࡛ࢀࡇ ,࡛< 50A⪅ヰ 1-632 073
   .ࡗ࠶ 50C⪅ヰ 2-532 173
 ࡍΏࢆ11 .]ࡍΏࢆ11 ࢻ࣮࢝[?]↑[ࡻࡋ࡛ࡕࡗࡇ 50B⪅ヰ 2-432 273
 ࡿྲྀ࡟ᡭࢆ11 ,,::࡚ࡅࡘぢࡽࡓ࡚ࡋ᥈ 50A⪅ヰ 2-632 373
 ࡍ࠿ືࢆ01 ,,::࡚ࡅࡘぢ 50C⪅ヰ 1-732 473
   ,,}<{>࠺ࡑ࠺ࡑ<::࡚ࡅࡘぢ 50B⪅ヰ 1-832 573
 ࡍ࠿ືࢆࢻ࣮࢝ ,,}>{>࡚ぢࢆࡢࡿ࡚࡭㣗< 50A⪅ヰ 3-632 673
   ,,}<{>ࢀࡲ╮<}>{>::࡚࡭㣗< 50C⪅ヰ 2-732 773
   ,,}<{>ࡗࢀࡲ╮<}>{>࡚࡭㣗< 50B⪅ヰ 2-832 873
   .}>{>::࡚< 50C⪅ヰ 3-732 973
   ,,࡚}>{>ࢀࡲ╮< 50A⪅ヰ 4-632 083
   ,,}<{>ࢀྲྀ ,ࡗ࠶“࡚ࡗࡘ<”::࠺ࢁࡸ࡚ࡗྲྀ ,ࡷࡌ“ 50B⪅ヰ 3-832 183
 042
 
   .}>{>ᒾ ,࡛ ,::࠸࡞ࢀྲྀࡶ࡛< 50C⪅ヰ 932 283
   ,,}<{>”࠸࡞“< 50B⪅ヰ 4-832 383
   .}>{>࡚ࡃ࡞ࢀྲྀ< 50A⪅ヰ 5-632 483
   .࡚ࡗ”ࢇࡷࡌ“ 50B⪅ヰ 5-832 583
 ࡿࡏᐤࢆ4ࠊ1 .]ࡿぢࢆ50A ⪅ヰ[>࠸➗㰯<ࢇࡷࡌ⎍᏶ࢀࡇ ,::࠶ 50B⪅ヰ 042 683
   . ࠙࠙}<{>ࡇࡑ< ,ࡶ࡛ 50B⪅ヰ 142 783
ࡍ࡛࠸࡞ࡷࡌ]ᚋࡢ21 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࡇࡇ<}>{>]6 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࢀࡇ ,ࡗ࠶<ࠚࠚ 50C⪅ヰ 242 883
 .}<{>?]↑[࠿
 ࡿྲྀࢆ6
 ࡍᣦࢆ1 .࠿ࢇ࡞ ,ࡡ}>{>ࡔᛴ࠸ࡈࡍ< 50A⪅ヰ 342 983
 ࡍ┤࡭୪࡜6ࠊ21 .?]↑[࠿ࡍ࡛࠸࡞ࡷࡌ࠺ࡇࢀࡇ 50C⪅ヰ 442 093
   ࠔ⛊18.3 㯲ỿࠓ     193
   .}<{>]↓[࠿࡜ࡇ࠺࠸<࠺ࡑ ,ࡗ࠶ 50A⪅ヰ 542 293
   . ࠙࠙}<{>ࡗࢀྲྀ ,ࡽ࠿࠸࡞<}>{>..ࢇࢀྲྀ< 50C⪅ヰ 642 393
   .}<{>”]↓[࠿ࡢ࠸࡞<}>{>ࢀྲྀ..ࢀྲྀ“< ࠚࠚ 50B⪅ヰ 742 493
 ࡍᣦࢆ7 .}<{>࡞࠸ࡓぢ”ࡼ<}>{>ࡿࡆ࠶࡚ࡗఏᡭ“< 50A⪅ヰ 842 593
ࡢࡓ࡭㣗ࡀศ⮬ࡁࡉ ,ࡔࢇ࡞“ ,࡛,࡚ࡗ}>{>..”ࡼࡿࡆ࠶࡚ࡗఏᡭ“< 50C⪅ヰ 942 693
ࡿ࡚ࡗ࡞..࡞࠸ࡓࡳ”ࡼࡔࢇ࡚ࡅ࠿ࡋヰఱ“::࡛ࡌឤ..࡞࠸ࡓࡳ”࡟
⪅ヰ[ࡿྲྀ ,]↑[ࡌឤ࡞࠸ࡓࡳ”ࡼࡿࡆ࠶࡚ࡋ㌴⫪ ,ࡷࡌ“ ,::࡛୰
 .]ࡿぢࢆ50B
 ࡍᣦࢆ7
࡚ࡗఏᡭ“ ,ࡶ࡛ࠔ⛊63㸬1 㯲ỿࠓ]↑[ࢇࠔ⛊77.0 㯲ỿࠓ ,::࠶ ,::ࢇ 50B⪅ヰ 052 793
 ,࡛]9 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࡇࡇࠔ⛊ 07.1 㯲ỿࠓ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ ,ࡽࡓࡗࡔ”ࡼࡿࡆ࠶
 .ࡡࡼࡿ࡚ࡗఏᡭ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ ,࠺ࡶ
  
   . ࠙࠙}<{>࠿ࢇ࡞<,>࠸➗㰯<?࠺ࢁࡔఱ 50B⪅ヰ 152 893
 ࡍᣦࢆ9 ,,ࡽ࠿ࡓࡗ࠿࡞ࡁ࡛ࡷࡌ}>{>ศ⮬< ࠚࠚ 50C⪅ヰ 1-252 993
   .}<{>࡚ࡗ”࠺ࢁࡸ ,࠺ࢁࡸ<..ࡘ࡚࡟⥴୍::ࡷࡌ“ ,࠶ 50B⪅ヰ 352 004
   .}<{>”࠿࠺ࢁࡸ࡟⥴୍<}>{>..ࡸ..ࡘ࡚࡟⥴୍“< 50C⪅ヰ 2-252 104
   .]↓[࠿࡜ࡇ}>{>࠺࠸࠺ࡑ ,::࠶< 50B⪅ヰ 452 204
   ࠔ⛊39.1 㯲ỿࠓ     304
   .࡛ࢀࡑ ,ࡷࡌ ,࠶ 50B⪅ヰ 552 404
   ࠔ⛊98.1 㯲ỿࠓ     504
   .”::࠸࡞ࢀྲྀ“ ,”::ࢀࡃࡈࢇࡾ“]࡟࠺ࡼࡃ࿓[ 50B⪅ヰ 652 604
01ࠊ11ࠊ2ࠊ7ࠊ3ࠊ5ࠊ8 .࡛ࡵࡔ ,࡝ࡅࡓࡋ࠿ື ,࡛ࡵࡔ ,࡚ࡋ࡜࠺ࢁྲྀ ,࡛ 50A⪅ヰ 752 704
 ࡍᣦ࡛ᣦࢆ
   ࠔ⛊40.9 㯲ỿࠓ     804
   >࠸➗< 50C⪅ヰ   904
 ࡍᣦࢆ2 ,,}<{>ࡗࡵ࠿ࡋ<ࡢࡇࡑ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ 50B⪅ヰ 1-852 014
   ,,}>{>࠿ࢇ࡞< 50A⪅ヰ 1-952 114
   .ࡡࡼࡔࢇ࡞ㅦࡽࡘ 50B⪅ヰ 2-852 214
 ࡿࡆ࠶ࡕᣢࢆ2 .}<{>::ࡡࡼࡍ<࡛ 50C⪅ヰ 062 314
   .ࡀ㎶}>{>ࡢࡇ< 50A⪅ヰ 2-952 414
   ࠔ⛊01㸬2 㯲ỿࠓ     514
࠿ࡍ࡛࠸࡞ࡷࡌ࠺ࡑࡾධ࡟]9 ࢻ࣮࢝[㎶ࡽࡇࡇ ,ࡽࡘࡗࡵ࠿ࡋ 50C⪅ヰ 162 614
 .࠿ࢇ࡞ ,?]↑[
 ࡍᣦࢆ9
   ࠔ⛊89.0 㯲ỿࠓ     714
ධ࡟ᚋࡢ]6 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࢀࡇ ,ࡽࡓࡗࡔࢀࡑࡶ࡛ ,ࢇ ,::࠶ ,ࢇ࠺ ,::࠶ 50B⪅ヰ 262 814
 .࡝ࡅࡿࡍࡀẼ࡞࠺ࡑࡾ
 ࡍᣦࢆ6
ࡢ 6 ࢆ 2 ࡀ 50A ⪅ヰ .]ࡃ⨨ࢆ2 ࢻ࣮࢝࡟⨨఩ࡓࡋᣦࡀ50B⪅ヰ ,ࡣ50A ⪅ヰ[::࡛ࡇࡇ 50B⪅ヰ 362 914
 ࡿ࡚ᙜ࡟ᚋ
   .::ࡡࡍ࠺ࡑ ,::࠶ 50C⪅ヰ 462 024
   .ࢇ࠺ 50B⪅ヰ 562 124
   ࠔ⛊30.3 㯲ỿࠓ     224
   .>࠸➗㰯<࡚ࡋど↓࡟඲᏶࠺ࡶࡽࡘࡗࡵ࠿ࡋ ,ࢇ࠺ 50B⪅ヰ 662 324
   ࠔ⛊30.6 㯲ỿࠓ     424
   . ࠙࠙=࠿ࢇ࡞ࡶ࡛ 50B⪅ヰ 762 524
21ࠊ9ࠊࡲࡲࡓࡗᣢࢆ2 ,,::࡟๓ࡃ⾜࡟ᒾࡢࡇ ,::࡚ࡋ࡜࠺ࢁྲྀࢀࡇᅇ1 ,ࡷࡌ= ࠚࠚ 50A⪅ヰ 1-862 624
 ࡍᣦࢆ
   ࠔ⛊62.1 㯲ỿࠓ     724
   ,,}<{>ࡣࢀࡑ ,::ࡕࡗࡑ< ,࠶ 50B⪅ヰ 1-962 824
 ࡍᣦࢆ21ࠊ2ࠊ6ࠊ9 .}>{>ࡿධࡀ ]2㸪6 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࢀࡇᅇ1< 50A⪅ヰ 2-862 924
   .ࡶ࠿࠸࠸ 50B⪅ヰ 2-962 034
   .]↑[ࢇ 50B⪅ヰ 072 134
   ࠔ⛊30.3 㯲ỿࠓ     234
]9 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࡢࡇ ,࡝ࡅ࠸࡞ࡽ࠿ศࡃⰋࡣ]6 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࢀࡇ..ࡇ ,ࡸ࠸ 50B⪅ヰ 172 334
ࡣࢀࡇ ,࡛ࡓࡗ࠿࡞ࢀྲྀࡈࢇࡾ ,ࡶ࠿ࡾ࠶::ࡣ]2 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࢀࡇ࡟ᚋ
 .ࡶ࠿ࡾ࠶
 ࡍᣦࢆ2ࠊ9ࠊ6
   .࠸࡞ࢇ࠿ศࡃⰋࡣࢀࡇ 50B⪅ヰ 272 434
࠺ࢁྲྀᅇ୍࡛ࢀࡇࠔ⛊21.1 㯲ỿࠓ ,]01 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࡗࡇࡑ ,ࡶ࡛ ,࠶ 50A⪅ヰ 372 534
 .ࡡࡼ࠸࡞ࢇ࡞࡚ࡗ
 ࡍᣦࢆ01
   ࠔ⛊21.1 㯲ỿࠓ     634





 ࡃ⨨ࢆ6 ࡟ᚋࡢ01 ,,::࡚ࡗධࡀ]6 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࢀࡇ ,ࡥࡗࡸ 50A⪅ヰ 1-572 834
   ,,࡛ࢀࡑ ,::࡛ 50B⪅ヰ 1-672 934
   .::ࡆ࠶࡚ࡗྲྀࡷࡌ 50A⪅ヰ 2-572 044
 ࡍᣦࢆ9 .::࡚ࡗ࡞࡚ࡗ࠺ࡼ 50B⪅ヰ 2-672 144
ࡢ9 ࢻ࣮࢝[?]↑[ࡕࡗࡇ< ,ࡁࡗࡉ]๓ࡢ9 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࡕࡗࡇ..ࡗࡑࡗ࠶ 50A⪅ヰ 772 244
 .}<{>]ᚋ
 ࡿࢀධࢆ2
   .}<{>::ࡕ<ࡗࡇ ,ࡔ]ᚋࡢ9 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࡕࡗࡇ ,}>{>ࢇ࠺< 50B⪅ヰ 872 344
   .}>{>ࡕࡗࡇ]࡛ኌ࠸ࡉᑠ[< 50A⪅ヰ 972 444
 ࡍᣦࢆ2 .::࡚ࡗ࡞࡚ࡗ”ࡗ࠼“ ,::ࡽ࠿ࡓࡗ࠿࡞ࢀྲྀ ,࡛ 50B⪅ヰ 082 544
࣮࢝ࡢࡑࡀ 50C ⪅ヰ ࠔ⛊56.1 㯲ỿࠓ     644
ሙࡢูࠊࡿྲྀ࡟ᡭࢆࢻ
 ࡃ⨨࡟ᡤ
 ࡍᣦࢆ9 .::࡛ࡵࡔ ,࡝ࡅࡓࡳ࡚ࡗࡸ 50A⪅ヰ 182 744
   ࠔ⛊02.3 㯲ỿࠓ     844
 ࡍᣦࢆ1 .}<{>ࡡ࡝ࡅ<ࡓࡗࡷࡕࡗ⾜]1 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࢀࡇ࡟✺၈ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ 50B⪅ヰ 282 944
   .ࢇ࠺ࢇ࠺}>{>ࢇ࠺ࢇ࠺< 50A⪅ヰ 382 054
   ࠔ⛊68.1 㯲ỿࠓ     154
   .]↓[࠿ࡗࡑࡶ࡛ ,࠶ ,..ࡗධࡀ]7 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࢀࡇ 50A⪅ヰ 482 254
   ࠔ⛊21.2 㯲ỿࠓ     354
ࡑ ,ࢇ..ࡗࡑ ,࡛ ,࠶ࠔ⛊25.1 㯲ỿࠓ ,]↑[ࢇࠔ⛊17.1 㯲ỿࠓ ,ࡗ࠶ 50B⪅ヰ 582 454
ࡶ࡚ࢀධ]21 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࢀࡇ..ࡌឤ࡞࠸ࡓࡳ”ࡢࢇ࡚ࡋఱ“ ,::࡚᮶࡟ࡇ
 .]7 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࢀࡑ ,ࡡࡶ࠿࠸࠸
 ࡍᣦࢆ7
   .=]↓[࠿ࡗ࠺ࡼࢀධࢀࡑ 50B⪅ヰ 682 554
 ࡍ࠿ືࢆ7 ,,}<{>ࡋ࡟]๓ࡢ1 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࡕࡗࡑ<::ࢆ]7 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࢀࡇ= 50A⪅ヰ 1-782 654
   .}>{>]→[ࡤࢀࢀධ࡟ࡇࡇ< 50B⪅ヰ 882 754
   ,,::࡚ 50A⪅ヰ 2-782 854
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   .ࢇ 11A⪅ヰ 981 252
   .ࡡࡼࡍ࡛࠸࡞ࡀࡅ࠿ࡗࡁࡿ࡞ࡃᝏ௰࡟ู ,?࠺ࢁࡔఱ 11C⪅ヰ 091 352
   .ࢇ::࠺ 11B⪅ヰ 191 452
   .::ࢇ 11A⪅ヰ 291 552
 ࡿࡆഴࢆ㤳 .ࢀࡇ ,?]↓[࡞࠿ࡢ࠸࡞ࡷࡌࢇ࠸ᝏ௰ 11C⪅ヰ 391 652
   ࠔ⛊73.2 㯲ỿࠓ     752
   .?࠿࠺ࢁࡔࢇ࡞ఱ 11B⪅ヰ 491 852
   ࠔ⛊62.2 㯲ỿࠓ     952
   ,,࡜࠺ᛮ࠺ࡑ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ 11C⪅ヰ 1-591 062
   .::࠶ 11A⪅ヰ 691 162
࡜ࡇ࡞࠸ࡓࡳࡼࡔࢇࡓࡗࡷࡕࡗษ࡭㣗..ࡗࡷࡕ࡭㣗ࢆࡈࢇࡾࡘ࠸ 11C⪅ヰ 2-591 262
 ,,>࠸➗<࡚ࡋࡔ࠼⪃࡛ࡲ
 ࡍᣦࢆ01
   >࠸➗< 11A⪅ヰ   362
   >࠸➗< 11B⪅ヰ   462
   .ࡡࡍࡲࡾ࡞ࡃ࡞ࢇ࠿ศ࠿࠸࠸ࡤࢀᡠ࡛ࡲࡇ࡝ 11C⪅ヰ 3-591 562
   ࠔ⛊28.0 㯲ỿࠓ     662
   .=?ࡡ࠺ࢁࡔఱ 11C⪅ヰ 791 762
 ࡍᣦࢆ6 ,,}<{>ࢫ࢖ࣂࢻ࢔<..ࢆᒾ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ ,]6 ࢻ࣮࢝[::࡛ࡇࡇ= 11A⪅ヰ 1-891 862
   .}>{>ࢇ::࠺< 11C⪅ヰ 991 962
   .ࡓࡗ࡚ࡗ஌࡟ 11A⪅ヰ 2-891 072
 ࡿྲྀࢆ6 ,,}<{>]5 ࢻ࣮࢝[::࡛<ࡇࡇ ,࡜ࡗ࠼ 11A⪅ヰ 1-002 172
   .}>{>::࠶< 11C⪅ヰ 102 272
 ࡃ⨨࡟ᚋࡢ5 ࢆ6 ,,::ࡽࡓ࡚ࡋヰ࡚ࡗ”::ࡡ࠸࡞ࢀྲྀ“ 11A⪅ヰ 2-002 372
   .}<{>ࡽࡓࡗ౑<ᒾ 11C⪅ヰ 202 472
 ࡍ࠿ືࢆᡭ࡛ୖࡢᮘ .>࠸➗<::ࡡ࡚ࡗゝ࡚ࡗ}>{>”::ࡼࡿ࠶࡟ࡕࡗࡇᒾ“< 11A⪅ヰ 3-002 572
   >࠸➗< 11C⪅ヰ   672
   .::ࡌឤ࠸࡝ࡃࡾᅇ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ ,ࡢࡑఱ ,ࡢࡑఱ>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗< 11B⪅ヰ 302 772
   .}<{>ࡓࡗ࠿㧗ࡀ⫼ࡀ࠺࡯ࡢศ⮬<ࡶ࠿ࡋ ,࡟࠿☜ 11C⪅ヰ 402 872
”::ࡔ⌮↓ᒾ::ࡥࡗࡸ ,ࡗ࠶“ ,}>{>::࡝ࡅࡓࡗ⾜࡟ࡾྲྀᒾ㝿ᐇ ,::࡛< 11A⪅ヰ 502 972
 .>࠸➗<࠸ࡓࡳ࡚ࡗ
 ࡃ⨨࡟ᚋࡢ6 ࢆ3
 ࡍᣦࢆ21 .=ே1]21 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࢀࡇ ,࡚ࡗࡔ 11B⪅ヰ 602 082
   .}<{>::࠿ࡗࡑ< ,ࡗ࠶= 11B⪅ヰ 702 182
 ࡃ⨨࡟ᚋࡢ3 ࢆ7 .>࠸➗<ࡓࢀࡃ࡚᮶}>{>࡟࠸ఏᡭ< 11A⪅ヰ 802 282
   .::ࡡࡼࡍ࡛ࡾ࠶..ࡶࢀࡑࡶ࡛>࠸➗< 11C⪅ヰ 902 382
   .ࢇ::࠺ 11B⪅ヰ 012 482
ࡡࡍ࡛<࠸࡞ࢇ࠿ศ>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗<ࢁࡇ࡝࠸⯙௙ࡢᒾ࡟ᙜᮏ ,࠼ 11C⪅ヰ 112 582
 .}<{>
  
   ,,ࡀᒾ ,}>{>࡟ᙜᮏ< 11A⪅ヰ 1-212 682
   .?࠺ࢁࡔఱ 11C⪅ヰ 312 782
< ,࠿ࢇ࡞ ,ࡶࡢࡿࡵ㐍 ,࡟ࡢࡿ࡚ࡗ࠿ศ࡚ࡗ࠸࡞࠿ື࡛ே1 ศ⮬ 11A⪅ヰ 2-212 882
 .}<{>ࡼࡍ࡛ኚ
 ࡍᣦࢆ6ࠊ21
࠸ࡓࡳ”࡞࠿࠸࡞ࡷࡌࢇࡿࡅ⾜ ,ࡽࡓࡗࡔ࡛ே 2“ ,}>{>ࡶ࡛::ࡲ< 11B⪅ヰ 412 982
 .࡞
  
 ࡃࡎ࡞࠺ .ࡗ࠶]ࡽࡀ࡞ࡁࡎ࡞࠺[ 11C⪅ヰ 512 092
 ࡿ࠼ࡉᢲ࡛ᡭࢆࢻ࣮࢝ .࣮࣮ࣜࢺࢫࠔ⛊98.0 㯲ỿࠓ ,ᚅᮇ 11A⪅ヰ 612 192
   .>࠸➗<ࡡࡼࡍ࠿ື㏻ᬑ࡛ே3 ,ࡽࡓࡗࡔࢀࡑࡶ࡛ 11B⪅ヰ 712 292
   >࠸➗< 11A⪅ヰ   392




 ࡿࢀゐ࡟21 ,,}>{>ࡗ࠶< 11A⪅ヰ 1-912 592
   .?]↓[࠿ࡍ࡛࠺࡝ࡣᐃタ..࡞࠸ࡓࡳ 11C⪅ヰ 2-812 692
   .࡝࡯ࡿ࡞ ,::࠶ 11B⪅ヰ 022 792
 ࡍ࠿ືࢆࢻ࣮࢝ .]↓[ࡓࡆ࠶࡚ࡗఏᡭ 11A⪅ヰ 2-912 892
࠸➗<࠿ࡿ࡞࡟ఱ::ࡢᙼࡶ࡛ ࠔ⛊ 40.1 㯲ỿࠓ ,::࡚ࡆ࠶࡚ࡗఏᡭ 11C⪅ヰ 122 992
 .>࠸➗<::࡝ࡅࡍ࡛ࢇ࠸࡞ࡽ࠿ศ>ࡽࡀ࡞
 ࡍᣦࢆ3
   >࠸➗< 11A⪅ヰ   003
   >࠸➗< 11B⪅ヰ   103
   .::ࡡࢇࡶࡍ࡛ኚ࡜ࡗࡻࡕࡢࢇ࠼ᾘᅇ1 ᒾࡶ࡛ 11C⪅ヰ 222 203
 ࡃࡎ࡞࠺ .ࢇ::࠺ 11B⪅ヰ 322 303
 ࡿぢ3ࠊࡿ᣺ࢆᡭ .}<{>ࡀࡌឤ<࠸࡞࡚࠸ࡘࡧ⤖ ,࠺ࡇ ,ࡀࡈࢇࡾ࡜ᒾ 11A⪅ヰ 422 403
 ࡃࡎ࡞࠺ .}>{>ࢇ࠺ࢇ࠺ࢇ࠺]ࡽࡀ࡞ࡁࡎ࡞࠺[< 11B⪅ヰ 522 503
 ࡿぢࢆࢻ࣮࢝ .࠸ࡋ㞴 11A⪅ヰ 622 603
   ࠔ⛊31.1 㯲ỿࠓ     703
 742
 
   .ࡢࡇ ,?࠺ࢁࡔఱࠔ⛊19.1 㯲ỿࠓ ,::ࢇ 11C⪅ヰ 722 803
   .࠸ࡋ㞴ࠔ⛊48.0 㯲ỿࠓ ,ࢇ::࠺ 11A⪅ヰ 822 903
   ࠔ⛊31.1 㯲ỿࠓ     013
   .::ࢇ ,ࡣࢀࡇ ,?࠺ࢁࡔࢇ࡞࠺࡝ ,::࡬ 11B⪅ヰ 922 113
   ࠔ⛊91.2 㯲ỿࠓ     213
࠺྾ࢆᜥ[::ࡔఱ>࠸➗ࡃ㍍<]㡢࠺྾ࢆᜥ[ࠔ⛊ 10.2 㯲ỿࠓ ,ࢇ::࠺ 11C⪅ヰ 032 313
 .>࠸➗<]㡢
  
 ࡿぢࢆࢻ࣮࢝ .>࠸➗<࠸::ࡋ㞴 ,::࡬ 11A⪅ヰ 132 413
   .}<{>ࡡࡍ࡛<࠸ࡋ㞴 11C⪅ヰ 232 513
 ࡿぢࢆࢻ࣮࢝ .>࠸➗<࠸࡞࠿ࡘࡀ}>{>ࡾࡲ࡜ࡲ< 11A⪅ヰ 332 613
   .::ࡡᙜᮏ 11C⪅ヰ 432 713
   .}<{>?࠺ࢁࡔࢇࡿ࡞<࠺࡝ ,::࡬ 11C⪅ヰ 532 813
   .}>{>ࢇࡩࢇࡩࢇࡩ< 11B⪅ヰ 632 913
   ࠔ⛊1 㯲ỿࠓ     023
   .࡛ࢇ㐠 ,::ࢇ]ࡃ࿓࡛ኌ࠸ࡉᑠ[ 11C⪅ヰ 732 123
   ࠔ⛊75.2 㯲ỿࠓ     223
   .::ࢇ 11B⪅ヰ 832 323
   . ࠙࠙}<{>::ᒾ< 11C⪅ヰ 932 423
   ,,}>{>::࠿ࢀࡑ< ࠚࠚ 11B⪅ヰ 1-042 523
   .ࢇ࠺ 11C⪅ヰ 142 623
   .࠺ࡻࡋ࡛࣮࣮ࣜࢺࢫࡶ࡛ ,::࠿ࡗࡑ ,::࠶ 11B⪅ヰ 2-042 723
኱ࢆᡭ࡚ࡗἢ࡟ࢻ࣮࢝ .࠿࠺࠸࡚ࡗ࡞࠿ࡢ࠸࡞ࡣせᚲࡿ࡭୪࡟ิ1 ᯛ1 ,࠿ࢇ࡞ 11B⪅ヰ 242 823
 ࡍ࠿ືࡃࡁ
 ࡃࡎ࡞࠺ .ࢇ࠺ࢇ࠺ࢇ࠺ 11C⪅ヰ 342 923
 ࡿ࠼ᩚࢆ11ࠊ21ࠊ9 ,,::࡚ࡗ࠶࠺ࡇ࡛ࡇࡇࡀே2 ࡢࡇࡑ ,࡚ࡗ࠶࠺ࡇ࡛ࢀࡇࡣࢀࡇ..ࡇ 11B⪅ヰ 1-442 033
ື࡟ᶓ࡚ࡋ࡟⾜ᖹࢆᡭ .>࠸➗<}<{>::࡚ࡁ㉳ࡀ࡜ࡇ࠺࠸࠺ࡇ࡟㛫᫬ࡌྠ ,࠺ࡇ< ,::࠶::࠶ 11C⪅ヰ 542 133
 ࡍ࠿
 ࡍᣦࢆ6 ,,::࡚࠸ࡘࡧ⤖࡛␒6 ,}>{>࠿ࢇ࡞ ,::࡛␒6 ,::ࡢ࠶ ,ࢀࡇ ,࡛< 11B⪅ヰ 2-442 233
 ࡃࡎ࡞࠺ .}<{>ࢇ࠺<ࢇ࠺ 11C⪅ヰ 642 333
 ࡍᣦࢆ6 .ࡿ࡞}>{>࡟⥴୍< 11A⪅ヰ 742 433
 ࡍᣦࢆ4ࠊ1 ,,}<{>࡛ࡌឤ<࡞࠸ࡓࡳ ,࠺ࡇ࠺ࡇ࠺ࡇ::࡛7 11B⪅ヰ 3-442 533
   .}>{>::࠾< 11C⪅ヰ 842 633
   .࡝ࡅࡍ࡛ࢇࡓࡗᛮ࡚ࡗ::࡞࠿ࡾ࠶ࡷࡕࡗࡾ࠶ 11B⪅ヰ 4-442 733
   ,,}<{>㛫᫬<࡞ࡷࡌิ1 ,::࠿ࡗࡑ 11A⪅ヰ 1-942 833
   .}>{>ࢇ࠺< 11C⪅ヰ 052 933
   ,,࡚ࡃ࡞ࡷࡌิ 11A⪅ヰ 2-942 043
   .ࢇ࠺ 11B⪅ヰ 152 143
 ࡍ࠿ື࡟๓ࡢศ⮬ࢆ3 .}<{>࠿<ࡢ࠸࠸ 11A⪅ヰ 3-942 243
 ࡃࡎ࡞࠺ .}>{>ࢇ࠺< 11C⪅ヰ 252 343
ࡡࡿ<ᅔ࡜ࡗࡻࡕ ,ࡡࡀ᪉⾜ࡢ␒ 01 ࡢࡇ ,ࡽࡓࡗࡔࢀࡑ ,ࡶ࡛ 11B⪅ヰ 352 443
 .>࠸➗<}<{>
 ࡍᣦࢆ01
   .>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗<}>{>ࡡ࠺ࡑ< 11A⪅ヰ 452 543
 ࡃࡎ࡞࠺ >࠸➗< 11C⪅ヰ   643
 ࡃᥥࢆࢀὶ࡛୰✵ .}<{>࡚ࡗ࡞>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗<࠺ࡇࡓࡲ< ,࡚ࡗ࡞࠺ࡇ 11A⪅ヰ 552 743
   .࠺ࡑ࠺ࡑ}>{>࠺ࡑ࠺ࡑ ,࠺ࡑ< 11B⪅ヰ 652 843
 ࡍᣦࢆ7 .::ࡡࡼࡍ࡛ࢇ࠸࡞ࢇ࠿ศࡀ⨨఩ࡕ❧ࡢᏊ࠸ࡁ኱ࡢࡇ 11C⪅ヰ 752 943
   >࠸➗< 11B⪅ヰ   053
 ࡿࡅ㏥ࢆ3 .}<{>::ࡡࡍ࡛<࠸࡞ࢇ࠿ศ 11A⪅ヰ 852 153
   .࡞࠸ࡓࡳ࡚ࡋ}>{>ࡾࡓ࡚࡭㣗< 11C⪅ヰ 952 253
 ࡍᣦ࡛ᣦ01 .?]↓[㢦ࡢࡇఱ 11A⪅ヰ 062 353
   .::ࡡ>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗< 11B⪅ヰ 162 453
   >࠸➗< 11C⪅ヰ   553
   .::ࢇ 11A⪅ヰ 262 653
   ࠔ⛊11.1 㯲ỿࠓ     753
ࡑ ,␒1..࠺ࢁ ྲྀࠔ19.0 㯲ỿࠓ ,?࠺ࢁࡔࢇ࡞࠺࡝ ,::࡬..ࡻࡳ ,ࡗ࡬ 11C⪅ヰ 362 853
 .}<{>ࢆࡈࢇࡾ< ,?ࡡࡼࡍ࡛ࢇࡿ࡚ࡋ࡜࠺ࢁྲྀேࡢࡕࡗ
 ࡍᣦࢆ9
   ,,}<{>”࠸࡞࠿ᒆ“ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ேࡢࡇ< ,࡚࡚ࡋ࡜}>{>࠺ࢁྲྀࢀࡇ< 11B⪅ヰ 1-462 953
   . ࠙࠙}>{>]→[::࡚࡚ࡋ࡜࠺ࢁྲྀ< 11C⪅ヰ 562 063
 ࡍᣦࢆ9 .ࡼࡍ࡛ࢇ࡞ࡌឤ࡚ࡗ”::࡞“ ࠚࠚ 11B⪅ヰ 2-462 163
 ࡃࡎ࡞࠺ࡃࡁ኱ ,,}<{>ࡥࡗࡸ< ,ࡷࡌ ,::࠶ 11C⪅ヰ 1-662 263
   .}>{>::ࢇ< 11A⪅ヰ 762 363
   ,,}<{>࡞࠺ࡑࡁ⾜<࡚ࡗᣢ࡟ඖ㊊ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ 11C⪅ヰ 2-662 463
   .}>{>ࡼࡍ࡛ࢇ࡞࠺ࡑ< 11B⪅ヰ 862 563
   .}<{>::ࡡࢇࡶࡍࡲࡾ࠶ࡌឤ< 11C⪅ヰ 3-662 663
”::࡞࠿ࢀࡇ“ ,࡛࡜ࡇ}>{>࡚ࡗ”::࡞࠸ࡓࡁ⾜࡚ࡗᣢ’࠿ఱ‘࠿ࢇ࡞“< 11B⪅ヰ 962 763
 .࠺࠸࡚ࡗ
 ࡍᣦࢆ21
 ࡍᣦࢆ11 ,,}<{>࡜ࡗࡻࡕࡶ㛤ᒎ<࡞࠸ࡓࡳ”ࢇࡷࡌࢇ࡚ࡕⴠࡈࢇࡾ“ ,࡟ࡢ࡞ 11C⪅ヰ 1-072 863
 ࡍᣦࢆ11 ,,}>{>ࡼࡍ࡛ࢇ࡞࠺ࡑ< 11B⪅ヰ 1-172 963
 ࡃࡎ࡞࠺ .>࠸➗<ࡡࡍ࡛↛⮬୙ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ 11C⪅ヰ 2-072 073
   .}<{>࡞࠸ࡓࡳ< ”::ࢀ࠶“ 11C⪅ヰ 272 173
   .}<{>ࡀ<ࡢ࠺࠸࡚ࡗ࠺ࢁࡔ}>{>ࢇ࡚ࡕⴠ࡛ఱ< 11B⪅ヰ 2-172 273
 842
 
   . ࠙࠙}<{>࠿ࢇ࡞< ,}>{>ࢇ::࠺< 11A⪅ヰ 372 373
   ,,}<{>ࡤ࡜ࡤ࡜<::࡟᫬ࡓ᮶ᅇ1 ࢀࡇ ,}>{>ࢁࡋࡴ< ࠚࠚ 11B⪅ヰ 1-472 473
 ࡃࡎ࡞࠺ .}>{>ࢇ࠺< 11C⪅ヰ 572 573




   ,,}<{> ,࠺ࡑ ,ࡶ࡛< ,::࠶ 11C⪅ヰ 1-672 773
   .}>{>::࠶< 11A⪅ヰ 772 873
 ࡍᣦࢆ9 .?]↑[࠿ࡍ࡛࠸࡞ࡷࡌ࠺ࡑ 11C⪅ヰ 2-672 973
   .?]↑[࠿ࡕࡗࡑ 11B⪅ヰ 872 083
࠿࡟࠺࡯ࡢ 11C ⪅ヰ .?ࡡ࠿ࡍ࡛࠸࠸࡛ࡕࡗࡑ 11B⪅ヰ 972 183
 ࡴࡀ
 ࡃࡎ࡞࠺ ,,}<{>ࢇ::࠺< 11C⪅ヰ 1-082 283
 ࡿࡏࢃྜࢆᡭ .࠸࡞ࢀࡋ}>{>ࡶ࠿࠸࠸..ࢀࡑ< 11A⪅ヰ 182 383
   .]ࡿぢࢆ11B ⪅ヰ[}<{>?ࡡ࠿ࡍࡲ<ࡳ࡚ࡗ⾜࡛⥺ࡢࡑ..ࢀࡑ 11C⪅ヰ 2-082 483
   .>࠸➗<?]↑[ࡍࡲࡁ⾜}>{>࡛⥺ࡢࡑ< 11B⪅ヰ 282 583
   >࠸➗< 11C⪅ヰ   683
   >࠸➗< 11A⪅ヰ   783
ࡇ ,]21 ࢻ࣮࢝[࡚᮶ࡕࡗࡇ<ࡓࡲ ,]11 ࢻ࣮࢝[࡚ࡗ⾜ࡕࡗࡇᅇ 1 11A⪅ヰ 1-382 883
 ,,}<{>࡜ࡗࡻࡕ ,࠺
 ࡍᣦࢆ21ࠊ11
   .}<{>]→[::࡚ࡗࡷࡕ<}>{>ࡗ࡞ࡃࡋḧಶ1 ࠺ࡶ< 11C⪅ヰ 482 983
   ,,}>{>࡛ࡢ࡞↛⮬୙< 11A⪅ヰ 2-382 093
 ࡃࡎ࡞࠺ .ࢇ࠺ࢇ࠺ ,}>{>࠺ࡑ< 11B⪅ヰ 582 193
 ࡍᣦࢆ9 .]↓[࠸࡞ࢀྲྀ ,::࡝ࡅ࠸ࡋḧ 11A⪅ヰ 3-382 293
 ࡍᣦࢆ01 .=ࡗ࡭㣗ࡶ࡛ ,࠶ 11C⪅ヰ 682 393
   .::࠿ࡗࡑ ,::࠶= 11C⪅ヰ 782 493
 ࡿྲྀࢆ01 .}<{>::ࡽࡓ࡭㣗<࠺ࡇࡽࡓࡋ࠺ࡑࡶ࡛ 11B⪅ヰ 882 593
 ࡍᣦࢆ01 .}>{>::ࡿ࡚࡭㣗┠ಶ2< 11C⪅ヰ 982 693
 ࡍᣦࢆ01 .ࡼࡔ┠㥏 ,ࡽࡓࡗࡷࡕࢀ࡭㣗 11A⪅ヰ 092 793
   .}<{>ࡢ࡞࠺ࡑ< 11B⪅ヰ 192 893
   .࡞࠸ࡓࡳ”ࡡࡼࡍ࡛࠸࠸ࡶ࡚ࡗࡷࡕ࡭㣗}>{>┠ಶ1“< 11C⪅ヰ 292 993
   >࠸➗< 11A⪅ヰ   004
   .]↑[}<{>ࢇ< 11C⪅ヰ 392 104
 ࡍ࠿ືࢆᡭ࡛ୖࡢᮘ .::ࢇ ,࠸ࡋ㞴࠸ࡋ}>{>㞴::࠶< 11A⪅ヰ 492 204
   .::ࢇ 11B⪅ヰ 592 304
   ࠔ⛊44.1 㯲ỿࠓ     404
ࡷࡌ࠺ࡑࡁ࡛ࡓࡲ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ ,࡜ࡗࡻࡕ ,ࡽࡓࡗࡔࡘࡸࡢ⾜ᖹࡢࡑ 11C⪅ヰ 1-692 504
 ,,}<{>ูࡓࡲ ,࡛ࡕࡓᏊࡢࡇ<,?]↑[࠿ࡍ࡛࠸࡞
 ࡍᣦࢆ8
 ࡃ⨨ࢆ01 ࡟ᚋࡢ11 ,,}>{>::࡛࠺ࡇࡀ]01 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࢀࡇ ,ࡡࡍ࡛࠺ࡑ< 11B⪅ヰ 1-792 604
 ࡍ࠿ືࢆࢻ࣮࢝ ,,}<{>≀ࡢ< 11C⪅ヰ 2-692 704
   .}>{>ࢇ࠺< 11A⪅ヰ 892 804
   .ࡀㄒ 11C⪅ヰ 3-692 904
 ࡍ࠿ືࢆ5ࠊ8 .::࡛࠺ࡇࡀ]5㸪8 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࢀࡇ 11B⪅ヰ 2-792 014
 ࡍ࠿ືࢆ5ࠊ8 .”࠸࡞࠿ᒆ“ 11A⪅ヰ 992 114
   ࠔ⛊33.2 㯲ỿࠓ     214
 ࡍ࠿ືࢆ21ࠊ9 .}<{>::࡛<ࡕࡗࡇࡀ”࠸࡞࠿ᒆ“࠺ࡇ ,࡛ 11B⪅ヰ 003 314
 ࡍ࠿ືࢆ7ࠊ6 .::࡚ࡃ࡞࠿}>{>ᒆ< 11C⪅ヰ 103 414
   ࠔ⛊37.1 㯲ỿࠓ     514
 ࡍ࠿ືࢆ6 .}<{>?]↑[࠺ྜࢀゐ࡛ࡇ࡝<::ࢇ 11A⪅ヰ 203 614
   .}>{>ࡡࡼࡿ᮶ ,࡛࠺ࡇᒾ ,࡛< 11C⪅ヰ 303 714
ࢁࡔఱ ,࠶..࠸▼ ,ࡁࡗࡉ┿ࡢ࠶..࠶ ,ࢀࡇ ,ࡢ࠺ྜࢀゐ..࠶ࢀゐ 11B⪅ヰ 403 814
 .?]↑[࠸࡞ࡷࡌࡁࡉࡢ]9 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࢀࡇ ,?࠺
 ࡍᣦࢆ9
 ࡿ࡭୪࡜6ࠊ9 .]↓[࠿ࡁࡉࡢࢀࡇ ,ࡗ࠶ 11A⪅ヰ 503 914
   .>࠸➗<࠸ྜࢀゐ>࠸➗< 11C⪅ヰ 603 024
 ࡿࡵ࡜ࡲࢆ3ࠊ21ࠊ7 .ࡿṧ࠸ࡈࡍࡀᒾ>࠸➗< 11A⪅ヰ 703 124
   >࠸➗< 11C⪅ヰ   224
   .>࠸➗<::࡞ࡀᒾ 11B⪅ヰ 803 324
 ࡍᣦࢆ3ࠊ21 ,,}<{>::࡚࡛<::ࢇ㐠ࡕࡓᏊࡢࡇึ᭱ ,ࡗ࡬ ,::࡛ࢇ㐠 11C⪅ヰ 1-903 424
 ࡍ࠿ືࢆ3 .}<{>?]↑[ࡅࢃࡿ᮶࠺ࡇ<ࡀࡕࡓᏊ}>{>ࡢࡇ ,ࡗ࠶< 11B⪅ヰ 013 524
 ࡍᣦࢆ21 .::࡚ࡗ}>{>ఏᡭ< 11C⪅ヰ 2-903 624
   .]↓[࠿࠺㐪 ,ࡗ࠶ 11C⪅ヰ 113 724
 ࡿྲྀࢆ7 .ࡡ..ࡋࡿ࡚ࡗ஌ ,]↑[ࡗ࠼ 11C⪅ヰ 213 824
   .}<{>::ࢇ< 11A⪅ヰ 313 924
   .?]↓[:㸸ࡓࡗࡷࡕ}>{>ࡗ஌࡛ࢇ࡞< 11C⪅ヰ 413 034
 ࡍᣦࢆ6 .>࠸➗<?]↑[ࡓࡗࡷࡕ࠼ᾘᒾ࡛ࢇ࡞ 11A⪅ヰ 513 134
࡜࠺ࡇ⨨ࢆ 7 ࡟ᚋࡢ 3 .}<{>?]↑[ࡌឤ<࡞࠸ࡓࡳ”࡝ࡅࡔࢇ࠸ࡓࡧ㐠 ,ࢀࡇ“ ,ࡗ࠶ 11C⪅ヰ 613 234
 ࡿࡍ
ྲྀࢆ 7 ࡽ࠿ 11C ⪅ヰ .=ࢆᡭ ,}>{>ࡗ࠶< 11A⪅ヰ 713 334
 ࡿ
   .࠸࡞ࢇ࠿ศ>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗<= 11C⪅ヰ 813 434
 ࡿࡏ஌ࢆᡭ࡟7ࠊ3 .>࠸➗<ᡭ 11B⪅ヰ 913 534
   >࠸➗< 11C⪅ヰ   634
 942
 
 ࡃ⨨࡟ᚋࡢ7ࠊ3 ࢆ21 .>࠸➗<”ࡔࡕᣢຊࡀ᪉ࡢ൅“ 11A⪅ヰ 023 734
 ࡃࡓࡓࢆᡭ .>࠸➗<::࡚ࡆ࠶࡚ࡗࡸ ,::࡛ 11C⪅ヰ 123 834
 ࡿゐࢆ㧥๓ >࠸➗< 11B⪅ヰ   934
⨨ࢆ6 ࡟ᚋࡢ7ࠊ3ࠊ21 .>࠸➗<”::ࡡࡔࡵࡔ“ 11A⪅ヰ 223 044
 ࡃ
   >࠸➗< 11C⪅ヰ   144
   >࠸➗< 11B⪅ヰ   244
 ࡍᣦࢆ1 ,,}<{>ࡢࡽ࠿ࡇࡑ< ,ࡶ࡛ 11C⪅ヰ 1-323 344
 ࡍᣦࢆ1 .>࠸➗<}>{>✺၈< 11A⪅ヰ 423 444
   .::ࡺ࡚ࡗ࠸࡞ࡽ࠿ศࡀࡁࡘ࠸ᛮ 11C⪅ヰ 2-323 544
   .]↑[::࡬ 11A⪅ヰ 523 644
   ,,}<{>ࢁࡋࡴ ,ࡽࡓ<ࡗࡔࢀࡑ 11B⪅ヰ 1-623 744
 ࡃࡎ࡞࠺ .}>{>ࢇ࠺< 11C⪅ヰ 723 844
 ࡿྲྀࢆ7 ,,}<{>␒6< ,::ࢆ]7 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࢀࡇ 11B⪅ヰ 2-623 944
   .}>{>ࢇ࠺< 11C⪅ヰ 823 054
   ,,::࡚ࡋ࡟ᚋࡢ 11B⪅ヰ 3-623 154
 ࡃࡎ࡞࠺ .ࢇ࠺ࢇ࠺ 11C⪅ヰ 923 254
   ࠔ⛊60.1 㯲ỿࠓ     354
11A ⪅ヰࠊࡍ࠿ືࢆ 7 .=]↓[ࡌឤ࡞࠸ࡓࡳ⟇Ỵゎࠔ⛊87.0 㯲ỿࠓ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ 11B⪅ヰ 4-623 454
 ࡍ࠿ື࡚ࡗྲྀࡅཷࡀ
 ࡿ᣺ࢆᡭ࡟ࡃ㏆ࡢ㢦 .}<{>࡟࠸ࡓࡳ”?]↑[࠸࡞ࡷࡌࢇ࠸࠸ࡤࢀ஌ ,ࢀࡇ< ,࠶“= 11B⪅ヰ 033 554
 ࡃࡎ࡞࠺ .࡟࠸ࡓࡳ}>{>”?]↑[ࡢ࠸࡞ࡷࡌࢇ࠸࠸ࡤࢀࡍ࠺ࡇ“< 11C⪅ヰ 133 654
 ࡍᣦࢆ7 . ࠙࠙}<{>࠿ࢇ࡞ ,࠶< 11A⪅ヰ 233 754
㸪3 ࢻ࣮࢝[?࠺ࢁࡔఱ ,ఱࡀࡘ 2 ࡢࡇ ,}>{>ࡽࡓࡋ࠺ࡑࡶ࡛< ࠚࠚ 11B⪅ヰ 333 854
 .]21
 ࡍᣦࢆ21ࠊ3
   .>࠸➗<}<{>::࡚ࡃ࡞ࡽ࠿ศ<ࡃࡼࡀࡾࡀ⧅ࡢࡘ2 ࡢࡇ 11B⪅ヰ 433 954
   .>࠸➗<}>{>ࡢ࡞࠺ࡑ< 11A⪅ヰ 533 064
   >࠸➗< 11C⪅ヰ   164
ࡲࡾ࠶ࡀឤ࡞࠸ࡓࡳ<”?]↓[ࡓࡗ⾜ࡇ࡝ே2 ,㛫ࡿ࡚ࡏࡤ㐠“ ,࡟࠿☜ 11C⪅ヰ 633 264
 .}<{>ࡡࡼࡍ
 ࡍᣦࢆ21
࡟..࠿࡚ࡗ࠺ࢁࡔࢇ࡚ࡗࡸ}>{>࡛ே 1 ࡛ࢇ࡞ ,::ࡼࡍ࡛ࢇ࡞࠺ࡑ< 11B⪅ヰ 733 364
 .}<{>?]↓[࠿ࡍ࡛࠸࡞ࡷࡌࢇࡿ࡞<
 ࡍᣦࢆ21
 ࡃࡎ࡞࠺ .ࢇ::࠺ ,}>{>::࡟࠿☜< 11C⪅ヰ 833 464
   ,,]ࡿぢࢆ11B ⪅ヰ[]↑[ࠎู ,ࡥࡗࡸ 11A⪅ヰ 1-933 564
   .ࢇ::࠺ 11B⪅ヰ 043 664
   .?ࡢࡿ࡚ࡗࡇ㉳࡛ 11A⪅ヰ 2-933 764
   .::ࢇ 11C⪅ヰ 143 864
   ࠔ⛊53.1 㯲ỿࠓ     964
   .}<{>::ࢇ< 11B⪅ヰ 243 074
ࡶ࡛ࠔ⛊37.1 㯲ỿࠓ::ࢇࠔ⛊51.2 㯲ỿࠓ}>{>,?࠺ࢁࡔࢇ࡞࠺࡝< 11C⪅ヰ 343 174
 .}<{>ࡋ࠸࡞ࡏ⛣ࡣᚋ᭱<
 ࡍᣦࢆ4
 ࡃ⨨࡟ᚋࡢ01 ࢆ9 ,,=}>{>࠿ࢇ࡞]9 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࢀࡇ ,ࢁࡋࡴ< 11B⪅ヰ 1-443 274
 ࡍᣦࢆ9 .?]↑[ࡌឤࡓ࠸௜Ẽ࡟’࠿ఱ‘࠿ࢇ࡞= 11A⪅ヰ 543 374





 ࡃࡎ࡞࠺ .}>{>ࢇ࠺ࢇ࠺< 11C⪅ヰ 643 574
   ,,}<{>࡝ࡅࡔࢇࡓࡗᛮ<࡜࡞࠿᪨㊃ 11B⪅ヰ 3-443 674
   .}>{>ࢇ࠺ࢇ࠺< 11A⪅ヰ 743 774
   .?࠺ࢁࡔࢇ࡞࠺࡝ 11B⪅ヰ 4-443 874
   .}<{>::࡚ࡗ࡞࡟࠸ࡓࡳ<”࠸࡞ࡾ㊊㛗㌟“ ,࡟࠿☜ 11C⪅ヰ 843 974
   .ࡢ࠸ࡽࡄ”࡞}>{>࠸࡞ࡾ㊊ᖸⱝ“ ,ࢇ࠺ࢇ࠺< 11B⪅ヰ 943 084
   .::ᖸⱝᙜᮏ ,ࡶ࡛ 11C⪅ヰ 053 184
 ࡿࡆ࠶ࢆᡭ .ࡡࡼࡍ࡛ᖸⱝ’ᙜᮏ‘࡟࡜ࡗࢇ࡯ 11B⪅ヰ 153 284
 ࡍ࠿ືࢆࢻ࣮࢝ .}<{>࡞࠺ࡑࢀྲྀ ,ࡤࢀࡍࣉࣥࣕࢪ࡜ࡗࡻࡕ< ,࡜ࡗࡻࡕ 11B⪅ヰ 253 384
 ,࠶“ ,}>{>࡞࠺ࡑࡅ⾜ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ ,࡜ࡗࡻࡕ࡟ࡇࡇ::ࡽ࠿ࡇࡑ ,࡛< 11C⪅ヰ 1-353 484
 ,,࡞࠸ࡓࡳ>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗<”࡚ࡗఏᡭ࡜ࡗࡻࡕ ,ࡷࡌ
 ࡍ࠿ືࢆ1
   >࠸➗< 11A⪅ヰ   584
   .}<{>::࡬<ࠔ⛊19.1 㯲ỿࠓࡿ࡞࡟ࡌឤ࠸࡞ࡶࡃ࡞ࡅ⾜ 11C⪅ヰ 2-353 684
 ࡿࡏぢࢆ4 .?]↓[ఱ}>{>ᚋ᭱< 11A⪅ヰ 453 784
ࡓࡳ”ࡡࡓࡗ࠿Ⰻ“ ,::࡚࠸࡛ࢇ႐ࡀே2 Ꮚ࠸ࡷࡕࡗࡕࡢࡇᚋ᭱ࡶ࡛ 11C⪅ヰ 553 884
 .ࡡࡼࡍ࡛Ẽᅖ㞺࡞࠸
 ࡃࡎ࡞࠺
   .ࢇ࠺ࢇ࠺ 11B⪅ヰ 653 984
   ࠔ⛊20.1 㯲ỿࠓ     094
   .::ࢇࠔ⛊20.2 㯲ỿࠓࢇ࠺ 11A⪅ヰ 753 194
   .?࠺ࢁࡔఱ 11C⪅ヰ 853 294
   ࠔ⛊51.1 㯲ỿࠓ     394
 ࡿࡏ஌ࢆᡭ࡟ࢻ࣮࢝ .::ᒾ ,::࡬ 11A⪅ヰ 953 494
 ࡍࡇ㉳ࢆయ .>࠸➗<ࡀᒾ 11B⪅ヰ 063 594






 ࡃࡎ࡞࠺ ,,}<{>####<ࡾࡥࡗࡸ ,ࢇ::࠺ 11A⪅ヰ 1-263 794
   .}>{>ࡡࡼࡍ࡛< 11C⪅ヰ 2-163 894
 ࡃࡎ࡞࠺ ,,}<{>ࡿࡲ࡜<ࡲ 11A⪅ヰ 2-263 994
   .}>{>ࢇ࠺ࢇ࠺< 11C⪅ヰ 363 005
 ࡃࡎ࡞࠺ .}<{>࡞࠸ࡓࡳ< 11A⪅ヰ 3-263 105
   .}>{>ࢇ::࠺< 11B⪅ヰ 463 205
 ࡿゐࢆࢻ࣮࢝ . ࠙࠙}<{>ࡀࡢᚋ᭱<ࡥࡗࡸ ,ࡷࡌ 11C⪅ヰ 563 305
 ࡃࡎ࡞࠺ .?࡜ࡇ࠸࡞࠿ᒆࡥࡗࡸࡣᅉཎ}>{>ࡢვ႖< ࠚࠚ 11A⪅ヰ 663 405
 ࡃࡎ࡞࠺ ,,ࢇ::࠺ 11B⪅ヰ 1-763 505
 ࡿゐࢆࢻ࣮࢝ .࡟࠿☜ ,>࠸➗<]㡢࠺྾ࢆᜥ[ 11C⪅ヰ 863 605
   .࠸࡞࠿ᒆ ,ࡡࡼࡔ࠺ࡑ ,࠿࡜ࡇ..࠸࡞࠿ᒆ 11B⪅ヰ 2-763 705
   .ࢇ࠺ 11C⪅ヰ 963 805
 ࡍᣦࢆ6 .?]↑[㢦..ࡿ࡚ࡗᅔ..ࡗࡲࡇ 11A⪅ヰ 073 905
   .ࡡࢇࡶࡍ࡛Ẽ✵࡞Ᏻ୙ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ ,࡜ࡗࡻࡕ 11C⪅ヰ 173 015
   .}<{>ࢇ::࠺< 11A⪅ヰ 273 115




   .࡞}>{>ࡴᝎ< 11A⪅ヰ 473 315
   .࠸::࡞ࡽ࠿ศࡀᒾ 11A⪅ヰ 573 415
   . ࠙࠙}<{>࡞ࡀᒾ< 11B⪅ヰ 673 515
࠿ศࡀ࠿ࡢ࡞᎘ᶵ୙]6 ࢻ࣮࢝[࡛ࡇࡇ ,࡚࠼ᾘ࡛ࢇ࡞}>{>ࡀᒾ<ࠚࠚ 11C⪅ヰ 773 615
 .ࡡࡼࡍ࡛࠸࡞ࡽ
  
   >࠸➗< 11A⪅ヰ   715
   >࠸➗< 11B⪅ヰ   815
 ࡿ࡭୪࡜6ࠊ7 .?ࡡ࠿ࡍ࡛ኚ ,ࡽࡓࡗࡔࢀࡇ ,ࡗ࠼ 11C⪅ヰ 873 915
   .]ࡿ᣺ࢆ㤳࡟ᶓ[::࡜ࡔࢀ࠶ 11A⪅ヰ 973 025
   ࠔ⛊42.1 㯲ỿࠓ     125
   .ࡡࡼࡍ࡛ㅦ ,ࡸ࠸ 11C⪅ヰ 083 225
   .ࡡࡼࡍ࡛ㅦ 11A⪅ヰ 183 325
   .=]ࡿぢࢆ11B ⪅ヰ[ࡋࡿ࡞࡚ࡗ”ࡔࢇ࡛ࢇ㐠ᒾ࡛ࢇ࡞“ 11A⪅ヰ 283 425
 ࡃࡎ࡞࠺ .ࡡ= 11B⪅ヰ 383 525
   .ࢇ࠺ࢇ࠺ 11C⪅ヰ 483 625
   .]↑[::ࢇ 11A⪅ヰ 583 725
   ࠔ⛊09.1 㯲ỿࠓ     825
   .::࡞࠸ࡋ㞴 ,::࡬ 11B⪅ヰ 683 925
   .ࡡࢇࡶࡍ࡛࠸࡞ࡷࡌࡅࢃࡿ࡚ࡅ࡝ᒾ 11C⪅ヰ 783 035
 ࡃࡎ࡞࠺ ,,}<{>ࡍ࡛⥺ࡿ࡚<..ࡁ⾜࡚ࡗᣢ..ࢇ㐠ࡥࡗࡸ 11C⪅ヰ 1-883 135
 ࡃࡎ࡞࠺ .}>{>ࢇ::࠺< 11B⪅ヰ 983 235
 ࡃࡎ࡞࠺ .::ࡡࡼ 11C⪅ヰ 2-883 335
   .ࢇ::࠺ 11B⪅ヰ 093 435
 ࡿྲྀࢆ21 .ࢇ࠺ 11A⪅ヰ 193 535
   ࠔ⛊93.4 㯲ỿࠓ     635
 ࡃྥࢆ᪉ࡢ11C ⪅ヰ .=]ࡃྥࢆ࠺࡯ࡢ11C ⪅ヰ[::࡞࠸࡞ࡽ࠿ศ 11A⪅ヰ 293 735
   .>࠸➗<࠸࡞ࡽ࠿ศ= 11C⪅ヰ 393 835
   >࠸➗< 11A⪅ヰ   935
ࡓ࠶ ,࠿ࡓࡵጞ࡟ศఱ ,࡚ࢀࢃゝ࡚ࡗศ 51 ,ࡤ࠼࠸࠺ࡑ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ 11B⪅ヰ 493 045
 .}<{>࡝ࡅࡍ࡛ࢇࡓࢀᛀ<ࡋ
 ࡿぢࢆィ᫬
   .࠸::}>{>࡞ࡽ࠿ศࡶࡋࡓࢃ ,::࠶< 11A⪅ヰ 593 145
 ࠺そ࡛ᡭࢆཱྀ >࠸➗< 11B⪅ヰ   245
   ,,࠸ࡓ࠸ࡔ ,ࡶ࡛ 11C⪅ヰ 1-693 345
   .࠸࡞ࡽࡲ࡜ࡲ 11A⪅ヰ 793 445
   .ࡓࡋࡲࡾࡲጞ࡟࠸ࡽࡃศ51 ,01 11C⪅ヰ 2-693 545
   ,,}<{>࠿ࡍ࡛ศ<ఱ௒ 11C⪅ヰ 1-893 645
   .}>{>ศ51< 11B⪅ヰ 993 745
   .ࢇࡏࡲ࠸ࡍ 11C⪅ヰ 2-893 845
   .ࡼࡍࡲ࠸࡚ࡂ㐣ศ03 ௒ 11B⪅ヰ 004 945
   .}<{>::࠾<࠺ 11C⪅ヰ 104 055
   .>࠸➗<}>{>::࠾࠺< 11B⪅ヰ 204 155
   >࠸➗< 11C⪅ヰ   255
   >࠸➗< 11A⪅ヰ   355
   .::࠾࠺>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗< 11B⪅ヰ 304 455
   .}<{>::ࡣࢀࡇ<>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗< 11C⪅ヰ 404 555
ࡃᥥࢆ෇࡛ᡭ࡛ୖࡢᮘ .>࠸➗<࠺ࡑฟࢆㄽ⤖ࡢ}>{>ࡘ1 ࡢࡘ1< 11A⪅ヰ 504 655
 ࡿ᣺ࢆᡭ࡟࠺ࡼ
   >࠸➗< 11B⪅ヰ   755
   >࠸➗< 11C⪅ヰ   855
   .ࢆ࢔࢕ࢹ࢖࢔ ,ࡡࡍ࡛࠺ࡑ]㡢࠺྾ࢆᜥ[ 11C⪅ヰ 604 955
 ࡿྲྀࢆ21 .ࢆ࢔࢕ࢹ࢖࢔ 11A⪅ヰ 704 065
   .?࠺ࡼࡋ࠺࡝ ,::࠶ 11B⪅ヰ 804 165
   ,,࡝ࡅࡍ࡛↛⮬୙ᑡከ 11C⪅ヰ 1-904 265
   .ࢇ࠺ 11A⪅ヰ 014 365
 152
 
࢝ࠊࡍ♧ࢆྥ᪉࡛ᡭ୧ .?]↑[࠿ࡍࡲࡁ⾜࡛⥺ᮏ2 ࡢࡇ ,ࡷࡌ ,ࡶ࡛ 11C⪅ヰ 2-904 465
 ࡿゐࢆࢻ࣮
   ࠔ⛊92.1 㯲ỿࠓ     565
 ࡃࡎ࡞࠺ .=?]↓[࡞࠿࠺ࡼࡋ࠺࡝ࡶࡇࡑ ,ࡡࡼࡍ࡛ࢇ࡞࠺ࡑ 11B⪅ヰ 114 665
   .::ࡡࡼࡍ࡛= 11C⪅ヰ 214 765
   .࡛ࡢ࠸࡞ࡣ࡚ࢀࢃゝࡣ࡜ࢁࡋ࡟ᮏ1 ,࡟࠿☜ ,ࡶ࡛ 11C⪅ヰ 314 865
   ࠔ⛊47.1 㯲ỿࠓ     965
ࢆ෇ࡃࡁ኱࡛ᣦࡋᕪே ,,}<{>࠺ᛮ࡜࠸࠸<ࡤࢀ࡚ࡁ࡛࡛࣮࣮ࣜࢺࢫࡎ࠼࠶ࡾ࡜ ,ࢇ 11B⪅ヰ 1-414 075
࡛ୖࡢᮘࠊ࡟࠺ࡼࡃᥥ
 ࡍ࠿ືࢆᡭ
   .}>{>ࢇ::࠺< 11C⪅ヰ 514 175
   .࡛ࡢ 11B⪅ヰ 2-414 275
 ࡃࡎ࡞࠺ .ࡡࡍ࡛࠺ࡑ 11C⪅ヰ 614 375
   .ࢇ࠺ࢇ࠺ࢇ࠺ 11A⪅ヰ 714 475
   ࠔ⛊79.1 㯲ỿࠓ     575
   ,,}<{>࠺ࡻࡋ࡛࠺࡝< 11B⪅ヰ 1-814 675
   .>࠸➗<}>{>ࡴᝎ< 11C⪅ヰ 914 775
   .}<{>ࡣ᪉⾜ࡢᒾ<ࡢࡇ 11B⪅ヰ 2-814 875
࠿ࢆᡭ୧࡟ୖࡢࢻ࣮࢝ .::࡬ ,ࡡࡼࡍࡲࡳᝎࡀ㎶ࡽᒾ}>{>ࡢࡇࡢᚋ᭱< 11C⪅ヰ 024 975
 ࡍࡊ
   ࠔ⛊82.1 㯲ỿࠓ     085
 ,]7 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࡀࢀࡇ]6 ࢻ࣮࢝[࡜ࢀࡇ ,::࡬ࠔ⛊80.1 㯲ỿࠓ ,]↑[::ࢇ 11A⪅ヰ 124 185
 .>࠸➗<࡚ࡗࡼ࠸࠸࡛࠿ࡕࡗ࡝>࠸➗< ,࠿ࢇ࡞
 ࡍᣦࢆ7ࠊ6
 ࡿࡏぢࢆ2 ,,}<{>]2 ࢻ࣮࢝[::࡟ࢀࡇ< ,࡝ࡅࡔࢇࡓࡗᛮࡶ࡛ ,ࢇ::࠺ 11B⪅ヰ 1-224 285
   .]࡛ኌ࠸ࡉᑠ[}>{>࡟࠿☜< 11A⪅ヰ 324 385
   ,,}<{>::ࡀࢁࡇ࡜<࡚ࡗࡿ࡚ࡗᫎࡀ▼ᑠࡢᖸⱝ 11B⪅ヰ 2-224 485
   .]↑[}>{>::ࡣ< 11C⪅ヰ 424 585
   ,,}<{>ࢺࣥ࢖࣏<::࡜ࡗࡻࡕ 11B⪅ヰ 3-224 685
   .>࠸➗<}>{>::ࡣ< 11C⪅ヰ 524 785
   .}<{>::࡚ࡗᛮ<࡜>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗<࡞࠿ 11B⪅ヰ 4-224 885
   .>࠸➗<}>{>࡝࠺ࡻࡕᙜᮏ< 11C⪅ヰ 624 985
࡜࠺ࡇ⨨࡟ᚋࡢ 9 ࢆ 2 ,,}<{>ࡽ<ࡇࡇࡀࢀࡇ ,࡚ࡃ࡞ࡷࡌࡾࡲጞࡀ]2 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࢀࡇ 11B⪅ヰ 1-724 095
 ࡿࡍ
 ࡿྲྀࡅཷࢆ2 ,,}>{>ࡗ࠶< 11A⪅ヰ 1-824 195
   .::࡚ࡗ࠶࡟]ᚋࡢ9 ࢻ࣮࢝[㎶ 11B⪅ヰ 2-724 295
21ࠊࡃ⨨ࢆ2 ࡟ᚋࡢ9 .࡞࠸ࡓࡳ”::ࡓࡅࡘぢ▼࠸ࡁ኱“ 11A⪅ヰ 2-824 395
 ࡿྲྀࢆ
 ࡍᣦࢆ2 ,,}<{>࠿”ࡓ<ࡅࡘぢ..ࡵࡘぢ▼࠸ࡁ኱“ 11B⪅ヰ 1-924 495
   .}>{>::࠶< 11C⪅ヰ 034 595
࠿࠺ࡼࡋ࠺࡝“ ,::࡚ࡃ࡞࠿ື ,࡚ࡋ࡜࠺ࡑ࠿ື::ࢆ]21 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࢀࡇ 11B⪅ヰ 2-924 695
 ,,::ࡽࡓ࡚ࡗ”?࡞
 ࡍᣦࢆ21
   .ࢇ࠺ࢇ࠺ 11C⪅ヰ 134 795
 ࡍᣦࢆ6 .=࡞ⓗࡓࡗྜฟ 11B⪅ヰ 3-924 895
   .::࡞࡜ࡗࡻࡕࡶࢀࡑࡶ࡛= 11B⪅ヰ 234 995
   .::ࡡࡍ࡛ࢇࡓࡗ࠶ࡀᒾ ,ࡶ࡛ ,࠶ 11C⪅ヰ 334 006
 ࡃࡎ࡞࠺ .}<{>ࢇ::࠺< 11B⪅ヰ 434 106
   .}<{>ࡓࡗ࠿࡞<࠿}>{>௜Ẽ< 11C⪅ヰ 534 206
 ࡍᣦࢆ2 .>࠸➗<࡞ⓗ▼ᑠ}>{>ᖸⱝ< 11B⪅ヰ 634 306
’࠸ࡁ኱‘࠸ࡁࡗ࠾ ,]↑[ࡡࢇࡶࡍ࡛࠺ࡑ᮶..ᒾ࡜ࡗࡻࡕ ,࡛ ,ࢇ::࠺ 11C⪅ヰ 734 406
 .ࡀࡘࡸ
 ࡃࡎ࡞࠺
 ࡃࡎ࡞࠺ .ࢇ::࠺ 11B⪅ヰ 834 506
   ࠔ⛊01.2 㯲ỿࠓ     606
   .}<{>::ࢇ< 11A⪅ヰ 934 706
   .::࡬ࠔ⛊1 㯲ỿࠓ࡞࠸ࡓࡳ}>{>”::࡞ࡔ㨱㑧“< 11C⪅ヰ 044 806
   ࠔ⛊77.3 㯲ỿࠓ     906
   .::ࢇ 11B⪅ヰ 144 016
   ࠔ⛊62.2 㯲ỿࠓ     116
 ࡿゐࢆࢻ࣮࢝ ,,>࠸➗<࠸ࡋ㞴 11A⪅ヰ 1-244 216
 ࡍࡽࡎࢆࢻ࣮࢝ .࠸ࡋ㞴 11B⪅ヰ 344 316
   .࠸ࡋ㞴 11A⪅ヰ 2-244 416
ࡍ࡛࠸ᝏ௰࡟᫬࠸::࡞ᒾ ,࡝ࡅࡓࡗ࠿Ⰻ௰ࡣ᫬ࡓࡗ࠶ࡀᒾ>࠸➗< 11C⪅ヰ 444 516
 .ࡡࡼ
 ࡍᣦࢆ6ࠊ7
   ࠔ⛊73.1 㯲ỿࠓ     616
   .::ࢇ 11A⪅ヰ 544 716
   ࠔ⛊01.3 㯲ỿࠓ     816
   .::࡬ 11C⪅ヰ 644 916
 ࡍᣦࢆ6 .?]↓[࠿ࡍ࡛ࢇࡴ㢗࡚ࡗ”?]↑[࠸࡞ࢀࡃ࡚ࡗఏᡭ“ 11A⪅ヰ 744 026
   .࡝࡯ࡿ࡞ ,::࠶ 11B⪅ヰ 844 126
   ࠔ⛊77.0 㯲ỿࠓ     226
   .::࡚ࢀࡃ..࡛ࢇ㐠 ,࡛ ,::࠶ 11C⪅ヰ 944 326
 ࡍᣦࢆ3 .>࠸➗<࠸::࡞࡚ࡗఏᡭศ⮬ࡶ࡛ ,࡬>࠸➗< 11C⪅ヰ 054 426
 252
 
   >࠸➗< 11A⪅ヰ   526
   >࠸➗< 11B⪅ヰ   626
 ࡍᣦࢆ3 ,,>࠸➗<࡟ࡢࡿ࡚ࡋ࡛ே2]3 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࡇࡇᙜᮏ 11A⪅ヰ 1-154 726
   .>࠸➗<࡚ࡋ࡛ே2 11C⪅ヰ 254 826
   .}<{>ࡽࡓࡋ࠺ࡑ< ,ࡍ࡛↛⮬୙ 11A⪅ヰ 2-154 926
࡞<ᚓ⣡ࡔࡲ ,ࡽ࡞࠺ఏᡭᏊࡢࡇ ,࡚࡚ࡗࡸ࡛ே 2 ,}>{>࡟࠿☜< 11C⪅ヰ 1-354 036
 ,,}<{>࡝ࡅࡍ࡛ࢇ
 ࡍᣦࢆ21ࠊ3
 ࡃࡎ࡞࠺ .}>{>ࢇ࠺ࢇ࠺< 11B⪅ヰ 454 136
   .::ࡡ 11C⪅ヰ 2-354 236
 ࡃࡎ࡞࠺ .ࢇ࠺ 11A⪅ヰ 554 336
   ࠔ⛊68.0 㯲ỿࠓ     436
ࢇ࠿ศ..ࡶࡁࡵࡽࡦࡢ]1,21 ࢻ࣮࢝[㛫ࡢࡇ ࠔ⛊29.4 㯲ỿࠓࢇ::࠺ 11C⪅ヰ 654 536
 .ࡡࡼࡍ࡛࠸࡞
 ࡍᣦࢆ1ࠊ21
࡚ࡗ஌ࢀࡇࡥࡗࡸࠔ⛊57.0 㯲ỿࠓ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ࠔ⛊53.1 㯲ỿࠓࢇ::࠺ 11A⪅ヰ 754 636
 .}<{>࡞࠸ࡓࡳ<”::ࡓࡗ࠿㧗ࡀ᪉ࡢศ⮬ࡾࡼᒾ“ ,ࡽࡓࡳ
 ࡿྲྀࢆ7
 ࡃࡎ࡞࠺ ,,}>{>ࢇ::࠺ࢇ::࠺< 11C⪅ヰ 1-854 736
 ࡃ⨨࡟๓ࡢ1 ࢆ7 .}<{>࠺ࡇ< 11A⪅ヰ 954 836
   ,,::ࢀࡇ ,ࡡࡼࡍ࡛࠺ࡑ}>{>ࡾ࠶< 11C⪅ヰ 2-854 936
   >࠸➗< 11A⪅ヰ   046
 ࡍᣦࢆ7 .}<{>ࡡ<ࡼࡍ࡛࠺ࡑࡾ࠶::ࢀࡇ 11C⪅ヰ 3-854 146
ᡭ࡟࠺ࡼࡿࡏ஌࡛㌴⫪ .}<{>ࢇࡿࢀࡏ஌< ,࠿࡚ࡗ㌴⫪࠺࡝ࡽ࠿ࡇ}>{>ࡇ< 11B⪅ヰ 064 246
 ࡍ࠿ືࢆ
⫪ࠊࡍᣦࢆࢻ࣮࡛࢝ᣦ .>࠸➗<::࡚ࡗ࡞࡟࠸ࡓࡳ”ࡤࢀࡸࡀศ⮬ ,::ࡷࡌ“}>{>ࢇ::࠺< 11C⪅ヰ 164 346
ࢆᡭ࡟࠺ࡼࡿࡏ஌࡛㌴
 ࡍ࠿ື
 ࡍᣦࢆ7 .}<{>ࡃ௜Ẽ࡛ࡇࡑ<..ࡑ 11A⪅ヰ 264 446
   .}<{>::࡬<ࠔ⛊80.1 㯲ỿࠓ>࠸➗<::ࡀ}>{>๓ࡢࡑ< 11C⪅ヰ 364 546
   .}>{>::ࢇ< 11A⪅ヰ 464 646
   ࠔ⛊41.4 㯲ỿࠓ     746
   .}<{>ࡀᒾ ,?࠺ࢁࡔ<ఱ 11B⪅ヰ 564 846
   .::࡛ࢇ㐠ᒾ]࡛ኌ࠸ࡉᑠ[ ,}>{>::ࢇ< 11A⪅ヰ 664 946
 ࡿࡍ࡜࠺ࢁྲྀࢆ21 ,,]21 ࢻ࣮࢝[]↑[ࡇࡇ ,ࡗ࠶ 11A⪅ヰ 1-764 056
   .]↑[ࢇ 11B⪅ヰ 864 156
ࡷࡕࡗ఍ฟ࡛ࡇࡇ ,ࡽࡓࡋ࠺ࡑ>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗<࡛]01 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࡇࡇ 11A⪅ヰ 2-764 256
 .=࠸࡞ࢀࡋࡶ࠿>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗<࠸ࡋ࠿࠾ࡢ࠺
 ࡍᣦࢆ01
 ࡍࡽࡎࢆࢻ࣮࢝ ,,}<{>࡟ᡭ຾<..ࡗࡀࢀࡇ ,?࠺ࢁࡔఱ ,࠿࠺࠸࡚ࡗࡿ࡚ࡗ఍ฟ= 11B⪅ヰ 1-964 356
   .}>{>࡚ぢ ,࠶< 11A⪅ヰ 074 456
ࡕ< ,࡚ࡗ࡞࠿ࡾ࠶ࡶ࠿࡜࠸࡞࡚࠸௜Ẽࡣࡕࡗࡇ ,࡛ࡅࡔࡿ࡚ぢ 11B⪅ヰ 2-964 556
 .}<{>࡚ࡗᛮ࡜ࡗࡻ
  
   ,,}>{>࡟ࡁࢇࡢ ,::࠶< 11C⪅ヰ 1-174 656
   >࠸➗< 11B⪅ヰ   756
   ,,}<{>”࡞࠸ࡋḧࢀ࠶“::࡚ぢ<ࢆࢁࡇ࡜ࡿ࡚࡭㣗 11C⪅ヰ 2-174 856
   .}>{>ࡽࡓぢ ,::࡛< 11A⪅ヰ 274 956
   .࡞࠸ࡓࡳ 11C⪅ヰ 3-174 066
   ࠔ⛊37.0 㯲ỿࠓ     166
ࡢ࠸࠸ࡤࢀ࠼୚ࡅศ ,ࡽࡓࡗࡘࡗ”࡞࠸ࡋḧ“ ,ࡽࡓࡗࡔࢀࡑ ,࡛ 11B⪅ヰ 374 266
 .}<{>::ࡽ࠿ࡍ࡛ࡅࢃࡓࡗࡷࡕ࡭㣗࡛ே1< ,>࠸➗<࡟
 ࡍᣦࢆ01
 ࡃࡎ࡞࠺ .]ࡽࡀ࡞ࡁࡎ࡞࠺[}>{>::࠶< 11A⪅ヰ 474 366
 ࡃࡎ࡞࠺ .࡟࠿☜}>{>::࠶< 11C⪅ヰ 574 466
   ,,}<{>᪉୧ ,࡬< 11C⪅ヰ 1-674 566
 ࡿྲྀࢆ6 ,,}>{>ࡗࡓࡋࡑ< 11A⪅ヰ 1-774 666
   ,,࡚࡚ࡋ࡜࠺ࡰ㐠ᒾ ,ࡤࢀྲྀ 11C⪅ヰ 2-674 766
   ,,}<{>::ࡽࡓࡋ<࠺ࡑ 11A⪅ヰ 2-774 866
   .}<{>㛤ᒎ<]㡢ࡢࢡࢵࣀ[࡞࠸ࡓࡳࡿ࡚ࡋ}>{>࡜ࡇࡌྠ< 11C⪅ヰ 3-674 966
   .}>{>ࢇ࠺ࢇ࠺< 11B⪅ヰ 874 076
 ࡃ⨨࡟๓ࡢ7 ࢆ6 .::࡚࠸௜Ẽᅇ1 ,࡛ 11A⪅ヰ 3-774 176
 ࡃࡓࡓࢆᡭ .}<{>࠸࡞ࡽ࠿ศ<ࢀࡇ>࠸➗< 11C⪅ヰ 974 276
 ࡿࡏࢃྜࢆᡭ .}>{>࣮ࢣࢵ࡛࢜ࢀࡇ ,ࡗ࠶< 11B⪅ヰ 084 376
 ࡿࡏࢃྜࢆᡭ .}<{>####<ࢀࡇ 11C⪅ヰ 184 476
ࠊ6ࠊ21ࠊ2ࠊ9ࠊ01ࠊ11 .ࡓࡋࡲ࠸ࡷࡕ}>{>ࡗࢃ⤊< 11A⪅ヰ 284 576
 3ࠊ5ࠊ8ࠊ4ࠊ1ࠊ7
   >࠸➗< 11C⪅ヰ   676







 ዪ :ูᛶ⪅ヰ  





 ⪃ഛ ᐜ       ෆ       ヰ       Ⓨ ⪅ヰ ྕ␒
   .࠸࡞࠼ぢࡃⰋࡀ⤮]࡛ኌ࠸ࡉᑠ[ 21B⪅ヰ 1 1
   ࠔ⛊32.2 㯲ỿࠓ     2
   .## 21B⪅ヰ 2 3
   ࠔ⛊79.1 㯲ỿࠓ     4
   .]↑[࠼ࠔ⛊82.2 㯲ỿࠓ]↑[ࢇࠔ⛊09.0 㯲ỿࠓ ,࡬ 21B⪅ヰ 3 5
 ࡿࡀୖࡕ❧ >࠸➗< 21C⪅ヰ   6
   .}<{>?]↓[࠿ࡍ<ࡲ࠼ぢ 21A⪅ヰ 4 7
 ࡿࡀୖࡕ❧ .?]↑[࠸࡞ࡷࡌࡓࡗ࠿࠿࡛⤮࡟እ᝿ண}>{>࠿࡚ࡗ< 21B⪅ヰ 5 8
 ࡿࡀୖࡕ❧ >࠸➗< 21A⪅ヰ   9
   .::ࢇ ,::࠶ 21B⪅ヰ 6 01
   ࠔ⛊13.3 㯲ỿࠓ     11
   .ࢇ::࠺ ,::ࢇ 21A⪅ヰ 7 21
   ࠔ⛊88.3 㯲ỿࠓ     31
࡜ࡇ࡚ࡗࡿ࡞࡟ヰ࡞࠸ࡓࡳࡿࢀྲྀࡀࡈࢇࡾ ,ࡷࡌ ,࡟ⓗ⤊᭱ ,ࢇ 21B⪅ヰ 8 41
 .?]↑[
  
   .}<{>ࡍࡲ࠸ᛮ<࡜ࡔ࠺ࡑศከ 21C⪅ヰ 9 51
   .ࢇ::ࡩࠔ⛊35.3 㯲ỿࠓ ,::࡬ࠔ⛊50.1 㯲ỿࠓ}>{>ࢇ::࠺< 21B⪅ヰ 01 61
   >࠸➗ࡃ㍍< 21A⪅ヰ   71
   .?࠺ࢁࡔࢀ࡝ࡢࡿ᮶࡟ึ᭱ ,࠸࡞ࢇ࠿ศ ,::ࢇ 21B⪅ヰ 11 81
 ࡍᣦࢆ4 .]ࡿぢࢆ21B ⪅ヰ[?]↑[ࢻ࢚࣮ࣥࣆࢵࣁ::ࢀࡇ ,ࢇ࠺ 21A⪅ヰ 21 91
   .::ࡡ࠸ࡱࡗ 21B⪅ヰ 31 02
   ࠔ⛊51.1 㯲ỿࠓ     12
   .?]↑[࡞࠿..ࡢᚋ᭱␒୍ࡀࢀࡑ ,ࡷࡌ 21B⪅ヰ 41 22
   .࡜ࡔ࠺ࡑศከ 21C⪅ヰ 51 32
   .ࢇ࠺ 21A⪅ヰ 61 42
ࡗ࠶ࡶ࡛ ,࡜ࡾࡔࡃࡓࢀྲྀࡀࡢࡿ࡚ࡕⴠࡢࡇ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ ,ࡶ࡛ ,::ࢇ 21B⪅ヰ 71 52
 .=࡜࠺ᛮ࡜ࠔ⛊61.2 㯲ỿࠓࡿ࡚ࢀྲྀ..࡜]1 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࡶࡕ
 ࡍᣦ1ࠊ11
   .ࡿ࡚࡭㣗]01 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࡶ::ࢀࡇࡶ࡛ ,ࡗ࠶= 21B⪅ヰ 81 62
   ࠔ⛊32.1 㯲ỿࠓ     72
   >࠸➗< 21C⪅ヰ   82
 ࡿ࡭୪࡜01ࠊ11 .?]↓[࠿ࡍ࡛࠸࡞ࡃࡱࡗ]01 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࢀࡇḟࡢ]11 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࢀࡇ ,ࡡ 21B⪅ヰ 91 92
   .࡟࠿☜ ,::࠶ 21C⪅ヰ 02 03
   ,,ศከ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ 21B⪅ヰ 1-12 13
   . ࠙࠙}<{>::࡛< ,::࠶ 21A⪅ヰ 22 23
   ,,ࡗぢࡀ࠿ㄡ ,࡛ ,࡚࡭㣗࡚}>{>ࡗᣠ< ࠚࠚ 21B⪅ヰ 2-12 33
   ,,}<{>::࡚࡚<ぢ 21A⪅ヰ 1-32 43
   .=ࡀ}>{>ே2 ࡢࡇ< 21B⪅ヰ 3-12 53
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 ࡿ࡭୪࡜3ࠊ2ࠊ5ࠊ8 .]ࡃ⨨ࢆ2 ࢻ࣮࢝࡟๓ࡢ3 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࡾࡥࡗࡸ ,ࡽࡓ࠼⪃࠺ࡑ 31A⪅ヰ 291 782
   ࠔ⛊57.4 㯲ỿࠓ     882
 ࡍᣦࢆ21 .ࢀࡇ ,?࡞࠿ࡢ࠸ࡋ࠿࠾ࡣ]21 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࢀࡇ 31A⪅ヰ 391 982
   ࠔ⛊22.1 㯲ỿࠓ     092
ྜࡋヰ࡚࠼᭰ࢀධࡎ࠼࠶ࡾ࡜࡜]7 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࡇࡇ࡜]21 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࡇࡇ 31C⪅ヰ 491 192
 .?ࡡ࠿࠺ࡻࡋ࡛࠸࡞ࡷࡌࢇࡓࡗ
 ࡿ࡭୪࡜7ࠊ21
   .?]↓[࠿ࡍࡲ࠸㐪>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗< 31C⪅ヰ 591 292
ᡭࢆࡢࡍ࠿ືࢆࢻ࣮࢝ .?]↓[࡞࠿ࡢࡓࡗྜࡋヰ>࠸➗< 31A⪅ヰ 691 392
 ࠺ఏ
   ࠔ⛊62.1 㯲ỿࠓ     492
 ࡍᣦࢆ21 ,,࡚ࡗ࡞>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗<࡚ࡗ”ࡡ࠸࡞࠿ື“ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ 31C⪅ヰ 1-791 592
   ࠔ⛊58.0 㯲ỿࠓ     692
   >࠸➗ࡁᘬ< 31C⪅ヰ   792
   .::࠶ 31A⪅ヰ 891 892
   .}<{>࡝࡯ࡿ࡞< ,::࠶ 31B⪅ヰ 991 992
 ࡍᣦࢆ7 .ࡓ}>{>ࡆ࠶࡚ࡆୖࡕᣢ ,࡛< 31C⪅ヰ 2-791 003
   .ࢇ::࠺ 31A⪅ヰ 002 103
   .ࡡࡍ࡛࠺ࡑ 31B⪅ヰ 102 203
   ࠔ⛊32.1 㯲ỿࠓ     303
࠺ࡼࡿࡍㄆ☜ࢆࢻ࣮࢝ .?]↓[࡞࠿࠸࠸ࡶ࡛ࢀࡑ 31A⪅ヰ 202 403
ᩚࢆࡧ୪ࠊ࡚࠼ࡉᢲ࡟
 ࡿ࠼
   ,,}<{>࠸ࡋ㞴<ࡀࢻ࣮࢝ࡢ␒6 ࡾࡥࡗࡸ 31C⪅ヰ 1-302 503
   .>࠸➗<}>{>ࢇ࠺< 31A⪅ヰ 402 603
   .ࡡࡼࡍ࡛ 31C⪅ヰ 2-302 703
   ,,::ࢇ 31B⪅ヰ 1-502 803
 ࡿྲྀࢆ6 . ࠙࠙=࡚ࡳ࡚ࢀࢃゝ::ࢀࡇ 31A⪅ヰ 602 903
 ࡍᣦࢆ2 ,,}<{>ࡶᏊ<ࡢࡇࡶ࡛= ࠚࠚ 31B⪅ヰ 2-502 013
   .}>{>ࢇ࠺< 31A⪅ヰ 702 113
   ,,ࡢࡿ࡚ࡋ㢦࠸ࡋᝒ࡞ࢇࡇ࡟ᛴ࡟ࡇࡇ 31B⪅ヰ 3-502 213
   .ࢇ::࠺ 31A⪅ヰ 802 313
   .=ࡍࡲࡋࡌឤ..࠿࡚ࡗ࡛ࢇ࡞ 31B⪅ヰ 4-502 413
 ࡍᡠࢆ6 .ࡡ= 31A⪅ヰ 902 513
 ࡍᣦࢆ2ࠊ6 ,,ࡉࡽ࡞ࡿ࡚ࡋ㢦࠸ࡋᝒ 31A⪅ヰ 1-012 613
   .࡟࠿☜ 31C⪅ヰ 112 713
   ,,}<{>ࡓࡗᛮ࡚ࡗ::࡞<࠿ࡿࡀ⧅␒୍]2 ࡜6 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࡀࢀࡇ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ 31A⪅ヰ 2-012 813
   .}>{>ࢇ::࠺< 31B⪅ヰ 212 913
   .}<{>ࡥࡗࡸ< 31A⪅ヰ 3-012 023
 ࡃ⨨ࢆ2 ࡟ᚋࡢ6 .?]↑[࡜ࡇ}>{>࡚ࡗ]↑[࠺ࡇ ,࠼< 31B⪅ヰ 312 123
   ࠔ⛊31.1 㯲ỿࠓ     223
   .}<{>࡚ࡗ⾜<࡛2 ࡛6 ,࠺ࡑ࠺ࡑ࠺ࡑ ,ࢇ࠺ 31A⪅ヰ 412 323
   .ࡡࡔ}>{>࠺ࡑ< 31B⪅ヰ 512 423
   ࠔ⛊44.1 㯲ỿࠓ     523
   .::ࢇ 31B⪅ヰ 612 623
   ࠔ⛊42.3 㯲ỿࠓ     723
 ࡿ࡭୪࡜2ࠊ6 .?]↑[ࡣ࡜ࡇ࡚ࡗ࠺ࡇ࡟㏻ᬑ ,ࡷࡌ ,ࡗ࠶ 31B⪅ヰ 712 823
   ࠔ⛊06.3 㯲ỿࠓ     923
 ࡿ࠼ᩚࢆࡧ୪ࡢࢻ࣮࢝ .?]↑[࡞࠸ࡓࡳ”ࡾ࠿ࡗࡤศ⮬ ,::࡞࠸Ⰻ“ 31A⪅ヰ 812 033
 ࡿ࠼ᩚࢆࡧ୪ࡢࢻ࣮࢝ .ࡗ࠸࡚ࡗ”ࡼࡔࢇ࡞“ 31A⪅ヰ 912 133
 ࡍᣦࢆ8 .࠺ࡇࡽࡓࡋ࠺ࡑ>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗< 31A⪅ヰ 022 233
   ࠔ⛊96.2 㯲ỿࠓ     333
   .::ࢇ 31B⪅ヰ 122 433
   ࠔ⛊87.0 㯲ỿࠓ     533
 ࠺そࢆཱྀ࡛ᡭ .>࠸➗<ࡡࡼࡍ࡛࠿㇏᝟⾲..ࡻࡦ 31C⪅ヰ 222 633
   .࠺ࡑ>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗< 31A⪅ヰ 322 733
   .࠸ࡋ㞴࡚ࡗ࠼࠿ࡀࢀࡑ>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗<..ࡑ 31C⪅ヰ 422 833
 262
 
   .::࠼ ,ࡡࡍ࡛࠺ࡑ࡟࠿☜ 31A⪅ヰ 522 933
   ࠔ⛊59.0 㯲ỿࠓ     043
 ,ศከ ,ࡡࡼࡔ࠺ࡑ..࡞ࢇࡑ ,࡝ࡅࡿࡍࡀẼࡿ࡚ࡗྜࡣ㎶ࡽࡇࡇ 31A⪅ヰ 622 143
 .ᑐ⤯
 ࡍᣦࢆ4ࠊ1
   ࠔ⛊32.6 㯲ỿࠓ     243
࠺ࡼࡿࡍㄆ☜ࢆࢻ࣮࢝ ,,ࢇ࠺ 31A⪅ヰ 1-722 343
ᩚࢆࡧ୪ࠊ࡚࠼ࡉᢲ࡟
 ࡿ࠼
   .::ࢇ 31B⪅ヰ 822 443
 ࡍᣦࢆ21ࠊ3 .?]↑[ࡌឤ࠸࡞ࡋ࡜ࡗࡥࡃ࡞࡜ࢇ࡞..ࢇ..ࢇ 31A⪅ヰ 2-722 543
   ࠔ⛊15.6 㯲ỿࠓ     643
 ࡍᣦࢆ21ࠊ3 .ࡡࡼࡔࡾ࡞ࡁ࠸ࡶࡾࡀ⧅ࡢࡇࡑ 31A⪅ヰ 922 743
   .ࢇ::࠺ 31C⪅ヰ 032 843
   .ࢇ::࠺ 31B⪅ヰ 132 943
   ࠔ⛊97.1 㯲ỿࠓ     053
 ࡿ࡭୪࡜21ࠊ7 .࡝ࡅࡿࡍࡣẼ࡞ࡕࡗࡇࡥࡗࡸ7 ,ࡽࡓࡗࡔ 31A⪅ヰ 232 153
 ࡍᣦࢆ2 .ࡡࡼࡍ࡛::▼ࢀࡇศከ ,᫬ࡓ࠼⪃࡛㠃ሙ ,࠿ࢇ࡞ ,::ࡣᚋ ,ࡗ࠶ 31C⪅ヰ 332 253
   .}<{>ࢇ࠺ࢇ࠺< 31A⪅ヰ 432 353
ࡓࡋ࠿ࡋࡶ ,࡛ࢇ࠺ᛮ࡜ࡿධ࡟୰ࡢࡾࡀ⧅ࡢࡇࡇ}>{>ࡾࡥࡗࡸ< 31C⪅ヰ 1-532 453




   .::࠶ 31B⪅ヰ 632 553
 01ࠊ11ࠊ9ࠊ5ࠊ8 ,,}<{>ࡓࡗ࠿࠿ࡾ㏻ࡲࡓࡲࡓ<::ࢆࢁࡇ࡜ࡓ࠸࡚ࡋᡓⱞ 31C⪅ヰ 2-532 653
 ࡍ࠿ືࢆࢻ࣮࢝ ,,}>{>ࡡࡼࡔ࠺ࡑࡥࡗࡸ< 31A⪅ヰ 1-732 753
   ,,ࡶᙼ 31C⪅ヰ 3-532 853
ඛࠊ࡚ࡗྲྀࡅཷࢆ5ࠊ8 .ࡣࢀ࠶ 31A⪅ヰ 2-732 953
 ࡃ⨨࡟㢌
ࡗ⾜࡜ࡗࡻࡕࡅࡔศ⮬< ,࡟ࡎࡽ▱ࢆປⱞࡢே 2 ࡢࡇ ,࡜::࡞࠿ 31C⪅ヰ 4-532 063
 .}<{>::࡚
  
࠸“ ,::࡚ࡗ࡞࡚ࡗ”::࡞}>{>࠸࠸“ࡽ࠿ࡓ࡭㣗࡚ࡗྲྀ ,࡟ࡎ>࠸➗<< 31A⪅ヰ 832 163
 .}<{>࡚ࡗ࡞<࡚ࡗ”࡞ࡔࡸ
  
   .}<{>࡚ࡗ࡞<࡚ࡗ”ࡡࡔࡸ࠸“ ,::࡚}>{>ࡗ࡞࡚ࡗ]࡛ኌ࠸ࡉᑠ[< 31B⪅ヰ 932 263
࠿ࡢ࠸࠸ ,࡝ࡅࡔࢇ࠸㐲 ,ࡡࡀ]7 ࡜3 ࢻ࣮࢝[ࡇࡇࡢ}>{>ヰࡢࡇ< 31A⪅ヰ 042 363
 .?ࡡ࠿ࡍ࡛࠸࠸ ,]↓[࡞
 ࡍᣦࢆ5ࠊ8 ࡜7ࠊ3
   ࠔ⛊27.0 㯲ỿࠓ     463
   .?]↑[࠺ࡇ 31A⪅ヰ 142 563
   .ࡡ࠸࠸>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗<␒୍ࡀࢀࡇ 31C⪅ヰ 242 663
 ࡍᣦࢆ3ࠊ2ࠊ6 ,,}<{>࡛࠺ࡑ<ࡾࡀ⧅ࡇࡇ ,࠼ 31A⪅ヰ 1-342 763
   .}>{>࠺ࡑ>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗<< 31C⪅ヰ 442 863
   .ࡡࡇࡇ 31A⪅ヰ 2-342 963
   .ࢇ::࠺ 31C⪅ヰ 542 073
 ࡍ࠿ືࢆࢻ࣮࢝ .ࡌឤ࡞ࢇࡇ ,࠼ 31A⪅ヰ 642 173
   ࠔ⛊10.4 㯲ỿࠓ     273
 ࡃࡎ࡞࠺ ,,ࢇ࠺ࢇ࠺ 31B⪅ヰ 1-742 373
   .}<{>࡞࠸࠸ࡽࡓࡋ<࠺ࡇ 31A⪅ヰ 842 473
   .ࡿ᮶}>{>ࡾࡃࡗࡋ࡜ࡗࡻࡕ< 31B⪅ヰ 2-742 573
   ࠔ⛊29.0 㯲ỿࠓ     673
   .ࢇ ,ࡿ᮶ࡾࡃࡗࡋ 31A⪅ヰ 942 773
   ࠔ⛊49.2 㯲ỿࠓ     873
   .?࠿࠺ࡻࡋ࡛࠸࡞ࡷࡌࢇ࠸࠸ࠔ⛊87.0 㯲ỿࠓ ,ࢇ࠺ 31C⪅ヰ 052 973
   ,,ࢇ࠺ 31B⪅ヰ 1-152 083
   .ࢇ࠺ 31C⪅ヰ 252 183
   .ࡌឤ࠸Ⰻ 31B⪅ヰ 2-152 283
   .࡛ࢀࡇ ,?]↓[࡞࠿࠸࠸ 31A⪅ヰ 352 383
   .}<{>ࡡࡼ<ࡍ࡛࠸ࡋḧ ,࠿ࢇ࡞..ࡗࡦ࠸ࡽࡃ࣐ࢥ1 ᚋ ,ࡶ࡛ 31A⪅ヰ 452 483
   .ࡡࡍ࡛>ࡽࡀ࡞࠸➗<}>{>࠺ࡑ< 31C⪅ヰ 552 583
࡟࠸஫ࠊࡍᣦࢆ 1ࠊ21 .}<{>”࠺ࢁྲྀ࡚ࡗᙇ㡹< ,ࡷࡌ ,ࡔ࠺ࡑ“ 31A⪅ヰ 652 683
 ࡿࡏࢃྜࢆ⥺ど
   .}>{>࠺ࡑ࠺ࡑ< 31C⪅ヰ 752 783
   >࠸➗< 31A⪅ヰ   883
 ࡿ᣺ࢆᡭ࡛୰✵ ,,}<{>ࡍ࡛࠸ࡃ࡟ࡾࡀ<⧅࡜ࡗࡻࡕ ,࡜࠸࡞ࡀ㢦ࡓ࠸㛝 31C⪅ヰ 1-852 983
   .}>{>ࡡࡼࡍ࡛< 31A⪅ヰ 952 093
   .ࡡࡼ 31C⪅ヰ 2-852 193
   .ࢇ::ࡩ 31B⪅ヰ 062 293
   .}<{>?ࡽࡋ࠿<ࡢ࠸࠸࡛ࢇ࡞ࢇࡇ 31A⪅ヰ 162 393
   .}>{>ࢇ::࠺< 31C⪅ヰ 262 493
   ࠔ⛊02.1 㯲ỿࠓ     593
   .::ࢇ 31B⪅ヰ 362 693
   .࡜ࡗࡻࡕ࠺ࡶ 31A⪅ヰ 462 793
   ࠔ⛊89.1 㯲ỿࠓ     893
 ࡍᣦࢆ6ࠊ01ࠊ11ࠊ9 .ࡡࢇࡶࡍ࡛࠺ࡇࢀࡇࡶ࡛ 31A⪅ヰ 562 993
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400 266-1 ヰ⪅A13 ࡇ..ࡇࡢὶࢀࡗ..<ṇࡋ࠸[↑][ヰ⪅ B13ࢆぢࡿ]>{<},,   
401 267 ヰ⪅B13 <࠺::ࢇ>{>}.   
402 266-2 ヰ⪅A13 ࡼࡡ?.   
403 268 ヰ⪅C13 ࡑ࠺<࡛ࡍࡡ>{<}.   
404 269 ヰ⪅B13 <࠺::ࢇ>{>}.   
405 270 ヰ⪅C13 ከศࡇࢀࡶ[࣮࢝ࢻ 1,4]⤯ᑐࢭࢵࢺ࡛ࡍࡋ. 1ࠊ4ࢆᣦࡍ 
406 271 ヰ⪅C13  ື࠿ࡍ࡜ࡋࡗ=.   
407 272 ヰ⪅C13 =ࡲ, ࡇࢀࡶከศࡇࡇࡲ࡛ࡣ[࣮࢝ࢻ 10]࠸࠸ࢇࡌࡷ࡞࠸࡛ࡋࡻ࠺
࠿ࡡ?. 
  
408 273-1 ヰ⪅C13 ࢇ, 6␒௨㝆ࡣ,,   
409   ヰ⪅A13 <㰯➗࠸>   
410 273-2 ヰ⪅C13 ኚ࠼ࡿ࡜ࡍࢀࡤ.   
411 274 ヰ⪅C13 2␒ࡀㅦ࡞ࢇ࡛ࡍࡼࡡ<➗࠸>.   
412 275 ヰ⪅A13 ࠺::ࢇ.   
413 276 ヰ⪅B13 ࠺::ࢇ.   
414     ࠓỿ㯲 4.82⛊ࠔ   
415 277 ヰ⪅B13 ࢇ::, ࠓỿ㯲 2.59⛊ࠔ<➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ>ࡩ::ࢇ.   
416 278 ヰ⪅C13 3࡜ 2㏫::ࡌࡷ࡞࠸࡛ࡋࡻ࠺࠿ࡡ?.   
417     ࠓỿ㯲 1.75⛊ࠔ   
418 279 ヰ⪅B13 <2࡜ 3[↑]?>{<}. 3ࠊ2࡜୪࡭ࡿ 
419 280 ヰ⪅A13 <####>{>}.   
420 281-1 ヰ⪅C13 <ࡇࡢࡲࡲ࠸ࡓ>{>}ࡇࡢ 2 ே::ࡀ“ࡌࡷ, ▼ࢆື࠿ࡑ࠺”ࡗ࡚࡚, ୍
᪉࡛<ࡇࡢᏊࡀṌ࠸࡚, ࡛, ࡇࡢ>{<},, 
3ࢆᣦࡍ 
421 282 ヰ⪅A13 <࠶::, ࡛ࡶ, ࡑࡗࡕࡢ᪉ࡀ⮬↛࠿ࡶࡋࢀ࡞࠸ࡡ>{>}.   
422 281-2 ヰ⪅C13 2ேࢆぢࡘࡅࡓ. 2ࠊ7ࢆᣦࡍ 
423 283 ヰ⪅A13 ࠺ࢇ࠺ࢇ࠺ࢇ. ࠺࡞ࡎࡃ 
424     ࠓỿ㯲 1.99⛊ࠔ   
425 284 ヰ⪅B13 ࠺::ࢇ. ࠺࡞ࡎࡃ 
426     ࠓỿ㯲 2.06⛊ࠔ   
427 285 ヰ⪅A13 ࡑࢇ࡞ឤࡌ࠿࡞[↑]?.   
428     ࠓỿ㯲 0.82⛊ࠔ   
429 286 ヰ⪅C13 ࡑ࠺࡛ࡍࡡ, ከศ, ࠺ࢇ.   
430 287 ヰ⪅C13 ពእ࡜㞴ࡋ࠸<➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ>࡛ࡍࡡ.   
431 288 ヰ⪅A13 <➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ>࡛ࡶࡇࢇ࡞ឤࡌ࠿࡞[↑]?[ヰ⪅ B13ࢆぢࡿ].   
432 289 ヰ⪅B13 ࠺ࢇ.   
433     ࠓỿ㯲 1.38⛊ࠔ   
434 290 ヰ⪅A13 ࡛, ࡋࡗࡃࡾ᮶ࡿ.   
435     ࠓỿ㯲 1.03⛊ࠔ   
436 291 ヰ⪅A13 ࡣ࠸. ᫬ィࢆぢࡿ 
437 292 ヰ⪅C13 ࡍࡈ࠸, ࡕࡻ࠺࡝<➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ>࠸࠸<᫬㛫<➗࠸>>{<}. ᫬ィࢆぢࡿ 
438 293 ヰ⪅A13 <ࡕࡻ࠺࡝>{>}࠸࠸᫬㛫ࡃࡽ࠸࡛.   
 
9. JF09 
  ヰ⪅ᛶู: ዪ 





␒ྕ ヰ⪅ Ⓨ       ヰ       ෆ       ᐜ ഛ⪃ 
1 1 ヰ⪅B14 ࡇࢀࢆ::୪࡭ࡿࢇ࡛ࡍࡼࡡ. ᗋ࡟Ⲵ≀ࢆ⨨ࡁ࡞ࡀࡽ
ヰ⪅ C14ࢆぢࡿ 
2 2 ヰ⪅C14 ࡑ࠺࡛ࡍࡼࡡ.   
3     ࠓỿ㯲 2.07⛊ࠔ   
4 3 ヰ⪅C14 ࡩ::ࢇ, ࡩࢇࠓỿ㯲 2.11⛊ࠔࡶ࠺ጞࡲࡗ࡚ࡿࢇ࡛ࡍ࠿ࡡ?, 15ศ. ᳔Ꮚ࡟ᗙࡿ 
5 4-1 ヰ⪅B14 ከศ,,   
6 5 ヰ⪅A14 ࡓ࠿ࡡ?.   
7 6 ヰ⪅C14 ࠶ࡗ, <ࡌࡷ>{<}.   
8 4-2 ヰ⪅B14 <ࡑ࠺>{>}࡛ࡍ.   
9     ࠓỿ㯲 4.07⛊ࠔ   
10   ヰ⪅A14 <➗࠸>   
11 7 ヰ⪅B14 ࡕࡻࡗ࡜ぢ࠼࡞࠸. ᮘࡢṇ㠃࡟⛣ື 
12   ヰ⪅C14 <➗࠸>   
13   ヰ⪅B14 <➗࠸>   
14     ࠓỿ㯲 4.46⛊ࠔ   
15 8 ヰ⪅C14 ࡩ::ࢇ, ࠓỿ㯲 5.11⛊ࠔࡲࡎࡣ 1ேࡢࡸࡘ࡛ࡍ࠿ࡡ?. 2ࢆᣦࡍ 
16 9 ヰ⪅A14 ࡛ࡍࡡ.   
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1 1 ヰ⪅C16 ࡇࢀࢆ୪࡭᭰࠼ࡿࢇ..<࡛ࡍࡼࡡ>{<}.   
2 2 ヰ⪅B16 <࠶ࡗ, ࡣ࠸>{>}.   
3 3 ヰ⪅A16 ࡛ࡍࡡ.   
4 4 ヰ⪅B16 ##ࡲࡍࡼࡡ.   
5 5 ヰ⪅C16 ⤮ࡀ࠿ࢃ࠸࠸<㍍ࡃ➗࠸>.   
6   ヰ⪅B16 <㍍ࡃ➗࠸>   
7 6 ヰ⪅A16 ᮏᙜࡔ, ఱࡔࢁ࠺?, ࡇࢀ.   
8 7 ヰ⪅A16 ༸ࡳࡓ࠸࡞.   
9 8 ヰ⪅B16 15ศ.   
10     ࠓỿ㯲 20.76⛊ࠔ Ⲵ≀ࢆᖍ࡟⨨࠸࡚ࠊ࢝
࣮ࢻࢆぢࡿ 
11 9-1 ヰ⪅A16 ࡩ::ࢇࠓỿ㯲 5.14⛊ࠔࡲࡎ::᭱ึ࡟ࡇ࠸ࡘ<ࡽࡀ>{<},, ᳔Ꮚ࡟ᗙࡿࠊ2ࠊ3ࢆᣦ
ࡍ 
12 10 ヰ⪅C16 <࠺ࢇ>{>}.   
13 9-2 ヰ⪅A16 ྜὶࡋ࡚ࡿࡢ࡜,,   
14   ヰ⪅B16 <➗࠸>   
15 9-3 ヰ⪅A16 ࡋ࡚<࡞࠸ࡢ࡜<㍍ࡃ➗࠸>>{<},,   
16 11 ヰ⪅C16 <ࡑ࠺࡛ࡍ>{>}ࡼࡡ.   
17 9-4 ヰ⪅A16 ࡓ<ࡪࢇ>{<},,   
18 12 ヰ⪅B16 <࠺ࢇ>{>}.   
19 9-5 ヰ⪅A16 ๓ᚋࡀ࠶ࡾࡲࡍࡼࡡ.   
20     ࠓỿ㯲 2.15⛊ࠔ   
21 13 ヰ⪅B16 [ᑠࡉ࠸ኌ࡛]ࡾࢇࡈࡢᮌ࡜ᒾࡢୖ[↑]?.   
22 14-1 ヰ⪅A16 Ⓩሙே≀ࡈ࡜࡟<᭰࠼࡚ࡳ>{<},,   
23 15 ヰ⪅B16 <࠺ࢇ>{>}.   
24 14-2 ヰ⪅A16 <ࡲࡍ::[↑]?>{<}. 9ࠊ8࡜୪࡭ࡿ 
25 16 ヰ⪅C16 <࠺ࢇ>{>}.   
26     ࠓỿ㯲 1.47⛊ࠔ   
27 17 ヰ⪅B16 ࡝ࢇ࡝ࢇேᩘࡀቑ࠼࡚࠸ࡃ.   
28 18 ヰ⪅A16 ࠺ࢇ, ࡲࡎ, 1༉ࡀ<᮶࡚>{<}.   
29 19 ヰ⪅B16 <1༉>{>}, <2༉>{<}. 1ࢆື࠿ࡍ 
30 20 ヰ⪅A16 <1༉>{>}ゝࡗ࡚࠸࠸ࡢ࠿࡞[↓]?<➗࠸>.   
31   ヰ⪅B16 <➗࠸>   
32 21 ヰ⪅C16 ࡾࢇࡈࡀྲྀࢀࡿࡢࡣ᭱ᚋࡢ..ࣁࢵࣆ࣮࢚ࣥࢻⓗ࡞<ឤࡌ࡛ࡍࡼࡡ, 
ࡁࡗ࡜>{<}. 
4ࢆྲྀࡿ 
33 22-1 ヰ⪅B16 <࠶::, ࡗࡱ࠸࡛ࡍࡡ>{>},,   
34 23 ヰ⪅A16 <࠶::, ࡗࡱ࠸࡛ࡍࡡ, ᭱ᚋࡗࡱ࠸>{>}. 4ࢆᣦࡍ 
35 22-2 ヰ⪅B16 ࠺ࢇ.   
36     ࠓỿ㯲 3.61⛊ࠔ   
37 24-1 ヰ⪅C16 ࡇࢀࡀࡸࡗࡥࡾฟ఍࠺,, 6ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
38 25 ヰ⪅A16 ࠺::ࢇ.   
39 24-2 ヰ⪅C16 ࡜ࡇࢁ࡛ࡍ<࠿ࡡ?>{<}.   
40 26 ヰ⪅B16 <࠺ࢇ>{>}.   
41 27 ヰ⪅A16 ࡍࡈ࠸, ࡑࢀࡗࡱ࠸. 6ࢆཷࡅྲྀࡿ 
42     ࠓỿ㯲 4.94⛊ࠔ   
43 28 ヰ⪅A16 ࡇ࠺, ࡩࡗ..࠸࡞࠸᫬ࡲࡎࡡ, ࡞ࢇ࠿, ࡕࡗࡕࡷ࠸ࡸࡘ. 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
44 29 ヰ⪅C16 ࠶ࡗ, <ᮏᙜࡔ>{<}.   
45 30 ヰ⪅B16 <ᮏᙜ>{>}.   
46     ࠓỿ㯲 0.7⛊ࠔ   
47 31-1 ヰ⪅C16 ࡛ࡶ 2ே㡹ᙇࡗ࡚ࡿ..ࡢࡶ<࠶ࢀ࠿>{<},, 5ࢆᣦࡍ 
48 32 ヰ⪅B16 <࠺ࢇ࠺ࢇ࠺ࢇ>{>}.   
49 33 ヰ⪅A16 <ࡣ࠸>{>}. 5ࢆཷࡅྲྀࡿ 
50 31-2 ヰ⪅C16 ᭱ึ=࠙࠙ .   
51 34 ヰ⪅A16 ࠚࠚ =2ே࡛㡹ᙇࡗ࡚࡚::, ࠾ࡗࡁ࠸ࡢࡀ᮶࡚::. 9ࢆື࠿ࡍ 
52 35 ヰ⪅C16 ࡛ࡶ, ▼ࡶ. 7ࢆྲྀࡿ 
53 36 ヰ⪅A16 ࡑ࠺, ࡇࡢ▼࡝࠺ࡍࢀࡤ࠸࠸?. 3ࢆྲྀࡿ 




55   ヰ⪅A16 <➗࠸>   
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378 237 ヰ⪅B17 ࠺::ࢇ.   
379     ࠓỿ㯲 1.22⛊ࠔ   
380 238 ヰ⪅B17 ௒ఱศ[↓]?.   
381 239 ヰ⪅B17 ࡶ࠺ 15ศ⤒ࡗࡓ. 㘓㡢ᶵࢆぢࡿ 
382     ࠓỿ㯲 3.18⛊ࠔ   
383 240 ヰ⪅A17 ᮏᙜࡔ. 㘓㡢ᶵࢆぢࡿ 
384     ࠓỿ㯲 24.12⛊ࠔ   
385   ヰ⪅B17 <➗࠸>   









  ヰ⪅ᛶู: ⏨ 





␒ྕ ヰ⪅ Ⓨ       ヰ       ෆ       ᐜ ഛ⪃ 
1 1-1 ヰ⪅C21 Nu chyo ‘chto’?, ya tak ponimayu, nam nado iz kartinok 
istoriyu sosta<vit`>{<},, 
  
2 2 ヰ⪅B21 <Da>{>} .   
3 1-2 ヰ⪅C21 da[↑]? .   
4     ࠓỿ㯲 2.70⛊ࠔ   
5 3-1 ヰ⪅A21 Poxozhe na iz mul`tika, pomnite, pro kro<tika>{<},,   
6 4 ヰ⪅B21 <Aga>{>} .   
7 3-2 ヰ⪅A21 v detstve ? .   
8 5 ヰ⪅C21 Da, da .   
9 6-1 ヰ⪅B21 <Tak>{<},,   
10 7 ヰ⪅A21 <Slo>{>}zhnee chem ya dumal .   
11 6-2 ヰ⪅B21 nu zdes` oni s.. e`:: py`tayutsya dostat` [↑]yabloki, zdes` oni 
uzhe ix vzyali, e`::= . 
5ࠊ4ࢆᣦࡍ 
12 8-1 ヰ⪅B21 =Tak,,   
13     ࠓỿ㯲 1.47⛊ࠔ   
14 9 ヰ⪅C21 Tut i tut  . 3ࠊ12ࢆᣦࡍ 
15 8-2 ヰ⪅B21 nu, koroche, tut nan ‘naverno’ nado kak-to sovmestit`, to chto 
o..odin chelovek ne mog vzyat` yab<loko>{<},, 
  
16 10-1 ヰ⪅A21 <Koroche davajte>{>},,   
17 8-3 ヰ⪅B21 no e..emu pomogli .   
18 10-2 ヰ⪅A21 nemnogo otseivat` . ࣮࢝ࢻࢆࡲ࡜ࡵࡿ 
19 11 ヰ⪅A21 Snachala vniz <to, chto snachala>{<} .   
20 12 ヰ⪅C21 <Tak, nu, vot>{>} e`to vot, tipa, kak-to tak . 8ࠊ5ࢆ୪࡭ࡿ 
21     ࠓỿ㯲 1.69⛊ࠔ   
22 13 ヰ⪅A21 Da, e`to [࣮࢝ࢻ 9] snizu[↑], vot e`to [࣮࢝ࢻ 2], ya dumayu, 
dazhe chut` li ne [↑]pervoe budet . 
9ࠊ2ࢆᣦࡍ 
23     ࠓỿ㯲 2.89⛊ࠔ   
24 14 ヰ⪅A21 Ya shhas ‘sejchas’ v konce[↑] nachnu .   
25 15-1 ヰ⪅B21 Nu vot smotri, shyol ch.. shyol on odin[↑], on <z..e`::>{<},, 2ࠊ9ࢆᣦࡍ 
26 16 ヰ⪅C21 <Ugu>{>} .   
27 15-2 ヰ⪅B21 on uvidel <yabloko[↑]>{<}࠙࠙  .   
28 17 ヰ⪅C21 ࠚࠚ <Kartoxa>{>}, e`to kartoxa<➗࠸> .   
29 18 ヰ⪅B21 Ladno, pust` budet kartoxa<㍍ࡃ➗࠸> .   
30 19 ヰ⪅B21 On uvidel e`:: yabloki, no odin do nix <ne smog 
dotyanut`sya[↓]>{<} . 
  
31 20 ヰ⪅C21 <N::e smog>{>} .   
32 21-1 ヰ⪅C21 I e`ti rebyata tozhe <oni>{<},, 8ࠊ5ࢆᣦࡍ 
33 22-1 ヰ⪅B21 <E`::>{>},,   
34 21-2 ヰ⪅C21 oni ne smogli dostat` .   
35 22-2 ヰ⪅B21 da, i oni ne.. odni nikak ne smogli dostat` .   
36 23 ヰ⪅B21 E`::, i pri e`tom[↑]=࠙࠙  .   
37 24 ヰ⪅C21 ࠚࠚ =Vo::t, zatem idyot vot e`::to[↑] [࣮࢝ࢻ 3], tipa oni kamen` 
py`tayutsya::, chtob <na kamen` zalezt`[↓]>{<} . 
5ࡢᚋ࡟ 3ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
38 25-1 ヰ⪅B21 <Da::, no oni>{>} s:: e`.. no oni malen`kie, slaby`e, <i oni>{<},,   
39 26 ヰ⪅C21 <Da>{>} .   
40 25-2 ヰ⪅B21 i oni ne mogut podni..podnyat` <[↑]kamen`>{<},,   
41 27 ヰ⪅A21 <A::, i potom>{>} on ix nashyol . 6ࢆື࠿ࡍ 
42 25-3 ヰ⪅B21 a potom oni vstrechayut e`togo:: kartofel`..<➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ
>kartofelya . 
  
43   ヰ⪅A21 <➗࠸>   
44 28-1 ヰ⪅C21 Ne::,a mozhet, vot tak vot, shhas ‘sejchas’,, 9 ࡜ 8 ࡢ㛫࡟ 12 ࢆධ
ࢀࡿ 
45 29 ヰ⪅A21 Kartofel`ny`j <tip>{<}<㍍ࡃ➗࠸> .   
46 28-2 ヰ⪅C21 <vot>{>} tak[↓]? .   
47     ࠓỿ㯲 3.46⛊ࠔ   
48 30 ヰ⪅C21 Vot .   
49 31 ヰ⪅A21 Nu da, da, da, da, chyo-to‘chto-to’ takoe poxozhee .   
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50 32 ヰ⪅B21 Ya e.. shhas ‘sejchas’, <shha ‘sejchas’ podozhdi>{<} .   
51 33 ヰ⪅C21 <Potom vot on>{>} vstrechaet ix[↑] . 7ࢆヰ⪅ A21Ώࡍ 
52 34 ヰ⪅B21 Net, ya dumayu, chto vot e`to [࣮࢝ࢻ 3] dolzhno by`t` e`:: do 
e`togo [࣮࢝ࢻ 12], potomu chto oni ne smogli, a on zdorovy`j, 
on smog . 
3ࢆ 12ࡢ๓࡟⨨ࡃ 
53 35 ヰ⪅B21 Vot tak, skoree vsego .   
54 36 ヰ⪅A21 Tak oni i v itoge ne <smogli ego vzyat`[↓]>{<} .   
55 37 ヰ⪅C21 <Ne::t tak>{>}, ne::, vidish`, i on <ne..ne smog>{<} . 12ࢆᣦࡍ 
56 38 ヰ⪅A21 <Oni dostali ego>{>} vot tak vot= . 1ࢆᣦࡍ 
57 39-1 ヰ⪅C21 =Da::, oni vot tak dostali, <to est` im..im..im>{<},, 1ࢆᣦࡍ 
58 40 ヰ⪅B21 <A tochno, da, da>{>} .   
59 39-2 ヰ⪅C21 <ne udalos`>{<} . 3ࢆ 5ࡢᚋ࡟⨨ࡃ 
60 41 ヰ⪅B21 <Nu, kakaya raznicza?>{>}, znachit oba ne smogli podnyat` 
[↑]kamen` . 
  
61 42 ヰ⪅C21 Nu da, nu.. .   
62 43 ヰ⪅C21 Tak, e`to vniz[↑] . 1ࠊ6ࢆ㔜࠿ࡍࠊ࣮࢝ࢻ
ࢆࡎࡽࡍ 
63     ࠓỿ㯲 1.13⛊ࠔ   
64 44 ヰ⪅B21 Znaete, xotya mozhno istoriyu provesti k..kak by` kak.. e`:: 
parallel`no . 
  
65 45 ヰ⪅B21 To est` tipa:: kak odin shyol i <poluchaet>{<}࠙࠙  .   
66 46-1 ヰ⪅C21 ࠚࠚ <Nu da::>{>}, nu vot <on shyol>{<},, 2ࠊ9ࠊ12ࠊ8ࠊ5ࠊ3ࢆ
ᣦࡍ 
67 47 ヰ⪅B21 <Ugu>{>} .   
68 46-2 ヰ⪅C21 i poluchilos`, e`ti rebyata tozh ‘tozhe’ py`talis` tak dostat`, 
potom, e`t samoe, kamen` xoteli podvinut`, tozhe ne 
poluchilos` . 
  
69 48 ヰ⪅C21 Po<tom chyo ‘chto’?>{<} .   
70 49 ヰ⪅A21 <A vot>{>} eshhyo u nas e`ti tozhe dve kartinki [࣮࢝ࢻ 6,7] .   
71     ࠓỿ㯲 2.53⛊ࠔ   
72 50 ヰ⪅A21 Vot e`to chto-to vot ryadom, ya dumayu . 6ࠊ7ࢆ୪࡭ࡿ 
73 51 ヰ⪅A21 E`to samoe poslednee, mne kazhetsya, gde oni 
<tanczuyut[↑]>{<}࠙࠙  . 
4ࢆື࠿ࡍ 
74 52 ヰ⪅B21 ࠚࠚ <E`t ‘e`to’ [࣮࢝ࢻ 7] naverno>{>} tozhe kuda-to syuda[↑] [࢝
࣮ࢻ 12࡜ 8ࡢ㛫] nadoӐỿ㯲 0.92⛊ӑ postavit`, chto tipa oni 
ne znayut, chto s e`tim kamnem delat` . 
7ࢆᣦࡍࠊ12࡜ 8ࡢ㛫
ࢆᣦࡍ 
75     ࠓỿ㯲 1.45⛊ࠔ   
76 53 ヰ⪅C21 Tak .   
77 54 ヰ⪅A21 Nu, blin, kak-to stranno .   
78     ࠓỿ㯲 1.94⛊ࠔ   
79 55 ヰ⪅B21 Shha ‘sejchas’ .   
80     ࠓỿ㯲 1.20⛊ࠔ   
81 56 ヰ⪅A21 To est` oni [↑]sami upali, ili oni emu ostavili[↓]? . 1ࠊ11ࢆぢࡿ 
82     ࠓỿ㯲 2.59⛊ࠔ   
83 57 ヰ⪅B21 A ne [↑]pomnite, [↑]mozhno e`:: ubirat` chast` e`toj kartiny`[↓]? .   
84 58 ヰ⪅A21 Net .   
85 59 ヰ⪅B21 Tochno, da[↑]? .   
86 60 ヰ⪅C21 Nu.. tipa istoriyu nado sostavit` iz 12 kartinok .   
87     ࠓỿ㯲 3.28⛊ࠔ   
88 61 ヰ⪅C21 Shha::s ‘sejchas’, m::, da,<da>{<}࠙࠙  .   
89 62 ヰ⪅B21 ࠚࠚ <Nu>{>} voobshhe[↑] zdes`, zdes` kak budto dva varianta 
razvitiya soby`tij . 
  
90     ࠓỿ㯲 1.37⛊ࠔ   
91 63 ヰ⪅A21 Ugu,ࠓỿ㯲 0.84⛊ࠔnu potom oni perepletayutsya zhe .   
92     ࠓỿ㯲 1.78⛊ࠔ   
93 64 ヰ⪅B21 <Tak[↓]>{<} .   
94 65 ヰ⪅C21 <Oni>{>} tol`ko na odnoj kartinke vot tipa vmeste . 1ࢆᣦࡍ 
95     ࠓỿ㯲 1.03⛊ࠔ   
96 66 ヰ⪅A21 Na dvux, tryox, <chety`ryox>{<} . 4ࠊ10ࠊ6ࢆᣦࡍ 
97 67 ヰ⪅B21 <Zdes`>{>} voobshhe <von yabloko, prosto upalo[↓]>{<} . 11ࢆᣦࡍ 
98 68 ヰ⪅C21 <Slushajte, a mozhet, vot >{>} takaya fignya[↓]? .   
99 69 ヰ⪅C21 Vot snachala oni vidyat kak on [↑]est . 10ࢆᣦࡍ 
100     ࠓỿ㯲 1.13⛊ࠔ   
101 70 ヰ⪅A21 Tak on dostat` ix <ne mozhet>{<} . 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
102 71 ヰ⪅C21 <Net>{>}, da::, da .   
103 72 ヰ⪅B21 Da, kstati, vpolne vozmozhno .   
104 73 ヰ⪅A21 A::, on pervy`j pop= . 10ࢆᣦࡍ 
105 74 ヰ⪅A21 =Ne, podozhdi, a kak on dostal[↓]? .   
106 75 ヰ⪅C21 A zatem oni= . 10ࢆᣦࡍ 
107 76 ヰ⪅C21 =Nu da, tut chyo-to‘chto-to’ ne, e`t ‘e`to’ samoe, ne skazano .   
108 77 ヰ⪅A21 Oni special`no, nan  ‘naverno’ podstavili .   
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109     ࠓỿ㯲 0.91⛊ࠔ   
110 78-1 ヰ⪅B21 A::, vozmozhno, o..o..on sorval [↑]pervy`j e`:: oni okazalis` 
nedovol`ny` na <shestoj >{<},, 
10ࠊ6ࢆᣦࡍ 
111 79 ヰ⪅A21 <Kak e`to>{>}? .   
112 78-2 ヰ⪅B21 kartinke[→]=࠙࠙  .   
113 80 ヰ⪅A21 ࠚࠚ =Kak on sorval? .   
114 81-1 ヰ⪅B21 Nu.. shha ‘sejchas’, <a>{<},,   
115 82-1 ヰ⪅C21 <A>{>},,   
116 81-2 ヰ⪅B21 on nashyol yabloko <voobshhe>{<} . 11ࢆᣦࡍ 
117 82-2 ヰ⪅C21 <nashyo::l>{>}, da . 11ࢆᣦࡍ 
118 83 ヰ⪅B21 Nu da .   
119 84 ヰ⪅B21 E`:: oni okazalis` nedovol`ny`, i on reshil im pomoch` e`:: sorvat` 
yabloki, mozhet by`t`, kak-to tak[↑]? . 
  
120 85 ヰ⪅A21 Vozmozhno[↑] .   
121   ヰ⪅C21 [တࡁ㎸ࡴ㡢]   
122 86 ヰ⪅A21 Tochno, tochno, on nashyol[↑], ࠓỿ㯲 1.86 ⛊ࠔ potom idyot 
dal`she, oni govoryat, “[↑]dyad`, tozhe nam dostan`[↑]”= . 
11ࢆྲྀࡿ 
123 87 ヰ⪅C21 =Slushajte, ya dumayu, vot tak, smotrite .   
124 88 ヰ⪅C21 Koroche tak[↑], da[↑]? . 10ࢆື࠿ࡍ 
125 89-1 ヰ⪅C21 Po<tom vot gde oni>{<},,   
126 90 ヰ⪅A21 <Ugu>{>} . 10ࡢ๓࡟࡟ 11ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
127 89-2 ヰ⪅C21  [↑]kamen` py`tayutsya dostat` [ヰ⪅ B21 ࡀ࣮࢝ࢻ 10 ࡢ๓࡟
11ࢆ⨨ࡃ]e`:: da[↓] . 
  
128 91 ヰ⪅C21 Net, gde, gde tot kamen`? .   
129 92 ヰ⪅C21 Vot e`tot [࣮࢝ࢻ 3] . 3ࢆྲྀࡿ 
130     ࠓỿ㯲 1.25⛊ࠔ   
131 93 ヰ⪅C21 Ta::k[↑] . 11ࠊ10ࠊ3࡜୪࡭ࡿ 
132 94 ヰ⪅C21 Zatem ࠓỿ㯲 0.88⛊ࠔtipa on podxodit i “v chyom delo, rebyat?”, 
da::[↑]?= . 
3ࡢᚋ࡟ 7ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
133 95 ヰ⪅B21 =Nu da, da .   
134 96-1 ヰ⪅C21 A oni takie na nego nedovol`ny`e by`chat,, 7ࡢᚋ࡟ 6ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
135     ࠓỿ㯲 0.88⛊ࠔ   
136   ヰ⪅A21 <➗࠸>   
137   ヰ⪅B21 <➗࠸>   
138 96-2 ヰ⪅C21 “ty`-to s``el, kak by`”,,   
139   ヰ⪅A21 <➗࠸>   
140   ヰ⪅B21 <➗࠸>   
141 96-3 ヰ⪅C21 da::, “a my` vot <ne mozhem[↓]”>{<} .   
142 97 ヰ⪅B21 <“P..podsa>{>}di nas” .   
143 98 ヰ⪅C21 N..nu da .   
144 99 ヰ⪅A21 Grit ‘govorit’, “nu <ladno[↓]”>{<} .   
145 100-1 ヰ⪅B21 <Voz>{>}mozhno, oni rasskazy`vayut emu istoriyu, kak oni 
<py`talis` vot tak vot sdelat`>{<},, 
  
146 101 ヰ⪅A21 <A:: nu vsyo, vsyo, vsyo, vsyo>{>} .   
147 100-2 ヰ⪅B21 u nix ne poluchilos` .   
148 102 ヰ⪅B21 Da, da, da, vot tak vot .   
149 103 ヰ⪅B21 I:: vsyo, i:: nu vot e`to yavno konczovka[↑] . 1ࢆᣢࡕୖࡆࡿ 
150 104 ヰ⪅A21 Stoj, tak[↑]? . 2ࠊ9ࠊ12ࠊ8ࠊ5ࠊ11ࠊ
10ࠊ3ࠊ7ࠊ9ࠊ1ࠊ4 
151     ࠓỿ㯲 0.83⛊ࠔ   
152 105 ヰ⪅A21 <Tut, kazhetsya>{<}࠙࠙  .   
153 106 ヰ⪅C21 ࠚࠚ <Blin, chyo-to oni..>{>} kak-to voobshhe .   
154 107 ヰ⪅B21 Nu vot konecz[↑] . 4ࢆᣦࡍ 
155     ࠓỿ㯲 1.78⛊ࠔ   
156 108 ヰ⪅A21 Poxozhe vot tak, da:: .   
157     ࠓỿ㯲 1.32⛊ࠔ   
158 109 ヰ⪅A21 Podozhdi, a pochemu on grustny`j? . 2ࢆᣦࡍ 
159 110 ヰ⪅A21 Ne mog dos<tat` e`to[↓]>{<}? .   
160 111 ヰ⪅C21 <Den` ne>{>} udalsya tipa <prosto[↓]>{<} .   
161 112 ヰ⪅A21 <Ne, ne>{>}, <kazhetsya, nado peresmotret`[↓]>{<} .   
162 113 ヰ⪅B21 <Shha, shha, shha ‘sejchas’ vot>{>} podozhdi, my` pochti 
m..my` prakticheski sobrali . 
  
163 114 ヰ⪅A21 Vot, poluchaetsya, chto on snachala ego nashyol, potom eshhyo 
zaxotel, net[↑]? . 
2ࡢᚋ࡟ 11ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
164 115 ヰ⪅C21 <➗࠸>Da ne::t .   
165 116 ヰ⪅B21 Ne, ne::, vryad li .   
166 117 ヰ⪅B21 Potom prosto yabloko upalo= .   
167 118 ヰ⪅B21 =Vot tak, ya dumayu .   
168 119-1 ヰ⪅B21 Snachala on py`talsya za<morochit`sya>{<},,   
169 120 ヰ⪅A21 <Dumaesh`?>{>} .   
170 119-2 ヰ⪅B21 u nego nichego ne poluchilos`, a potom yabloko upalo, i on ego   
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s``elࠓỿ㯲 1.50⛊ࠔe`ti m..molody`e uvideli . 
171     ࠓỿ㯲 1.23⛊ࠔ   
172 121 ヰ⪅A21 Blin, a mozh…‘mozhet’ . 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
173     ࠓỿ㯲 2.26⛊ࠔ   
174 122 ヰ⪅A21 Podozhdi, vot tak ty` predlagaesh`, da[↑]? . 5ࡢᚋ࡟ 9ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
175 123 ヰ⪅B21 Nu shhas ‘sejchas’, podozhdi .   
176 124-1 ヰ⪅B21 <Tak, on idyot>{<},, 2ࢆᣦࡍ 
177 125 ヰ⪅A21 <To est` shyol>{>},  naxodit <yabloko[↓]>{<} .   
178 124-2 ヰ⪅B21 <on, nu kak>{>}, on idyot, on= .   
179 126 ヰ⪅B21 =Ne::t, nu vot e`to vot yavno dolzhno by`t` d..drugimi mestami .   
180 127 ヰ⪅B21 Skoree vsego kak-to vot, shha ‘sejchas’, vot e`to vot tak[↑], on 
py`taetsya dostat` [↑]yabloko, u nego nichyo ‘nichego’ ne 
poluchaetsya, potom on py`taetsya podvinut` [↑]kamen`, u nego 
[↑]tozhe nichego ne poluchaetsya, <potom[→]>{<}࠙࠙  . 
2ࠊ9ࠊ12ࠊ11࡜୪࡭ࡿ 
181 128 ヰ⪅A21 ࠚࠚ <A my`>{>} sidet` dolzhny`, nas zhe na video snimayut .   
182 129 ヰ⪅A21 Tochno, my` zhe dolzhny` pri..primerno sdelat` .   
183 130 ヰ⪅C21 A::, da .   
184 131-1 ヰ⪅B21 E`:: potom,,   
185   ヰ⪅A21 <➗࠸>   
186 131-2 ヰ⪅B21 vot yabloko pa::daet e`:: on ego podbira::et, shha ‘sejchas’ . 11ࢆᣦࡍ 
187 132 ヰ⪅A21 Mne kazhetsya, kamen` dal`she naxoditsya, poe`tomu on tipa 
nu:: . 
12ࢆᣦࡍ 
188 133 ヰ⪅B21 Da ne::, nu podozhdi .   
189 134 ヰ⪅B21 On podbiraet i est yabloko . 12ࠊ11ࠊ10࡜୪࡭ࡿ 
190     ࠓỿ㯲 0.81⛊ࠔ   
191 135 ヰ⪅B21 Vot tak, naverno .   
192     ࠓỿ㯲 2.18⛊ࠔ   
193 136 ヰ⪅B21 E`::ࠓỿ㯲 0.98⛊ࠔ nu e`to kak by` parallel`no sde..,tak, shhas 
‘sejchas’<ya>{<}࠙࠙  . 
  
194 137 ヰ⪅A21 ࠚࠚ <ࠕヰ⪅ B21ྡ >ࠖ{>}, ty`:: pereputal nemnogo, chyo-to ‘chto-
to’ uzhe:: ya zaputalsya . 
  
195 138 ヰ⪅C21 A gde pervaya kartinka? .   
196 139 ヰ⪅C21 Voobshhe <vsyo>{<}࠙࠙  .   
197 140-1 ヰ⪅B21 ࠚࠚ <Da>{>} pervaya kartinka yavno to, chto vot <e`tot vot 
chuvak>{<},, 
2ࢆᣦࡍ 
198 141 ヰ⪅A21 <Vot e`to vot>{>} . 2ࢆᣦࡍ 
199 140-2 ヰ⪅B21  <idyot>{<}࠙࠙  .   
200 142 ヰ⪅C21 ࠚࠚ <Ne no..>{>}nomer 1, e`to vot ta, <da[↑]?>{<} . 5ࢆᣦࡍ 
201 143 ヰ⪅B21 <A>{>} shhas:: ‘sejchas’ .   
202 144 ヰ⪅A21 Nomer 1[↑]? .   
203 145 ヰ⪅A21 <Vot ona>{<} . 1ࢆᣦࡍ 
204 146 ヰ⪅B21 <Vot ona>{>} . 1ࢆᣦࡍ 
205 147 ヰ⪅B21 Podsazhivaet .   
206 148 ヰ⪅B21 Vot e`to yavno konczovka, potomu chto tipa vse schastlivy` .   
207     ࠓỿ㯲 2.57⛊ࠔ   
208 149 ヰ⪅A21 [⁀ࡵᜥࢆࡘࡃ]Tak, on idyot grustny`j, mne kazhetsya, potom 
on obradovalsya, s``el ego . 
  
209 150-1 ヰ⪅A21 No <ya kak by`>{<},,   
210 151-1 ヰ⪅B21 <On idyot grustny`j>{>},, 2ࢆᣦࡍ 
211 150-2 ヰ⪅A21 blin .   
212 151-2 ヰ⪅B21 u nego ne poluchaetsya <dostat` yabloko[↓]>{<} .   
213 152 ヰ⪅C21 <Mozhet, on>{>} grustny`j posle togo, kak u nego ne 
poluchilos`? . 
2ࢆᣦࡍ 
214 153-1 ヰ⪅C21 I on nu kak by`,,   
215 154-1 ヰ⪅B21 Nu:: <e`to ya dumayu>{<},, 9ࠊ2࡜୪࡭ࡿ 
216 153-2 ヰ⪅C21 <kak-to tak>{>} .   
217 154-2 ヰ⪅B21 ne osobo i..<imet` budet znachenie[↓]>{<} .   
218 155 ヰ⪅A21 <Mozhet, mozhet, vozmozhno>{>}, da:: kak by` .   
219     ࠓỿ㯲 1.35⛊ࠔ   
220 156-1 ヰ⪅C21 Potom, <tipa>{<},,   
221 157 ヰ⪅B21 <<➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ> [ヰ⪅ A21ࢆぢࡿ]E`to[→]>{>} . 11ࢆᣦࡍ 
222 156-2 ヰ⪅C21 naxodit kamen` .   
223     ࠓỿ㯲 3.24⛊ࠔ   
224 158 ヰ⪅A21 A mozh ‘mozhet’, vot e`tot malecz emu dostaval? . 1ࢆᣦࡍ 
225     ࠓỿ㯲 1.84⛊ࠔ   
226 159 ヰ⪅A21 <A potom on[→]>{<}࠙࠙  .   
227 160 ヰ⪅C21 ࠚࠚ <Nu togda on >{>} dolzhen by`t` na e`toj kartine [࣮࢝ࢻ 11] 
kak-to,ࠓỿ㯲 0.83⛊ࠔ po logike veshhej . 
11ࢆᣦࡍ 
228 161 ヰ⪅A21 Nu da, poran`she .   
229     ࠓỿ㯲 4.04⛊ࠔ   
230 162 ヰ⪅A21 Xm:: . 5ࢆᣦࡍぢࡿ 
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231     ࠓỿ㯲 5.51⛊ࠔ   
232 163 ヰ⪅C21 Na kakoj-to komiks poxozhe .   
233   ヰ⪅A21 <㍍ࡃ➗࠸>   
234 164 ヰ⪅B21 Shha ‘sejchas’ .   
235 165 ヰ⪅A21 Vodka, vodka, vodka[ヰ⪅ A21ࢆぢࡿ] .   
236 166-1 ヰ⪅B21 Tak, on poluchaet ࠓỿ㯲 1.23⛊ࠔyabloko[↑], est ego[↑], e`ti:: 
tozhe xotyat yabloko[↑],, 
11ࠊ10ࢆᣦࡍ 
237 167 ヰ⪅A21 Ne <mogut dostat`[↑]>{<}࠙࠙  .   
238 166-2 ヰ⪅B21 ࠚࠚ <py`tayutsya dostat`>{>}, ne poluchaetsya, u nix ne 
poluchaetsya sdvinut` [↑]kamen` . 
8ࠊ5ࠊ3ࢆᣦࡍ 
239 168 ヰ⪅B21 Koroche, po xodu kamen` ne poluchaetsya sdvinut` ni u kogo . 12ࠊ3ࢆᣦࡍ 
240 169 ヰ⪅B21 Mozhet by`t`, v e`tom tozhe est` kakaya-to sut` .   
241 170-1 ヰ⪅C21 Nu da, smy`sl v tom, chto oni tipa tol`ko skooperirovavshis`,,   
242 171-1 ヰ⪅B21 Da::, <vot oni zdes` vtroyom[↑]>{<},, 7ࢆᣦࡍࠊ12࡜ 8ࡢ㛫
ࢆᣦࡍ 
243 170-2 ヰ⪅C21 <smogli::, da::[↓]>{>}, dostich` celi .   
244     ࠓỿ㯲 2.13⛊ࠔ   
245 171-2 ヰ⪅B21 oni nedovol`ny`[→] . 6ࢆᣦࡍ 
246 172 ヰ⪅B21 Nu vot shhas ‘sejchas’ , v principe, <poluchaetsya 
istoriya[↓]>{<} . 
  
247 173 ヰ⪅A21 <Nizhnij ryad >{>} voobshhe ideal`ny`j, mne kazhetsya .   
248 174 ヰ⪅B21 I verxnij tozhe normal`no .   
249 175 ヰ⪅A21 A vot verxnij, mozhno chto-to pomenyat` .   
250 176 ヰ⪅B21 Da, net, v principe vsyo normal`no= .   
251 177 ヰ⪅B21 =Mne kazhetsya, zdes` ne::.. needinstvennoe raspolozhenie= .   
252 178 ヰ⪅B21 =Takogo ne by`vaet .   
253     ࠓỿ㯲 6.79⛊ࠔ   
254 179 ヰ⪅A21 [ᑠࡉ࠸ኌ࡛]Shyol, ne poluchilos` .   
255 180 ヰ⪅A21 Tipa, yabloko samo[↑] upalo?[ヰ⪅ B21ࢆぢࡿ] .   
256 181-1 ヰ⪅A21 Prosto <tak vzyalo>{<},,   
257 182 ヰ⪅B21 <Nu da, da>{>} .   
258 181-2 ヰ⪅A21 i upalo[↑]? .   
259 183 ヰ⪅B21 Nu chyo:: ‘chto’?, vzyalo i upalo .   
260 184 ヰ⪅A21 Ne, takogo ne by`vaet .   
261 185 ヰ⪅B21 By`va::et<㰯➗࠸> .   
262     ࠓỿ㯲 0.81⛊ࠔ   
263 186 ヰ⪅B21 Yabloki sami padayut .   
264 187 ヰ⪅C21 Net da::, vot, vot s..s e`togo mome::nta [࣮࢝ࢻ 11] vot dosyuda, 
vot chto-to kak-to zdes`, vot kak-to  . 
11ࢆᣦࡍ 
265     ࠓỿ㯲 2.13⛊ࠔ   
266 188 ヰ⪅C21 Nu chyo ‘chto’?, ne poluchilos` dostat`, idyot grustny`j, 
py`talsya kamen` sdvinut`, potom opyat` k derevu vernulsya, 
smotrit, yabloko upalo, est ego, malen`kie podxodyat, “nichyo 
‘nichego’ sebe” takie tipa , py`tayutsya sami dostat`, ne 
poluchaetsya, tyanutsya vot, py`tayutsya kamen` sdvinut`, 
e`tot podxodit, ࠓỿ㯲 1.47 ⛊ࠔchyo-to ‘chto-to’ obsuzhdayut, 
e`ti tipa “vot ty` <s``e::l”>{<}࠙࠙  . 
9ࠊ2ࠊ12ࠊ11ࠊ10ࠊ8ࠊ
5ࠊ3ࠊ7ࠊ6ࢆᣦࡍ 
267 189 ヰ⪅B21 ࠚࠚ <Ne::, ya >{>} dumayu, normal`no .   
268 190 ヰ⪅B21 N::u kak by`::, v principe, iz e`togo mozhno normal`nuyu 
skazku sostavit` . 
  
269 191 ヰ⪅A21 Nu da .   
270     ࠓỿ㯲 1.10⛊ࠔ   
271 192 ヰ⪅B21 To, chto yabloko tam samo upalo, e`to ladno, e`to dopustim .   
272 193 ヰ⪅A21 Xer s toboj, russkie takie skazki tol`ko, <➗࠸>vsyo samo .   
273     ࠓỿ㯲 2.65⛊ࠔ   
274 194 ヰ⪅A21 Nu v principe, da, tut net processa, kak oni dostayut 
samostoyatel`no, kogda  nashyol, znachit poluchaetsya ono 
samo upalo . 
1ࢆᣦࡍ 
275     ࠓỿ㯲 1.69⛊ࠔ   
276 195 ヰ⪅A21 Kamushek ya ne ponyal .   
277     ࠓỿ㯲 5.39⛊ࠔ   
278 196-1 ヰ⪅C21 Nu vot on py`talsya sdvinut` kamen` i , vidimo, kak-to na e`ti 
litosferny`e plity` povliyal, derevo <shatnulos`>{<},, 
12ࢆᣦࡍ 
279 197 ヰ⪅B21 <➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ><Da, da>{>} .   
280 196-2 ヰ⪅C21  tam, upalo yabloko . 11ࢆᣦࡍ 
281     ࠓỿ㯲 4.00⛊ࠔ   
282 198 ヰ⪅B21 E`to kamen`, kotory`j.. ot kotorogo <➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ >yabloki 
padayut . 
  
283 199 ヰ⪅C21 [ᑠࡉ࠸ኌ࡛]Nu da .   
284 200 ヰ⪅A21 A chto esli on shyol[↑], uvidel, kak vot e`ti py`tayutsya a:: 




285   ヰ⪅C21 [တࡁ㎸ࡴ㡢]   
286 201 ヰ⪅B21 Mozhno voobshhe zdes` prosto zdes` zavernut`, chto e`to 
kamen` osnovaniya, na kotorom derzhitsya ves` mir[↑] <➗࠸>, 
i o..oni ego sdvinuli<➗࠸> i zapustili process apokalipsisa . 
  
287     ࠓỿ㯲 2.67⛊ࠔ   
288 202 ヰ⪅A21 Ne, dopustim, on shyol[↑], uvidel kak oni py`talis` vot yabloko 
dostat`, oni poprosili ego dostat`, i on v itoge, koroche, i sam 
ostalsya dovol`ny`j i im dostal . 
6ࠊ1ࢆᣦࡍ 
289     ࠓỿ㯲 2.72⛊ࠔ   
290 203 ヰ⪅A21 Nu to est` ne dve linii, a:: kak by` svyazat` ix srazu v odnu= .   
291 204 ヰ⪅B21 =[⁀ࡵᜥࢆࡘࡃ]Da vsyo, ladno, vot tak ej rasskazhem .   
 
2. RM02 
  ヰ⪅ᛶู: ⏨ 





␒ྕ ヰ⪅ Ⓨ       ヰ       ෆ       ᐜ ഛ⪃ 
1 1 ヰ⪅B22 Oni pronumerovany` .   
2 2 ヰ⪅A22 Da .   
3     ࠓỿ㯲 1.21⛊ࠔ   
4 3-1 ヰ⪅B22 Ot odnogo do::,,   
5 4 ヰ⪅A22 dvenadczati .   
6 3-2 ヰ⪅B22 dvenadczati .   
7 5 ヰ⪅B22 Zamechatel`no .   
8     ࠓỿ㯲 1.53⛊ࠔ   
9 6 ヰ⪅A22 To est` e`to nam na troix, da[↑]? .   
10 7 ヰ⪅B22 <Nu da>{<} .   
11 8 ヰ⪅C22 <Nu da>{>} .   
12     ࠓỿ㯲 0.70⛊ࠔ   
13 9-1 ヰ⪅B22 Nu v nachale, mne kazhetsya, dolzhno by`t` vsyo spokojno, tipa 
statusa kvo, <ni>{<},, 
  
14 10 ヰ⪅A22 <Vot>{>}[ヰ⪅ B22࡟࣮࢝ࢻࢆぢࡏࡿ] . ࣮࢝ࢻࢆᣢࡕ࠶ࡆ࡚ヰ
⪅ B22࡟ぢࡏࡿ 
15 9-2 ヰ⪅B22 kakix problem ne dolzhno by`t` .   
16 11-1 ヰ⪅C22 Davajte <posmotrim, kakie tut>{<},,   
17 12 ヰ⪅A22 <U..u nego est` problemy`>{>} . 2ࢆᣢࡕୖࡆࡿ 
18 11-2 ヰ⪅C22 kakie tut voobshhe narisovany` situacii .   
19 13 ヰ⪅B22 Nu da .   
20     ࠓỿ㯲 1.34⛊ࠔ   
21 14-1 ヰ⪅B22 Zdes` est` chto-to s muzy`koj i yablokami[↑] , yabloki:: eshhyo 
raz yabloki, kak minimum <raz, dva, tri>{<},, 
4ࠊ5ࠊ11ࠊ8ࠊ9ࠊ1ࢆ
ᣦࡍ 
22 15-1 ヰ⪅A22 <Nu slushaj, tut uzhe>{>} chto-to proisxodit, <tipa tut kak.. 
kakoj-to>{<},, 
11ࠊ12ࢆᣦࡍ 
23 14-2 ヰ⪅B22 <chety`re, pyat`, shest`, shest`>{>} yablok . 4ࠊ5ࠊ11ࢆᣦࡍ 
24 16-1 ヰ⪅B22 <Znachit>{<} ,,   
25 15-2 ヰ⪅A22 <zamut>{>} .   
26 16-2 ヰ⪅B22 yabloki kak-to svyazany` .   
27 17-1 ヰ⪅B22 Plyus kamen` i:: raz, i <dve kartinki>{<},, 12ࢆᣦࡍ 
28 18 ヰ⪅A22 <A vot e`tot>{>}, a vot e`to nu e`to zhe ne kamen`, e`to…[ヰ⪅
B22࡟࣮࢝ࢻ 2ࢆぢࡏࡿ] . 
  
29 17-2 ヰ⪅B22 i tri kartiny` s kamnyami .   
30     ࠓỿ㯲 2.60⛊ࠔ   
31 19 ヰ⪅C22 Nu to est` u nas est` poka:: kak by` dve zacepki, yabloko i:: i ne 
yabloko, da[↑]? . 
1ࠊ8ࢆぢࡿ 
32 20-1 ヰ⪅C22 <Davaj>{<},,   
33 21 ヰ⪅B22 <Da>{>} .   
34 20-2 ヰ⪅C22 te, davajte posmotrim na te kartinki, na kotory`x yabloki, i 
posmotrim uzhe kakuyu istoriyu mozhno iz nix slozhit` . 
  
35 22 ヰ⪅A22 Mne kazhetsya, lyubaya istoriya mozhet nachat`sya vot s 
e`togo[࣮࢝ࢻ 2ࢆぢࡏࡿࠊヰ⪅ B22ࢆぢࡿ] . 
2ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
36 23 ヰ⪅C22 <➗࠸>Da, soglasen .   
37 24 ヰ⪅B22 S odnoj storony`, da, no s drugoj <storony`, net>{<} .   
38 25 ヰ⪅C22 <Davaj poprobuem, da[↑]?>{>}= .   
39 26 ヰ⪅C22 =Vot e`to chyo ‘chto’? .   




41 28 ヰ⪅B22 <Davaj>{>} . ヰ⪅ A22 ࡢ㏆ࡃ࡟⛣
ື 
42 27-2 ヰ⪅C22 nachnyom .   
43 29 ヰ⪅C22 M:: poto::m chto-nibud` ࠓỿ㯲 1.37⛊ࠔ<e`::m>{<}࠙࠙  . 1ࢆᡭ࡟ᣢࡗࡓࡲࡲ 
44 30 ヰ⪅B22 ࠚࠚ <Nu vot[↑]>{>}, pervaya vstrecha s yablokomࠓỿ㯲 0.86⛊ࠔ, 
net[↑]?= . 
11ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
45 31 ヰ⪅C22 =A vot  e`tot chuvak[↓]? . 8ࢆᣦࡍ 
46 32 ヰ⪅A22 Tipa on do dereva doshyol .   
47 33 ヰ⪅A22 Da:: e`to voobshhe l::evy`e rebyata . 8ࢆᣦࡍ 
48 34 ヰ⪅C22 Nu:: a nu davaj[↑] .   
49     ࠓỿ㯲 1.06⛊ࠔ ヰ⪅ B22 ࡣ 2 ࡢᚋ࡟
11ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
50 35-1 ヰ⪅C22 A prosto, <vish` ‘vidish`’, on ko..>{<},, 1ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
51 36-1 ヰ⪅A22 <A::, oni vidimo budut>{>}  <izuchat` >{<},,   
52 37 ヰ⪅B22 <Ugu>{>} .   
53 36-2 ヰ⪅A22 <nashu kakuyu-to tam eshhyo slovesnost`[↑]?>{<} .   
54 35-2 ヰ⪅C22 <vish` ‘vidish`’ [ヰ⪅ B22 ࢆぢࡿ ], on kogda ya..yabloki 
beryot>{>} u nego vot e`tot melkij est` . 
  
55 38 ヰ⪅B22 Da, togda vot e`to[࣮࢝ࢻ 8] svyazano s vot [↑]e`tim[࣮࢝ࢻ 5]= . 8ࠊ5ࢆᣦࡍ 
56 39-1 ヰ⪅B22 =Oni ne dotyagivayutsya, <i togda>{<},, 1ࢆᣦࡍ 
57 40 ヰ⪅A22 <Da, da>{>} .   
58 39-2 ヰ⪅B22 on vstayot na bol`shogo .   
59 41 ヰ⪅C22 To::chno .   
60 42 ヰ⪅C22 A kak svyazat` s e`tim yab.. s.. e`tim vot poxodom[↑]? . 11ࢆᣦࡍ 
61 43 ヰ⪅A22 Nu vo::t on idyot[↑], idyot, idyot, i tut, takie tipa, “slushaj, brat, 
problema, vot ty` vy`sokij, <a u nas, a u nas, vot, a u nas 
vot[↓]”[࣮࢝ࢻ 8]>{<} . 
7ࢆྲྀࡿࠊ8ࢆᣦࡍ 
62 44 ヰ⪅B22 <A::, i vot eshhyo chto-to>{>} s e`tim svyazano . 6ࢆྲྀࡿ 
63     ࠓỿ㯲 1.08⛊ࠔ   
64 45 ヰ⪅A22 A=࠙࠙  .   
65 46-1 ヰ⪅C22 ࠚࠚ =<A::, vot oni, oni>{<},, 10ࢆᣦࡍ 
66 47 ヰ⪅B22 <E`to budet v konce>{>} . 10ࢆື࠿ࡍ 
67 46-2 ヰ⪅C22 oni nashli ego dlya pomoshhi <vot>{<},,   
68 48 ヰ⪅B22 <Da>{>} .   
69 46-3 ヰ⪅C22 e`togo bol`shogo.. <chuvaka>{<} .   
70 49 ヰ⪅B22 <I oni ego>{>}  zovut . 2ࡢᚋ࡟ 6ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
71     ࠓỿ㯲 0.85⛊ࠔ   
72 50 ヰ⪅C22 <Tochno>{<} .   
73 51 ヰ⪅A22 <Net , a>{>} mozhno, koroche, znaete kak? .   
74 52 ヰ⪅A22  Tipa libo on  snachala vot idyot i vidit e`to, i oni emu 
rasskazy`vayut,“vot takaya istoriya, paren`” . 
2ࠊ6ࢆᣦࡍࠊ8ࠊ5ࢆぢ
ࡏࡿ 
75 53 ヰ⪅A22 Libo oni iznachal`no vot tipa vot, vot, vot, i tut on idyot “privet, 
rebyat[↑]” i <pomogaet>{<} . 
8ࠊ5 ࢆᮘ࡟⨨ࡃࠊ2ࠊ
6ࢆᣦࡍ 
76 54-1 ヰ⪅B22 <No pri >{>} e`tom <u nas est` e`to>{<},, 9 ࢆᣢࡕୖࡆ࡚ぢࡏ
ࡿࠊ12ࢆᣦࡍ 
77 55 ヰ⪅C22 <Da::, tochno>{>} .   
78 54-2 ヰ⪅B22 gde on ne dotyanulsya, a potom, vidimo, beryot kamen`, 
chtoby` dotyanut`sya . 
  
79     ࠓỿ㯲 1.25⛊ࠔ   
80 56 ヰ⪅B22 V konce konczov on vstayot na kamen`, dotyagivaetsya, i vse 
poluchayut yabloki, okej . 
  
81 57 ヰ⪅C22 Da:: .   
82 58 ヰ⪅C22 Nu togda poluchaetsya vot e`ta chast` istorii[࣮࢝ࢻ 8,5], ona 
kak by` rasskaz ix dvoix, da[↑]? . 
8ࠊ5ࠊ6ࢆᣦࡍ 
83 59 ヰ⪅B22 Da .   
84 60 ヰ⪅A22 No, znaesh`, kak by` tut, mne kazhetsya, neskol`ko istorij= .   
85 61 ヰ⪅A22 =Vot on, libo oni poluchayut yabloki, libo on odin radostny`j, 
“e`j op, chto takoe?” . 
4ࠊ10ࢆᣦࡍ 
86     ࠓỿ㯲 2.78⛊ࠔ   
87 62 ヰ⪅B22 Nu xorosho . ࣮࢝ࢻࢆᩚ࠼ࡿ 
88     ࠓỿ㯲 3.49⛊ࠔ   
89 63 ヰ⪅C22 Nu chyo ‘chto’?, davajte poprobuem vy`lozhit` fragment vot 
e`toj vot istorii, gde oni rasskazy`vayut . 
2ࠊ6ࢆᣦࡍ 




91 65-1 ヰ⪅A22 Da, oni <emu>{<},,   
92 66 ヰ⪅B22 <Da>{>} .   
93 65-2 ヰ⪅A22 rasskazy`vayut, “vot, paren`, <tak, tak”, smotryat[↓]>{<} . 8ࡢᚋ࡟ 5ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
94 67-1 ヰ⪅C22 <Tipa, uvideli>{>} yablonyu[→],,   
95 68 ヰ⪅A22 Da, poprobovali[↑] .   
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96 67-2 ヰ⪅C22 poprobovali .   
97     ࠓỿ㯲 1.08⛊ࠔ   
98 69 ヰ⪅C22 Vo::t .   
99 70 ヰ⪅B22 No.. kuda togda on ischezaet na e`tix dvux kartinkax[࣮࢝ࢻ
8,5]?= . 
6ࠊ8ࠊ5ࢆᣦࡍ 
100 71 ヰ⪅B22 =Mozhet <by`t`, e`ti>{<}࠙࠙  .   
101 72 ヰ⪅C22 ࠚࠚ <A e`to ix>{>}, e`to ix, ix istoriya . 8ࢆᣦࡍ 
102 73-1 ヰ⪅C22 Oni rasskazy`vayut tipa, chto by`lo vchera, na<primer>{<},,   
103 74 ヰ⪅B22 <A::>{>} .   
104 73-2 ヰ⪅C22 dopus<tim>{<} .   
105 75 ヰ⪅A22 <Da::, da>{>}, da, da, da .   
106 76 ヰ⪅C22 Poto::m=࠙࠙  .   
107 77 ヰ⪅B22 ࠚࠚ =Oni py`talis` dotyanut`sya[↑] .   
108 78 ヰ⪅A22 Potom, sootvetstvenno, vot . 8ࡢᚋ࡟ 1ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
109 79 ヰ⪅A22 Nu:: tipa “davajte, davajte” .   
110 80 ヰ⪅C22 Ya dumayu, e`to, mozhet by`t`, e`:: posle togo, kak oni ego 
pozovut[↑]? tipa . 
  
111 81 ヰ⪅A22 <Uzhe prakticheski pozvali, da[↓]>{<} .   
112 82 ヰ⪅B22 <A:: razve oni ne zdes` ego zovut[↓]?>{>}  .   
113     ࠓỿ㯲 1.31⛊ࠔ   
114 83 ヰ⪅B22 Gde oni ego zovut[↓]? .   
115 84 ヰ⪅A22 Vo::t oni ego uzhe pozvali n::u... .   
116     ࠓỿ㯲 2.25⛊ࠔ   
117 85 ヰ⪅C22 A::, nu mozhno i tak .   
118     ࠓỿ㯲 2.28⛊ࠔ   
119 86 ヰ⪅C22 A mne kazhetsya, on sam shyol[↑], ix vstretil , sprosil, kak 
dela[↑], oni rasskazali e`tu situaciyu[↑], potom e`:: on  kak by` 
soglasilsya im pomoch`[↑], i oni v danny`j moment, uzhe 
sejchas poshli za yablokami . 
2ࠊ6ࠊ8ࠊ5ࠊ1ࢆᣦࡍ 
120 87 ヰ⪅A22 Prichem tut kamen`?[ヰ⪅ B22ࢆྥࡃ] .   
121     ࠓỿ㯲 1.65⛊ࠔ   
122 88 ヰ⪅C22 <㰯➗࠸>[↑]Kamen`?, a xz͂xren znaet̓ .   
123     ࠓỿ㯲 8.17⛊ࠔ   
124 89 ヰ⪅A22 Ne::, on, on, on prishyol vot, vot tak vot .   
125 90 ヰ⪅A22 Oni emu rasskazali, on, znachit, poshyol sam, nu “d..davajte ya 
poprobuyu dostat`, ya zhe bol`shoj”, vo::t . 
8ࡢᚋ࡟ 9ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
126 91 ヰ⪅C22 Nu da .   
127 92-1 ヰ⪅A22 U nego,,   
128 93 ヰ⪅C22 Nu mozhet by`t`, <on>{<}[࣮࢝ࢻ 9 ࡢᚋ࡟ 11 ࢆ⨨ࡇ࠺࡜ࡍࡿ]
࠙࠙  . 
9 ࡢᚋ࡟ 11 ࢆ⨨ࡇ࠺
࡜ࡍࡿ 
129 92-2 ヰ⪅A22 ࠚࠚ <u nego>{>}[ヰ⪅ C22࠿ࡽ࣮࢝ࢻ 11ࢆྲྀࡾୖࡆࡿ], u ne.. u 
nego ne poluchilos`, vot . 
11ࢆྲྀࡾ࠶ࡆࡿ 
130 94 ヰ⪅C22 Pochemu ne poluchilos`? .   
131 95 ヰ⪅A22 Nu ne znayu, ne po.., nu vidish`, on ne takoj bol`shoj . 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
132   ヰ⪅C22 <➗࠸>   
133 96 ヰ⪅A22 Oni, oni nachali zho.. nu::, malo li tam, na nego zalezat`, 
zachem? . 
  
134 97-1 ヰ⪅A22 “Davajte, rebyat, postavim kamen`, est`, koroche bol`shoj 
kamen`”[ヰ⪅ B22ࢆぢࡿ],, 
7ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
135 98 ヰ⪅C22 A::, da vot, tochno, <tochno[↓]>{<} .   
136 97-2 ヰ⪅A22 <vo::t>{>} .   
137 99 ヰ⪅A22 “Davajte my` ego pridvinem pod de::revo”, <vo::t>{<} .   
138 100 ヰ⪅C22 <Da>{>} .   
139 101 ヰ⪅B22 <Nu togda>{>} my` dolzhny` obsledovat` kamen` eshhyo raz . ࣮࢝ࢻࢆ᥈ࡍ 
140 102 ヰ⪅B22 Tut gde-to by`lo, chto oni.., a::, oni py`tayutsya tashhit` 
<kamen` sami[↓]>{<} . 
3ࢆྲྀࡿ 
141 103 ヰ⪅A22 <Da::, “rebyat, tashhite>{>} kamen` sami”, vot . 3ࢆྲྀࡾ࠶ࡆࡿ 
142 104 ヰ⪅B22 Naverno, da .   
143 105-1 ヰ⪅A22 Da, “rebyat, tashhite kamen` sami” e`:: “slushaj, ne 
poluchaetsya[↑]”,, 
3ࡢᚋ࡟ 7ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
144 106 ヰ⪅B22 I on dal`she py`taetsya . 12ࢆΏࡍ 
145     ࠓỿ㯲 1.02⛊ࠔ   
146 105-2 ヰ⪅A22 on py`taetsya sa::m[↑] .   
147     ࠓỿ㯲 1.05⛊ࠔ   
148 107 ヰ⪅B22 No u nas net istorii, gde on vstayot na kamen` i on.. i 
dotaskivaet= . 
  
149 108 ヰ⪅B22 =V itoge on ne dotashhil kamen` .   
150 109 ヰ⪅A22 On ne dotashhil kamen`[→]=࠙࠙  .   
151 110 ヰ⪅B22 ࠚࠚ =On prishyol k derevu, a yabloko samo upalo . 12ࡢᚋ࡟ 11ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
152     ࠓỿ㯲 0.82⛊ࠔ   
153   ヰ⪅C22 <➗࠸>   
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154 111-1 ヰ⪅A22 Da, da, i on <vzyal tipa::>{<},, 11ࡢᚋ࡟ 10ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
155 112 ヰ⪅C22 <Nu da>{>} .   
156 111-2 ヰ⪅A22 nu:: oni:: “nu..nu..nu, paren`”, grit ‘govorit’ “nu ladno, ya vam 
dostanu yabloko, derzhite”[ヰ⪅ྠኈ࡛ぢࡘࡵྜ࠺] . 
10ࡢᚋ࡟ 1ࠊ4ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
157     ࠓỿ㯲 1.18⛊ࠔ   
158   ヰ⪅C22 <➗࠸> యࢆᚋࢁ࡟ᘬ࠸࡚ᡭࢆ
ᗈࡆࡿ 
159   ヰ⪅B22 <➗࠸> ヰ⪅ A22ࢆぢࡿ 
160 113 ヰ⪅C22 Chyo ‘chto’ eshhyo odnu slozhim?<➗࠸> .   
161 114 ヰ⪅C22 Naoborot.. mozhno .   
162     ࠓỿ㯲 1.55⛊ࠔ   
163 115 ヰ⪅C22 Nu:: vot e`to mutny`j moment kakoj-to[࣮࢝ࢻ 7,12] .   
164 116 ヰ⪅A22 Nu da .   
165 117 ヰ⪅B22 Pochemu mutny`j? .   
166     ࠓỿ㯲 0.82⛊ࠔ   
167 118 ヰ⪅C22 M:: .   
168 119 ヰ⪅B22 Oni predlagayut emu:: tyanut` kamen`, pravil`no[↑]?[ヰ⪅ C22
ࢆぢࡿ] . 
7ࢆᣦࡍ 
169     ࠓỿ㯲 1.06⛊ࠔ   
170 120 ヰ⪅C22 N::u da[→], prosto pochemu oni kak by` sami.. sami ne 
poprobovali do:: nego s kamnem, <esli oni[→]>{<}࠙࠙  . 
12ࢆᣦࡍ 
171 121 ヰ⪅A22 ࠚࠚ <Vo::t oni>{>} poprobovali .   
172 122 ヰ⪅B22 Oni poprobovali[ヰ⪅ C22࡟࣮࢝ࢻ 3ࢆぢࡏࡿ] . 3ࢆᣢࡕୖࡆࡿ 
173 123-1 ヰ⪅A22 Oni reshili::, mozhet by`t`, <vstat`>{<},,   
174 124 ヰ⪅C22 <A::>{>} .   
175 123-2 ヰ⪅A22 na kamen` i::=࠙࠙  .   
176 125 ヰ⪅C22 ࠚࠚ =No vot e`ta vot istoriya, ona by`la:: kak by` v proshlom, 
da[↑]?, vot e`ta <vot[↓]>{<} . 
8ࠊ5ࢆᣦࡍ 
177 126 ヰ⪅B22 <Da>{>} .   
178 127 ヰ⪅A22 Da .   
179 128-1 ヰ⪅C22 Vot, a pochemu oni v <proshlom kamen`>{<},,   
180 129 ヰ⪅A22 <Vot e`to vot>{>} .   
181 128-2 ヰ⪅C22 ne poprobovali tyanut`? .   
182 130 ヰ⪅C22 Ved` zdes` uzhe nastoyashhee poluchaetsya, ࠓỿ㯲 1.90⛊ࠔ
esli ya pravil`no ponimayu . 
9ࢆᣦࡍ 
183     ࠓỿ㯲 3.74⛊ࠔ   
184 131 ヰ⪅B22 Ya ne ponimayu, pochemu.. my` vsyo-taki postavili e`ti dve 
syuda[↑] [࣮࢝ࢻ 8,5], a e`ti dve [࣮࢝ࢻ 2,6]syuda . 
  
185     ࠓỿ㯲 2.21⛊ࠔ   
186 132 ヰ⪅C22 Nu davaj poprobuem pomenyat`[↑] . 2ࢆྲྀࡿ 
187 133-1 ヰ⪅B22 Ya k tomu, chto:: e`::,,   
188 134 ヰ⪅A22 Da, nu da, e`to  <by`lo by` logichnej[↓]>{<} . 6ࢆྲྀࡿࠊ8ࠊ5ࢆື࠿
ࡍ 
189 133-2 ヰ⪅B22 <svyaz`>{>} v istorii vremeni  s <proshly`m i 
nastoyashhim[↓]>{<} . 
  
190 135 ヰ⪅C22 <To::chno, tochno>{>}, tochno, s proshlogo, da::, da, da, da, da . 8ࠊ5ࠊ2ࠊ6࡜୪࡭ࡿ 
191 136-1 ヰ⪅C22 Potom oni.. potom, znachit, poyavlyaetsya na.. voobshhe.. e`tot 
chuvak[↑],, 
2ࢆ࠾ᣦࡍ 
192 137-1 ヰ⪅A22 Nu da, tipa <zdes` idyot tam>{<},,   
193 136-2 ヰ⪅C22 <on ix naxodit[↑]>{>}, ugu .   
194 137-2 ヰ⪅A22 kak v fil`max . ヰ⪅ B22ࢆぢࡿ 
195     ࠓỿ㯲 2.35⛊ࠔ   
196 138 ヰ⪅B22 Oni vidyat, chto on ne mozhet dotyanu::t`sya[↑], poe`tomu 
py`tayutsya pritashhit`, kamen`[↑], govoryat, chto “my` ne 
mozhem pritashhit` kamen`[↑]”, on py`taetsya tashhit` 
kamen`[↑], yabloko samo padaet[↑] <i>{<}࠙࠙  . 
9ࠊ3ࠊ7ࠊ12ࠊ11ࠊ10
ࢆᣦࡍ 
197 139 ヰ⪅C22 ࠚࠚ <I>{>} on ego est, a oni ostayutsya golodny`mi, a potom on 
im pomogaet . 
  
198 140 ヰ⪅C22 A s chego e`to on vdrug…? . 1ࢆᣦࡍ 
199 141 ヰ⪅C22 A nu vsyo <pravil`no>{<} .   
200 142 ヰ⪅A22 <Ili, ili>{>} a.., <smotri>{<}࠙࠙  . 2ࢆྲྀࢁ࠺࡜ࡍࡿ 
201 143-1 ヰ⪅C22 ࠚࠚ <A::>{>},,   
202 144 ヰ⪅B22 ࠚࠚ <Ne::t,>{>} <on ego ne e::st>{<} .   
203 143-2 ヰ⪅C22 < a::, vsyo >{>}pravil`no .   
204 145 ヰ⪅B22 Zdes` dva yabloka[࣮࢝ࢻ 4], i on snimaet odno[࣮࢝ࢻ 9] . 4ࠊ9ࢆᣦࡍ 
205 146-1 ヰ⪅B22 V itoge on otdayot <svoyo yabloko>{<},, 10ࢆᣦࡍ 
206 147 ヰ⪅A22 <Da::, da, da>{>} .   
207 146-2 ヰ⪅B22 im .   
208 148 ヰ⪅B22 Zdes` zhe u nego net yabloka . 4ࢆᣦࡍ 
209 149 ヰ⪅C22 A::, ugu .   
210 150 ヰ⪅A22 Ili, [ᣦ࡛㡢ࢆ㬆ࡽࡍ]ili, smotrite, kak mozhno, rebyat . 2ࢆྲྀࡿ 
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211 151 ヰ⪅A22 Vot on idyot, idyot, vo::t, idyot, idyot i vidit, i grit ‘govorit’, ne::t, 
i vi..vidit, tipa, “rebya::t, vy` chyo ‘chto’?”, “nu my`, my` vot, 
xochesh` poprobovat`?”, “dava::j”,ࠓỿ㯲 1.78⛊ࠔshh.. e`:: “a, 
mozhet, luchshe yablok?”, nu.. . 
2ࠊ7ࠊ3ࠊ12࡜୪࡭ࡿ 
212     ࠓỿ㯲 1.13⛊ࠔ[ヰ⪅ A22࡜ヰ⪅ C22ࡣど⥺ࢆྜࢃࡏ࡚ᚤ➗ࡴ]   
213 152 ヰ⪅A22 A::, net, a tut togda, blin,ࠓỿ㯲 0.72⛊ࠔmda . 10ࠊ1ࢆᣦࡍ 
214 153 ヰ⪅B22 [တᡶ࠸]ࠓỿ㯲 1.56⛊ࠔDavaj ostavim vsyo kak est`, <perejdyom 
k sleduyushhemu>{<} . 
࣮࢝ࢻࢆඖ࡟ᡠࡍ 
215 154 ヰ⪅C22 <Da, davaj e`to>{>}, davaj ostavim vsyo  kak est` .   
216     ࠓỿ㯲 1.48⛊ࠔ 2ࠊ6ࠊ8ࠊ5ࠊ9ࠊ3ࠊ7ࠊ
12ࠊ11ࠊ10ࠊ1ࠊ4 
217 155 ヰ⪅A22 Ugu .   
218 156 ヰ⪅C22 A chyo ‘chto’ eshhyo budet zadanie ili ࠓỿ㯲 0.88 ⛊ࠔ
e`ksperiment? . 
  
219 157 ヰ⪅A22 Kstati, da, chto za sleduyushhee zadanie? .   
220 158 ヰ⪅C22 Mne kazhetsya, podozhdat` nado, shhas ‘sejchas’ ona pridyot  .   
221 159-1 ヰ⪅C22 <Da::>{<} ,,   
222 160 ヰ⪅B22 <Tak>{>} .   
223 159-2 ヰ⪅C22 vot e`to:: xoroshaya istoriya voobshhe u nas poluchilas` .   
224 161 ヰ⪅B22 Xm:: a gde e`to by`lo vsyo-taki? . 3ࠊ7ࢆᡭ࡟ᣢࡘ 
225 162 ヰ⪅B22 A:: .   
226 163 ヰ⪅A22 On idyot vot, vidyat . 2ࢆ⨨ࡃࠊ6ࢆᣦࡍ 
227 164 ヰ⪅C22 Ugu . ヰ⪅ B22࠿ࡽ 12ࢆཷ
ࡅྲྀࡿ 
228     ࠓỿ㯲 1.45⛊ࠔ   
229 165-1 ヰ⪅B22 Togda.., naverno, e`to stoit <pomenyat`>{<},, 7ࠊ12ࢆᣦࡍ 
230 166 ヰ⪅C22 <Ugu>{>} .   




  ヰ⪅ᛶู㸸 ⏨ 





␒ྕ ヰ⪅ Ⓨ       ヰ       ෆ       ᐜ ഛ⪃ 
1 1 ヰ⪅B23 Davaj voobshhe po centru .   
2 2-1 ヰ⪅A23 Chu..<➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ>chuvstvuyu sebya <pod>{<},,   
3 3 ヰ⪅C23 <Tak>{>} .   
4 2-2 ヰ⪅A23 opy`tny`m krolikom .   
5 4 ヰ⪅B23 Nu da, e`to t.. e`:: stranno .   
6 5-1 ヰ⪅A23 Nu chto?, rebyat,,   
7 6 ヰ⪅B23 Ya ozhidal <drugogo>{<} .   
8 5-2 ヰ⪅A23 <nuzhna isto>{>} riya .   
9     ࠓỿ㯲 1.09⛊ࠔ   
10 7 ヰ⪅C23 Nuzhna <istoriya[↓]>{<} .   
11 8 ヰ⪅A23 <Mne kazhetsya, e`t ‘e`to’>{>} nachalo . 2ࢆᣦࡍ 
12 9 ヰ⪅A23 On kuda-to idyot .   
13     ࠓỿ㯲 1.23⛊ࠔ   
14 10-1 ヰ⪅C23 Shhas ‘sejchas’, na samom dele ochen` takoj e`:: ࠓỿ㯲 0.98⛊ࠔ
lyubopy`tny`j e`lement[↑], ego mozhno postavit` v kakoj-to 
propusk,, 
  
15 11 ヰ⪅A23 Ugu .   
16 10-2 ヰ⪅C23 da, esli budet neochen` ponyatno, chto proisxodit .   
17 12 ヰ⪅B23 Ugu .   
18 13 ヰ⪅C23 A::, ࠓỿ㯲 1.72⛊ࠔto est` v principe idyot[↑].., nu mozhet by`t` .   
19 14 ヰ⪅C23 E`:: my` zhe mozhem ix, pravil`no?, e`:: <perestavlyat`[↓]>{<} .   
20 15-1 ヰ⪅A23 <Da, da, nam nuzhno pravil`no>{>},,   
21 16 ヰ⪅B23 <Nu sudya po vsemu, tak>{>} i nado .   
22 15-2 ヰ⪅A23 v pravil`nom podryadke .   
23 17-1 ヰ⪅A23 Tok ‘tol`ko’ vot tak, naverno, idyot, da[↑]?, poluchae<tsya>{<},,   
24 18 ヰ⪅C23 <Ugu>{>} .   
25 17-2 ヰ⪅A23 istoriya[࣮࢝ࢻ඲యࢆᣦࡍ] .   
26 19 ヰ⪅C23 Ugu .   
27     ࠓỿ㯲 2.35⛊ࠔ   




29 21 ヰ⪅A23 <Davaj, e`to nachalo>{>} .   
30 22-1 ヰ⪅C23 Da,,   
31 23 ヰ⪅A23 Potom, mne <kazhetsya>{<}࠙࠙  .   
32 22-2 ヰ⪅C23 ࠚࠚ <e`to nachalo>{>} .   
33 24 ヰ⪅C23 Potom on dolzhen vstretit` kogo-to, da[↑]?, vidimo .   
34 25-1 ヰ⪅C23 <Vot ya dumayu>{<} ,,   
35 26 ヰ⪅A23 <Ugu>{>} .   
36 25-2 ヰ⪅C23  von ta . 6ࢆᣦࡍ 
37 27 ヰ⪅A23 Davaj, potom[↑] .   
38 28 ヰ⪅B23 #### . 6ࢆᣦࡍࠊヰ⪅ C23࡟
Ώࡍ 
39 29-1 ヰ⪅C23 Vot, u nix yavno kakie-to prob<lemy`[↑]>{<},, 2ࠊ6࡜୪࡭ࡿ 
40 30 ヰ⪅A23 <Ugu>{>} .   
41     ࠓỿ㯲 0.95⛊ࠔ   
42 29-2 ヰ⪅C23 e`:: .   
43     ࠓỿ㯲 2.72⛊ࠔ   
44 31 ヰ⪅A23 [ ᜥ ࢆ ྾ ࠺ 㡢 ]Tru::trutrutru, tak znachit ix uzhe troe, 
poluchaetsya . 
  
45 32 ヰ⪅C23 Ugu .   
46 33 ヰ⪅A23 Xm ya tak dumayu... .   
47 34 ヰ⪅A23 A ty` uveren, chto zdes` <e`to?>{<} . 6ࢆᣦࡍ 
48 35-1 ヰ⪅C23 <A::>{>}, net, smotri, <vot>{<},,   
49 36 ヰ⪅A23 <Ugu>{>} .   
50 35-2 ヰ⪅C23 vot e`to my` ne vstavim,<potomu chto>{<},, 12ࢆྲྀࡿ 
51 37 ヰ⪅A23 <Da::>{>} .   
52 35-3 ヰ⪅C23 on odin .   
53 38-1 ヰ⪅C23 Mozhet <by`t`>{<},,   
54 39-1 ヰ⪅B23 <E`::m>{>} da on kak by` i tut <odi::n>{<},,   
55 38-2 ヰ⪅C23 <ili>{>} a::, shhas ‘sejchas’,,   
56 39-2 ヰ⪅B23 i tut on <odin>{<} .   
57 38-3 ヰ⪅C23 <vot>{>}  tak vot kak by` ustroit`? . 2ࠊ6ࠊ3ࠊ12࡜୪࡭ࡿ 
58 40 ヰ⪅A23 Pravil`no snachala, da, gde on odin kartinki nado postavit` .   
59 41-1 ヰ⪅C23 A smotri, podozhdi,,   
60 42 ヰ⪅B23 Da <ne,  oni shhas ‘sejchas’ vse>{<}࠙࠙  .   
61 41-2 ヰ⪅C23 ࠚࠚ <vot, vot znachit on >{>}, on prishyol[↑],, 2ࠊ6ࢆᣦࡍ 
62 43 ヰ⪅A23 Ugu .   
63 41-3 ヰ⪅C23 e`:: prosit ix e`::, vernee u nix kakie-t ‘kakie-to’ problemy`[↑], 
<oni>{<},, 
3ࢆᣦࡍ 
64 44 ヰ⪅A23 <Ugu>{>} .   
65 41-4 ヰ⪅C23 emu rasskazy`vayut to, <chto:: kak by`, da, oni ne mogut 
podnyat` , i on py`taetsya>{<},, 
12ࢆᣦࡍ 
66 45 ヰ⪅A23 <Chto ne mogut podnya::t`, potom on py`taetsya[↑]>{>} .   
67 41-5 ヰ⪅C23 da,,   
68 46 ヰ⪅B23 A:: .   
69 41-6 ヰ⪅C23 on py`taetsya podnyat` .   
70 47 ヰ⪅A23 <Ugu>{<} .   
71 48 ヰ⪅C23 <Mne kazhetsya>{>}, chto e`to vpolne sebya= .   
72 49 ヰ⪅C23 =<Vot oni, chtoby`  doby`t` im yablok[↑]>{<}࠙࠙  . 7ࢆྲྀࡿ 
73 50-1 ヰ⪅A23 ࠚࠚ <Potom oni vtroyom ne mogut>{>} podnyat`,,   
74 51-1 ヰ⪅C23 Da::, e`tu <kartinku mozhno>{<},,   
75 50-2 ヰ⪅A23 <naverno>{>} .   
76 51-2 ヰ⪅C23 libo vot syuda [࣮࢝ࢻ 6ࡢᚋ] , libo syuda [࣮࢝ࢻ 3ࡢᚋ], <libo 
syuda [࣮࢝ࢻ 12ࡢᚋ]>{<},, 
  
77 52 ヰ⪅A23 <Naverno syuda>{>}, posle . 12ࡢᚋ࡟ 7ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
78 51-3 ヰ⪅C23 v lyu..lyuboj moment, v lyuboe mesto .   
79 53-1 ヰ⪅C23 <E`::>{<},,   
80 54 ヰ⪅A23 <Ugu>{>} .   
81 53-2 ヰ⪅C23 znachit=࠙࠙  .   
82 55-1 ヰ⪅A23 ࠚࠚ =<S..skoree vsego budet tak ona>{<},, 7ࢆ 6ࡢᚋ࡟⨨ࡃ 
83 56 ヰ⪅B23 <Net, mne kazhetsya, sly`sh`[↑]>{>} .   
84 55-2 ヰ⪅A23  budet= .   
85 57-1 ヰ⪅A23  =Da, snachala oni uvideli,,   
86 58 ヰ⪅B23 Da, <da, da[↓]>{<} .   
87 57-2 ヰ⪅A23 <ego  prob>{>}le::mu, potom <o[→]>{<}࠙࠙  .   
88 59 ヰ⪅B23 ࠚࠚ <Ne>{>}, ne, ne::, smotri, oni snachala podnima::li, on tipa 
<k nim podoshyol[↑]>{<}[࣮࢝ࢻ 3,7࡜୪࡭࡞࠾ࡍ]࠙࠙  . 
3ࢆ 7ࡢ๓࡟⨨ࡃ 
89 60-1 ヰ⪅C23 ࠚࠚ <Ot e`togo bol`shogo chuvaka>{>}, <ot  e`togo ne m.. ne 
menyaetsya>{<},, 
  
90 61 ヰ⪅A23 <Nu da, nu da>{>} .   
91 60-2 ヰ⪅C23 sut` istorii .   
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92 62-1 ヰ⪅C23 A::,,   
93 63 ヰ⪅A23 M:: .   
94 62-2 ヰ⪅C23 <znachit>{<}࠙࠙  .   
95 64 ヰ⪅B23 ࠚࠚ <E`to odna>{>} celostnaya istoriya dolzhna polu<chit`sya, 
da[↑]?>{<} . 
  
96 65 ヰ⪅C23 <Nu, sudya po vsemu[↑]>{>}, zdes` est` kak by` dva e`pizoda, 
da[↑]? . 
  
97 66 ヰ⪅C23 I, mne kazhetsya, chto< ➗ ࠸ > ona vsyo-taki budet s 
pozitivny`m finalom . 
  
98 67 ヰ⪅C23 To est` snachala u nix ne poluchilos`[↑] sotrudnichat`, a potom, 
sobstvenno, <bacz,  i oni srabotalis`>{<} . 
  
99 68 ヰ⪅A23 <Znachit potom vot e`to budet>{>}, nejtral`naya kartinka 
<sleduyushhaya>{<}[ヰ⪅ C23࡟⤮࣮࢝ࢻ 10ࢆぢࡏࡿ] . 
10ࢆྲྀࡿ 
100 69 ヰ⪅C23 <A, net>{>}, tut, zdes` on, vidish`, est <yabloko>{<} . 10ࢆᣦࡍ 
101 70 ヰ⪅A23 <Ugu>{>} .   
102 71 ヰ⪅C23 E`to:: ona ne nejtral`naya .   
103 72 ヰ⪅C23 E`:: oni dolzhny`.., a kstati, togda vot . 11ࢆྲྀࡿ 
104 73-1 ヰ⪅C23 Esli, esli vot [↑]e`t ‘e`to’ sleduyushhee,, 10ࢆᣦࡍ 
105 74 ヰ⪅A23 Da .   
106 73-2 ヰ⪅C23 togda, skoree vsego, on ego nashyol[↑], est[↑],,   
107 75 ヰ⪅A23 Ugu .   
108 73-3 ヰ⪅C23 e`:: .   
109 76 ヰ⪅B23 Oni zaxoteli tozhe e`to yab<loko>{<} .   
110 77 ヰ⪅A23 <Smotri>{>}, no  on snachala tyanetsya za nim . 1ࢆᣦࡍ 
111 78 ヰ⪅A23 Vot kak budto poluchaetsya, <e`to on[→]>{<}࠙࠙  .   
112 79-1 ヰ⪅C23 ࠚࠚ <Net, smotri>{>}, on s.. o.. <odno on nashyol, on prosto>{<},, 11ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
113 80 ヰ⪅A23 <Ugu, vsyo, vsyo, ponyal>{>} .   
114 79-2 ヰ⪅C23 nashyol ego . 12ࡢᚋ࡟ 11ࠊ10ࢆ୪
࡭ࡿ 
115 81-1 ヰ⪅C23 <A::>{<},,   
116 82 ヰ⪅A23 <Ugu>{>} .   
117 81-2 ヰ⪅C23  dal`she, sootvetstvenno, e`::ࠓỿ㯲 1.04⛊ࠔon ego [↑]est,,   
118 83 ヰ⪅A23 Est i oni <tozhe xotyat[↓]>{<} .   
119 81-3 ヰ⪅C23 <oni to>{>}zhe xotyat, da . 5ࢆྲྀࡿ 
120 84 ヰ⪅A23 Vot e`to ona . 8ࢆᣦࡍ 
121 85 ヰ⪅B23 Ugu:: .   
122 86-1 ヰ⪅C23 Da, oni, znachit, e`to obsuzhdayut[↑],, 10ࡢᚋ࡟ 5ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
123 87 ヰ⪅A23 Vo::t, potom <oni[→]>{<}࠙࠙  .   
124 86-2 ヰ⪅C23 ࠚࠚ <potom>{>} py`tayutsya dotyanut`sya, u nix nichyo ‘nichego’ 
ne poluchaetsya[↑] . 
5ࡢᚋ࡟ 8ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
125 88-1 ヰ⪅A23 Potom on py`taetsya sa::m dotyanut`sya, mne kazhetsya, 
potom podsazhivaet [↑]e`togo,, 
8ࡢᚋ࡟ 9ࠊ1ࠊ4ࢆ୪
࡭ࡿ 
126 89 ヰ⪅C23 Ugu .   
127 88-2 ヰ⪅A23 i oni uzhe vse vmeste .   
128 90 ヰ⪅A23 Vot tak, naverno .   
129 91-1 ヰ⪅C23 Tak, <edinstvenno, u menya vot vopros voznikaet>{<},,   
130 92 ヰ⪅B23 <N::emnogo stranno>{>} .   
131 91-2 ヰ⪅C23 po povodu, da, vot e`togo . 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
132 93 ヰ⪅C23 Mozhet by`t`… .   
133 94 ヰ⪅A23 Nu smotri, <on sam probuet[→]>{<}࠙࠙  .   
134 95 ヰ⪅B23 ࠚࠚ <Prosto potomu chto esli on>{>}  tut est, a tut ne mozhet 
dotyanu::tsya, to e`to <uzhe nepravil`no kak-to[↓]>{<}  . 
10ࠊ9ࢆᣦࡍ 
135 96 ヰ⪅C23 <Da, on, smotri kak>{>}, on= .   
136 97 ヰ⪅C23 =Net, vsyo..vsyo pravil`no, potomu chto on pervoe nashyol .   
137 98 ヰ⪅A23 Ugu .   
138 99 ヰ⪅B23 <A::>{<} .   
139 100-1 ヰ⪅C23 <On per>{>}voe yabloko nashyol[↑],, 9ࢆྲྀࡿ 
140 101 ヰ⪅A23 A im ne <mozhet[↓]>{<} .   
141 100-2 ヰ⪅C23 <a::>{>},,   
142 102-1 ヰ⪅B23 A::, <teper`>{<},,   
143 100-3 ヰ⪅C23 <a dal`she>{>},,   
144 102-2 ヰ⪅B23 i ponyal, chto ne mozhet .   
145 100-4 ヰ⪅C23 da, dal`she, predpolozhim, emu eshhyo zaxotelos` .   
146 103 ヰ⪅A23 Ugu .   
147 104 ヰ⪅C23 Ili, ili on=࠙࠙  . 8ࢆᣦࡍ 
148 105 ヰ⪅A23 ࠚࠚ =Mne kazhetsya, on im pomoch` xochet . 5ࢆᣦࡍ 
149 106 ヰ⪅A23 Vot e`t ‘e`to’ .   
150 107 ヰ⪅A23 Potomu chto oni ne mogut dostat`[↑],on py`taetsya sam[↑], 
potom oni vse vmeste, im udayotsya, <i oni vse 
schastlivy`[↓]>{<} . 
1ࠊ4ࢆᣦࡍ 
151 108 ヰ⪅B23 <Da::, da, da>{>} .   
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152 109 ヰ⪅C23 <Da, pravil`no>{>} . 9ࢆࡶ࡜࡟ᡠࡍ 
153 110-1 ヰ⪅C23 <V prin>{<},,   
154 111 ヰ⪅A23 <Vsyo>{>} .   
155 110-2 ヰ⪅C23 cipe sut`=,,   
156 112 ヰ⪅A23 =I oni vse schastlivy` .   
157 110-3 ヰ⪅C23 sut` takaya .   
158     ࠓỿ㯲 0.98⛊ࠔ   
159 113 ヰ⪅C23 Tak, e`:: davajte eshhyo podumaem po povodu.. poka u nas est` 
vremya[↑], po povodu kamnya . 
  
160     ࠓỿ㯲 1.66⛊ࠔ   
161 114 ヰ⪅C23 E`::ࠓỿ㯲 1.72⛊ࠔ k chemu on tut voobshhe, interesno? .   
162 115 ヰ⪅B23 Nu da, kak-to nevzaimosvyazanno poluchaetsya 
<konechno[↓]>{<} . 
  




164 117 ヰ⪅B23 <Est` takoe[↓]>{<} .   
165 118 ヰ⪅C23 <Slushaj>{>}, a mozhet by`t`, e`::ࠓỿ㯲 2.18⛊ࠔ mozhet, on 
rasstro::ilsya[↓]? . 
2ࢆྲྀࡿ 
166 119 ヰ⪅C23 Vot e`:: u nego ne poluchilos` podnyat` [↑]kamen`, ࠓỿ㯲 1.08
⛊ࠔi on <on rasstroilsya i ushyol[↓]>{<} . 
12ࡢᚋ࡟ 2ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
167 120 ヰ⪅A23 <No kakoe nachalo-to, kakoe-to>{>} nachalo dolzhno 
<by`t`>{<} . 
  
168 121-1 ヰ⪅C23 <A nacha>{>}lo, da, on <prosto s nimi vstrechaetsya>{<},, ୧ᡭ࡛ 6ࢆᣦࡍ 
169 122 ヰ⪅B23 <Nu vot on ix vstretil, naprimer>{>} .   
170 123 ヰ⪅A23 <A, vot, nu>{>}<da, tak[↓]>{<} .   
171 121-2 ヰ⪅C23 <on prosto>{>} s nimi vstrechaetsya .   
172 124 ヰ⪅A23 Ugu .   
173 125-1 ヰ⪅C23 Vot, sobstvenno, nachalo[→], prosto, na samom dele, vot takoe 
nachalo, kotoroe ni o chyom, ono <vsegda>{<},, 
  
174 126 ヰ⪅A23 <Ugu>{>} .   
175 125-2 ヰ⪅C23 v istoriyax, nu ono..ono ne nuzhno= .   
176 127 ヰ⪅C23 =Esli ego mozhno otbrosit`, <znachit[→]>{<}࠙࠙  .   
177 128-1 ヰ⪅A23 ࠚࠚ <To est`>{>}, on ix vstretil, oni py`tayutsya <podnyat`>{<},, 6ࠊ3ࢆᣦࡍ 
178 129 ヰ⪅C23 <Da::>{>} .   
179 128-2 ヰ⪅A23 ne mo::gut, oni ob e`tom razgovarivayut[↑], on py`taetsya sam 
podnya::t`, <u nego ne..u nego>{<},, 
7ࠊ12ࢆᣦࡍ 
180 130 ヰ⪅C23 <I rasstraivaetsya>{>} .   
181 128-3 ヰ⪅A23 nego ne polucha::etsya[↑], da, potom on naxodit [↑]yabloko, i 
e`ti prixodyat, on ego xa::vaet[↑],, 
2ࠊ11ࠊ10ࢆᣦࡍ 
182     ࠓỿ㯲 1.61⛊ࠔ   
183   ヰ⪅B23 <➗࠸>   
184 128-4 ヰ⪅A23 oni tozhe xotyat poxavat`, ne mogut, on ne mozhet im 
pomoch`[↑], a vmeste oni mogut i vse schastlivy`, vsyo . 
8ࠊ5ࠊ9ࠊ1ࠊ4ࢆᣦࡍ 
185 131 ヰ⪅C23 Da .   
186 132 ヰ⪅B23 Nu e`to primerno tak .   
187 133 ヰ⪅B23 Mozhno eshhyo podumat` .   
188 134 ヰ⪅A23 A, m.. e`ti dve istorii nikak ne svyazany`, interesno? .   
189 135 ヰ⪅B23 Da::, vot <ya vot[→]>{<}࠙࠙  .   
190 136 ヰ⪅C23 ࠚࠚ <Konechno>{>}, e`to.. oni svyazany` obshhej moral`yu .   
191 137 ヰ⪅A23 Xm:: .   
192 138 ヰ⪅C23 E`:: delo v tom, chto::ࠓỿ㯲 1.23 ⛊ࠔ<nam nuzhno, nuzhno, 
nuzhno[→]>{<}࠙࠙  . 
  
193 139 ヰ⪅A23 ࠚࠚ <S kakogo fakul`teta>{>}?[ヰ⪅ C23ࢆぢࡿ] .   
194 140 ヰ⪅C23 Ya:: voobshhe s fizfaka ࠕ኱Ꮫྡ 01ࠖ .   
195 141 ヰ⪅A23 A:: .   
196 142-1 ヰ⪅C23 Za<konchil>{<},,   
197 143 ヰ⪅B23 <A::>{>} .   
198 142-2 ヰ⪅C23 v e`tom godu .   
199     ࠓỿ㯲 1.05⛊ࠔ   
200 144 ヰ⪅A23 Ugu .   
201 145 ヰ⪅C23 E`:: oni svyazany` obshhej moral`yu .   
202 146 ヰ⪅A23 Ugu .   
203 147 ヰ⪅C23 E`::ࠓỿ㯲 2.25⛊ࠔi:: ix poryadok tozhe opredelyon, da[↑]? .   
204 148-1 ヰ⪅C23 <Potomu chto>{<},,   
205 149 ヰ⪅A23 <Ugu>{>} .   
206 148-2 ヰ⪅C23 kak by` vsyo dolzhno zakanchivat`sya xorosho[↑], e`:: chtob 
p..pokazat`, chto,, 
  
207 150 ヰ⪅A23 Nu da, poluchaetsya tak, <da[↓]>{<} .   
208 149-3 ヰ⪅C23 <so>{>}trudnichestvo e`to <priyatno[↓]>{<} .   
209 151 ヰ⪅A23 <Eshhyo>{>} vremya skok ‘skol`ko’ tam?= .   
210 152 ヰ⪅A23 =Poluchaetsya vsego za pyat` minut chto li sdelali? .   
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211 153-1 ヰ⪅B23 Nu <➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ>da, mozhno eshhyo kak by` <poprobovat` 
vsyo>{<},, 
  
212 154 ヰ⪅A23 <Eshhyo desyat` minut>{>} .   
213 153-2 ヰ⪅B23 vzaimosvyazat` kak-nibud`, tok ‘tol`ko’ ya ne predstavlyayu 
kak . 
  
214     ࠓỿ㯲 1.83⛊ࠔ   
215 155-1 ヰ⪅B23 A::,,   
216 156 ヰ⪅A23 Ugu .   
217 155-2 ヰ⪅B23 esli, naprimer… .   
218 157-1 ヰ⪅A23 A:: net takoj my`sli, chto oni xotyat kamen` pododvinut`,,   
219 158 ヰ⪅B23 Da, kstati .   
220 157-2 ヰ⪅A23 kstati k yablone? .   
221 159 ヰ⪅B23 Vot e`to ochen` neploxaya my`sl` .   
222 160 ヰ⪅C23 Ugu, <da, kstati, mozhet by`t`, ochen`[→]>{<}࠙࠙  .   
223 161 ヰ⪅B23 ࠚࠚ <Chtoby`.. pododvinut`>{>} ka::men`, <chtoby` dotyanut`sya 
do yabloka[↓]>{<} . 
  
224 162 ヰ⪅A23 <U nix sna..snachala by`la ide::ya>{>}, chtoby` pod.. e`:: 
kamen` pododvinut`, chtoby` dostat` do yabloka . 
  
225 163 ヰ⪅B23 Togda poluchaetsya istoriya po-drugomu e`:: 
abso<lyutno[↓]>{<} . 
  
226 164 ヰ⪅A23 <Nado>{>} vsyo peremeshivat` togda .   
227 165-1 ヰ⪅B23 E`:: potomu chto oni uvideli ya..,  da::, tochno, <oni uvideli 
yablonevoe[↑]>{<},, 
  
228 166 ヰ⪅A23 <Snachala oni uvideli yablonyu>{>} .   
229 165-2 ヰ⪅B23 de::revo .   
230 167 ヰ⪅A23 Potom oni v..pridumali, chto nado ya.. e`::, <kamen` 
podvinut`[↓]>{<} . 
  
231 168 ヰ⪅C23 <Ugu, ugu, ugu>{>}, da, shhas ‘sejchas’ eshhyo pridumaem .   
232 169 ヰ⪅B23 Da, da, da, da, da, da, da, <esli[→]>{<}࠙࠙  .   
233 170 ヰ⪅C23 ࠚࠚ <To est`>{>} vot..ࠓỿ㯲 1.23⛊ࠔ <vot syuda, da[↑]?>{<} .   
234 171 ヰ⪅A23 <Net, snachala nuzhno, nichego ne>{>} pereklady`vat`, 
snachala nado podu::mat`, v kakom poryadke . 
  
235 172 ヰ⪅C23 <Smotrite>{<}࠙࠙  .   
236 173 ヰ⪅B23 ࠚࠚ <Po-moemu>{>}, vot e`to= . 5ࢆᣦࡍ 
237 174 ヰ⪅B23 =Nado togda s e`togo nachinat`, to chto vot e`ti dva 
persona::zha <xotyat e`ti[→]>{<}࠙࠙  . 
  
238 175-1 ヰ⪅C23 ࠚࠚ <Ne::, net>{>} on, po-moemu, nashyol, on nashyol <yabloko 
i dlya e`togo>{<},, 
11ࢆᣦࡍ 
239 176 ヰ⪅A23 <On nashyol>{>} .   
240 175-2 ヰ⪅C23  kak by` e`::=࠙࠙  .   
241 177-1 ヰ⪅B23 ࠚࠚ =A:: vsyo, <ya ponyal, on nashyol>{<},,   
242 178 ヰ⪅A23 <On snachala[→]>{>} .   
243 177-2 ヰ⪅B23 yabloko[→], e`to pervy`j e`pizod . 11ࢆᣦࡍ 
244 179-1 ヰ⪅B23 <On ego>{<},,   
245 180 ヰ⪅A23 <Potom oni..[→]>{>} .   
246 179-2 ヰ⪅B23  idyot est, podxodyat e` <i oni ego vs.. oni vstrechayut, kogda 
on est>{<} . 
  
247 181 ヰ⪅A23 <Oni py`tayu.. oni..oni vo::t, oni py`tayutsya>{>} e`::m:: ego 
dosta::t`, potom oni obsuzhdayut, chto oni ne mo::gut ego 
dostat`, e`:: potom oni reshili, chto nuzhno vzyat` ka::men`,ࠓỿ
㯲 0.98⛊ࠔ chtob podvinut`, no u nix e`to ne polucha::etsya . 
  
248 182 ヰ⪅C23 Zdes` est` 2 varianta= .   
249 183 ヰ⪅C23 =Smotri, znachit, e`::  pervy`j variant, oni:: otdel`no 
py`tayutsya . 
  
250 184-1 ヰ⪅C23 To est` <on>{<},,   
251 185 ヰ⪅A23 <Ugu>{>} .   
252 184-2 ヰ⪅C23 odin py`taetsya sam kak by` podvinut` [↑]kamen`, sam 
py`taetsya dostat`[↑], i oni tozhe otdel`no py`tayutsya, a potom 
oni reshayut vzaimodejstvovat` . 
9ࢆᣦࡍ 
253 186 ヰ⪅B23 Da .   
254 187 ヰ⪅C23 Libo oni parallel`no py`tayutsya= .   
255 188-1 ヰ⪅C23 =To est` snachala <o::n>{<},,   
256 189 ヰ⪅A23 <Ugu>{>} .   
257 188-2 ヰ⪅C23 to est`.. ty` ponimaesh`, da[↑]? .   
258 190-1 ヰ⪅C23 <To est`>{<},,   
259 191 ヰ⪅B23 <Net, nu>{>}, prosto <ya predp..>{<}࠙࠙  .   
260 190-2 ヰ⪅C23 ࠚࠚ <mne kazhetsya>{>}, chto odin, e`to bolee, bolee pravil`ny`j 
variant . 
  
261 192 ヰ⪅B23 Prosto snachala vot.., mne kazhetsya, m:: ࠓỿ㯲 1.51⛊ࠔnado:: 
naverno s e`togo . 
2ࢆྲྀࡿ 
262 193 ヰ⪅C23 E`to, e`to nevazhno, e`to mozhno vstavit` v <poslednij moment   
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v lyuboe mesto[↓]>{<} . 
263 194 ヰ⪅A23 <E`to ne igraet roli>{>} .   
264 195 ヰ⪅B23 <Nu da::, da, da>{>}, da, da .   
265 196-1 ヰ⪅A23 Mozhno <svyazat`>{<},, 2ࢆᣦࡍ 
266 197 ヰ⪅C23 <A::>{>} .   
267 196-2 ヰ⪅A23 vot <e`tim punktom>{<}࠙࠙  .   
268 198 ヰ⪅B23 ࠚࠚ <Da::, vot to, chto>{>}, mne kazhetsya, nachinaetsya istoriya 
s togo, chto on, znachit, naxodit yabloko . 
11ࢆᣦࡍ 
269 199-1 ヰ⪅C23 Da, on naxodit yabloko, <dal`she>{<} ,, 11ࢆᣦࡍ 
270 200 ヰ⪅B23 <Vot[→]>{>} .   
271 199-2 ヰ⪅C23  on py`taetsya ego.. dal`she on py`taetsya ego dostat`[↑], ya tak 
ponimayu . 
9ࢆᣦࡍ 
272 201 ヰ⪅C23 A net .   
273 202 ヰ⪅B23 Net, on ego e::st .   
274 203-1 ヰ⪅C23 On ego <est>{<},, 10ࢆᣦࡍ 
275 204-1 ヰ⪅B23 <Potom on>{>},,   
276 203-2 ヰ⪅C23 da .   
277 205 ヰ⪅C23 A::, oni togda <oni  vstrechayut ego s nim[↓]>{<} .   
278 204-2 ヰ⪅B23 <potom ix vstrecha::et>{>}, oni tozhe begut za e`tim yablokom, 
py`tayutsya ego dostat`, u nix e`to ne <poluchaetsya>{<} . 
5ࢆᣦࡍ 
279 206 ヰ⪅A23 <Obgova::riva>{>}yut, potom idut vot e`ti kartinki . 8ࠊ3ࠊ7ࠊ12ࢆᣦࡍ 
280 207 ヰ⪅C23 Da .   
281     ࠓỿ㯲 1.44⛊ࠔ   
282 208 ヰ⪅A23 Potom.. u nix eshhyo raz ne vy`xodit, oni vmeste dostayut i vot 
final . 
2ࠊ1ࠊ4ࢆᣦࡍ 
283 209 ヰ⪅A23 Mozhno i tak svyazat` .   
284 210 ヰ⪅B23 Nu da, da, da <kak by`[↓]>{<} .   
285 211 ヰ⪅C23 <Nu vot>{>} kak..kak, sobstvenno, da, i:: posle e`togo itog . 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
286 212 ヰ⪅A23 Nu tak, znachit[→]=࠙࠙  .   
287 213 ヰ⪅C23 ࠚࠚ =Tak, znachit, vot e`to vot vsyo my` smeshhaem prosto vot 
syuda[↑], da[↑]? . 
3ࠊ7ࠊ12ࢆ 9ࡢᚋ࡟ື
࠿ࡍ 
288 214-1 ヰ⪅C23 Tak,,   
289 215 ヰ⪅A23 Ugu .   
290 214-2 ヰ⪅C23 peremeshhajte e`to <naverx>{<} .   
291 216 ヰ⪅A23 <Da vot tak, da[↑]?>{>}, perenesyom . 10ࠊ8ࠊ5ࢆື࠿ࡍ 
292 217 ヰ⪅C23 Prosto naverx .   
293 218 ヰ⪅A23 Ugu .   
294     ࠓỿ㯲 1.08⛊ࠔ 11ࠊ10ࠊ8ࠊ5ࠊ2ࠊ9ࠊ
3ࠊ7ࠊ6ࠊ12ࠊ1ࠊ4 
295 219-1 ヰ⪅B23 Chto togda naxodit yabloko, <est ego>{<},,   
296 220 ヰ⪅C23 <Znachit>{>} posle e`t.. posle devyatogo .   
297 219-2 ヰ⪅B23 oni tozhe podxodyat k yablone[↑], oni py`tayutsya ego 
dostat`[↑],, 
2ࢆྲྀࡿ 
298 221 ヰ⪅A23 Snachala nado proverit`, sxoditsya <ili ne sxoditsya[↓]>{<} .   
299 222 ヰ⪅C23 <Py`tayutsya dostat`[↑]>{>} .   
300 219-3 ヰ⪅B23 <no u nix ne polu>{>}chaetsya .   
301 223 ヰ⪅A23 Ugu .   
302 224 ヰ⪅B23 U nix e`to ne poluchaetsya, a potom on odin idyot tozhe sam 
py`taetsya . 
2ࢆᣢࡕୖࡆࡿ 
303 225 ヰ⪅C23 Da, on ne mozhet odin .   
304 226 ヰ⪅C23 Net, togda vot, vot e`to nuzhno pomenyat`[↑] . 9ࢆྲྀࡿ 
305 227 ヰ⪅B23 A, net, net, net, a ,nan ‘naverno’, snachala oni 
vozvrashhayutsya kamen` py`tayutsya dostat` . 
3ࢆᣦࡍ 
306 228 ヰ⪅C23 Oni vidyat, znachit, tak, tak, on tozhe py`taetsya, potom on 
idyot, <idyot>{<} . 
5ࡢᚋ࡟ 9ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
307 229 ヰ⪅A23 <Vot>{>}<potom oni vidyat kamen`>{<} .   
308 230 ヰ⪅C23 <Togda on dolzhen>{>} vot tak on? . 2ࡢᚋ࡟ 12ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
309 231 ヰ⪅C23 Tak, dopustim, pravil`no[↑]?, budet idti .   
310 232 ヰ⪅B23 A <nu da>{<} .   
311 233 ヰ⪅C23 <####>{>} .   
312 234 ヰ⪅A23 Vo::t, ne mog sorvat` .   
313 235-1 ヰ⪅A23 <On na>{<},,   
314 236 ヰ⪅C23 <Tak vsyo?>{>} .   
315 235-2 ヰ⪅A23 xodit kamen`, oj, e`tot, yabloko, est ego, vstrechaet e`tix 
rebya::t[↑], oni ne mogut dostat`, on odin tozhe ne mozhet 
dostat`, oni idut vmeste, on py`taetsya  vzyat` [↑]kamen` . 
11ࠊ10ࠊ8ࠊ5ࠊ9ࢆᣦ
ࡍ 
316 237 ヰ⪅A23 A, mozhet, snachala oni <py`tayutsya?>{<} . 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
317 238 ヰ⪅C23 <Vot e`to tak>{>} .   
318 239 ヰ⪅C23 E`:: ne::t, net,net .   





320 241 ヰ⪅A23 <Aga>{>} .   
321 240-2 ヰ⪅C23 pokazy`vaet poisk .   
322 242-1 ヰ⪅C23 Nu vot to est`, vot <ta..ta>{<},,   
323 243 ヰ⪅A23 <Ugu>{>} .   
324 242-2 ヰ⪅C23 kotoraya kak pustaya .   
325 244 ヰ⪅B23 <Ugu>{<} .   
326 245 ヰ⪅C23 <Xotya>{>}ya.. ya govoril, chto eyo mozhno vstavit` v lyuboe 
mesto prakticheski . 
  
327 246 ヰ⪅A23 <Ugu>{<} .   
328 247-1 ヰ⪅C23 <E`::>{>} smotri, on dolzhen kak-to donesti do nix my`sl`, 
<da[↑]?>{<},, 
6ࢆ 12ࡢᚋ࡟⨨ࡃ 
329 248 ヰ⪅A23 <Ugu>{>} .   
330 247-2 ヰ⪅C23 o tom, chto:: kak by` est`... .   
331 249 ヰ⪅C23 A::, ili, podozhdi, ili vot, vot, vot e`ta kartinka, eyo mozhno 
otnesti k dvum e`pizodam . 
6ࢆ 3ࡢᚋ࡟ᡠࡍ 
332 250 ヰ⪅A23 Ugu .   
333 251 ヰ⪅C23 Libo on rasskazy`vaet im pro kamen` i oni py`tayutsya .   
334 252 ヰ⪅A23 Ugu .   
335 253 ヰ⪅C23 Xotya skoree e`to vot e`to . 7ࢆᣦࡍ 
336 254 ヰ⪅C23 A<::>{<}࠙࠙  .   
337 255 ヰ⪅A23 ࠚ ࠚ <Mne>{>} kazhetsya, mezhdu d..dvumya e`timi 
potyagushkami nuzhno vot [࣮࢝ࢻ 6] dialog vstavit` . 
12ࠊ3ࢆᣦࡍ 
338 256 ヰ⪅C23 Vot eshhyo odin dialog . 7ࢆᣦࡍ 
339 257 ヰ⪅C23 Tut est` dva dialoga razny`x .   
340 258-1 ヰ⪅C23 Vot i,,   
341 259 ヰ⪅A23 Vot <tak, vot mezhdu nimi, vot tak, vot tak luchshe>{<} .   
342 258-2 ヰ⪅C23 <mne kazhetsya, chto realistichnee vot tak, da>{>} . 3ࡢ๓࡟ 7ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
343 260-1 ヰ⪅A23 To est` <on>{<},,   
344 261 ヰ⪅C23 <Da>{>} .   
345 260-2 ヰ⪅A23 <sam ne mog[↑]>{<}࠙࠙  .   
346 262 ヰ⪅B23 ࠚࠚ <Nu da, da, da>{>} .   
347 263 ヰ⪅C23 Potom oni opyat` obsuzhdayut[↑] i:: vmeste dostayut .   
348 264 ヰ⪅A23 Vot <tak[↓]>{<} .   
349 265 ヰ⪅B23 <Nu tak>{>} <bolee svyazanno poluchaetsya[↓]>{<} .   
350 266 ヰ⪅C23 <Vot e`ta istoriya>{>}, tak bolee svyaznaya istoriya 
<poluchilas`[↓]>{<} . 
  
351 267 ヰ⪅A23 <Vo::t, teper`>{>} odna istoriya poluchilas`, vot .   
352 268 ヰ⪅B23 Vsyo, normal`no .   
353 269 ヰ⪅C23 Nu kak by` nachinaetsya zavyazka <u nix zdes`, da[↑]?>{<} . 11ࠊ10ࢆᣦࡍ 
354 270 ヰ⪅B23 <Nu ter` ‘teper`’ toka ‘tol`ko’>{>} esli, mozhno otdel`ny`e 
kartinki kakie-to perestavit`, no tak vsyo ravno . 
  
355 271 ヰ⪅C23 Nu mozhno by`stro probezhat`sya, posmotret` .   
356 272 ヰ⪅B23 Nu da:: .   
357 273-1 ヰ⪅B23 Vot on.. naxodit ya::bloko[→],, 11ࢆᣦࡍ 
358 274-1 ヰ⪅A23 E::st, rebyata <tozhe xotyat, ne mogut dostat`, on ne>{<},,   
359 273-2 ヰ⪅B23 <oni tozhe idut, ne dostayut>{>} . 8ࠊ5ࢆᣦࡍ 
360 274-2 ヰ⪅A23 mozhet dostat`, ishhet kamen`, podnyat` ne mozhet[↑], oni e`to 
obsuzhdayut, rebyata tozhe ne mogut . 
  
361 275 ヰ⪅B23 Oni e`to opyat` obsuzhdayut . 6ࢆᣦࡍ 
362 276 ヰ⪅A23 Ugu, da:: .   
363 277 ヰ⪅A23 Potom vmeste podnimayut[↑] , i vsyo u vsex yabloki .   
364 278 ヰ⪅A23 Nu vrode poluchaetsya .   
365     ࠓỿ㯲 1.10⛊ࠔ   
366 279 ヰ⪅B23 Nu da:: .   
367     ࠓỿ㯲 1.35⛊ࠔ   
368 280 ヰ⪅B23 Da, tak[↑]=࠙࠙  .   
369 281 ヰ⪅A23 ࠚࠚ=Nu da, potomu chto kamen` zavyazannoj, kak-to stupen`koj 
poluchaetsya . 
  
370 282 ヰ⪅B23 Nu prosto tut napryagaet, chto zdes` oni vtroyom stoyat, a 
zdes` tol`ko vot vdvoyom . 
7ࠊ3ࢆᣦࡍ 
371 283-1 ヰ⪅B23 <I vsyo>{<},,   
372 284-1 ヰ⪅A23 <Da::, oni>{>},,   
373 283-2 ヰ⪅B23  e`to edinstvennoe .   
374 284-2 ヰ⪅A23 oni vtroyom mogli by` ego podnyat`.., naverno .   
375 285 ヰ⪅B23 Nu da<㰯➗࠸> .   
376 286 ヰ⪅B23 Net, na vryad li .   
377 287 ヰ⪅A23 Togda dumayu <vsyo>{<} .   
378 288 ヰ⪅B23 <Sudya>{>} po vsemu, net .   
379 289-1 ヰ⪅C23 Mne kazhetsya, prosto v e`tot moment na shestoj kartinke 
prishla v golovu bolee genial`naya ideya,, 
6ࢆᣦࡍ 
380 290 ヰ⪅A23 Ugu .   
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381 289-2 ヰ⪅C23 sdelat` vot tak vot . 1ࢆᣦࡍ 
382 291 ヰ⪅B23 Net, nu vot e`ta verxnyaya chast`, <vsyo:: vzyaimosvyazanno v 
obshhem>{<} . 
ୖࡢิࢆᣦࡍ 
383 292 ヰ⪅A23 <Nu u menya prosto logika takaya, smotri>{>}, n..nu da, 
estestvenno,  tam vtoruyu kartinku nekuda stavit` . 
  
384 293 ヰ⪅A23 Poluchaetsya, v nachale-to dolzhny` by`li oni poprobovat` 
<i..i..>{<}࠙࠙  . 
3ࢆᣦࡍ 
385 294 ヰ⪅C23 ࠚࠚ <####?>{>} .   
386 295 ヰ⪅A23 Da, im yabloko nuzhnee poluchaetsya .   
387     ࠓỿ㯲 1.57⛊ࠔ   
388 296 ヰ⪅C23 Nu on dobry`j, mozhet by`t` .   
389   ヰ⪅B23 <➗࠸>   
390 297 ヰ⪅A23 Pervy`j srazu takoj Gerkules kinulsya pod kamen` .   
391   ヰ⪅B23 <➗࠸>   
392     ࠓỿ㯲 2.14⛊ࠔ   
393 298 ヰ⪅A23 Prosto.. logiki.. logika otsutsvuet, esli on ne smog podnyat`, 
zachem py`talis` togda oni vdvoyom? . 
12࡜ 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
394 299 ヰ⪅C23 M:: <a esli zdes`[→]>{<}࠙࠙  .   
395 300 ヰ⪅A23 ࠚࠚ <Esli logich>{>}nee by`lo by` im snachala poprobovat`, oni 
ne smogli, a on, kak , zdoro::vy`j tozhe ne smog, no 
popy`ta::lsya . 
3ࠊ12ࢆᣦࡍ 
396     ࠓỿ㯲 1.12⛊ࠔ   
397 301 ヰ⪅B23 Vot e`ti dve kartinki, oni py`tayutsya, potom on, vdrug tut, 
<zdes`[→]>{<}࠙࠙  . 
5ࠊ9ࢆᣦࡍ 
398 302 ヰ⪅C23 ࠚࠚ <Chto mozhno>{>}, da, mozhno, na samom dele< vot e`ti vot 
tri [࣮࢝ࢻ 12,7,3] perestavit`[↑]>{<}࠙࠙  . 
12ࠊ7ࠊ3ࢆᣦࡍ 
399 303 ヰ⪅A23 ࠚࠚ <A mozhno vtoru.. vto>{>}ruyu shhestoj pomenyat` . 2ࠊ6ࢆᣦࡍ 
400 304 ヰ⪅C23 Vtoruyu i shestuyu .   
401 305-1 ヰ⪅A23 I po..i po.. vo::t vtoruyu, <to est`>{<},,   
402 306 ヰ⪅C23 <Ugu>{>} .   
403 305-2 ヰ⪅A23 on od.. on s nimi uzhe razgovarivaet, da[↑]? . 2ࢆᣦࡍ 
404 307 ヰ⪅A23 E`:: potom oni vot, dopustim, posle shestoj, oni podxodyat k 
ka::mnyu, pravil`no[↑]?, vtroyom . 
7ࢆᣦࡍ 
405 308-1 ヰ⪅A23  <Potom>{<},,   
406 309 ヰ⪅C23 <Ugu>{>} .   
407 308-2 ヰ⪅A23 budet tret`ya i <potom>{<},, 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
408 310 ヰ⪅C23 <Ugu>{>} .   
409 308-3 ヰ⪅A23 dvenadczataya . 12ࢆᣦࡍ 
410 311 ヰ⪅C23 On dolzhen, znaesh`, on dolzhen predlozhit` im sxemu 
dejstviya vot e`:: tut do..dosyuda [࣮࢝ࢻ 1] . 
6ࠊ1ࢆᣦࡍ 
411 312 ヰ⪅A23 Ugu .   
412 313 ヰ⪅C23 To est` e`:: ty` govoril pro to, chto mozhno pomenyat` vot e`ti tri 
mestami . 
12ࠊ7ࠊ3ࢆᣦࡍ 
413 314 ヰ⪅C23 Mne kazhetsya, chto e`to v principe::, mozhet by`t`, v e`tom est` 
kakaya-to logika= . 
  
414 315 ヰ⪅C23 =To est` tret`yu postavit`, skazhem... .   
415 316 ヰ⪅A23 Da:: .   
416 317 ヰ⪅C23 M..mozhet on im rasska::zy`vaet pro kamen`, oni py`tayutsya, 
potom on py`taetsya . 
7ࠊ3ࠊ12ࢆᣦࡍ 
417 318 ヰ⪅B23 Nu da .   
418 319 ヰ⪅A23 Ili dopu.. oni py`ta::yutsya, on govorit, chto sam xochet 
popro::bovat`, pro::buet, ne polucha::etsya, oni e`to 
obsuzhdayut, pox.. pridumy`vayut <bolee[→]>{<}࠙࠙  . 
3ࠊ7ࠊ12ࠊ6ࠊ1ࢆᣦࡍ 
419 320 ヰ⪅B23 ࠚࠚ <Tak mozhno>{>} prosto ty`syachu istorij pridumat` .   
420 321 ヰ⪅C23 Nu poskol`ku u nas vsego tri <kartinki, u nas, konechno, 
men`she[↓]>{<} . 
  
421 322-1 ヰ⪅A23 <Nu lo..logichnej budet, chto tret`ya>{>} dolzhna by`t` ran`she, 
kak <dva>{<},, 
3ࢆᣦࡍ 
422 323 ヰ⪅C23 <E`::>{>} .   
423 322-2 ヰ⪅A23 slaben`kix .   
424     ࠓỿ㯲 1.30⛊ࠔ   
425 324 ヰ⪅C23 Da, davaj tak sdelaem . 3ࢆ 12ࡢ๓࡟⨨ࡃ 
426 325 ヰ⪅A23 Nu vot, <potomu chto>{<}࠙࠙  .   
427 326 ヰ⪅C23 ࠚࠚ <Esli oni sla>{>}ben`kie, to pochemu by` i net .   
428 327-1 ヰ⪅A23 Pochemu by` im pervy`mi ne poprobovat`, <chtoby` >{<},,   
429 328-1 ヰ⪅C23 <E`::>{>},,   
430 327-2 ヰ⪅A23 potom <sil`ny`j poproboval>{<} .   
431 328-2 ヰ⪅C23 <znachit>{>} togda oni py`tayutsya[↑],,   
432 329 ヰ⪅A23 Ugu .   
433 328-3 ヰ⪅C23 dal`she on py`ta<etsya[↑]>{<},,   
434 330 ヰ⪅A23 <Po>{>}tom sed`maya, <mne kazhetsya>{<} . 7ࢆᣦࡍ 
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435 328-4 ヰ⪅C23 <on kak by`::>{>}= .   
436 331 ヰ⪅C23 =Net, da, potom <sed`maya, tak, da, da>{<} . 3ࠊ7ࠊ12࡜୪࡭ࡿ 
437 332 ヰ⪅A23 <Oni govoryat, chto oni ne mo::gut>{>} i on py`taetsya .   
438 333 ヰ⪅A23 <Vot tak luchshe[↓]>{<} .   
439 334 ヰ⪅C23 <I on tozhe sam py`taetsya>{>} .   
440 335 ヰ⪅A23 Oni vot kak raz smotryat na nego tak . 7ࢆᣦࡍ 
441 336 ヰ⪅C23 Da .   
442 337 ヰ⪅B23 Interesno, a chto e`to voobshhe takoe? .   
443     ࠓỿ㯲 1.41⛊ࠔ   
444 338 ヰ⪅B23 Chto e`to za sushhestva?<㍍ࡃ➗࠸> . 6ࢆᣦࡍ 
445 339 ヰ⪅A23 Vo::t , potom on rasstroenny`j, chto ne mozhet podnya::t`[↑], oni 
nedovol`ny`, i oni pridumy`vayut genial`nuyu ideyu= . 
6ࠊ3ࠊ1ࢆᣦࡍ 
446 340 ヰ⪅A23 =Vot tak luchshe .   
447 341 ヰ⪅C23 Da .   
448 342 ヰ⪅B23 [ᑠࡉ࠸ኌ࡛]Kartoshki . 9ࡢ⿬ࢆぢࡿ 
449 343 ヰ⪅B23 Strannoe zadanie .   
450 344 ヰ⪅B23 Tak ࠓỿ㯲 1.86⛊ࠔv celom, ࠓỿ㯲 1.89⛊ࠔne, nu nachalo 
pravil`noe, ya dumayu, absolyutno . 
11ࢆᣦࡍ 
451 345 ヰ⪅A23 Ugu .   
452 346 ヰ⪅B23 Oni uvideli, chto on est yabloko i reshili tozhe pojti za 
yabloko::m, ne dotyanulis`, potom on tozhe zaxotel e`to eshhyo 
odno yablochko . 
9ࢆᣦࡍ 
453 347 ヰ⪅A23 Net, on im dostayot, poluchaetsya .   
454     ࠓỿ㯲 2.96⛊ࠔ   
455 348 ヰ⪅C23 Da, u nas kakie-to slishkom dobry`e rebyata poluchilis` .   
456 349 ヰ⪅A23 Da .   
457 350 ヰ⪅A23 Xotya zdes` eshhyo odna istoriya mogla poluchit`sya .   
458 351 ヰ⪅B23 Da zdes` mozhno mnogo istorij sdelat` .   
459     ࠓỿ㯲 3.16⛊ࠔ   
460 352 ヰ⪅C23 Kakaya eshhyo? .   
461 353 ヰ⪅A23 Vot m:: po logike m::, oni py`tayutsya dostat` yabloko[↑] v 
samom nachale . 
  
462 354 ヰ⪅C23 Ugu .   
463 355-1 ヰ⪅A23 Potom on prixodit[↑],, 6ࢆᣦࡍ 
464 356 ヰ⪅C23 Ugu .   
465 355-2 ヰ⪅A23 e`::m:: vidit, chto oni dost.. vot oni potom, dopustim, 
py`tayutsya dostat` . 
7ࢆᣦࡍ 
466 357 ヰ⪅A23 Net, tak[ᜥࢆ྾࠺㡢] .   
467 358 ヰ⪅C23 Da, da, <xotyat tozhe[→]>{<}࠙࠙  .   
468 359 ヰ⪅A23 ࠚࠚ <Vidyat, chto on >{>} py`taetsya, on py`taetsya sa::m, vidya, 
chto oni ne mo::gut, py`taetsya sa::m, rasstraivaetsya, oni 
ishhut ka::men` , vsya nasha istoriya[↑] . 
9ࠊ2ࢆᣦࡍ 
469 360 ヰ⪅A23 A poluchaetsya desya::taya kartinka, ona mozhet idti vot... . 10ࢆᣦࡍ 
470 361 ヰ⪅A23 A net, oni zdes` neschastlivy`, v principe .   
471 362 ヰ⪅A23 Posle desyatoj mozhet chetvyortaya <by`t`>{<} .   
472 363 ヰ⪅C23 <Smotri>{>}, tak, esli vot e`to zapixnut` v konecz[↑], i vot e`to, 
vot e`to vot, da[↑]?, to e`to budet, ty` znaesh`, takoj podarok 
sud`by` . 
11ࠊ10ࢆᣦࡍ 
473 364 ヰ⪅A23 <Ugu>{<} .   
474 365-1 ヰ⪅C23 <To est`>{>} e`:: to est`, grubo govorya, da, oni pervy`e 
py`tayu<tsya>{<}[↑],, 
  
475 366 ヰ⪅A23 <Da>{>} .   
476 365-2 ヰ⪅C23 i potom, i:: e`to pooshhrenie, kak by`, ot okruzhayushhej 
dejstvitel`<nosti>{<},, 
  
477 367 ヰ⪅A23 <Ugu>{>} .   
478 365-3 ヰ⪅C23 za to, chto on im pomog .   
479 368 ヰ⪅A23 Da, <no.. no.. e`to l::ogiki>{<} .   
480 369 ヰ⪅C23 <To est` kak by` e`to uzhe moral`>{>} .   
481 370 ヰ⪅C23 <Mne bol`she nravitsya vot e`to>{<} .   
482 371 ヰ⪅A23 <Da::, e`to sochinyat`>{>}, potomu chto ego mog by` i sebe vot 
e`ti dostat`, srazu zhe togda . 
  
483 372 ヰ⪅C23 Da, da .   
484     ࠓỿ㯲 4.59 ⛊ࠔ 11ࠊ10ࠊ8ࠊ5ࠊ9ࠊ2ࠊ
3ࠊ7ࠊ12ࠊ6ࠊ1ࠊ4 
485 373 ヰ⪅A23 Nu da, vot tak logichnej poluchaetsya, chto im tozhe 
zaxotelos` . 
  
486     ࠓỿ㯲 2.98⛊ࠔ   
487 374 ヰ⪅C23 Tak, skol`ko tam eshhyo vremeni ostalos`? .   
488 375-1 ヰ⪅A23 U nas <chety`re >{<},,   
489 376-1 ヰ⪅B23 <Nu::>{>},,   
490 375-2 ヰ⪅A23 minuty` gde-to .   
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491 376-2 ヰ⪅B23 trinadczat`.. dve minuty` .   
492 377 ヰ⪅B23 Ne, minuta uzhe .   
493 378 ヰ⪅C23 Nu e`togo budet dostatochno .   
494 379-1 ヰ⪅B23 V <celom>{<},,   
495 380 ヰ⪅A23 <Vsyo>{>} .   
496 379-2 ヰ⪅B23 tak, da, poluchaetsya .   
 
4. RM04 
  ヰ⪅ᛶู: ⏨ 





␒ྕ ヰ⪅ Ⓨ       ヰ       ෆ       ᐜ ືస 
1 1 ヰ⪅A24 Drim tim ‘dream team’ gotova .   
2     ࠓỿ㯲 3.23⛊ࠔ   
3 2 ヰ⪅A24 Budem sobirat` yaponskie komiksy`? .   
4 3 ヰ⪅C24 Gospoda, nas pishut, ne zaby`vajte .   
5 4-1 ヰ⪅A24 Ya ne za<by`vayu[→]>{<},,   
6 5 ヰ⪅B24 <A::>{>}, da, xorosho .   
7   ヰ⪅C24 <➗࠸>   
8 4-2 ヰ⪅A24 ya igrayu na publiku .   
9     ࠓỿ㯲 6.31⛊ࠔ   
10 6 ヰ⪅A24 Ya tak ponimayu, dolzhna by`t` logicheskaya cep` .   
11 7 ヰ⪅B24 Nu da .   
12     ࠓỿ㯲 5.47⛊ࠔ   
13   ヰ⪅C24 <➗࠸>[ヰ⪅ A24࡜ヰ⪅ B242ேࢆぢࡿ]   
14   ヰ⪅A24 <➗࠸>   
15     ࠓỿ㯲 7.98⛊ࠔ   
16 8-1 ヰ⪅A24 V obshhem, ya predpolagayu, chto::,,   
17 9-1 ヰ⪅B24 ࠕヰ⪅ A24ྡࠖ, ya  <by` nachal so>{<},,   
18 8-2 ヰ⪅A24 <vot e`ti vot>{>},, 1ࠊ7ࢆྲྀࡿ 
19 9-2 ヰ⪅B24 vtoro::go .   
20 8-3 ヰ⪅A24 mne kazhetsya, vot e`ti [࣮࢝ࢻ 1࡜ 7] <svyazany`>{<} .   
21 10 ヰ⪅C24 <Da::, mne>{>} tozhe kazhetsya, chto vtoroe . 2ࢆᣦࡍ 
22 11-1 ヰ⪅C24 <Smotri, vtoroe>{<},,   
23 12 ヰ⪅B24 <Vtoroe e`to nachalo>{>} .   
24 11-2 ヰ⪅C24 <potom idyot shestoe>{<} . 6ࢆᣦࡍ 
25 13 ヰ⪅A24 <N..n.. ya ne sporyu>{>}, ya ne sporyu .   
26 14 ヰ⪅A24 No vot e`to vot, mne kazhetsya, oni svyazany` . 1ࠊ7ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
27 15-1 ヰ⪅A24 To est`, vozmozhno,  <snachala vot [↑]e`to [࣮࢝ࢻ 7] >{<},,   
28 16-1 ヰ⪅B24 <I::>{>},,   
29 15-2 ヰ⪅A24 potom idyot e`to [࣮࢝ࢻ 1] .   
30 16-2 ヰ⪅B24 no smotri, tut est` eshhyo vot e`to [࣮࢝ࢻ 12] . 12ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
31 17 ヰ⪅A24 Da::, da, da, da, da .   
32 18 ヰ⪅A24 To est` s kamnem, ya tak polagayu= .   
33 19 ヰ⪅A24 =I vot eshhyo s kamnem . 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
34     ࠓỿ㯲 1.15⛊ࠔ   
35 20 ヰ⪅C24 Mozhet by`t`, vot.. vot [↑]e`ti vot dve snachala[Ў]?, vtoroe i 
shestoe. 
2ࠊ6࡜୪࡭ࡿ 
36 21 ヰ⪅A24 Da .   
37 22 ヰ⪅B24 Ugu .   
38     ࠓỿ㯲 0.97⛊ࠔ   
39 23 ヰ⪅B24 Ne, ne, ne, ne, ne [࣮࢝ࢻ 6ࢆ㏥ࡅࡿ], tam, a vot e`ta eshhyo 
[࣮࢝ࢻ 3], kak by` ona:: poluchaetsya… . 
6ࢆື࠿ࡍࠊ3ࢆᣦࡍ 
40 24 ヰ⪅C24 Xotya, mozhet by`t`, snachala on ob``yasnyaet, a potom u nix 
ne poluchaetsya, i on rasstraivaetsya . 
6ࠊ3ࠊ2ࢆᣦࡍ 
41 25 ヰ⪅B24 Mozhet by`::t` .   
42 26-1 ヰ⪅B24 To est`=,,   
43 27 ヰ⪅A24 =Stop, stop, stop, nu-ka .   
44 26-2 ヰ⪅B24 tut v lyubom sluchae oni kak-to oni vdvoyom snachala 
vzaimodejstvuyut ili potom.., i podklyuchaetsya tre::tij= . 
3ࢆᣦࡍ 
45 28 ヰ⪅B24 =To est` nuzhno raspredelit`, vot e`ti v kakom poryadke budut 
<idti>{<} . 
  
46 29 ヰ⪅A24 <Vot>{>} on ne mozhet dostat`[↑], ࠓỿ㯲 1.21 ⛊ࠔ prosit 
pomoshhi, vidimo u e`togo . 
1ࠊ9ࢆྲྀࡿ 
47 30 ヰ⪅C24 Ugu, da .   
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48 31 ヰ⪅A24 Nu tochnee vot tak vot . 9ࠊ1࡜୪࡭ࡿ 
49 32 ヰ⪅B24 Ugu .   
50 33 ヰ⪅C24 Da, poluchaetsya tak .   
51 34 ヰ⪅A24 Ugu:: .   
52     ࠓỿ㯲 0.97⛊ࠔ   
53 35 ヰ⪅A24 Tak, e`to ostavlyaem.. gde-nibud` .   
54 36 ヰ⪅C24 A s kamnem chto u nix voobshhe <➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ> proisxodit? .   
55 37 ヰ⪅A24 Shha,<shha, shha ‘sejchas’[↓]>{<} .   
56 38 ヰ⪅B24 <Smotri>{>}, vot zdes`[↑], vidish`, on uzhe odin kushaet 
yabloko, a e`ti kak by` stoyat <v storone[↓]>{<} . 
10ࢆᣦࡍ 
57 39-1 ヰ⪅A24 <Vo.. vot>{>} stop, stop, stop, smotrite, tut dva malen`kix[↑], to 
est` oni takie tipa e`:: tut, naprimer, possorilis`[↑],, 
5ࢆྲྀࡿࠊ6ࢆᣦࡍ 
58 40 ヰ⪅B24 Ugu .   
59     ࠓỿ㯲 1.63⛊ࠔ   
60 39-2 ヰ⪅A24 i takie i::, net, ne smogli dostat` i <takie tipa[→]>{<}࠙࠙  .   
61 41 ヰ⪅C24 ࠚࠚ <A possorilis`>{>}, possorilis` oni, naverno, posle togo, kak 
on yabloko s``el odin, s e`tim tovarishhem <possorilis`[↓]>{<} . 
10ࠊ6࡜୪࡭ࡿ 
62 42 ヰ⪅A24 <Da::, da>{>}, da .   
63     ࠓỿ㯲 1.09⛊ࠔ   
64 43-1 ヰ⪅C24 Naverno, <oni>{<},, 5ࢆᣦࡍ 
65 44 ヰ⪅A24 <Vot>{>} u nix tut dva yab<loka[→]>{<}࠙࠙  .   
66 43-2 ヰ⪅C24 ࠚࠚ <py`talis`>{>} <do nego dostat`[↓]>{<} .   
67 45 ヰ⪅A24 <Vo::, vo::, vot>{>}, da, da, da, tochnyak .   
68 46 ヰ⪅A24 Oni e`:: on s``el yab.. xm ࠓỿ㯲 1.66 ⛊ࠔon s``el yabloko, 
naprimer, oni takie tipa “chyo ‘chto’ za xren`?, ty`:: voobshhe 
urod, davaj <pomogi nam dostat`[↓]”>{<} . 
10ࢆᣦࡍ 
69 47 ヰ⪅B24 <Ty`, ࠕヰ⪅ A24ྡࠖ, nu>{>}ࠕヰ⪅ A24ྡࠖ, ne zaby`vaj, nas 
pi::shut . 
  
70 48 ヰ⪅A24 Nu:: e`to zhe razgovornaya rech` .   
71 49 ヰ⪅B24 Nu <➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ>vsyo ravno .   
72 50 ヰ⪅A24 [တࡢ㡢] Vo::t, on takoj kak by`:: s``e::l[↑], ࠓỿ㯲 0.72⛊ࠔoni 
na nego obidelis` . 
10ࠊ6ࢆᣦࡍ 
73 51 ヰ⪅A24 On takoj “rebyat, ya ne vinovat, ya:: prosto” .   
74     ࠓỿ㯲 1.92⛊ࠔ   
75 52-1 ヰ⪅C24 Tak,ࠓỿ㯲 0.88⛊ࠔ vot <e`ti vot tozhe>{<},, 7ࠊ3ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
76 53 ヰ⪅A24 <Nu-ka, nu-ka, nu-ka>{>} .   
77 52-2 ヰ⪅C24 kak-to, kak-to dva vzaimosvyazanny` .   
78 54 ヰ⪅A24 Da:: .   
79     ࠓỿ㯲 2.47⛊ࠔ   
80 55 ヰ⪅C24 Nado, mne kazhetsya, po kakim-to vzaimosvyazyam 
logicheskim ix vy`straivat` po-tixonechku nachinat` . 
  
81     ࠓỿ㯲 0.82⛊ࠔ   
82 56 ヰ⪅C24 <Vot e`ti vot[→]>{<}࠙࠙  . 8ࠊ5ࢆྲྀࡿ 
83 57 ヰ⪅A24 ࠚࠚ <Nu v obshhem>{>}, vot e`to vot gde-to blizhe k… . 9ࠊ1ࢆᣦࡍ 
84     ࠓỿ㯲 0.82⛊ࠔ   
85 58-1 ヰ⪅A24 Sto::p, <stop, stop, stop>{<},, 11ࢆྲྀࡿ 
86 59 ヰ⪅C24 <Vot tut vot[→]>{>} . ヰ⪅ A24࡟ 8ࠊ5ࢆぢ
ࡏࡿ 
87 58-2 ヰ⪅A24 vot .   
88 60 ヰ⪅A24 Vot smotri, on vzyal yabloko, s``el yabloko . 11ࠊ10ࢆᣦࡍ 
89 61-1 ヰ⪅B24 <A::>{<},,   
90 62-1 ヰ⪅C24 <A::,>{>} da::, <da, oni uvideli>{<},, 8ࠊ5ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
91 61-2 ヰ⪅B24 <podoshli e`ti>{>} .   
92 62-2 ヰ⪅C24 <oni uvideli >{<},,   
93 63 ヰ⪅B24 <Da, da, da, da>{>} .   
94 62-3 ヰ⪅C24 <i tozhe>{<},,   
95 64 ヰ⪅A24 <Da, da::, da>{>} .   
96 62-4 ヰ⪅C24 <reshili s``est`>{<} .   
97 65 ヰ⪅B24 <I nachali py`tat`sya>{>} , <da[↓]>{<} .   
98 66 ヰ⪅A24 <Da::>{>}, da, da, da, da, vsyo pravil`no .   
99 67 ヰ⪅C24 Vot, poluchaetsya, poluchaetsya poka vot tak vot .   
100     ࠓỿ㯲 0.87⛊ࠔ   
101 68 ヰ⪅C24 Vot tak, da[↑]? .   
102 69 ヰ⪅A24 Da::, da, vsyo pravil`no .   
103 70-1 ヰ⪅B24 <Tak>{<},,   
104 71 ヰ⪅C24 <Na>{>}chali py`tat`sya= .   
105 72 ヰ⪅C24 =Potom, <poluchaetsya, on tam xodil[↑]>{<} . 1ࢆᣦࡍ 
106 70-2 ヰ⪅B24 <nachali py`tat`sya, potom>{>},,   
107 73-1 ヰ⪅A24 <A mozhet by`t` on>{>},,   
108 70-3 ヰ⪅B24 <potom>{<}࠙࠙  .   
109 73-2 ヰ⪅A24 ࠚࠚ <snachala shyol>{>} grustny`j[↑]? . 2ࢆᣦࡍ 
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110 74 ヰ⪅A24 Vot, da, nu da, vsyo <pravil`no[↓]>{<} .   
111 75 ヰ⪅C24 <Da, grustny`j[↑]>{>} .   
112 76-1 ヰ⪅A24 Shyol grustny`j, nashyol <yablochko, s``el>{<},,   
113 77 ヰ⪅B24 <Da, da, da, da, da>{>} .   
114 76-2 ヰ⪅A24 yablochko, “my` tozhe xotim yablochko” .   
115 78 ヰ⪅A24 E`:: poprobovali dostat`[↑], “ne mozhem dostat`” .   
116 79 ヰ⪅C24 Togda teper` vot… . 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
117 80-1 ヰ⪅A24 Togda:: potom,,   
118 81 ヰ⪅B24 Eshhyo vot e`to [࣮࢝ࢻ 9] i vot e`to [࣮࢝ࢻ 6] problema= . 9ࠊ6ࢆᣦࡍ 
119 82 ヰ⪅B24 =<To est`[→]>{<}࠙࠙  .   
120 80-2 ヰ⪅A24 ࠚࠚ <vot ne>{>} mogut dostat`[↑] .   
121 83 ヰ⪅B24 Ugu:: .   
122 84 ヰ⪅A24 A vot e`to kuda togda? . 6ࢆྲྀࡿ 
123 85 ヰ⪅B24 M<::>{<} .   
124 86 ヰ⪅A24 <Vot e`to>{>} syuda:: . 10࡜ 8ࡢ㛫࡟⨨ࡃ 
125     ࠓỿ㯲 3.96⛊ࠔ 2ࠊ11ࠊ10ࠊ6ࠊ8ࠊ5 
126 87 ヰ⪅A24 To bish` on s``e::l, oni na nego obidelis` . 10ࠊ6ࢆᣦࡍ 
127 88 ヰ⪅A24 On takoj, “rebyat” .   
128     ࠓỿ㯲 1.15⛊ࠔ   
129 89 ヰ⪅C24 A kamen` tut pri chyom?[ヰ⪅ A24ࢆぢࡿ] . 7ࢆᣦࡍ 
130     ࠓỿ㯲 1.72⛊ࠔ   
131 90 ヰ⪅B24 Na kamen` oni , vidimo, reshili vstat`, chtoby` dostat` 
[↑]yabloko, no.. no tut <chyo-t ‘chto-to’>{<}࠙࠙  . 
7ࠊ8ࢆᣦࡍ 
132 91 ヰ⪅A24 ࠚࠚ <Tut>{>} net kartinki <s.. kamnem[↓]>{<}  .   
133 92 ヰ⪅B24 <Da, da, da, da, da>{>}, da .   
134     ࠓỿ㯲 1.84⛊ࠔ   
135 93 ヰ⪅A24 Kartinki togo, kak oni dostayut yabloko .   
136     ࠓỿ㯲 4.02⛊ࠔ   
137 94 ヰ⪅C24 <Xm>{<} .   
138 95 ヰ⪅B24 <Xm>{>} .   
139     ࠓỿ㯲 3.63⛊ࠔ   
140 96 ヰ⪅A24 E`tot kamen` , on dolzhen k chemu-to nas privesti . 12ࢆྲྀࡿ 
141     ࠓỿ㯲 1.39⛊ࠔ   
142 97 ヰ⪅A24 Nu on dostal im yabloko[↑], vsyo xorosho, oni kushayut 
yablochki . 
1ࡢᚋ࡟ 4ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
143 98 ヰ⪅B24 Ugu .   
144 99 ヰ⪅A24 Vsyo prekrasno .   
145 100 ヰ⪅B24 To est`< vsyo tak, da[↓]>{<} .   
146 101 ヰ⪅A24 <Vse schastlivy`>{>} .   
147 102 ヰ⪅A24 Prichyom zdes` kamen`? . 12ࢆྲྀࡿ 
148     ࠓỿ㯲 2.84⛊ࠔ   
149 103-1 ヰ⪅C24 Mozhet by`t`, v kakoj-to moment <oni py`talis`>{<},, 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
150 104 ヰ⪅A24 <Mozhet by`t`, oni[→]>{>} .   
151 103-2 ヰ⪅C24 peredvinut` <[↑]kamen`>{<}? .   
152 105 ヰ⪅A24 <Da::, da, da>{>}, da, da, oni py`talis`ࠓỿ㯲 1.36⛊ࠔe`:: .   
153 106 ヰ⪅A24 A mozhet by`t`, oni ne peredvinut`, mozhet by`t`, oni py`talis` 
kak raz-taki na nego zalezt`? . 
3ࢆᣦࡍ 
154     ࠓỿ㯲 0.79⛊ࠔ   
155 107 ヰ⪅C24 A ty` smotri, oni ego podnizu berut . 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
156 108 ヰ⪅B24 Ugu:: .   
157 109-1 ヰ⪅C24 Oni py`tayutsya ego peredvinut`[↑], on prixodit, oni uxodyat 
<poka brat`>{<},, 
3ࠊ7ࢆᣦࡍ 
158 110 ヰ⪅A24 <Da::, da, da, da>{>} .   
159 109-2 ヰ⪅C24 ya::bloki, a on py`taetsya kamen` podvinut` . 12ࢆᣦࡍ 
160     ࠓỿ㯲 0.79⛊ࠔ   
161 111 ヰ⪅A24 Da .   
162 112 ヰ⪅C24 Navernoe tak .   
163     ࠓỿ㯲 1.18⛊ࠔ   
164 113 ヰ⪅C24 Ili naoborot .   
165 114 ヰ⪅C24 ili on py`talsya kamen` podvinut`, oni prishli i py`tayutsya emu 
pomoch`= . 
12ࠊ7ࠊ3ࢆᣦࡍ 
166 115 ヰ⪅C24 =Vot tut...[⁀ࡵᜥࡢ㡢] .   
167 116 ヰ⪅A24 Nu poka vsyo normal`no .   
168 117 ヰ⪅A24 To est` idyot[↑], uvidel yabloko[↑], s``el yabloko[↑], 
nedovol`ny`j[↑], “davaj dostanem[↑]”, poprobovali dostat`[↑], 
nichego ne poluchaetsya[↓]= . 
2ࠊ11ࠊ10ࠊ6ࠊ8ࠊ5ࢆ
ᣦࡍ 
169 118-1 ヰ⪅A24 =Vo::t, smotri, poprobovali dostat`, nichego ne poluchaetsya[↑],, 5ࢆᣦࡍ 
170 119 ヰ⪅C24 “Mozhet by`t` <na kamen`?”>{<} .   
171 118-2 ヰ⪅A24 <reshili pritashhit`>{>} kamen` . 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
172 120 ヰ⪅C24 Da .   
173     ࠓỿ㯲 1.57⛊ࠔ   
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174 121 ヰ⪅A24 V obshhem, poprobovali dostat`[↑], u nix nichego ne 
poluchilos` . 
3ࢆ 5ࡢᚋ࡟⨨ࡃ 
175 122 ヰ⪅A24 Tak, ya predlagayu vot e`to poka vsyo vverx sdvinut`, chto u 
nas imeetsya . 
9ࠊ1ࠊ4ࢆྲྀࡿ 
176     ࠓỿ㯲 4.50⛊ࠔ   
177 123 ヰ⪅A24 Da [ヰ⪅ C24ࡣ࣮࢝ࢻࢆື࠿ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ] .   
178     ࠓỿ㯲 1.24⛊ࠔ   
179 124 ヰ⪅A24 E`:: poprobovali dostat`[↑], nichyo ‘nichego’ ne poluchilos` .   
180     ࠓỿ㯲 0.84⛊ࠔ   
181 125-1 ヰ⪅A24 Poprobovali podvinut`,, 3ࢆື࠿ࡍ 
182 126 ヰ⪅B24 Ugu:: .   
183 125-2 ヰ⪅A24 ka::men`[↑], on prishyol[↑], ࠓỿ㯲 0.97⛊ࠔoni kak by` nichyo 
‘nichego’ ne mogut sdelat` . 
3ࡢᚋ࡟ 7ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
184     ࠓỿ㯲 0.76⛊ࠔ   
185 127 ヰ⪅A24 On probuet podvinut` kamen` . 7ࡢᚋ࡟ 12ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
186     ࠓỿ㯲 0.85⛊ࠔ   
187 128 ヰ⪅A24 Potom on probuet dostat` sam yabloko . 12ࡢᚋ࡟ 9ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
188 129-1 ヰ⪅A24 Potom e`:: on ponimaet, chto samomu emu yabloko ne 
dostat`[↑],, 
9ࡢᚋ࡟ 1ࠊ4ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
189 130 ヰ⪅B24 Py`taetsya s  <e`timi tipa dostat`>{<} .   
190 129-2 ヰ⪅A24 <da, pomogaet e`tomu[↑]>{>}, dostayut yabloki[↑], vse 
schastlivy` . 
1ࠊ4ࢆᣦࡍ 
191     ࠓỿ㯲 0.85⛊ࠔ   
192 131 ヰ⪅B24 Ugu .   
193     ࠓỿ㯲 2.39⛊ࠔ   
194 132 ヰ⪅C24 Nu vrode tak .   
195     ࠓỿ㯲 2.18⛊ࠔ   
196 133 ヰ⪅A24 No u menya est` somneniya kak na schyot kamnya .   
197 134 ヰ⪅C24 Nu vot da, s kamnem chyo-to ‘chto-to’ e`to .   
198     ࠓỿ㯲 2.03ࠔ   
199 135 ヰ⪅C24 Zachem on tut nuzhen? .   
200 136 ヰ⪅A24 A::, net, nu voobshhe, po idee vsyo logichno= .   
201 137 ヰ⪅A24 =To est` ࠓỿ㯲 2.73⛊ࠔ ne poluchilos` dostat`[↑], poprobovali 
pritashhit` ka::men`[↑], ࠓỿ㯲 1.51 ⛊ࠔ ne smogli, <on 
prishyol[↑]>{<}࠙࠙  . 
5ࠊ3ࠊ7ࢆᣦࡍ 
202 138-1 ヰ⪅B24 ࠚࠚ <[⯉࠺ࡕࡢ㡢 ]Smotri>{>}, edinstvennoe, my` ne.. m:: < 
stranno>{<},, 
  
203 139-1 ヰ⪅C24 <A pochemu>{>}, a pochemu tut dve,,   
204 138-2 ヰ⪅B24 stranno[→]࠙࠙  .   
205 139-2 ヰ⪅C24 ࠚࠚ kartinki podryad, kogda on tashhit <kamen` i vot beryot 
yabloko[↓]>{<} . 
12ࠊ9ࢆᣦࡍ 
206 140 ヰ⪅B24 <Da::, da.. i stranno, chto>{>} voobshhe propadayut vot e`:: vot 
e`ti na neskol`ko slajdov= . 
8ࠊ5ࡢᑠࡉ࠸࢟ࣕࣛࢡ
ࢱ࣮ࢆᣦࡍ 
207 141 ヰ⪅B24 =To est` on kuda-to propadaet vot zdes` . 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
208 142-1 ヰ⪅B24 To est`, vidish`, <zdes` oni vstretilis`, zdes` oni vstretilis`>{<},, 10ࠊ6ࢆᣦࡍ 
209 143 ヰ⪅A24 <Vot ya, ya pro vot, ya pro e`to..>{>} tozhe <kak by` 
dumayu[↓]>{<} . 
  
210 142-2 ヰ⪅B24 <zdes`>{>}, zdes` tri slajda podryad[↑] [࣮࢝ࢻ 8,5,3] <ix kak by`  
net[↓]>{<} . 
8ࠊ5ࠊ3ࢆᣦࡍ 
211 144 ヰ⪅A24 <To est`, a::, mozhet by`t`>{>} naoborot? .   
212 145 ヰ⪅A24 Mozhet by`t`, oni <dvi::gali?>{<} . 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
213 146 ヰ⪅B24 <Oni, oni>{>} bez nego vsyo e`to py`talis` <sdelat`[↓]>{<} .   
214 147-1 ヰ⪅A24 <Da::, to est`>{>},,   
215 148-1 ヰ⪅B24 Ponimaesh`, on <prishyol, oni>{<},,   
216 147-2 ヰ⪅A24 <oni, naprimer[→]>{>} . 2ࢆྲྀࢁ࠺࡜ࡍࡿ 
217 148-2 ヰ⪅B24 oni uzhe:: stoyat na kamne, <popy`talsya>{<},, 7ࠊ12ࢆᣦࡍ 
218 149 ヰ⪅A24 <Da, da, da, da, da>{>} .   
219 148-3 ヰ⪅B24 podvinut`[↑], popy`talsya snyat`[↑], nu dal`she v takom 
poryadke . 
9ࢆᣦࡍ 
220 150 ヰ⪅B24 No:: vot e`ti, mne kazhetsya, nuzhno kak-to pomenyat` 
mestami . 
6ࠊ8ࠊ5ࢆᣦࡍ 
221 151 ヰ⪅C24 To est` ty` dumaesh`, chto oni… . 3ࢆྲྀࡿ 
222     ࠓỿ㯲 1.45⛊ࠔ   
223 152 ヰ⪅C24 Nu v principe, v lyubom sluchae oni bez nego i odno i drugoe, 
da[↑]?, py`talis` sdelat` . 
5ࢆᣦࡍ 
224 153 ヰ⪅B24 Da::, da, da .   
225     ࠓỿ㯲 1.00⛊ࠔ   
226 154 ヰ⪅A24 Rebyata, mozhet by`t` naoborot vot e`ti? . 5ࠊ8࡜୪࡭࡞࠾ࡍ 
227     ࠓỿ㯲 2.21⛊ࠔ   
228 155 ヰ⪅A24 Tipa “ni xrena:: ne poluchaetsya” . 8ࢆᣦࡍ 
229 156 ヰ⪅C24 A::, nu da, <kstati, mozhno[→]>{<}࠙࠙  . 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
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230 157 ヰ⪅A24 ࠚࠚ <“Davajte pritashhim>{>} kamen`” .   
231 158 ヰ⪅C24 “Davaj voz`myom kamen`” .   
232 159 ヰ⪅C24 Da .   
233 160 ヰ⪅A24 No s drugoj storony`, tut vesyolaya rozhicza . 8ࢆᣦࡍ 
234     ࠓỿ㯲 0.73⛊ࠔ   
235 161 ヰ⪅A24 To est` oni, naverno, dumayut, tipa “xa, shhas ‘sejchas’ my` 
zaberyomsya” . 
  
236     ࠓỿ㯲 1.06⛊ࠔ   
237 162-1 ヰ⪅B24 Ne::t, ne “shhas ‘sejchas’ my` zaberyomsya”, a tipa “sejchas my` 
podvinem ka::men`”,, 
3ࢆᣦࡍ 
238 163-1 ヰ⪅A24 N::u <tut kak by` dva>{<},,   
239 162-2 ヰ⪅B24 <vozmozhno>{>} .   
240 163-2 ヰ⪅A24 vari<anta>{<} .   
241 164 ヰ⪅B24 <Nu>{>} da::, <da, da[↓]>{<} .   
242 165 ヰ⪅C24 <Da::>{>}, mozhet by`t` .   
243 166 ヰ⪅A24 Nu ladno, okej, predpolozhim poka tak .   
244 167 ヰ⪅A24 “Shhas ‘sejchas’ podvinem kamen`[↑]”, ࠓỿ㯲 1.45⛊ࠔprixodit 
e`tot chuvak . 
  
245     ࠓỿ㯲 3.65⛊ࠔ   
246 168 ヰ⪅C24 Nu prosto stranno, vidish`, chto on dve kartinki podryat 
py`taetsya.. razny`e dejstviya sdelat` . 
12ࠊ9ࢆᣦࡍ 
247     ࠓỿ㯲 1.18⛊ࠔ   
248 169 ヰ⪅C24 Snachala e`to, potom to[↑] .   
249     ࠓỿ㯲 0.73⛊ࠔ   
250 170 ヰ⪅A24 [တᡶ࠸ࡢ㡢]Nu da .   
251     ࠓỿ㯲 6.41⛊ࠔ   
252 171 ヰ⪅A24 Nu u nas eshhyo se.. vosem` minut .   
253   ヰ⪅B24 <➗࠸>   
254 172 ヰ⪅A24 Nu sem` .   
255 173 ヰ⪅C24 Da, sem` minut poluchaetsya .   
256     ࠓỿ㯲 1.45⛊ࠔ   
257 174 ヰ⪅C24 [⁀ࡵᜥࡢ㡢][ཱྀࡎࡉࡴ]Prrpupurupupurupupupu .   
258     ࠓỿ㯲 3.38⛊ࠔ   
259 175-1 ヰ⪅C24 <➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ>Ya prosto ne ponimayu, kak poluchaetsya tak, 
chto on tut odi::n[↑], a potom uzhe kto-to prixo::dit i on< 
ego>{<},, 
9ࠊ1ࢆᣦࡍ 
260 176 ヰ⪅B24 <Ugu>{>} .   
261 175-2 ヰ⪅C24 uzhe ego,,   
262 177-1 ヰ⪅A24 A mozhet <by`t`, vot e`to>{<},,   
263 175-3 ヰ⪅C24 <podsa::zhivaet>{>} .   
264 177-2 ヰ⪅A24 vot, kak-nibud` naoborot? . 9ࠊ12ࢆ୪࡭࡞࠾ࡍ 
265     ࠓỿ㯲 1.10⛊ࠔ   
266 178 ヰ⪅A24 To est` vot tak?= .   
267 179-1 ヰ⪅A24 =To est` s.. poprobovali pritashhit`[↑], i on takoj, <tipa>{<},, 3ࠊ7ࢆᣦࡍ 
268 180-1 ヰ⪅B24 <[⯉࠺ࡕࡢ㡢]Smotri>{>},,   
269 179-2 ヰ⪅A24 “chem vy` tut maetes` <voobshhe”>{<},,   
270 180-2 ヰ⪅B24 <ctoj>{>},,   
271 179-3 ヰ⪅A24 “rebyata” .   
272 180-3 ヰ⪅B24 a chto, esli zde::s` voobshhe bez nix?= . 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
273 181 ヰ⪅B24 =To est`, on uvidel ya::bloko[↑], s``e::l ego[↑] . 11ࢆᣦࡍ 
274 182 ヰ⪅B24 A net, nu zdes` uzhe:: oni poyavlyayutsya . 10ࢆᣦࡍ 
275 183 ヰ⪅A24 <Ugu::>{<} .   
276 184 ヰ⪅B24 <Da, zdes`>{>} tak, da, ࠓỿ㯲 1.30⛊ࠔe`<::m>{<} .   
277 185 ヰ⪅A24 <To est` on uvidel>{>}  i s``el i vot e`to.., a e`ti po-lyubomu 
po<poryadku idut>{<} . 
11ࠊ10ࢆᣦࡍ 
278 186 ヰ⪅B24 <E`ti, e`ti>{>} zame::tili, da[→], e`to i:: vot zdes` oni 
nedovol`ny` . 
6ࢆᣦࡍ 
279     ࠓỿ㯲 1.45⛊ࠔ   
280 187 ヰ⪅A24 A mozhet by`t`, kak-nibud`.. a:: vot tak?= . 6ࢆྲྀࡿ 
281 188 ヰ⪅A24 =To est` zametili[↑], poprobovali dostat` . 10ࠊ5ࢆᣦࡍ 
282 189 ヰ⪅A24 “Shha ‘sejchas’ pritashhim kamen`”, e`:: poprobovali 
pritashhit` kamen`[↑] . 
8ࠊ3ࢆᣦࡍ 
283     ࠓỿ㯲 1.17⛊ࠔ   
284 190 ヰ⪅A24 Nu tut [࣮࢝ࢻ 6] kamnya, blin, net . 6ࢆᡭ࡟ᣢࡕ࡞ࡀࡽ 
285     ࠓỿ㯲 4.26⛊ࠔ   
286 191 ヰ⪅C24 Net, a mozhet by`t`,  vsyo vot e`to vot v konce[↑], chtoby` on ix 
podsadil? . 
6ࢆᣦࡍ 
287 192 ヰ⪅C24 Oni vot tak vot, vot zdes` stoyat, dopustim . 9ࡢᚋ࡟ 6ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
288 193 ヰ⪅B24 [တᡶ࠸ࡢ㡢]N::u da .   
289 194 ヰ⪅C24 [တᡶ࠸ࡢ㡢]I on ix <podsazhivaet v konce[↓]>{<} .   
290 195 ヰ⪅A24 <No tut dereva >{>} net na risunke . 6ࢆᣦࡍ 
306 
 
291 196 ヰ⪅C24 Tak on im g.., oni k nemu prixodyat, govoryat “podsadi nas na 
derevo”, on govorit <“okej, da::, vsyo[↓]”>{<} . 
6ࢆᣦࡍ 
292 197 ヰ⪅A24 <Nu:: voz>{>}mozhno, vozmozhno, vozmozhno, da[↓] .   
293     ࠓỿ㯲 2.45⛊ࠔ   
294 198 ヰ⪅C24 [ᑠࡉ࠸ኌ࡛]E`to [࣮࢝ࢻ 12] kuda? .   
295     ࠓỿ㯲 4.11⛊ࠔ   
296 199 ヰ⪅C24 Vot tak? . 9 ࢆྲྀࡗ࡚ࠊࡑࡢ௦ࢃ
ࡾ࡟ 12ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
297 200 ヰ⪅C24 A e`t ‘e`to’ [࣮࢝ࢻ 9] syu.., kuda togda<➗࠸>? .   
298   ヰ⪅B24 [တࡢ㡢]    
299     ࠓỿ㯲 1.74⛊ࠔ   
300 201 ヰ⪅C24 Prosto neponyatno, kak vot e`to vot uvyazat` . 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
301     ࠓỿ㯲 1.93⛊ࠔ   
302 202 ヰ⪅A24 N::u vot e`to vot, nu mne kazhetsya, vot e`to vsyo-taki kak by`:: 
gde-to zdes` . 
12ࠊ6࠶ࡓࡾࢆᣦࡍ 
303     ࠓỿ㯲 0.91⛊ࠔ   
304 203 ヰ⪅A24 No menya smushhaet kamen` .   
305     ࠓỿ㯲 0.85⛊ࠔ   
306 204 ヰ⪅C24 Ugu .   
307     ࠓỿ㯲 3.14⛊ࠔ   
308 205-1 ヰ⪅C24 [⁀ࡵᜥ࡜⯉ᡴࡕࡢ㡢]Uzhe pochti <desyat`>{<},,   
309 206-1 ヰ⪅A24 <Net, nu.. >{>} ,,   
310 205-2 ヰ⪅C24  minut .   
311 206-2 ヰ⪅A24 on shyol[↑], uvidel yabloko . 2ࠊ11ࢆᣦࡍ 
312 207 ヰ⪅A24 Vsyo ponyatno .   
313 208 ヰ⪅A24 S``el yabloko . 10ࢆᣦࡍ 
314 209-1 ヰ⪅A24 <Dal`she>{<},,   
315 210 ヰ⪅C24 <Nu da>{>} .   
316 209-2 ヰ⪅A24 oni::, nu.. mne vsyo-taki kazhetsya, chto oni kak by` na nego
ࠓỿ㯲 1.78⛊ࠔ nu:: razozlilis` . 
6ࢆᣦࡍ 
317 211 ヰ⪅A24 To est` tipa “nashe yabloko, paren`, chto ty` delaesh` 
voobshhe?” . 
  
318     ࠓỿ㯲 2.24⛊ࠔ   
319 212 ヰ⪅A24 Posle e`togo poprobovali sami dostat` .   
320     ࠓỿ㯲 1.54⛊ࠔ   
321 213-1 ヰ⪅C24 Ne < poluchilos`[↑]>{<},,   
322 214 ヰ⪅A24 <Poprobovali pritashhit`>{>} kamen` .   
323 213-2 ヰ⪅C24 kamen`[↑] . 7ࢆᣦࡍ 
324 215 ヰ⪅A24 Da .   
325 216 ヰ⪅A24 A potom[↑], potom on poproboval . 12ࢆᣦࡍ 
326 217 ヰ⪅A24 A::, mozhet by`t`, e`:: e`:: ࠓỿ㯲 4.93⛊ࠔmozhet by`t` kak-to 
tak? . 
12 ࡢ௦ࢃࡾ࡟ 9 ࢆ⨨
ࡃ 
327 218-1 ヰ⪅A24 To est` on prishyol[↑], uvidel kamen`[↑],ࠓỿ㯲 0.76 ⛊ࠔ 
popy`talsya sam ego, po..p.. oj,, 
7ࠊ9ࢆᣦࡍ 
328 219-1 ヰ⪅B24 [⯉ᡴࡕ],,   
329 218-2 ヰ⪅A24 popy`talsya <prosto sam>{<},,   
330 219-2 ヰ⪅B24 <Smotri::>{>} .   
331 218-3 ヰ⪅A24 dostat`[↑], potom poproboval, poproboval peredvinut` kamen` .   
332 220-1 ヰ⪅A24  Potom e`:: e`::,,   
333 221 ヰ⪅C24 Podsadil e`togo[↑] . 1ࢆᣦࡍ 
334 222-1 ヰ⪅B24 Smotri, <to chto, to chto>{<},,   
335 220-2 ヰ⪅A24 <poproboval peredvinut`>{>} kamen`, potom podoshyol k 
<e`tim, naprimer>{<} . 
  
336 222-2 ヰ⪅B24 <to, chto zdes`>{>} net de::reva, e`to vazhno, potomu chto e`::, 
to est`.. vidish`, kamen` , vidimo, gde-to podalyoku <lezhit>{<},, 
6ࢆᣦࡍ 
337 223 ヰ⪅A24 <Nu:: >{>} da .   
338 222-3 ヰ⪅B24 nepodalyoku, no.. no ne ryadom s derevom .   
339 224-1 ヰ⪅B24 <I on py`taetsya>{<},,   
340 225 ヰ⪅A24 <Ugu::>{>} .   
341 224-2 ヰ⪅B24  ego podvinut`[↑] , u nego ne poluchaetsya .   
342 226-1 ヰ⪅B24 To est`.. podrya::d vot e`ti <dejstviya>{<},, 12ࠊ1ࠊ9ࢆᣦࡍ 
343 227 ヰ⪅A24 <Ugu>{>} .   
344 226-2 ヰ⪅B24 idti ne mogut .   
345     ࠓỿ㯲 7.46⛊ࠔ   
346 228 ヰ⪅B24 <➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ>Chety`re minuty` u nas .   
347     ࠓỿ㯲 1.60⛊ࠔ   
348   ヰ⪅C24 [ᜥࢆྤࡃ㡢]   
349 229 ヰ⪅A24 Nu smotrite, vot tut on kak by` s razny`x storon stoit . 10ࠊ6ࢆᣦࡍ 
350     ࠓỿ㯲 1.13⛊ࠔ   
351 230 ヰ⪅A24 To est` esli by` oni by`li nedovol`ny`, skoree vsego by`la by` 




352     ࠓỿ㯲 9.09⛊ࠔ   
353 231 ヰ⪅A24 Nu mne kazhetsya, u nas samy`j pervy`j variant by`l 
normal`ny`j vpolne . 
  
354   ヰ⪅B24 <➗࠸>[ヰ⪅ A24ࢆぢࡿ]   
355   ヰ⪅C24 <➗࠸>[ヰ⪅ A24ࢆぢࡿ]   
356     ࠓỿ㯲 2.87⛊ࠔ   
357 232 ヰ⪅B24 <➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ >To est` kak, kak oni voobshhe iznachal`no 
lezhali?= . 
  
358 233 ヰ⪅C24 =Vot e`to? . 6ࢆྲྀࡿ 
359 234-1 ヰ⪅A24 M<::>{<},,   
360 235 ヰ⪅C24 <Vot tak?>{>} . 10 ࡜ 8 ࡢ㛫࡟ 6 ࢆᡠ
ࡍ 
361 234-2 ヰ⪅A24 ne::, ne, ne, ne .   
362 236 ヰ⪅A24 Nu.. ࠓỿ㯲 1.10⛊ࠔda::, no tut vot.. ya govoryu,  tut.. kak by` , 
oni s razny`x storon stoyat . 
  
363 237 ヰ⪅C24 Vot tak? . 12ࢆ 9ࡢ๓࡟ᡠࡍ 
364     ࠓỿ㯲 1.81⛊ࠔ   
365 238 ヰ⪅C24 Vot e`to by`l, po-moemu, samy`j pervy`j variant . 2ࠊ11ࠊ10ࠊ6ࠊ5ࠊ8ࠊ
3ࠊ7ࠊ12ࠊ9ࠊ1ࠊ4 
366 239 ヰ⪅B24 Ugu:: [࠺࡞ࡎࡃ] .   
367     ࠓỿ㯲 1.12⛊ࠔ   
368 240 ヰ⪅A24 Nu vot chto-to tipa togo .   
369 241 ヰ⪅B24 Nu davajte <tak i ostavim, potomu chyo-to ‘chto-to’[→]>{<}࠙ ࠙ .   
370 242 ヰ⪅A24 ࠚࠚ <Py`taetsya podvinut`[↑], podvinut` ne poluchaetsya>{>}, 
py`taetsya dostat`[↑], ne poluchaetsya, podsazhivaet e`togo . 
  
371     ࠓỿ㯲 1.93⛊ࠔ   
372 243 ヰ⪅C24 Nu da .   
373     ࠓỿ㯲 6.10⛊ࠔ   
374 244 ヰ⪅A24 [တࡢ㡢]A chto, esli voobshhe vse naoborot? .   
375 245 ヰ⪅A24 Oni uvideli, kak on est yabloko[↑] i zaxoteli [↑]sami dostat` 
yabloko . 
10ࠊ8ࠊ5ࢆᣦࡍ 
376     ࠓỿ㯲 1.66⛊ࠔ   
377 246 ヰ⪅A24 Naprimer, vot tak vot .   
378 247 ヰ⪅A24 To est` e`::= .   
379 248 ヰ⪅A24 =Nu ya prosto voz`mu[↑] . 8ࠊ5ࢆྲྀࡿ 
380     ࠓỿ㯲 1.33⛊ࠔ   
381 249 ヰ⪅A24  Est yabloko, “shha ‘sejchas’, na.. shha:: ‘sejchas’ sami e`::” kak 
by` . 
10ࠊ8ࢆᣦࡍ 
382 250 ヰ⪅A24 Nu, v obshhem ponyatno .   
383     ࠓỿ㯲 0.86⛊ࠔ   
384 251 ヰ⪅A24  “Dostanem yabloko[↑]”, dostat` yabloko ne poluchilos` ࠓỿ㯲
1.51⛊ࠔe`:: . 
  
385     ࠓỿ㯲 1.45⛊ࠔ   
386 252 ヰ⪅C24 Tak tut vsyo s kamnem poluchaetsya= . 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
387 253 ヰ⪅C24 =Nu tut tol`ko dve kartinki mozhno pomenyat` mestami, 
pravil`no ya ponimayu? . 
  
388 254 ヰ⪅A24 Nu:: vot kak-to tut . 5ࠊ8ࢆᡠࡍ 
389     ࠓỿ㯲 3.75⛊ࠔ   
390 255 ヰ⪅A24 Prosto ya govoryu, on tut v razny`x mestax stoit . 10ࠊ6ࢆᣦࡍ 
391     ࠓỿ㯲 0.94⛊ࠔ   
392 256 ヰ⪅C24 Nu da .   
393 257 ヰ⪅A24 Esli by` on stoyal sprava[↑] tak zhe, voobshhe:: bez problem . 6ࢆᣦࡍ 
394     ࠓỿ㯲 1.63⛊ࠔ   
395 258 ヰ⪅A24 Est yabloko, “shhas ‘sejchas’ dostanem sami yabloko” . 8ࢆᣦࡍ 
396 259 ヰ⪅A24 S chego im voobshhe na nego zlit`sya, v principe-to? .   
397 260 ヰ⪅A24 E`to zhe ne by`lo ix yablokom .   
398     ࠓỿ㯲 2.08⛊ࠔ   
399 261 ヰ⪅A24 To est` oni na nego.. ne:: zlyatsya, predpolozhim . 6ࢆ㏥ࡅࡿ 
400 262 ヰ⪅C24 U nas dve minuty`<㍍ࡃ➗࠸> .   
401 263 ヰ⪅A24 Da= .   
402 264 ヰ⪅A24 =To est` oni takie, tipa, “vot, shhas ‘sejchas’do..”= . 10ࠊ5ࠊ8࡜୪࡭ࡿ 
403 265 ヰ⪅A24 =Net, e..est yabloko, py`tayutsya dostat` .   
404     ࠓỿ㯲 1.21⛊ࠔ   
405 266 ヰ⪅A24 “Shha ‘sejchas’ peretashhim kamen`”[↑], peretaskivayut 
kamen` . 
3ࢆᣦࡍ 
406 267-1 ヰ⪅A24 Ne poluchaetsya peretashhit` kamen`[↑],,   
407 268 ヰ⪅C24 Nu .   
408     ࠓỿ㯲 0.83⛊ࠔ   
409 267-2 ヰ⪅A24 [⯉ᡴࡕࡢ㡢 ]e`:: oni tut chyo-to delayut[↑], v obshhem 
nevazhno, on py`taetsya peretashhit` kamen` . 
7ࠊ12ࢆᣦࡍ 
410     ࠓỿ㯲 1.21⛊ࠔ   
308 
 
411 269 ヰ⪅A24 [တᡶ࠸ࡢ㡢] Py`taetsya peretashhit` kamen`, ne poluchaetsya, 
podxodit k e`tim[↑]ࠓỿ㯲 1.15⛊ࠔe`:: . 
12ࡢᚋ࡟ 6ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
412 270 ヰ⪅C24 Tak a pochemu togda, esli on shhas ‘sejchas’ podoshyol k e`tim, 
pochemu <on tut odin?>{<} . 
6ࠊ9ࢆᣦࡍ 
413 271 ヰ⪅A24 <Nu vot da::>{>}, da, da, da, e`to vot tut kosyak, konechno .   
414     ࠓỿ㯲 2.80⛊ࠔ   
415 272 ヰ⪅B24 Koroche, ya govoryu, nado ostavit` , kak by`lo snachala= .   
416 273 ヰ⪅B24 =Tam dazhe esli est` kakie-to nesty`kovki, bolee menee 
logichno . 
  
417 274 ヰ⪅C24 Nu da .   
418     ࠓỿ㯲 0.85⛊ࠔ   
419 275-1 ヰ⪅C24 Potomu chto, nu posmotri, tut v lyubom sluchae, <po-
moemu>{<},, 
  
420 276 ヰ⪅A24 <Nu da::>{>} .   
421 275-2 ヰ⪅C24 gde-to, gde-to <chto-to>{<},,   
422 277 ヰ⪅A24 <Da::>{>} .   
423 275-3 ヰ⪅C24  ne sty`kuetsya .   
424     ࠓỿ㯲 2.08⛊ࠔ   
425 278 ヰ⪅A24 [တᡶ࠸ࡢ㡢] No mne kazhetsya , vot tak vot vpolne… .   
426 279 ヰ⪅A24 Nu vot xren znaet, ࠓỿ㯲 0.76⛊ࠔkogda on, vot kogda on mog 
odin poprobovat` dostat` ࠓỿ㯲 1.00⛊ࠔyabloko?[ヰ⪅ C24ࡀ
࣮࢝ࢻ 9ࢆᣦࡍ] . 
  
427   ヰ⪅B24 <➗࠸>   
428   ヰ⪅C24 <➗࠸>   
429 280 ヰ⪅A24 Nu ne, ne, ya imeyu v vidu,<➗࠸> e`to-to ponyatno[တᡶ࠸ࡢ
㡢] . 
  
430     ࠓỿ㯲 3.08⛊ࠔ   
431 281 ヰ⪅C24 Nu, koroche, minuta u nas <ostalas`>{<} .   
432 282 ヰ⪅B24 <[⯉ᡴࡕࡢ㡢] On tak[→]>{>} .   
433 283-1 ヰ⪅A24 <Nu >{>} v obshhem ya dumayu, vot stoit ostavit` kak-nibud`,,   
434 284 ヰ⪅B24 Da .   
435 283-2 ヰ⪅A24 ta::k, a e`to e`:: . ヰ⪅ C24 ࠿ࡽ 6 ࢆཷ
ࡅྲྀࡿ 
436 285 ヰ⪅B24 Voobshhe<➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ> ubrat` .   
437   ヰ⪅C24 <➗࠸>   
438 286 ヰ⪅A24 Ne::, ne, ne, ne .   
439 287 ヰ⪅A24 Nu, naprimer, kuda-nibud` syuda [࣮࢝ࢻ 9࡜ 1ࡢ㛫] .   
440     ࠓỿ㯲 1.27⛊ࠔ   
441 288 ヰ⪅C24 A pochemu <e`to syuda>{<}? .   
442 289 ヰ⪅A24 <A on [onࢆᙉㄪࡍࡿ]>{>} k nim podo.. on zhe k nim mozhet 
podojti . 
9ࢆᣦࡍ 
443 290 ヰ⪅A24 To est` on poproboval dostat` odin, ne poluchaetsya, <podoshyol 
k nim[↓]>{<} . 
9ࠊ6ࢆᣦࡍ 
444 291 ヰ⪅C24 <A::, da::,>{>} on k nim podoshyol . 6ࢆᣦࡍ 
445 292 ヰ⪅A24 Da::, <da, da, da>{<} .   
446 293 ヰ⪅C24 <Oni so>{>} skepsisom posmotre::li, <i oni vsyo[↓]>{<} .   
447 294 ヰ⪅A24 <Da, i tipa takie>{>} “nu ladno” .   
448 295 ヰ⪅C24 Da, da, da, davaj tak . ࣮࢝ࢻࢆᩚ࠼ࡿ 
449 296 ヰ⪅A24 Dostali yabloko .   
450     ࠓỿ㯲 1.87⛊ࠔ 2ࠊ11ࠊ10ࠊ5ࠊ8ࠊ3ࠊ
7ࠊ12ࠊ9ࠊ6ࠊ1ࠊ4 
451 297 ヰ⪅C24 Davaj tak poprobuem .   
452     ࠓỿ㯲 3.50⛊ࠔ   
453 298 ヰ⪅A24 Nu vsyo vy`glyadit dovol`no logichno,ࠓỿ㯲 2.08⛊ࠔ kak mne 
kazhetsya . 
  
454 299 ヰ⪅C24 Nu da, shhas ‘sejchas’ da .   
455     ࠓỿ㯲 2.30⛊ࠔ   
456 300 ヰ⪅C24 Nu vsyo<➗࠸>[ヰ⪅ A24ࢆぢ࡚❧ࡕୖࡀࡿ] .   
457   ヰ⪅B24 <➗࠸>   









  ヰ⪅ᛶู: ⏨ 





␒ྕ ヰ⪅ Ⓨ       ヰ       ෆ       ᐜ ഛ⪃ 
1 1 ヰ⪅A25 [ᜥࢆ྾࠺㡢]Ux ty` .   
2 2 ヰ⪅B25 E`:: vse kartinki tut pered toboj .   
3   ヰ⪅A25 <㍍ࡃ➗࠸>   
4     ࠓỿ㯲 1.30⛊ࠔ   
5 3 ヰ⪅A25 Svyaznaya istoriya, da[↑]? .   
6     ࠓỿ㯲 2.03⛊ࠔ   
7 4 ヰ⪅B25 A mozhno obshhat`sya uzhe? .   
8 5 ヰ⪅A25 Da::,<da, da>{<} .   
9 6 ヰ⪅C25 <Nu da>{>}, vmeste <zhe nuzhno>{<} .   
10 7 ヰ⪅B25 <Nuzhno>{>} dazhe .   
11 8 ヰ⪅A25 Cherez 15 minut ona skazala zajdyot .   
12 9 ヰ⪅B25 Aga .   
13 10-1 ヰ⪅B25 Lad<no, znachit>{<},,   
14 11 ヰ⪅A25 <Ta::k>{>} .   
15 10-2 ヰ⪅B25 na chetvyortoj glavny`j geroj, sudya po vsemu . 6 ࡢ኱ࡁ࠸࢟ࣕࣛࢡࢱ
࣮ࢆᣦࡍ 
16     ࠓỿ㯲 3.39⛊ࠔ   
17 12 ヰ⪅B25 M..m::..m::, ya ne pojmu, e`to yajczo ili chto?= .   
18 13 ヰ⪅C25 =A vot zdes` on odin . 2ࢆື࠿ࡍ 
19     ࠓỿ㯲 0.88⛊ࠔ   
20 14 ヰ⪅B25 Da::, nado naverno snachala raspredelit`, <gde on odin[↓]>{<} .   
21 15-1 ヰ⪅C25 <Vot zdes` on>{>},,   
22 16 ヰ⪅A25 <Ne::>{>} .   
23 15-2 ヰ⪅C25 tozhe odin[↑] py`taetsya sorvat` yabloko . 9ࢆ 2ࡢᚋ࡟⨨ࡃ 
24 17 ヰ⪅A25 Da .   
25 18 ヰ⪅B25 Da, vidimo, potom on naxodit uzhe . 1ࢆᣦࡍ 
26 19 ヰ⪅C25 Potom naxodit ka<kogo-to[→]>{<}࠙࠙  .   
27 20 ヰ⪅A25 ࠚࠚ<Vo::t>{>} eshhyo, vot on py`t.. on u.. yabloko <upalo, yabloko 
upalo[↓]>{<} . 
10ࢆྲྀࡿ 
28 21 ヰ⪅C25 <A::, yabloko upalo>{>} .   
29 22 ヰ⪅B25 Da .   
30 23-1 ヰ⪅C25 Vo::t, da,,   
31 24-1 ヰ⪅B25 Vot <tut>{<},,   
32 23-2 ヰ⪅C25 <da>{>} .   
33 24-2 ヰ⪅B25 [࣮࢝ࢻ 5 ࢆᣢࡕୖࡆ࡚ヰ⪅ C25 ࡟ぢࡏࡿ]kstati govorya, oni 
vdvoyom potom otdel`no py`tayutsya ix podnyat` . 
5ࢆᣢࡕୖࡆࡿ 
34 25 ヰ⪅C25 Kstati da .   
35 26 ヰ⪅A25 <Tak, oni vdvoyom>{<} .   
36 27 ヰ⪅B25 <Davajte raspredelim snachala>{>}, gde est`, <koroche, on 
odin, a gde vsyo[→]>{<}࠙࠙  . 
  
37 28 ヰ⪅A25 ࠚࠚ <Shhas ‘sejchas’, davajte, prosto vezde, gde>{>} ya..yabloki, 
gde yabloki voz`myom . 
  
38 29 ヰ⪅B25 Da, kstati govorya, tak <➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ>lo<gichnee[↓]>{<} .   
39 30 ヰ⪅A25 <Vo::t>{>}, vot e`ti vse.. s yablokami .   
40 31-1 ヰ⪅B25 Vot v konce eshhyo e`ti dva <chuvaka s yablokami>{<},, 4ࢆᣦࡍ 
41 32-1 ヰ⪅A25 <E`::>{>},,   
42 31-2 ヰ⪅B25 tozhe .   
43   ヰ⪅C25 <➗࠸>   
44 32-2 ヰ⪅A25 tak, a s..s kamnem <teper`>{<},,   
45 33 ヰ⪅B25 <Pesnya>{>} .   
46 32-3 ヰ⪅A25 s kamnem otdel`no . 7ࠊ3ࠊ12ࢆࡲ࡜ࡵࡿ 
47     ࠓỿ㯲 1.37⛊ࠔ   
48 34 ヰ⪅C25 Da, eshhyo kamen` tut .   
49 35 ヰ⪅A25 Kamen`= .   
50 36 ヰ⪅B25 =Vot on est yabloko, kstati govorya, tozhe . 10ࢆᣦࡍ 
51 37 ヰ⪅C25 Uzhe .   
52 38 ヰ⪅B25 I zdes` dvo.. oni edyat= . 4ࢆᣦࡍ 
53 39 ヰ⪅B25 =E`to, po idee, dve, kak by` razny`x kuska istorii .   
54 40 ヰ⪅A25 Ta::k= .   
55 41 ヰ⪅B25 =Ili, mozhet by`t`, oni al`ternativny`e kak by` .   
56     ࠓỿ㯲 1.29⛊ࠔ   
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57   ヰ⪅C25 <➗࠸>   
58 42 ヰ⪅A25 A e`.. zdes`[↑], zdes` oni=࠙࠙  . 6ࢆᣦࡍ 
59 43 ヰ⪅C25 ࠚࠚ =On ix prosto vstrechaet, vidimo, tam .   
60 44 ヰ⪅B25 Da .   
61 45 ヰ⪅A25 A vot on ks.. vot, kstati, vo::t . 2ࢆྲྀࡿ 
62     ࠓỿ㯲 0.96⛊ࠔ   
63 46-1 ヰ⪅A25 Zdes`,,   
64 47 ヰ⪅B25 Kamni .   
65 46-2 ヰ⪅A25 kamni[→] . 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
66     ࠓỿ㯲 1.48⛊>   
67 48 ヰ⪅C25 Net, uzhe <kakie-to malen`kie[↓]>{<} .   
68 49-1 ヰ⪅B25 <Net e`to prosto>{>} po-mom ‘po-moemu’ <prosto idyot>{<},,   
69 50 ヰ⪅C25 <Prosto idyot>{>} .   
70 49-2 ヰ⪅B25 kak by`= .   
71 51 ヰ⪅B25 =Ix bol`she net <nigde tam[↓]>{<} .   
72 52 ヰ⪅C25 <Vot interesno>{>}, naverno, on prix.. on naverno idyo::t[↑], 
potom  vy`x..vy`.. naxodit [↑]derevo, i yabloko uzhe lezhit . 
2ࠊ11ࠊ9࡜୪࡭ࡿ 
73 53 ヰ⪅C25 A on xochet eshhyo odno .   
74 54 ヰ⪅C25 A eshhyo odno ne polucha::etsya .   
75 55 ヰ⪅A25 A::, stop, stop, stop, stop, stop .   
76 56 ヰ⪅A25 Ne, ne, ne .   
77 57 ヰ⪅A25 Mozhet vot tak, vot tak? . 11ࡢᚋ࡟ 10ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
78     ࠓỿ㯲 1.09⛊ࠔ   
79 58 ヰ⪅A25 Shhas ‘sejchas’, a::, ne, ne, ne, ne, ne .   
80     ࠓỿ㯲 1.20⛊ࠔ   
81 59 ヰ⪅A25 Tak, tak, tak, tak, tak .   
82     ࠓỿ㯲 1.73⛊ࠔ   
83 60 ヰ⪅A25 [ᜥࢆ྾࠺㡢]Aga::, xmxmxm .   
84 61-1 ヰ⪅A25 A::, vot e`ta, <mne kazhetsya, pervaya, vot e`to, mne>{<},, 6ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
85 62 ヰ⪅C25 <Nado eshhyo s kamnem vsyo dopridumat`>{>} .   
86 61-2 ヰ⪅A25 kazhetsya, pervoe .   
87 63 ヰ⪅A25 Vot oni chyo-to ‘chto-to’ pos..possorilis` poxodu . 2ࡢ๓࡟ 6ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
88 64-1 ヰ⪅A25 Vot <on poshyol odin>{<},,   
89 65 ヰ⪅C25 <A::, mozhet by`t`>{>} .   
90 64-2 ヰ⪅A25 vot on poshyol odin .   
91 66 ヰ⪅B25 A::, poshyol odin dostat`  yablo<ko, mozhet by`t`, da[↓]>{<} .   
92 67 ヰ⪅A25 <Da::, da, da, poshyol odin>{>} odin, obidelsya na nix .   
93 68-1 ヰ⪅A25 Vot on kak <raz>{<},, 2ࢆᣦࡍ 
94 69 ヰ⪅C25 <Kstati>{>}, da .   
95 68-2 ヰ⪅A25 vo::t, on o<bidelsya>{<},,   
96 70 ヰ⪅B25 <Sudya>{>} po e`mociyam, da .   
97 68-3 ヰ⪅A25 vo::t, e`:: .   
98 71-1 ヰ⪅B25 I on uvidel yabloko, dopustim, poka pust` budet,, 2ࡢᚋ࡟ 11ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
99 72 ヰ⪅A25 Da .   
100 71-2 ヰ⪅B25 naprimer .   
101 73 ヰ⪅A25 On uvidel [↑]yabloko .   
102 74 ヰ⪅B25 Vot zachem?= .   
103 75 ヰ⪅B25 = A mozhet by`t` iskal o::n . 12ࢆᣦࡍ 
104 76-1 ヰ⪅B25 <Snachala>{<} ,,   
105 77-1 ヰ⪅C25 <Net, snachala>{>},, 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
106 76-2 ヰ⪅B25 py`talsya podnyat`, chtob <podnyat` [↑]yabloko>{<},,   
107 77-2 ヰ⪅C25 <snachala vot on >{>},,   
108 76-3 ヰ⪅B25 cmotri, a <potom>{<},,   
109 77-3 ヰ⪅C25 <podnyal>{>} .   
110 76-4 ヰ⪅B25 <on ne smog>{<},,   
111 78 ヰ⪅A25 <Da, da, da>{>} .   
112 76-5 ヰ⪅B25 podnyat` i on uzhe na golove vot e`togo podsadil . 1ࢆᣦࡍ 
113 79 ヰ⪅A25 Kstati, mozhet by`t` .   
114 80-1 ヰ⪅C25 A::, da::, py`talsya, da::,,   
115 81 ヰ⪅A25 A e`ti <chyo‘chto’?>{<} . 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
116 80-2 ヰ⪅C25 <pri>{>}<tashhit`[↓]>{<} .   
117 82 ヰ⪅A25 <E`ti tozhe>{>} py`tayutsya .   
118 83 ヰ⪅C25 I e`ti py`tayutsya .   
119 84-1 ヰ⪅A25 A::,,   
120 85 ヰ⪅C25 <Mozh ‘mozhet’ parallel`no?>{<} .   
121 86 ヰ⪅B25 <Ya govoril snachala , e`to>{>} dve paralle::l`<ny`e, naverno, 
da[↓]>{<} . 
  
122 84-2 ヰ⪅A25 <smotri, da, da, da, da, da>{>} .   
123 87 ヰ⪅A25 Oni vse py`tayutsya dostat` yabloko .   
124 88 ヰ⪅C25 A tut mozhno parallel`no sdelat` istoriyu-to? .   
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125 89 ヰ⪅A25 Vo::t <oni vse py`tayutsya[→]>{<}࠙࠙  .   
126 90 ヰ⪅B25 ࠚࠚ <<➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ>Ne::, mozhno>{>} <poprobovat`[↓]>{<} .   
127 91 ヰ⪅A25 <Za..zachem>{>}?= .   
128 92-1 ヰ⪅A25 =Oni vse[↑].., vot cel`,, 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
129   ヰ⪅C25 <➗࠸>   
130 92-2 ヰ⪅A25 e`:: u nix e`to.. poluchit` yabloki . 4ࢆᣦࡍ 
131 93 ヰ⪅B25 Da, i v itoge oni poluchayut kak by` e`:: kooperaciya 
poluchaetsya . 
  
132 94 ヰ⪅B25 Vot[࣮࢝ࢻ 1ࢆᣦࡍ] . 1ࢆᣦࡍ 
133     ࠓỿ㯲 1.80⛊ࠔ   
134 95 ヰ⪅A25 E`::m znachit poluchaetsya ࠓ ỿ 㯲 1.86 ⛊ ࠔ e`:: 
xmxmxmxm<xmxm>{<} . 
  
135 96 ヰ⪅C25 <Nu>{>} tut, naverno, parallel`nuyu nel`zya .   
136     ࠓỿ㯲 1.07⛊ࠔ   
137 97 ヰ⪅C25 <Tut[→]>{<}࠙࠙  .   
138 98 ヰ⪅A25 ࠚࠚ <Svyaz>{>}naya istoriya dolzhna poluchi<t`sya[↓]>{<} .   
139 99 ヰ⪅C25 <Da>{>} .   
140 100 ヰ⪅B25 Mozhno prosto po chastyam eyo soedinit` . 10ࢆྲྀࡿ 
141 101 ヰ⪅B25 Voobshhe mozhno, chtoby` vot on tut podobral yabloko i potom 
on , naprimer ego est, i ego dvoe vot e`tix vot uvi<deli[↓]>{<} . 
11 ࢆᣦࡍࠊ10 ࢆぢࡏ
ࡿ 
142 102 ヰ⪅A25 <A::>{>}, <kstati, kstati[→]>{<}࠙࠙  .   
143 103 ヰ⪅B25 ࠚࠚ <I oni posle e`togo sami>{>} poshli tozhe vzyat` yabloki i 
ponyali, chto <u nix ne poluchaetsya[↓]>{<} . 
8ࢆᣦࡍ 
144 104 ヰ⪅A25 <Da, da, da, da, da>{>} .   
145     ࠓỿ㯲 1.57⛊ࠔ   
146 105 ヰ⪅C25 Da, on potom vozvrashhaetsya, da[↓],  <to est` s nimi, 
da[↓]>{<} . 
  
147 106 ヰ⪅A25 <A::, da, da, da>{>}, da, da .   
148 107 ヰ⪅A25 Vo::t, vot on poshyol[↑] <odin[↓]>{<} . 2ࢆᣦࡍ 
149 108 ヰ⪅C25 <Obidelsya>{>}, chto on ne po..<on sam ne mozhet[↓]>{<} .   
150 109 ヰ⪅A25 <On obidelsya na>{>} nix[↑]=࠙࠙  . 10ࢆᣦࡍ 
151 110 ヰ⪅C25 ࠚࠚ =On odin zhe ne mozhet .   
152 111 ヰ⪅A25 <Chto odin?>{<} .   
153 112 ヰ⪅B25 <Nu pust`>{>},  pust`, <davajte poka vot tak[↓]>{<} .   
154 113 ヰ⪅C25 <Nu vot zdes` on zhe odin>{>} ne mozhet dostat` yabloko . 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
155 114 ヰ⪅A25 Da, da, da, <vot, vot e`to, vot on poest[↓]>{<} .   
156 115 ヰ⪅B25 <No on ego snachala nashyol, mozhet by`t`>{>}, vidish`? . 11 ࢆᣦࡍࠊ10 ࢆぢࡏ
ࡿ 
157 116-1 ヰ⪅A25 A<::, ne, ne, ne, ne, ne>{<},,   
158 117 ヰ⪅B25 <To est` tut uzhe lezhalo>{>} .   
159 116-2 ヰ⪅A25 vot kak by`lo . 6ࢆྲྀࡿ 
160 118-1 ヰ⪅A25 Vot on odin idyot, vot on est yabloko[↑],,   
161 119 ヰ⪅B25 Nashyol i est <uzhe[↓]>{<} .   
162 118-2 ヰ⪅A25 <a>{>} oni.. obidelis` na nego[↑], potomu chto:: e`:: <kak 
by`>{<},, 
10ࡢᚋ࡟ 6ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
163 120 ヰ⪅B25 <Voobshhe>{>} poxozhe, da[↓]<➗࠸> .   
164 118-3 ヰ⪅A25 chto u nego yabloka net . 10ࠊ6ࢆᣦࡍ 
165 121 ヰ⪅B25 Nu, pred.. pust` poka tak budet .   
166     ࠓỿ㯲 1.13⛊ࠔ   
167 122-1 ヰ⪅A25 A::, ne, ne, ne, ne, ne, <vot on pervy`j, vot on pervy`j>{<},, 2ࢆྲྀࡿ 
168 123-1 ヰ⪅C25 <Nu tut kak ugodno, tut,  po-moemu>{>},,   
169 122-2 ヰ⪅A25 nashyol yabloko,,   
170 123-2 ヰ⪅C25 kak ugodno mozhno, sobstvenno, tut .   
171 124 ヰ⪅B25 Nu da .   
172 122-3 ヰ⪅A25 vot on nashyol [↑]yabloko, potom=,, 11ࠊ10࡜୪࡭ࡿ 
173 125 ヰ⪅C25 =S``el .   
174 122-4 ヰ⪅A25 e`:: oni uvideli, kak on est yabloko . 10ࢆᣦࡍ 
175 126 ヰ⪅C25 Da .   
176 127 ヰ⪅A25 Oni tozhe zaxoteli yabloko . 10ࡢᚋ࡟ 6ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
177 128 ヰ⪅A25 Vot on ego uzhe s``el v principe[ᜥࢆ྾࠺㡢] .   
178 129 ヰ⪅B25 Nu pust` da[↓] .   
179 130 ヰ⪅B25 I oni <reshili ego dostat`[↓]>{<} .   
180 131 ヰ⪅A25 <E`:: i on, on>{>}, on obidelsya, on reshil, “kak mne dostat` 
yabloko, tozhe:: pomoch` e`tim rebya.. rebyatam” . 
6ࡢᚋ࡟ 2ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
181 132 ヰ⪅B25 A:: .   
182 133 ヰ⪅C25 A, mozhet, v..v..vot e`tix rebyat prishpandy`rit` k..  <kak-to k 
derevu>{<}? . 
8ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
183 134-1 ヰ⪅B25 <Da, mozhet oni>{>} snachala py`talis`, kak by`, potomu chto 
zdes` stol`ko e`tix,, 
1ࢆᣦࡍ 
184   ヰ⪅A25 <➗࠸>   
185 134-2 ヰ⪅B25 chto oni vdvoyom py`tayutsya snachala s soboj, <vot>{<} .   
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186 135 ヰ⪅C25 <Tut prosto>{>} svyazano, dejstvitel`no .   
187 136-1 ヰ⪅B25 Mozhno <podumat` tak>{<},,   
188 137 ヰ⪅C25 <Mozhno, da::>{>} . ❧ࡕୖࡀࡗ࡚ᮘࡢ๓࡟
⛣ື 
189 136-2 ヰ⪅B25 chto, da[↓], to, chto oni reshili tozhe yabloko s``est`,, 8ࠊ5࡜୪࡭ࡿ 
190 138 ヰ⪅C25 Da::, <ne smogli::[↓]>{<} .   
191 136-3 ヰ⪅B25 <i u nix ne poluchi>{>}los`, <da[↓]>{<} .   
192 139 ヰ⪅C25 <Tak>{>}, chtob posledovatel`no by`lo . 2ࢆྲྀࡿ 
193     ࠓỿ㯲 0.93⛊ࠔ   
194 140 ヰ⪅C25 Nu:: vot .   
195     ࠓỿ㯲 2.59⛊ࠔ   
196 141 ヰ⪅A25 [ᜥࢆ྾࠺㡢]A::=࠙࠙  .   
197 142 ヰ⪅C25 ࠚࠚ =I potom uzhe parallel`no nachinaetsya .   
198 143 ヰ⪅C25 Vot on uxo::dit[↑], oni v e`to vremya tam po.. py`tayutsya e`tu 
skalu::[↑], i on ix naxodit . 
3ࠊ7ࢆ୪࡭ࡿ 
199 144 ヰ⪅B25 A::, vot, da, e`to .   
200 145 ヰ⪅A25 Da, da, da, <vot[↓]>{<} .   
201 146 ヰ⪅B25 <I mozhet>{>} by`t` py`taetsya tozhe skalu podnyat` <i ne 
poluchaetsya[↓]>{<} . 
12ࢆᣦࡍ 
202 147 ヰ⪅C25 <I tozhe, da,>{>} i:: tozhe py`taetsya . 7ࡢᚋ࡟ 12ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
203 148 ヰ⪅A25 Tozhe py`taetsya .   
204     ࠓỿ㯲 6.66⛊ࠔ   
205 149 ヰ⪅A25 Tak, a, a::, [↑]vot on .   
206 150 ヰ⪅A25 Podozhdite, stop . 9ࢆྲྀࡿ 
207     ࠓỿ㯲 0.97⛊ࠔ   
208 151 ヰ⪅A25 Vot on  kogda poshyol[↑] .   
209 152 ヰ⪅A25 Gde? .   
210 153 ヰ⪅A25 A::, pochemu syuda,ࠓỿ㯲 1.63⛊ࠔpochemu on syuda? . 2ࢆᣦࡍ 
211     ࠓỿ㯲 0.87⛊ࠔ   
212 154 ヰ⪅C25 A on v e`to vremya <idyot[↓]>{<} .   
213 155 ヰ⪅B25 <Nu>{>}ࠓỿ㯲 0.80 ⛊ࠔ nu <kstati, da , mozhno tak 
sdelat`[↓]>{<} . 
  
214 156 ヰ⪅A25 <A::, ne, ne, ne>{>}, <ne, ne[↓]>{<} .   
215 157 ヰ⪅C25 <Mo.. a nu mozhno>{>}, mozhno syuda . 2ࢆ 8ࡢ๓࡟⨨ࡃ 
216 158 ヰ⪅B25 E`t ‘e`to’ nevazhno .   
217 159-1 ヰ⪅B25 <Koroche, my`>{<},,   
218 160 ヰ⪅A25 <Vot syuda>{>} .   
219 159-2 ヰ⪅B25 soedinili poka tol`ko vot rebyat, da[↑]?, melkix .   
220     ࠓỿ㯲 2.53⛊ࠔ   
221 161 ヰ⪅B25 A vot e`ti vot my` poka ne brali eshhyo v raschyot . 1ࠊ9ࢆᣦࡍ 
222     ࠓỿ㯲 1.23⛊ࠔ   
223 162 ヰ⪅A25 Tak, davajte, mozhet by`t`, togda sdelaem .   
224     ࠓỿ㯲 1.43⛊ࠔ   
225 163 ヰ⪅A25 A::, v e`to vremya, shhas ‘sejchas’ <➗࠸> .   
226 164 ヰ⪅B25 V e`to vremya <tipa e`ti tozhe py`tayutsya tozhe 
podnyat`[↓]>{<} . 
  
227 165 ヰ⪅A25 <A::, vot, vot, vot, vot, vot>{>}, vot davajte, mozhet by`t` vot 
tak? . 
6ࠊ12ࢆ㏥ࡅࡿ 
228 166 ヰ⪅A25 Vot, oni uvideli u nego yabloko[↑] ࠓỿ㯲 1.06⛊ࠔi tozhe zaxoteli 
e`to yabloko poluchit` . 
11ࠊ10ࠊ8࡜୪࡭ࡿ 
229 167-1 ヰ⪅A25 <Oni prishli syuda>{<},, 8ࢆᣦࡍ 
230 168 ヰ⪅B25 <N::u my` <➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ> my` tak>{>} i dumali, da[↓] .   
231 167-2 ヰ⪅A25 oni prishli syuda .   
232 169 ヰ⪅A25 Potom[↑]ࠓỿ㯲 0.80⛊ࠔ e`:: .   
233     ࠓỿ㯲 0.86⛊ࠔ   
234   ヰ⪅C25 <➗࠸>   
235 170-1 ヰ⪅B25 Vot oni, vot oni <prishli>{<},,   
236 171 ヰ⪅A25 <Da>{>} .   
237 170-2 ヰ⪅B25 py`talis` podnyat` vdvoyom, u nix ne poluchilos` . 8ࡢᚋ࡟ 5ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
238 172 ヰ⪅B25 Posle e`togo oni, my` dumali, vot oni py`talis` podnyat` 
kamen` . 
3ࢆᣦࡍ 
239 173 ヰ⪅B25 U nix tozhe ne poluchilos` .   
240 174 ヰ⪅B25 Togda ix vstretil, naprimer, vot e`tot chuvak, da[↓] . 7ࢆᣦࡍ 
241 175 ヰ⪅C25 Kotory`j shyol <do e`togo[↓]>{<} . 3ࢆྲྀࡿ 
242 176 ヰ⪅B25 <Da>{>} .   
243 177 ヰ⪅B25 To est` vot tak vot poluchaetsya . 5ࡢᚋ࡟ 3ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
244 178 ヰ⪅B25 Nu vot poluchaetsya, smotri chyo ‘chto’ .   
245 179-1 ヰ⪅B25 Tipa on nashyol zdorovennoe [↑]yabloko, s``el ego, oni tipa 
posmotreli na nego, to chto on est [↑]yabloko, prishli k yablone, 
u nix ne <poluchi>{<},, 
11ࠊ10ࠊ8ࠊ5ࢆᣦࡍ 
246 180 ヰ⪅A25 <Da>{>} .   
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247 179-2 ヰ⪅B25 los` podnyat` .   
248 181 ヰ⪅B25 Oni reshili podnyat` kamen`, tuda <pritashhit`>{<} . 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
249 182 ヰ⪅A25 <Da, da, da, da>{>}, <da>{<} .   
250 183-1 ヰ⪅B25 <V e`to>{>} vremya shyol, nu tam gde-to gulyal.. zdorovyak[↑],, 3ࡢᚋ࡟ 2ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
251 184 ヰ⪅C25 Vstretil ix . 2ࡢᚋ࡟ 7ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
252 183-2 ヰ⪅B25 ix vstretil, da[↓] .   
253 185-1 ヰ⪅B25 Popy`talsya tozhe podnyat` kamen`,, 7ࡢᚋ࡟ 12ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
254 186 ヰ⪅A25 Da::, da, <da>{<} .   
255 185-2 ヰ⪅B25 <no>{>} ne poluchilos` .   
256 187 ヰ⪅B25 Nu mozhno eshhyo.. vot e`to vot toka ‘tol`ko’ . 6ࢆྲྀࡿ 
257 188 ヰ⪅B25 No vot e`to mozhno postavit` syuda [࣮࢝ࢻ 8], to chto on.. 
beryot . 
6 ࢆ 8 ࡢ఩⨨࡟⨨ࡇ࠺
࡜ࡍࡿ 
258 189-1 ヰ⪅A25 Ne, <ne, togda>{<},,   
259 190 ヰ⪅B25 <Ili net>{>} .   
260 189-2 ヰ⪅A25 ne polucha::etsya, ne::t .   
261 191 ヰ⪅A25 Vo::t, on xotel im pomoch` . 9ࢆᣢࡕୖࡆࡿ 
262 192 ヰ⪅B25 Nu da:: .   
263 193-1 ヰ⪅C25 Nu vot, <a potom>{<},,   
264 194 ヰ⪅B25 <Nu vot on>{>} .   
265 193-2 ヰ⪅C25 on prixodit k nim[↑], da[↓], m.. py`taetsya s..sorvat` yabloko . 6ࠊ9ࢆᣦࡍ 
266 195 ヰ⪅A25 A::, togda, podozhdite, togda vot.. vot tak togda . 2ࢆྲྀࡿ 
267     ࠓỿ㯲 2.50⛊ࠔ   
268 196 ヰ⪅A25 Vot tak, mne kazhetsya, togda . 6ࡢᚋ࡟ 2ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
269 197 ヰ⪅C25 A mo., da::, vot tak logichnee budet, logichnej budet, da:: .   
270     ࠓỿ㯲 1.67⛊ࠔ   
271 198 ヰ⪅A25 Ta::k .   
272 199 ヰ⪅B25 A pochemu togda on snachala skalu staralsya podnyat`? . 12ࢆᣦࡍ 
273 200 ヰ⪅A25 Koroche, vot e`::to, e`to tochno konecz . 1ࠊ4࡜୪࡭ࡿ 
274 201-1 ヰ⪅A25 Vot konecz[↑],,   
275 202 ヰ⪅B25 Nu da::, <e`to ponyatno>{<} .   
276 201-2 ヰ⪅A25 <vot e`to konecz>{>} .   
277 203 ヰ⪅C25 <A tam zhe oni>{>} obizhenny`e, net[↑]?, vot v poslednem . 4ࢆᣦࡍ 
278 204 ヰ⪅A25 Pochemu?, <ne::t>{<} . 4ࢆྲྀࡗ࡚ࠊぢࡿ 
279 205 ヰ⪅B25 <Net>{>}, oni vrode vse dovol`ny`e, <vse stoyat[↓]>{<} . 4ࢆᣦࡍ 
280 206 ヰ⪅A25 <Oni vse radost>{>}ny`e .   
281 207 ヰ⪅C25 A::, da, naoborot, da, da, da .   
282 208 ヰ⪅C25 <Nu vot>{<} .   
283 209 ヰ⪅A25 <Vot e`to>{>} konecz, dva . 1ࠊ4ࢆᣦࡍ 
284 210 ヰ⪅B25 Ugu .   
285 211 ヰ⪅A25 <Tak>{<}࠙࠙  .   
286 212 ヰ⪅C25 ࠚࠚ <Nu vsyo::>{>}, da .   
287 213 ヰ⪅C25 I tut, ponyatno, on odin ne smog[↑], i togda e`tot emu na golovu 
zalez . 
9ࢆᣦࡍ 
288 214 ヰ⪅B25 Ugu .   
289 215 ヰ⪅B25 Tut tol`ko vot e`to vot e`:: <s kamnyami mne interesno[↓]>{<} . 7ࠊ12ࢆᣦࡍ 
290 216 ヰ⪅A25 <Vot e`to, da, ne ponyatno, s kamnyami>{>} chto delat`[ᜥࢆ྾
࠺㡢] . 
  
291     ࠓỿ㯲 0.77⛊ࠔ   
292 217 ヰ⪅B25 Nu mozhno... .   
293     ࠓỿ㯲 1.60⛊ࠔ   
294 218-1 ヰ⪅C25 Nu a chyo ‘chto’?, sna<chala oni ne s..>{<},, 7ࢆᣦࡍ 
295 219 ヰ⪅B25 <Nu v principe>{>}, da .   
296 218-2 ヰ⪅C25 ne smogli, oni ne smogli, on ne smog, i togda oni pogovorili . 12ࠊ6ࢆᣦࡍ 
297     ࠓỿ㯲 3.76⛊ࠔ   
298 220 ヰ⪅B25 Prosto <poluchaetsya vot tak vot[→]>{<}࠙࠙  .   
299 221 ヰ⪅A25 ࠚࠚ <Ne, ne, ne, ne, ne, ne, net, stop>{>} .   
300 222 ヰ⪅C25 ࠚࠚ <A::, ili vot, ili, ili vot [↑]e`to>{>} vot e`to mozhno prosto 
syuda . 
6ࢆ 10ࡢᚋ࡟⨨ࡃ 
301 223 ヰ⪅B25 Nu vot e`to da::, vot e`to ya <➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ>tozhe dumayu luchshe 
tuda postavit` . 
11ࠊ10ࠊ6ࠊ8ࠊ5 
302 224 ヰ⪅C25 Vot on s``el, a oni obidelis` . 10ࠊ6ࢆᣦࡍ 
303 225 ヰ⪅B25 Oni obidelis`, zaxoteli yabloko, da[↓] . 6ࢆᣦࡍ 
304 226 ヰ⪅B25 Prishli[↑], u nix ne poluchilos` e`to, oni py`talis` s kamnem, i 
potom on ix uvidel i reshil im pomoch` s kamnem snachala, 
potom dostat` samomu[↑] . 
3ࠊ7ࢆᣦࡍ 
305 227-1 ヰ⪅B25 Ne, vot posle e`togo nelogichno nemnogo poluchaetsya to, chto 
<on snachala py`talsya>{<},, 
  
306 228 ヰ⪅A25 <Ne, ne, ne>{>} .   
307 227-2 ヰ⪅B25 kamen`, da[↓], potom tol`ko sa..sam dostat` . 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
308 229 ヰ⪅A25 On xotel im pomoch`, mne kazhetsya .   
309 230 ヰ⪅B25 Nu da:: .   
314 
 
310 231 ヰ⪅A25 On xotel im pomoch`[↑],ࠓỿ㯲 0.86⛊ࠔ oni potom... .   
311     ࠓỿ㯲 0.89⛊ࠔ   
312 232-1 ヰ⪅A25 A::, smotrite, smotrite, smotrite, oni edyat yabloko, o..oni 
uvideli, chto on est <yabloko>{<},, 
6ࢆ㏥ࡅࡿࠊ10ࠊ8ࠊ5
ࢆᣦࡍ 
313 233 ヰ⪅B25 <Ugu>{>} .   
314 232-2 ヰ⪅A25 poshli <popy`>{<},,   
315 234 ヰ⪅B25 <Ugu>{>} .   
316 232-3 ヰ⪅A25 talis`, u nix ne poluchi<los`[↓]>{<} .   
317 235 ヰ⪅B25 <Ugu>{>} .   
318 236 ヰ⪅A25  E`:: on e`:: shhas, shhas, shhas, shhas, shhas ‘sejchas’,ࠓỿ㯲
1.10⛊ࠔu nix ne poluchilos`[↑],ࠓỿ㯲 2.07⛊ࠔ ax:: takࠓỿ㯲
3.03ࠔe`:: xmxm . 
6ࢆぢࡿ 
319 237 ヰ⪅C25 Oni poprobovali kamen` . 7ࢆᣦࡍ 
320 238 ヰ⪅B25 Vot e`to oni prosto rastroenny`e ili oni imenno obizheny` , kak 
dumaete?[࣮࢝ࢻ 6ࢆぢࡏࡿ] . 
6ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
321 239 ヰ⪅C25 Nu oni obizhe<ny`>{<} .   
322 240 ヰ⪅A25 <A::,>{>} ne, ne, ne, u nix ne poluchilos`, potom on sprashivaet, 
on.. oni, oni ego vstrechayut i govoryat, “mozhet vam pomoch`? 
mozhet my` vmeste dostanem e`to yabloko?” . 
6ࢆྲྀࡿࠊ5ࢆᣦࡍ 
323 241 ヰ⪅B25 A oni tipa <obidelis` takie “my` sami”, naverno[↓]>{<} .   
324 242 ヰ⪅A25 <E`:: oni govoryat, oni obidelis`, “ne::t, my`>{>} sami, my` 
sami” . 
6ࡢᚋ࡟ 2ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
325 243-1 ヰ⪅A25 Vot on o.. on obizha::etsya, <on obizha::etsya, on rasstro>{<},,   
326 244 ヰ⪅B25 <On rasstroenny`j uxodit, da[↓]>{>} .   
327 243-2 ヰ⪅A25 enny`j uxodit .   
328 245-1 ヰ⪅B25 V e`to vremya oni vot <py`tayutsya>{<},, 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
329 246-1 ヰ⪅A25 <E`::>{>},,   
330 245-2 ヰ⪅B25 kamen` podnyat` .   
331 246-2 ヰ⪅A25 v e`to.. ne, ne, ne, stop, stop, stop .   
332     ࠓỿ㯲 0.97⛊ࠔ   
333 247 ヰ⪅A25 A::, v e`to vremya , da::, v e`to vremya oni py`.. oni  s.. oni sami 
py`tayutsya podnyat` kamen`[↑] . 
2ࡢᚋ࡟ 3ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
334     ࠓỿ㯲 1.40⛊ࠔ   
335 248 ヰ⪅B25 Net, togda on naverno uxodit, py`taetsya dotyanut`sya, u nego 
ne poluchaetsya im . 
9ࢆᣦࡍ 
336 249-1 ヰ⪅B25 Kak raz kak ty` xotel, to <chto on snachala>{<},,   
337 250 ヰ⪅A25 <Da, da, da>{>} . 2ࡢᚋ࡟ 9ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
338 249-2 ヰ⪅B25 im pomoch` xotel .   
339 251 ヰ⪅A25 Vot o… .   
340     ࠓỿ㯲 1.77⛊ࠔ   
341 252 ヰ⪅B25 Nu vot, u nego ne poluchilos` .   
342 253 ヰ⪅B25 V e`to vremya oni do.. e`:: berut kak by` kamen` py`tayutsya 
podnyat` . 
3ࢆᣦࡍ 
343 254 ヰ⪅B25 Vdrug on podxodit, vidit, chto:: oni tam e`tot, nu starayutsya 
<[↑]kamnem>{<} . 
7ࢆᣦࡍ 
344 255 ヰ⪅A25 <Da::>{>}, da, da, da, da, vo::t, <oni v e`to vremya[→]>{<}࠙࠙  . 9ࡢᚋ࡟ 3ࠊ7ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
345 256 ヰ⪅B25 ࠚࠚ <Py`taetsya ego tozhe>{>} podnyat`, v itoge, vot tut 
podsazhivaet ix vsex, naverno . 
7ࡢᚋ࡟ 12ࠊ1ࠊ4ࢆ⨨
ࡃ 
346 257 ヰ⪅A25 Da, da, da, tak naverno poluchaetsya .   
347     ࠓỿ㯲 1.37⛊ࠔ   
348 258 ヰ⪅C25 Nu tut million , po-moemu, vozmozhnostej, <da[↑]?>{<} .   
349 259 ヰ⪅B25 <Da>{>}, davajte posmotrim, chto u nas poluchilos` .   
350 260 ヰ⪅A25 Vot, znachit, poluchaetsya, on idyo.. on, on nashyol yabloko . 11ࢆᣦࡍ 
351 261 ヰ⪅B25 S``el ego, <oni uvideli[↓]>{<} .   
352 262 ヰ⪅A25 <Est ego>{>} . 10ࢆᣦࡍ 
353 263 ヰ⪅A25 Oni uvideli, kak on est yabloko, tozhe zaxoteli yabloko .   
354 264 ヰ⪅A25 Prishli[↑], e`:: on govorit, nu do..dostat` yabloko, oni 
py`tayutsya dostat` yabloko[↑], u nix ne poluchaetsya[↑], oni ne 
dotyagivayutsya[↑], on xochet im pomoch`= . 
8ࠊ5ࠊ6ࢆᣦࡍ 
355 265-1 ヰ⪅A25 =“Davajte,”govorit,“vmeste.. podnimem yabloko[↑]”,,   
356 266-1 ヰ⪅B25 Takie, tipa, <“my` samostoyatel`ny`e”>{<},,   
357 265-2 ヰ⪅A25 <“dostanem yabloko”>{>},,   
358 266-2 ヰ⪅B25 da[↑]?<➗࠸> .   
359 265-3 ヰ⪅A25 vo::t .   
360 267-1 ヰ⪅A25 A, da::, oni na nego.. oni na nego krichat[↑], on uxodit, 
obizhaetsya, py`taetsya sa::m im pomoch` dostat` yabloko,, 
2ࠊ9ࢆᣦࡍ 
361 268 ヰ⪅B25 A v e`to vremya oni <py`tayutsya podnyat` kamen`, da[↓]>{<} .   
362 267-2 ヰ⪅A25 <v e`to vremya oni py`tayutsya sd.. >{>} podnyat` yabloko, 
chtob bez nego::,, 
3ࢆᣦࡍ 
363 269 ヰ⪅B25 Kamen`<➗࠸> .   
364   ヰ⪅C25 <➗࠸>   
315 
 
365 267-3 ヰ⪅A25 e`:: oj,,   
366 270 ヰ⪅B25 Da, <da, da>{<} .   
367 267-4 ヰ⪅A25 <kamen`>{>}, chtob bez nego dostat` yabloko .   
368 271 ヰ⪅B25 No tut on vozvrashhaetsya, dopustim, vidit , oni ponimayut, 
chto samim ne spravit`sya[↑] . 
7ࢆᣦࡍ 
369 272 ヰ⪅A25 Ne, ne, ne, a::,e`::, ne, ne, ne .   
370 273-1 ヰ⪅A25 On, on tozhe ne mozhet dostat` [↑]yabloko i xochet, i xochet 
tozhe [ヰ⪅ B25ࢆぢࡿ],, 
9ࢆᣦࡍ 
371 274 ヰ⪅B25 Nu .   
372 273-2 ヰ⪅A25 vozvrashhaetsya k kamnyu, chtoby` dostat` [↑]kamen`, chtoby` 
z.. snyat` ix<➗࠸>, chtoby`  <dostat` yabloko[→]>{<}࠙࠙  . 
  
373 275 ヰ⪅B25 ࠚࠚ <A gde oni vstre>{>}chayutsya togda? .   
374 276-1 ヰ⪅B25 Ya prosto predlagayu, <chto oni vstretilis`>{<},,   
375 277 ヰ⪅A25 <Da, oni vstrechayutsya>{>} .   
376 276-2 ヰ⪅B25 u kamnya imenno .   
377 278 ヰ⪅A25 Nu da::, vot oni vstretilis` . 7ࢆᣦࡍ 
378 279 ヰ⪅A25 Oni v e`to vremya py`tayutsya, on.. on prixodit, <vidit, tozhe 
py`taetsya>{<} . 
  
379 280 ヰ⪅B25 <Nu vot i tozhe staraetsya>{>} podnyat`, ne poluchaetsya . 12ࢆᣦࡍ 
380 281 ヰ⪅B25 I v itoge oni:: dodumy`vayutsya podnyat` ego na golovu . 1ࢆᣦࡍ 
381     ࠓỿ㯲 3.39⛊ࠔ   
382 282 ヰ⪅A25 E`:: xmxmxmxmxm .   
383     ࠓỿ㯲 3.36⛊ࠔ   
384 283 ヰ⪅B25 Nu ponyatno , chto vot e`ti dve e`to poslednie, uzhe somnenij 
smy`sla net . 
1ࠊ4ࢆᣦࡍ 
385     ࠓỿ㯲 2.20⛊ࠔ   
386 284 ヰ⪅B25 Prosto vot tut ix mozhno v principe, mne kazhetsya, v 
svobodnom poryadke nemnogo pomenyat` . 
ࢫࢺ࣮࣮ࣜࡢ┿ࢇ୰࠶
ࡓࡾࢆᣦࡍ 
387 285 ヰ⪅B25 Vsyo ravno istoriya poluchitsya primerno odinakovaya .   
388 286 ヰ⪅A25 A vot smotri, vidish`, tut [↑]kameshki.. narisovany` . 2ࢆྲྀࡿ 
389 287-1 ヰ⪅B25 A nu znachit on <podxodit>{<},, 2ࢆᣦࡍ 
390 288-1 ヰ⪅A25 <Mozhet by`t`>{>},,   
391 287-2 ヰ⪅B25 k kamnyu naverno, raz tut <kamushki[↓]>{<} .   
392 288-2 ヰ⪅A25 <mozhet on vot>{>}ࠓỿ㯲 3.00⛊ࠔshhas ‘sejchas’, kak-nibud` 
vot tak[↑]? . 
12 ࡜ 1 ࡢ㛫࡟ 2 ࢆධ
ࢀࡿ 
393     ࠓỿ㯲 4.14⛊ࠔ   
394 289 ヰ⪅B25 Ne::, oni zhe tut tozhe vstrechalis` . 7ࢆᣦࡍ 
395 290 ヰ⪅B25 I oni tut vrode ne poxozhi ne.. ne poxozhi na obizhenny`x .   
396 291 ヰ⪅C25 Nu da, tut on idyot voobshhe v odinochestve= .   
397 292-1 ヰ⪅C25 =Oni zh vmeste idut,,   
398 293 ヰ⪅B25 Nu <da>{<} .   
399 292-2 ヰ⪅C25 <k de>{>}revu .   
400 294 ヰ⪅C25 Poe`tomu luchshe ostavit` tam .   
401     ࠓỿ㯲 0.99⛊ࠔ   
402 295 ヰ⪅A25 Da? .   
403 296 ヰ⪅A25 Tak? . 2ࢆ 6ࡢᚋ࡟ᡠࡍ 
404 297 ヰ⪅C25 Da .   
405     ࠓỿ㯲 3.72⛊ࠔ   
406 298-1 ヰ⪅A25 Ne, poluchaetsya vot kamni, tut ne svyazano, vot kamni, 
poluchaetsya e`to <doroga>{<},, 
  
407 299 ヰ⪅B25 <Ugu>{>} .   
408 298-2 ヰ⪅A25 kak raz k kamnyu,, 2ࢆᣦࡍ 
409 300-1 ヰ⪅B25 A mozhno sdelat`, prosto pomenyat` mestami <vot s::>{<},,   
410 298-3 ヰ⪅A25 <e`to doroga>{>} k kamnyu .   
411 300-2 ヰ⪅B25 vot s toj, vot samaya levaya . 9࡜ 2ࡢ㡰␒ࢆኚ࠼ࡿ 
412     ࠓỿ㯲 1.07⛊ࠔ   
413 301 ヰ⪅A25 Vot tak? . 6ࠊ9ࠊ2 
414 302 ヰ⪅B25 Nu da, a chyo ‘chto’? .   
415 303 ヰ⪅C25 Da, <da, da>{<} .   
416 304-1 ヰ⪅B25 <On tipa>{>} ix uvidel, py`talsya podnyat`,< ne poluchilos`, 
idyot obratno>{<},, 
  
417 305 ヰ⪅A25 <Da, da, da, da, da, vo:: vo:: ‘vot’>{>} .   
418 304-2 ヰ⪅B25 vidit kamni i vidit, kak oni py`tayutsya <podnyat` e`tot 
kamen`[↓]>{<} . 
2ࠊ3ࢆᣦࡍ 
419 306 ヰ⪅A25 <Da, da, da, da, da>{>}, tochno, tochno .   
420 307 ヰ⪅A25 Vo::t, vot tak normal`no .   
421 308 ヰ⪅B25 Nu vot vsyo vy`glyadit .   
422 309 ヰ⪅B25 <Davajte teper` proverim[↑]>{<} .   
423 310 ヰ⪅A25 <Potomu, chto s kamnem ####>{>} .   
424 311 ヰ⪅B25 Nu tut vsyo ponyatno . 11ࠊ10ࢆᣦࡍ 
425 312 ヰ⪅B25 Nu tam, oni py`tayutsya vdvoyom podnyat` u nix ne 8ࠊ5ࠊ6ࢆᣦࡍ 
316 
 
poluchaetsya[↑], on staraetsya im pomoch`, oni 
otkazy`vayutsya tipa oni samostoyatel`ny`e . 
426 313 ヰ⪅B25 On vsyo ravno staraetsya podnyat` yabloko, no u nego tozhe ne 
poluchaetsya . 
9ࢆᣦࡍ 
427 314-1 ヰ⪅B25 On vozvrashhaetsya obratno, vidit, chto e`ti be..be..be::.. bez, 
koroche, bez uspexa py`tayutsya podnyat` kamen`[↑], 
<sta>{<},, 
2ࠊ7ࠊ12ࢆᣦࡍ 
428 315 ヰ⪅A25 <Ugu>{>} .   
429 314-2 ヰ⪅B25 raetsya im pomoch`[↑], tozhe ne poluchilos`= .   
430 316 ヰ⪅B25 =V itoge oni dodumy`vayutsya podnyat` ego , tam, na golove, 
naprimer . 
1ࢆᣦࡍ 
431     ࠓỿ㯲 0.83⛊ࠔ 10ࠊ11ࠊ8ࠊ5ࠊ6ࠊ9ࠊ
2ࠊ3ࠊ7ࠊ12ࠊ1ࠊ4 
432 317 ヰ⪅C25 I im kruto potom .   
433 318 ヰ⪅B25 Da<➗࠸> .   
434 319 ヰ⪅C25 Na.. nashty`rilis` e`tix yablochek .   
435     ࠓỿ㯲 1.92⛊ࠔ   
436 320 ヰ⪅B25 <➗࠸>Vsyo vrode .   
437 321 ヰ⪅C25 Nu da .   
438 322 ヰ⪅B25 Vsyo?[ヰ⪅ C25ࢆぢ࡚ヰ⪅ A25ࢆぢࡿ] .   
439     ࠓỿ㯲 0.83⛊ࠔ   
440 323 ヰ⪅A25 Da, da .   
 
6. RF06 
  ヰ⪅ᛶู: ዪ 





␒ྕ ヰ⪅ Ⓨ       ヰ       ෆ       ᐜ ഛ⪃ 
1 1 ヰ⪅A31 Tak smotrite .   
2 2 ヰ⪅B31 Mne, k sozhaleniyu, nichyo ‘nichego’ <ne vidno>{<} .   
3 3 ヰ⪅A31 <Idi>{>} syuda .   
4 4 ヰ⪅B31 Ya podvinus` k vam .   
5 5 ヰ⪅A31 E`:: tut rasskaz pro yajcza .   
6   ヰ⪅B31 <➗࠸>   
7   ヰ⪅A31 <➗࠸>   
8 6 ヰ⪅C31 M:: nu e`t ‘e`to’ ne sut`[↑] .   
9 7-1 ヰ⪅A31 <E`:: tak>{<},,   
10 8 ヰ⪅B31 <Rasskaz pro yajcza>{>} , kotory`e tolkayut kamen` . 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
11 7-2 ヰ⪅A31 kamen`, yajcza <vidyat yabloko>{<} . 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
12 9 ヰ⪅C31 <Mozhet by`t`, e`to vsyo-taki  ne>{>} yajcza? .   
13 10 ヰ⪅B31 <A kto?>{<} .   
14 11 ヰ⪅A31 <A ya zhe?>{>}, nazovyom ix yajcza<➗࠸> .   
15 12 ヰ⪅B31 Mozhno znachit, <yajcepodobny`e>{<} .   
16 13 ヰ⪅C31 <Nu oni polukamni>{>} poluyajcza <➗࠸> .   
17 14 ヰ⪅A31 A::, naverno, kamni vsyo-taki .   
18 15 ヰ⪅B31 Da, pozhaluj .   
19 16 ヰ⪅B31 No yajcevidnoj formy` .   
20   ヰ⪅A31 <➗࠸>   
21 17 ヰ⪅C31 M:: prosto mne <konczovka.. chyo ‘chto’ tam?>{<} .   
22 18 ヰ⪅A31 <Smotrite, vo::t>{>}, mne kazhetsya, idyot yajczo, odno takoe . 2ࢆྲྀࡿ 
23 19-1 ヰ⪅A31 <V obshhem>{<},,   
24 20 ヰ⪅B31 <Grustnoe<➗࠸>>{>} .   
25 19-2 ヰ⪅A31 ono by`lo odno::[↑], a potom prisoedinilsya kto-to, a potom <tri:: 
yajcza>{<} . 
8ࠊ7ࢆᣦࡍ 
26 21 ヰ⪅B31 <Mozhet by`t`,>{>} on ego uv..uvidel kakix-to chuvachkov s 
<yablokami>{<}? . 
4ࢆᣦࡍ 
27 22-1 ヰ⪅C31 <Ne, net>{>},, 1ࢆྲྀࡿ 
28 23-1 ヰ⪅B31 A <net, vot e`ti chuvachki>{<},,   
29 22-2 ヰ⪅C31 <a.. e`.. nado [⁀ࡵᜥࡢ㡢]>{>} .   
30 23-2 ヰ⪅B31 s yablokami snachala tyanulis`[↑],, 5ࢆᣦࡍ 
31 24-1 ヰ⪅C31 Do togo, <kak oni nachinayut>{<},,   
32 23-3 ヰ⪅B31 <za yablokami>{>} .   
33 24-2 ヰ⪅C31 dejstvovat`, [ヰ⪅ A31 ࡀヰ⪅ C31 ࡢᣢࡗ࡚࠸ࡿ࣮࢝ࢻ 1 ࢆᣦ
ࡋࠊヰ⪅ 31Bࡢὀពࢆᘬࡃ] my` dolzhny` podumat` . 
  
34 25 ヰ⪅C31 A:: znachit, on idyot odin .   
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35 26 ヰ⪅C31 Ya soglasna, vozmozhno, e`to pervoe . 2ࢆື࠿ࡍ 
36 27 ヰ⪅B31 Ugu .   
37 28-1 ヰ⪅C31 <A [↑]da::l`she on kogo-to>{<},,   
38 29 ヰ⪅A31 <Kamen`, oj, yabloko>{>} . 11ࠊ12ࢆᣦࡍ 
39 28-2 ヰ⪅C31  vstrechaet, oni nichego, ne nachinayut dejstvovat`, oni 
obsuzhdayut, skoree vsego= . 
  
40 30 ヰ⪅C31 =E`to prosto .   
41 31-1 ヰ⪅C31 <Ya dazhe ne smotryu na>{<},,   
42 32-1 ヰ⪅B31 <Mozhet by`t`, vot>{>},,   
43 31-2 ヰ⪅C31  kartinki .   
44 32-2 ヰ⪅B31 znaete, <chto dolzhno by`t`?>{<} .   
45 33 ヰ⪅C31 <I on dolzhen s >{>} <kem-to trepat`sya[↓]>{<} .   
46 34 ヰ⪅B31 <Sm..smotrite, smotrite, smotrite, >{>} vot zdes` est` 
malen`kie.. vot e`ti [↑]kamushki . 
3ࢆᣦࡍ 
47 35-1 ヰ⪅B31 Togda poluchaetsya, chto vot e`ti <malen`kie>{<},,   
48 36 ヰ⪅C31 <[῝࠸⁀ࡵᜥࡢ㡢] Vo::t>{>} . 3ࢆྲྀࡿ 
49 35-2 ヰ⪅B31 kamushki py`tayutsya dostat`= .   
50 37 ヰ⪅B31 =Vot e`to budet kone::cz, ya tak dumayu . 4ࢆᣦࡍ 
51 38 ヰ⪅C31 A vot e`ta, mne kazhetsya, e`to vtoraya, potomu chto on s.. 
natalkivaetsya na.. a::, ili net, ili oni <uzhe uvideli 
kamen`>{<} . 
7ࢆᣦࡍ 
52 39-1 ヰ⪅B31 <Ne::t, mne kazhetsya>{>} vot e`ti <rebyata>{<},, 5ࢆྲྀࡿ 
53 40-1 ヰ⪅C31 <Vo::t>{>}, vot gde-to zdes`,, 10ࢆᣦࡍ 
54 39-2 ヰ⪅B31 <vot e`ti reb..>{<}࠙࠙  .   
55 40-2 ヰ⪅C31 ࠚࠚ <e`to budet blizhe>{>}  k nachalu, da[↑]? .   
56 41-1 ヰ⪅A31 <Druz`ya, smotrite>{<},,   
57 42 ヰ⪅B31 <Vot dolzhno by`t` vot e`to[࣮࢝ࢻ 8],>{>} potom vot e`to[࣮࢝ࢻ
9], potom vot e`::to[↑][࣮࢝ࢻ 10], ya dumayu, <potomu chto 
idut malen`kie[→]>{<}࠙࠙  . 
8ࠊ9ࠊ10ࢆᣦࡍ 
58 41-2 ヰ⪅A31 ࠚࠚ <[⯉ᡴࡕࡢ㡢]nuzhno smy`sl>{>} ponyat` .   
59 43 ヰ⪅A31 Kamen` est` i , est` kartinki s kamnem, <kartinki s 
derevom[↓]>{<} . 
3ࠊ9ࢆᣦࡍ 
60 44 ヰ⪅B31 <Smotrite, sut`>{>} v tom, est` bol`.. e` vzrosloe yajczo, est` 
malen`kie yajcza . 
  
61 45 ヰ⪅B31 Oni xotyat yabloko . 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
62 46 ヰ⪅B31 Bol`shoj ne dotyanu::lsya[↑], poshyo::l.. nachal tolkat` 
kamen`[↑], vidimo, nichego emu ne udalos` . 
12ࢆᣦࡍ 
63 47-1 ヰ⪅B31 <Malen`kie tozhe>{<} ,,   
64 48 ヰ⪅C31 <[࣮࢝ࢻࢆぢࡏ࡞ࡀࡽ]Vo::t, e`to uzhe[→]>{>} . 2ࢆᣢࡕୖࡆ࡚ぢࡏࡿ 
65 47-2 ヰ⪅B31 zaxoteli yajcza .   
66 49 ヰ⪅C31 Soglasna .   
67 50-1 ヰ⪅C31 On grustny`j uxodit ot yabloni, potomu< chto u nego>{<},, 2ࢆᣦࡍ 
68 51 ヰ⪅A31 <Tochno>{>} .   
69 50-2 ヰ⪅C31  nichego ne vy`shlo,,   
70 52-1 ヰ⪅A31 Da,,   
71 50-3 ヰ⪅C31 <da[↑]?>{<} .   
72 53 ヰ⪅B31 <Naverno>{>}, skoree vsego .   
73 52-2 ヰ⪅A31 da, da, e`to ne <vy`shlo[↓]>{<} .   
74 54 ヰ⪅B31 <Vot tut est`>{>}  maly`e, kotory`e tyanutsya i ne mogut 
dostat` . 
5ࠊ3࡜୪࡭ࡿ 
75 55 ヰ⪅B31 A potom oni py`tayutsya sdvinut` kamen`, <ya tak 
dumayu[↓]>{<} . 
  
76 56 ヰ⪅A31 <A zachem oni py`tayutsya>{>}  sdvinut` kamen`? .   
77 57-1 ヰ⪅B31 Chtoby` ego podvinut` syuda, na nego vstat` i s``est` 
<yabloko>{<},, 
  
78 58 ヰ⪅C31 <Ugu::>{>} .   
79 57-2 ヰ⪅B31 <snyat`[↓]>{<} .   
80 59 ヰ⪅A31 <No u nas>{>}  ni odnoj kartinki, gde kamen` pod derevom .   
81 60 ヰ⪅C31 Da, kstati,<e`togo zdes`[→]>{<}࠙࠙  . 7ࢆྲྀࡿ 
82 61 ヰ⪅B31 ࠚࠚ <Nu vidimo, oni,>{>}  oni ne mogut ego <sdvinut` potomu 
chto>{<} . 
  
83 62 ヰ⪅C31 <Vot e`to ryadom dolzhno>{>}   by`t` s kamnem, da[↑]? .   
84 63 ヰ⪅A31 Gde-to tut . 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
85 64-1 ヰ⪅B31 Vot, <a::>{<},,   
86 65-1 ヰ⪅C31 <A>{>},,   
87 64-2 ヰ⪅B31 davajte, <znaete chto?>{<}࠙࠙  .   
88 65-2 ヰ⪅C31 ࠚࠚ <podozhdi>{>}, a:: togda takoj vopros, a pochemu on odin 
py`taetsya? . 
12ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
89 66 ヰ⪅C31 <Vnachale on odin[↑]>{<}࠙࠙  .   
90 67 ヰ⪅B31 ࠚࠚ <Snachala on>{>}  idyot odin .   
91 68 ヰ⪅B31 On xochet yabloko.. d..vzyat` . 2ࠊ9࡜୪࡭ࡿ 
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92 69 ヰ⪅B31 On dostat` yabloko  <ne mo::zhet[↑]>{<}࠙࠙  .   
93 70 ヰ⪅C31 ࠚࠚ <No uzhe>{>} grustny`j . 2ࢆᣦࡍ 
94 71 ヰ⪅C31 Smotri, chyo͂chto̓  zhe on grustny`j idyot, m.. v samom 
<nachale>{<}? . 
  
95 72 ヰ⪅B31 <A u nas netu>{>}  kartinki, gde on idyot negrustny`j .   
96     ࠓỿ㯲 0.63⛊ࠔ ヰ⪅ A31ࡀ 6ࠊ4ࢆື
࠿ࡍ 
97 73 ヰ⪅C31 M:: .   
98 74-1 ヰ⪅B31 <Smotrite>{<},,   
99 75-1 ヰ⪅A31 <A::, vot>{>}, tut est` e` < bol`shoj, bo>{<},, 11ࢆᣦࡍ 
100 74-2 ヰ⪅B31 <tut est` e`::[→]>{>} .   
101 75-2 ヰ⪅A31 l`shoj <kamen`[↑]>{<}࠙࠙  .   
102 76 ヰ⪅C31 ࠚࠚ <Vo::.. m::>{>} .   
103 77-1 ヰ⪅B31 Vot smotrite, <vot posle [↑]e`::togo, posle>{<},, 11ࠊ10࡜୪࡭ࡿ 
104 78 ヰ⪅C31 <A::, e`to uzhe konczovochka>{>} .   
105 77-2 ヰ⪅B31 e`togo dolzhno by`t`, ya tak dumayu[→]=࠙࠙  .   
106 79 ヰ⪅A31 ࠚࠚ=Vot e`ti vot kak-to.., mne kazhetsya, ryadom dolzhny` by`t` . 6ࠊ4ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
107 80 ヰ⪅C31 A on tam est e`to yabloko uzhe, da[↑]? .   
108 81 ヰ⪅B31 <Da, on e`to yabloko uzhe est[↓]>{<} .   
109 82 ヰ⪅A31 <O::, dostal yabloko>{>}, oni smotryat na yabloko i takie <“my` 
tozhe xotim yabloko[↓]”>{<} . 
10ࠊ8ࢆᣦࡍ 
110 83 ヰ⪅C31 <I xotyat tozhe>{>} .   
111 84 ヰ⪅B31 <“I my`” tozhe xotyat>{>} .   
112 85 ヰ⪅B31 Vot oni posmotreli, a on, vidimo, im to li otkaza::l, to li chto,<a 
oni[↑]>{<}࠙࠙  . 
6ࢆᣦࡍ 
113 86 ヰ⪅A31 ࠚࠚ <A e`to>{>} oni poluchili yabloko . 4ࢆᣦࡍ 
114 87 ヰ⪅A31 E`to v konce .   
115 88 ヰ⪅B31 E`to samaya poslednyaya kar<tinka>{<} .   
116 89 ヰ⪅A31 <Tuda>{>} . 4ࢆື࠿ࡍ 
117 90 ヰ⪅B31 <Ya zhe eyo syuda i polozhila[↓]>{<} .   
118 91 ヰ⪅C31 <Interesno, a otkuda oni poluchili>{>} yabloko v konce? .   
119 92 ヰ⪅B31 E`:: vidimo, potomu chto oni <vse vme::ste polezli[↓]>{<} .   
120 93 ヰ⪅A31 <Vot, on pomog>{>} . 1ࢆᣦࡍ 
121 94 ヰ⪅B31 On im pomog, <da[↓]>{<} .   
122 95-1 ヰ⪅C31 <M::>{>},<togda e`to tuda>{<},, 1ࢆΏࡍ 
123 96-1 ヰ⪅B31 <Oni py`talis`>{>},, 1ࢆ࠶ཷࡅྲྀࡿ 
124 95-2 ヰ⪅C31 v kone, da[↑]? .   
125 96-2 ヰ⪅B31 oni py`talis` e`to yabloko dosta::t`[↑] .   
126 97 ヰ⪅A31 A vot e`::to o chyom govorit, smotrite? . 6ࢆᣦࡍ 
127 98-1 ヰ⪅B31 A pochemu on zdes` <odnomu tol`ko>{<},, 1ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
128 99 ヰ⪅C31 <Po-moemu, chtob>{>} .   
129 98-2 ヰ⪅B31 pomogaet, a  <ne dvum>{<},,   
130 100-1 ヰ⪅C31 <Xm>{>},,   
131 98-3 ヰ⪅B31 srazu,,   
132 100-2 ヰ⪅C31 n::e ponyatno .   
133 98-4 ヰ⪅B31 a tret`emu net? .   
134 101 ヰ⪅C31 E`:: on chto-to im predlagaet, a oni s::... . 6ࢆᣦࡍ 
135 102 ヰ⪅A31 <Oni govoryat[→]>{<}࠙࠙  .   
136 103-1 ヰ⪅B31 ࠚࠚ <A oni govoryat>{>}, <“sly`sh`”>{<},,   
137 104-1 ヰ⪅C31 <O::>{>},,   
138 103-2 ヰ⪅B31 “otvali, my` sami vsyo sdelaem” .   
139 104-2 ヰ⪅C31 on, naverno predlagaet “a davajte kamen` sdvinem” . 6ࢆᣦࡍ 
140 105 ヰ⪅C31 Ili on im [‘im’ࢆᙉㄪ] govorit “a nu-ka idite dvigajte kamen`”, 
ne[↑]? . 
  
141 106 ヰ⪅C31 <Mozhet by`t` takoe>{<}? .   
142 107 ヰ⪅B31 <A , mne kazhetsya>{>}, mozhet by`t`, on est yabloko, a oni emu 
e`:: zaviduyut, on im pochemu-to otkazal, a oni obi::delis`, 
skazali “ax ty` vot takoj, sam sebe dostal, a my` se ‘sebe’ 
pojdyom i s::ami dostanem” . 
6ࠊ5ࢆᣦࡍ 
143 108-1 ヰ⪅B31 Vot oni zly`e sami py`tayutsya sami dostat` e`to [↑]yabloko,, 5ࢆᣦࡍ 
144 109 ヰ⪅C31 A:: <mozhet by`t`, m::>{<}࠙࠙  .   
145 108-2 ヰ⪅B31 ࠚࠚ <u nix nichyo ‘nichego’ ne poluchaetsya>{>}, on kak-to k nim 
prixodit i pomogaet[↑]? . 
ᣦ࡛࣮࢝ࢻࢆᣦࡍ 
146 110 ヰ⪅C31 Slushajte, a ya schitayu, e`to, naverno, voobshhe odno iz 
pervy`x . 
6ࢆᣢࡕୖࡆࡿ 
147 111 ヰ⪅A31 V <smy`sle?>{<} .   
148 112 ヰ⪅C31 <E`:: potomu chto>{>}, pochemu  e`:: oni dejstvuyut porozn`, a 
ne s samogo nachala? . 
  
149 113 ヰ⪅C31 U nas net nachal`noj kartinki .   
150 114 ヰ⪅C31 Skoree vsego e`:: oni nachinayut obsuzhdat`[↑], i[↑] e`::m on 




my` ne xotim”, tipa “my` ne xotim delit`sya” . 
151 115 ヰ⪅C31 Mozhet by`t` takoj variant? .   
152     ࠓỿ㯲 0.76⛊ࠔ   
153 116-1 ヰ⪅A31 <M::>{<},,   
154 117 ヰ⪅B31 <Mne>{>} kazhetsya, dolzhno by`t`, znaete kak dazhe, vot< tak 
vot>{<} . 
2ࢆྲྀࡿ 
155 116-2 ヰ⪅A31 <da oni ne mogli>{>}dostat` yabloko, <chtoby` delit`sya[↓]>{<} .   
156 118 ヰ⪅B31 <Vot tak, to chto on s nimi>{>}  py`taetsya chto-to 
dogovorit`sya, oni obizhayutsya, on rasstraivaetsya i idyot 
odin . 
6ࠊ2ࢆᣦࡍ 
157 119-1 ヰ⪅B31 <Idyot odin[↑]>{<},,   
158 120 ヰ⪅C31 <Idyot odin>{>} .   
159 119-2 ヰ⪅B31 a::, mozhet by`t`, oni porugalis`, znachit . 6ࢆᣦࡍ 
160 121 ヰ⪅A31 Davajte pryamo vy`straivat` probo<vat`>{<} . 6ࢆື࠿ࡍ 
161 122 ヰ⪅B31 <Da>{>} .   
162 123 ヰ⪅C31 <Ugu[↑]>{<} .   
163 124-1 ヰ⪅B31 <Vot e`ti>{>} rebyata, oni porugalis`, on< rasstroilsya>{<},, 6ࡢᚋ࡟ 2ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
164 125 ヰ⪅A31 <Budu menyat`>{>} .   
165 124-2 ヰ⪅B31  shyol, shyol[↑] , uvidel yabloko . 2ࡢᚋ࡟ 11ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
166 126-1 ヰ⪅C31 N::e <budet xvatat` mesta, prosto>{<}[࣮࢝ࢻࢆື࠿ࡋ࡚ࠊ࣮࢝
ࢻࢆ⨨ࡃሙᡤࢆ࠶ࡅࡿ],, 
  
167 127 ヰ⪅A31 <Stop, smotrite>{>} .   
168 128 ヰ⪅B31 <Net, net, net>{>} .   
169 129-1 ヰ⪅B31 <Shyol, shyol>{<},,   
170 126-2 ヰ⪅C31 < ne budet xvatat` mesta>{>} .   
171 129-2 ヰ⪅B31 uvidel yablonyu i zaxotel ya::bloko dostat`[↑]=࠙࠙  . 2ࡢᚋ࡟ 9ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
172 130 ヰ⪅C31 ࠚࠚ =Ni<chego ne poluchilos`>{<} .   
173 131 ヰ⪅A31 <Net, uvidel >{>} ya::bloko= . 11ࢆᣦࡍ 
174 132 ヰ⪅C31 =E`to uzhe v samom konce, e`to on potom .   
175 133-1 ヰ⪅B31 E`to, vidimo, <on ego potom dostal[↑]>{<},, 11ࢆᣦࡍ 
176 134 ヰ⪅A31 <E`to potom upalo?>{>} .   
177 133-2 ヰ⪅B31 a potom on ego budet est`, gde tam kartinka, <gde on 
yabloko[↓]>{<} . 
  
178 135 ヰ⪅C31 <Gde-to klyuchevoj>{>} moment, chto on e` py`talsya dostat` 
yabloko, <u nego ne vy`shlo[↓]>{<} . 
  
179 136 ヰ⪅B31 <Vidimo vot tak>{>} . 11ࠊ10࡜୪࡭ࡿ 
180 137 ヰ⪅B31 Vot smotrite, vot smotrite, vidimo, e`to budet vot tak .   
181 138-1 ヰ⪅B31 Potom oni podumali, skazali, chto:: “ax, ty` takoj zasranecz, 
<my` budem sami vsyo sdelaem[↑]>{<}”,, 
6ࢆᣦࡍ 
182 139 ヰ⪅A31 <E`to, kogda on dostal yabloko, da[↑]?>{>}, ugu[↑] . 6ࢆᣦࡍ 
183 138-2 ヰ⪅B31 oni poshli, py`tayutsya sami e`to yabloko <sdvinut`[↑]>{<},, 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
184 140 ヰ⪅C31 <Ugu::>{>} .   
185 138-3 ヰ⪅B31 prishli, u nix nichego ne poluchaetsya[↑], on im po<mo::g[↑]>{<}
࠙࠙  . 
3ࡢᚋ࡟ 7ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
186 141 ヰ⪅C31 ࠚࠚ <Vo::t>{>}, vot, smotrite, oni chto-to obsuzhdayut e`:: 
<“pojdyom-ka, pojdyom k nemu::[↓]”>{<} . 
8ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
187 142 ヰ⪅B31 <Da, da, da, e`to vot zde::s`>{>}, e`to vot zdes` budet[↑] . 6࡟ 8ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
188 143 ヰ⪅A31 E`to vot vto<raya budet>{<} . 2ࢆᣦࡍ 
189 144 ヰ⪅C31 <A mne kazhetsya>{>}, a mne kazhetsya, podozhdi, a mne 
kazhetsya, e`to uzhe v konce::, kogda oni py`talis` sdvinut` 
kamen` i on emu govorit, “nu pojdyom <togda obratimsya k 
e`tomu[↓]”>{<} . 
8ࠊ6ࢆᣦࡍ 
190 145 ヰ⪅B31 <A mne kazhetsya,>{>} vot ta::k . 8ࠊ5ࠊ3ࠊ7࡜୪࡭ࡿ 
191     ࠓỿ㯲 0.92⛊ࠔ   
192 146 ヰ⪅C31 Mozhet by`t`? .   
193 147 ヰ⪅B31 Net, mne kazhetsya, oni.. vot smotrite, oni uvideli, chto on est 
yabloko . 
10ࢆᣦࡍ 
194 148 ヰ⪅B31 Vot e`to budet, <naverno, tak, potomu chto[→]>{<}࠙࠙  .   
195 149 ヰ⪅A31 ࠚࠚ <Pravil`no, sami>{>} zaxoteli <pojti::[↑]>{<}࠙࠙  . 8ࢆᣦࡍ 
196 150 ヰ⪅B31 ࠚࠚ <Zaxoteli,>{>} uvideli e`tu yablonyu, dumayut “my`.. davaj 
sami dostanem” . 
8ࢆᣦࡍ 
197 151 ヰ⪅B31 Lezut, lezut, ne mogut . 5ࢆᣦࡍ 
198 152 ヰ⪅B31 Poshli za:: kamnem[↑], kamen` ne mogut sdvinut`[↑], prishyol 
e`tot chuvachok, ix uvidel[↑] i reshil im potom, vidimo, 
po<mo::ch`[↑]>{<}࠙࠙  . 
3ࠊ7ࢆᣦࡍࠊ1ࢆྲྀࡿ 
199 153 ヰ⪅A31 ࠚࠚ <No, smotri, >{>} u:: e`togo kamnya bol`shogo, u nego kakoe-
to ochen` strannoe liczo . 
7ࢆྲྀࡿ 
200 154 ヰ⪅A31 Pochemu on udivlyon ili:: chem-to::?=࠙࠙  . 7ࢆඖ࡟ᡠࡍ 
201 155 ヰ⪅B31 ࠚࠚ =On im predlagaet, <u e`tix nichego ne poluchaetsya, on im 
predlagaet pomoch`[↓]>{<} . 
7ࢆᣦࡍ 
202 156 ヰ⪅C31 <I vot e`ta togda kartinka, vot v chyom smy`sl?>{>} . 12ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
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203 157-1 ヰ⪅C31 <Vot togda ona>{<} ,,   
204 158 ヰ⪅A31 <Da, i gde:: ona>{>} .   
205 157-2 ヰ⪅C31 sovsem ne vpletaetsya v nashu istoriyu .   
206 159 ヰ⪅B31 Tak, on py`taetsya sam podvi::<nut`[↑]>{<}࠙࠙  .   
207 160 ヰ⪅A31 ࠚࠚ <A, mozhet>{>} by`t`,  vot posle [↑]e`togo, to chto on 
py`taetsya im pomoch` podvinut` <kamen`[↓]?>{<} . 
7ࢆᣦࡍ 
208 161-1 ヰ⪅B31 <No vot >{>} e`to, mne kazhetsya, <vot v kone::cz>{<},, 1ࠊ4ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
209 162-1 ヰ⪅A31 <Smotrite>{>},,   
210 161-2 ヰ⪅B31 dru<z`ya moi>{<} .   
211 162-2 ヰ⪅A31 <smotrite>{>}, smotrite, on takoj s nimi govorit, govorit, a oni 
kamen` podvinut` ne mogut[↑], on im pomogaet podvinut` 
kamen` . 
7ࡢᚋ࡟ 12ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
212     ࠓỿ㯲 0.80⛊ࠔ   
213 163 ヰ⪅A31 <No::>{<}࠙࠙  .   
214 164 ヰ⪅B31 ࠚࠚ <Net, on zhe>{>} sam dos<tayot[↓]>{<} . 1ࢆᣦࡍ 
215 165-1 ヰ⪅C31 <A tut  net>{>} nikakix e`:: u nas <net dokazatel`stv>{<},, 12ࢆᣦࡍ 
216 166-1 ヰ⪅B31 <Mne kazhetsya>{>},,   
217 167 ヰ⪅A31 <M::>{>} .   
218 165-2 ヰ⪅C31 chto oni dejstvovali vmeste v <e`tot moment[↓]>{<} .   
219 166-2 ヰ⪅B31 <mne kazhetsya>{>}, esli on odin e`tot kamen` dvigaet, 
znachit, on py`taetsya ego sdvinut` posle e`togo . 
12ࠊ9ࢆᣦࡍ 
220 168-1 ヰ⪅B31 On tyanetsya i ne dostayot, znachit, on delaet vy`vod, <chto 
emu chto-to nuzhno>{<},, 
  
221 169 ヰ⪅A31 <Da::>{>} .   
222 170 ヰ⪅C31 <Idyot za kamnem>{>} . 12ࢆΏࡍ 
223 168-2 ヰ⪅B31 podstavit` .   
224 171 ヰ⪅B31 Da, on idyot za kamnem, beryot kamen`, u nego ne 
poluchaetsya[↑]=࠙࠙  . 
9ࡢᚋ࡟ 12ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
225 172 ヰ⪅A31 ࠚࠚ =<Vot posle e`togo togda kamen`[↑]>{<}࠙࠙  .   
226 173-1 ヰ⪅C31 ࠚࠚ <A mo.. a s..slushajte>{>},, 2ࢆྲྀࡿ 
227 174 ヰ⪅B31 <A mozhet>{>} znaete <chto, a mozhet by`t`>{<}࠙࠙  .   
228 173-2 ヰ⪅C31 ࠚࠚ <a, mozhet by`t`, vot zdes`>{>}  on grustny`j uxodit, a[↑]? . 2ࢆΏࡍ 
229 175 ヰ⪅A31 <Da>{<} .   
230 176-1 ヰ⪅B31 <Potomu>{>} <chto on ne mozhet e`to>{<},, 2ࢆཷࡅྲྀࡿ 
231 177 ヰ⪅C31 <Mozhet by`t` takoe?>{>} .   
232 176-2 ヰ⪅B31 yabloko dosta::t`[↑] . 12ࡢᚋ࡟ 2ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
233 178 ヰ⪅B31 Da, davajte ix <tak polozhim[↑]>{<} . ࣮࢝ࢻࡢ୪ࡧࢆᩚ࠼ࡿ 
234 179 ヰ⪅A31 <Pochemu e`to>{>} postavili v nachalo?, vot gde::… . 6ࢆᣦࡍ 
235 180 ヰ⪅B31 Potomu, chto oni possorilis`, vidimo .   
236 181 ヰ⪅C31 A m.. a mozhet voobshhe vot tak, xop? . 6ࢆ㏥ࡅࡿ 
237 182-1 ヰ⪅C31 I srazu <poyavlyaetsya::>{<},,   
238 183 ヰ⪅A31 <Nu-ka, da, bez e`togo>{>} .   
239 184 ヰ⪅B31 <Da::, da, da>{<} .   
240 182-2 ヰ⪅C31 <poyavlyaetsya>{>} my`sl` .   
241 185 ヰ⪅B31 Vozmozhno, voz<mozhno[↓]>{<} . ࣮࢝ࢻࢆࡎࡽࡍ 
242 186-1 ヰ⪅A31 <Ugu>{>}, <on uvidel ya.. >{<},,   
243 187 ヰ⪅B31 <Davajte vot tak[↑]>{>} .   
244 186-2 ヰ⪅A31 eshhyo raz, snachala .   
245 188 ヰ⪅A31 On uvidel yablonyu, py`taetsya dostat` yabloko, ne mozhet, 
idyot k kamnyu, tolkaet, ne mozhet, grustny`j idyot ot 
kamnya[↑]=࠙࠙  . 
9ࠊ12ࠊ2ࢆᣦࡍ 
246 189 ヰ⪅C31 ࠚࠚ =Predlaga::et, naxodit e`tix e`:: chuvakov . 6ࢆΏࡍ 
247 190 ヰ⪅B31 Da, predlagaet im sdelat` chto-to vmeste,oni ne xotya::t[↑]=࠙࠙ . 6 ࢆཷࡅྲྀࡿࠊ2 ࡢᚋ
࡟⨨ࡃ 
248 191 ヰ⪅A31 ࠚࠚ =Oni ne xotya::t .   
249 192-1 ヰ⪅C31 O::n opyat` vozvrashhaetsya:: <obra..>{<},, 11ࢆྲྀࡿ 
250 193 ヰ⪅A31 <K yablone>{>} . 11ࢆ 6ࡢᚋ࡟⨨ࡃ 
251 192-2 ヰ⪅C31 k yablone .   
252 194-1 ヰ⪅A31 I vidit upav<shee>{<},,   
253 195 ヰ⪅B31 <[ᜥࢆ㣧ࡴ㡢] Ne..>{>} .   
254 194-2 ヰ⪅A31 yabloko,,   
255 196 ヰ⪅C31 Da:: .   
256 194-3 ヰ⪅A31 a potom oni takie “o::pa, <a kak ty` dostal yabloko?”>{<} . 10ࢆྲྀࡿ 
257 197 ヰ⪅B31 <A, mozhet, znaete, zn.. >{>}podozhdite, a mozhet by`t` znaete, 
mozhet vot e`ti [࣮࢝ࢻ 2࡜ 6] nado mestami pomenyat`? . 
  
258 198-1 ヰ⪅B31 Chto on py`taetsya sdvinut`, ne poluchaetsya, on u  <nix 
prosit>{<},, 
12ࠊ6ࢆᣦࡍ 
259 199 ヰ⪅A31 <Idyot k nim[↑]>{>} . 12ࠊ6ࠊ2࡜୪࡭᭰࠼ࡿ 
260 198-2 ヰ⪅B31 oni otkazy`vayutsya, oni rass.. on rasstraivaetsya, idyot k 
yablone[↑], naxodit upavshee <yabloko[↓]>{<} . 
2ࠊ11ࢆᣦࡍ 
261 200 ヰ⪅C31 <Vo::t, aga>{>}, aga .   
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262 201 ヰ⪅A31 A <potom est[↓]>{<} . 10ࢆྲྀࡿ 
263 202 ヰ⪅B31 <Potom on ego>{>} schastlivy`j <e::st[↑], a oni uvi..>{<}࠙࠙  . 10ࢆᣦࡍ 
264 203-1 ヰ⪅A31 ࠚࠚ <E::st, a oni takie>{>}  <smotryat[↑]>{<},,   
265 204 ヰ⪅B31 <Davaj vot  syuda>{>} snachala, snachala polozhim eshhyo . 11ࡢᶓࢆᣦࡍ 
266 203-2 ヰ⪅A31 <s::motryat>{<},,   
267 205 ヰ⪅B31 <Oni smotryat>{>}, zaviduyut[↑]=࠙࠙  .   
268 203-3 ヰ⪅A31 ࠚࠚ =“A kak e`to tak, pojdyom-ka my` tozhe poedim yabloko” . 11ࡢᚋ࡟ 8ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
269 206 ヰ⪅A31 Oni py`tayutsya ego dostat`, no ne mogut . 8ࡢᚋ࡟ 5ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
270 207-1 ヰ⪅B31 Oni <py`tayutsya sdvinut`>{<},, 5ࡢᚋ࡟ 3ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
271 208 ヰ⪅A31 <Poe`tomu>{>} .   
272 207-2 ヰ⪅B31 kamen` , u nix nichyo ne poluchaetsya[↑], on prixodit im 
predlagaet pomoshh`[↑], i vot tak . 
3ࡢᚋ࡟ 7ࠊ1ࠊ4࡜୪
࡭ࡿ 
273 209 ヰ⪅A31 Podozhdi, on.. on [‘on’ࢆᙉㄪ] prixodit predlagaet pomoshh`? .   
274 210 ヰ⪅B31 Nu:: <vidimo, da>{<} .   
275 211 ヰ⪅A31 <Nu da>{>} .   
276 212 ヰ⪅C31 <A poche.. vot, vot>{>}, [ヰ⪅ A31 ࢆぢࡿ] e`:: u tebya by`la 
my`sl`, chto u nego liczo kakoe-to obes<kurazhennoe[↓]>{<} . 
7ࢆᣦࡍ 
277 213 ヰ⪅A31 <Da, vot menya vot>{>}  e`to bol`she vsego smushhaet <➗࠸
> . 
7ࢆᣦࡍ 
278 214 ヰ⪅A31  <➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ>U nego kakoe-to… .   
279 215-1 ヰ⪅B31 Davajte poprobuem sdelat` e` <syuzhetnuyu linyuyu iz togo, 
chto>{<},, 
  
280 216 ヰ⪅A31 <Mozhet by`t` kuda-to syuda>{>} . 6ࢆᣦࡍ 
281 215-2 ヰ⪅B31  my` sejchas uvideli, <chto my` vy`lozhili[↓]>{<} .   
282 217 ヰ⪅A31 <[⯉ᡴࡕࡢ㡢] Podozhdi, podozhdi>{>} . 7ࢆᣦࡍ 
283 218 ヰ⪅C31 E`:: v p.. menya vsyo ustraivaet, v principe, vsyo logichno .   
284 219 ヰ⪅A31 <Vsyo logichno[↑]>{<}࠙࠙  .   
285 220-1 ヰ⪅B31 ࠚࠚ <Edinstvennoe>{>} neponyatno, pochemu <vot zdes` 
vot>{<},, 
  
286 221 ヰ⪅C31 <Vopros stoit[→]>{>}. 7ࢆᣦࡍ 
287 220-2 ヰ⪅B31 on ischezaet[↑]? . 10ࢆᣦࡍ 
288 222 ヰ⪅B31 Xotya, v obshhem-to, naverno, logichno .   
289 223 ヰ⪅B31 <Smotrite, znachit[→]>{<}࠙࠙  .   
290 224 ヰ⪅A31 ࠚࠚ <On ne ischezaet, on stoit sebe kushaet>{>} .   
291 225 ヰ⪅C31 <Eshhyo ne tochno, chto oni uxodyat>{>}, my` ne vidim kak oni 
uxodyat . 
8ࢆᣦࡍ 
292 226 ヰ⪅C31 Zdes` ne xvataet kartinki, kak oni poshli k yablone, <kak oni 
ego pokidayut>{<} . 
  
293 227 ヰ⪅B31 <Nu znachit, takaya>{>} istoriya .   
294     ࠓỿ㯲 1.71⛊ࠔ   
295 228 ヰ⪅B31 Znachit, idyot, idyot bol`shoe yajczo[↑], uvidel yablonyu . 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
296   ヰ⪅A31 <➗࠸>   
297 229 ヰ⪅B31 Zaxotel yabloko= .   
298 230 ヰ⪅B31 =Ponyal, chto ne dotyagivaetsya= .   
299 231 ヰ⪅B31 =Poshyol:: vzyal.. py`taetsya sdvinut` kamen`, chtoby`:: na 
nego vstat`, ne poluchaetsya . 
12ࢆᣦࡍ 
300 232-1 ヰ⪅B31 Obrashhaetsya k melkim chuvakam i govorit “rebyat, nu nado 
vmeste, <pomogite, yabloko>{<}”,, 
6ࢆᣦࡍ 
301 233 ヰ⪅A31 <Nu da, da, ponyatno>{>} .   
302 232-2 ヰ⪅B31 “ xochu, sil net” .   
303 234 ヰ⪅B31 Oni govoryat e`:: “otvali, delaj vsyo sam[↑]”, on rasstraivaetsya, 
idyot grustny`j, mol yabloko emu ne dostanetsya . 
2ࢆᣦࡍ 
304 235 ヰ⪅B31 A potom [኱ࡁ࠸ኌ࡛] <“obana::” i yabloko na polu[↓]>{<} . 11ࢆᣦࡍ 
305 236 ヰ⪅C31 <A, kstati, pochemu oni otkazy`vayut>{>}, interesno? .   
306 237 ヰ⪅C31 Nu a pf:: .   
307   ヰ⪅A31 <➗࠸>   
308 238 ヰ⪅B31 Nu potomu chto oni protivny`e rebyata .   
309 239-1 ヰ⪅B31 “Obana, yabloko”,<on schastlivy`j>{<},, 10ࢆᣦࡍ 
310 240 ヰ⪅A31 <Aga::>{>} .   
311 239-2 ヰ⪅B31  yabloko est .   
312 241-1 ヰ⪅B31 Oni dumayut “vot bli::n, vzyal doby`l <sam sebe yabloko”>{<},,   
313 242 ヰ⪅C31 <“My` tozhe xotim”>{>} . 8ࢆᣦࡍ 
314 241-2 ヰ⪅B31 “a my` bez <yabloka, my` tozhe xotim”>{<},,   
315 243 ヰ⪅A31 <I idut k derevu[↑]>{>} .   
316 241-3 ヰ⪅B31 “po<shli”>{<},,   
317 244 ヰ⪅A31 <Da::>{>} .   
318 241-4 ヰ⪅B31 “dostanem” .   
319 245 ヰ⪅B31 Oni dogovarivayutsya, kak oni ego budut dostavat`, reshili 
sdelat` vot tak, ponimayut, chto ne dostayut . 
5ࢆᣦࡍ 





321 247 ヰ⪅B31 Vidite, <oni grustny`e stoyat[↓]>{<} . 7ࢆᣦࡍ 
322 248 ヰ⪅A31 <U nego:: on>{>} prishyol k nim . 7ࢆᣦࡍ 
323 249 ヰ⪅A31 Posmotri <na ego liczo>{<} .   
324 250 ヰ⪅B31 <On k nim >{>}prishyol i sprashivaet, “a chyo ‘chto’ vy` delaete, 
a chto u vas ne poluchaetsya ili chto::-to, davajte ya vam 
pomogu::” . 
7ࢆᣦࡍ 
325 251 ヰ⪅B31 I on im pomogaet v konechnom itoge= .   
326 252-1 ヰ⪅B31 =On s takim zhe liczom <im>{<},,   
327 253-1 ヰ⪅A31 <Nu..>{>},,   
328 252-2 ヰ⪅B31 pomogaet, chto zdes`, chto <zdes`[↓]>{<} .   
329 253-2 ヰ⪅A31 <da::>{>}= .   
330 254-1 ヰ⪅A31 =A on poxozh na krota iz mul`tika::<➗࠸>,,   
331 255-1 ヰ⪅B31 Da<➗࠸>,,   
332 254-2 ヰ⪅A31 po..<pol`..>{<},,   
333 255-2 ヰ⪅B31 <s cheshskogo>{>} .   
334 254-3 ヰ⪅A31 cheshskogo .   
335 256 ヰ⪅C31 <On da, kstati, da>{<} .   
336 257 ヰ⪅B31 <On im pomogaet, oni>{>}  dostayut yabloko . 1ࠊ4ࢆᣦࡍ 
337 258-1 ヰ⪅C31 [ᜥࢆ㣧ࡴ㡢]Naverno, nu, mne vsyo <nravitsya, no>{<},,   
338 259 ヰ⪅A31 <Ya..yajcza>{>} .   
339 258-2 ヰ⪅C31  zdes`, naverno, vsyo ne tak<➗࠸> .   
340   ヰ⪅A31 <➗࠸>   
341   ヰ⪅B31 <➗࠸>   
342 260-1 ヰ⪅C31 <A xotya menya ustraivaet menya>{<},,   
343 261 ヰ⪅A31 <Ne, a dolzhno by`t`>{>} .   
344 262 ヰ⪅B31 <A, mozh ‘mozhet’, voobshhe net pravil`nogo otveta>{>} .   
345 260-2 ヰ⪅C31  ustraivaet e`ta istoriya .   
346 263 ヰ⪅A31 A, predstavlyaete, tut voobshhe pya::t` primerno linij <➗࠸࡞
ࡀࡽ> syuzheta kak by` mogut by`t` . 
  
347   ヰ⪅B31 <➗࠸>   
348 264-1 ヰ⪅C31 <A::m slushajte, no>{<},,   
349 265 ヰ⪅B31 <Net, no mne kazhetsya vpolne logichno>{>} .   
350 266 ヰ⪅A31 <Vsyo >{>} super .   
351 264-2 ヰ⪅C31 mozhno e`to zafiksirovat` kak-to i poprobovat` eshhyo raz .   
352 267 ヰ⪅A31 Na samom dele, mne kazhetsya, e`to sovershenno nevazhno, 
potomu chto zapis`:: sejchas zapisy`vaetsya nash dialog, a ne <
➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ>kartinki . 
  
353 268 ヰ⪅B31 Nu e`to estestvenno .   
354 269 ヰ⪅C31 N::u <ty`>{<}࠙࠙  .   
355 270 ヰ⪅B31 ࠚࠚ <Nu vsyo>{>} ravno, net nu voobshhe, <po-moemu, 
logichno[↓]>{<} . 
  
356 271 ヰ⪅A31 <Da net, mne kazhetsya ochen`>{>} logichno .   
357 272-1 ヰ⪅B31 Zaxotel yabloko[↑], ne smog sam dostat`, <poshyol 
poprosil>{<},, 
  
358 273 ヰ⪅A31 <On prixodit k tem>{>} .   
359 272-2 ヰ⪅B31 <oni emu otkazali[↓]>{<} .   
360 274 ヰ⪅C31 <A gde, tut net>{>} .   
361 275-1 ヰ⪅B31 Vish` ‘vidish`’ ona otve.. <otvora>{<},,   
362 276 ヰ⪅C31 <Ugu>{>} .   
363 275-2 ヰ⪅B31 chivaetsya ot nego .   
364 277 ヰ⪅C31 E`to sama fa::bula, a tut net prelyudii .   
365 278-1 ヰ⪅C31 Nu on shyo::l, <uvidel sad>{<},,   
366 279 ヰ⪅B31 <A zachem ona?>{>} .   
367 278-2 ヰ⪅C31 tenisty`x pre::rij <legkij ➗࠸>, zaxotel tuda zajti .   
368 280 ヰ⪅C31 Nu ne znayu, kak-to ne po zakonam zhanra e`:: literaturnogo .   
369 281 ヰ⪅A31 Kartinok slishkom malo .   
370   ヰ⪅B31 <➗࠸>   
371   ヰ⪅A31 <➗࠸>   
372 282 ヰ⪅C31 Nu da, chego-to ne xvataet .   
373 283 ヰ⪅A31 Ty` s kakogo fakul`teta?[ヰ⪅ C31ࢆぢࡿ] .   
374 284 ヰ⪅C31 Sociologicheskij politPR .   
375 285 ヰ⪅A31 A:: .   
376 286 ヰ⪅B31 O:: .   
377 287 ヰ⪅A31 Esli b by`la filo.. filolog, <➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ>ya by` togda ponyala by` .   
378 288 ヰ⪅B31 <➗࠸><Filosof>{<} .   
379 289 ヰ⪅A31 <Ta::k>{>} .   
380 290 ヰ⪅B31 Nu ne, vsyo logichno .   
381 291 ヰ⪅B31 On xochet yabloko, u nix prosit, oni otkazy`vayutsya .   
382 292 ヰ⪅B31 On tut grustny`j, opacza, i yabloko .   
383 293-1 ヰ⪅B31 On ego est, oni::,,   
384   ヰ⪅A31 <➗࠸>   
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385 293-2 ヰ⪅B31 dumayut, <“vot zhe zh zasranecz[↓]”>{<} .   
386 294 ヰ⪅C31 <Ne::t, nu log.. e`::>{>} logichno, logichno .   
387 295 ヰ⪅C31 On st.. kak-to stranno na nix smotrit, i:: pochemu oni vse 
razglagol`stvuyut? . 
7ࠊ8ࢆᣦࡍ 
388 296 ヰ⪅C31  A, oni uzhe <prishli, oni uzhe zaranee>{<}࠙࠙  .   
389 297 ヰ⪅B31 ࠚࠚ <Oni razgla.. oni razglagol`stvuyut>{>} , dumayut kak 
yabloko dostat` . 
  
390 298 ヰ⪅B31 U nix, oni vy`straivayut kakuyu-to svoyu metodologiyu 
doby`chi e`togo <yabloka[↓]>{<} . 
  
391 299 ヰ⪅C31 <Metodo>{>}logiya<➗࠸> .   
392 300-1 ヰ⪅B31 Da, <pridumy`vayut svoi>{<},,   
393 301 ヰ⪅C31 <Otlichno>{>} .   
394 300-2 ヰ⪅B31  kakie-to metody` .   
395 302 ヰ⪅B31 E`:: vstayut drug na druga, ne dotyagivayutsya= .   
396 303-1 ヰ⪅B31 =Dumayut, “blin, <poshli von”>{<},,   
397 304 ヰ⪅C31 <Ugu>{>} .   
398 303-2 ヰ⪅B31 “ kamen` valyaetsya, poshli kamen` podvinem”= .   
399 305 ヰ⪅B31 =Dvigayut e`tot kamen`[↑]=࠙࠙  .   
400 306 ヰ⪅C31 ࠚࠚ =Voobshhe oni ambiciozny`e, konechno .   
401   ヰ⪅A31 <➗࠸>   
402 307 ヰ⪅B31 <➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ>Nu da .   
403 308 ヰ⪅A31 Kstati eshhyo e`:: tut vsyo logichno eshhyo pochemu, potomu 
on snyachala tyanetsya , a potom tolkaet, i oni tozhe snachala 
tyanutsya, a potom tolkayut . 
  
404 309 ヰ⪅B31 Da, kstati .   
405 310 ヰ⪅A31 E`:: vot .   
406 311-1 ヰ⪅C31 E`to <pryamo e`::>{<},,   
407 312 ヰ⪅B31 <I potom>{>} zdes` grustny`j i oni takie ras.. <v 
rasstrojstve[↓]>{<} . 
  
408 311-2 ヰ⪅C31 <kak russkaya>{>} by`lina, trojnoj syuzhet, i eshhyo dolzhen 
<kakoj-nibud` kolobok prijti>{<},, 
  
409 313 ヰ⪅A31 <I odinakovaya konstrukciya>{>} .   
410 311-3 ヰ⪅C31  i tozhe nachat` tolkat` .   
411 314 ヰ⪅B31 Pridyot Zmej Gory`ny`ch i spalit yablonyu .   
412 315 ヰ⪅A31 <➗࠸> Da:: .   
413 316 ヰ⪅B31 Vo::t .   
414 317 ヰ⪅A31 E`:: .   
415 318 ヰ⪅B31 Nu vsyo, po-moemu, v principe <logichno[↓]>{<} .   
416 319 ヰ⪅C31 <A mozhet>{>} eshhyo chego-nibud` poprobuem? .   
417 320 ヰ⪅A31 Nu shha‘sejchas’, vot ya <dumayu[↓]>{<} .   
418 321 ヰ⪅C31 <N::am>{>} dolgo prosto eshhyo varit`sya zdes` .   
419   ヰ⪅A31 <➗࠸>   
420 322-1 ヰ⪅C31 <M:: ya by`.. ya predlagayu sfotkat`>{<},,   
421 323 ヰ⪅B31 <M:: ne znayu, mne kazhetsya, vpolne logichno>{>} .   
422 322-2 ヰ⪅C31 vot e`tu shtuchku .   
423 324 ヰ⪅B31 A ya predlagayu nichem ne pol`zovat`sya, potomu chto ya ne 
uverena, chto nam mozhno chem-to eshhyo pol`zovat`sya . 
  
424 325 ヰ⪅A31 <Da, da[↓]>{<} .   
425 326-1 ヰ⪅C31 <Togda davajte>{>}  nomera <zapomnim >{<},,   
426 327 ヰ⪅B31 <No u nas>{>} .   
427 326-2 ヰ⪅C31 9,12, <6, 2>{<},,   
428 328 ヰ⪅A31 <Oj ne ya ne zapomnyu>{>} .   
429 326-3 ヰ⪅C31 11, 10 .   
430 329 ヰ⪅A31 Da, davajte prosto tak podumaem <pro sebya[↓]>{<} .   
431 330-1 ヰ⪅B31 <Davajte>{>} prosto <pr.. ne budem n..>{<},,   
432 331 ヰ⪅C31 <A, a mozhno ya vstanu?>{>} .   
433 330-2 ヰ⪅B31 nichyo ‘nichego’ meshat`[↑] .   
434 332 ヰ⪅B31 Da .   
435 333 ヰ⪅A31 Aga:: .   
436 334 ヰ⪅B31 Ne duma.. ne budem nichyo meshat`, prosto podumaem, 
kakaya eshhyo mozhet by`t` v principe drugaya, kak.. drugoj 
variant kakoj-to mozhet by`t`.. eshhyo? . 
  
437 335 ヰ⪅B31 Nu smorite‘smotrite’, v konce u e`tix dvux[↑] dva yabloka, u 
e`togo net, potomu chto on ego s``el uzhe, to est` on ego dolzhen 
s``est` do togo, kak oni poluchili svoi dva . 
  
438 336 ヰ⪅A31 Verno, snachala bol`shoe yajczo poluchilo yabloko[↑], potom 
malen`koe . 
  
439 337-1 ヰ⪅C31 Slushajte, <a vot>{<} ,,   
440 338 ヰ⪅A31 <Ugu>{>} .   
441 337-2 ヰ⪅C31  smotrite e`:: u nego liczo::[↑] yavno:: <sovpadaet >{<},, 6ࠊ7ࢆᣦࡍ 
442 339-1 ヰ⪅B31 <U nego>{>},,   
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443 337-3 ヰ⪅C31 s e`toj kartinkoj .   
444 339-2 ヰ⪅B31 u nego licza odinakovy`e pochti vez<de[↓]>{<} . 7ࠊ1ࢆᣦࡍ 
445 340 ヰ⪅A31 <U>{>} nego poker fe`js vezde .   
446   ヰ⪅C31 <➗࠸>   
447 341-1 ヰ⪅A31 To est` e`to sovershenno ego permanentnoe sostoyanie e`togo 
yajcza,, 
  
448   ヰ⪅B31 <➗࠸>   
449 342 ヰ⪅C31 Nu< okej>{<} .   
450 341-2 ヰ⪅A31 <i s e`tim nichego>{>} .   
451 343 ヰ⪅B31 <U yajcza >{>} <voobshhe ne mozhet by`t` licza[↓]>{<} .   
452 344 ヰ⪅A31 <Smotrite, i tut, tut>{>} . 9ࠊ12ࢆᣦࡍ 
453   ヰ⪅B31 <➗࠸>   
454 345 ヰ⪅A31 Net vot kogda <➗࠸>, kogda on tolkaet kamen`, vsyo-taki u 
nego tam e`tot shuxanno . 
  




  ヰ⪅ᛶู: ዪ 





␒ྕ ヰ⪅ Ⓨ       ヰ       ෆ       ᐜ ഛ⪃ 
1 1 ヰ⪅A32 Ugu:: .   
2     ࠓỿ㯲 2.41⛊ࠔ   
3 2 ヰ⪅A32 E`to yajczo[↑] ili kartoshka, kak vy` dumaete?<➗࠸> .   
4   ヰ⪅B32 <➗࠸>   
5   ヰ⪅C32 <➗࠸>   
6     ࠓỿ㯲 0.72⛊ࠔ   
7 3 ヰ⪅A32 M:: ࠓỿ㯲 2.04 ⛊ࠔta::k,ࠓỿ㯲 7.04 ⛊ࠔon bol`shoj, a oni 
malen`kie . 
4ࢆᣦࡍ 
8     ࠓỿ㯲 2.10⛊ࠔ   
9 4 ヰ⪅A32 Mozhet by`t`… .   
10 5 ヰ⪅A32 Kak <vsyo slozhno[↓]>{<} .   
11 6 ヰ⪅C32 <Vot e`to, po-moemu,>{>} poslednee . 4ࢆᣦࡍ 
12 7 ヰ⪅A32 Ugu, da, naverno, zdes` vsyo by`lo xorosho uzhe, poyut 
pesenki . 
4ࢆᣦࡍ 
13 8 ヰ⪅A32 Im nuzhno dostat` [↑]yablochko, da[↑]? . 1ࢆᣦࡍ 
14 9 ヰ⪅A32 Ya pravil`no ponimayu? .   
15 10 ヰ⪅C32 Ugu .   
16 11 ヰ⪅A32 I::… .   
17 12 ヰ⪅C32 Oni:: probuyut razny`e sposoby` . 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
18 13 ヰ⪅A32 Da, <tochno[↓]>{<} .   
19 14 ヰ⪅B32 <E`t, naverno,>{>} predposlednee . 1ࢆᣦࡍ 
20 15 ヰ⪅A32 Znachit, sna= .   
21 16 ヰ⪅A32 =Da .   
22 17 ヰ⪅B32 Potomu chto <oni uzhe>{<}࠙࠙  .   
23 18 ヰ⪅A32 ࠚࠚ <On uzhe po>{>}<mo::g[↑]>{<} . 1ࢆྲྀࡿ 
24 19 ヰ⪅B32 <Da>{>} .   
25 20 ヰ⪅A32 Davajte poprobuem peredvinut` .   
26     ࠓỿ㯲 2.11⛊ࠔ   
27 21 ヰ⪅A32 Vot ࠓỿ㯲 1.61⛊ࠔtak[↑] . 1ࠊ4࡜୪࡭ࡿ 
28     ࠓỿ㯲 2.92⛊ࠔ   
29 22 ヰ⪅A32 [ᜥࢆ྾࠺㡢]E`:: xm,xm,xm,xm[↑]ࠓỿ㯲 1.07⛊ࠔ<oni uvideli, 
chto on est yablochko[↓]>{<} . 
10ࢆᣦࡍ 
30 23 ヰ⪅C32 <Vot e`to, navernoe, per>{>}voe . 2ࢆᣦࡍ 
31 24 ヰ⪅A32 Da, m:: mo.. naverno .   
32     ࠓỿ㯲 0.99⛊ࠔ   
33 25 ヰ⪅A32 Oni uvideli, chto on est yablochko, i, nan ‘naverno’, tozhe 
zaxoteli, ya tak podozrevayu . 
10ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
34     ࠓỿ㯲 1.54⛊ࠔ   
35   ヰ⪅B32 <➗࠸>   
36 26-1 ヰ⪅C32 A esli on est, znachit on,, 10ࢆᣦࡍ 
37     ࠓỿ㯲 0.70⛊ࠔ   
38 27 ヰ⪅A32 Oj kak vsyo <➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ>slozhno, Bozhe moj .   
39 28 ヰ⪅B32 Ochen` <➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ> <slozhno<➗࠸>>{<} .   
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40 26-2 ヰ⪅C32 <s::am>{>}, sam smog dostat`[↑] . 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
41 29 ヰ⪅A32 Da:: .   
42 30 ヰ⪅A32 Ili on tozhe smog dostat` tol`ko… . 12ࢆᣦࡍ 
43 31-1 ヰ⪅A32 <A::>{<},,   
44 32 ヰ⪅B32 <A mozhet on>{>}  chyo-to ‘chto-to’ im pomogaet, potomu 
chto=࠙࠙  . 
  
45 31-2 ヰ⪅A32 ࠚࠚ =a::, mozhet by`t`, ideya, smotrite, v tom, chto e` kamen` 
tyazhyoly`j i dlya nego i dlya nix . 
12ࠊ3ࢆᣦࡍ 
46 33 ヰ⪅A32 I vot nigde oni vmeste ego ne [↑]tashhut, i poe`tomu , 
sobstvenno,  oni smogli bez kamnya toka ‘tol`ko’..tol`ko 
vmeste ob``edinivshis` i sdelav druzhno, i udalos` . 
7ࠊ2ࠊ1ࢆᣦࡍ 
47 34 ヰ⪅A32 Oni oba dolzhny`, oni vse dolzhny` popy`tat`sya s kamnem, i u 
nix ne poluchitsya . 
12ࠊ3ࢆᣦࡍ 
48 35 ヰ⪅A32 Mozhet by`t`=࠙࠙  .   
49 36 ヰ⪅C32 ࠚࠚ =Vo::, vot e`to vot, tak,  nu gde oni py`tayutsya vmeste ego 
kak-to[→] . 
7ࢆᣦࡍ 
50 37 ヰ⪅A32 E`to vot, kogda oni vstretilis`, naverno, ili… . 7ࢆྲྀࡿ 
51 38 ヰ⪅B32 A vot e`to vot? . 5ࢆᣦࡍ 
52     ࠓỿ㯲 1.70⛊ࠔ   
53 39 ヰ⪅A32 [ᜥࢆ㣧ࡴ㡢]Mozhet by`t`, mozhet by`t`, vot e`to poprobovat` 
pe::rvoe?, ya ne znayu . 
9ࢆඛ㢌࡟⨨ࡃ 
54     ࠓỿ㯲 1.15⛊ࠔ   
55 40 ヰ⪅A32 A xotya.., tak<➗࠸> . 11ࢆᣦࡍ 
56 41 ヰ⪅C32 Net, e`to vot , naverno, pervoe, gde on <takoj [ኌࢆᑡࡋ኱ࡁࡃ
ࡍࡿ]odin i grustnen`kij[↓]>{<} . 
2ࢆᣦࡍ 
57 42 ヰ⪅A32 <Vot, vot, vot, znaete, v principe>{>}, v lyubom sluchae, kak 
my` ne postroim, glavnoe, chtob my` e`to ob``yasnili, 
pravil`no[↑]? . 
  
58   ヰ⪅C32 <➗࠸>   
59   ヰ⪅B32 <➗࠸>   
60 43 ヰ⪅A32 On idyot grustny`j[↑],ࠓỿ㯲 1.30⛊ࠔ on idyot grustny`j[↑], on 
xochet est` . 
࣮࢝ࢻࢆぢࡿ 
61     ࠓỿ㯲 1.24⛊ࠔ   
62 44 ヰ⪅C32 A::, vo::t on kak i nashyol svoyo yablochko . 11ࢆᣦࡍ 
63 45 ヰ⪅A32 Da:: . 11ࢆྲྀࡿ 
64 46 ヰ⪅C32 A potom on stal eshhyo= . 10ࢆᣦࡍ 
65 47-1 ヰ⪅B32 =A potom oni tozhe zaxoteli yablochko, ࠓỿ㯲 1.72⛊ࠔkogda 
oni <uvi>{<},, 
8ࠊ10ࢆᣦࡍ 
66 48-1 ヰ⪅A32 <Vot>{>},,   
67 47-2 ヰ⪅B32 deli ego, edyashhego <yablochko[↓] <➗࠸>>{<} .   
68 48-2 ヰ⪅A32 <pust` vot>{>} e`::m vot kak-to, da[↑]? . 2ࡢᚋ࡟ 11ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
69     ࠓỿ㯲 1.05⛊ࠔ 2ࠊ11ࠊ10 
70 49 ヰ⪅A32 Oni uvideli, chto on est[↑], oni reshili, chto oni tozhe xotyat ego 
s``est`[↑] . 
10ࡢᚋ࡟ 
71 50 ヰ⪅C32 I popy`talis`, vot, kamushek podvinut`, chtob dostat` . 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
72 51 ヰ⪅A32 Da::, to<chno>{<} . 3ࢆྲྀࡿ 
73 52 ヰ⪅B32 <A mo..>{>} ne::t, nado snachala, chto oni ne dostayut bez 
ka::mnya . 
  
74 53 ヰ⪅A32 Da:: .   
75 54 ヰ⪅A32 A tam by`la takaya kar<tinka?>{<} .   
76 55 ヰ⪅B32 <Vo::t>{>}, vot . 5ࢆᣦࡍ 
77 56 ヰ⪅A32 Tochno, vot oni ne smogli dostat` bez kamnya[↑], oni poshli 
najti ࠓỿ㯲 1.13⛊ࠔkamushek[↑], ࠓỿ㯲 0.98⛊ࠔe`::m ࠓỿ
㯲 1.99⛊ࠔon uvidel, chto oni py`tayutsya… . 
ヰ⪅ C32ࡣ 8ࡢᚋ࡟ 5
ࢆ⨨ࡃࠊヰ⪅ A32ࡣ 5
ࡢᚋ࡟ 3ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
78 57 ヰ⪅A32 A zachem, pochemu on togda ne pomog im? . 7ࠊ12ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
79 58 ヰ⪅C32 A, mozhet by`t`, vot e`to vot eshhyo <prosto, vot[↓]>{<} . 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
80 59 ヰ⪅B32 <A on zhe>{>} sam tozhe ne dostayot . 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
81 60 ヰ⪅B32 On uvi.. on zhe podnyal yabloko s zemli, a sam on ne dostayot . 11ࠊ9ࢆᣦࡍ 
82 61-1 ヰ⪅B32 <Emu>{<},,   
83 62 ヰ⪅A32 <Da>{>} .   
84 63 ヰ⪅C32 <Da>{>} .   
85 61-2 ヰ⪅B32 tozhe nuzhna pomoshh` .   
86     ࠓỿ㯲 1.45⛊ࠔ   
87 64-1 ヰ⪅A32 Tak, m:: [࣮࢝ࢻࢆぢ࡞ࡀࡽ]ࠓỿ㯲 2.64⛊ࠔmozhet by`t`,,   
88     ࠓỿ㯲 1.35⛊ࠔ   
89 65 ヰ⪅B32 Ugu:: .   
90 66 ヰ⪅C32 Vot e`to vot tochno pered vtoroj . 3ࠊ7ࢆᣦࡍ 
91 64-2 ヰ⪅A32 a, mozhet by`t`, v e`to vremya on poshyol= . 7ࡢᚋ࡟ 9ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
92 67 ヰ⪅A32 =Mozhno tak pridumat` .   
93   ヰ⪅B32 <➗࠸>   
94   ヰ⪅C32 <➗࠸>   
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95 68 ヰ⪅A32 V e`to vremya on poproboval eshhyo, u nego ne vy`shlo . 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
96 69 ヰ⪅A32 On prishyol tuda i tozhe poproboval kamen` . 9ࡢᚋ࡟ 12ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
97 70 ヰ⪅A32 I tut oni tam gde-to otluchilis`, ya <➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ> ne znayu . 12ࡢᚋ࡟ 6ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
98   ヰ⪅B32 <➗࠸>   
99   ヰ⪅C32 <➗࠸>   
100 71 ヰ⪅A32 [ᜥࢆ㣧ࡴ㡢]Vot, oni vse tut pechalyatsya[↑], i vot kak-to…<➗
࠸> . 
6ࡢᚋ࡟ 1ࠊ4ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
101 72 ヰ⪅A32 Mne kazhetsya, tut est` kakaya-to logika, no my` eyo ne <➗࠸
࡞ࡀࡽ>ponimaem . 
  
102     ࠓỿ㯲 1.37⛊ࠔ   
103 73 ヰ⪅A32 <Nu, kak ya ponimayu[→]>{<}࠙࠙  .   
104 74 ヰ⪅B32 ࠚࠚ <A, mozhet by`t`,>{>} vot e`to [࣮࢝ࢻ 2] kuda-nibud` v 
seredinu? . 
2ࢆᣦࡍ 
105 75 ヰ⪅B32 Potomu chto, on tut [࣮࢝ࢻ 2] idyot takoj pechal`ny`j, a tut [࢝
࣮ࢻ 11] vid,  takoj dovol`ny`j <㍍ࡃ➗࠸> uzhe . 
2ࠊ11ࢆᣦࡍ 
106 76-1 ヰ⪅A32 Mozhet by`t`, on by`l by`l grustny`j vot,, 2 ࢆ 12 ࡜ 6 ࡢ㛫࡟⨨
ࡃ 
107 77 ヰ⪅B32 Chto on,<da, ne mozhet najti?>{<} .   
108 76-2 ヰ⪅A32 <posle togo, kak on ne smog?>{>} .   
109 78 ヰ⪅A32 Vot, i on ix, vot, pryam po dorozhke . 12ࠊ2ࠊ6ࢆᣦࡍ 
110 79-1 ヰ⪅B32 O::x[↑],,   
111   ヰ⪅A32 <➗࠸>   
112 79-2 ヰ⪅B32 mozhet tut gde-to est` logika? .   
113 80 ヰ⪅A32 Tut ona est`, no my` eyo ne ulavlivaem, mne kazhetsya .   
114 81 ヰ⪅A32 No.. ya dumayu, ne vazhno, glavnoe kak, my`:: mozhem kak 
<ugodno pridumat`[↓]>{<} . 
  
115 82 ヰ⪅C32 <Zachem emu by`t` grustny`m>{>}  posle togo, kak on s``el <
➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ> yablochko . 
2ࢆᣦࡍ 
116 83 ヰ⪅A32 A on eshhyo odno xochet . 12ࢆᣦࡍ 
117 84 ヰ⪅A32 On.. ideya takaya, chto [↑]on n..nashyol[↑], on ego . 11ࢆᣦࡍ 
118 85 ヰ⪅A32 Vot, pravda, ploxo, chto oni tut ego vidyatࠓỿ㯲 1.54 ⛊ࠔ
<uzhe[↓]>{<} . 
10ࢆᣦࡍ 
119 86 ヰ⪅C32 <N::u>{>} da::, togda ne vpisy`vaetsya .   
120 87 ヰ⪅C32 Mne kazhetsya, vsyo.. e`to pervoe budet . 2ࢆᣦࡍ 
121 88-1 ヰ⪅A32 M:: da::[→] <v principe, mozhet i>{<},,   
122 89 ヰ⪅B32 <No m::>{>} .   
123 88-2 ヰ⪅A32 ne sut`, ya dumayu, da[↓] .   
124     ࠓỿ㯲 1.14⛊ࠔ   
125 90 ヰ⪅A32 Nu.. xorosho, on idyot grustny`j, on s``edaet yabloko[↑] . 2ࢆඛ㢌࡟ᡠࡍ 
126     ࠓỿ㯲 4.19⛊ࠔ   
127 91 ヰ⪅A32 On ego s``el, ࠓỿ㯲 2.00⛊ࠔoni vidyat, chto on est yabloko[↑], 
im tozhe zaxotelos`, oni potom ne smogli[↑], poshli za 
kamnem[↑] i vot... . 
10ࠊ8ࠊ5ࠊ3ࢆᣦࡍ 
128     ࠓỿ㯲 2.79⛊ࠔ   
129 92 ヰ⪅A32 Vot poluchaetsya, chto u nas tut, kak by` nekotory`e e`pizody` 
ostayutsya za kadrom<➗࠸> . 
7ࢆᣦࡍ 
130   ヰ⪅C32 <㍍ࡃ➗࠸>   
131   ヰ⪅B32 <➗࠸>   
132     ࠓỿ㯲 3.26⛊ࠔ   
133 93 ヰ⪅A32 Nu rasskazat`-to mo::zhno, <konechno[↓]>{<} .   
134 94-1 ヰ⪅B32 <A.. podozhdite>{>}, a mozhet by`t`,,   
135 95 ヰ⪅A32 Ugu .   
136 94-2 ヰ⪅B32 vot syuda [࣮࢝ࢻ 7ࡢᚋ] vot e`tu [࣮࢝ࢻ 12]vot, chto on tozhe 
py`taetsya e`tot kamen` podnyat`? . 
7ࠊ12ࢆᣦࡍ 
137     ࠓỿ㯲 1.52⛊ࠔ   
138 96 ヰ⪅A32 A pochemu?= .   
139 97 ヰ⪅A32 =Net, ya ponimayu, da, prosto, smotri, poluchaetsya, chto 
nelogichno= . 
7ࢆᣦࡍ 
140 98 ヰ⪅A32 =Pochemu on py`taetsya sdelat` bez nix? .   
141 99 ヰ⪅A32 Vot e`to stranno nemnogo .   
142     ࠓỿ㯲 1.87⛊ࠔ   
143 100 ヰ⪅A32 Pochemu oni ne vmeste ego taranyat? .   
144 101 ヰ⪅A32 Ya nano ‘naverno’ iz-za e`togo <perelozhu[↓]>{<} . 12ࡢᚋ࡟ 9ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
145 102 ヰ⪅B32 <Nu i v e`tom>{>} sluchae e`to tozhe poluchaetsya 
<stranno[↓]>{<} . 
12ࢆᣦࡍ 
146 103 ヰ⪅A32 <Nu:: da>{>}, nu chto kak by` oni u::zhe razluchilis` . 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
147 104 ヰ⪅A32 On posmotrel[↑], ushyol <➗࠸> . 7ࢆᣦࡍ 
148 105 ヰ⪅C32 M:: mozhno dazhe mezhdu tri i sem` . 3࡜ 7ࡢ㛫ࢆᣦࡍ 
149     ࠓỿ㯲 1.52⛊ࠔ   
150 106 ヰ⪅A32 M<::>{<} .   




152 108 ヰ⪅B32 <A::, mozhet, da>{>} . 7ࢆື࠿ࡍ 
153 109 ヰ⪅A32 Ugu . 7ࢆື࠿ࡍ 
154 110 ヰ⪅A32 A::, by`.. da, vot tak dazhe luchshe . 3ࠊ12ࠊ7࡜୪࡭ࡿ 
155     ࠓỿ㯲 1.79⛊ࠔ   
156 111 ヰ⪅A32 Oni reshili, chto on bol`shoj mozhet pojti[↑], on ne 
<smog[↑]>{<} . 
9ࢆᣦࡍ 
157 112 ヰ⪅C32 <Ugu>{>} .   
158 113 ヰ⪅B32 Vot e`ta [࣮࢝ࢻ 6] tozhe kak-to ne vpisy`vaetsya . 6ࢆᣦࡍ 
159     ࠓỿ㯲 1.00⛊ࠔ   
160 114 ヰ⪅A32 Ko..kotoraya imenno? .   
161 115 ヰ⪅B32 Shestaya .   
162     ࠓỿ㯲 1.90⛊ࠔ   
163 116 ヰ⪅A32 A<::>{<} .   
164 117 ヰ⪅B32 <Nu>{>},ࠓỿ㯲 2.57 ⛊ࠔ u nix kakie-to e`mocii<➗࠸ >, 
neponyatno . 
6ࢆᣦࡍ 
165     ࠓỿ㯲 1.35⛊ࠔ   
166 118 ヰ⪅A32 <➗࠸>On dolzhen <uznat` pochemu oni>{<}࠙࠙  . 6ࢆᣦࡍ 
167 119-1 ヰ⪅C32 ࠚࠚ <Mozhet by`t`>{>},, 6ࢆᣦࡍ 
168 120 ヰ⪅A32 Mozhet s e`togo voobshhe vsyo nachinalos`<㰯➗࠸> .   
169 121 ヰ⪅B32 Nu, mozhet,  <tak>{<} .   
170 119-2 ヰ⪅C32 <tut oni>{>} zlyatsya, chto oni ne mogut:: podnyat` <kamen` i 
prosyat >{<},, 
6ࢆᣦࡍ 
171 122 ヰ⪅B32 <A mozhet oni>{>} .   
172 119-3 ヰ⪅C32 ego? .   
173 123 ヰ⪅C32 I togda e`to vot.. kuda-to tuda <➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ> vpisy`vaetsya . 12ࢆᣦࡍ 
174     ࠓỿ㯲 1.54⛊ࠔ   
175 124-1 ヰ⪅B32 A, mozhet, oni poruga::lis`,, 6ࠊ2ࢆᣦࡍ 
176   ヰ⪅A32 <➗࠸>   
177 124-2 ヰ⪅B32 i on ot e`togo idyot takoj pechal`ny`j .   
178   ヰ⪅C32 <➗࠸>   
179 125 ヰ⪅B32 A potom naxodit yabloko . 11ࢆᣦࡍ 
180 126 ヰ⪅A32 Vot vsyo<➗࠸> .   
181     ࠓỿ㯲 0.85⛊ࠔ   
182 127 ヰ⪅A32 <Tak>{<} .   
183 128 ヰ⪅B32 <Nu>{>} potomu chto oni kakie-to tut ochen` zlobny`e . 6ࢆᣦࡍ 
184 129 ヰ⪅C32 Ugu<㰯➗࠸> .   
185     ࠓỿ㯲 1.09⛊ࠔ   
186 130 ヰ⪅A32 Da::, naverno . 6ࢆྲྀࡿ 
187     ࠓỿ㯲 1.77⛊ࠔ   
188 131 ヰ⪅A32 Vot, to est` e`to vsyo nachinaetsya, <ty` predlagaesh`[↓]>{<} . 2ࡢ๓࡟ 6ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
189 132 ヰ⪅B32 <Ugu>{>} .   
190 133 ヰ⪅A32 Okej . ࣮࢝ࢻࢆື࠿ࡍ 
191 134-1 ヰ⪅A32 <Net, no, mne kazhetsya, na samom dele[↑]>{<},,   
192 135 ヰ⪅B32 <Esli, konechno, vse soglasny`[↓]<➗࠸>>{>} . ࣮࢝ࢻࢆື࠿ࡍ 
193 134-2 ヰ⪅A32  net, mne kazhetsya, na samom dele, rasskazat` mozhno:: 
rasskazat` mozhno.. cht.. lyubuyu istoriyu v itoge . 
࣮࢝ࢻࢆື࠿ࡍ 
194     ࠓỿ㯲 1.53⛊ࠔ   
195 136 ヰ⪅A32 Tak, ࠓỿ㯲 1.32⛊ࠔvo::t, kak-to tak . 6ࠊ2ࠊ11ࠊ10ࠊ8ࠊ5ࠊ
3ࠊ12ࠊ7ࠊ9ࠊ1ࠊ4 
196     ࠓỿ㯲 3.12⛊ࠔ   
197 137 ヰ⪅A32 Oni porugalis` mezhdu soboj ili vmeste s nim?= . 6ࢆᣦࡍ 
198 138 ヰ⪅A32 =Net, on ix, on ix ne znaet eshhyo, da[↑]? .   
199 139 ヰ⪅A32 Oni ne <znakomy`>{<} .   
200 140 ヰ⪅B32 <Ne>{>}, mne kazhetsya oni znako::my`, no vot oni:: ne xotyat 
s nim obshha<t`sya[↓]>{<} . 
  
201 141 ヰ⪅A32 <A::>{>}, poe`tomu on grustny`j . 2ࢆᣦࡍ 
202 142 ヰ⪅B32 Da::,<da>{<} .   
203 143 ヰ⪅A32 <Vsyo>{>}, ya ponyala .   
204 144 ヰ⪅A32 I on dumaet... .   
205 145 ヰ⪅A32 A pochemu on im ne nesyot e`to yabloko, a sam ego est?<➗࠸
>[ヰ⪅ B32ࢆぢࡿ] . 
11ࢆᣦࡍ 
206 146 ヰ⪅B32 Potomu chto on pecha::l`ny`j<➗࠸> . 2ࢆᣦࡍ 
207   ヰ⪅C32 <➗࠸>   
208 147 ヰ⪅A32 On ra..<➗࠸>on rasstroen, reshil sebya uspokoit` edoj .   
209   ヰ⪅C32 <➗࠸>   
210   ヰ⪅B32 <➗࠸>   
211 148 ヰ⪅A32 A oni dumayut “vot naglecz!”, oni na nego eshhyo bol`she 
dolzhny` by`li razozlit`sya posle<➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ> e`togo . 
10ࢆᣦࡍ 
212 149 ヰ⪅A32 E`t ‘e`to’ to::zhe xotya .   
213     ࠓỿ㯲 1.17⛊ࠔ   
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214 150 ヰ⪅A32 Vot .   
215     ࠓỿ㯲 1.64⛊ࠔ   
216 151 ヰ⪅B32 <Vot e`ti tog..>{<}࠙࠙  . 7ࠊ12ࢆᣦࡍ 
217 152-1 ヰ⪅A32 ࠚࠚ <Mozhet, vsyo-taki my` togda pere>{>}<dvinem>{<},, 12ࠊ7࡜୪࡭᭰࠼ࡿ 
218 153 ヰ⪅B32 <Da>{>} .   
219 152-2 ヰ⪅A32 vot, da[↑]? .   
220 154 ヰ⪅A32 Togda logichno, chto.. nu isxodya iz togo, kakie u nix e`mocii i 
chuvstva [‘chuvstva’ࢆᙉㄪ] . 
  
221 155 ヰ⪅A32 Vo::t oni emu govoryat “nu” mol “pomozhesh`?”, vot .   
222 156 ヰ⪅A32 On poproboval pomoch` tak, poproboval pomoch` tak, ne 
poluchilos`, a poluchilos` tak vot, vot tak vot . 
12ࠊ9ࠊ1ࢆᣦࡍ 
223     ࠓỿ㯲 3.76⛊ࠔ   
224   ヰ⪅A32 <➗࠸>   
225   ヰ⪅B32 <➗࠸>   
226 157 ヰ⪅A32 Tut est` pravil`ny`j <variant, interesno?, v e`tom>{<}࠙࠙  .   
227 158 ヰ⪅B32 ࠚࠚ <Kakoj-to, kakoj-to smazanny`j konecz>{>} , v otlichie ot 
serediny` . 
  
228 159 ヰ⪅A32 Net, nu smotri, vsyo pravil`no, da[↑]? .   
229 160 ヰ⪅A32 Oni t.. oni taranyat kamen`[↑], u nix ne.. on prixodit tut on . 3ࠊ7ࢆᣦࡍ 
230 161 ヰ⪅B32 Pochemu oni vmeste, oni taranyat <ego?>{<} . 12ࢆᣦࡍ 
231 162 ヰ⪅A32 <[ ⯉ ࠺ ࡕ ࡢ 㡢 ]Ya poni>{>}mayu, no e`toj kartinki, k 
sozhaleniyu, <zdes` net>{<} . 
  
232 163 ヰ⪅B32 <Nu ya.. nu>{>} da::, no… .   
233 164 ヰ⪅A32 Nu vot, net nu da, to est` s e`toj tochki zreniya on togda e`to 
py`taetsya sdelat` dlya:: sebya, a ne dlya nix, esli on odin 
taranit kamen` . 
12ࢆᣦࡍ 
234     ࠓỿ㯲 6.20⛊ࠔ   
235 165 ヰ⪅C32 Ne znayu, mne kazhetsya, chto e`to [࣮࢝ࢻ 12] dolzhno by`t` 
pered e`tim [࣮࢝ࢻ 7] . 
  
236     ࠓỿ㯲 1.25⛊ࠔ   
237 166-1 ヰ⪅C32 Nu to <est`::>{<},, 12ࠊ7࡜୪࡭᭰࠼ࡿ 
238 167 ヰ⪅A32 <I::>{>} togda? .   
239 168 ヰ⪅A32 Ugu .   
240     ࠓỿ㯲 2.89⛊ࠔ   
241 166-2 ヰ⪅C32 tipa, oni kazhdy`j po otdel`nosti::,, 12ࢆᣦࡍ 
242 169 ヰ⪅A32 Prosto <vot tut[→]>{<}࠙࠙  .   
243 166-3 ヰ⪅C32 ࠚࠚ <potom reshili>{>}, chto::,, 7ࢆᣦࡍ 
244 170 ヰ⪅A32 Da, da .   
245 171-1 ヰ⪅A32 Prosto <odin>{<},,   
246 166-4 ヰ⪅C32 <vtroyom>{>} .   
247 171-2 ヰ⪅A32 kamen` ne ochen` ponyatno, vot e`ta vot zaminka po vremeni . 12ࢆᣦࡍ 
248 172 ヰ⪅A32 No v celom, mne kazhetsya, chto e`ti kartinki <postroeny` tak, 
chto::>{<}࠙࠙  . 
  
249 173-1 ヰ⪅C32 ࠚࠚ <Nu , nu togda>{>} <mozhno>{<},,   
250 174 ヰ⪅A32 <Aga>{>} .   
251 173-2 ヰ⪅C32 eshhyo vot pervuyu syuda[↓][࣮࢝ࢻ 3࡜ 12ࡢ㛫] . 6ࢆᣦࡍ 
252     ࠓỿ㯲 1.82⛊ࠔ   
253 175 ヰ⪅C32 Chto oni ego ugovarivayut, onࠓỿ㯲 0.73 ⛊ࠔ  im dvigaet 
kamen`, <ne poluchaetsya, potom oni vmeste[↓]>{<} . 
12ࢆᣦࡍ 
254 176 ヰ⪅B32 <Oni s kakim-to nepra::vil`ny`m>{>} liczom, po-moemu, ego 
ugovarivayut . 
6ࢆᣦࡍ 
255 177 ヰ⪅A32 Nu voobshhe tak ne ugovarivayut, da::[↓]= .   
256 178 ヰ⪅A32 =Oni kakie-to zly`e tam .   
257 179 ヰ⪅A32 To est` oni ne prosyat <ni o chyom[↓]>{<} .   
258 180 ヰ⪅C32 <Nu ili on>{>}  sam.. k nim..ࠓỿ㯲0.85⛊ࠔ prixodit predlagaet 
pomoshh` . 
  
259 181-1 ヰ⪅C32 Tipa  “xorosh ssorit`sya, ya vam”,,   
260   ヰ⪅B32 <㰯➗࠸>   
261 181-2 ヰ⪅C32 pomogu s kamushkom .   
262     ࠓỿ㯲 1.57⛊ࠔ   
263 182 ヰ⪅A32 Da, no nas, vidish`, vsex pechalit, chto::<➗࠸> oni tashhut ego 
ne vmeste vot . 
12ࢆᣦࡍ 
264 183 ヰ⪅A32 <To est` kak by`[→]>{<}࠙࠙  .   
265 184 ヰ⪅C32 ࠚࠚ <A potom[↑] vmeste>{>} . 7ࢆᣦࡍ 
266 185 ヰ⪅A32 Nu vot .   
267     ࠓỿ㯲 4.26⛊ࠔ   
268 186 ヰ⪅B32 Nado kak-to vot posledovatel`no, chto posle e`togo kamnya on:: 
idyot, a ne.. ne probuet nichego vmeste sdelat`, i potom srazu 
on idyot <grustny`j[↓]>{<} . 
7ࢆᣦࡍ 
269 187-1 ヰ⪅A32 <U menya est` takoe>{>}  podozrenie, chto kak ne slozhish` ,,   
270   ヰ⪅C32 <➗࠸>   
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271 187-2 ヰ⪅A32 e`ti za.., grubo govorya[↑], <istoriya mozhet slozhit`sya>{<},,   
272 188 ヰ⪅B32 <Nu, vozmozhno, dazhe tak>{>} .   
273 187-3 ヰ⪅A32 iz, iz lyubogo .   
274 189-1 ヰ⪅A32 To est` moglo vsyo nachinat`sya vot s [↑]e`togo [࣮࢝ࢻ 4],, 4ࢆᣦࡍ 
275   ヰ⪅C32 <➗࠸>   
276 189-2 ヰ⪅A32 to est` tut net logiki dvizheniya, da[↑]? .   
277     ࠓỿ㯲 0.95⛊ࠔ   
278 190 ヰ⪅A32 Tut glavnoe, kak pridumat` e`to vsyo= .   
279 191 ヰ⪅A32 =Eshhyo dolzhny` budem rasskazat`? .   
280     ࠓỿ㯲 0.80⛊ࠔ   
281   ヰ⪅C32 <➗࠸>   
282   ヰ⪅B32 <➗࠸>   
283 192 ヰ⪅A32 M::, ࠓỿ㯲 1.34⛊ࠔe`to yajcza ili kartoshki, interesno? .   
284   ヰ⪅B32 <➗࠸>   
285   ヰ⪅C32 <➗࠸>   
286     ࠓỿ㯲 4.11⛊ࠔ   
287 193 ヰ⪅A32 A poyot on[↓] v konce, da[↑]?, vidimo . 4ࢆᣦࡍ 
288 194 ヰ⪅A32 On poyot, oni torzhestvuyut .   
289 195 ヰ⪅A32 Ili oni vse vmeste poyut? .   
290     ࠓỿ㯲 8.79⛊ࠔ   
291 196 ヰ⪅A32 Vot .   
292   ヰ⪅B32 <➗࠸>   
293     ࠓỿ㯲 7.50⛊ࠔ   
294 197 ヰ⪅B32 <➗࠸>Mne kazhetsya, chto mozhno usovershenstvovat`<➗࠸
> . 
  
295 198 ヰ⪅A32 Nu eyo mozhno sovershenstvovat` bes<kone::chno, mne 
kazhetsya[↓]>{<} . 
  
296 199 ヰ⪅B32 <Nu, po>{>}<nyatno, da[↓]>{<} .   
297 200 ヰ⪅A32 <Net, nu ya ponimayu, my`>{>} xotim-to prijti k kakoj-to 
obshheponyatnoj logike, no vot problema v tom, chto, mne 
kazhetsya, eyo zdes` net prosto, vot . 
  
298     ࠓỿ㯲 1.25⛊ࠔ   
299 201 ヰ⪅A32 To est` e`to ne by`la iznachal`no celaya:: istoriya, kotoraya ࠓỿ
㯲 1.45⛊ࠔi tak ponyatna . 
  
300     ࠓỿ㯲 3.56⛊ࠔ   
301 202 ヰ⪅A32 M:: ࠓỿ㯲 2.17⛊ࠔnu vot, naprimer, da[↑]?, pochemu on est 
e`to.., pochemu vot de..dejstvie, esli by` tut by`la kakaya-to 
takaya chyotkaya logika, da[↑]?, kotoruyu my` vse uvideli 
neizbezhno, to pochemu, naprimer, on est ne p.. ne pod 
derevom?= . 
11ࠊ10ࢆᣦࡍ 
302 203 ヰ⪅A32 =Nu kuda on poshyo::l, da[↑]?, nu otdel`no, chtoby` s``est` e`to 
yabloko tam= . 
  
303 204 ヰ⪅A32 =Ili opyat` vot, chto vot e`ta vot begotnya, da[↑]?, ot dereva k 
derevu , ot kamnya k derevu . 
  
304 205 ヰ⪅A32 Vot chto e`to ne v odnom meste gde-to priblizitel`no 
<proisxodit>{<} . 
  
305 206-1 ヰ⪅B32 <A vam ne kazhetsya>{>}, chto vot e`to vot, <on>{<},, 7ࢆᣦࡍ 
306 207 ヰ⪅A32 <Ugu>{>} .   
307 206-2 ヰ⪅B32 kak-to sravnil, chto on na kamne ࠓỿ㯲 1.07⛊ࠔvy`she rostom 
s.. chem on[↑],, 
  
308 208 ヰ⪅A32 M:: .   
309 206-3 ヰ⪅B32 i, mozhet, oni posle e`togo reshili? .   
310 209 ヰ⪅A32 O::j, e`to interesnaya <my`sl`, slushaj[↓]>{<} .   
311 210 ヰ⪅C32 <Togda vot e`to kak-to>{>} v..voobshhe < ➗ ࠸ ࡞ ࡀ ࡽ
>vy`padaet . 
9ࢆᣦࡍ 
312     ࠓỿ㯲 0.75⛊ࠔ   
313 211 ヰ⪅B32 Nu e`to togda, mozhet, chto vot e`to [࣮࢝ࢻ 7] vot syuda[↑][࢝
࣮ࢻ 12ࡢ๓]=࠙࠙  . 
12ࠊ7ࢆᣦࡍ 
314 212 ヰ⪅C32 ࠚࠚ =Ili, ili dazhe vot tuda vot kuda-to . 5ࡢᚋࢆᣦࡍ 
315 213 ヰ⪅A32 Kogo imenno? .   
316 214-1 ヰ⪅C32 Vot, v::ot tak vot pe..,, 9ࢆΏࡍ 
317 215 ヰ⪅B32 Vot <e`tot?>{<} .   
318 214-2 ヰ⪅C32 <pe..pe..>{>} pered e`popeej s <➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ>kamnem .   
319 216 ヰ⪅B32 A . 9ࢆ 5ࡢᚋ࡟⨨ࡃ 
320 217 ヰ⪅A32 A::ga, to est` v e`to vremya=࠙࠙  .   
321 218 ヰ⪅C32 ࠚࠚ =Chto oni:: oba.. odinakovy`e .   
322 219 ヰ⪅C32 Chto dva malen`kix, chto odin takoj . 5ࠊ9ࢆᣦࡍ 
323     ࠓỿ㯲 1.57⛊ࠔ   
324 220-1 ヰ⪅C32 Potom <reshili>{<},,   
325 221-1 ヰ⪅A32 <A, mozhet my`>{>},  sdelaem vot <naoborot, v..v to >{<},, 5ࠊ3ࠊ9࡜୪࡭᭰࠼ࡿ 
326 220-2 ヰ⪅C32 <na kamushek vzobrat`sya>{>} .   
330 
 
327 221-2 ヰ⪅A32 <vremya kak>{<},,   
328 222 ヰ⪅B32 <A::, da>{>} .   
329 221-3 ヰ⪅A32 a vot esli vot tak, da[↑]?= .   
330 223 ヰ⪅A32 =V to vremya, kak oni prishli k kamnyu[↑], v e`to vremya= . 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
331 224 ヰ⪅A32 =Nu vot tut kak by`, da, vremenny`e osobennosti vot e`togo 
vsego . 
  
332 225 ヰ⪅A32 I togda on poshyol k kamnyu . 9ࠊ12ࢆᣦࡍ 
333 226 ヰ⪅B32 I tut podo<shli oni[↑]>{<} . 7ࢆᣦࡍ 
334 227 ヰ⪅A32 <I tut oni>{>} vstretilis`, oni by`li gde-to ryadom, da[↓], 
poblizosti . 
7ࢆᣦࡍ 
335 228 ヰ⪅A32 Mozhet, oni nikuda <ne ushli?>{<} .   
336 229 ヰ⪅C32 <Ugu>{>} .   
337 230 ヰ⪅C32 <Da, mozhno>{<} .   
338 231 ヰ⪅A32 <Ili sdelat`>{>} tak, chtoby` oni opyat` <➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ>k derevu, 
chtoby` oni begali ot drug druga . 
5ࢆᣦࡍ 
339 232 ヰ⪅A32 Nu vot, chto oni vstretilis` i vot togda, da[↓], oni ponyali, kak… .   
340 233 ヰ⪅A32 Dejstvitel`no, vot e`to interesnaya my`sl` by`la,ࠓỿ㯲 0.92⛊ࠔ 
pro rost . 
  
341     ࠓỿ㯲 1.45⛊ࠔ   
342 234 ヰ⪅A32 Sho‘chto’ odin bol`shoj axromny`j ‘ogromny`j’, ࠓỿ㯲 2.00⛊ࠔ
a drugie xobbitcy`[⁀ࡵᜥࡢ㡢] . 
  
343     ࠓỿ㯲 6.63⛊ࠔ   
344 235-1 ヰ⪅A32 Nu vot, skazhem tak<➗࠸>,,   
345   ヰ⪅B32 <➗࠸>   
346 235-2 ヰ⪅A32 u nix zdes` na liczax eshhyo, vozmo::zhno, napisany` e`mocii 
togo, chto [ᜥࢆ྾࠺㡢] e`::m,, 
6ࢆᣦࡍ 
347 236 ヰ⪅B32 Oni nedovol`ny`, chto on s``el yabloko[↑]? .   
348 235-3 ヰ⪅A32 oni nedovol`ny`, chto oni ne smogli do.. vot posle vot e`togo [࢝
࣮ࢻ 5], skazhem tak . 
5ࢆᣦࡍ 
349 237 ヰ⪅A32 Vozmozhen takoj variant, chto vot e`to [࣮࢝ࢻ 6] sluchilos` 
posle vot e`togo [࣮࢝ࢻ 5]= . 
6ࠊ5ࢆᣦࡍ 
350 238 ヰ⪅A32 =I togda oni vstretilis` .   
351 239 ヰ⪅B32 Nu ya ne znayu, mne nravitsya ideya, chto oni chyo-to <s nim 
ne xotyat druzhit` i>{<}࠙࠙  . 
6ࠊ2ࢆᣦࡍ 
352 240 ヰ⪅A32 ࠚࠚ <Nu da::, potomu chto s drugoj storony`>{>} vot yabloko . 10ࢆᣦࡍ 
353 241 ヰ⪅A32 Da, da, mne tozhe nravitsya .   
354     ࠓỿ㯲 2.42⛊ࠔ 6ࠊ2ࠊ11ࠊ10ࠊ8ࠊ5ࠊ
3ࠊ9ࠊ12ࠊ7ࠊ1ࠊ4 
355 242 ヰ⪅B32 [ᑠࡉ࠸ኌ࡛]Mne kazhetsya, sdelali<➗࠸> .   
356   ヰ⪅C32 <➗࠸>   
357 243 ヰ⪅A32 Mne kazhetsya, e`to mozhno by`lo, zakry`v glaza, lyubuyu 
posledovatel`nost` razmeshat` i potom rasskazat` is..= . 
  
358 244 ヰ⪅A32 =Tut fantaziya, ona v e`tom, da[↑]?<➗࠸> .   
359   ヰ⪅C32 <➗࠸>   
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␒ྕ ヰ⪅ Ⓨ       ヰ       ෆ       ᐜ ഛ⪃ 
1 1 ヰ⪅A33 E`:: mne uzhe strashno .   
2   ヰ⪅B33 <➗࠸>   
3 2 ヰ⪅C33 A e`to kto::? .   
4 3 ヰ⪅A33 Vot mne tozhe interesno .   
5 4 ヰ⪅A33 Vsyo-taki, <po-mo>{<}࠙࠙  .   
6 5 ヰ⪅C33 ࠚࠚ <U menya predlo>{>}zhenie, chto e`t ‘e`to’ kartoshka .   
7 6-1 ヰ⪅B33 Aga, kartoshka i ego deti.. malen`kie,, 1ࢆᣦࡍ 
8 7-1 ヰ⪅A33 Da, <no ya nadeyus`>{<},,   
9 6-2 ヰ⪅B33 <kartoshechki<➗࠸>>{>} .   
10 7-2 ヰ⪅A33 e`to ne ta avtorsha, kotorayaࠗPriklyucheniya Kakashki࠘ <➗
࠸࡞ࡀࡽ>napisala . 
  
11   ヰ⪅C33 <➗࠸>   
12   ヰ⪅B33 <➗࠸>   
13 8 ヰ⪅B33 Tak,ࠓỿ㯲 1.33⛊ࠔ derevo, yabloki .   
14     ࠓỿ㯲 1.03⛊ࠔ   
331 
 
15 9 ヰ⪅C33 Tak, dostayot yabloki[↑], ࠓỿ㯲 0.99⛊ࠔyabloki i oni poyu::t[↑] . 5ࠊ4ࢆᣦࡍ 
16     ࠓỿ㯲 1.46⛊ࠔ   
17 10-1 ヰ⪅B33 Tak, snachala,,   
18 11-1 ヰ⪅A33 [ᜥࢆ㣧ࡴ㡢]S..,,   
19 10-2 ヰ⪅B33 nu vot snachala <vot on idyot>{<},,   
20 11-2 ヰ⪅A33 <vot e`::to[→]>{>} .   
21 10-3 ヰ⪅B33 odin, mne kazhetsya . 2ࢆᣦࡍ 
22 12 ヰ⪅B33 Odin, odin, odin[↑], kogo-to on vstrechaet . 7ࢆᣦࡍ 
23 13 ヰ⪅A33 Na<do vot>{<}࠙࠙  .   
24 14 ヰ⪅B33 ࠚࠚ <Potom oni>{>}  podut ‘pojdut’.. pojdut zachem-to za s.. s.. 
yablokom . 
5ࢆᣦࡍ 
25 15 ヰ⪅A33 Net, nado vot e`to vot kak-to.. vot s kamnem .   
26 16 ヰ⪅A33 A nam nuzhno vsyo e`to perelozhit`, <da[↑]?>{<} .   
27 17 ヰ⪅C33 <Da::>{>} . 12ࢆྲྀࡿ 
28 18 ヰ⪅B33 [ᜥࢆ㣧ࡴ㡢]Da .   
29 19-1 ヰ⪅B33 <Tak, mne kazhetsya, nu.. ne znayu>{<},, 2ࢆྲྀࡿ 
30 20 ヰ⪅C33 <Nu davajte nachnyom togda pereklady`vat`>{>} .   
31 19-2 ヰ⪅B33 vot gde on eshhyo odin? .   
32 21 ヰ⪅B33 Mne kazhetsya, chto on <odin, eshhyo e`ti tozhe[↓]>{<} .   
33 22-1 ヰ⪅C33 <Vo::t on odin kamen` py`ta>{>}etsya po.. kak by` dostat`, <vot 
>{<},, 
12ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
34 23 ヰ⪅B33 <Tak>{>} .   
35 22-2 ヰ⪅C33  to est`, e`to, podnyat` .   
36 24 ヰ⪅B33 Vot e`to, e`ti gde-to vmeste budut, znachit, tak . 12 ࡜ 2 ࢆࡲ࡜ࡵ࡚⨨
ࡃ 
37 25 ヰ⪅A33 Vot e`to tozhe . 7ࢆྲྀࡿ 
38 26-1 ヰ⪅A33 <Na>{<},,   
39 27-1 ヰ⪅B33 <A..>{>},,   
40 26-2 ヰ⪅A33 verno, potom k nemu prishli <druz`ya[↓]>{<} . 12ࡢᚋ࡟ 7ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
41 27-2 ヰ⪅B33 <a..>{>}, ka::mni <tozhe by`li otde::l`no[↑]>{<} . 8ࢆྲྀࡿ 
42 28 ヰ⪅C33 <A vot oni, smotri>{>}, vdv.. malen`kie py`tayutsya podnyat` 
kamen` . 
3ࢆᣦࡍ 
43 29 ヰ⪅B33 Da .   
44 30 ヰ⪅C33 To est` oni, <interesno zachem[→]>{<}࠙࠙  .   
45 31 ヰ⪅A33 ࠚࠚ <A::>{>} .   
46 32 ヰ⪅B33 <I on>{>} snachala s derevom tozhe odin est` . 11ࢆᣦࡍ 
47 33 ヰ⪅C33 Gospodi, chto-to <kakaya-to>{<}[ᑠࡉ࠸ኌ࡛࿓ࡃ]࠙࠙  .   
48 34 ヰ⪅B33 ࠚࠚ  <Mozhet by`t`>{>} vot e`to moment vstrechi? . 10ࢆྲྀࡿ 
49 35 ヰ⪅B33 Ili vsyo-taki, ili vot s:: kamnem, s e`tim? . 7ࢆᣦࡍ 
50     ࠓỿ㯲 1.28⛊ࠔ   
51 36 ヰ⪅C33 Nu, ne vot e`to tochno, mne kazhetsya, final uzhe . 4ࢆᣦࡍ 
52 37 ヰ⪅B33 Da, mne tozhe kazhetsya= .   
53 38 ヰ⪅B33 =Oni vse schastlivy`[↑] .   
54 39 ヰ⪅C33 <➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ>Da .   
55     ࠓỿ㯲 1.32⛊ࠔ   
56 40 ヰ⪅B33 Ta::k,ࠓỿ㯲 1.61⛊ࠔ ugu .   
57 41-1 ヰ⪅B33 <On>{<},, 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
58 42 ヰ⪅C33 <Vs>{>} .   
59 41-2 ヰ⪅B33 on, on ne smog tozhe sam dos<ta::t`[↑]>{<} .   
60 43 ヰ⪅C33 <Da::>{>}, i oni ne smogli sami dostat`= . 9ࠊ5ࢆᣦࡍ 
61 44 ヰ⪅C33 =A vot tak vot oni dosta::li . 1ࢆᣦࡍ 
62 45 ヰ⪅B33 Da, i vot e`to uzhe blizhe k finalu, <naverno[↓]>{<} . 1ࢆ 4ࡢ㏆ࡃ࡟⨨ࡃ 
63 46 ヰ⪅A33 <A e`to>{>} tochno odna istoriya? .   
64 47 ヰ⪅C33 Da::, vot mne tozhe kazhetsya, chto zdes` dve.. dve istorii . 9ࢆື࠿ࡍ 
65 48 ヰ⪅B33 Nu oni zhe potom soedinilis` .   
66     ࠓỿ㯲 0.94⛊ࠔ   
67 49 ヰ⪅C33 A zachem im ka::men`?, <vopros>{<} . 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
68 50 ヰ⪅B33 <A::, nu>{>}, chtoby` dostat` . 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
69 51 ヰ⪅B33 E`ti malen`kie ne mogut bez nego dostat`, dopry`gnut`, a emu 
ne xvataet malen`kix<➗࠸> . 
1ࢆᣦࡍ 
70 52 ヰ⪅C33 A::, vot v chyom delo .   
71 53 ヰ⪅B33 Vot eshhyo tozhe, oni rugayutsya, a e`tot smotrit na nix . 6ࢆᣦࡍ 
72 54 ヰ⪅C33 A, slushajte, ya ponyala, smotrite . 11ࢆᣦࡍ 
73 55-1 ヰ⪅C33 E`:: vot on shyo::l, <nashyol>{<},, 11ࢆື࠿ࡍ 
74 56 ヰ⪅B33 <Ugu>{>} .   
75 55-2 ヰ⪅C33  ya::bloko[↑], ego e:: u.. nachal est`, e`ti uvideli i stali, nu::  
tozhe zaxoteli yabloko . 
10ࢆᣦࡍ 
76 57 ヰ⪅B33 Da .   
77 58-1 ヰ⪅B33 Pobezhali za e`tim <yablokom[↑]>{<},, 10ࢆᣦࡍ 





79 58-2 ヰ⪅B33 potom podumali ka::men`[↑], navernoe, pritashhit` tut[→] . 3ࢆྲྀࡿ 
80     ࠓỿ㯲 0.82⛊ࠔ   
81 60 ヰ⪅C33 E`::m..m..m .   
82 61 ヰ⪅B33 Ili vot, <vot, vot, vot s e`tim [↑]kamnem tozhe[↓]>{<} . 7ࢆᣢࡕୖࡆࡿ 
83 62 ヰ⪅A33 <Net, vot, vot tu:: [࣮࢝ࢻ 6] eshhyo nado>{>}, naverno, vot.. 
mezhdu , mne kazhetsya,  vot e`timi [࣮࢝ࢻ 10,5] . 
6ࢆྲྀࡿࠊ10࡜ 5ࡢ㛫
࡟⨨ࡇ࠺࡜ࡍࡿ 
84 63 ヰ⪅C33 Da ne::t . 6ࢆྲྀࡿ 
85 64 ヰ⪅A33 Net?= .   
86 65-1 ヰ⪅B33 =Net, mne <kazhetsya, chto vot u nix>{<},,   
87 66 ヰ⪅C33 <Ne::t>{>}[ᑠࡉ࠸ኌ࡛] .   
88 65-2 ヰ⪅B33 ne poluchi<los` on ix>{<},,   
89 67 ヰ⪅C33 <Da::>{>} .   
90 65-3 ヰ⪅B33  uvi<del[↑]>{<},,   
91 68-1 ヰ⪅C33 <Da, vot>{>} u nix ne poluchilos`, on <ix uvi::del, oni vot tut 
grustny`e>{<},, 
5ࡢᚋ࡟ 6ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
92 65-4 ヰ⪅B33 <poshyol im naverno pomogat`[↓]>{>} . 1ࢆື࠿ࡍ 
93 68-2 ヰ⪅C33 takie .   
94     ࠓỿ㯲 1.16⛊ࠔ   
95 69 ヰ⪅C33 <A::, mozhet, podozhdite, po..popo>{<}࠙࠙  . 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
96 70 ヰ⪅A33 ࠚࠚ<A potom on i.. e`.. po::.. odin>{>} poproboval <dostat`[↓]>{<} . 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
97 71 ヰ⪅C33 <Da::, mozhet on>{>},  snachala odin poproboval dostat`, u 
nego ne poluchi::los` . 
6ࡢᚋ࡟ 9ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
98 72 ヰ⪅B33 Ugu .   
99 73 ヰ⪅C33 Vo::t  . 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
100     ࠓỿ㯲 1.03⛊ࠔ   
101 74 ヰ⪅C33 Iliࠓỿ㯲 1.68⛊ࠔa::, slushajte, a mozhet by`t` vot tak vot?= .   
102 75-1 ヰ⪅C33 =Oni.. py`talis` [↑]sami dostat`,, 5ࢆᣦࡍ 
103 76 ヰ⪅B33 Ugu .   
104 75-2 ヰ⪅C33 a potom:: popy`talis` e`:: kamush::ek e`:: nu peretashhit`, 
mozhet, <chtoby`::>{<},, 
3ࢆᣦࡍ 
105 77 ヰ⪅B33 <Ugu>{>} .   
106 75-3 ヰ⪅C33 nu chtob dostat` . 5ࢆᣦࡍ 
107 78 ヰ⪅A33 Tak <znachit>{<}࠙࠙  .   
108 79-1 ヰ⪅B33 ࠚࠚ <U nix >{>}<naverno ne poluchi::los`[↑]>{<},,   
109 80 ヰ⪅C33 <U nix ne poluchilos`>{>}, i <vot oni>{<}࠙࠙  .   
110 79-2 ヰ⪅B33 ࠚࠚ <vo, vo::t>{>} u nix, naverno, ne poluchilos`[↑], i on k nim 
prishyol, mozhet, <mozhet by`t` togda?>{<} . 
7ࢆᣦࡍ 
111 81 ヰ⪅A33 <Potom on popro>{>}boval sam dostat` . 12ࢆᣦࡍ 
112 82 ヰ⪅C33 Vot, v..vot naverno vot tak .   
113 83 ヰ⪅C33 Vot smotrite, vot u.. u nix ne::... .   
114 84 ヰ⪅C33 Oj, Gospodi, kuda?[࣮࢝ࢻࢆ⨨ࡃሙᡤࢆ᥈ࡍ] .   
115   ヰ⪅A33 <➗࠸>   
116 85 ヰ⪅C33 U nix ne poluchi::los` . 5࡜ 6ࡢ㛫࡟ 3ࢆධࢀ
ࡿ 
117 86 ヰ⪅C33 Vot on ix uvidel takix rasstro::enny`x .   
118 87 ヰ⪅B33 Ugu .   
119 88 ヰ⪅C33 Oni popy`talis` e`:: nu vot oni rasskazali emu, chto py`talis` 
ka::mushek peretashhit`[→] . 
7ࢆᣦࡍ 
120 89 ヰ⪅C33 Podozhdite, net .   
121 90-1 ヰ⪅C33 <Kak-to ochen`>{<},,   
122 91 ヰ⪅B33 <Ugu>{>} .   
123 90-2 ヰ⪅C33 zdes`... .   
124 92 ヰ⪅B33 Vot tut on prosto s kamnem s e`tim odi::n . 12ࢆᣦࡍ 
125 93 ヰ⪅B33 Kak budto on <tozhe proboval uzhe e`to sdelat`[↓]>{<} .   
126 94 ヰ⪅C33 <Da::, da::>{>} .   
127 95 ヰ⪅C33 A::, mozhet by`t` on poproboval ka::men` do..peretashhit`, 
ponyal, chto ne polu::<chitsya[↓]>{<} . 
12ࢆᣦࡍ 
128 96 ヰ⪅A33 <Da::>{>}, <da, da>{<} .   
129 97 ヰ⪅B33 <Ugu>{>} .   
130 98 ヰ⪅C33 <Potom>{>} poshyol[↑], podumal, mozhet on odin sam dostanet 
yabloko, u nego tozhe ne poluchilos` . 
9ࢆᣦࡍ 
131 99 ヰ⪅A33 U menya predlozhenie, vot e`to tochno konecz<➗࠸> . 4ࢆᣦࡍ 
132 100 ヰ⪅C33 E`to< tochno konecz<➗࠸>>{<} . 4ࢆᣦࡍ 
133 101 ヰ⪅B33 <<➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ>Da, da>{>} .   
134 102 ヰ⪅C33 Tak, davajte vot e`to v konecz<togda otlozhim[↓]>{<} . 4ࢆື࠿ࡍ 
135 103 ヰ⪅A33 <Da, kak raz>{>} .   
136 104 ヰ⪅C33 E`to <tochno konecz[↓]>{<} .   
137 105 ヰ⪅A33 <A vot e`to nacha>{>} lo . 2ࢆᣦࡍ 
138 106 ヰ⪅A33 <Idyot[→]>{<}࠙࠙  .   
139 107 ヰ⪅C33 ࠚࠚ <A e`to>{>} nachalo= .   




141 109 ヰ⪅A33 <Vot, naxodit yabloko>{>} . 11ࢆྲྀࡿ 
142 110 ヰ⪅B33 <Vidit ya::bloko>{>} .   
143 111-1 ヰ⪅A33 Tak <vot e`ti davajte poka>{<},,   
144 112 ヰ⪅C33 <Da, tak>{>} .   
145 111-2 ヰ⪅A33  otlozhim . ࣮࢝ࢻࢆ㏥ࡅࡿ 
146 113 ヰ⪅B33 Ugu .   
147 114 ヰ⪅A33 Kakaya vakxanaliya u nas tut . 2ࠊ11࡜୪࡭ࡿ 
148   ヰ⪅B33 <➗࠸>   
149 115 ヰ⪅A33 Tak e`:: .   
150 116 ヰ⪅C33 Uvidel yabloko[↑] <i::>{<}࠙࠙  .   
151 117 ヰ⪅A33 ࠚࠚ <Vot>{>}, potom <vstretil vot e`tix[↑]>{<} . 11ࡢᚋ࡟ 10ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
152 118-1 ヰ⪅B33 <S:: stal >{>} ego est`, <naverno[↑]>{<},,   
153 119-1 ヰ⪅C33 <Da::>{>}, stal ego est`[↑], <a>{<} ,,   
154 118-2 ヰ⪅B33 <i::>{>} .   
155 119-2 ヰ⪅C33 oni tozhe zaxoteli yablochko[↑], <i::>{<},,   
156 120 ヰ⪅B33 <Tak>{>} .   
157 119-3 ヰ⪅C33 vot, vot, vot oni, naverno, py`tayutsya[→]=࠙࠙  . 8ࢆᣦࡍ 
158 121 ヰ⪅B33 ࠚࠚ =<Podoshli>{<}࠙࠙  . 8ࢆᣦࡍ 
159 122 ヰ⪅A33 ࠚࠚ <A vot e`tu>{>}  kuda? . 6ࢆᣦࡍ 
160 123 ヰ⪅C33 Oj, ne znayu, slushajte= .   
161 124-1 ヰ⪅C33 =Tak, <podozhdi>{<},,   
162 125 ヰ⪅B33 <Ugu>{>} .   
163 124-2 ヰ⪅C33 vot oni tozhe prishli k ya::blone[↑],, 10ࡢᚋ࡟ 8ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
164 126 ヰ⪅B33 Ugu .   
165 124-3 ヰ⪅C33 popy`talis` dostat` yabloko[↑],, 8ࡢᚋ࡟ 5ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
166 127 ヰ⪅B33 Ugu .   
167 124-4 ヰ⪅C33 ponyali, chto vsyo tshhetno[↑] .   
168 128 ヰ⪅A33 Vot e`to, po-moemu . 6ࢆᣦࡍ 
169 129 ヰ⪅C33 A:: a, mozh ‘mozhet’, snachala kameshek, kameshek[↓]? . 3ࢆྲྀࡿ 
170 130 ヰ⪅C33 Potom oni popy`talis` s ka::mushkom[↑] . 5ࡢᚋ࡟ 3ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
171     ࠓỿ㯲 1.46⛊ࠔ   
172 131-1 ヰ⪅C33 A po<tom[↑], a potom>{<},,   
173 132 ヰ⪅B33 <Potom stali rugat`sya>{>} [ኌࢆ࠶ࡆࡿ] potomu chto u nix 
nichego ne polucha<los`[↑]>{<} . 
6ࢆᣦࡍ 
174 131-2 ヰ⪅C33 <a>{>} potom vot oni:: vs.. e`::, o gospodi, vot, vot oni s nim 
vstretilis`, da[↓],, 
6ࢆ 3ࡢᚋ࡟⨨ࡃ 
175 133 ヰ⪅B33 Ugu .   
176 131-3 ヰ⪅C33 eshhyo raz .   
177 134 ヰ⪅B33 <Ugu>{<} .   
178 135 ヰ⪅A33 <Potom>{>}= .   
179 136 ヰ⪅C33 =On popy`talsya=࠙࠙  . 12ࢆᣦࡍ 
180 137 ヰ⪅A33 ࠚࠚ =A, <net, snachala oni rasskazali[↓]>{<} .   
181 138-1 ヰ⪅B33 <Mozhet by`t`, oni priveli ego k [↑]kamnyu, a on>{>},, 3ࡢᚋ࡟ 7ࠊ12࡜୪࡭
ࡿ 
182 139 ヰ⪅C33 <Da, vot tak, naverno>{>} .   
183 138-2 ヰ⪅B33 < popy`talsya ego[↓]>{<} .   
184 140 ヰ⪅C33 <Da, da>{>}, da, tochno .   
185 141-1 ヰ⪅A33 Potom <on sam>{<},, 12ࢆᣦࡍ 
186 142 ヰ⪅B33 <Da>{>} .   
187 141-2 ヰ⪅A33  popy`talsya[↑], potom .   
188 143 ヰ⪅A33 Net, mne <kazhetsya, vot e`to sn>{<}࠙࠙  . 12ࡢᚋ࡟ 9ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
189 144 ヰ⪅B33 ࠚࠚ <A::, vot e`to>{>}, vot vot e`tot vot <eshhyo[↓]>{<} . 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
190 145 ヰ⪅C33 <Da>{>}, pravil`no .   
191 146 ヰ⪅A33 Vot .   
192 147 ヰ⪅B33 <Vot tak, da[↑]?>{<} . 2ࠊ11ࠊ10ࠊ8ࠊ5ࠊ3ࠊ
6ࠊ7ࠊ12ࠊ9ࠊ1ࠊ4 
193 148 ヰ⪅C33 <Vsyo>{>}, schast`e .   
194   ヰ⪅B33 <➗࠸>   
195 149 ヰ⪅C33 <➗࠸>V itoge... .   
196 150 ヰ⪅C33 A kto e`to? .   
197   ヰ⪅A33 <➗࠸>   
198   ヰ⪅C33 <➗࠸>   
199 151 ヰ⪅A33 Davajte, vot e`to budet Sergej<➗࠸> . 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
200 152 ヰ⪅C33 <➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ>Ser<gej?>{<} .   
201 153 ヰ⪅B33 <Sergej?>{>} .   
202 154 ヰ⪅C33 Mariya i Pa::vel<➗࠸> . 7ࢆᣦࡍ 
203   ヰ⪅A33 <➗࠸>   
204   ヰ⪅B33 <➗࠸>   
205 155 ヰ⪅B33 Ta::k, nu:: vrode poluchilas` svyazannaya istoriya .   
206 156 ヰ⪅C33 Nu:: nam, navernoe, nuzhno rasskazat`[↑]? .   
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207     ࠓỿ㯲 1.45⛊ࠔ   
208 157 ヰ⪅B33 Pro Sergeya, Mariyu i <Pavla<➗࠸>>{<} .   
209 158 ヰ⪅A33 <Nu>{>}, v obshhem, Sergej shyol, naxodit <e`to vot yablo>{<}
࠙࠙  . 
  
210 159 ヰ⪅C33 ࠚࠚ <Gru::stny`j on>{>} <shyol, da>{<} . 2ࢆᣦࡍ 
211 160 ヰ⪅A33 <Da, grust>{>}ny`j shyol .   
212 161-1 ヰ⪅A33 <Naxodit ya::blo>{<},,   
213 162 ヰ⪅B33 <On odin, u nego net yablo>{>} . 2ࢆᣦࡍ 
214 161-2 ヰ⪅A33 nyu .   
215 163 ヰ⪅B33 Ya::bloko on naxodit <snachala[↓]>{<} . 11ࢆᣦࡍ 
216 164 ヰ⪅A33 <Yablonyu s yablokom>{>} .   
217 165 ヰ⪅C33 <Yablonyu s yablokom>{>} .   
218 166 ヰ⪅A33 Da .   
219   ヰ⪅B33 <➗࠸>   
220   ヰ⪅C33 <➗࠸>   
221 167 ヰ⪅A33 Yabloko ot yabloni nedaleko u<palo[↑]>{<} .   
222 168 ヰ⪅C33 <Upalo>{>} .   
223 169-1 ヰ⪅C33 No ono upalo[↑], i on ego smog,,   
224   ヰ⪅B33 <➗࠸>   
225 169-2 ヰ⪅C33 spokojno dostat` i <s``e::st`[↓]>{<} .   
226 170 ヰ⪅B33 <Nu, da>{>} .   
227 171-1 ヰ⪅C33 Vdrug uvideli e`:: Pavel i:: e`:: [ヰ⪅ A33࡜ヰ⪅ B33ࢆぢࡿ],,   
228 172 ヰ⪅B33 M..<Mariya>{<} .   
229 171-2 ヰ⪅C33 <Mariya>{>}, <Ma>{<},,   
230 173 ヰ⪅B33 <Da>{>} .   
231 171-3 ヰ⪅C33 riya,,   
232   ヰ⪅A33 <➗࠸>   
233 171-4 ヰ⪅C33 chto Sergej:: appetitno kushaet yabloko, i im tozhe zaxote::los` . 10ࢆᣦࡍ 
234 174 ヰ⪅C33 <Posh>{<}࠙࠙  .   
235 175 ヰ⪅B33 ࠚࠚ <No oni>{>} ne reshilis` s nim poznakomit`sya togda::, 
potomu chto oni by`li ochen` skro::mny`mi.. kartofelinami<➗
࠸> . 
10ࢆᣦࡍ 
236 176-1 ヰ⪅A33 Oni ochen` <samosto>{<},,   
237 177-1 ヰ⪅C33 <Oni by`..>{>},,   
238 176-2 ヰ⪅A33 ya::tel`ny`e [ヰ⪅ A33ࢆぢࡿ] .   
239 177-2 ヰ⪅C33 i oni by`li <ochen`>{<},,   
240 178 ヰ⪅B33 <Da>{>} .   
241 177-3 ヰ⪅C33 golo::dny`mi .   
242 179-1 ヰ⪅C33 Oni srazu <poshli >{<},,   
243 180 ヰ⪅B33 <Da>{>} .   
244 179-2 ヰ⪅C33 k ya::blone<➗࠸> .   
245 181 ヰ⪅B33 <➗࠸>Ugu .   
246 182 ヰ⪅B33 <Ta::k>{<} .   
247 183 ヰ⪅A33 <Oni>{>} popy`talis` dostat` sebe ya::bloko .   
248 184 ヰ⪅C33 N::u dazhe vstali drug na druga= .   
249 185 ヰ⪅C33 =Osobenno interesno to, chto Pavel vstal na Mari::yu<➗࠸> . 5ࢆᣦࡍ 
250 186 ヰ⪅B33 Da<➗࠸> .   
251   ヰ⪅A33 <➗࠸>   
252 187 ヰ⪅B33 E`to osobennosti genderny`x otnoshenij mezhdu kartofelinami 
prosto<➗࠸>[ヰ⪅ C33ࢆぢࡿ] . 
  
253 188 ヰ⪅A33 Tak e`to vsyo-taki kartoshka? .   
254 189-1 ヰ⪅C33 E`::m::<➗࠸>,,   
255 190-1 ヰ⪅B33 Nu<::>{<},,   
256 189-2 ヰ⪅C33 <nu::>{>} .   
257 190-2 ヰ⪅B33 da, kakaya-to genomodificirovannaya kartoshka,,   
258   ヰ⪅A33 <➗࠸>   
259 190-3 ヰ⪅B33 s nogami [ヰ⪅ C33ࢆぢࡿ] .   
260 191 ヰ⪅C33 GMO .   
261 192 ヰ⪅B33 Da .   
262 193 ヰ⪅C33 Mutirovala, ozhila, i:: poyavilos` soznanie .   
263 194 ヰ⪅B33 <Ugu>{<} .   
264 195 ヰ⪅C33 <Oni>{>} po..py` da..dal`she m::, da gospodi, kak ix zvali tam, 
Pavel i Mariya popy`talis` peretashhit` kamushek k yablone, 
chtoby` dostat` ya..ya::b<lochko[↓]>{<} . 
  
265 196-1 ヰ⪅A33 <Yavno>{>} ne dumaya,,   
266   ヰ⪅B33 <➗࠸>   
267   ヰ⪅C33 <➗࠸>   
268 196-2 ヰ⪅A33 chto nuzhno ne to, <chto u nix net sil[↓]>{<} .   
269 197-1 ヰ⪅C33 <No<➗࠸>>{>}, no kamen` okazalsya e`:: v e`:: v desyat` raz 
bol`she ix vmeste vzyaty`x[↑] [ᜥࢆ྾࠺㡢],, 
  
270 198 ヰ⪅B33 Da .   
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271 197-2 ヰ⪅C33 oni nachali zlit`sya, grustit`, i vdrug ix uvidel e`:: <Sergej>{<} .   
272 199 ヰ⪅B33 <Serge::j>{>} . 6ࢆᣦࡍ 
273 200 ヰ⪅B33 Da .   
274 201 ヰ⪅C33 Sprosil, deskat` “v chyom vasha pecha::l`,<➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ> dorogie 
moi druz`ya?” . 
  
275 202 ヰ⪅B33 Oni poveli ego k kamnyu <snachala, sna>{<}࠙࠙  . 7ࢆᣦࡍ 
276 203-1 ヰ⪅A33 ࠚࠚ <I skazali, chto oni ne>{>}  mogut,,   
277 204 ヰ⪅C33 Pere<dvinut` ka::men`[↓]>{<} .   
278 205 ヰ⪅B33 <Sdvinut` kamen`>{>} .   
279 203-2 ヰ⪅A33 <peredvinut` e`tot >{>} ka::men` .   
280 206-1 ヰ⪅B33 Oni ne smogli sra::zu emu skazat`, chto oni prosto 
podglyady`vali <za tem>{<},, 
  
281 207 ヰ⪅C33 <N::da::>{>} .   
282 206-2 ヰ⪅B33 kogda on e::l[↑] .   
283 208 ヰ⪅C33 I im tozhe zaxotelos` ya::bloko .   
284 209 ヰ⪅B33 <Da[↓]>{<} .   
285 210 ヰ⪅C33 <Nu>{>} o::n[↑] serdobol`naya dusha, dumaet “daj-ka ya tozhe 
poprobuyu peretolknut` ka::men`”, no:: ne sud`ba:: . 
  
286   ヰ⪅A33 <➗࠸>   
287   ヰ⪅B33 <➗࠸>   
288 211 ヰ⪅C33 E`:: potom on vsyo-taki on vy`yasnil zachem im n..nu::zhen by`l 
e`tot ka::men`, i reshil “nu davajte ya vam sam prinesu 
ya::bloki, <ya zhe takoj bol`shoj i vy`so::kij[↓]”>{<} . 
  
289 212 ヰ⪅B33 <Nu on zhe vzrosly`j, vy`s::o::kij>{>} . 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
290 213 ヰ⪅C33 <Da[↓]>{<} .   
291 214 ヰ⪅B33 <Da>{>}<➗࠸> .   
292 215 ヰ⪅C33 No on pereocenil sebya::[↑] <i yabloki[→]>{<}࠙࠙  .   
293 216 ヰ⪅B33 ࠚࠚ <Vot oni ponyali>{>} e`to tol`ko, chto tol`ko koopera::ciya 
mozhet privesti ix k yabloku . 
1ࢆᣦࡍ 
294 217-1 ヰ⪅C33 Da::,< i kogda::>{<},,   
295 218 ヰ⪅B33 <Vot>{>} vs .   
296 217-2 ヰ⪅C33 e`:: kto, navernoe,,   
297 219 ヰ⪅B33 Pavel .   
298 217-3 ヰ⪅C33 Pavel vstal na Sergeya, oni <smogli dos<➗࠸>>{<}࠙࠙  .   
299 220-1 ヰ⪅B33 ࠚࠚ <Pavlu nravitsya>{>} s::,,   
300 221 ヰ⪅A33 L::a<zit` na drugix lyudej, na drugix kartoshinok[↓]>{<} .   
301 220-2 ヰ⪅B33 <stanovit`sya na drugix.., ugu, kartofelin, da<➗࠸>>{>} .   
302 222 ヰ⪅C33 Da, da e`:: .   
303 223 ヰ⪅C33 [ᜥࢆ྾࠺㡢]E`m:: i:: dostali oni [↑]yabloko i nachali m:: vse::< 
radovat`sya>{<} . 
  
304 224 ヰ⪅B33 <Pet`, tance>{>}vat`, m`yuzikl, sorok slonov, vsyo 
pre<krasno[↓]>{<} . 
  
305 225 ヰ⪅C33 <D::a>{>}, <vsyo, xe`ppi e`nd>{<} .   
306 226 ヰ⪅B33 <Da, xe`ppi e`nd>{>} .   
307 227 ヰ⪅A33 <A, tak e`to v Indii>{>} proisxodit delo .   
308   ヰ⪅C33 <➗࠸>   
309 228 ヰ⪅B33 Da::, e`to indijskie Sergej, Mariya i Pavel .   
310   ヰ⪅A33 <➗࠸>   
311   ヰ⪅B33 <➗࠸>   
312 229 ヰ⪅C33 <➗࠸>Normal`ny`e indijskie imena .   
313 230 ヰ⪅B33 Da= .   
314 231 ヰ⪅C33 =Nu esli v Indii normal`na zhivaya kartoshka[↑], to i Sergej, 
Mariya i Pavel tam tozhe  normal`ny`e . 
  
315 232 ヰ⪅B33 Nu da .   
316 233 ヰ⪅C33 [ᜥࢆ྾࠺㡢]Nu vsyo, xe`ppi e`nd .   
317 234 ヰ⪅B33 Da .   
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␒ྕ ヰ⪅ Ⓨ       ヰ       ෆ       ᐜ ഛ⪃ 
1 1 ヰ⪅A34 ࠕヰ⪅ B34 ྡࠖ, ter`‘teper`’ my` real`no budem drat`sya za 
mesto, <➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ>potomu chto ya nichego ne vizhu . 
  
2 2 ヰ⪅B34 Xochesh` sest`?[⮬ศࡢᖍࢆᣦ࡛ᣦࡋ࡞ࡀࡽࠊヰ⪅ A34ࢆぢࡿ] .   
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3 3 ヰ⪅A34 Da .   
4 4 ヰ⪅A34 Mozhno ya syuda syadu? .   
5 5 ヰ⪅A34 Potomu chto ya prosto segodnya bez ochkov .   
6     ࠓỿ㯲 4.10⛊ࠔ   
7 6 ヰ⪅A34 Tak, kartoshechki .   
8   ヰ⪅B34 <➗࠸>   
9 7-1 ヰ⪅A34 Kartoshechki[↑],,   
10 8 ヰ⪅B34 I yajcza<➗࠸> .   
11 7-2 ヰ⪅A34 i yablochki . 8ࢆᣦࡍ 
12 9 ヰ⪅A34 Tak, idyot , emu grustno . 2ࢆᣦࡍ 
13     ࠓỿ㯲 0.89⛊ࠔ   
14 10 ヰ⪅B34 Nu podozhdi, daj mne <posmotret`[↑]>{<} .   
15 11-1 ヰ⪅C34 <Davajte snachala>{>} posmotrim v..,,   
16 12 ヰ⪅A34 Davajte .   
17 11-2 ヰ⪅C34 vse .   
18     ࠓỿ㯲 1.12⛊ࠔ   
19 13 ヰ⪅A34 Dostal yablochko[↑] . 1ࢆᣦࡍ 
20 14 ヰ⪅A34 Chto e`t ‘e`to’ takoe? . 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
21 15 ヰ⪅A34 Kameshek? .   
22     ࠓỿ㯲 1.72⛊ࠔ   
23 16 ヰ⪅B34 N..da .   
24 17-1 ヰ⪅B34 Smotri, tut kakie-to maly`e, a tam oni::, shhas ‘sejchas’, ࠓỿ㯲
1.20⛊ࠔ[ᣦࢆ㬆ࡽࡍ㡢]oni peredvigayut kameshek[↑],, 
7ࠊ3ࢆᣦࡍ 
25 18 ヰ⪅A34 Chto e`to za <kameshek?>{<} .   
26 17-2 ヰ⪅B34 <i::…>{>} .   
27     ࠓỿ㯲 1.68⛊ࠔ   
28 19 ヰ⪅B34 Ya ne <znayu[↓]>{<} .   
29 20 ヰ⪅C34 <Mne>{>} kazhetsya, e`to budet <➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ>poslednee . 4ࢆᣦࡍ 
30   ヰ⪅A34 <➗࠸>   
31 21 ヰ⪅B34 Nu da, <poxozhe na to, kstati[↓]>{<} .   
32 22 ヰ⪅A34 <Nu, vidimo oni, kak>{>}, mozhet by`t`, kamushek oni, chtob 
posadit` derevce[↑] zdes`? . 
3ࢆᣦࡍ 
33 23-1 ヰ⪅C34 Da<vajte eyo postavim bolee menee k >{<},, 4ࢆື࠿ࡍ 
34 24 ヰ⪅A34 <Tak, smotrite, idyot, idyot on[→]>{>} .   
35 23-2 ヰ⪅C34 konczu poka .   
36 25 ヰ⪅A34 Davajte .   
37 26 ヰ⪅B34 Davaj<te>{<} .   
38 27 ヰ⪅C34 <Vo>{>}::t, bolee chto-to .   
39 28-1 ヰ⪅B34 Da, davajte poka  grustnogo vperedi ostavim, a to on takoj 
pryam,, 
2ࢆື࠿ࡍ 
40 29 ヰ⪅A34 <Da>{<} .   
41 30 ヰ⪅C34 <Da::>{>} <idyot takoj>{<} .   
42 28-2 ヰ⪅B34 <uny`ly`j>{>}<㰯➗࠸> .   
43 31-1 ヰ⪅A34 Smotrite, vot e`t‘e`to’ naverno tozhe blizhe k konczu[↑],, 1ࢆྲྀࡿ 
44 32 ヰ⪅B34 Da .   
45 31-2 ヰ⪅A34 i vot e`to <tozhe k konczu>{<},, 8ࢆྲྀࡿ 
46 33 ヰ⪅B34 <Snachala gde vot>{>} est` kartinka, gde on=࠙࠙  .   
47 31-3 ヰ⪅A34 ࠚࠚ =i vot e`to bli= . 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
48 34-1 ヰ⪅A34 =Podozhdite, smotrite, <k nemu prishyol>{<},, 1ࢆᣦࡍ 
49 35 ヰ⪅B34 <Smotri, vot>{>} . 9ࢆྲྀࡿ 
50 34-2 ヰ⪅A34 bol`shoj .   
51 36 ヰ⪅A34 A kuda delsya vtoroj ma::len`kij? . 8ࢆᣦࡍ 
52   ヰ⪅B34 <➗࠸>   
53   ヰ⪅A34 <➗࠸>   
54 37-1 ヰ⪅B34 Tak,, 2ࡢᚋ࡟ 9ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
55 38 ヰ⪅A34 Zdes` odin tol`ko malen`kij . 1ࢆᣦࡍ 
56 37-2 ヰ⪅B34 smotrite, ya kladu poka e`tu vtoruyu . 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
57 39 ヰ⪅B34 On takoj uny`ly`j[↑], ne mozhet dotya<nut`sya[↓]>{<} . 2ࠊ9ࢆᣦࡍ 
58 40 ヰ⪅A34 <Smot>{>}rite, zdes` gde-to dva malen`kix, a gde-to tri[↑].. ix 
dva malen`kix, bol`shoj gde-to, bol`shoj, malen`kij . 
  
59 41-1 ヰ⪅B34 A<::>{<},,   
60 42 ヰ⪅C34 <Vot e`to vot s e`tim>{>} . 4ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
61 43 ヰ⪅A34 <[ᜥࢆ㣧ࡴ㡢] Smotrite>{>} oni <pozvali bol`shogo[↓]>{<} .   
62 41-2 ヰ⪅B34 <mne kazhetsya, e`to dve>{>} parallel`ny`e istorii .   
63 44-1 ヰ⪅A34 A <mne kazhetsya, znaete kak>{<},, 4ࢆྲྀࡿ 
64 45 ヰ⪅C34 <Da::, oni py`tayutsya dostat`>{>} .   
65 44-2 ヰ⪅A34 mne kazhetsya, u nix, smotrite, u nix ne poluchilos` dostat`[↑] 
i oni <pozvali bol`shogo>{<},, 
5ࠊ1ࢆᣦࡍ 
66 46 ヰ⪅C34 <Da::, verno>{>} .   
67 47-1 ヰ⪅B34 No smotri,, 2ࢆᣦࡍ 
68 44-3 ヰ⪅A34 chtoby`࠙࠙  .   
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69 47-2 ヰ⪅B34 ࠚࠚ mne kazhetsya, chto e`to dve::, smotri,,   
70 48 ヰ⪅A34 A::࠙࠙  .   




72 49 ヰ⪅A34 <A::, slu::shaj>{>}, da tochno .   
73 50 ヰ⪅A34 Oni.. <idyot, grustit[↓]>{<} .   
74 51 ヰ⪅B34 <Da::, da, da, smotri>{>}, e`ti tozhe odinakovy`e . 12ࠊ3ࢆᣦࡍ 
75 52 ヰ⪅B34 Polozhi e`to sverxu[ヰ⪅ A34ࡀ㘓㡢ᶵࢆᣢࡕ࠶ࡆࡿ] . 12ࢆᣦࡍ 
76 53 ヰ⪅A34 Tak, chto, syuda? .   
77 54 ヰ⪅B34 Nu e`to[㘓㡢ᶵ] my` budem ne trogat` .   
78 55 ヰ⪅B34 Tak .   
79 56 ヰ⪅C34 [ᑠࡉ࠸ኌ࡛]Tak vot[㘓㡢ᶵࡢྥࡁࢆኚ࠼ࡿ] .   
80     ࠓỿ㯲 1.03⛊ࠔ   
81 57 ヰ⪅B34 M:: chto tam vot? . 10ࢆᣦࡍ 
82 58 ヰ⪅B34 A, tam on yablochko <kushaet[↓]>{<} .   
83 59 ヰ⪅C34 <Oni uzhe>{>} edyat .   
84     ࠓỿ㯲 0.80⛊ࠔ   
85 60 ヰ⪅B34 <➗࠸>Ya ne mogu:: . 7ࢆྲྀࡿ 
86     ࠓỿ㯲 0.85⛊ࠔ   
87 61 ヰ⪅A34 Chto vot e`to? . 10ࢆྲྀࡗ࡚ࠊぢࡿ 
88 62-1 ヰ⪅C34 Mozhet, <vot e`to vot>{<},,   
89 63 ヰ⪅B34 <Tak, vot e`to vot>{>} vstre::cha . 7ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
90 62-2 ヰ⪅C34 poxozhe na ob``edinenie vot e`toj [࣮࢝ࢻ 12] i <vot e`toj [࣮࢝
ࢻ 3]kartinki[↑]>{<} . 
7ࢆ 12ࠊ3ࡢᶓ࡟⨨ࡃ 
91 64 ヰ⪅A34 <Ugu, ugu>{>} .   
92     ࠓỿ㯲 0.95⛊ࠔ   
93 65 ヰ⪅C34 Oj <ne>{<} .   
94 66 ヰ⪅B34 <A net>{>}, smotrite, on zdes` eshhyo odin . 11ࢆື࠿ࡍ 
95 67 ヰ⪅B34 Mozhno ego syuda postavit` . 11ࢆ 12ࡢᚋ࡟⨨ࡃ 
96 68 ヰ⪅B34 Xotya net .   
97 69 ヰ⪅B34 Zachem? . 12ࢆᣦࡍ 
98 70 ヰ⪅B34 Nelogichno .   
99 71 ヰ⪅A34 Smotri, a est`, gde oni kamen` podnimayut vtroyom? . ࣮࢝ࢻࢆ᥈ࡍ 
100 72 ヰ⪅B34 Da, e`:: vdvoyom<➗࠸>, net . 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
101 73 ヰ⪅A34 Nu oni zhe ne <podnyali?>{<} . 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
102 74 ヰ⪅B34 <Vdvoyom>{>}, <vtroyom net[↓]>{<} .   
103 75 ヰ⪅A34 <Vidite, u nix>{>} ne poluchaetsya= .   
104 76 ヰ⪅C34 = Podnyat` .   
105 77 ヰ⪅A34 Koroche, fishka v tom, chto e`:: <poodinochke, da[↓]>{<} .   
106 78 ヰ⪅C34 <Py`tayutsya dostat`>{>} .   
107 79 ヰ⪅C34 Vsyo normal`no .   
108   ヰ⪅A34 <㰯➗࠸>   
109 80 ヰ⪅C34 No ix, pravda, dva .   
110 81-1 ヰ⪅B34 Oni py`tayutsya ego podvinut`, chtob <dostat`>{<},, 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
111 82 ヰ⪅A34 <Da[↓]>{>} .   
112 81-2 ヰ⪅B34 do dereva= .   
113 83 ヰ⪅B34 =No u nix ne poluchaetsya, oni pozvali e`togo chuvaka[↑], i on 
ix podnyal . 
7ࠊ1ࢆᣦࡍ 
114 84 ヰ⪅C34 Bez kamnya,ࠓỿ㯲 1.10⛊ࠔ <poluchaetsya[↓]>{<} .   
115 85 ヰ⪅B34 <####>{>} .   
116 86 ヰ⪅A34 A kuda kamen`? . 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
117 87 ヰ⪅A34 Ya prosto ne ponimayu togda .   
118 88 ヰ⪅B34 Nu:: on tipa, e`tot chuvak vmesto kamnya<➗࠸> . 1ࢆᣦࡍ 
119 89 ヰ⪅B34 Predlagayu takuyu versiyu .   
120   ヰ⪅A34 <➗࠸> [┠ࢆ኱ࡁࡃ㛤࠸࡚ヰ⪅ B34ࢆぢࡘࡵࡿ]   
121 90 ヰ⪅B34 Nu oni smot.. xote.. oni xoteli podvinut` ego syuda [࣮࢝ࢻ 5], 
no ne smogli . 
3ࠊ8ࢆᣦࡍ 
122 91 ヰ⪅B34 E`tot chuvak prishyol vot, i:: i oni dostali .   
123     ࠓỿ㯲 0.94⛊ࠔ   
124 92 ヰ⪅A34 Ugu:: .   
125 93 ヰ⪅B34 A:: .   
126 94 ヰ⪅A34 Vot on, vot e`to, vot e`to vot oni.. vstretilis` . 7ࢆྲྀࡿ 
127     ࠓỿ㯲 1.08⛊ࠔ   
128 95 ヰ⪅B34 Da, vidimo .   
129     ࠓỿ㯲 1.71⛊ࠔ   
130 96 ヰ⪅A34 Slushajte, a , mozhet by`t`, raz cherez raz?= .   
131 97 ヰ⪅A34 =Pochemu? .   
132 98 ヰ⪅A34 Idyo::t, potom idut nashi < druz`ya[↓]>{<} . 2ࠊ8ࢆᣦࡍ 
133 99 ヰ⪅C34 <[ᜥࢆ㣧ࡴ㡢]M::>{>} .   
134 100 ヰ⪅A34 Gde oni, malen`kie? .   
135 101 ヰ⪅A34 Gde malen`kie idut? .   
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136 102-1 ヰ⪅C34 Vot e`to vo::t[↑] poluchaetsya to, chto on <vzyal yabloko 
sebe[↑]>{<},, 
10ࢆᣦࡍ 
137 103 ヰ⪅A34 <[ᜥࢆ㣧ࡴ㡢]O::n s``el, da::>{>} .   
138 102-2 ヰ⪅C34 znachit oni snachala by`li ne vmeste .   
139 104-1 ヰ⪅C34 Potom on uzhe reshil podelit`sya s <nimi>{<},, 1ࢆᣦࡍ 
140 105 ヰ⪅B34 <Ugu>{>} .   
141 104-2 ヰ⪅C34 mne kazhetsya .   
142 106 ヰ⪅B34 Da .   
143 107 ヰ⪅C34 Vot e`to, vot e`to skoree <vsego[↓]>{<} . 10ࢆྲྀࡿ 
144 108 ヰ⪅B34 <Togda>{>} oni drug za drugom vsyo <ravno[↓]>{<} . 11ࠊ10ࢆᣦࡍ 
145 109-1 ヰ⪅C34 <Da>{>}, kstati, lo<gichno>{<},,   
146 110 ヰ⪅B34 <Ugu>{>} .   
147 109-2 ヰ⪅C34 ochen`,,   
148   ヰ⪅B34 <➗࠸>   
149 109-3 ヰ⪅C34 <➗࠸>naverno . 11ࡢᚋ࡟ 10ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
150 111 ヰ⪅B34 E`to edinstvennoe logichnoe u nas soby`tie .   
151   ヰ⪅A34 <㍍ࡃ➗࠸>   
152 112-1 ヰ⪅C34 E`::,,   
153 113-1 ヰ⪅B34 Ta::k,,   
154 112-2 ヰ⪅C34 tak, s <kamushkami >{<},,   
155 113-2 ヰ⪅B34 <s``e::l[↑]>{>} .   
156 112-3 ヰ⪅C34 neuvyazochka . 3ࠊ12ࢆᣦࡍ 
157     ࠓỿ㯲 1.59⛊ࠔ   
158 114 ヰ⪅A34 Mozhet my` sdelaem, smotrite .   
159 115 ヰ⪅A34 Gde malen`kie idut? . 2ࢆᣦࡍ 
160 116 ヰ⪅A34 Malen`kie ne idut? .   
161 117 ヰ⪅B34 Net, oni vot tak[↑] ili vot tak . 8ࠊ5ࢆᣦࡍ 
162     ࠓỿ㯲 0.91⛊ࠔ   
163 118 ヰ⪅A34 <Ugu>{<} .   
164 119 ヰ⪅C34 <A vot da>{>}, kstati, mezhdu nimi chyo-to ‘chto-to’ eshhyo tut . 10ࠊ6ࢆື࠿ࡍ 
165     ࠓỿ㯲 3.73⛊ࠔ   
166 120 ヰ⪅A34 Tak .   
167   ヰ⪅B34 <㰯➗࠸>   
168     ࠓỿ㯲 2.63⛊ࠔ   
169 121 ヰ⪅A34 Smotrite, oni chyo-to rugayutsya . 6ࢆྲྀࡿ 
170 122-1 ヰ⪅B34 Nu e`.. on <sozhral>{<},, 6ࢆᣦࡍ 
171 123 ヰ⪅C34 <Oni na nego>{>} . 10ࢆᣦࡍ 
172 122-2 ヰ⪅B34 ix yabloko, <vidish`?>{<} .   
173 124 ヰ⪅C34 <Da>{>}, vidimo da .   
174 125-1 ヰ⪅B34 Na toj kartinke, <na desyatoj>{<},,   
175 126 ヰ⪅C34 <Vozmozhno, tu stoit>{>} . 10ࡢᚋࡢ఩⨨ࢆᣦࡍ 
176 125-2 ヰ⪅B34 on s``el ix yabloko .   
177   ヰ⪅C34 <➗࠸>   
178   ヰ⪅B34 <➗࠸>   
179     ࠓỿ㯲 0.85⛊ࠔ ヰ⪅ A34ࡣ 10ࡢᚋ࡟
6ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
180 127-1 ヰ⪅B34 Nu ne ix, <➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ> on ego na<shyol, no on>{<},,   
181 128 ヰ⪅A34 <I podelilsya>{>} .   
182 127-2 ヰ⪅B34  ego s``el . 10ࢆᣦࡍ 
183 129 ヰ⪅A34 Vot e`to? . 1ࢆぢࡿ 
184 130 ヰ⪅B34 E`::m .   
185 131 ヰ⪅A34 No vot e`t ‘e`to’ posle vstre::chi . 11࡜ 10ࡢ㛫࡟ 1ࢆ⨨
ࡃ 
186 132 ヰ⪅A34 Sra.. vot syuda vot, <➗࠸> srazu posle vstrechi .   
187 133-1 ヰ⪅C34 Prosto chyo ‘chto’ <stranno, to>{<},,   
188 134 ヰ⪅A34 <Vstretilis`>{>} .   
189 133-2 ヰ⪅C34 chto vot on shyol, shyol spokojno, a potom kamen`, on 
napryagaetsya i tut on spokojno naxodit yabloko= . 
2ࠊ12ࠊ11ࢆᣦࡍ 
190 135 ヰ⪅C34 =Mne kazhetsya vot s e`tim nuzhno budet chto-to... . 12ࢆᣦࡍ 
191     ࠓỿ㯲 1.03⛊ࠔ    
192 136 ヰ⪅C34 <Xotya::>{<}࠙࠙  .   
193 137 ヰ⪅A34 ࠚࠚ <Vot, vot chto >{>} vot e`to <dlinny`j vzyal>{<}࠙࠙  . 11ࢆᣦࡍ 
194 138 ヰ⪅B34 ࠚࠚ <Mozhet naoborot?>{>} .   
195 139 ヰ⪅B34 On na.. nashyol yabloko[↑], on ego s``el, e`ti grustny`e[↑], on 
popy`talsya dostat` eshhyo, no ne poluchilos` . 
11ࠊ10ࠊ6ࠊ9ࢆᣦࡍ 
196 140 ヰ⪅B34 On popy`talsya, oni vse py`talis` podvinut`[↑], no u nix <nichyo 
‘nichego’ne poluchilos`[↓]>{<} . 
12ࠊ8ࠊ5ࢆᣦࡍ 
197 141 ヰ⪅C34 <Da, da>{>} .   
198 142 ヰ⪅A34 Kru<to, kruto, kruto>{<} . 11ࠊ10ࢆྲྀࡿ 
199 143 ヰ⪅B34 <Potom oni reshili…>{>} . 9ࠊ12ࢆྲྀࡿ 
200 144 ヰ⪅B34 Davaj, kladi syuda, gde on n::ashyol yabloko .   
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201 145 ヰ⪅A34 Vot on nashyol e`to yablochko[↑] . 11ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
202 146-1 ヰ⪅B34 Smotri, on shyol, nashyol yabloko[↑],, 11ࢆᢲࡉ࠼ࡿ 
203 147 ヰ⪅A34 Aga .   
204 146-2 ヰ⪅B34 s``el yabloko[↑],, 10ࢆᣦࡍ 
205 148-1 ヰ⪅A34 S``el yab<loko[↑], oni>{<},,   
206 146-3 ヰ⪅B34 <oni na nego obidelis`[↑]>{>},,   
207 148-2 ヰ⪅A34 zly`::e[↑], <on poshyol>{<},,   
208 146-4 ヰ⪅B34 <e`:: o::n[↑]>{>} .   
209 148-3 ヰ⪅A34 poshyol dostavat` yablochko[↑],,   
210 149 ヰ⪅C34 E`:: .   
211 148-4 ヰ⪅A34 poshyol <dostavat` yablochko[↑]>{<}࠙࠙  . ヰ⪅ B34 ࠿ࡽ 9 ࢆཷ
ࡅྲྀࡿ 
212 150 ヰ⪅B34 ࠚࠚ <Nu, davajte, on, on popy`tal>{>}sya[↑] ili <oni 
popy`talis`[↓]>{<} . 
8ࢆྲྀࡿ 
213 151 ヰ⪅C34 <Net, net , net>{>} smotrite, a vot e`to vot, mne kazhetsya oni 
<snachala vzyali[↓]>{<} . 
3ࢆྲྀࢁ࠺࡜ࡍࡿ 
214 152 ヰ⪅B34 <E`to, mne kazhetsya>{>}, potom .   
215 153-1 ヰ⪅B34 Snacha<la>{<},,   
216 154 ヰ⪅C34 <Da?>{>} .   
217 153-2 ヰ⪅B34 vse e` nu snachala on tyanetsya, potom oni tyanutsya . 9ࢆᣦࡍࠊ5ࢆྲྀࡿ 
218 155 ヰ⪅A34 A mozhet, oni, <oni odn..odnov>{<}࠙࠙  .   
219 156 ヰ⪅C34 ࠚࠚ <Mne pochemu-to>{>} kazhetsya, to chto oni rasstroilis` i 
poshli s:: nu v obshhem:: brat` e`to yabloko <sami[↑] , a potom 
on[↓]>{<} . 
6ࠊ3ࢆᣦࡍ 
220 157-1 ヰ⪅A34 <A on >{>} <zaxotel im [ヰ⪅ C34ࢆぢࡿ]>{<},, 9ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
221 158 ヰ⪅B34 <A::, davaj>{>} .   
222 159 ヰ⪅C34 <Nu da>{>} .   
223 157-2 ヰ⪅A34 a on zaxotel <im>{<},,   
224 160 ヰ⪅C34 <Nu>{>} kak variant .   
225 157-3 ヰ⪅A34 dostat` <ya>{<},,   
226 161 ヰ⪅C34 <Da>{>} .   
227 157-4 ヰ⪅A34 <dostat` yablochko[↓]>{<} .   
228 162 ヰ⪅B34 <Da, davaj>{>} .   
229 163 ヰ⪅B34 Stav`te .   
230 164 ヰ⪅C34 <Ya ne uverena, no>{<}࠙࠙  .   
231 165 ヰ⪅A34 ࠚࠚ <Tak, yablochko[↑]>{>}, kamushek[↑] . 6ࡢᚋ࡟ 9ࠊ3ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
232 166 ヰ⪅B34 Mozhet, net, davajte snachala vot e`ti, gde oni:: <obsuzhdayut 
chto-to[↓]>{<} . 
8ࢆΏࡍ 
233 167 ヰ⪅A34 <A::, da, da, da, da, da>{>}, da, tak . 9ࡢᚋ࡟ 8ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
234 168 ヰ⪅B34 Po<tom oni py`tayut..>{<}࠙࠙  .   
235 169 ヰ⪅A34 ࠚࠚ <Znachit>{>}, vot tak[↑] vot <i vot[↓]>{<} .   
236 170 ヰ⪅B34 <Vot ya stavlyu syuda>{>} eshhyo <sleduyushhuyu[↓]>{<} . 8ࡢᚋ࡟ 5ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
237 171 ヰ⪅C34 <Mozhet >{>}, potom, kogda ono uzhe le<zhit[↓]?>{<} . 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
238 172 ヰ⪅B34 <A>{>}, davaj, xorosho= .   
239 173 ヰ⪅A34 =Da .   
240 174 ヰ⪅B34 Stav` e`tu, potom vot e`ta pyataya u menya . 3ࢆཷࡅྲྀࡿ 
241 175-1 ヰ⪅B34 Nu.. o..oni py`tayutsya, ࠓỿ㯲 1.45⛊ࠔoni ne dostayut[↑],,   
242 176 ヰ⪅C34 Da::, <da, da, prinesti[↓]>{<} .   
243 175-2 ヰ⪅B34 <oni py`tayutsya prinesti>{>}<kameshek[↑]>{<},,   
244 177 ヰ⪅A34 <Da>{>} .   
245 178 ヰ⪅C34 <Potom on prixodit>{>} i sprashivaet, chyo‘chto’ oni [↑]delayut . 7ࢆᣦࡍ 
246 175-3 ヰ⪅B34 da, chyo‘chto’ delayut[↑], on im pomogaet <nesti[↑]>{<},, 3ࡢᚋ࡟ 7ࠊ12࡜୪࡭
ࡿ 
247 179 ヰ⪅C34 <Ugu>{>} .   
248 175-4 ヰ⪅B34 e`::m .   
249 180-1 ヰ⪅A34 Tak,,   
250 181 ヰ⪅C34 Potom <probuet sa::m>{<} . 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
251 180-2 ヰ⪅A34 <ne polucha::>{>}<etsya[↑]>{<} .   
252 182 ヰ⪅B34 <Potom>{>} probuet sam, da[↓], <i::>{<}࠙࠙  . 12ࡢᚋ࡟ 9ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
253 183 ヰ⪅A34 ࠚࠚ <Potom>{>} <on  ix>{<} . 9ࡢᚋ࡟ 1ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
254 184 ヰ⪅C34 <Oj>{>}[࣮࢝ࢻ࡟ࡪࡘ࠿ࡿ] .   
255 185 ヰ⪅B34 Nu kla.. davaj . 㛤࠸࡚࠸ࡿሙᡤࢆᣦࡍ 
256 186 ヰ⪅A34 Kuda? .   
257 187 ヰ⪅B34 Syuda, chtob ne <padalo[↓]>{<} .   
258 188 ヰ⪅A34 <Vot tak?>{>}  . 1ࠊ4ࢆື࠿ࡍ 
259 189 ヰ⪅A34 Aga .   
260     ࠓỿ㯲 1.11⛊ࠔ   
261 190-1 ヰ⪅B34 Tak,,   
262 191 ヰ⪅A34 Syuda[↑] .   
263 190-2 ヰ⪅B34 on pomogaet malen`komu[↑],,   
264 192 ヰ⪅C34 Po-<moemu, my` genii<➗࠸>>{<} .   
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265 190-3 ヰ⪅B34 <radost`, schast`e>{>}, pesni .   
266 193 ヰ⪅A34 Vsyo .   
267 194 ヰ⪅A34 Tak, davajte eshhyo raz .   
268 195-1 ヰ⪅A34 Shyol,, 2ࢆᣦࡍ 
269 196 ヰ⪅B34 Na<shyol yabloko[↓]>{<} .   
270 195-2 ヰ⪅A34 <nashyol yablochko>{>}, sku::shal, obidelis`,ࠓỿ㯲 0.98 ⛊ࠔ 
popy`tali.. sami, smotryat, <ponimayut>{<},, 
11ࠊ10ࠊ6ࠊ8ࠊ5ࢆᣦ
ࡍ 
271 197 ヰ⪅B34 <Ugu>{>} .   
272 195-3 ヰ⪅A34 chto ne mogut dostat`, <popy`talis`[↑]>{<},,   
273 198-1 ヰ⪅B34 <No ne dostayut[↑]>{>},, 5ࢆᣦࡍ 
274 195-4 ヰ⪅A34 “davaj <dostanem kamushek[↑]”>{<},, 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
275 198-2 ヰ⪅B34 <kamen` ne mogut[↑]>{>} . 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
276 195-5 ヰ⪅A34 “chyo ‘chto’ vy` delaete?”,, 7ࢆᣦࡍ 
277   ヰ⪅B34 <➗࠸>   
278 195-6 ヰ⪅A34 “my` peredvigaem kamushek[↑]”, “davajte ya vam pomogu[↑]”, 
ne poluchaetsya[↑] . 
  
279 199 ヰ⪅A34 Vot e`t ‘e`to’ chyo-t ‘chto-to’ kak-to, net? . 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
280 200 ヰ⪅A34 Mne kazhetsya, nemnozhko... .   
281 201-1 ヰ⪅B34 Mne kazhetsya, tipa on <tozhe im pomoch`>{<} ,, 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
282 202-1 ヰ⪅C34 <E`::>{>},,   
283 201-2 ヰ⪅B34 py`taetsya .   
284 203 ヰ⪅A34 Nu on odin zhe zdes` . 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
285 202-2 ヰ⪅C34 no u nas-to, smotrite, oni snachala py`talis`, a potom vzyali 
ka::mushek, da[↑]?= . 
5ࠊ3ࢆᣦࡍ 
286 204 ヰ⪅C34 =I tut on, xotya emu tut snachala <beryot kamushek, potom 
py`ta::etsya>{<}࠙࠙  . 
12ࠊ9ࢆᣦࡍ 
287 205 ヰ⪅B34 ࠚࠚ <No on, on tipa, vy`she i on tozhe >{>} <<➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ>budet 
py`tat`sya odin[↓]>{<} . 
  
288 206 ヰ⪅A34 <A pochemu, a v itoge kamushka>{>} zhe:: kamushek nikuda 
ne..ne..=࠙࠙  . 
12ࢆྲྀࡿ 
289 207 ヰ⪅B34 ࠚࠚ =Ne..ne poluchilos` .   
290 208 ヰ⪅A34 Nu <da[↓]>{<} .   
291 209-1 ヰ⪅B34 <Poe`tomu>{>},,   
292 210-1 ヰ⪅C34 <E`to vsyo>{>},,   
293 209-2 ヰ⪅B34 oni ego brosili, <i on poshyol probovat` sa::m[↓]>{<} .   
294 211 ヰ⪅A34 <Znaete chyo‘chto’?, mne kazhetsya>{>} .   
295 210-2 ヰ⪅C34 <svyazano, mne kazhetsya>{>}, chto on ix uvidel s 
kamushkom, a potom sam poproboval ego peredvinut`, a 
potom.. nu mne kazhetsya[↑] . 
7ࠊ12ࢆᣦࡍ 
296 212-1 ヰ⪅B34 Nu da, potom oni reshili, chto on <vy`sokij[↑]>{<},,   
297 213 ヰ⪅C34 <Zaxochet>{>} .   
298 212-2 ヰ⪅B34 sam dostanet[↑], on poshyol, no ne dostal, vzyal malogo i 
podnyal . 
9ࠊ1ࢆᣦࡍ 
299 214 ヰ⪅C34 Mne kazhetsya, normal`no <poluchilos`[↓]>{<} . 2ࠊ11ࠊ10ࠊ6ࠊ8ࠊ5ࠊ
3ࠊ7ࠊ12ࠊ9ࠊ1ࠊ4 
300 215-1 ヰ⪅B34 <Logich>{>}<naya>{<},,   
301 216 ヰ⪅A34 <Da>{>} .   
302 215-2 ヰ⪅B34 istoriya .   
303 217 ヰ⪅A34 Vsyo .   
304 218 ヰ⪅A34 My` zakonchili .   
 
10. RF10 
   ヰ⪅ᛶู: ዪ 





␒ྕ ヰ⪅ Ⓨ       ヰ       ෆ       ᐜ ഛ⪃ 
1 1 ヰ⪅B35 <➗࠸>Nu[↑], chto?, davajte posmotrim .   
2 2 ヰ⪅C35 Davajte .   
3 3 ヰ⪅B35 Mne kazhetsya, nam budet udobnej, esli my` vse vot tak 
budem, net[↑]? . 
  
4 4-1 ヰ⪅A35 Davajte vse kak-to, da[↓], vot s e`toj storony` <syadem>{<},,   
5 5 ヰ⪅C35 <Ugu>{>} .   
6 4-2 ヰ⪅A35 chtoby` by`lo udobno[→] .   
7 6 ヰ⪅B35 Vot tak vsyo vidno .   
8 7 ヰ⪅A35 Rasskaz pro kartoshku[↑]<➗࠸> .   
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9 8 ヰ⪅B35 Po..pome<nyaem>{<} .   
10 9 ヰ⪅C35 <Otlich>{>}no .   
11   ヰ⪅B35 <➗࠸>   
12 10 ヰ⪅A35 <➗࠸>[ᜥࢆ㣧ࡴ㡢]Ta::k .   
13     ࠓỿ㯲 3.68⛊ࠔ   
14   ヰ⪅C35 <➗࠸>   
15   ヰ⪅A35 <➗࠸>   
16 11 ヰ⪅B35 <➗࠸>Smeshno .   
17     ࠓỿ㯲 0.92⛊ࠔ   
18 12 ヰ⪅B35 Nu, vidimo, on snachala.. odin[↑] vsyo e`to taskal . 12ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
19 13 ヰ⪅B35 Ili <kak-to vot oni po o::cheredi[↓]>{<} .   
20 14 ヰ⪅A35 <Potom pozval druga>{>} . 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
21 15-1 ヰ⪅A35 Net, <snachala, naverno, on>{<},, 2ࢆᣦࡍ 
22 16 ヰ⪅C35 <Net, mne kazhetsya>{>} .   
23 15-2 ヰ⪅A35 shyol[↑] .   
24     ࠓỿ㯲 1.42⛊ࠔ   
25 17 ヰ⪅C35 Mne kazhetsya, on py`taetsya dostat` yabloko[↑] i.. i.. <chto-to 
dlya e`togo ispol`zuet, da[↑]?>{<} . 
1ࢆᣢࡕୖࡆࡿ 
26 18 ヰ⪅A35 <A potom, po..potom oni>{>} vzyali:: kamushek, da . 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
27 19-1 ヰ⪅A35 Vot <smotri>{<},, 5ࢆྲྀࡿ 
28 20 ヰ⪅C35 <Tol`ko>{>} .   
29 19-2 ヰ⪅A35 vot e`to dolzhno by`t`... .   
30 21 ヰ⪅C35 Da, snachala on malen`kogo . 5ࢆ๓࡟ື࠿ࡍ 
31 22 ヰ⪅C35 To est` snachala on, vidimo… . 5ࡢᚋ࡟ 1ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
32 23-1 ヰ⪅A35 Davajte kak-nibud` vot tak vot <budem>{<},,   
33 24 ヰ⪅C35 <Vot tak>{>} .   
34 23-2 ヰ⪅A35 rassklady`vat` <ix[↓]>{<} .   
35 25 ヰ⪅B35 <A, mo>{>}zhet by`t`, on shyol, shyol i vstretil derevo i… .   
36 26-1 ヰ⪅B35 <Vot, vot, vot, vot>{<},,   
37 27 ヰ⪅A35 <A gde zdes` derevo?>{>} .   
38 26-2 ヰ⪅B35 <tut on idyot[→]>{<},, 2ࢆᣦࡍ 
39 28 ヰ⪅C35 <Da, naverno>{>} .   
40 29 ヰ⪅C35 A::, da, naverno tak .   
41 26-3 ヰ⪅B35 n.. ne znaet chem zanyat`sya i:: tut vot tak< ➗ ࠸ > 
<derevo[→]>{<}࠙࠙  . 
  
42 30 ヰ⪅A35 ࠚࠚ <Voobshhe, smotrite>{>}  e`to dva rebyonochka, a e`to kak.. 
kak <budto vzro::sly`j[↓]>{<} . 
5ࠊ1ࢆᣦࡍ 
43 31 ヰ⪅C35 <Da, to est` snachala on nashyol>{>}  malen`kogo, a potom=
࠙࠙  . 
  
44 32 ヰ⪅A35 ࠚࠚ =Vot e`to konecz . 4ࢆᣦࡍ 
45 33 ヰ⪅A35 Vot oni nashli <vot e`togo chu>{<}࠙࠙  .   
46 34-1 ヰ⪅B35 ࠚࠚ <A::, vot>{>}, smotrite, vot on shyol, uvidel yabloko,, 11ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
47     ࠓỿ㯲 3.13⛊ࠔ   
48   ヰ⪅C35 <➗࠸>   
49 35 ヰ⪅A35 Vz<ro::sly`j>{<}࠙࠙  .   
50 34-2 ヰ⪅B35 ࠚࠚ <pod derevom, nu vot>{>}, vot  kak-nibud`, naprimer=࠙࠙  . 2 ࡜ 3 ࡢ㛫࡟ 11 ࢆධ
ࢀࡿ 
51 36 ヰ⪅C35 ࠚࠚ =Vot snachala, vot e`ti, navernoe, <idut k derevu>{<} . 8ࢆྲྀࡿ 
52 37 ヰ⪅A35 <Razgovarivayut, da[↓], potom>{>} vot e`::tot . ヰ⪅ C35ࡣ 5ࡢ๓࡟ 8
ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
53 38 ヰ⪅B35 A:: i oni, navernoe,  py`talis` <dostat` yabloko[↓]>{<} . 5ࢆᣦࡍ 
54 39-1 ヰ⪅A35 <Vo::t, sm..smotrite,>{>} e`tot nashyol[↑],, 10ࢆྲྀࡿ 
55   ヰ⪅B35 <➗࠸>   
56 39-2 ヰ⪅A35 potom on ego el . 11ࡢᚋ࡟ධࢀࡿ 
57 40-1 ヰ⪅A35 E`ti uvideli[↑], <tozhe>{<},,   
58 41-1 ヰ⪅C35 <Tochno>{>},,   
59 40-2 ヰ⪅A35 zaxote::li[↑],,   
60 41-2 ヰ⪅C35 tochno, tochno .   
61 40-3 ヰ⪅A35 <i poshli>{<},,   
62 42 ヰ⪅B35 <Da::>{>} . 12ࢆྲྀࡿ 
63 40-4 ヰ⪅A35 iskat` .   
64 43 ヰ⪅A35 Gde? .   
65 44 ヰ⪅A35 Vot naverno <s>{<}࠙࠙  . 6ࢆྲྀࡿ 
66 45 ヰ⪅B35 ࠚࠚ <Kamen`>{>}  potom .   
67 46-1 ヰ⪅A35 Mozhet by`t`, <vot e`to, oni>{<},, 6 ࢆྲྀࡿ⮬ศࡢ๓࡟⨨
ࡃ 
68 47 ヰ⪅B35 <I e`to potom>{>} . 4ࢆྲྀࡗ࡚ࠊぢࡿ 
69 46-2 ヰ⪅A35 sprashivayut u negoࠓỿ㯲 1.23 ⛊ࠔ tam gde yabloko, chto-
nibud` takoe? . 
6࡜ 9ࢆぢࡿ 
70     ࠓỿ㯲 1.57⛊ࠔ   
71 48 ヰ⪅B35 Tak, on s``el[↑], potom oni vot... . 10ࠊ8ࢆᣦࡍ 
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72   ヰ⪅C35 <➗࠸>   
73   ヰ⪅A35 <➗࠸>   
74 49 ヰ⪅B35 Chto?= .   
75 50 ヰ⪅B35 =Oni prishli, naverno, k derevu, ࠓỿ㯲 0.86⛊ࠔda[↑]? . 8ࢆྲྀࡿ 
76 51 ヰ⪅B35 Kak vy` dumaete? .   
77     ࠓỿ㯲 1.21⛊ࠔ   
78 52 ヰ⪅B35 Vot tak= . 3࡜ 10ࡢ㛫࡟ධࢀࡿ 
79 53 ヰ⪅A35 =Nu, vot e`to [࣮࢝ࢻ 5] tochno posle vot e`togo [࣮࢝ࢻ 5] . 5ࠊ8ࢆᣦࡍ 
80   ヰ⪅B35 <➗࠸>   
81 54 ヰ⪅A35 Net? .   
82 55 ヰ⪅C35 Tak .   
83 56-1 ヰ⪅B35 A kak on ego <mozhet est`, esli on>{<},, 10ࢆᣦࡍ 
84 57 ヰ⪅C35 <Da, da, naverno>{>} .   
85 56-2 ヰ⪅B35  tut dotyanut`sya do nego ne?= . 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
86 58 ヰ⪅B35 =A::, ono upalo .   
87 59-1 ヰ⪅B35 Tak, vsyo normal`no,,   
88 60-1 ヰ⪅C35 A::, znachit, smotrite=,,   
89 59-2 ヰ⪅B35 =vsyo <normal`no[↓]>{<} .   
90 60-2 ヰ⪅C35 <vo::t, vot, vot>{>} smotrite, on ne mozhet dotyanut`sya[↑], 
<vzyal malen`kogo>{<},, 
9ࠊ1ࢆᣦࡍ 
91 61 ヰ⪅B35 <Dlya nix ne mozhet>{>} . 8ࢆᣦࡍ 
92 62 ヰ⪅A35 On <posadil[→]>{<}࠙࠙  .   
93 60-3 ヰ⪅C35 ࠚࠚ <oj, i>{>} s``el ego .   
94 63 ヰ⪅B35 Ugu .   
95 64 ヰ⪅C35 Xitry`j kakoj= .   
96 65-1 ヰ⪅C35 =Tak,, 5࡜ 1ࡢ㛫࡟ 9ࢆධࢀ
ࡿ 
97 66-1 ヰ⪅A35 [ᜥࢆ㣧ࡴ㡢] <Smotrite>{<},, 8ࢆᣦࡍ 
98 65-2 ヰ⪅C35 <znachit[→]>{>} .   
99 66-2 ヰ⪅A35 oni v obshhem uvideli yabloko, zaxoteli yabloko, prishli 
vdvoyom, poprobovali ego dostat`[↑],, 
10ࠊ8ࢆᣦࡍࠊ5ࢆ 8ࡢ
ᚋ࡟⨨ࡃ 
100 67 ヰ⪅B35 Ne polu<chilos`[↓]>{<} .   
101 66-3 ヰ⪅A35 <ne polu>{>}chilos` .   
102 68 ヰ⪅B35 Popro<sili ego[↓]>{<} .   
103 69 ヰ⪅A35 <Poprosili>{>} papu . 9ࢆྲྀࡿ 
104 70 ヰ⪅A35 Papa poshyol odin[↑] .   
105 71 ヰ⪅B35 <➗࠸>Papa .   
106 72 ヰ⪅A35 <➗࠸> Nu papa, mama .   
107 73 ヰ⪅A35 Bez raznicy` . 9ࢆ 5ࡢᚋ࡟⨨ࡃ 
108 74 ヰ⪅A35 Nu tak, vidno.. vam? .   
109 75 ヰ⪅C35 Tak .   
110 76 ヰ⪅B35 A, mozhet, naverx.. sdvinem? .   
111 77 ヰ⪅A35 Tut, vidish`, lezhit .   
112     ࠓỿ㯲 0.94⛊ࠔ   
113 78 ヰ⪅B35 Nu ladno .   
114 79-1 ヰ⪅A35 Tak smotri, popro<sili>{<},,   
115 80 ヰ⪅B35 <Tak>{>} .   
116 79-2 ヰ⪅A35 ego::[↑],,   
117 81 ヰ⪅B35 On odin ne smog .   
118 79-3 ヰ⪅A35 on odin ne smo::g[↑] .   
119 82 ヰ⪅C35 Ugu .   
120 83 ヰ⪅B35 Tak .   
121 84 ヰ⪅B35 A, mozhet by`t`, oni potom reshili kamen` podstavit`? . 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
122 85 ヰ⪅C35 Kamen` neponyatno, potomu chto zdes` net kartinki, gde oni s 
kamnem na derevo.. zalezayut . 
  
123 86 ヰ⪅B35 Da:: .   
124 87 ヰ⪅B35 Togda nado kuda-nibud` syuda vstavit`.. kamen` . 6ࢆᣦࡍ 
125 88-1 ヰ⪅B35 A, mozhet by`t`, vo::t, <oni>{<},, 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
126 89 ヰ⪅A35 <Vot e`to>{>}, chto znachit? . 6ࢆᣦࡍ 
127 88-2 ヰ⪅B35 oni xoteli... dostat`, ne polu<chilos`[↑]...>{<} . 5ࢆᣦࡍ 
128 90 ヰ⪅C35 <Golodny`e>{>} .   
129     ࠓỿ㯲 1.19⛊ࠔ   
130 91 ヰ⪅A35 Tak, vidish`, s kamnem bol`she nichyo ‘nichego’ net . 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
131 92 ヰ⪅A35 E`to otdel`naya <➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ> istoriya . 6ࢆྲྀࡿ 
132 93 ヰ⪅B35 A ona otdel`no ne mozhet by`t` .   
133 94 ヰ⪅C35 A, mozhet, vot <tak, chto-to v nachale?>{<} .   
134 95 ヰ⪅B35 <Vot e`to konecz, e`to>{>} tochno . 4ࢆྲྀࡿ 
135 96-1 ヰ⪅B35 <Oni schastlivy`>{<},,   
136 97 ヰ⪅A35 <Smotrite>{>} . 5࡜ 9ࡢ㛫࡟ 6ࢆධࢀ
ࡿ 
137 96-2 ヰ⪅B35 vse dovol`ny` .   
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138 98 ヰ⪅A35 Nu da .   
139     ࠓỿ㯲 1.19⛊ࠔ   
140 99 ヰ⪅A35 Vot zdes` on dostal do <yabloka[↓]>{<} . 1ࢆᣦࡍ 
141 100 ヰ⪅B35 <Ta::k>{>} . 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
142      ࠓỿ㯲 0.89⛊ࠔ   
143 101 ヰ⪅B35 Mozhet on ix poslal, “idite sxodite za kam<nem”?<➗࠸>>{<} .   
144 102-1 ヰ⪅A35 <Smo>{>}tri, vot mozhet by`t` <posle>{<},, 1ࢆ 9ࡢᚋ࡟ධࢀࡿ 
145 103 ヰ⪅C35 <Ugu>{>} .   
146 102-2 ヰ⪅A35 e`togo [࣮࢝ࢻ 9].   
147     ࠓỿ㯲 0.82⛊ࠔ   
148 104 ヰ⪅A35 Vot posle e`togo , vot tak i vot tak, nu kak by` vot=࠙࠙  . 9ࡢᚋ࡟ 4 
149 105 ヰ⪅B35 ࠚࠚ =A kamen`? .   
150 106 ヰ⪅C35 Smotrite, zdes` syuzhet <po suti tot zhe[↓]>{<} . 3ࢆྲྀࡗ࡚ࠊ12ࡢᚋ࡟
ධࢀࡿ 
151 107 ヰ⪅A35 <A kamen` ne znayu>{>} .   
152 108 ヰ⪅C35 Potomu chto on odin ne mozhet, i oni vdvoyom tozhe ne mogut .   
153 109 ヰ⪅B35 Da .   
154 110 ヰ⪅C35 No neponyatno , kak e`to sootnositsya .   
155 111 ヰ⪅A35 A chto oni xotyat sdelat`? . 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
156 112 ヰ⪅A35 Podnyat`[↑] ego? .   
157 113 ヰ⪅A35 <Podvinut`?>{<} .   
158 114 ヰ⪅B35 <Mne kazhetsya::>{>}, pododvinut`, chtoby`:: vstat` i dostat` . 5ࢆᣦࡍ 
159     ࠓỿ㯲 2.79⛊ࠔ   
160 115-1 ヰ⪅A35 Togda pochemu oni togda <na kamen` potom>{<},,   
161 116 ヰ⪅C35 <Mne kazhetsya voobshhe[→]>{>}  .   
162 115-2 ヰ⪅A35 ne  zalezli? . 7ࢆᣦࡍ 
163   ヰ⪅C35 <➗࠸>   
164     ࠓỿ㯲 1.41⛊ࠔ   
165 117-1 ヰ⪅B35 Ta::k,,   
166     ࠓỿ㯲 0.74⛊ࠔ   
167   ヰ⪅A35 <➗࠸>   
168 117-2 ヰ⪅B35 ty` dumaesh`... . 1ࢆྲྀࡿ 
169 118 ヰ⪅B35 Mne kazhetsya, vot e`to posle kamnya dolzhno by`t` .   
170 119-1 ヰ⪅B35 Posle <kamnya[↑]>{<},,   
171 120 ヰ⪅C35 <A pochemu>{>}? .   
172 119-2 ヰ⪅B35 i oni=,, 1࡜ 4ࢆྲྀࡗ࡚ぢࡏࡿ 
173 121 ヰ⪅A35 =Pochemu? .   
174 119-3 ヰ⪅B35 dostali[↑] .   
175 122 ヰ⪅B35 Ne znayu .   
176 123 ヰ⪅B35 Nu vot u nix s kamnem ne poluchilos` i oni reshili e`:: 
<vmeste[↓]>{<} . 
3ࠊ6ࢆᣦࡍ 
177 124 ヰ⪅C35 <A::>{>} mozhet .   
178     ࠓỿ㯲 1.61⛊ࠔ   
179 125 ヰ⪅A35 Smotri, vot tut oni[↑] snachala <py`tayutsya[↓]>{<} . 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
180 126-1 ヰ⪅B35 <Koroche, mne kazhetsya>{>}, <vot e`to>{<},, 1ࠊ4ࢆᣦࡍ 
181 127-1 ヰ⪅A35 <Mozhet>{>},,   
182 126-2 ヰ⪅B35 konecz .   
183 127-2 ヰ⪅A35 vot tut oni predlozhili emu “davaj-ka voz`myom kamen`” . 7ࢆᣦࡍ 
184 128 ヰ⪅A35 On tak “xorosho, ya odin voz`mu” . 12ࢆᣦࡍ 
185 129 ヰ⪅A35 Potom ne poluchilos` “ladno, my` vdvoyom voz`myom” . 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
186 130 ヰ⪅A35 Ili snachala e`to [࣮࢝ࢻ 3], potom on [࣮࢝ࢻ 12] . 3ࡢᚋ࡟ 12ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
187   ヰ⪅B35 <➗࠸>   
188 131-1 ヰ⪅A35 <No ne poluchilos` voobshhe>{<} ,,   
189 132 ヰ⪅C35 <Ne poluchaetsya[↓]>{>} .   
190 131-2 ヰ⪅A35 sdvinut`, i oni poshli bez kamnya<➗࠸> .   
191 133 ヰ⪅B35 A mozhet e`to oni uzhe vtroyom ego xotyat sdvinut`? . 7ࢆᣦࡍ 
192 134 ヰ⪅B35 Xotya net .   
193 135 ヰ⪅A35 Prosto oni zdes` smotryat na nego i chyo-to ‘chto-to’ reshayut, 
net[↑]? . 
7ࢆᣦࡍ 
194     ࠓỿ㯲 1.61⛊ࠔ   
195 136 ヰ⪅B35 Tak, davajte sna.. snachala eshhyo razochek .   
196     ࠓỿ㯲 1.91⛊ࠔ   
197 137 ヰ⪅B35 Yabloko[↑], s``el, m::[↑] .   
198     ࠓỿ㯲 1.10⛊ࠔ   
199 138 ヰ⪅A35 A posmotrite, vot zdes` malen`kie ka<mushki[↓]>{<} . 2ࢆᣦࡍ 
200 139 ヰ⪅C35 <Aga>{>} .   
201 140 ヰ⪅A35 Mozhet, on potom vstretil bol`shoj kamushek? . 12ࢆᣦࡍ 
202   ヰ⪅B35 <➗࠸>   
203 141 ヰ⪅B35 A zachem emu togda kamen` by`l, <poka on yabloko ne 
s``el?>{<} . 
  
204 142 ヰ⪅A35 <A ya ne znayu, kamen` voobshhe kak-to n::e >{>}   
344 
 
vstraivaetsya v e`tu istoriyu<➗࠸> . 
205 143 ヰ⪅C35 Da .   
206 144-1 ヰ⪅B35 M::ozhet by`t`, vot,, 6ࢆྲྀࡿ 
207 145-1 ヰ⪅C35 Ne, nu ix mozhno pro<sto v nachalo zapixnut`>{<},,   
208 144-2 ヰ⪅B35 <gde-nibud` tut?>{>} .   
209 145-2 ヰ⪅C35 vot e`tu malen`kuyu seriyu . 7ࠊ3ࠊ12ࢆᣦࡍ 
210 146 ヰ⪅A35 Mozhno, da, <poprobovat`[↓]>{<} .   
211 147-1 ヰ⪅C35 <E`tot >{>} snachala takoj <nedovol`ny`j>{<},, 12 ࢆ 2 ࡢ๓࡟⨨࠸࡚
ࡳࡿ 
212 148 ヰ⪅B35 <Chto::>{>} .   
213 147-2 ヰ⪅C35 idyot posle kamnya .   
214 149 ヰ⪅B35 Mozhet <by`t`, oni vot tut xoteli?>{<} . 8ࢆᣦࡍࠊ6ࢆྲྀࡿ 
215 150-1 ヰ⪅A35 <A::, to::chno, smotri::>{>}, mozhet by`t`, pravda, vot mozhet 
by`t` v nachale v samom oni xoteli sdelat` chto-to s kamnem[↑], 
u nix ne poluchilos`[↑], on, vidish`, rasstroenny`j poshyol “nu i 
ladno s e`tim < kamnem”, poshyol[↑]>{<},, 
2ࢆᣦࡍ 
216 151 ヰ⪅C35 <Ugu::, da, kstati>{>} .   
217 150-2 ヰ⪅A35 i vstretil “ o::, yabloko” i <zaby`l uzhe pro kamen`[↓]>{<} .   
218 152 ヰ⪅C35 <[ᜥࢆ㣧ࡴ ] Smotrite, smotrite>{>} e`ti, oni snachala by`li 
vdvoyom[↑], potom prishyol e`tot, u nego tozhe nichego ne 
poluchilos` . 
3ࠊ7ࠊ12࡜୪࡭ࡿ 
219 153 ヰ⪅C35 Dal`she pro nego [࣮࢝ࢻ 2] dva kadra, tri [࣮࢝ࢻ 3] 
<kadra[↓]>{<} . 
2ࢆᣦࡍ 
220 154-1 ヰ⪅A35 <Da::>{>}, <potom on poshyol>{<},,   
221 155 ヰ⪅B35 <Ugu::>{>} .   
222 154-2 ヰ⪅A35 sobirat` yabloko[↑], nashyol, s``el, e`ti uvideli, <poshli>{<},, 10ࠊ8ࢆᣦࡍ 
223 156 ヰ⪅C35 <Ugu>{>} .   
224 154-3 ヰ⪅A35 tozhe tuda[↑], ne dostali, poprosili[↑],, 5ࠊ6ࢆᣦࡍ 
225   ヰ⪅B35 <➗࠸>   
226 154-4 ヰ⪅A35 ne dostal[↑],, 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
227   ヰ⪅C35 <➗࠸>   
228 154-5 ヰ⪅A35 xop, xop . 1ࠊ4ࢆᣦࡍ 
229 157-1 ヰ⪅B35 Nu <da::>{<},,   
230 158 ヰ⪅A35 <Vsyo::>{>} .   
231 157-2 ヰ⪅B35 da, v <principe>{<},,   
232 159 ヰ⪅C35 <<➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ>Vsyo>{>} .   
233 157-3 ヰ⪅B35 tak .   
234 160 ヰ⪅B35 Chto, u nas eshhyo:: my` tok ‘tol`ko’ s vami shest` m.. s 
polovinoj minut<➗࠸> . 
  
235 161 ヰ⪅C35 <➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ>Otlichno .   
236 162 ヰ⪅B35 Mozhno pridumat` druguyu istoriyu<➗࠸> .   
237 163 ヰ⪅C35 Da .   
238     ࠓỿ㯲 1.47⛊ࠔ   
239 164 ヰ⪅B35 Nu u menya ideya, esli my`  vot e`ti tri kartinki kuda-nibud` 
me::zhdu . 
3ࠊ7ࠊ12ࢆᣦࡍ 
240 165-1 ヰ⪅B35 To est` oni e`:: po otdel`nosti ne mogli dos<tat`>{<},, 8ࢆᣦࡍ 
241 166 ヰ⪅C35 <Aga>{>} .   
242 165-2 ヰ⪅B35 yabloko[↑], poe`tomu reshili kakuyu-to podporku sebe.. dostat`, 
na chto mozhno zalezt` i::=࠙࠙  . 
  
243 167 ヰ⪅A35 ࠚࠚ =Prosto netu kartinki , gde oni py`tayutsya zalezt` s  
kamnya . 
  
244 168 ヰ⪅C35 Da .   
245 169 ヰ⪅A35 Nu dostat` yabloko .   
246     ࠓỿ㯲 1.02⛊ࠔ   
247 170-1 ヰ⪅C35 To est` s <derevom pobli>{<},,   
248 171-1 ヰ⪅B35 <Nu:: e`to da>{>},,   
249 170-2 ヰ⪅C35 zosti, gde kamen` .   
250 171-2 ヰ⪅B35 <e`to da>{<} .   
251 172 ヰ⪅A35 <Ugu::>{>} .   
252 173 ヰ⪅A35 Ne::t, vot e`to vsyo pravil`no . 3ࠊ7ࠊ12ࠊ2ࠊ11ࠊ10ࠊ
8ࠊ5ࠊ6ࠊ9ࠊ1ࠊ4 
253 174 ヰ⪅A35 Mne:: nravitsya tak<➗࠸> .   
254 175-1 ヰ⪅C35 <Ugu::>{<},,   
255 176 ヰ⪅B35 <Mne tozhe>{>} .   







   ヰ⪅ᛶู: ዪ 





␒ྕ ヰ⪅ Ⓨ       ヰ       ෆ       ᐜ ഛ⪃ 
1 1 ヰ⪅C36 Mozhet by`t` nachat` s e`toj? . 6ࢆᣢࡕୖࡆ࡚ぢࡏࡿ 
2     ࠓỿ㯲 3.61⛊ࠔ   
3 2 ヰ⪅A36 Tak, nu koroche, delo v tom, chto im nuzhny` yabloki, 
pravil`no[↑]? . 
  
4 3 ヰ⪅B36 Da, vot on <[↑]kushaet>{<}࠙࠙  . 10ࢆᣦࡍ 
5 4 ヰ⪅A36 ࠚࠚ <Poluchaetsya vot>{>}, v konce oni yabloki poluchili . 4ࢆྲྀࡿ 
6 5 ヰ⪅B36 Da .   
7 6 ヰ⪅A36 Oni schastlivy` . 4ࢆື࠿ࡍ 
8 7-1 ヰ⪅B36 Vot on <kushaet, emu xochet..>{<},,   
9 8 ヰ⪅C36 <No eshhyo u nas zdes` est`>{>} . 10ࢆᣦࡍ 
10 7-2 ヰ⪅B36 a vot e`tim xochetsya . 10ࢆᣦࡍ 
11     ࠓỿ㯲 1.52⛊ࠔ   
12 9 ヰ⪅B36 I potom oni nachinayut vot vot e`to vot delat` vsyo . ඲యࢆᣦࡍ 
13     ࠓỿ㯲 1.08⛊ࠔ   
14 10 ヰ⪅A36 A, nu vot tak, naverno, ne[↑]? . 11ࠊ10࡜୪࡭ࡿ 
15 11 ヰ⪅A36 On kak by` podobral <i nachal est`[↓]>{<} . 11ࠊ10ࢆᣦࡍ 
16 12 ヰ⪅B36 <A, nu da>{>} .   
17     ࠓỿ㯲 3.27⛊ࠔ   
18 13 ヰ⪅A36 Tak, e`to chto takoe?<㰯➗> . 3ࠊ12ࢆᣦࡍ 
19     ࠓỿ㯲 1.30⛊ࠔ   
20 14 ヰ⪅C36 Xm .   
21 15-1 ヰ⪅B36 Tak, <e`to>{<},,   
22 16 ヰ⪅C36 <Budet>{>} .   
23 15-2 ヰ⪅B36 posle kak.. pervogo kakogo-to <fiasko>{<},, 2ࢆᣦࡍ 
24 17 ヰ⪅C36 <Tak>{>} .   
25 15-3 ヰ⪅B36 budet .   
26     ࠓỿ㯲 2.09⛊ࠔ   
27 18 ヰ⪅B36 Vot, vot tak vot naverno [࣮࢝ࢻ 9ࡢᚋ࡟࣮࢝ࢻ 2ࢆ୪࡭ࡿ] . 9ࠊ2࡜୪࡭ࡿ 
28     ࠓỿ㯲 0.8⛊ࠔ   
29 19 ヰ⪅B36 Tipa chto ne dostal i poshyol . 9ࠊ2ࢆᣦࡍ 
30     ࠓỿ㯲 1.61⛊ࠔ   
31   ヰ⪅A36 <➗࠸>   
32   ヰ⪅B36 <➗࠸>   
33 20 ヰ⪅C36 Ili, mozhet by`t`, e`:: takoj absurd[↑], chto e`ti= . ඲యࢆᣦࡋ࡞ࡀࡽࠊᡭ
ࢆ᣺ࡿ 
34 21 ヰ⪅C36 =My` zhe ne znaem, kto e`to .   
35 22 ヰ⪅C36 E`to kakie-to sushhestva .   
36 23-1 ヰ⪅C36 Oni dumali, mozhet by`t`, kamni e`to vku::sno, <mozhet 
“poedim”>{<},, 
  
37 24 ヰ⪅B36 <####>{>} .   
38 23-2 ヰ⪅C36  “kamni?” .   
39 25 ヰ⪅C36 No potom takie “ne::t, kamni, e`to neinteresno, potomu chto 
e`to ochen` tyazhelo, mozhet by`t` vsyo-taki yabloki?”<➗࠸> . 
3ࢆᣦࡍ 
40   ヰ⪅A36 <➗࠸>   
41   ヰ⪅B36 <➗࠸>   
42 26-1 ヰ⪅B36 Ne::t, <vot>{<},,   
43 27-1 ヰ⪅A36 <Tak>{>},,   
44 26-2 ヰ⪅B36 oni uvideli, chto nuzhno . 8ࢆᣦࡍ 
45 27-2 ヰ⪅A36 vot e`to [࣮࢝ࢻ 4,1]kak-to vzaimosvyazanno dolzhno by`t` . 1ࢆྲྀࡿ 
46     ࠓỿ㯲 0.91⛊ࠔ   
47 28 ヰ⪅A36 Nu tipa <oni snachala vdvoyom[→]>{<}࠙࠙  .   
48 29 ヰ⪅B36 ࠚࠚ <Chto snachala oni >{>} [↑]sami . 5ࢆᣦࡍ 
49 30 ヰ⪅A36 A est` tipa oni ego zovut? .   
50 31-1 ヰ⪅B36 Net, oni poka <vot zdes` razmy`sh>{<},,   
51 32-1 ヰ⪅C36 <Ta::k>{>},,   
52 31-2 ヰ⪅B36 lyayut . 8ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
53 32-2 ヰ⪅C36 vot zdes` oni vozmushhayutsya, a on nedoumevaet . 6ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
54 33 ヰ⪅B36 U nix ne poluchaetsya .   
55 34 ヰ⪅A36 Mozh ‘mozhet’, tipa chto on s``el, i oni zly`e, chto on s nimi ne 
podelilsya? . 
10ࠊ6ࢆᣦ࡛ᣦࡍ 
56 35 ヰ⪅C36 Nu mozhet by`t` .   
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57 36-1 ヰ⪅C36 Mo<zhet by`t`>{<},,   
58 37 ヰ⪅B36 <A pochemu oni>{>}  s razny`x storon narisovany`? .   
59 38 ヰ⪅B36 <Oni obezhali?>{<} .   
60 36-2 ヰ⪅C36 <mozhet by`t` nachnyom>{>} s e`togo? . 11ࢆᣦࡍ 
61 39 ヰ⪅C36 Vot on shyol, e`:: uvidel “aga::, <kakoe vkusnoe 
ya::bloko[↓]”>{<} . 
  
62 40 ヰ⪅B36 <[↑]Yabloko, s``el[↓]>{>} .   
63 41 ヰ⪅A36 Da, da, naverno <tak by`lo[↓]>{<} . 11ࢆඛ㢌࡟⨨ࡃ 
64 42 ヰ⪅C36 <Potom::>{>}, i vot on ego.. est . ヰ⪅ A36࡟ 10ࢆΏࡍ 
65     ࠓỿ㯲 1.18⛊ࠔ   
66 43 ヰ⪅B36 Tak, e`to pervaya kartinka . 11ࢆᣦࡍ 
67 44 ヰ⪅A36 Tak, on ego est po.., no on ego ne dostanet nikak . 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
68 45 ヰ⪅C36 Mozhet by`t`, e`to on uzhe=࠙࠙  . 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
69 46 ヰ⪅A36 ࠚࠚ =A::, mozhet, e`to upa::vshee by`lo? . 11ࢆᣦࡍ 
70 47-1 ヰ⪅A36 E`to by`lo upavshee, <on nachal>{<},, ࣮࢝ࢻࢆᣦࡍ 
71 48 ヰ⪅B36 <Da::>{>} .   
72 47-2 ヰ⪅A36 ego est` .   
73     ࠓỿ㯲 1.22⛊ࠔ   
74 49 ヰ⪅A36 Potom[↑] … .   
75 50 ヰ⪅A36 Zdes` kartinka propala . 2ࢆྲྀࡿ 
76     ࠓỿ㯲 1.65⛊ࠔ   
77 51 ヰ⪅A36 A, mozhet by`t`, on shyol gru::stny`j i nashyol yabloko . 2ࢆ 11ࡢ๓࡟⨨ࡃ 
78     ࠓỿ㯲 1.76⛊ࠔ   
79   ヰ⪅A36 <➗࠸>   
80 52 ヰ⪅C36 Chto s kamnyami? . 12࡟ゐࢀࡿ 
81   ヰ⪅A36 <➗࠸>   
82 53 ヰ⪅A36 A kamni::, chtoby` vstat` .   
83 54 ヰ⪅A36 Gde-to on vstaval .   
84 55 ヰ⪅A36 Vo::t, tipa <oni vstayut na kamni[↓]>{<} . 7ࢆྲྀࡿ 
85 56 ヰ⪅B36 <Malen`kij tut vstaval>{>} .   
86     ࠓỿ㯲 1.49⛊ࠔ   
87 57 ヰ⪅A36 To est` e`to <kak-to vot, vot tak vot poluchaetsya[↓]>{<} . 3࡜ 7ࢆ୪࡭ࡿ 
88 58 ヰ⪅B36 <Tok ‘tol`ko’ sn.. vot s e`tim eshhyo svyazanno>{>} . 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
89 59 ヰ⪅A36 Ugu .   
90 60-1 ヰ⪅C36 To <est` oni>{<},, 5ࢆᣦࡍ 
91 61 ヰ⪅B36 <[ᜥࢆྤࡁ࡞ࡀࡽ] Ugu>{>} .   
92 60-2 ヰ⪅C36 py`talis`, chtoby` dotyanut`sya, vstat` na e`ti kamni, no nichego 
ne poluchilos`[↑], i v itoge on im, vot on podsadil[↑], i 
sor..sor<vali ix[↓]>{<} . 
7ࠊ1ࢆᣦࡍ 
93 62 ヰ⪅B36 <Vo::t>{>}, e`to tozhe svyazanno <zdes`[↓]>{<} . 8ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
94 63 ヰ⪅A36 <Tak>{>}, nu poluchaetsya, “podsadil, sorvali”, e`to kak-to vot 
tak vot[↑] . 
4ࡢ๓࡟ 1ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
95 64 ヰ⪅C36 Nu da, snachala oni eshhyo budut py`tat`sya sami=࠙࠙  . 5ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
96 65 ヰ⪅B36 ࠚࠚ =Vot, oni snachala prishli[↑] i dumayut, “chyo ‘chto’ delat`?” . 8ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
97     ࠓỿ㯲 1.40⛊ࠔ   
98 66 ヰ⪅C36 Vo::t, potom e`to ix popy`tka . 8ࡢᚋ࡟ 5ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
99 67 ヰ⪅B36 Da:: .   
100 68 ヰ⪅A36 Ugu:: .   
101 69 ヰ⪅A36 Tak, ta::k .   
102     ࠓỿ㯲 3.03⛊ࠔ   
103 70 ヰ⪅C36 Vot, naverno, e`to vtoraya ix popy`tka= . ヰ⪅ A36 ࡀᣢࡗ࡚࠸
ࡿ 7ࢆᣦ࡛ᣦࡍ 
104 71 ヰ⪅C36 =Kak raz togda prishyol on, i vot on ix podsadit . 1ࢆᣦࡍ 
105 72 ヰ⪅C36 I vot oni dostali . 4ࢆᣦࡍ 
106 73 ヰ⪅C36 Naverno, tak? .   
107     ࠓỿ㯲 0.85⛊ࠔ   
108 74 ヰ⪅C36 Ili kak? .   
109 75 ヰ⪅B36 A zachem  <kamni vot e`ti vot?>{<} . 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
110 76 ヰ⪅A36 <Prosto vot e`to vot>{>} .   
111 77 ヰ⪅A36 Da::, neponyatno, otchego vot <oni tashhili?>{<} . 3ࠊ12ࢆᣦࡍ 
112 78 ヰ⪅C36 <Ya, ya dumayu, chto>{>} oni tashhili ix, chtoby`= .   
113 79 ヰ⪅C36 =Oni zhe ne mogut dotyanut`sya= .   
114 80-1 ヰ⪅C36 =Oni py`talis` odin na drugogo vstat`, <py`talis`::>{<},, 5ࢆᣦࡍ 
115 81 ヰ⪅B36 <A::, potom>{>} s kamnyami <syuda[↓] [࣮࢝ࢻ 5ࡢᚋ]>{<} . 3ࢆᣦࡍ 
116 82 ヰ⪅A36 <A::, nu>{>} <da::>{<} . ࣮࢝ࢻࢆື࠿ࡍ 
117 80-2 ヰ⪅C36 <s kam>{>}nem .   
118 83 ヰ⪅B36 Vot e`to ubiraj[↑] . 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
119     ࠓỿ㯲 1.06⛊ࠔ   
120 84 ヰ⪅A36 Tak . 5ࡢᚋ࡟ 3ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
121     ࠓỿ㯲 0.91⛊ࠔ   
122 85 ヰ⪅B36 Tak, tut chto s kamnyami eshhyo? .   
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123 86 ヰ⪅B36 Potom vot[→] .   
124     ࠓỿ㯲 2.18⛊ࠔ   
125 87 ヰ⪅A36 Tak= .   
126 88 ヰ⪅B36 =A::, mozhet by`t`, potom vot on prishyol[↑], i oni ego prosili 
pomoch`[↑], on snachala xotel sam[↑], a potom uzhe podsadil . 
9ࢆᣦࡍ 
127 89 ヰ⪅C36 Da, i s.. tozhe py`talsya s e`timi kamnyami= . 12ࢆᣦࡍ 
128 90 ヰ⪅C36 =Ili on prishyol, skazal, “glupost` vashi kamni, unoshu <➗࠸
࡞ࡀࡽ>obratno” . 
  
129   ヰ⪅A36 <㍍ࡃ➗࠸>   
130 91 ヰ⪅B36 Nda::, navernoe . ヰ⪅ C36ࢆぢࡿ 
131   ヰ⪅A36 <㍍ࡃ➗࠸>   
132 92-1 ヰ⪅C36 Togda poluchaetsya vot e`ta [࣮࢝ࢻ 7]<posle>{<},, 7ࠊ3ࢆᣦࡍ 
133 93 ヰ⪅B36 <Vot e`ta[→]>{>} .   
134 92-2 ヰ⪅C36 e`toj [࣮࢝ࢻ 3], <da[↓]>{<} .   
135 94 ヰ⪅B36 <Ugu>{>} .   
136     ࠓỿ㯲 1.07⛊ࠔ   
137 95 ヰ⪅C36 [ᑠࡉ࠸ኌ࡛]Tak .   
138 96-1 ヰ⪅B36 Vot tak, potom vot on sam[↑],, 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
139 97 ヰ⪅C36 Naverno e`ta, <da[↓]>{<} . 12ࡢᚋ࡟ 9ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
140 96-2 ヰ⪅B36 <pod>{>}sazhivaet . ࣮࢝ࢻࢆᣦ࡛ᣦࡍ 
141     ࠓỿ㯲 1.14⛊ࠔ   
142 98 ヰ⪅C36 Nuzhno togda <peremestit`[↑]>{<} . 1ࠊ4ࢆྲྀࡿ 
143 99 ヰ⪅B36 <Vot e`tu vot>{>} .   
144 100 ヰ⪅A36 Tak .   
145     ࠓỿ㯲 0.91⛊ࠔ   
146 101 ヰ⪅A36 Ugu:: .   
147 102 ヰ⪅B36 Vot tak vot . 8ࠊ5ࢆື࠿ࡍ 
148 103 ヰ⪅A36 A, a grustny`e oni, poluchaetsya, vot [↑]tak <vot?>{<} . 10 ࡜ 8 ࡢ㛫࡟ 6 ࢆ⨨
ࡃ 
149 104 ヰ⪅B36 <Nu>{>}, da, vot, vsyo verno .   
150 105 ヰ⪅C36 “Kak zhe tak?, <poel, a my` net[↓]”>{<} . ࣮࢝ࢻࢆ୪࡭ࡿ 
151 106-1 ヰ⪅A36 <Da, no>{>},,   
152 107 ヰ⪅B36 <Da>{>} .   
153 106-2 ヰ⪅A36  e`:: .   
154 108 ヰ⪅B36 Sdvigaem .   
155 109 ヰ⪅A36 Tak, shhas ‘sejchas’ eshhyo raz<㍍ࡃ➗࠸> .   
156     ࠓỿ㯲 2.09⛊ࠔ   
157 110 ヰ⪅C36 Nu chto, poluchaetsya, i..idyot nash . 2ࢆᣦࡍ 
158 111 ヰ⪅B36 Grustny`j, s``el, vot tut . 2ࠊ10ࢆᣦࡍ 
159 112 ヰ⪅A36 Oni uvideli i razozlilis` . 10ࠊ6ࢆᣦࡍ 
160 113 ヰ⪅B36  “Ch<to takoe?”>{<} .   
161 114 ヰ⪅A36 <Zdes` logi>{>}ka  est` .   
162 115 ヰ⪅B36 “My` sami dostanem” . 8ࢆᣦࡍ 
163 116 ヰ⪅C36 “Nam nuzhny` yabloki”= . 8ࢆᣦࡍ 
164 117 ヰ⪅B36 =“Davaj tak”, “net, <davaj vot tak[↓]”>{<} . 5ࠊ3ࢆᣦࡍ 
165 118 ヰ⪅C36 <“Ne poluchaetsya”>{>} .   
166 119 ヰ⪅B36 Vot e`tot prishyol i tipa “chto vy` delaete?, uberite e`to” . 7ࠊ12ࢆᣦࡍ 
167 120 ヰ⪅C36 “Davaj<te ya[↓]”>{<} .   
168 121 ヰ⪅B36 <“Ya sam”>{>} . 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
169 122 ヰ⪅B36 “Ne, davajte s vami” . 1ࢆᣦࡍ 
170 123 ヰ⪅C36 “Ura::”<➗࠸> . 4ࢆᣦࡍ 
171   ヰ⪅A36 <➗࠸>[ヰ⪅ C36ࢆぢࡿ] ヰ⪅ C36ࢆぢࡿ 
172   ヰ⪅B36 <➗࠸>   
173 124 ヰ⪅A36 Slushaj, a xorosho poluchilos` .   
174 125 ヰ⪅B36 <Da[↓]>{<} .   
175 126 ヰ⪅A36 <Esli>{>} e`to pravil`ny`j otvet, konechno .   
176 127 ヰ⪅B36 Nu ya dumayu, tam by`li varianty` .   
177     ࠓỿ㯲 2.69⛊ࠔ   
178 128-1 ヰ⪅A36 Nu, po-moemu, [ヰ⪅ B36ࢆぢࡿ]<logika est`>{<},,   
179 129 ヰ⪅B36 <Xorosho>{>} .   
180 128-2 ヰ⪅A36 <proslezhivaetsya[↓]>{<} .   
181 130-1 ヰ⪅B36 <I my` ran`she>{>},,   
182 131 ヰ⪅C36 <Da>{>} .   
183 130-2 ヰ⪅B36 chem pyatnadczat` minut upravilis` .   
184   ヰ⪅A36 <➗࠸>   
185   ヰ⪅C36 <➗࠸>   
186     ࠓỿ㯲 4.88⛊ࠔ   






   ヰ⪅ᛶู: ዪ 





␒ྕ ヰ⪅ Ⓨ       ヰ       ෆ       ᐜ ഛ⪃ 
1 1 ヰ⪅A37 Ya pryam po centru .   
2 2 ヰ⪅C37 Nu <ya tut togda>{<} .   
3 3-1 ヰ⪅A37 <Vy` takie xitry`e>{>}, seli vokrug,,   
4   ヰ⪅C37 <➗࠸>   
5 3-2 ヰ⪅A37 a ya pryam vozle kamery`, pered nej pryam .   
6 4 ヰ⪅C37 Ne perezhivaj,ࠓỿ㯲 0.91⛊ࠔ vse my` tam budem .   
7     ࠓỿ㯲 0.81⛊ࠔ   
8 5 ヰ⪅C37 Tak .   
9     ࠓỿ㯲 1.80⛊ࠔ   
10 6 ヰ⪅B37 Tak, nam nuzhno sobrat` svyaznuyu istoriyu, da[↑]? .   
11 7 ヰ⪅C37 <Ugu>{<} .   
12 8 ヰ⪅A37 <A to, chto oni>{>} oni pod nomerami, e`to kak-to:: schitaetsya 
ili net[↓]? . 
  
13     ࠓỿ㯲 1.13⛊ࠔ   
14 9 ヰ⪅C37 A, ty` dumaesh`, uzhe <tut sdelali, da[↑]?[ヰ⪅ A37ࢆぢࡿ]<➗
࠸࡞ࡀࡽ> istoriyu[↓]>{<} . 
  
15 10 ヰ⪅A37 <Net, net, <➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ>net>{>} .   
16   ヰ⪅B37 <➗࠸>   
17     ࠓỿ㯲 1.87⛊ࠔ   
18 11 ヰ⪅B37 Ta::k,ࠓỿ㯲 2.79⛊ࠔnuzhno ponyat` snachala, v chyom syuzhet 
zaklyuchaetsya voobshhe vsego e`togo[ᜥࢆ࿐ࡴ㡢]= . 
  
19 12 ヰ⪅C37 =Tak, shyol paren`ࠓỿ㯲 5.71⛊ࠔ m:: . 2ࢆᣦࡍ 
20     ࠓỿ㯲 1.22⛊ࠔ   
21 13 ヰ⪅B37 Mozhet by`t`, on vstretil <vot ix?>{<} . 6ࢆᣦࡍ 
22 14 ヰ⪅C37 <Uvidel..>{>} yablonyu, ne smog dostat`, predpolozhim[ヰ⪅
A37ࡀ࣮࢝ࢻ 2ࡢᚋ࡟࣮࢝ࢻ 9ࢆ⨨ࡃ] . 
9ࢆᣦࡍ 
23     ࠓỿ㯲 1.54⛊ࠔ   
24 15 ヰ⪅C37 Vstretil ࠓỿ㯲 0.70⛊ࠔvot e`togo chuvaka . 8ࢆᣦࡍ 
25     ࠓỿ㯲 4.81⛊ࠔ[ヰ⪅ A37ࡀ࣮࢝ࢻ 4ࢆ㏥ࡅࡿ]   
26 16 ヰ⪅C37 Vot tak vot esli . 9ࡢᚋ࡟ 8ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
27 17-1 ヰ⪅C37 Pot.. <vot oni>{<},,   
28 18-1 ヰ⪅B37 <A..>{>},,   
29 17-2 ヰ⪅C37  polyalyakali[↑],, 1ࢆྲྀࡿ 
30 18-2 ヰ⪅B37 a mozhet <by`t`>{<},,   
31 17-3 ヰ⪅C37 <a::>{>},,   
32 18-3 ヰ⪅B37 net[↑]?= .   
33 19-1 ヰ⪅B37 =Mozhet by`t`, e` <shyol>{<},,   
34 17-4 ヰ⪅C37 <a::>{>} .   
35 19-2 ヰ⪅B37 pa::ren`, e`:: uvidel, chto lezhit yabloko, i on poproboval 
dotyanut`sya do yabloka . 
2ࢆᣦࡍࠊ11ࢆྲྀࡿࠊ
9ࢆᣦࡍ 
36 20 ヰ⪅B37 A::, <net>{<} .   
37 21 ヰ⪅C37 <A za>{>}chem?[ヰ⪅ B37ࢆぢࡿ] .   
38     ࠓỿ㯲 1.78⛊ࠔ   
39 22 ヰ⪅C37 Mozhet by`t`, e`to ono potom[↑], m:: .   
40 23 ヰ⪅B37 Nu <➗࠸࡞ࡀࡽ>prosto ono kak-to upalo . 11ࢆࡶ࡜࡟ᡠࡍ 
41     ࠓỿ㯲 4.10⛊ࠔ   
42 24 ヰ⪅C37 Tuta‘tut’ uzhe dva yabloka . 4ࢆᣦࡍ 
43     ࠓỿ㯲 4.11⛊ࠔ   
44 25 ヰ⪅C37 Prosto na e`.. na [↑]e`toj kartinke uzhe netu yabloka= . 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
45 26 ヰ⪅C37 =Na toj kartinke na zemle tozhe net yabloka . 8ࢆᣦࡍ 
46 27-1 ヰ⪅B37 Znachit yabloko dostali vot e`ti vot <dva druga>{<},, 5ࢆᣦࡍ 
47 28 ヰ⪅C37 <Da::>{>} .   
48 27-2 ヰ⪅B37 kotory`e emu vstretilis` po puti= .   
49 29 ヰ⪅B37 =No, a pochemu oni ottu..otsyuda uzhe propali? . 11ࢆᣦࡍ 
50 30 ヰ⪅C37 A mozh ‘mozhet’, e`to v samy`j konecz? .   
51     ࠓỿ㯲 2.07⛊ࠔ   
52 31 ヰ⪅C37 Vot e`tu gorochku potom podstavit` . 12ࢆᣦࡍ 
53     ࠓỿ㯲 1.46⛊ࠔ   
54 32 ヰ⪅C37 Smotri, on idyot, ࠓỿ㯲 0.75ࠔuvidel.. yabloko, zaxotel.. poest`, 
ࠓỿ㯲 1.06⛊ࠔvstretil... . 
2ࠊ9ࢆᣦࡍ 
55 33 ヰ⪅C37 Gde chuvak? .   
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56     ࠓỿ㯲 1.83⛊ࠔ   
57 34 ヰ⪅C37 [ヰ⪅ A37ࡀ࣮࢝ࢻࢆΏࡍ]Vstretil chuvaka::, tot emu “xaxaxa, 
lyalyalya” . 
9ࡢᚋ࡟ 8ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
58 35 ヰ⪅C37 A::, nas zhe slushayut . 㘓㡢ᶵࢆື࠿ࡍ 
59   ヰ⪅A37 <㍍ࡃ➗࠸>   
60   ヰ⪅B37 <㍍ࡃ➗࠸>   
61 36 ヰ⪅C37 < ㍍ ࡃ ➗ ࠸ >Tak, vstretil, tot govorit “davajte, ya 
pomogu”,“davaj”, <zalez[↓]>{<} . 
8ࡢᚋ࡟ 1ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
62 37 ヰ⪅A37 <A vot e`ti?>{>} . 5ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
63 38 ヰ⪅C37 A::, <podo..>{<}࠙࠙  .   
64 39 ヰ⪅A37 ࠚࠚ <Oni>{>} tozhe py`tayutsya chto-to dostat` . 8ࡢᚋ࡟ 5ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
65 40 ヰ⪅C37 E`to uzhe drugoj .   
66     ࠓỿ㯲 1.06⛊ࠔ   
67 41 ヰ⪅A37 Net, e`to vot e`to . 8ࢆᣦࡍ 
68 42 ヰ⪅A37 E`to yaichko<㍍ࡃ➗࠸>= .   
69 43 ヰ⪅C37 =A e`tot bol`shoj togda kto? . 1ࢆᣦࡍ 
70 44 ヰ⪅A37 E`to vot e`tot . 2ࢆᣦࡍ 
71     ࠓỿ㯲 1.04⛊ࠔ   
72 45 ヰ⪅A37 Oni vmeste . 1ࢆᣦࡍ 
73 46 ヰ⪅A37 A gde tretij togda? . ࣮࢝ࢻࢆぢࡿ 
74     ࠓỿ㯲 1.61⛊ࠔ   
75   ヰ⪅C37 <㰯➗࠸>   
76     ࠓỿ㯲 3.08⛊ࠔ   
77 47 ヰ⪅B37 Po<tomu chto[→]>{<}࠙࠙  . 6ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
78 48 ヰ⪅C37 ࠚࠚ <Chyo ‘chto’ on>{>} est tut? . 10ࢆᣦࡍ 
79     ࠓỿ㯲 0.80⛊ࠔ   
80 49 ヰ⪅A37 Yablochko[↑][࣮࢝ࢻ 10ࢆぢࡏࡿ] . 10ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
81     ࠓỿ㯲 5.23⛊ࠔ   
82 50 ヰ⪅A37 Chto esli on shyo::l, uvidel kameshek? . 2ࡢᚋ࡟ 7ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
83 51 ヰ⪅C37 Ugu:: .   
84 52 ヰ⪅A37 Na kamushke stoyat dvoe .   
85     ࠓỿ㯲 4.40⛊ࠔ   
86 53 ヰ⪅C37 O chyom-to bol<tayut[↑]>{<}࠙࠙  . 6ࢆᣦࡍ 
87 54-1 ヰ⪅A37 ࠚࠚ <Ili>{>} ne::t, <vot on shyo::l>{<},, ヰ⪅ B37 ࠿ࡽ 6 ࢆྲྀ
ࡿࠊ2ࡢᚋ࡟ 6ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
88 55-1 ヰ⪅B37 <Mne kazhetsya, mozhet by`t`>{>}, on shyol,<vstretilsya>{<},,   
89 56 ヰ⪅C37 <Shyo::l>{>} . 6ࢆᣦࡍ 
90 55-2 ヰ⪅B37  <s..>{<}࠙࠙  .   
91 54-2 ヰ⪅A37 ࠚࠚ <i>{>} vstretilsya s nimi .   
92 57 ヰ⪅C37 Da .   
93 58 ヰ⪅C37 Potom oni nashli kakuyu-to gorochku, da[↑]? . 7ࢆᣦࡍ 
94 59 ヰ⪅A37 Da .   
95 60-1 ヰ⪅C37 A net e`ti,, 3ࢆྲྀࡿ 
96 61-1 ヰ⪅B37 [ᜥࢆ㣧ࡴ㡢]Ya ponyala:: v chyom ves` smy`sl,,   
97 60-2 ヰ⪅C37 [ᑠࡉ࠸ኌ࡛]e`ti potom <podoshli[↑]>{<}࠙࠙  . 2 ࡢᚋ࡟ 3 ࢆ⨨࠸࡚ࡳ
ࡿ 
98 61-2 ヰ⪅B37 ࠚࠚ <oni k nemu>{>} obratilis`, chtoby` on <dostal>{<},,   
99 62 ヰ⪅C37 <On?>{>} .   
100 61-3 ヰ⪅B37 im yabloko, potomu chto oni malen`kie .   
101     ࠓỿ㯲 1.30⛊ࠔ   
102 63 ヰ⪅C37 Znachit snachala oni . ヰ⪅ B37 ࡟ 3 ࢆぢࡏ
ࡿ 
103 64 ヰ⪅B37 Snachala oni py`talis` s..soo<rudit`[→]>{<}࠙࠙  .   
104 65 ヰ⪅C37 ࠚࠚ <Potom>{>} uzhe tol`ko <on[↓]>{<} . 2ࢆ㏥ࡅࡿ 
105 66 ヰ⪅B37 <Potom>{>} on shyol im navstrechu .   
106 67 ヰ⪅C37 Znachit nado sobrat` e`tix . 9ࢆ㏥ࡅࡿ 
107 68 ヰ⪅A37 A gde malen`kie? .   
108 69-1 ヰ⪅B37 On popy`talsya, <naverno>{<},, 12ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
109 70 ヰ⪅A37 <Vot>{>} . 5ࢆྲྀࡿ 
110 69-2 ヰ⪅B37 potom podnyat` e`..e`tu <ya::mku [‘gorku’ࡢゝ࠸㛫㐪࠸ ], 
chtob>{<}࠙࠙  . 
12ࡢ▼ࢆᣦࡍ 
111 71 ヰ⪅C37 ࠚࠚ <Malen`kie snachala vot>{>}  e`to, da[↓] . 8ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
112 72 ヰ⪅C37 Potom vot e`to . 8ࡢᚋ࡟ 5ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
113     ࠓỿ㯲 1.59⛊ࠔ   
114 73 ヰ⪅C37 Potom oni poshli za kamushkom . 5ࡢᚋ࡟ 3ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
115 74 ヰ⪅B37 Da .   
116 75 ヰ⪅B37 Potom vstretili... .   
117 76-1 ヰ⪅B37 A potom <prishyol on[↑]>{<},, 2ࢆᣦࡍ 
118 77 ヰ⪅C37 <Ushyol o::n>{>} . 3ࡢᚋ࡟ 9ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
119     ࠓỿ㯲 2.96⛊ࠔ   
120 76-2 ヰ⪅B37 potom e`::,,   
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121 78 ヰ⪅C37 Gde kamushek? .   
122 76-3 ヰ⪅B37 vot zdes` on uzhe py`taetsya ego, vidimo, podvinut` k yablone . 12ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
123     ࠓỿ㯲 0.75⛊ࠔ   
124 79 ヰ⪅A37 <Vot on>{<} . 7ࢆᣦࡍ 
125 80 ヰ⪅C37 <Net>{>} .   
126 81 ヰ⪅A37 Vot oni poprosili <ego podvinut`[↓]>{<} . 2ࡢᚋ࡟ 7ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
127 82-1 ヰ⪅C37 <Da, oni popro>{>}si<li[↑]>{<},,   
128 83 ヰ⪅A37 <Da>{>} .   
129 84 ヰ⪅B37 <Vot>{>} on.. .   
130 82-2 ヰ⪅C37 u nego ne poluchilos`, oni.. obidelis` na nego[↑] . 4ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
131 85 ヰ⪅C37 A, podozhdi, vot e`to vot eshhyo . 10ࢆྲྀࡿ 
132     ࠓỿ㯲 1.05⛊ࠔ   
133 86 ヰ⪅C37 [࿓ࡃࡼ࠺࡟]Gde on e`to yabloko vzyal? . 10ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
134 87 ヰ⪅A37 Mne kazhetsya, vot, vot . 1ࠊ10࡜୪࡭ࡿ 
135 88 ヰ⪅A37 Oni emu snyali yabloko, i on sam dovol`ny`j est[↑], oni emu 
govoryat “ty` chyo ‘chto’ <voobshhe esh`, my` zh tozhe 
xotim[↓]”>{<} . 
1ࠊ10ࢆᣦࡍ 
136 89 ヰ⪅B37 <<㍍ࡃ➗࠸>Da>{>} .   
137 90 ヰ⪅C37 <Vot, posle kamush>{>}ka vot e`to budet . 6ࢆぢࡏࡿ 
138 91 ヰ⪅B37 A::, oni emu snyali [↑]yabloko . 1ࢆᣦࡍ 
139 92 ヰ⪅B37 Yabloko, mozhet by`t`, upa::lo[↑], i on ego est ili net[↓]?[❧ࡕୖ
ࡀࡗ࡚ᮘࡢṇ㠃࡟⛣ື] . 
10ࠊ11ࢆᣦࡍ 
140     ࠓỿ㯲 0.84⛊ࠔ   
141 93 ヰ⪅A37 Aga, aga . 1ࠊ11ࠊ10ࢆ୪࡭ࡿ 
142     ࠓỿ㯲 5.40⛊ࠔ   
143 94 ヰ⪅C37 Est=࠙࠙  . 9ࢆྲྀࡿ 
144 95 ヰ⪅A37 ࠚࠚ =Kogda-to on dolzhen ego dostat`, poprobovat` dostat` .   
145 96 ヰ⪅C37 Da::, navernoe, vot tak vot? . 6ࡢᚋ࡟ 9ࢆ⨨ࡃ 
146 97-1 ヰ⪅B37 Da::, on snachala popy`<talsya>{<},, 1ࢆᣦࡍ 
147 98 ヰ⪅C37 <Ugu>{>} .   
148 97-2 ヰ⪅B37 odi::n e`to sdelat`, potom pozval druga . 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
149     ࠓỿ㯲 2.40⛊ࠔ   
150 99 ヰ⪅C37 A potom on ostalsya odin[↑][ヰ⪅ B37ࢆぢࡿ] . 11ࢆᣦࡍ 
151     ࠓỿ㯲 1.63⛊ࠔ   
152 100 ヰ⪅B37 Blin .   
153     ࠓỿ㯲 1.42⛊ࠔ   
154 101 ヰ⪅B37 <㍍ࡃ➗࠸>Nu e`to ponyatno, chto e`to uzhe konecz, da[↓] . 4ࢆᣦࡍ 
155     ࠓỿ㯲 1.17⛊ࠔ   
156 102 ヰ⪅B37 No pochemu on s``el sam togda yabloko, a ne otdal im?= . 10ࢆᣦࡍ 
157 103 ヰ⪅B37 =Ved` iznachal`no oni xoteli sami yabloko dostat`, no ne po..n::e 
poluchilos` . 
8ࢆᣦࡍ 
158 104-1 ヰ⪅B37 Mozhet by`t`, <prosto>{<},,   
159 105 ヰ⪅C37 <Zhadnost`?>{>} .   
160 104-2 ヰ⪅B37 mozhet, prosto tut , dejstvitel`no, to chto on zhadny`j, on 
pomog, a v itoge zabral e`:: sebe[↑]? . 
10ࢆᣦࡍ 
161     ࠓỿ㯲 4.73⛊ࠔ   
162 106 ヰ⪅C37 Ne mo.. ne mogut kamen`, tuda syuda tuda[↑], rasstroilis`, 
otveli k derevu, <on podsadil[→]>{<}࠙࠙  . 
8ࠊ5ࠊ3ࠊ2ࠊ7ࠊ6ࠊ9ࠊ
1ࢆᣦࡍ 
163 107 ヰ⪅B37 ࠚࠚ <A mozhet by`t`, oni rasstroilis`>{>} potom, kogda on s``el 
yabloko? . 
6ࠊ10ࢆᣦࡍ 
164     ࠓỿ㯲 3.63⛊ࠔ   
165 108 ヰ⪅B37 Net[↑], ne mozhet takogo by`t`?[ヰ⪅ C37ࡀ࣮࢝ࢻ 10ࡢᚋ࡟ 6
ࢆ⨨ࡃ] . 
  
166     ࠓỿ㯲 5.77⛊ࠔ   
167 109 ヰ⪅B37 A pochemu togda v konce oni veselyatsya vse?[ヰ⪅ C37ࢆぢ
ࡿ] . 
  
168 110 ヰ⪅B37 A::, net, veselyatsya oni vdvoyo::m . 4ࢆᣦࡍ 
169     ࠓỿ㯲 0.72⛊ࠔ   
170 111 ヰ⪅C37 No e`tot tozhe negrustny`j .   
171   ヰ⪅A37 <➗࠸>   
172   ヰ⪅C37 <➗࠸>   
173 112 ヰ⪅B37 A.. a on kak..kak budtoࠓỿ㯲 0.91⛊ࠔ“ka::k?, u vas dva yabloka, 
kak vy` dostali?”= . 
  
174 113 ヰ⪅B37 =Nu::, kak budto on pryam vozmushhaetsya= .   
175 114 ヰ⪅A37 =Net, mne kazhetsya, on ra::d . 4ࢆᣦࡍ 
176 115 ヰ⪅C37 Ne, naoboro::t, da:: .   
177 116 ヰ⪅B37 Rad? .   
178 117 ヰ⪅A37 Da, on rad za nix, chto u nix nakonecz-to yablochki= .   
179 118 ヰ⪅A37 =I vot chto-to poyut oni dazhe . 4ࢆᣦࡍ 
180     ࠓỿ㯲 2.28⛊ࠔ   




182 120 ヰ⪅B37 Poluchaetsya, on e`:: dostal yabloko[↑], s``el[↑] ego, oni, 
<znachit, ostalis` bez>{<}࠙࠙  . 
10ࠊ6ࢆᣦࡍ 
183 121 ヰ⪅C37 ࠚࠚ <A vot zdes` vot tol`ko>{>} vot edinstvennoe vot= .   
184 122 ヰ⪅A37 =Da . 11ࠊ9࡜୪࡭᭰࠼ࡿ 
185     ࠓỿ㯲 2.11⛊ࠔ   
186 123-1 ヰ⪅A37 Vot, <vot>{<},, 10ࢆྲྀࢁ࠺࡜ࡍࡿ 
187 124-1 ヰ⪅C37 <A::>{>},, 11ࠊ10ࠊ6ࠊ9࡜୪࡭᭰
࠼ࡿ 
188 123-2 ヰ⪅A37 da, da::, <da>{<},,   
189 124-2 ヰ⪅C37 <vsyo>{>},,   
190 123-3 ヰ⪅A37 da,,   
191 124-3 ヰ⪅C37 vot tak vot .   
192 123-4 ヰ⪅A37 ugu::, ugu:: .   
193     ࠓỿ㯲 4.85⛊ࠔ   
194 125 ヰ⪅C37 M:: .   
195     ࠓỿ㯲 2.26⛊ࠔ   
196 126-1 ヰ⪅A37 Uvideli yablonyu, zaxoteli dostat`, ne smogli::, poprobovali 
<vstat` na kamushek>{<},, 
8ࠊ5ࠊ3ࢆᣦࡍ 
197 127-1 ヰ⪅C37 <A, podozhdi>{>},, 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
198 126-2 ヰ⪅A37 ne smogli, <prishyol e`tot[↓]>{<} . 2ࢆᣦࡍ 
199 128 ヰ⪅B37 <Togda on tozhe poluchaetsya>{>}  ne mozhet dostat` . 9ࢆᣦࡍ 
200 127-2 ヰ⪅C37 ne::t, mne kazhetsya, togda on poshyol k yablone, tam e`to 
yablochko valyalos`, nu predpolozhim[ヰ⪅ B37ࢆぢࡿ] . 
࣮࢝ࢻࢆࡎࡽࡍ 
201 129 ヰ⪅B37 Da:: .   
202 130 ヰ⪅C37 Nu u nas normal`no e`to .   
203   ヰ⪅B37 <➗࠸>   
204 131 ヰ⪅C37 On nachal ego e::st`[↑], oni na nego obi::delis`[↑], on poproboval 
dostat` sam , ne poluchilos`[↑], on na nego zalez[↑], i oni vse 
kushayut yabloki[ヰ⪅ B37ࢆぢࡿ] . 
6ࡢᚋ࡟ 9ࢆ⨨ࡃࠊ1ࠊ
4ࢆᣦࡍ 
205 132-1 ヰ⪅B37 Da, <da, vo::t>{<},,   
206 133 ヰ⪅A37 <Aga::, da::>{>} .   
207 132-2 ヰ⪅B37 tochno .   
208 134 ヰ⪅C37 Pust` budet tak .   
209     ࠓỿ㯲 1.08⛊ࠔ   
210 135 ヰ⪅B37 Tak, davajte eshhyo raz proverim .   
211     ࠓỿ㯲 5.81⛊ࠔ   
212 136 ヰ⪅B37 Vot mne stranno, pochemu voobshhe  e`ta kucha voznikla? . 7ࠊ12ࢆᣦࡍ 
213     ࠓỿ㯲 0.73⛊ࠔ   
214 137 ヰ⪅B37 Po suti, <e`ta kuch..>{<}࠙࠙  .   
215 138 ヰ⪅C37 ࠚࠚ <Tak e`to ka>{>} men` .   
216 139 ヰ⪅B37 A:: kamen`? .   
217   ヰ⪅A37 <➗࠸>   
218   ヰ⪅C37 <➗࠸>   
219   ヰ⪅B37 <➗࠸>   
220 140 ヰ⪅C37 Kucha iz chego?<➗࠸>[ヰ⪅ B37ࢆぢࡿ] .   
221 141 ヰ⪅B37 <ࡦࡁ➗࠸>Iz zemli .   
222   ヰ⪅A37 <➗࠸>[ヰ⪅ B37ࢆぢࡿ]   
223 142 ヰ⪅C37 Net, da::, potom on na.. on.. u nego ne poluchilos` kamen` 
ubrat`, on poshyol vzyal yabloko, opyat` emu vstretilis` na 
puti[↑].. [ヰ⪅ B37࡜ヰ⪅ A37ࢆぢࡿ]oni, ࠓỿ㯲 0.72⛊ࠔte na 
nego obidelis`[↑], on poshyol im dostat` yabloko, ne dostayot[↑] . 
12ࠊ11ࠊ10ࠊ6ࠊ9ࢆᣦ
ࡍ 
224 143 ヰ⪅C37 Net, ya dumayu, vsyo pravil`no .   
225     ࠓỿ㯲 18.81⛊ࠔ   
226 144 ヰ⪅B37 A mozhet by`t`,ࠓỿ㯲 2.66⛊ࠔ vot e`to [࣮࢝ࢻ 3] s e`tim [࣮࢝
ࢻ 2] pomenyat`, net[↑]? . 
2ࠊ3ࢆᣦࡍ 
227     ࠓỿ㯲 3.03⛊ࠔ   
228 145-1 ヰ⪅B37 <Potomu chto>{<} ,,   
229 146 ヰ⪅A37 <[኱ࡁ࠸ኌ࡛]M::>{>} .   
230 145-2 ヰ⪅B37 von idyo::t[↑], on prishyol k ku::che[↑] k e`toj . 2ࠊ3࡜୪࡭᭰࠼ࡿ 
231 147-1 ヰ⪅C37 A::, i uvidel, to chto oni tolkayut, podoshyol sprosil, chyo..<chyo 
‘chto’ delayut[↑], “davaj ya” >{<},, 
  
232 148 ヰ⪅B37 <Da, podoshyol sprosil, chto oni delayut[↑]>{>} . 7ࢆᣦࡍ 
233 147-2 ヰ⪅C37 “poprobuyu[↑]”, u nego ne poluchilos`, “ya poshyol k 
yablochku” . 
  
234 149 ヰ⪅B37 Da .   
235     ࠓỿ㯲 2.23⛊ࠔ   
236 150-1 ヰ⪅B37 A::, potom on podoshyol[↑], i:: yabloko uzhe lezhalo, da[↑]?,, 11ࢆᣦࡍ 
237 151 ヰ⪅C37 Ugu .   
238 150-2 ヰ⪅B37 prosto poluchaetsya .   
239 152 ヰ⪅B37 I on s``el yabloko, oni govoryat “o::, my` tozhe xotim ya::bloko” . 10ࢆᣦࡍ 
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240 153 ヰ⪅C37 Da:: .   
241 154 ヰ⪅B37 Nu a pochemu togda zde::s` yabloko ne lezhalo? . 5ࢆᣦࡍ 
242     ࠓỿ㯲 0.87⛊ࠔ   
243 155 ヰ⪅C37 Nu poka oni tam tolkali, ono upalo[ヰ⪅ B37ࢆぢࡿ] .   
244 156 ヰ⪅A37 Ugu, ࠓỿ㯲 1.30⛊ࠔ<samo>{<} .   
245 157 ヰ⪅C37 <E`to::>{>} normal`noe yavlenie .   
246   ヰ⪅A37 <➗࠸>   
247 158 ヰ⪅C37 Zakon podlosti .   
248     ࠓỿ㯲 1.01⛊ࠔ   
249 159 ヰ⪅B37 Nu da, togda v principe vsyo, ya dumayu .   
250 160 ヰ⪅A37 Za skol`ko my` upravilis`? .   
251     ࠓỿ㯲 2.33⛊ࠔ 8ࠊ5ࠊ2ࠊ3ࠊ7ࠊ12ࠊ11ࠊ
10ࠊ6ࠊ9ࠊ1ࠊ4 
252 161 ヰ⪅A37 Za devyat` minut[ヰ⪅ B37ࢆぢࡿ] .   
253 162 ヰ⪅C37 Ox, devyat` minut dumali .   
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   Просим Вас искренне ответить на вопросы. Данная информация не будет  
оглашаться другим участникам разговора. 
Ф.И.О. 㻌  㻌  㻌  㻌
     
           
1. Легко ли было Вам вести разговор втроем? 
    
 
a.  Да, легко с обоими  
    участниками. 
 
c.  Только с одним незнакомым  
    участником.  
b.  Только с другом. 
  
d.  Нет, было трудно с обоими  
    участниками. 
2. Почему? Дайте подробный ответ. 
      
 
㻌  㻌  㻌  㻌  㻌 㻌  㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌
 
㻌  




        
㻌
 
㻌  㻌  㻌  㻌  㻌 㻌  㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌






      
 
Опишите подробно, что именно Вас обидело. 
    
 
㻌  㻌  㻌  㻌  㻌 㻌  㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌
 
㻌  
        
㻌
 
㻌  㻌  㻌  㻌  㻌 㻌  㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌
           
4. Обращали ли Вы внимание на то, что Вы незнакомы с двумя другими  




      
5. Обращали ли Вы внимание на то, что 2 других собеседника являются друзьями /  




      
6. На что Вы больше всего обращали внимание в разговоре?  
   
 
㻌  㻌  㻌  㻌  㻌 㻌  㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌
 
㻌  
        
㻌
 
㻌  㻌  㻌  㻌  㻌 㻌  㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌
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7. Считаете ли вы, что Ваша речь была вежливой? 
    
 
a.㻌 Я старался / старалась говорить вежливее, чем всегда. 
   
 
b.  Моя речь не была ни особенно  вежливой, ни грубой.  
   
 
c.㻌 Моя речь была немного грубее обычного. 
    
 
d.㻌 Моя речь была грубой. 
       
8. Почему? Дайте подробный ответ. 
      
 
㻌  㻌  㻌  㻌  㻌 㻌  㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌
 
㻌  
        
㻌
 
㻌  㻌  㻌  㻌  㻌 㻌  㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌
9. Считаете ли Вы, что Ваша речь была естественной? 
   
 
a.㻌 Да. 
    
c.㻌 Наверное, нет. 
   
 
b.  Наверное, да. 
   
d.㻌 Нет. 
    




    
c.㻌 Наверное, нет. 
   
 
b.  Наверное, да. 
   
d.㻌 Нет. 
    
11. Обращали ли Вы внимание на то, что Ваш разговор записывается? 
  
 
a.㻌 Да, обращал(а). 
  
c.㻌 Немного обращал(а). 
  
 
b.  Почти не обращал(а). 
  
d.㻌 Нет, не обращала. 
  
12. Другие замечания (по желанию). 
      
 
㻌  㻌  㻌  㻌  㻌 㻌  㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌
 
㻌  




        
㻌
 
㻌  㻌  㻌  㻌  㻌 㻌  㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌
           
           
Благодарим Вас за сотрудничество! 
 
 
 
